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Preface.

Nearly all the resources cited in this Bibliography are to be found in

the excellent Doukhobor Collection of the Library of the University of

British Columbia. The Collection and an accompanying Bibliography (q .v.

under Horvath, A/VII) are basically the result of ongoing work by Mrs.

Maria Horvath, v/ho has accumulated an essential collection of original

and facsimile materials, and whose Bibliography is so designed as to

allow for clear initial selection and survey of materials.

The present Bibliography grew under the requirements of this study,

but Its aim alx^ays was to present all items which could be of value to a

Folklore or Folklife scholar, or to any scholar in an allied discipline
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who needed materials referring to cultural expression, history, or

group interactions. The selection has been made inclusive rather than

exclusive, though some poor and peripheral material has been reject-

-ed as reduplication of existing entries. Some materials not cited in

the text have been included here as of use to future researchers. No

doubt omissions will be found, made either for want of opportunity or

want of knowledge; for these I apologize, and seek whatever counsel is

offered. Russian materials in particular have been neglected, through

both inexperience with the language, and the scarcity of sources. Many

ephemeral pamphlets and circulars, etc., were published, especially by

Svobodntki in the period c. 1940 - 1962, but have been lost in various

ways, thereby becoming utterly inaccessible, a regrettable loss of pri-

-mary materials.

The system by which the Bibliography was organized took shape dur-

-ing initial study and has been proven of value through use. The cut-

-off date, 1914, reflects the influence of the First World War upon

scholarship, and a difference of mood, experience, and training of most

writers on either side of that division.

The distinction between Book and Pamphlet, and Periodical, public-

-ations becomes of use only in the areas of specific studies and accounts

of interaction, as the organization of Periodical materials reflects. It

is felt that the subject breakdown of the Bibliography more than makes up

in precision what it loses through the inconvenience of seeking an indiv-

-idual author's name in several places. Entries take the following form:

standard entry, according to A. A. usage, with Modifications for Govern-





xlll

-ment Documents and unauthored publications (which are entered alphabet-

-Ically by title for convenience In reference) ; where the relevant mat-

-erlal Is Included In a general study, volume and page number are given

for easier access; and a short critical note. The notes usually Indlc-

-ate the content of useful materials, relevance to Folk studies, and

some comment on quality. Items including the entry *not available' were

considered important, but were inaccessible during the research period

for several reasons; these and most Russian-language entries are describ-

-ed from Mrs. Horvath's entry, which may be abridged. Such citations

are always placed in parentheses, (thus).

It is recommended that users of the Bibliography gain some minimal

faralllarity with the past 150 years or so of Doiikhobor history, as some

entries refer without expansion,., to major figures or events.

For further research, the following archival sources are recommended,

in order of size and specialization.

The Doukhobor Collection . Special Collections Dept, Library of the
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C.

The Local Collection , The Library of Selkirk College, Castlegar ,B.C.

The Library, Central Office of the U.S.C.C., Grand Forks, B.C.

The National Museum of Man, Ottawa, Canada,

The Provincial Archives of British Columbia, Victoria, B.C.

The Friends' Historical Library , Swarthmore College, Swarthmore,
Penna., U.S.A.

To all these sources and to others (especially Mr. Mike Chernoff of

Castlegar and Mr. J. L. Smith of Nelson), my sincere thanks for their

great assistance.
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against early zealots. Valuable data is presented, but the gen-
-eral emotional and uncritical style lowers the book's credibil-
-ity far more than should be the case.
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p.p. Peter Maloff.
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Doukhobor Collection, U.B.C. Library.

First half (second half forestalled by death of author) of a

proposed two-part history of Doukhobors in Canada. In three
sections: history, autobiography, correspondence. The MS is

a slightly damaged translation, by Maloff, of the Russian ed-

-ition, with minor changes and abridgements. The book is con-
-sidered authoritative by many Doukhobors of varying affiliat-
-ions. It is an essential and invaluable source for esoteric
attitudes and othen^7ise unavailable early Folkllfe data.

1953 Doukhobors and Canada: third independent report on the Doukho'"

»bor Problem . [Thrums, B.C.], p. p.

1957 In Quest of a Solution: three reports on the Doukhobor Problem .

[Thnams, B.C.], p. p.

1958 Canada & Doukhobors; an independent report # 4 . [Thrums, B.C.]p.p.

In the early 1950's the Doukhobor Consultative Committee re-
-quested information from Maloff. In these documents, Maloff
goes beyond the objective request, to criticize Doukhobors for
abandonment of early ideals, and Canadian officials and the pub-
-lic for wilful ignorance and toleration of injustice. He calls
for a general re-affirmation of and dialogue on both Doukhobor
and Canadian ideals.

Members of the Christian Community and Brotherhood of Reformed Doukhobors.
1954 An Open Letter - Appeal to the Society of Friends (Quakers) .

Krestova, p.p.

1954? Petition to the Government and People of Canada .

Courtney, B.C., Angus Printers.

Two very lengthy Svobodnlk pamphlets summarizing Doukhobor history
in Canada, and criticizing government policy - above all, the seiz-
-ing of children and their restraint in an isolated residential
school - accompanied by docum^ents and letters of various date and
substance. Conspicuous individuals are often named and criticized
in uncompromising terms. Documents of this nature epitomize eso-
-teric response to past and current events, and current attitudes
and feelings; they also occasionally include valid evidence not
available through official sources.
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Perepelkin, John J., et al.

1959 Doukhobor Problem in Canada: a Prototype copy of the Hebrew
People in E^vpt . tr. and ed. J.E, Podovinikof f . Krestova,B.C.

,

Fraternal Council of the Union of Christian Coimunities and
Brotherhood of Reformed Doukhobors.

A Svobodnik pamphlet rectioning and analyzing recent events in

the locale in terms of the title concept. The account is char-
-acteristically partial and rhetorical, yet offers valid comp-
-laints. Documents of this sort rarely assumed any responsib-
-ilities owed by Svobodniki outside Doukhobor society.

Piontkovsky, Roman, ed.

MS Doukhobor Legends . Private communication; material collected in
Saskatchewan, 1970.

MS Doukhobor Healing Spells . Private communication; material coll-
-ected in Saskatchewan, 1970.

This material is published, with permission, in this study. Its
value cannot be questioned, and it is to be hoped that Piontkov-
-sky will be able to continue research in these and related areas.

Popoff, Eli A.

1954 V Rasskazy is Istorli Dukhobortsev . Grand Forks, U.S.C.C.. Second
ed., 1966.

1964 Historical Exposition on Doukhobor Beliefs . Grand Forks, U.S.C.C.

Two historical studies, the latter abridged and recast from the
former, and including a number of appended psalns, documents,
speeches, etc.. A highly favourable esoteric account of Doukho-
-bor history and belief from the vievrpoint of an influential
rationalistic member of the U.S.C.C; an essential guide to cur-
-rent attitudes.

Reibin, Simeon F.

1952 Trudi Mirnara Zhizn*: istorifa dukhobortsev bez maski. Toil and
Peaceful Life: history of the Doukhobors unmasked . San Francisco,
Delo

.

A highly partisan account of Doukhobor life and leaders in Canada
by the former secretary of Peter Chistiakov Verigin, expelled from
the U.S.C.C. for financial irregularities. A mixture of accurate
statement and emotional self-vindication. U.S.C.C. and Svobodnik
authors characterize Reibin as a liar.
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Sorokln, Stephen S.

1950 Tri Dnya i Tri Nochu b Zagrobnoy Zhlznt . By "Pantes Kiroson"
(anagrammatic pseud.) • Crescent Valley, B.C., p.p.

Published in the year of Sorokin's acclamation as leader of the

largest Svobodnlk body: a partial and remarkable account of the

author's early life and of the visions that led him to take up

a role of leader among Canadian Doukhobors. Highly valued by
Svobodniki , who apparently apply allegorical interpretation to

much of the text; extremely rare.

1957? Doukhobor Affairs Inside Out . Union of Christian Communities and

Brotherhood of Reformed Doukhobors, p.p.

Third in a line of correspondence with a retired R.C.M.P. deputy-
-Commissioner . Sorokin views West Kootenay history as a strong
Doukhobor/Police and Government opposition, mediated by double
agents.

Suffield Peace Manifestation Committee
1964 Hymns, Suffield Peace Manifestation . Grand Forks, U.S.C.C.

A collection of Russian and English hymns, some mutually trans-
-lated, used by Doukhobors, Quakers, and University of Alberta
pacifists during a demonstration against a CBW installation loc-

-ated in South-Central Alberta.

Sukhorev, Vasili A.

1944 Istorii^ Dukhobortsev . North Kildonan, Man., p.p.

A highly regarde«d history of Doukhobors supplemented by texts of
many essential documents; essential and reliable, though now some-

-what dated.

Verigin, Laura, and Zoe H. Gulley

.

1957 Practical Cook Book/Selected Doukhobor and Quaker Recipes .

Ross land, B. C. , [The Rossland] Miner Printing Co.

Many traditional recipes, with variants, as well as acquired
recipes, all vegetarian. Essential for Foodways research.
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Verigln, John I.

1963 A Doukhobor History . Grand Forks, U.S.C.C.

Short account of Doukhobor history based on an address by the

Honorary Chairman of the U.S.C.C.

Verigin(Orekoff-Verigin) , Michael "Archangel", associates, etc.

MSs [Documents] seized during police raids, Hilliers, B.C., and
recorded in translation, Jan. 24, 1950. B.C. Archives.

A heterogeneous collection of materials - letters, organizat-
-lonal papers, addresses, manifestoes, legendary materials,
description of paintings, etc..Much of these materials are of
great value for research, but are unsuitable for open publication.

Verlgin, Petr V. [Gospodnie]
1901 Pis*ma Dukhoborcheskago rukoviditelia Petra V Vert^ina . ed. V.

Bonch-Bruevich. Christchurch, Hants., Tchertkoff p.p.

Rare collection of letters sent by Peter Gospodnie Verigin from
Siberian exile. Of the greatest historical importance, as these
are largely the instigation of the revitalization of the 1890 's,

the Burning of Arms, and the early formulation of the C.C.U.B..

Youth Sunday School Committee of the U.S.C.C.
1968 Stikhi i Psalmy. .

.

. Grand Forks, U.S.C.C.

Major contemporary printed collection of Hymns and Psalms accord-
-ing to current usage.

Ziborov, Nikolai S.

1899 0 Sozhzenii oruzhij^ dukhoborami//"Auto-da-f H des Armes." .

Purleigh, Maldon, Essex, Tchertkoff p.p.

(

Slobodnago Slova ,

C 28).

Early and graphic account of the Burning of Arms, often cited
In Doukhobor documents.
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II. GOVERNMENT POLICY: CONTENT AND ANALYSIS.

1962 "Bombs for Repentance'\ Canada Month , Montreal, 11/ if 9, p. 12.

Legal analysis of governmental ineptness In pressing obsolete

charge of "conspii;_acy to intimidate the Government of Canada"
against certain Svobodnikl .

British Columbia. Royal Commission of matters relating to the sect

of Doukhobors in the Province of British Columbia, 1912.

1913 Report . Commissioner, William Blakeraore. Victoria, B.C.,

King's Printer.

The major early Canadian account on Doukhobor society in Canada.
Blakemore was an observant and tolerant but conservative and
uncritical investigator. There is much invaluable reporting
of early B.C. Doukhobor Folklife, though the maps claimed in the

report to exist are now no longer to be found. Blakemore 's pos-
-itive recommendations include that of a government agency for
Doukhobor relations, a proposal also made by the Research Committ-
-ee of 1952, yet never carried out. His negative recommendation
is that Doukhobor status of Conscientious Objection be annulled;
fortunately, this recomiaendation (constitutionally, not under Pro-
-vlncial jurisdiction) was also ignored.

British Columbia. Commission to inquire into the allotment of the Doukho-
-bor lands in the Province of British Columbia. Chairman, Arthur E. Lord.
1955-1965

Interim Reports Nos. 1-5 . 1955-1959. Vancouver, n.data. Annual.

Final Report . 1965. Vancouver, n. data.

Mimeographed white papers. Instrumentality and account of the
eventual resale of Doukhobor lands to individual Doukhobors.

British Columbia. Department of the Attorney-General.
1957 Press Releas e , Aug. 22.

Acceptance of Commissioner Lord's land resale recommendations.

British Columbia. Department of Industrial Development, Trade, and
Commerce

.

1970 The Central Kootenav Region: an Economic Survey . Victoria,
[Queen's Printer??].

Useful and current overview of demography in region of heaviest
Doukhobor settlement in B.C.
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British Columbia. Laws, Statutes, etc.

1914 An Act to make provision for the welfare and protection of

women and children living under conmunal conditions . Victoria,
Statutes of the Province of B.C., Ch. 11/4 Geo 5,

CoTnmunity Regulation Act.

1919 An Act to amend the "Provincial Elections Act," Victoria,
Statutes of the Province of British Columbia, Ch. 25/9 Geo, 5.

Provincial Elections Amendment Act; Section 2 disenfranchises
the Doukhobors

1939 An Act to empower the Lieutenant-Governor in Council to acquire
certain lands . Victoria, Statutes of the Province of British
Columbia, Ch. 12/3 Geo. 6.

Doukhobor Lands Acquisition Act.

1953 An Act to amend the "Marriage Act." Victoria, Statutes of the
Province of British Columbia, Ch. 15/2 Eliz. 2.

Marriage Act Amendment Act; recognizes the Doukhobor rite of

marriage and legitimizes the offspring thereof.

Canada. Department of Justice.
1964 "Postnikoff versus Popoff ," Dominion Law Reports , 2nd. Series/

/46/pt. 6. (17 Dec. 1964).

Notes Federal legislation, 9 June 1964, yielding Federal valld-
-ation to Doukhobor marriage rites

.

Canada. Royal Canadian Mounted Police.
MS Doukhobor Identification Album . Cut-off date of copy seen,

c. 1962. Photostat, compiled largely under Nelson Detachment.

A survey compiled for the use of Police officers in the region.
The Album consists of photographs and typescript captions, and
covers Doukhobor history; activities of all sects of Doukhobors
and of the C.C.U.B. economy; with special emphasis on Svobodnik
meetings, demonstrations, and, not unnaturally considering its
function, burnings, bombs, and bombings. It is understandable
but regrettable that much of the annotation is fairly ethno-
-centrlc and occasionally erroneous; police references should
be particularly objective if they are to serve their purpose
justly. Contains several photographs of meetings, etc., not

^ elsewhere available and of great comparative value. Restricted.
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Little, H.W.

I960 Geological Survey of Canada; Nelson(West Half) . Ottawa, Queen's

Printer.

Physiographic description of region of heaviest Doukhobor settle-
-ment in B.C.

Reid, Ewart P. .

1932 Doukhobors in Canada . M.A.Thesis(Law?) , Montreal, McGill Univ-
-ersity

.

Not Available (A discussion of Dominion and Provincial shunting
of responsibilities in Doukhobor affairs).

1944? Rex versus Alfred J. Cleeton . Supreme Court of B.C., Oyer and
Terminer,

Arson charge against a Nelson Canadian Legion member who set fire

17/3/44, to Brilliant //I School; followed by conviction. Such a

charge is typical of a few cases in the past years, in which West
Kootenay Anglo-canadians have sought to incriminate Doukhobors.
Such cases rarely receive extended reporting in local media.

Schmeiser, D.A..

1964 Civil Liberties in Canada . Toronto, Oxford University Press,

pp. 3-4, 87-88.

Brief legal discussion of Svobodnik violence, and of government
sequestration of children, as civil-rights issues.

United Church of Canada, Kootenay Presbytery.
1963 A Brief Containing Su^sestions for the Solution of the Freedomite

Problem .

A narrowly ethnocentric statement of no particular intelligence
or perceptiveness

, acknowledging the existence of "true Doukho-
-bor culture" and its value, but offering it no safeguards and
commending the acculturatlng and assimilative aspects of school-
-Ing, a "non-negotiable" issue.
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III. STUDIES IN REUSION, esp. RUSSIAN RELIGION.

xxlli

Eolshakoff, Serge
1950 Russian Nonconfornity . Philadelphia, Westminster Press,

Gives a good intial history of the Raskol , and an enlightening
account of the breadth and extremity of raskolnik doctrine and
practice. Doukhobor materials are quite obsolete and incomplete,
hence misleading.

Charles, R.H., ed.

1966 The Book of Enoch . Sondon, S.P.C.K,

A pre-Christian apocalyptic writing, apparently a major form-
-ulation of the style of that genre. It exists in a number of
early translations, and contains motifs which are found in the
Slavonic apocalyptic literature.

Coneybeare, Frederick C. •

1920 Russian Dissenters . Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Press.
(Harvard Theological Studies # 10). pp. 267-287.

Cites doctrine from Tchertkoff publications and from a number
of Russian sources, all listed in detail. Essentially a theol-
rogical discussion. Argues correspondences and possible diff-
rerences from Bogomil sources. Obsolete but important.

Gehring, Johannes '

1898 Die Sekten der Russischen Kirche . Leipzig^ Fr. Richter. pp. 56-
-65, 174-202

Heavily annotated material mostly assembled from earlier sources
and presented as contemporary.

Grass, Karl K.

1966 Die Russischen Sekten . Leipzig, Sentral-Antiquariat der D.D.R.,
Vols. II.

Since Grass is extremely thorough, and betrays, in an entry in
the Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics , his familiarity with
Doukhobors and Kolokans, and since he mentions neither sect in
either volume; one must assume forthcoming material. Grass' work
Is obviously thorough and significant, but his literary style
discourages research.
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Heard, Albert F.

1887 The Russian Church and Russian Dissent ,

pp. 271-281.
New York, Harper,

Heard considers Doukhobors to be Influenced by Bogomll here-

-sies imported by Bulgarian colonies near Kiev in the 13th.

century, and to be more or less independent of the Raskol .

Relies upon von Haxhausen but rarely acknowledges the oblig-

-ation, and cites no other sources.

James, Montague Rhodes, ed. and tr.

1953 The Apocryphal New Testament . Oxford, Oxford University Press.

Includes comparative texts of apocalyptic materials influencing
or comprising quasi-canonical Slavonic texts.

Mehl, Roger
1970 The Sociology of Protestantism. Philadelphia, Westminster Press

See esp. Ch. X, Sociology of the Sect, pp. 221-256. Mehl mainly
concerns himself with North-West European Protestantism and with
scholarship originating in that area; little of his discussion
is applicable to Russian sectarianism, though he generalizes
liberally.

Platon, Metropolitan of Moscow
1815 The present state of the Greek Church In Russia, or, a Summary

of Christian Divinity , tr. and ed. by Robert Pinkerton. New
York, Collins and Co. Appendix, pp. 248-263.

The material here is excerpted as from "a manuscrpt account...
composed by a gentleman. . .revised [by] a Russian nobleman who,
in 1803, was the civil governor of [the Black Sea region of
Doukhobor settlement]." Consequently, it is not possible to
know whether the material was inserted by Platon or by Pinker-
-ton. A detailed but awkwardly subjective account of early
meetings, organization, and doctrine, with translations of two
psalms. Among earliest material available.

Stark, Werner
1967 Sectarian Religion (Sociology of Religion . Vol. II).

Routledge and Kegan Paul.
London,

Essential discussion of social and sectarian theory, but much
material on Doukhobors is hampered by reliance on subjective
reports as if they were reliable ethnography.
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Turner, Victor W.

1969 The Ritual Process . Chicago, Aldine Press.

Introduction to methods of symbolic ethnography derived from
the author's study of (African) Ndembu ritual and society.

Wakefield, Walter L. and Austin P, Evans
1969 Heresies of the Hi^h Middle A^es . New York, Columbia University

Press.

Heavily edited and annotated translations of selected texts^
provides comparative material on which was based this study's
argument against Bogonil, etc., origins for Doukhobor religions
doctrine.

Ware, Tomothy
1963 The Orthodox Church , Harraondsworth, Middlesex, Penguin Books.

A sympathetic account of Orthodox history, doctrine, and ritual,
serving to provide the reader with conventional attitudes as
well as with direct data.
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IV. GENERAL STUDIES TO 191A.

Allen, William
1846- * 7 The Life of William Allen, with selections from hts correspond-

^ence. London, Gilpin. Vol. II, pp. 61""63.

Allen and Grellet (q .v.) were, respectively, British and American
Quakers who undertook missionary journeys in Eastern Europe(1819)

.

Theirs are the first direct English-language accounts of Doukho-
-bors, Allen and Grellet disagree profoundly upon some points of

doctrinal interpretation, a disagreement that has been wholly ig-

-nored by those who subsequently cite them. This disagreement may
reflect a deep linguistic problem of definition and function of

religious terms and usages

.

Bradlej, Arthur G.
*

1905 ^ Canada in the Twentieth Century . London, Constable, pp. 297-

r303.

A remarkably tongue-in-cheek account by a pseudo-bigot, of the
Doukhobor settlements in Saskatchewan c. 1903, Bradley takes

a strongly ethnocentric position and attacks it with sarcasm,
producing an unscholarly but sane and sprightly impression of
those aspects of Doukhobor life most clear to an observer.

Copping, Arthur E,

1911 Canada Today and Tomorrow . London^ Cassell, pp. 99-108,

A supercilious and superficial account by a British journalist
of his visit to a Doukhobor settlement in Saskatchewan, Cop-
-ping gives no evidence of understanding, but unconsciously is

able to instigate a portrayal of Doukhobor reaction to busybodies.

Grellet, Stephen
1864 Memoirs of the Life and Gospel Labours of Stephen Grellet . ed.

Benjamin Seebohm. Philadelphia, Longs treth.

See under Allen, Above.

von Haxthausen, August
1847, Studlen tlber die innern ZustHnde, des volksleben & Insbesondere

die l^ndlicher Einrichtunger RussMnds . Nannover,?. Vol. I

of II, pp, 288-301, 376-419,

Von Haxthausen visited Southwestern Russia in the 1830*s, and
reported fairly detailed accounts of peoples and economies of
the areas visited. His visits to Doukhobors settlements were
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guided and explained by the noted Mennonite leader Kornies,

not a very sympathetic guide, and much material reported

would appear to have its origin in sectarian strife and
jealousy, \ihen the village of Kapoustin is described, there

Is much more comment than reporting. Translations into German
of doctrinal statements and a hymn are given, but are of little
use: the doctrine has acquired German syntax, and the Hymn,

German verse and metre. A psalm text is spplied from Kornies.

1856 The Russian Empire ^ its people, institutions^ and resources ,

tr. Rover t Farie, London, Chapman, pp. 246-3Q1.

An abridged translation of the above. Much subsequent and
rather uncritical scholarship - including that of most encyc-
-lopaedlsts - draws upon von Haxthausen's work, usually with-
-out acknowledgement, as it is the first detailed account by
a European scholar. It is unquestionably valuable for some
details, but must be seen as the sincere, careful, but incora-

-plete work of a trained traveller who did not happen to see
through the aims of his guide.

Kravchinskii, Sergei Mikhailovitch.
1882 Russian Peasantry, their agrarian condition, social life, and

religion , by Stepniak(pseud. ) . London, Sonnenschein. Vol II,

pp. 505-549.

Detailed though unannotated account of Doukhobor attitudes and
doctrines, again suggesting origins in "...the East, or... the
old Christian heresies...." Detailed notes on the development
of Molokans from teachings of a Doukhobor dissenter.

Lynch, H.F.B.
1901 Armenia/Travels and Studies . London, Longmans , Green, pp. 96-117

Anecdotal but careful description of Doukhobor settlement are of
Gorelovka, by English traveller there shortly after death of
Lukeria Kalmakova (c. 1886), noting prosperity and organization
of village.

Pinkerton, Robert
1933 Russia; or. Miscellaneous observation on the past and present

state of that country ,. ,compiled from notes made on the spot.,. .

London, Seeley. pp. 165-185.

Colporteur's travel notes, accounts of minor conversations, and
' observations, pp. 176-185 comprise a translated text of a





•'DlscoursO' between Archimandrite Innokentie of Nevskoy semin-
-ary, and three imprisoned Doukhobors", an exceedingly import-
-ant early document in which Doukhobors are reported to use
scriptural citations and theological terms, dated 1792. This
text sometimes appears in later studies, usually somewhat con-
-densed, Pinkerton's notes on kinship titles and degree of
communal ownership are of interest.
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V. GENERAL STUDIES AFTER 1914.

xxlx

Cottinghara, Mollle E.

1947 History of the West Kootenav District in British Columbia .

M.A,(Sociol) Dissertation. Vancouver, U.B.C. pp. 263-318.

Inaccurate assesment of Doukhobor agricultural achlevment.

Dawson, Carl A.

1936 Group Settlement; ethnic communities in Western Canada . (Canadian
Frontiers of Settlement , Vol. VII). Toronto, Macraillan, pp. 1-91.

A detailed economic study, with excellent data on Saskatchewan
settlement period, some on B.C. settlements. Some ethnographic
material and good maps: an essential text.

Finot, Jean
1920 Modern Sgints and Seers . London, Rider and Son. pp. 13, 18-23,

28-31, 36-43., 50-55.

An appallingly anecdotal, misleading, and bad book that so mud-
-dles old libels as to create new ones of its ovm (e.g., p. 38
the utterly unfounded and ridiculous statement .it was their
custom to put to death all children diseased in mind or body...").

Gruchy, Lydia E,

1928 Thie Doukhobors in Canada , Toronto, United Church of Canada,

Superficial and proselytizing discussion enriched with magnificent
Folklife photographs, possibly by Edith Watson.

Hawkes, John
1924 Story of Saskatchewan and its People , Chicago and Regina, Sask.,

S.J. Clarke. Vol II, pp, 724-729,

Objective and balanced memoirs of a retired government official
inclined to go beneath overt implication of an act or statement
to its basis. Two unique short anecdotes of early interactions.

Hennecy, Ammon
1970 "Helen Demoskoff", One-Man Revolution in America . Salt Lake City,

Utah, p.p.. pp. 198-239.

Partial autobiography by a Svobodnik woman, with lengthy comment
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by Hennecy, consisting of brief historical overview of good qual-
-ity, and account of Svobodnik experience, not overly impartial,

but tolerant and insightful.

MacDonald, Noman
1966 Canada: Immigration and Colonization, 1841-1903 .

-xnillan. pp. 228-234.
Toronto, Kac-

Doukhobor immigration described from contemporary accounts by
government officials; aim of discussion is to account for evol-

-ution of Federal policy.

MacLean, John
[1927] McDougall of Alberta, a Life of Rev.. John MacDougall, P.P.,

Pathfinder of Empire and prophet of the plains . Toronto, Ryerson.

pp. 235-240.

Considering the tine and energy expended by the Methodist Mac-
-Dougall as a Federal agent among the Doukhobors in Saskatchewan,
MacLean glosses inexcusably over both the details of interaction,
and MacPonald^s reprehensible expediting of the 1905- '07 Land
Reversion procedure.

Mavor, James
[1923] Hy vindovs on the street of the world .

Vol II, pp. 1-37.
London and Toronto, Dent.

A detailed account of Mavor 's involvement in Doukhobor affairs,
originating in his friendship with the Christian Anarchist Krop-
-otkin. Mavor was to be an influential speaker against injustice
on several occasions involving Doukhobors.

Smith, William G.

1920 Study in Canadian Immigration . Toronto, Ryerson. pp. 217-225.

Inadequate history, follox^ed by comments on Doukhobor antipathy
to formal schooling, an attitude resented by Smith, who argues
(not without reason) that it produces a social disability in
children.

1922 Building the Nation: a study of some problems concerning the
Churches' relation to the Immigrants . Toronto, Canadian Council
of the Missionary Education Movement, pp. 72-73, 118-121.
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Apparently based on much later thought than the above. Smith

has come to a more balanced attitude, and believes that some

aspects of Doukhobor social organization could be adopted to

their benefit by other rural Canadians.

Taylor, Thomas G.

1942 British Columbia; a Study in Topographical Control . Reprint
from Geographical Review « Vol XXXII. New York, American Geo-
-graphical Society of New York.

A short cultural-geographical study of the influence of topo-

-graphy upon land use and preferred settlement patterns, with
a two-page note (pp. 398-399) on Doukhobor orchards. Taylor's
comments are instructive when compared with the views of those

who seek simplistic explanations for the collapse of the C.C.U.B.

Teeling, William B.

[1932] England's French Dominion . London, Hutchinson, pp. 142-162.

. The title gives away incredibly naive journalism that does not
distinguish between direct observation and gleanings from hear-

-say. Some items do display internal consistency, including
reports of irrational Anglo-canadian bigotry.

Walhouse, Freda
1961 Influence of Minority Ethnic Groups on the cultural Geography

of Vancouver . M.A. (Sociology?)Dissertation , Vancouver, U.B.C.

Includes a summary description of Doukhobors in Vancouver,
mostly after 1940(before which migration was insignificant).

Woodcock, George
1952 Ravens and Prophets/ an account of Journeys in British Columbia,

Alberta ^ and Southern Alaska . London, Wingate. pp. 100-119,
207-221.

Series of perceptive essays on Woodcock's initial contacts with
B.C. Doukhobors. Discussion is insightful; speakers are quoted
directly. Meetings with Peter Maloff ; and with members of New
Jerusalem colony of Michael "Archangel" Verigin, at Hilliers,
B.C.. Not offered as scholarly, yet method makes material ade-
-quate.
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VI. SPECIFIC STUDIES.

Bockemuhl, H.W.
1968 The Doukhobor Impact on the B.C. Landscape: An Hlstorlcal-Geo-

-Craphic Study . M.A. (Geography) Dissertation, State College of

Western Washington.

Excellent and detailed study of economic and agricultural activ-
-ity of C.G.U.B.; enphasis is upon land-use in Ootischenia. In-

-cludes reproductions of historic photographs supplemented by
researcher's own photographic record. Detailed maps.

Bodianskii, Alexander M.

1907 Dukhobortsv, sbomik razkazov, pisem, dokurtentov, i statei
po reli:^iozn\-n voprosaa . Kharkov, Typ. Pechatniki.

Pamphlet of(stories, letters and articles about the Doukhobors
by a Russian Anarchist who was closely connected with them).

Bonch-Bruevich , Vladimir
1918 Dukhobortsi v Kanadskiikh preiiakh . Petrograd, Biblioteka

oshchestvo\'le dienya, 14,

1954 Zhivotnala Kniga Dukhobortsev . Reprint of 1910(?) edition.
Winnipeg, Regehr's Printing,

(1918). Discussion of early communes on the Canadian Prairies.
(1910). Major collection, heavily but incompletely annotated,
of psalms collected in both Russia and Canada, by an early re-
-searcher(and major colleague of Lenin).
Also vid . su-gra , I, under Petr .Verigin, 1901.

Chertkov. Vladimir
1897 Christian yartyrdom in Russia . London, p.p.

Account of Burning of Arms and subsequent persecutions of Doukho-
-bors, hastily prepared by a prominent Tolstoyan to publicize and
gain support for Doukhobors in their suffering.
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Coinmeree, David L.

1964 Migration of the Sons of Freedom to the Lower Mainland of British
Columbia; the Movement to the Gates of Mountain Prison, Agassiz,
B.C., 1962-1963. M.S,W. Dissertation, Vancouver, U.B.C.

Generally inadequate historical discussion (and research?) to

account for data presented . Interviews in area and Mountain
Prison Village illuminating to a degree as regards community
interactions.

Consultative Committee on Doukhobors.
1950-1953

Minutes and Reports . Local Collection, Selkirk College,

Typescript. The Consultative Committee was a quasi-govern-
-mental body set up to mediate temporarily' between the B.C.

Provincial Government and Doukhobor organization. Its docu-

-ments, when accessible, provide insight into attitudes and
rhetoric of the period.

Crummey,* R.D.
1965 The Old Believers in a New Era. Unpublished address to Can-

-adian Association of Slavonicis ts , Doukhobor Collection,
U.B.C. Library,

Good brief discussion of Staroverl history; essential for
understanding of early Doukhobor experience.

Doukhobor Research Committee.
1952 Report , ed. by Harry Hawthorne. Vancouver, U.B.C

Mimeographed. The report submitted to the Provincial Government
Identical with Hawthorne 1955, infra , but preface expanded and
appendices abridged; significant for date.

Elkinton, Joseph
1903 Doukhobors, their History in Russia, their migration to Canada .

Philadelphia, Ferris and Leach.

Son's account of his Father's visit to Saskatchewan colonies in
1902. Elkinton was the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting member most
responsible for that body's support of Doukhobor migration to
Canada. The account, sensitive, generally objective, and some-
-times overly sympathetic, is the best early history to be had.
Includes three important maps of early settlement areas, and mag-

^ -nificent photographs by the author (or his son??).
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Fitzgibbon, May
1899 The Canadian Doukhobor Settlements , "by Lally Bernard" (pseud.)

Toronto, William Briggs.

A pamphlet edited from a series of letters written my a young
Canadian Quakeress who visited the Saskatchewan villages in the

fall of the first year of Canadian domicile. Very valuable
early reporting, with much useful Folklife data.

Foerster, Irene J.

1954 Public Policy in health and welfare in the migration of the

Sons of Freedom to the Lower Mainland of British Columbia.
M.S.W, Dissertation. Vancouver, U.B.C.

Details, usually substantiated from public agency records, of
style and implementation of Welfare policy at Hope, Vancouver,
and Agassiz. The records make dry reading, but testify to un-
-just and probably illegal practices employed against Doukho-
-bors, and inconsistent and unethical administration of Social
Assistance. Substantiates Svobodnik accounts of Persecution
and government irresponsibility.

Frantz, Charles
1958 The Doukhobor Political System. Social Structure and Social

organization in a Sectarian Society. . Ph.D. Thesis. Chicago,
University of Chicago.

Not available. (Presents a schematic diagram showing the hered-
-itary lineage of Doukhobor leaders, presumed dates of their
reigns, and the subdivision which appeared through factional
disputes, etc....).

Harshenin, Alex P.

1960 Analysis of the Doukhobor Dialect . M.A. (Social Sciences)Diss-
-ertation, Vancouver, U.B.C

Rlgourous, detailed phonological study describing Doukhobor
Russian as a distinct, variable dialect.

Hawthorne, Harry, et. al.
1955 Doukhobors of British Columbia . Vancouver, Dent and U.B.C

Kajor contemporary sociological study. Hawthorne .headed the
Research Committee, a body somewhat more independent of the
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Provincial Government than the Consultative Committee. This
Committee concentrated on aspects of recent history, detailed
economic history, social behaviour, and political aspects of

community structure, not all of the same excellence. A major
study, essential to serious research. Includes few but ex-

-cellent Folklife photographs.

Holt, Simma
1964 Terror in the Name of God . Toronto, MacLelland and Stewart.

A bigoted and sensationalist critique of the Svobodniki , Holt
presents some reliable factual material, but reports partially,
interprets all material according to private preconceptions,
repeatedly and deliberately confuses Svobodniki and other gen-
-eral Doukhobor groups, continually skates on the thin edge of

slander, indulges in pre-pubescent namecalling, and draws what
can only be called totalitarian conclusions. More than any
other phenomenon of recent years, this book has hindered rap-
-port between all Doukhobors and field researchers, and has dis-
-torted and degraded popular conceptions in the minds of Anglo-
-canadians.

Lalibert4, G. Rajmiond

1962 Origines id^old?;iques des Doukhobors du Canada . Th^se(M..A),
Montreal, Univsersit^ de montr^al.

An overly humanistic discussion, linking the development of
Roussea^s and Tolstoy's thought, and proposing the practice of
Peter Gospodnie Verigin as an ultimate realization of Rousseau's
ideals translated into social action. Such a study must be con-
-sidered less an analysis of Doukhobor society than an example
of the impact of the Doukhobors upon Western thought; certainly
the Doukhobor ideals to which Verigin adjusted his concepts -

. however he acquired them - antedate Rousseau.

Lenz, Theophil
1829 Commentationes de Duchoborzis . Dorpat, Severin.

A short, massively annotated article, chiefly describing Doukho-
-bor doctrine from the viexq^oint of a European theologian cons-
-ervative enough to publish in Church Latin. Sources are presum-
-ably within the Russian Orthodox Church. Lenz takes a generally
scornful and intolerant position.
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Maude, Aylraer

1904 A Peculiar People: the Doukhobors . New York, Funk and Wagnalls.

Detailed account by Tolstoy's London agent, brother of his trans-

-lator, and influential member of the London Year 1/ Meeting, of

the movement and first few years of the Doukhobors in Canada.

Detailed analysis of attitudes and brief but balanced early hist-

-ory. Maude shared Tolstoy's original romantic view of the Doukho

-bors; his ultimate realization of their human failings causes his

writings to be tinged with more than enough disillusionment, a sub

-jective intrus^on upon his reporting. Most important early his-
-tory after Elkinton, supra .

Mundy, William B.

1964 Sons of Freedom at Hope: a study of the interaction of a settled
community and a migrant community . M.S.W. Dissertation, Vancouver
U.B.C.

Survey, based upon interview and clipping files, of a typical
interaction at the Village of Hope. The unusual justice of the

Village Chairman, Scherle, with the cooperation of the editor of

'the local weekly, mediated continually and successfully between
citizens and Svobodniki . The study is less deep and objective
than it might be, but pinpoints major aspects of an uncommonly
sane confrontation.

Novitskii, Or est M.

1832 0 Dukhobortsakh . Kiev, pri Kievopecherskoi Lavr.

1882 Dukhobortsy; ikh instorifl i vierouchenie . Kiev, Universitet-
-skaya Tip.. (2nd ed. of above).

The earliest and most-cited account of Doukhobor doctrine and
society. In the 1800 's Doukhobors prized Novitskii 's account
though he is criticized presently for inescapable Orthodox
biases. Elkinton mentions an English translation by Abramov
(1903, p. 10), but this is presumably a manuscript now lost.
Novitskii 's second edition, though expanded, is considered less
objective than his first.

Peacock, Kenneth
1966 Twenty Ethnic Songs from Western Canada . Ottawa, National Museum.

1970 The Songs of the Doukhobors . Ottawa, National Museum of Man.
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(1966) A large pamphlet following a survey project, this public-
-atlon contains a brief analysis of Doukhobor song style, and
some ten song transcriptions and translations.

(1970) A book containing 'representative' Doukhobor songs (though

at least one song type, Russian Hymns translated into English,
Is neglected completely). Derived from Peacock's summer field-
-work of 1963 and 1964; it is unfortunate that a larger body of

material has been impossible to present at this time. Peacock's
classification system, while redundant (varying from isolation
by content to isolation by date) is derived from interview data,

and hence represents esoteric standards. The usefulness of the
collection is immeasui;;_^ably increased by its incorporation, on
flexible LP recording inserts, of all the material reported there-

-In, a form of publication rendering any lesser presentation of

Folksong materials obsolete.

Rhoades, Jonathan
1900 A Day with the Doukhobors. Philadelphia, [?]

.

A pamphlet published by a Quaker visitor to the Saskatchewan
settlements. Brief traveller's account of one day's visit, but

• detail is so precisely and voluminously obsar\'ed that the value
of the report far exceeds its modest size.

Robinson, Malcolm E.

1948 Russian Doukhobors in the West Kootenay, British Columbia .

M.A.(?) Dissertation, New York, Syracuse University.

Not available. An attempt (to assess the type and scope of
the Doukhobor settlements and their economy..,.).

Ross, Phyllis M. [Gregory]
1925 Sociological Survey of the Doukhobors . B.A. (Sociology) Dissert-

-atlon, Vancouver. U.B.C.

A confused and imperceptive attempt, often drawing upon sources
left unacknowledged, to outline a Doukhobor ethnography. Often
pompous and highly ethnocentric, but contains a few useful details
on Doukhobor Folkiife, and local Anglo-canadian prejudices and
beliefs.

Seebaran, Roopchand Baradhram
1965 Migration of the Sons of Freedom into the Lower Mainland of

British Columbia; the Vancouver Experience (1963) . M.S.W. Diss-
rertation, Vancouver, U.B.C
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A survey carried out chiefly by Interview, supplemented by
questionnaire. Some good material on local reactions and response.

Snesarev, Vladimir [Harry Trevor]
1931 Doukhobors in British Columbia . [B.Sc. Agriculture Dissertation?]

Vancouver, U.B.C..

A short history followed by pointed analysis of C.CU.B. business
and agricultural policy. Voluminous appendices include C.CU.B.
Balance Sheets, 1928-1930, and Kootenay-Columbia Preserving Fact-
-ory Stock Sheets, 1929. Snesarev, who apparently left the Comm-
-unity, repudiated his attachment, and took an anglicized name,
vnrltes with a good deal of bitterness, impairing his objectivity.
Though his economic conclusions are perceptive, his accounts of

Doukhobor society are too biased to be useful as primary material.

Stoochnoff, John Ph.

1961 Doukhobors as they are. Toronto, p.p. (Ryerson)

.

Sketchy outline of Doukhobor history and doctrine prepared by a

.Doukhobor for Anglo-canadian readers. Some supporting documents
and historic photographs, poorly annotated; and important letters
relating to establishment of death date of Peter Yastrebov Verigin.

Tarasoff, Koozma
1963 In Search of Brotherhood/a History of the Doukhobors . Vancouver,

p.p.. Vols III.

Mimeographed. A massive history, concentrating upon the Canadian
period. The history is not of full scholarly rigour, but presents
a great deal of formerly unavailable material in an easily access-
-ible manner, with full citations, and is essential for any deep
study,

1969 Pictorial History of the Doukhobors . Saskatoon, Sask. , Prairie
Books/Western Producer.

Brief, highly sympathetic historical essays, followed by a very
large and well annotated collection of photographs collected from
Doukhobor and some journalistic sources. While some photographs
are of low quality, the totality of presentation results in a doc-
-ument of value far beyond. its aims, particularly to the Historian
and Folk scholar. Some scholars have taken Tarasoff 's work more
lightly than —considering its usefulness as a primary source -

- seems reasonable.
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Woodcock, George, and Ivan Avakumovic

1968 The Doukhobors . Toronto, Oxford University Press.

The best recent Doukhobor history, indispensible for any re-
-search. Although the work is basically h-xranistic in method,

there is little fault for a social scientist to find in it be-
-yond the requirements of professional jealousy. Direct report-
-Ing of sources and informants; few photographs, but those chosen

set the mood of the entire study.

Wright, James F.C.

1940 Slava Bohu: the story of the Doukhobors . New York, Farrar and
Rinehart

.

A detailed history of the Doukhobors, chiefly from the time of
Lukeria Kalmakoff to date, and concentrating upon the two Peters
Verigin. Little serious analysis, and much anecdotal material.
In spite of Wright's disclaimer (p.v), he unquestionably has re-
-written and edited the greater part of his interviews to suit
his style and attitudes. Thus his work beccnes an irritating
body of materials, none of v;hich are adequately cited or directly
•reliable, but whose volume, detail, and internal coherence ident-
-ify them as basically valid, as well as vivid, in-depth communic-
-atio»i. His data are broad and varied enough to disqualify his
own simplistic interpretations. In spite of this book's exasp-
-erating iick of citation of source, etc., it is highly useful
for the formation of an understanding of Doukhobor experience
In the 1920's and 1930 's.

Zubek, John, and Patricia A. Solberg
1952 Doukhobors at War . Toronto, Ryarson.

An interesting brief history interlarded with profuse anecdotal
material. Unfortunately, Wright's method is followed, and both
anecdotes, and what appears to be a whole chapter of Folklore
materials of some promise (pp. 168-191), are heavily rewritten
and given artificial settings, rendering the book useless as a
primary source. Zubek and Solberg present a sensitive and ess-
-entially sound profile of Doukhobor society, perceiving clearly
fundamental problems generated by pressure and resistance to acc-
-ulturation, but neglect scholarly requirer:ents that should not
be sacrificed to popular appeaL.
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VII .V MISCELLANEOUS AND REFERENCE.

Cornish, John
1959 Olga. Toronto, Macmillan.

An incredible caricature of Doukhobor and English settlers in the

Castlegar area of the West Kootenay, Presumably planned as a

satire, but without coherent reference to a coherent reality,

Cornish's effort is evil and execrable, excellent only as a horrid

example of uncritical ethnocentrism.

Graham, Stephen
1922 Tramping with a Poet in the Rockies , London, Macmillan, pp. 239-

r246.

Graham and Vachel Lindsay visited a Doukhobor district in Sask-

-atchewan during a walkabout in 1921, Short account of conyers-
-ations, and an unexpectedly perceptive and balanced two-page
condensation of Doukhobor history, ,

Horvath, Maria
1968, 1970

A Doukhobor Bibliography ,

Part I,- Books and Periodical Articles. Supplement 1970,
Part- II, Government Publications. Vancouver, U.B.C, Library,

Indispensible basic resource for any research. Mrs. Horvath's
Bibliography is fully annotated, gives Location references, and
Includes short critical notes on item content. " My indebtedness
and gratitude should be obvious.

Joseph, James ^.
..

1959 "The Doukhobors, Canada's Violent Pacifists." Coronet , Vol. IV
(Feb. 5, 1959). Chicago, pp. 36-40.^

The Doukhobors are cleverly identified as members of an Inter-
-national Communist Conspiracy seeking to overthrow North Amer-
-ican Democracy. Unreal,

O'Neail, Hazel
1962 Doukhobor Daze . Sidney, B,C., Gray's Publishing Co;

Teacher's reminiscences of early (1940 's) experiences in Doukho-
, -bor schools in Brilliant-Ootischenie area. Popular tone; Doukho-
-bor individuals are presented by means of gross, not always un-
-sympathetic, but usually impeiceptive caricature. A splendid
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example of the attitudes formed by intelligent but willfully

ignorant Anglo-canadians

.

Pfizmaier, August
1884 "Die Gottesmenschen[Khlysti] und Skopzen in Russland." Akademie

der Wissenschaf ten, Vienna. Philosophisch-historische Klasse .

Ph.D. Dissertation, Vienna, pp. 143-238.

Lengthy monograph, with detailed introduction and collection of
Russian texts with German translations of songs, mostly rellg-

-lous, of Khlysti, Skoptsi, Doukhobors, and Molokans, the latter -

two groups weakly represented.

Rutherford, G,M.
1940 "The New School Teacher." Shoulder Strap , Vol. I (Winter),

pp. 35-42

B.C. Provincial Police magazine story: fictionalized and propa-
-gandistic melodrama involving a pretty schoolteacher, diabol-
^Ical Doukhobors, and a noble (and handsome) Provincial Police-
'-man. Wish-fulfillment trash with real people as the butt of
the antagonism expressed therein.

Sheriff, Peggy
1959 Doukhobors, a select Bibliography . London, University of London.

Mimeographed. First major Doukhobor bibliography, though now
superseded by Horvath 1968; carefully selected range of texts in-
-dispensible for any research, with critical annotations. An ex-
-cellent work.

Taylor, Gale
1955 Anastasia's Dau;a;hter . Toronto, Ryerson.

Attempt to enliven a long-dead literary clichi by means of a

novel context. Taylor's attempt fails, because she lacks both
the honesty and information to model the Doukhobor context acc-
-urately, and the craft to write entertainingly or significantly.
Written for an undiscriminating market.

Tolstoy, Leo
1961 The Teaching of Jesus . Canora, Sask., Doukhobor Society of Canada.

Also published in Russian by this and other sources. Tolstoy's
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retelling of the Gospel narrative, from the Birth of Christ
through the Passion, for young children; includes study quest-
-ions for oral response. Used in many Doukhobor cournunitles

as a basic Sunday School text.

Vereschagin, Vasily V.

1900 Dukhobortsi i Molokane Vzakavkazy. Shiiti v karaburakh.
Moscow, Kushnerev.

Account of Doukhobor (pp. 4-21) and Molokan (22-40) indiv-
-iduals and village scenes painted by Vereschagin, a natural
realist. Only available in Xerox facsimile of welnigh non-
-existent tone register. Reproductions from the paintings
would give a detailed record of costume and house styles, of
especia:l importance as representative of the inadequately doc-
-umented period shortly before emigration to Canada; influence
of Tartar elements might be perceptible.

Wakeyama, Tamio
1969 Signs of Life . Toronto, Coach House.

Includes some seven or so photographs (from an unpublished
series of c. 12) of Doukhobors, mostly in the Brilliant area,
and of Worship events. Finest photographic materials so far
published.

Woodcock, George
1963 "Encounter with an Archangel." Tamarack Review , # 26 (Winter).

Toronto, pp. 29-39.

Anecdotal account of Woodcock's 1949 visit to the New Jerusalem
cotnQunal settlement at Hilliers, B.C., on Vancouver Is.. Vividly
Impressionistic account of site, accounts of several conversat-
-ions, and short critique of values expressed therein.
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B. Periodical Materials.

PI.. OBSERVATIONS AND INTERACTIONS: TO 1914.

1901 New Order . Vols IV/i^SCpp. 49-50); V////fl9(pp. 114-115), 22

(pp. 160-161); VII/m(pp. 81-88). London.

New Order was a publication of the Brotherhood Church, Croydon,
a London body of Christian Socialists. The items in Vols. IV

and V are signed by the Quaker H.F. Archer, a member of the Lon-
-don Yearly Meeting and associate of Maude; the first reports on a

relief trip to Doukhobor communities in Russia, the latter two on
the progress of the settlements in Saskatchewan. The last item,
that in Vol. VII, includes a Doukhobor manifesto of moderate
length, the early "Address to all Nations," an account of object-
-tions to goverranent registration, Maude*s critical letter and a
reply thereto, and copies of official correspondence and replies.
An early example of discourse through media used by active Doukho-
-bors as a technique for dialogue.

Dawson, Coningsby W.

1907 "Stray Religions in the far North-West. I. Doukhobors

.

"Living
Age, Feb 2, 1907, New York. pp. 266-268.

Perceptive comment on style and origin of Anglo-canadian prej-
-udice.

. 9

Dilke, Ashton U.

1874 "The Caucasus." Fortni^htlv Review , Vol XVI. New York. pp. 463-464

Incidental comment by a traveller, citing mistrust of outsiders
by "Russian dissenters, Subotniki and Dukhobortsi. .

."

1903 "Nobleman weds a Doukhobor Bride." Northwest Magazine . Vol.
XXI/# 3. Minneapolis, Minn. pp. 71 - 72.

Very highly coloured account of marriage of a travelling English
aristocrat to a girl first seen in a group puJling a plow; his
joining and assimilation into a Community Village.
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Rldington, J.

1903 "Crusade of the Doukhobors : Story of a modern pilgrimage."
Frank Leslie *s Popular Monthly . Vol. LV/j^ 4. New York. pp. 337-349
-349.

Detailed and objective account of 1902 trek, by correspondent
who spent four days with Svobod.nik marchers . Minimal back-
-ground material; Ridington attempts, not to interpret the
march but only to report it fairly. Excellent photographs,
but in Xerox facsimile and unsuitable for reproduction.

Smith, Katherine L.

1907 "The Doukhobors of Canada...." Craftsman , Vol XII (April 1907).
New York. pp. 64-79

Uncritical and glowing account of Peter Gospodnie Verigin, with
8 pages (65-73) pf Folklife photographs of unique excellence,

" probably by Edith Watson (Cannot be reproduced from poor-qual-
-ity Xerox facsimile).
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Bach, Marcus
1953 "The Douks are at it again." Christian Century , Vol.LXX(Dec,

6, 1953). Chicago, pp. 1452-1454.

Confused account of Svobodnik actions, conversation - badly
reported - and singing. Bach makes little effort to under-
—stand what he sees and hears

.

ELkinton, J. P. ,
'

'

1927 "The Doukhobors in Canada up to date." The Friend
j.

Vol. CI:

Sept. 29(pp. 163-165), Oct. 6(pp. 171-172). Philadelphia.

Account by the younger Elkinton of his visits in the Castle-
-gar area; the death of Peter Gospodnie Verigin; visit to the

Brilliant Nolenye . Style of discussion is religious in interest
notes increasing influence of "the materialism of our age."

Henderson, David
1930 "The Doukhobors." Tne Friend , Vol. CIV (Aug 21). Philadelphia,

pp; 87-89.

Account by a Quaker missionary of status and role of Religious
leader of Doukhobors; brief but accurate discussion.

Hindus, Maurice G.

1926 "As in the days of Adam...." Century ,Vol. CXI(Dec.). New York,
pp. 208-216.

New York Russian's account of his visit in Thrums, B.C.. Some
Folklife data. Very sympathetic but usually balanced presentat-
-ion, but neglects more controversial acts of Svobodniki . Per-
-secution legend noted (pp. 214-215).

Ross, Alexander
1963 "Why some Doukhobors are backsliding...." Maclean's Magazine,

(Yellow ' Reports '), Vol. LXXVI(Aug. 10). Toronto, pp. 1-2.

.

Short, dense notes and analysis on style of acculturation of
Svobodniki in Vancouver during migration to Agassiz, citing
schools and peer-group values as main integrating factor.
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Rawllngs, E.H.

1954 "Doukhobors .
" Contemporary Review , Vol. CLXXXV. London,

pp. 298-302.

Popular, badly researched, and misleading historical data;
Rawlings fails to distinguish between acts and identities of

various Doukhobor subsects. Mentions 'vigilante movements*
against Doukhobors but gives no details. Mostly lies.

Tarasoff, Koozma
1958 "Rieport on the press of British Columbia...." Inquirer, Vol. V

(Special], ////5-8. Saskatoon, Sask, pp. 1-17.

Content analysis of some 801 items published in a large number
of B.C. newspapers in 1958, presenting examples of prejudicial
presentation of news. Canadian Press Style Book used as crit-
-ical standard. Evidence is given of innuendo, use of derogat-
-ory term ('Douk'), and careless reference (implying group for
individual offense). A careful and useful survey of a Media-
-level bias that has shovm little alteration to the present.

Watson, Edith S.

1920-1921
Canadian Magazine . Vols. LVI(pp. 129-136), LVII

(p.. .215). Toronto.

Eight untitled but captioned Folklife photographs. As noted
before, articles from other sources have occasionally been
illustrated by photographs attributed or attributable to
Edith Watson. The quality of her work is exceptional, and
data on it is long overdue.
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Kharlamov, I.

1884 "Dukhobortsi Istoricheskil ocherk." Russkaia Mysl' . Vol. V/
/^^f 11, 12. Moscow, Sophia, Berlin, pp. 138-161, 83-114.

(Study of early history and leaders of sect till period when
doctrines took more or less permanent form.).

Kravchinskii, Sergei M.

1901 "Les Doukhobors , "par Ivan Strannik(pseud . ) . Revue de Paris ,

Vol X. Paris, pp. 865-898.

A careful and balanced historical essay, drawing largely from
Bonch-Bruevich ' Russian publications, and including an unident-
-iflable psalm-text given in French only; also some material
from earlier sources on Origin legends (Three Holy Children).
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Brock, Peter
1964-1965

"VasyaPozdnyakov's Doukhobor Narrative." Slavonic and East

European Review , Vol XLIII///100 (pp. 152-176) ,//101 (pp. 400-4 14) .

Menasha, Wise.

Very important publication and discussion of a MS translation

from the Elkinton Papers, in the Peace Collection of Swarthmore

College, Penna.. Account reports Doukhobor history from c.1850-

-1903, by an early Independent Doukhobor who eventually settled

in California (and is cited in Maloff, 1948 & MS).

Curran, J.B.

1929 "Doukhobors: interesting people...." Intermountain Motorist ,

Aug. 1929. Spokane, Wash. pp. 5-7.

Generally poor, popular notes on West Kootenay coimnunities

,

but does distinguish between sub-sects and hints at level of

.some Folk technology; could have been much worse.

Dunn, Ethel and Stephen F.

1964 "Religion as an instrument of culture change...." Slavic Review ,

Vol. XXIII. Seatlle, Wash. pp. 459-478

. Careful and important overview of relations, from c. 1900 to

c. 1929, between Russ1j>" (Soviet) government and communal sects.
Concludes that an irreaucible body of Soviet citizens remains
Irreconcilable to a regime whose ideology of "technology alone
will not satisfy." Relevant to status of Russian Doukhobors, and

to sources of friction in Canada.

Frantz, Charles
1961 "Historical Continuities ., .Doukhobor Ideology and Political

Organization." Canadian Slavonic Papers , Vol. V. Toronto, pp. 31-35.

pp. 31-35.

Discussion of history and techniques of Doukhobor political
structure, not in great detail, with conclusion that factional-
-ism represents fundamentally unbalancing forces destructive to

internal organization. A possible conclusion from a baldly
Western political viewpoint, but ignores fact that Doukhobors,
while factional, have maintained social organization for at least
two centuries, during which time they have carried out polit-
-ically effective acts. Franz occasionally seems to run close
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to the assumption that a Russian concept means precisely the

same as the English word used to translate it.

Godwin, George
1930 "The Doukhobors." Chambers* Journal , Ser. 7, Vol. XX (April).

London

.

A short essay on current circumstances, somewhat out-of-date.
Scanty historical note that does mention Kropotkin's involve-
-ment with Doukhobors. Distinguishes between "fanatics" and

more "normal" Doukhobors, but does not understand factions.

Harshenin, Alex
1961 "Phonemes of the Doukhobor Dialect." Canadian Slavonic Papers ,

Vol. V. Toronto, pp. 62-67.

An abbreviated and condensed presentation of Harshenin 's M.A.
Dissertation.

196A, 1967
•"English Loanwords in the Doukhobor Dialect, I & II". Ibid. ,

Vols VI (pp. 38-43), and VII (pp. 216-230).

Detailed phonetic discussion, with 200-word glossary, of words
Russicized by Doukhobors

Hawthorne, Harry
1956 "A Test of Simmel on the Secret Society: The Doukhobors of

British Columbia." American Journal of Sociology , Vol. LXII
(July). Chicago, pp. 1-7.

Limits (outer circle can weaken, not defend, inner circle) and
extensions (transmission of secret aspects of culture may gen-
-erate disassociation from reality; continuation of secrecy after
need is past may cause individual and social disorganization) to
theoretical statements of Georg Simmel (Sociology of G. Simmel ,

tr. K.H. Wolff, Free Press, Glencoe, n.d.).

1920 "Houses with Flowering Roofs." Touchstone , Vol. VII (April).
New York. pp. 26-29, 72.

Romantic account of houses in Saskatchewan settlements, noting'
that sod roofs are deliberately planted with flowers. Several
notable Folklife, esp. Architecture, photographs - by Edith
Watson??





Johnson, F. Henry

196A "Doukhobors of B.C.: The History of a Sectarian Probleio in Ed-
-ucation." Queen's Quarterly , Vol. LXX (Winter). Kingston, Ont.

pp. 528-541.

Questions permissible degree of privilege held by minorities.
Offers slander r^ death of Peter Gospodnie Verigin; gives account
of "miraculous changes" wrought upon Svobodnik children during
sequestration from parents that does not jibe with other accounts.

Larkin, J.J.
1924 "Riddle of the Doukhobors." Maclean's Kagazine ,Vol. XXX\aiI

(Jan. 15). Toronto, pp. 19,39.

Journalistic account of current problems provoked by conflict
with Public Schools Act requirements. Aware of Doukhobor view-
-point and its rationale, and - almost uniquely - concludes
that Russian experience dominates Doukhobor attitudes to govern-

-mental authority: an insightful article.

Novokshonoff , Vera, et al. , with John J. Verigin
1961,1964

"Doukhobors in the Boundary'.' Report of the Boundary Historical
Society ; Third Annual (1961) . pp. 28-44, Fourth Annual (1964 ,sic)

>

pp. 27-31.
•> \^

Short but valuable data on Folklife,and Settlement and economic
history; applicable especially to Grand Forks and minor settle-
-ments West some 40 miles to Midway, B.C".

Peacock, Kenneth
1966 "The Music of the Doukhobors." Alphabet , Vol. VIIT.(Nov.-Dec.)

London, Ont. pp. 35-44.

Peacock's initial publication of Doukhobor song classification,
with transcription and translation of one hymn text.

Thorsteinson, Ellna
1918 "The Doukhobors in Canada." Mississippi Valley Historical Review.

Vol. IV(1917-1918). Abilene, Kansas, pp. 3-40.

First thirty pages are brief but adequate historical sketch.
Remainder is an excellent digest of earliest Doukhobor folklife
from contemporary accounts. Not all the data are reliable,
and some material is obviously obtained from much earlier sources.
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Wright, J.F.C.
1939 "Doukhobors." Canadian Geographical Journal ,Vol. XIX(Nov.)»

Ottawa, pp. 301-306.

Flawed but moderately objective historical notes; factions are

again confused. Two excellent photographs (Edith Watson?) :of

women spinning, and of baking oven.

Zubek, John P.

1952 "Doukhobors: a genetic study on Attitudes." Journal of Social
Psychiatry , Vol. XXXVI (Nov.). Worcester, Mass. pp. 223-239.

Ethnologically insensitive survey evaluating Anglo-canadian
attitudes, with attempt to relate "antisocial behaviour to
historic fact." Historic research into motivations is meagre
and uncritical, with no effort to relate experience to behav-
-lour. Relation between questionnaire used and stereotypes
derived is not explained.
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West Kootenay District and Eastern Boxindary District p. 9.

Columbia District p. 10.

Grand Forks District p. 11,

Columbia District - Population Centres p. 12 .

Colinnbia District - Population Centres & Topography ' p. 13.

Ootischenie - Topography p. 460.

Glade - Topography p.A61.
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LEGEND INDEX

No classification for Doukhobor legends exists at present. This index
simply gives quick access to legendary materials cited in this study.

Czar Alexander I and Doukhobor Worship 322,

How Discord arose among the Doukhobors 370

What is God? 372.

Pobirokhin could Walk on the Water 373.

Speaking to the Czar 373.

Michael "Archangel" Verigin 373.

Breakfast, Dinner, Supper 374.

Needle and Thread 374.

Three Leaders after Lukeria 375.

The Doukhobors will leave Russia 375.

The White Horse 376.

The Lord's Prayer and Grandfather 377.

Grandfather's Neck 378.

An Untrained Engineer 378.

Peter the Lordly 's Name 379,

What Doukhobors will eat 503.

A Revenant 585.
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GLOSSARY

Bonch-Bruevich , Vladimir, Major early psalm collector. The numbers
used in his 1910 collection to identify psalms.

C.C.U.B. Christian Community of Universal Brotherhood. Communal
organization set up by Doukhobors in Russia in late 1890 's

and operating in Saskatchewan and British Columbia till 1938.

Chistiakov , MUCT^IKOB. "Purger". Attributive name of Peter Petrovitch
Verigin, second spiritual leader of Canadian Doukhobors.

D. S.C. Doukhobor Society of Canada. National organization of Inde-
-pendent Doukhobors, a major subsect.

Declaration . Major manifesto of the U.S.C.C..

Gospodnie , fOCnOJH^E. "Lordly". Attributive name of Peter Vasilie-
-vitch Verigin, spiritual leader of Doukhobors during later
years in Russia and first two decades in Canada.

Independent . Doukhobors who do not accept the concept or direction
of a Spiritual Leader.

Living Book , }KMBOThlflJl KHMfA. The entire body of Doukhobor oral rel-
-igious lore, and especially the Psalms.

Matky . MATKbl. "Queen Bees." Formerly, two trustees of each Communal
Village, as organized in British Columbia.

Molenye , MOJIEHME. "Prayer". Fundamental Doukhobor worship service.
Molenye Dom . MOJIEHME JlptA, "Prayer Rouse": the Community Hall
in which this service is customarily held.

Platok, rUTATOK. Usually, a yard-square kerchief of delicately-embroid-
-ered crepe traditionally worn by Doukhobor women.

Poklon, nOKJIOH. A bow, or, a greeting, and so used, interchangeable,
by many older Doukhobors.

Protocol . Major structural document of Named Doukhobors, 1928, a
revitalization movement spearheaded by Peter Chistiakov, and
still a basic organizational and administrative guide to mem-
-bers of the U.S.C.C.

Sobranie, C05PAH51. Any meeting of Doukhobors, and especially that
which follows the Molenye .

. - liv
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Society of Named Doukhobors

.

A revitallzatlon movement designed to

approach Doukhobor unity; modified in 1934 to become the U.S.C.C.

Sotnya . COTHiR. "Hundred." The rank-and-file of a Community Village;
actual number averaged 75.

Stradanie , CTPA/IAHUE, "Suffering." Fundamental concept of an experi-
-ence that is ultimately redemptive for the sufferer and those
about him.

Svobodnik, CJW050/1HHK. Member or attribute of a major Doukhobor sub-
-sect characterized by conservative, zealot ideology,

U.S.C.C. Union of Spiritual Communities of Christ. Religious organ-
-izatlon of lirgest Doukhobor subsect, and social and economic
successor to C.C.U.B..

Yastrebov , 5'CTPE50B. "Hawk". Attributive name of Peter Petrovitch
Verigin, son of Pater Chistiakov; never left Russia, and died
there in confinement during W.W.II.





I. INTRODUCTION

I. Problem and Thesis.

When I was rather younger than I am now, still in High School, I

heard a Doukhobor choir sing, among other things, a psalm. Hear Us,

0 God (not in this collection). My interest began with that, as did

a certain value for persons and things outside the pale of my own

culture *s experience; this was, in part, to lure me into the dis-

-clpline of Folklore and Folklife. If a reason beyond intellectual

causes and queries is sought for this study, it must lie in a sup-

-porting emotion: I desired this contact, this understanding.

I first entered the field some years ago as an amateur, not

knowing where to begin or how to proceed beyond unbalanced and

narrow collecting. Other duties and necessities have Intervened,

but so has the opportunity to get formal training. TsTien T returned

to this field, it was with the express aim of detailing the ef-pect

of cultural interaction on the content, style, and function of Doukh-

-obor music. To achieve this aim, I proposed to make an inclusive

and analytic collection of Doukhobor songs, and to relate elements

produced by analysis to elements of social structure. I was aware

of a very few previous Doukhobor studies, as also of a major song

collection and of a reference collection.





There Is nothing unusual (or reprehensible) in changing one's

aim when first-hand data start to become available. For the study

as planned, I needed reliable in-depth ethnography, a minimum at least

of source material on the Russian experience of the Doukhobors, and,

above all, a dated collection, preferably recorded, of songs with

which to make field comparisons. Unfortunately, none of these happ-

-ened to exist; in order even to approach my aim, I would have to

fill in some of the gaps. No ethnography beyond short-term trav-

-ellers* reports, mostly biased, existed, save for a necessarily

limited quasi-governmental study (Hawthorne 1955). Russian source

material scarcely existed on this continent (and I was discouraged

from seeking it in its home) ; nor had it interested any previous

researchers to the point of preparing translations. The Peacock

collection of the National Museum of Man exists, at present, in a

survey publication of 27 items (Peacock, 1970) and several boxes

of tapes; these await the disposition of funds to support trans-

-cription of the remaining 450-odd items.

It was incumbent upon me, therefore, to find out precisely

how I could speak about Doukhobor culture. Three needs seemed

paramoynt: to accumulate a body of traditional material for eval=

-uation to survey materials that would, presumably, be affect-

-ed to some degree by cultural interaction; to describe these and

to survey the attitudes held, by both Doukhobors and non-Doukhobors

,

towards them. It was necessary, in short, to undertake a partial

ethnography of Doukhobors in Canada, and to dwell particularly on
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aspects of cultural adjustment (whether nil, median, or extreme). By

the time FielJwork was under way, the thesis had become the following:

As a result of the interaction of Doukhobor and Canadian

cultures, some Doukhobor traits have been modified more

than others.

The labour in confirming this thesis does not lie in measuring mod-

-ification, nor in identifying Canadian culture ('any external in-

-fluence after 1899*): it lies in describing the nature of Doukho-

-bor culture and Doukhobor traits, a matter which the majority of

prior investigators had taken more or less for granted. It would be

overweening to suppose that the research had brought forth a rigour-

-ous and infallible description; but I submit that the findings are

essential to any further investigation.

As finally prepared, the study incorporates a discussion of

Doukhobor song style; a major collection of psalm texts; analysis \

of the texts, of historic attitudes towards Doukhobor culture, and

j

.

of Doukhobor religion; a survey of Material Culture; an analysis of
i

community events; and a brief discussion on social structures.

II. The Field: Definition, Geography, and Demographv.

The term Doukhobor has a wide range of applications among different

Individuals and preconceptions. For the purposes of this study, and

with suitable qualifications noted elsewhere, I have taken it to

mean the following:
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Any member, by birth or behaviour, of a specific ethno-

-religious group, Russian in origin, and immigrant to Canada

chiefly between 1899 - 1910.

Among some local Anglo-Canadians, the definition would be enlarged

to include anyone speaking with a certain accent, or living in a

certain locale; among some Doukhobors, assignment of the name would

be bestowed upon a few individuals of obvious piety, of excellent

character, and holding certain ideals - and upon no others would the

name be placed (Field notes, 13/4/71), The definition used here

Includes the majority of tradition-bearers as well as those who have

abandoned the tradition to the limits of their conscious ability.

The majority of Canadian Doukhobors live in the West Kootenay

region of British Columbia; a large minority remain in the area of

initial settlement, the north-central region of Saskatchewan, and a

small minority is distributed elsewhere, mostly in Vancouver, British

Columbia. The research area selected was, there'fore, the West Koot-

enay. (Fig. I/l).

This region consists of two major North-South valleys, the

Purcell and Selkirk trenches (named for their eastern mountain harr-

-iers) and one East-West valley, the Kootenay, in the southern third

of the region. Grand Forks, a major settlement area, lies just out-

-side the West Kootenay region, in the western foothills of the Kona-

-shee range (the western barrier of the Selkirk trench). The Purcell

trench is largely drained by the Duncan River, Kootenay River, and





Kootenay Lake; the Selkirk trench, by the Columbia River and the Ar-

-row Lake; the Kootenay valley, by the West Arm of Kootenay Lake, the

Kootenay River, and the Columbia River.

The mountain ranges of the area are, in the words of the Geolog-

-cial Survey of Canada (Little, 1960, pp. xiii, 9):

...generally severely folded and faulted sedimentary and col-
-canic rocks representing most systems from the Windermere
(Late Cambrian) to Cretaceous. Within all these are emplaced
plutonic rocks, mainly acidic, of two distinct ages. The more
abundant are the Cretaceous (?) granitic bodies ... .The younger
...are of Tertiary age, more alkaline in compos i t ioi^ ^ and mainly
of magmatic origin.

Evidence of both continental and alpine glaciation is abundant
...the former is not seen at elevations much higher than 7,000
feet.

The effect of glaciation has not only been to exaggerate valley width,

but also to generate what, following river erosion, were to become

wide, flat benches elevated above the present river levels. These

are especially conspicuous in the Castlegar-Kinnaird area. The geo-

-logic foriTiiilatton "of existing soils has important effects upon agri-

cultural planning for the area.

Figures 1/2,3 are topographic maps of the immediate areas of

settlement, and of Field research. Comparison of these with Figure I/l

will give their relationships. Figure 1/4 provides an approximate

distribution of population, based on the 1961 Federal Census.

Three major ethnic groups are represented in the region. The

majority is Anglo-Canadian, a stock of largely English and Scots

ancestry. Two periods of immigration are significant: initial entry

of miners roughly a century ago, and a steady trickle since, increas-

-Ing significantly in the years following World War I. Doukhobors
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represent the next most significant group; the majority arrived c.

1907, while migration to the Vancouver area was significant after

1940. An enclave of Italians is located in Trail, mostly workers in

the mining and metallurgical industry. Some Portuguese are present

In Castlegar, and a few Chinese are scattered through the area; the

latter have been present since the early mining period.

The population of the West Kootenay district and of Grand Forks

was, according to the 1961 Census, 70,707 and 5,168 respectively, for

a total of 75,875. The Doukhobor population of the areas cited was

12,332. To this must be added an unnamed fraction of the 10,000 per—

-sons of Russian ethnic origin living in Vancouver: 3,000 is a reas-

-onable estimate. This results in a British Columbia population of

some 15,332. Allowing for at least 6,000 in Saskatchewan, the total

Canadian Doukhobor population at the present time is probably in the

vicinity of some 22,500. No reliable estimates on the pppulation of

Doukhobors sub-sects is available, beyond that of a paid-up membership

of some 3 - 4 thousand in the U.S.C.C..

The majority of Doukhobors work in the Lumber industry or related

trades, such as construction, carpentry, and the operation of building-

-supply and hardware trades. Many families and individuals operate

farms of an acre or so, which produce high-quality subsistence veget-

-ables and dairy products, often with a small surplus (beyond preserves)

for market sale. Professions and service trades are also represented,

and a few craftsmen support them.selves, while a number of others supple-

-ment their income by their craft. A currently mildly-depressed economy.





or personal reasons, keep a minority on Welfare; on the other hand,

many older persons who would otherwise require support are maintained

in their children's homes, a traditional responsibility.

The main centres of Doukhobor settlement are as follows. These

may be found on the maps; their traditional Russian names, still used

on a number of occasions, are included (Maloff, MS, pp. 136 - 137)

(see Fig. 1/5) :

Brilliant
Ooteschenie yTEUlEHME 'Consolation*
Champion Creek BJlArO/lATHNE *Paradise/Plenty

'

Pass Creek JIVrOBME 'Meadows'
Shoreacres, Glade, etc. n;iOPOj[IOPO;iHOE 'Fertile'
Krestova KPECTOBOE 'Cross'

Grand Forks: XPHCTOBOE ZIOJIMHA 'Christ's Valley
PyKTOBOE 'Fruits'

yBDKHUE 'Haven'

To these original settlement areas have been added:

Thrums
Slocan Valley centres between Bonnington and Slocan:

Crescent Valley
South Slocan
Slocan Park
Passmore
Winlaw & Appledale
Perrys Siding

Gilpin, east of Grand Forks.

A Svobodniki village is maintained near Agassiz, B.C., some 60 miles east

of Vancouver; and for almost ten years a raillenarian colony, the New

Jerusalem, was located at Hilliers, B.C., about 4 miles west of Parks-

-ville on Vancouver island. Original settlement figures for the West

Kootenay region are as follows (Maloff MS, p. 137) :

Brilliant 300
OotesJienie 2,000 plus
Blagodatnie 200
Lugovoe 300
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Plorodorodnoe 800
Krestova 450
Grand Forks 1,500

The original acreage occupied was c. 14,000 acres, of which most was

uncleared, the exception being a small area of Ooteshenie.

A Kote on the Maps;

All maps, with the exception of Fig. 1/4, are based upon aerial

photographs made in the mid - 1950 *s, and were rechecked for cultural

data c. 1959 - 1960. Thus some historic areas are not shown as they

are at present, nor as they were at the time of initial settlement.

Centres are indicated by arrows on Fig. 1/5, x^ith the exception

of the Slocan Valley. This latter region is populated thinly and

fairly evenly throughout the area between Crescent Valley and Perrys

Siding, which are indicated on the map by double arrows. The same

style of settlement is characteristic of the area betv/een Thrums and

Shoreacres; examination of Fig. 1/2 will clarify settlement patterns

here. The same is largely true of the area between central Grand

Forks, and Gilpin, some 11 miles east thereof. Note also distribution

of buildings in the area immediately west of Grand Forks city centre.
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I . ......

fig. I/l. Vest Kootenay District and eastern Boundary District. Canada
Dept. of Mines & Technical Surveys, National Topogrtphlc
Series. Okanagan Kootenay NW / 48 / 120. Sheet 82 SW.

e. 1/100,000.

t





rig. I '2. Coluabla <llstrlct. British Columbia Dept. of Lands & For-
-«8t8. Kational Topographic Syoten. Trail / Sheet 82 F/SW/
1/50,000.
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Fig. 1/5. Canada Dept. of Mines & Technical Surveys. Geological
Surv'.y of Canada. Map 1091 A / Nelson (West Half). 1960.
C. 1/75,000

»





III. Fleldwork: Methodology and Problems.

14,

Before entry into the field was made, the realm of research was

planned to consist of three independent continual

'

Oral and Formal History.
Individual Psalms & content elements.
Community & Individual performan'^e

contexts.

This plan proved to be based upon two erroneous minor assumptions: that

adequate comparative data would be available; and that the researcher

was equipped, scholastically and financially, to carry out adequate re-

-eearch. On the other hand, the plan remained an adequate guide to

direction and scope of research: it remained necessary to establish a

view of history, to assemble and analyze a collection of psalms, and

to examine major performance contexts. The relationships between the

song, religious belie^--^ ^»^lture of Doukhobor communities

made inclusion of / V'ssential to an adequate

understanding of/- \'ich a basis that Fieldwork

was begun.

Fieldwork yj\ ^tensive period of study

of the University \ J-ry^s Doukhobor Collection,

a Special Collection ^^^^^-^nclusive quality. Notes were

taken on all relevant materials, and a number of significant items were

Xerox* d for extended study. Library study was also carried out during

the Fieldwork period; this centred about the Provincial Library and

Archives in Victoria, and the small but important Local Collection of

Selkirk College Library in Castlegar.
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III. Fleldwork: Methodology and Problems.

Before entry into the field was made, the realm of research was

planned to consist of three independent continu3.J

Oral and Formal History,
. Individual Psalms & content elements

.

Community 6f Individual performance
contexts.

This plan proved to be based upon two erroneous minor assumptions: that

adequate comparative data would be available; and that the researcher

was equipped, scholastically and financially, to carry out adequate re-

-eearch. On the other hand, the plan remained an adequate guide to

direction and scope of research: it remained necessary to establish a

view of history, to assemble and analyze a collection of psalms, and

to examine major performance contexts. The relationships between the

song, religious beliefs, and material culture of Doukhobor communities

made inclusion of the latter element seem essential to an adequate

understanding of the problem, and it was on such a basis that Fieldwork

was begun.

Fleldwork was preceded by a short but intensive period of study

of the University of British Columbia Library's Doukhobor Collection,

a Special Collection of excellent and inclusive quality. Notes were

taken on all relevant materials, and a number of significant items were

Xerox *d for extended study. Library study was also carried out during

the Fieldwork period; this centred about the Provincial Library and

Archives in Victoria, and the small but important Local Collection of

Selkirk College Library in Castlegar.
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Several earlier informant contacts were followed up, and the

first nine months of Fieldwork included a number of extended interviews.

Where possible, these were taped, "but as a rule taping was not accept-

-able and any prolonged attempt to tape would have destroyed the effect-

-iveness of the interview. The early Fieldwork period also included

slow driving in the area, coordinated with map study and initial site

photography.

Early work and correspondence turned up two valuable sources of

Psalm translations: the resources and problems of the raw texts acquired

thereby are discussed in the section immediately preceding the texts.

Study of these was carried on simultaneously with participant observation

of religious and other gatherings, and of general behaviour. In addition

a number of contacts initiated on a formal basis were followed up with

both formal and informal visits: nearly all informants became friends,

and business and pleasure lost much of their exclusiveness . Conversa-

-tions were provoked with acquaintances to test out their opinions.

By late spring 1971, research was extended to examination of build-

-ings, and photography. In mid-summer, research was considerably aided

by a semi-official collaboration with Kenneth Peacock of the National

Museum of Man, which that year began to acquire Doukhobor artifacts on

an organized basis. Since the duties involved acquiring and research-

-ing artifacts, a number of new contacts were discovered; moreover,

objects could be photographed before shipment to Ottawa.

During the whole time, there was no long-term, clear plan for

Fieldwork. In retrospect, this seems to have been the best arrange-

-ment. Library research implied some directions in which Fieldwork





should go; early Fieldwork indicated either dead ends or areas for

further study. As a rule, all plausible information was considered;

some unlikely data and informants were to prove to be of great value.

Again, when a short term of study or a najor participation/observation

session was over, time was taken for the consideration of the event

in the light of previous data and the event's own implications. Often

such consideration led to new problems for study, or new possibilities

for coordination of data. By late surz^er, reniaining research was seen

as a matter of wrap-up, rather than of major additional discovery.

Some areas had been under-researched or overlooked, but it was conclud-

-ed that the expense of time would be far in excess of usefulness of

new data to be discovered. Such areas are by no means discarded, but

must simply await further study.

It had proved impossible to acquire a significant understanding

of Russian during the-period of intensive fieldwork. The energy expend-

-ed on fieldwork left no reserve for intensive language study; no lesser

Study would suffice (it was attempted); and arrangarants for icnersion by

residence would have required excessive expenditure, some of it financial.

Training in Russian was begun during the second fall of fieldwork and con-

-tinues is 1 write; it made it possible to prepare a more useful set of

psalm translations, and made some other materials, such as Burial Marker

Inscriptions, accessible. An earlier understanding of the language

would have been most beneficial, but would also have beefl almost im-

-possibl'e to acquire: Standard Russian is very distinct fron the Doukho-

-bor dialect, and thd psalms themselves are for the most part in a var-
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-lant of Old Church Slavonic. To have had only an academic reading
|

knowledge of Russian might well have been a serious handicap during

initial study of Doukhobor texts. Speaking knowledge is, of course,

a different matter for learning; at present I have no significant

proficiency. Fortunately, nearly all Doukhobors are bi-lingual, and

an interpreter is never far off. It should also be noted that the

original plan presumed a great range of translated materials to be

available: such has proved very much not to be the case, though it

was a plausible supposition where and when it was made. Fieldwork is

useful for exploding inaccurate suppositions: there are few better

methods.

In_ summary, then, Fieldwork was planned for short-term periods;

it consisted of participant-observation, interviews, passive observa-

-tion, the preparation of translations, and direct study and recording

of artifacts. Notes, tape-recordings, and photography were used as

observation media.

Three major problems arose during fieldwork: Communications, Stress

and Money. The language problem proved to be of minor importance; the

major problem in communication was the record of previous researchers.

Of all these, none, perhaps, has had a more deleterious effect on sub-

-sequent research than Simma Holt, whose Terror in the Name of God

(1964) is discussed in the chapter on Historic Attitudes (V). Thus

one informant was to say (Field notes, 22/10/70):

We trust people and speak to them; then they go away and twist
what we say and pile dirt on our heads.

The Fieldworker thus has not only to apologize for himself, but to cope
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with a prior history of research that has, for the more part, done

little better than to retail bigotry scarcely on the safe side of

actionable slander. Honest misunderstandings and a proportion of

bias can be explained by later researchers; but it is possible to

develop a really bitter resentment of those whose deliberate malice

and sanctimonious execrations have come as close as possible to

destroying the possibility for meaningful research after they have

passed. It is not easy to understand the motivations of those who

seek to rear walls of hatred and misunderstanding between groups of -

people: it is very hard indeed to convince their victims that the

next researcher is following only the form, and not the substance,

of the previous stranger.

The stress problems were unavoidable. One form arose from the

necessarily schizoid nature of fieldwork: to be functioning adequately,

the participant-observer must maintain a dual role while working. If,

for example, he is at a meeting, he must neither remain independant of

the interaction (that is to cut off communication), nor become wholly

immersed in it (that is to loose his objective reference). Nor may he

resolve the problem by oscillating from one role to the other: that is

just as much time wasted as if he had played either role alone. Instead,

he must continually be striving to behave in every respect like those

whose company he shares (as the speaker of a language behaves like a

fellow speaker); yet he must be continally bringing all his formal

"fcraining to bear upon his experience, lest it be submerged in the val-

ues of the group to the exclusion of learning. The point of this ob-





>^ activity is not to limit communication, in the end; it is to expedite

communication of a sort that is unessential to members of the inter-

-action group, for whom it is already internalized. The communication

that is sought lies at a deeper level than that of ordinary language,

though ordinary language carries much of it. The maintenance of such

a dual role is unnatural and taxing, threatening the participant-

-observer with the risk of losing both identities. Its rewards, in

terms of understanding, are correspondingly high. In practise, the

usual manifestations of stress from this source were exhaustion and _

doubt, both of which were usually countered with rest and study of

data. The other sources of stress were trying but unavoidable: finan-

-cial problems, the illness on two occasions of the researcher's wife,

and the death of both his parents in the same year: 3TA JKM3Hb.

The financial problem was of such direct importance to fieldwork

that It must be outlined precisely. It was very simple: some 18 months

of fieldwork, more than a year of it intensive,* was undertaken with

neither private means nor any form of grant. Costs were met by more or

less acceptable means: the researcher's wife worked full time, life-

-Insurance was cashed-in, a student loan taken, meals were lean, no

reserve for emergencies was available. The detriments of this situ-

-ation were of varying evil: some included postponed membership in

learned societies, lack of book purchase or access to relevant and

current academic writing, and lack of recreation funds C^pplying the

latter term to use of a home of adequate size and expenditure of c.

$15.00 per month on craft materials, fabrics, music, etc.). These,

however, were of minor importance indeed, compared to lack of suitable
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rest time for the researcher's wife; inability to obtain additional

research aids, such as keysort cards, tapes, some essential recording

accessories (e.g., windscreen), photographic film (still and cin^)

,

paper, and processing, especially; and, perhaps most detrimental of

all, inability to travel adequately, both within the field and to re-

-eearch resources outside it. The lack of research aids is, unfort-

-unately, obvious, especially in the photographic sections; the lack

of travel resources was to some degree countered through correspond- ^

-ence.

The financial problem was also unavoidable. Some aspects of it

were imposed by external conditions; others, by the requirements that

became evident as research progressed, and which could not have been

foreseen. As a rule, the problem was countered if not solved through

deliberate (and painful) limitation of study, and through limitation

of expenditure on non-essentials such as food, clothing, and shelter.

Means of recreation were improvised, and the chief burden, in the end,

was the knowledge that relevant research could not be pursued. If any

conclusion arises from this experience, it is that no student should

plan research of this sort unless, at the very least, some financial

reserve, if not income, is easily available. Good work can still be

done, but there is simply no need for work to be as limited as lack of

funding will make it. In the present case, a stipend of some $75.00

per month would have covered most additional costs except journeying

to Saskatchewan and Ottawa; the latter could have been combined for

an approximate total cost (time, accomodation, and travel) of some

$700 - 800 in all.'
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In retrospect, the Thesis as it finally took shape was not badly

proportioned to the resources with which it was developed. Study,

correspondence, and the Field together supply quite sufficient data.

The problem was broadly based, but it was possible to approach it in

some depth in several areas. A more simple situation might have been

easier to discuss; it would also have been that much less enjoyable.

For, all real and imagined complaints, doubts, and lacks notwithstand-

-ing, work of this sort brings forth joy. It should not be othen^^ise.

IV. Preface to the Psalms.

It has been the lot of Folklore studies to have a character, not un-

-deserved, akin to that of a circumspect botanist whose lifelong study

of trees consists of the dutiful collection of dead leaves, carefully

classified as to colour, numbfer of points, size, and dorsal or ventral

presentation when found on the ground. On rare and commendable occ-

-asions, the botanist was cunning enough to observe and grasp pale

leaves as they fluttered down through the October air; but it never

•occurred to him that in July he might find identical leaves under

quite another nature. If only he had then raised his head, he could

have seen them there - in infinite multitude, shimmering in the sun,

and part of the subtle life of the tree rather than rich but perished

mould. To be sure, the study of the living leaf presents greater

problems than that of the dead: but, -after all, his purpose was to

learn about trees, not humus.
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If the analogy may bear a little further strain, I suppose that

some of the oral and material artifacts of a culture may be likened to

leaves on a tree. For one thing, the leaves are more conspicuous than

the complex unity of twig and branch and trunk that they conceal; and

In winter it is clear that the unity is something other than the arti-

-facts. But in many ways these artifacts are the show, commerce, dis-

-play, read-out, that continually and precisely reports on fundamental

processes occuring in other parts of the tree - the culture.

The most conspicuous oral artifacts of the Canadian Doukhobors are

three classes of eong: Psalms, Hymns, and Folksongs (nECHW) , the latter

ascribed a secular character. These classes are simple and overly crude

but represent real and veritable divisions perceived and used by the

people. Hymns indeed are the green leaves of Doukhobor culture. They

can be subdivided into numerous classes, by content, by style, and by

chronology. They include archaic memories from the earliest Doukhobor

past, transformed borrowings from North American popular music, and a

wide ar>J continually varying range between. They are found in a wide

range of performance situations, and are perpetuated through diverse

media. If any one genre of lore gives broad access to the totality,

especially the current totality, of Doukhobor culture, it is that of

the Eymns. •

But perhaps, with yet further strain, the analogy can serve a

further distinction. To the casual observer, the bulk of a tree*s

fora is defined by the distribution and qualities of the leaves, as

they are supported by the unity of limbs. But he need not approach

It very closely, to learn that it derives a firm support and other
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benefits from an almost wholly invisible root structure - a structure

whose form is very like that of the branches. These roots are for the

most part underground; they do not call for the world's attention as

leaves might be fancied to do. Their support to the tree —
• the culture

- is special, unobtrusive, and rigid.

To roots, then, the psalms of the Doukhobors might be compared;

the psalms are for the most part ancient, inconspicuous, rigid. But

though the roots are in the ground like last year's leaves, they are

not dead but living. Their purpose is not to turn and shift and catch

the moving light, the moving wind, but, save by a slow growth, to be

unchanged; not to come and go with the seasons, even with the winds,

but to preserve a relationship, a primordial pattern for reference, a

pattern like that of the unity of limbs and twigs.

So with the Psalms. They are not sung by a majority of the Doukho-

-bors; they are not sung with expertise, save by a small, elderly, and

perhaps dx^/indling minority. They are examined by few and analyzed in

detail by fewer; and those who use them most fully seem least concerned

with them intellectually, though the psalms are intellectual documents

also. Their language is obscure, severe, and obsolete; their music is

uniquely inaccessible. Their performance and use is a small and often

private part of the life of the Doukhobors - quantitatively.

Nevertheless this investigation begins with and grows from a

selection of Psalms: because they are the intellectual resource of

Doukhobor theory; because they are the embodiment but not the express-

-ion of whatever it is that Doukhobors stated and still state; because
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the remaining Doukhobor artifacts - historical, oral, and material -

-are less essential to an understanding of the culture, and only

Doukhobor lives tell more. This investigation may not succeed in com-

-pleting an understanding of that culture: but it must present mater-

-lals that may no longer be dismissed; and hopefully, it will also

present some concepts and tools with which others may work more fruit-

-fully.





II, Types and Use of Doukhobor Psalms.

I. General Descriptions.

The core genre of Doukhobor worship and hymnody is that of the Psalms.

The genre is defined in the culture by its occasion of use: psalms are

used as the most formal sung element of public worship; as prayer, pub-

-11c and private; and as healing prayers and in other Folk-medical

applications. Many but not all have musical texts distinguished by a

moderately structured polyphony and exceedingly complex, even baffling,

melisma.

The broadest origins of the texts are generally obscure. Many

are paraphrases or conflations of scripture texts (e.g., 71; Dream)

.

Some appear to have been adopted from folk or popular devotions perhaps

not far removed from an identifiable or putative author (e.f., lAl;

In the Garden of Gethsemane) , while others have been recently approp-

-rlated from the speech or writings of Doukhobor leaders (e.g., Christ

Is One ; Grant, 0 Lord) , and at least two are Community principles or

regulations (e.g., 144; Basic Rules) ; A certain body, the Catachetical

psalms (cf. 1, 6) are doctrinal vehicles probably developed during the

early 1700 *s by one individual followed by a school. But most give

little hint of date of origin or original type of composition. They

are a devotional and doctrinal literature or a craft and power that

often pass over the hindrances of other times, v/ays, and tongues, con-

: - 25/ •

.'
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-veylng to us the strength that their makers and singers found and

built in them. Until any better evidence is produced, the origins

of these texts must be assumed to lie at the heart of the Doukhobor

experience as it was moulded since the Raskol of early Seventeenth

Century Russia.

The texts I have called Kealing Psalms exist in more or less an

underground manner, and for the most part have their origin in the

unofficial religious expression of rural folk, applying spiritual

instruction and techniques to mundane health. Pre-Christian elements

are retained in some of these texts, and some are charms of wholly

magical character; but field experience shows such texts to be best

understood as one border of a continuum across which the whole popu-

-lation of psalms is scattered at distances that would vary according

to the position and indentity of the evaluator.

The psycholinguistic structure of thej>salms is subject to consider-

—able variation. Generally, the psalms may be "assumed to fall between

the ordinary-language homily (e.g., most of 384) and texts highly

structured lexically, metrically, syntactically, and semantically (e.g.

,

359; Maiden Mother of God ). A large number of psalms do, however,

display a grossly dyadic structure: one speaker, usually either a

suffering or grateful bell^er or group of believers, utters a complaint,

plea, or praise, to which another speaker, usually the Lord, replies

with encouragement and a promise. The believer usually speaks of present

trouble and circumstances; the Lord usually speaks of help, reward, or

judgement in the not-distant future. Of. psalms 61, 79, 87, 143, &c.;

and especially 130 and 150, as a few examples of this structure.
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PSALM

Believer Lord (speaker)

World Afterword (place)

Trouble Resolution (event)

Now Soon (time)

Suffering Joy (affect)

The psalm is the speech event mediating between these cognitive elem-

-ents. A similar structure can be posited for some social phenomena.

Not all the occasions in which psalms may be used are explicit

to the fieldworker; certainly the use of Healing psalms and private

devotional psalms depends upon both accident and the play within the

individual of his cultural heritage and binding mores, his will, and

his deep experience, causes which cannot and need not be scrutinized

by present techniques. But psalms are used in the major community

events of worship and entertainment, the Molenye and the festival;

and they are also essential to weddings and funerals. In the smaller

community of village and family, they serve either as healing devices

or as mediation between the individual and his God,
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II. Performance Types.

Four kinds of use of psalm texts have been observed. The typology

rising therefrom does not distinguish firmly between individual texts,

a characteristic already familiar in, for example, the North American

Fundamentalist practise of using hymn texts and devotional poetry inter-

-changeably. The kinds of use are: .v

'

1. traditional sung
2. traditional spoken

3. other spoken
4. healing.

Type 1 is characteristic of public performance in a large community

setting, a Sobranie, whether broadly based (as, a festival), or nar-

-rowly based (as, a wedding). Apparently no ascription of the text

occurs to the mind of the participant. Solo performances of this type

are unthinkable: Fred Oogloff says (Field notes, 26/1/71):

It wouldn't be reasonable to have just one [voice], there's
got to be a.,,[I supplied the term Harmony], Yes, Harmony
is very important for psalm-singing. The only time one
might hear only one person singing, would be when someone was
learning a psalm... the teacher would sing a part to show the
tune or the meaning. .. .It should be at least 3 to 4 or 5 or 6

people.

Indeed, private performance by a group seeems always to have been

limited to the requirements of learning and practice of psalms.

Type 2 is characteristic of public performance, especially in

Molenye , and of private devotion. Some psalms are only sung; some

are only spoken; and some maybe used in either mode; there is, moreover,

the practice of reciting a psalm after it has been sung. The convent-

-lons that govern these discriminations are neither explicit, nor much
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remarked upon by Doukhobors; further, texts alleged in one region to

be only spoken or sung may be performed in the other mode in another

region. When spoken, a psalm has much the quality of any traditional

prayer: it may be associated with a festival, a season, or with some

occurence of a type (e.g., persecution, disaster, deliverance, etc.)

with which it is traditionally associated. The speaker knows or dis-

-covers traditionally acceptable associations between the psalm and

his present circumstances in his community, and by that individual

act of discrimination inserts the traditional text into an open lit-

-urgical slot. The process uses the resource of a quasi-liturgical

text with the technique of extenpore prayer, a process comparable to

a mid-point between the styles of established and fundamentalist

Western churches.

Type 3 is used of those texts that are consciously ascribed in

tradition to a known - usually recent - source. These are often of a

more or less official nature (e.g., 144, 384, Fa'ther of All . Christ is

One . &c.) and most are ascribed to Peter Lordly Verigin, or to his

close followers. At least one text, Christ is One . demonstrates the

movement into tradition of a text selected by the folk: the others are

accepted by the folk from their leaders. Such texts are enhanced by

their use of traditional concepts, motifs, and style, and have little

internally to hinder their movement into tradition. Nor is tradition

averse to such growth, it is rather the technique of Russian religion,

at least as Ware (1963, pp. 203 - 207) sees it:
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Tradition. . .is a life, a personal encounter with Christ in

the Holy Spirit. Tradition is not only kept by the Church,

it lives in the Church, it is the life of the Holy Spirit,

in the church. .. .Tradition, while inwardly changeless (for

God does not change), is constantly assuming new forms,

which supplement the old without superseding them (p. 206).

Type 4 is used of the body of texts used in healing contexts;

these are never performed publicly. They may, on the contrary, be

used by the single individual for his benefit; by one person for the

benefit of one other person, also present and usually a (younger)

member of his family; by one person for the benefit of a neighbour

or other apellant; and by one person to another for the purpose of

instruction in the use of such texts. Intellectual and other ration-

-alist Doukhobors are reputed to hold such texts in high disrepute,

but many of the texts seem widely known; quite conservative Doukhobors

may have a large repertoire of the texts. I have at present no cri-

-teria for distinguishing the widely known texts, though length (as a

function of retention from Childhood) is one apparent factor.

In the texts presented here, the Healing psalms are segregated

from the rest. Where possible, I have i-^.entified those texts that

are only sung or spoken; Bonch-Bruevich does not bother with this

distinction, and most Doukhobor sources take it for granted.

III. Psalms in Use .

Sung and spoken psalms are to be heard at Sobranie « community assemblies.

Under this inclusive term fall Molenye and sobranve. Weddings, Funerals

and Commemorations, and Festivals, all of which are dealt with in more
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detail further on (Ch. VIII). The last-named include a variety of

events, more-or-less formal, more-or-less secular; but even the most

secular occasion is liable to begin with the singing of the Lord's

Prayer.

In Holenye , one individual, who may or may not be the first to

speak in worship, but who is usually the most proficient singer, will

coffinonly sing the lead phrases, setting pitch and melody. Errors in

ttme or text will be corrected unobtrusively but firmly by any members

of the assembly who are more familiar with the text in question; such

correction occurs and is accepted as a matter of course (Field notes,

several dates). A somewhat similar technique is observed in Sunday

School, which is essentially Molenye scaled down with shorter texts

suited for children's use; at Glade (Field notes, 28/2/71), although

the service was controlled by the adults present, children initiated

the actual saying or singing of psalms and hymns. They are expected

to sing independejitly , though older people present support their sing-

-ing, and correct it where necessary. As a present rule, three psalms

are sung in Molenye ; the number spoken is flexible, usually depending

both on the total number present and the number of persons standing

In the front line of each group, though sometimes not all of these took

part; I have never heard more than ten psalms spoken in the first part

of Molenye , though. In some regions, the psalms sung are selected

from the psalms spoken, but this does not seem to be a firm rule, nor

do I have any historical data on the question, as the regions are not

easily accessible. A wide range of psalms - that is, one that includes
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psalms usually associated with Weddings and Funerals - is suitable

for Molenye , and apparently some individuals occasionally use psalms

aseociated with private devotion in Molenye ; at any rate, no psalm

seems specifically excluded, although some (such as the bedtime prayers

for example - e.g., c. 300 - 307, etc.) seem improbable in this con-

-text. Other psalms - notably those associated with Christmas and

Easter (e.g., 340 - 352) - probably occur exceedingly rarely outside

those seasons. Marian psalms (e.g.. Maiden Mother of God) of a

mystical nature are deplored by some Doukhobors as an inexplicable

survival from Russian Orthodoxy (Field notes, 25 / 11/ 70); others

interpret the figure of Mary as a model of every mother who bears

a (Christian) child, inasmuch as God indwells every man.

The above remarks are generally true of Wedding and Funeral and

Commemoration psalm-singing, with the stricture that certain psalms

are traditionally associated with these events. The 'fundamental*

psalm Be Devout (138) in particular is associated with weddings and

was heard at a wedding (Field notes, 6/6/71): ii is appropriate, of

course, to commend to a family just established the principles of the

society in which it is established. Several psalms are cited as app-

-ropriate to funerals, of which a very popular example is We Will

Gather Ourselves > Brothers (79). Since funerals are lengthy affairs.

In conservative areas still taking a good 26-odd hours , a wide range

of psalms and hymns is used. -

Festivals may be very sacred occasions, as the November, February,

and August Commemorations of the three Peter Verigins, Lordly, Purger,

and Hawk; they may be essentially sacred occasions, such as the summer
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Youth, Children's, and Declaration Day assemblies; or they may be

essentially secular, as the winter Talent Nights and related events.

To the former, psalm-singing is integral. It is a major part of the

summer-time festivals, though it is excluded from that part of the

Youth festival in which secular entertainment - skits and folksongs

[ DECHbl ] - is presented. Hymn-singing occurs in these performances,

though, as in the more secular Talent Nights, but the only commonly

sung prayer is the Lord's Prayer, which is classified (when sung) as

a psalm by Doukhobors.

•»

The term applied to the recitation of psalms is the same as that

used in Standard Russian for the recitation of poetry, [ MUTATb ], read ,

and it is commonly so translated by Doukhobors. Without going into

fruitless etymological discussion, it should be noted that the term is

consonant with the name and concept of the psalms as a 'Living Book'.

Reciting style is unremarkable, falling - depending on the individual's

mood and attitude, as well as on the occasion - bet\;een the boundaries

of hastily gabbled rote utterance and a fairly unemotional, even deliv-

-ery in which semantic rather than other rhythms are observed. Some

Healing psalms - likely those whose meaning has been lost - are said

to be uttered in a rocking, singsong manner, but so far I have only

come across one such (Against Warts - I )

.

The music of psalms is sui generis . Choral structure - in common

with most Doukhbbor song - is of an archaic type also found in the

Sacred Harp tradition of the American Southeast, possibly sharing comm.on
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origins in the post-Byzantine hyjnnody of Eastern Europe of the early

Middle Ages. Four voices may be distinguished: an upper male voice

and a lower fema' voice carry the melody, either in unison or parallel

octave. A lower male voice and an upper female voice are heard in

•approximate but occasionally varied four-to-five interval organon above

and below the central voices. A large assembly may often boast four or

five female high voices, and perhaps two male low voices, who sing a

descant or contrabass line of extreme harmonic freedom; the high voice

is termed Outer Voice [ YTQOJX ] . While the fundamental harmony is

simple, several factors serve to complicate matters a good deal.

For one thing, melisraa is extreme. Melodies have no particular

regard for the syntactic structure of their song text, and are highly

extended. A verse of a typical psalm tune may run anywhere between

one and one-half and six minutes, at a rate of up to two or three

pitch-changes per second, and cover perhaps six words. Without more

sophisticated modes of transcription than are presently available to

me, I am not prepared to guess whether psalm melodies are elaborated

forms of simple melodies; this assumption, fairly obvious in some con-

-texts, may be doubted for a number of reasons, among which are exist-

lence of inset phrase doublets. Moreover, hot all singers are expert:

Peter and Fred Oogloff say (Field notes, 24/2/71):

[Peter]: I practise two, three hours most days, it still takes
months to learn a psalm.

[Fred]: In our choir, a choir like ours, usually only two, maybe
six people really know a psalm well: the rest, they know well
enough to follow along. A hard job.
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[Peter] : Once we two, we were the only ones in a choir who had

the psalm in our minds [memorized] .we were scared and tired.

Sweat was dripping off me. That's hard work - like dragging a

heavy load uphill.

[Fred: of an earlier Molenye we had attended]: The first psalm
was best, only the good singers knew it. The second psalm, some

there were from distant [about thirty miles] places, they know
it a little different and sing it their way. There gets to be
a different beat.

In hearing inexpert singers practise (Field notes, 5/1/71), one may

hear the more competent voices singing with little harmony, though

.the unfamiliar singers will fall into unacceptable harmonies or into

discords. As practice continues, errors become fewer and harmony

stronger and more assured. In actual performance, less competent

voices generally hold to fairly strict parallel harmony, but not in-

-frequently, through erroneous anticipation, lose their parallel line

for a contrapuntal one. Such a * found* line may often go astray, but

it is not unusual for it to be successful, since the singer has long

experience in oral counterpoint. Such 'found' harmonies have also

been noted to result from the exigencies of short or incorrect breath-

-ing. Also, a competent singer's attempt to conform to a variant tune

can introduce changes common to neither his own variant nor that pres-

-ently being sung. When an old lady at Brilliant said to me (Early

research, Easter 1962):

(About two dozen people were present]. There are twenty different
parts to this psalm.

- she was probably very accurate, though those parts might not necess-

-arily have been admitted by some of the singers to have differed from

others, nor would they have been consistently diverse through the whole

psalm.
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The choirs that sing these psalms - as well as a large repertoire

of hymns and songs - are strictly oral in tradition. Their history goes

back at least two centuries, though before that time song was a major

means for the preservation and transmission of Doukhobor culture. Still

the major communities of Doukhobors in the West Kootenay support both

their own community choirs, and other choirs organized on an even less

formal basis. Choirs may be composed of Elders, Men, Women, Young

People, Children, and (mixed) Adults, and enthusiastic singers froin

various districts. In addition, particularly v/ith respect to secular

song performance, duets, trios, and larger small groups, often tempor-

-ary, are coimnon; children and young adults may also sing solo. Thus

an enthusiastic singer has access to more than one group, and may take

part in several. Probably at least five percent of all Doukhobors

have some extended choral experience, and that of strong traditional-

-ists may be high indeed.

In private use, many of the formal distinctions between spoken

and Healing psalms lose their precision, A psalm of what is convention-

-ally recognized to be the highest spiritual content may be recited

mechanically, its sole virtue for the speaker having been in the fact

that the correct words were repeated in the correct time and place,

magically reaffirming the continuity of his existence. Contrarily, a

charm of an 'unprogressive' sort, or a very plain little prayer, may

be spoken with a conscious struggle to see the psalm as mediating be-

-tween a situation of present strain and the perceived presence of an

eternal God. An informant in Glade said (Field notes, 3/7/71; Tape
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d-lA):
.

A person should say them with faith.,..You could say [a Healing

psalm against fear], our people - lots of them (say[ you could

just read the Lord's Prayer, just pray to God and read this

Lord's Prayer, it helps just as well. As long as you ask God

for help, that's the main part. Because it's not we that help,

it's God that helps, and we ask Him and He gives. That's how

It works out. ...

God is always with you... [He says] 'Just follow Me and you'll be

saved, don't be scared of anything.' I was just saying it to

myself here not long ago....

I like something and I try to [memorize] it. Because maybe one

day I won't be able to see to read, or to hear, anymore - but

I'll still have it....When I am sad or feel sick and alone...

or when I am by myself in the field, working in the garden - i

read them over and discuss them with myself. Then all the trouble

goes and it is like being in heaven with the angels ... .strength

comes ....

The psalm Christ is One was originally taken down, either from memory

or from someone else's manuscript, from an address heard from Peter

Lordly Verigin in the early 1920 's. Mrs. Ozeroff of Glade was strongly

Impressed by the text, memorized it, and used it in Molenye on several

occasions, whereupon other Doukhobors found it acceptable. From this

point it passed into tradition. Mrs. Ozeroff holds the text in MS form

(along with many others); these she has assembled as aids to memory,

revi'ewing them on rare occasions. From time to time other Doukhobors

loan or copy MS texts for the use of acquaintances. It will be noted

that It is thus possible for texts to pass between private and public

use. To become public, a selected text must be acceptable both in the

community tradition discussed above, and in the feeling of the present

moment.

The use of Healing psalms is perhaps best illustrated by the test-

-imony of a Doukhobor. Peter Maloff tells of an extremely upsetting
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experience of his childhood: he was taking a cow to be serviced, and

she was mobbed at a drinking slough by forty steers, while Peter was

badly knocked about and terrified. He continues (Maloff, MS, pp. 329-

-330; 333-335):

The incident of the forty steers was not so easily forgotten or

passed over. After that I began to sleep very poorly, jumping

up and screaming at nights.
When grandmother found out she came over and said: "We '11

have to heal Peter or we'll lose him. I'll take him into the

village to a healer, babushka Strelioff. She'll pour the

"fright" (cure) on his head and he'll get well soon enough."
All the way there Grandmother was assuring me that all

this happened because of our renunciation of the trua faith,

because of our withdrawal from the community. When we came to

babushka Strelioff 's she already had a patient. From behind the

door we could hear how something was sputtering and falling into

the water. It would give off a strange sound. I asked my grand-
-mother :"T^at is that? Are you sure they wouldn't burn me with
some kind of an iron?"

"No, my child, don't be afraid," said babushka. "Babushka
Strelioff knows everything. She'll just pour the "fright" over
your head. She'll hold a bowl of water over your head and wil
drop some molten lead and will see what will form; if a dragon,
then it's from a spell, and if something else, then she will know
what kind of a prayer to read and what to fortify the water ag-
-alnst. That's what it is all about, my child."

Soon the patient left. He was quite' an aged man. I thought:
"How could he have been scared by anything?" The healer waved her
hand in the direction of the patient, and as though divining my per-
-plexity, volunteered: "Ghosts were torturing him. Every night they
come to him and won't let him sleep."

We entered the healer's room. Babushka Strelioff was very
old and talked very slowly. She patted my head and assured me:
"Don't be afraid, Peter. 1*11 heal you and you'll be well again."

She put some lead on the stove, then took a dipper of cold
water and held it over my head whispering something all the while.
As soon as the lead began to sizzle on the pan she poured it into
the dipper over my head. Then she charmed the water, and as an
added protection she grafted me; that is, she placed me against
the lintel of the door, bored a hole in it and pounded a stick
into the hold saying: "That is where we have driven your illness."
• •

However fantastic it may seem, I remember that this healing
actually reacted on me very favourable and the illness gradually

.
began to leave me.





Not all the texts given here can have anything like this degree of

ritual, though the instructions for Against Fear Brough t by the Evil

Eye should be compared with the above. Most are to be said thrice in

dawn or evening twilight, by a speaker who may place his hand on the

head of the kneeling patient. In most cases, the patient is either

assumed to be a child, or to play the role of a child. The occasions

of use include accidents around the house or farm, and illness; appre-

-hended witchcraft or similar evil; or emotional disturbance arising

from unspecified causes. I do not presently have much information

regarding witchcraft: Maloff(MS) gives a brief reference to the early

part of the century; and I have heard two anecdotal reports in the

past year in contexts inappropriate for investigation.

.IV. Methodology; Selection, Arrangement, and Translation.

In preparing the text collection, the prime needs to be met were: the

acquisition of a body of material sufficiently large to be represent-

-ative, including texts that were mostly in living tradition. The

prior work of three of the translators ensures that the vast majority

of their materials are current.

The basic source for Russian texts must be the collection assembled

in the early part of this century by the populist Bonch-Bruevich, who

collected by correspondence and the field visits of others (and him-

-self?) in the Caucasus in the latter two decades of the 1800 's. and

by his own field work in Canada in 1899 and by correspondence there-
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-after. His texts were, as a rule, taken from the dictation of elder-

-ly people, and preserve dialect variants, textual errors, and esoter-

-ic diction. It is reisarkable that earlier researchers have commented

so sparsely and fleetingly upon this work.

Russian texts require translations if they are to be of much use

to English readers, of course. Search for existing translations turn-

-ed up three major sources: Eli Popoff of Grand Forks, who had prepar-

-ed some fifty-odd texts, most of them for the National Museum of Man

(with whose permission the are cited) ; a pamphlet prepared by the

Doukhobor Society of Canada, containing some nine usable texts; and

the personal translations of Mercedes Cheveldayoff of Blaine Lake,

Saskatchewan, who kindly loaned all her worksheets. Correspondence

also secured contact with Roman Piontkovsky of London, Ortario, who

with great kindness supplied texts, translations, and permission to

use the majority of the Eealing psalms here presented. A minority of

the texts were secured by me in the course of fieldwork directed at

specific materials available nowhere else. These were translated, with

one or two other texts, either by or under the supervision of Mrs.

Anna Gattinger and Miss Lucy Kazakoff of Selkirk College, Castlegar.

Mr. N. Kalmakoff of Canora, Sask., graciously gave permission for use

of the texts produced by the Doukhobor Society of Canada.

The great indebtedness of myself, and that of those who find these

translations of use, to all these people is obvious. Without their help

and expense of time, this work would have been impossible in its present

form, and they must be acknowledged as, in some degree, being cd-authors
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of the present texts. I thank them sincerely; and I emphasize that

the qualifications regarding texts made below must in no way whatso-

-cver be considered as lessening that debt, which is to be shared by

any who find these translations of value.

In the preparation of English texts, three needs are borne in

mind: the texts should be true to Doukhobor understanding; they should

be clear to the English reader; they should be close in form to the

Russian originals. I have attempted to meet these needs through jud-

-icious compromise between them.

Mr. Popoff 's translations are not always precisely literal, but

often contain explanatory glosses or alternate readings embedded in

the text; their deviation, however, is only within the limits of the

frame-of-reference of a contemporary U.S.C.C. Doukhobor. Thus the

guidance of his interpretations is more representative of the psalms

as a majority of B.C. Doukhobors understand them, than a literal

standard Russian translation might be. Mr. Popoff also inclines to a

heavily latinate lexicon that is not characteristic of the Russian

text's diction.

Mrs. Cheveldayoff has moved outside orthodox Doukhobor belief

to a more western-protestant style of religious belief and practice.

In a number of cases, this position has overtly influenced her vocab-

-ulary and phraseology; in others, it is the rationale of certain de-

-letions. Furthermore, her translations were received in several

states: interlinear, interlinear with glosses, and free. In spite

of some unevenness, her translations often rise to the quality of the
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original.

Both of these translators usually translate scriptural inserts by

quotation from, or imitation of, the Authorized Version. Though par-

-allels might be claimed for the generally archaic language of the psalms

and for the more inflected verb and pronoun forms, it seemed that the

conceptual familiarity and lexical obsolescence of the A.V. style would

be more hindrance than aid to comprehension of the style of the psalms.

The raw translations were thus supplied by the informants, but

were not, for these reasons, suitable for direct use. The idiosyncras-

-ies of the translators' versions were of interest and were informative,

but not in respect to those aspects of the tradition that are not sub-

-ject to personal interpretation. Thus it was necessary for me to pre-

-pare translations, those that appear here. These are the result of

complete re-exar.lnation of the Russian originals, as guided by the raw

translations, by the implications of material researched earlier and con-

-currently, and discussions with various other informants. Guidance

was essential, as my own Russian is scarcely adequate, and concepts re-

-cur that are unfamiliar to Western thought: in this respect, the trans-

-lators have also the role of informants. To this re-examination of the

texts, I have been able to add the critical tools of a fairly standard-

-ized vocabulary; avoidance of irrelevant connotations as far as poss-

-Ible; and a reasonably close syntactic correspondence between text and

translation.

In preparing the translations, then, I was first guided for the most

part by parallel research and by the content of Mr. Popoff *s transla-

-tions. Translations were kept as close as possible to Russian word order
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and based upon a fundamentally Anglo-Saxon vocabulary, except where

Russian words showed Romance etymology. In choosing from an occasion-

al variety of possible English synonyms, I have tried to be guided by

those phrasings and shades of meaning that characterize Doukhobor pub-

•-lications in English. I follow the punctuation of the Russian texts

and their capitalization.

Corrupt words and phrases occur, especially in Bonch-Bruevich

*

texts. These present any editor with three domains of error: the use

of archaic or dialect terms; the error of the reciter; and the error

of the collector. To these must also be added the problem of words

whose special meaning may be known only to the Doukhobors of the per-

-lod, a meaning to be found in no dictionary. Furthermore, the Keal-

-ing psalms contain words of no known or putative language. I have

more fear that corrupt phrases may have been rationalized-out between

collector, translator, and typescript, than that enough survive to

present major analytic problems.

Two modes of text modification have been used: alternate readings

are footnoted; and brackets, [thus], enclose any of the three following

classes of inclusions: words supplied because they are implied directly

by the Russian text (e.g., particles); essential glosses; and words

translated by myself because the prepater of the raw translation omitted

them.

In almost every case where the verb to be is characteristically

omitted in the Russian text, being indicated by a dash (— ) thus, I

have refrained from adding it in the English translation; in some cases.

It is supplied, but bracketed. For the sake of space, the formal open-
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-Ing and closing, iLord, bless [us]* and *Glory to our God!* are omlt-

-ted. Thes-* are attached to every psalm when written (or printed),

and are said with almost every spoken psalm. In the exceptions, all

of which are Healing psalms, one or other formula may be missing; in

this case, the formula which does appear is included in the translation.

Each of the translators interprets TOCnOj^H BJTATOCnOBH andBOry HAlUEMy

CflABA independently: thus, Mrs. Cheveldayoff : God bless me. Glory to

God; Pioatkovsky: The Lord extend his blessings I ,Glory be to our God!;

Popoff: Lord, Give Forth Thy Blessing, Praise be to God.

Uhea the translations were prepared, some system of organization

became necessary. For convenience, I have followed the system of

Bonch-Bruevich , since this, however arbitrary, precludes the need for

a complex cross-index to the major Russian text source. Texts not

found in Bonch-Eruevich - but not therefore more recent - follow, in

Russian alphabetical order by first word, a system derived from the

characteristic Doukhobor practice of identifying a psalm by its opening

words. Th:e Healing psalms follow in a section of their own, also in

Russian alphabetical order. In view of the lack of evidence for the

choice of psalms in public performance, and of the vague distinction

between sung and spoken psalms, no more complex arrangement seems

practical at this time. The classification is apparently derived from

that of Bonch-Bruevich informants, and has been heard informally on one

or two occasions, though its consistency has not been examined.





PSALM CLASSIFICATION. 45.

(Outline translated from Bonch-Bruevich, 1954, p. 3, and inclusive of
alternate readings. Numbers as assigned by Bonch-Bruevich to each text.

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI,

VII.

VIII.

K.

X.

XI.

XII.

XIII.

XIV.

Questions and Answers

Dogmatic Psalms

Psalms of the Next Life and
of Future Judgement

['CatacheticalM 1

62

Accusing Psalms

Didactic Psalms

Supplicant Psalms

Psalms of Thanksgiving

Psalms of Praise

Psalms on Events from the Gospels

Kiscellaneous Psalms

Dream of the Most-Holy Virgin

Stories, Exhortations [sermons?].
Festivals, Funerals, et al.

Verses

Salutations

[Hymns]

[Ritual Greetings]

93 -

132 -

138 -

241 -

311 -

317 -

340 -

354 -

361 -

374 -

386 -

421 -

61

92

in

137

240

310

316

339

353

360

373

385

420

429





III. 13A DOUKHOBOR PSALMS

.

Note: This index falls into three segments:

A. Psalms in Bonch-Bruevich. (Bonch-Bruevich numbers)
B. Psalms not in Bonch-Bruevich. (Russian alphabetical)
C. Healing Psalms. (Russian alphabetical)

Psalms are identified, as well as by the Bonch-Bruevich number, by
a Doukhobor practice; that is, by the first few words of the text,

or by the title if such exists. Healing psalms are identified by

their purpose, after the example of several manuscript versions.
Variants are not identified in the index, but follow initial versions
in the rare cases in which it has been useful to cite them.

Each text includes a headnote. This identifies the preparer of the
raw translation; source(s) of the Russian text; recordings, especially
if made by Peacock and held by the National Museum of Man; and the
composer, if kno^m. Notes follow, from Bonch-Bruevich (if no notes
appear, a negative citation is given), Popoff, and the editor's study.

Russian texts are presented in Upper Case Cyrillic; where the origin-
-al text indicates a captialization, the appropriate character is

underscored, thus: POCnO/lM. Where variant readings occur, they are
cited in footnotes to the translations; it has not been practical to
j>resent complete Russian variant texts.

Translations include alternate readings, which are footnotes. Words
Implied directly by the Russian text, indispensible glosses, and
words or phrases omitted by the preparer of the raw translation, are
Inserted within brackets, [thus].

A.

1 What type of people are you?
6 What sort of person are you?
61 God is a holy spirit
64 What God [is] great, as [is] our God?
71 Who is it? As a likeness of John, a new Moses
74 I believe in one God the Father
75 We believe the everlasting Gospel
76 We have Communion with Christ
78 Our heavenly homeland
79 We will gather ourselves, brothers

46.
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83 Truly we are christians
84 Ts not vouT bodv a tpmole of mv Soirit?

87 Take care of me. Lord
88 Thus says the Lord: the heavens - my throne
91 Thp s'fno'incj' of rmslmc!

99 The last day will come
113 Our Lord walks without touching the earth
123 God shall arise
130 Father, you our heavenly king
138 Be devout
139 For vour sake. Lord. I loved the narrow eate
140 Whoso esteems the seal of the Lord
141 Christ i«? railing thp sinful soul to hiTn<?plf

143 We begin to weep tearfully
144 From thp Common V1pw<? of thp C C U B.

146 The Lord speaks out through the mouth of His son
147 The first heaven - Meekness
150 From the beginning [of time] and to this day
XJ V Our Father, King of the Israelites
159 I pray to You, my king. Lord my God
161 We had lived on the green earth
166 Young men arose from holy throngs
172X # A> Creator, my Creator
176 Mother, my birthgiver
181Xw J, It is not one guest that follows after me
182 The Lord made the young person, the little fellow
183 Today, my soul, turn to the Lord
184 Seeing many people
187 Orthodox christians, remember well
191 Seek the Lord
196 Christ speaks to his disciples
197 The sun shines on all, by justice
202 Great are the deeds of God the Creator
205 Maintain yourself under the safeguard of the Lord
213 Our guests so dear
219 Pray to me, I will hear you
226 Thus says the Lord, the holy God of the Israelites
241 Lord, do not deny me your heavenly blessing
242 Calm me, Lord, quieter than the waters
243 Our friends, great brothers, trustworthy companions
244 Lord, Lord my Creator, now comes my end
245 Heavenly Father,. you are all-powerful
247 Sovereign of my life. Lord
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ncciE^ y LfU L u 9 my pi.ci.jrd. a
^ « V/^iiT* TiiJTnd cs^fo fno

OCA T ^ ^ ^ A 9r%%r ^ ^A ^ n A T n 1^

n

X LoXSc rny voxce to une Lioru

OCA

ZD /

/.JO xou. oiijb dl c3.a*wmncz^ ^ IjOlq
oco ncdry u uOQ y our voice

f DilOUU Ilcwo 9 ccilTUily ^ULJ gLcdU J ^y
UUiT (jOu U, We 3.T& lOUrS i

zoo Xiora) my l-oq, iny saxvation
/

ZOO r\,evxve uie, XiOirU) wxtn your ttutn
971CI X. S6 an cxampxc WXL.11 a xaxunxux woru
z/o A man wixx appear m aespair
077 senoxu) K.xng oi eternax gxory
9fi1ZoX XiOrQ) Liou are J iny oavxour ana xxgriL
OOA now xong, Lora , wixx you lorgec me:

Lord, Biessea lunej , in lou
ooo Lord, 1 tnank lOU with alx my neart

riy d.ngcXy guaruxa.n

JUi. X, a servant or ajOu

Peaceful night
XOU are uiy oOu
T A m rr a AT.Trt a e 1 o o t\j^yxng auwn uo oxeep

JUO Am A^ I fl^^F A11^>"A"1 ^AllgeX uiy gUaXUXaU
^07 Am A A 1 A r AAAngex or uou

A y^T ^A ^^Att T A^AwXOxy lo loUy XfOru

vur Dxesseu nome
now may tney nou xove you

;

ine trumpets speaK witn tnunder
191 uOQ xs wxtn us

JA *t XUUdy d OCCLCL Xo XcVcaX^U X X. wlU IlCclVcn

JZO You, Lord, are my hope and my desire
190 uur rattier, [is J uoa eternax

urOU OX vOUS
llA xo wnoui snaxx x go xroni xou, my Xioxu;

Our Saviour was born
A new year hurries [on]

342 High above, the star rose
343 On the day of Christ's birth
344 Pure Maiden Mary blessed by all generations!
345 To the waters of Jordan, Lord, you came
349 Judas was a worker of evil
352 Today Christ [is] newly risen
359 She walked, she walked - the Holy Virgin
361 Dream of the Most-Holy Bearer-of-God

.

384 A Talk.
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In the Garden of Gethsemane
Questions concerning Citizenship.
We thank You, Christ
Maiden Bearer-of^God
I raise my voice to the Lord
A Doukhobor is one whom Christ has chosen
We "Cossacks" sing a new song
Father of All.
Lord's Prayer of Our Father.
Righteous souls [are] in the hand of God
Basic Rules for Youno; Children.
With prayer I call to you. Lord.
Grant, 0 Lord, a kind heart
Christ is one of the holy angels

Prayer to the Lord, When a Person Lies Down to. Sleep.
Against Warts - I

Against Fear - I ' \
To Invoke Forgiveness for a Child
Against the Evil Eye - I

For a Safe Journey
Against Fear or Crying
To Bring Sleep - I

Against Warts - II '

Against Appendicitis
Against the Evil Eye - II
Against Sore Throat
Against Fear Brought by the Evil Eye
Against the Evil Eye - III
Help Me, Lord Jesus Christ Yourself (General Invocation)
Against Fear - II
To Bring Sleep - II
Against Witchcraft on the Way
Against Witchcraft
Psalm for Healino.





Psalm 1.

50

Translated by Eli Popoff . Recorded by Bonch-Bruevich with the aid

of V. Sreznevski. Recorded by Peacock from recitation of Mrs. F.

Belavyanoff, Kamsack, Sask., June 1964.

Popoff notes: "There are several question and answer psalms which
denote answers given to outsiders regarding original Doukhobor
beliefs. Some answers are the same in several different psalms,

showing that they were copied from one original source - possibly
an original leader. Some answers are different, retaining their
own originality. Of the three original, dominant originators of
many Doukhobor concepts - Pobirohin, Kapustin, and Kolesnikoff -

the latter was the most tolerant towards the scriptural writings of
the new testament. It is possible that many of the answers contained
in this psalm, therefore, stem from the sayings of Sylvan Koles-
-nikoff, rather than from Pobirohin or Kapustin." It may be noted
here that 'duplicate' answers from one psalm may have appealed to

the reciters of other psalms, and may accordingly have been inserted
where a need was felt for them. Bonch-Bruevich (p. 15) notes that
such psalms as the following were known as 'defensive psalms' in

Russia. They are catachetical in structure, consisting wholly of

sets of questions and answers. In the present psalm, there is no
particular sequence between question and following question, and
answers are quite straightforward. Nevertheless , the questions do
follow a sort of open. Scholastic rationale, while the answers (e.g.,

3^5,12,20) occasionally rise from a transcendant , absolute rationale
not subject to logical statement. Occasionally, too, questions are
begged or avoided outright (e.g., 19, 24). The reference to the
Virgin (6) is of interest, offering an honour more sympathetic and
less dogmatic than that commonly known in the West. Also noteworthy,
and not (by and large) characteristic of other texts in this coll-
-ection, is the pro-Semitic clause of (14). The definition of the
Trinity (5) should be noted; it is occasionally mentioned by Doukho-
-bors (Field notes, 13/4/71), one interpretation commonly proposing
that the Three Persons are to the Trinity what the three faculties
named are to the whole man. The term Reason, as various psalms will
make more clear, is not merely rationality, but a divinely given power
to understand, express, and perfonn the will of God. The mystical
definition of heaven (20) , elsewhere appearing as an independent psalm
(psalm 147), probably comes without explanation from an earlier source.
The psalms mentioned in (29) appear thus: the first and second mention-
ed, Bonch-Bruevich records and 278 and 260 respectively; the Beatit-
-udes lends most of its substance ,to 184; the 'additional' item,
which may only mean the line itself as a short prayer, Bonch-Bruevich
notes as heard on several occasions, but does not otherwise record.
It also occurs as a response in 184.

J
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1. wonpoc. mo bu 3a wj]y, kakoh m bepw, kakdto SBAHb^r-BAuiA cekta?

OTBET. CUfl nOKA3AH^15? HAUJA: Ntl JI0;3/i, It^EHOSAHH^IE /jyXOBOPUAMM;

C0CT05^T /lEJTA HAUIH HEPBOE: Kd SCxOtA BOft^rO, BEPW l^CyCOBOi^.

UAP5^ m nOMHTAEM^ BMCTf;-1 nPASEA^-bM nOBkHyEMLl5? no BJWKEHCTBy,

no CMUPEHno HAiuEMy^ PAjy\ cmcEHyji. jsy\ii hali^.

2. B. nPHSHAETE-JlH Bbl BOfA B BbTTVM?

O. BHW M nPH3HAEM E/lHOrO BOfA, UOTBOPHBliiATO, BCE EMV Ej[lHHOMy

.nOKJl^EMC^.

3. 8. BEPyETE-JUl Bbl B BOrmOHEHPIE CfcHA 5p;Kb5ir0?

0. BEPyEM M HCnOB^EM, 9K0 ECTb nXHOGb BOr, mcyC XPMCTOC,
OIH ECm^, Bpr ECTb MEJTOBEK.

n03HAETE-JTH Bbl BOfA E^l^OrO^ BCEJOrbUprO?

0. nosHAEM BprA Comoro, coTBOPi3L:oro bce, b^y Ejiytmy noicnAH-

-51AEMC5?.

5. B. B KAKDC^ CUHE CyiHECTBO COCTCMT nPECB^TOX TPOAm, KAK OHyiO

VTBEF/giAETE?

0. HPEUBfiTA^ TPOl^UA - CyUlECTBO HEnOCTl/^-iOE . B MEJIOBEKE yi-
BER»jnAETC51 OTEU-BOr - fW-i^ATb, a>H-Bpr - PASyM, ^-BOr -

- BOJli^. Bpr - TPOldUA - EJVri.

6. B. HPEUBfATyio ;iEBy tAAPm, OT KOTCPCv^ rocnofh Bor B35i;i ruioTb

MEJlOBEMEHCKyiO, KAK BW EE noq^^TAETE?

O. f«*J EE nOMHTAEM 3A CB51TytO, UOHPA^AEM mmo E9\, OHA }KE HCKOHM
/lEBA, /iO mECb ECTb RE^, H3 }KE POi^'METCiR H P0/1HAAC51

i:M:yc xphctoc.

7. B. MOHHA KPECTHTE;T5i, KPEll!A'ai,CrO KAPO^y PASbiMEHCKME BO/JOC^ M
n0KA5!H10, KAK nPHEKHETE?

0. OH, kDAHH KPECTWn XAPOj^J 5?3bWEHCKl^E BO/lOf^, nPH3blBA51 K
nOKAFr^K), A Mbl hb^lE KPECTkT-1C5= OT XPHCTA _CBfAbM ^^yXOM. CJiOBOM

JBpPKmi, BO mP. OTUA H CBrTOfO J^yXA.

8. B. KPBUEHWE rOCnOM BprA HAIUErO, l^yCA >^HCTA OT HOAHHA, CO-
UiECTBUE ^XA C_B.^TOrO B B^OE fOIUSP, KAK nOJ^riAETE?

0. KAK KPECTHMC51 OT XPMCTA, TO H n03XAEM, A KAK XPHCTOC
KPECTH/IC^, TOrO HCKATb HAM JIV. MErO.
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9. B. nOCT XPHCTOB - COPOK CyTOK - B KAKOM OtlCJlE 3AKJK)4AETC51?

0. OH BOJKECTBOM CmV CBOO BO rUTOTH B0jl5RM 51BHn.

10. B. Bbl KAKCPi nOCT CO/lEPJiOiTE BO FIJIOTH M ;iyXE?

0. nOCT HAM nJTOTCKHt^ ° MMCTOTA OT rOJlOBW H j^O HOP; JXyXOtA /lEP^KUM

nOCT - KTO BUE J^EJIA EOmA CIlQCTHT.

11. B. J]J]P. MErO XPHCTOC AnOCTOJX)B OT m^^W^Tl^ W CEMKAEC^TH
COBPAn?

0. OH M3 HMX CB51TyiO UEPKOB nOCTPOHJl.

12. B. KAKOE EBAHfEJlME nPOnOBEj^blBATb BCEMY MVlPy nOCTlAJl mcyC
AnOCTO;K)B?

0. CAM mcyc Bbm m ectb ebahfejime bemhoe, ;khboe, m noovui hx
cnoB/iMn nPonoBE;abiBATb.

13. B. POAnUHHO-JlH XPHCTOC HA 3EMJ1E MY/^ECA TBOPKH^ MEPTWX BOC-
-KPEllJAJl, CJlERbM 3PAK, TJiyXW^ OlYX ^JABAJl?

0. BEPMT^, M50 Cfim BbUlM TPEX/V^M MEPTBM, CJlEnU H TJiyXM; OH HAC
0?KHBl4;i, rPEXM nPOCTMJl M XAM 3AnOBE/lb CBOIO^ MTOBbI BHPE^lb

XE COrPEUJATb H XE 5E33AK0HCTB0BATb

.

1**. B. 3A mo XPMCTA B03HEHABKaEJl^^, H3rHAJlH H HA CMEPTb
ETO nPEMHM?

0. OHH HE nPOCTblE mm 3KaOBCia^E, ho APXI/IEPEM, KHl/DKHMKH H
APHCEM, PAQM 3ABMCTH ErO THAJIH M TOH^iT.

15. B. no/uimHO JTM xpucToc rmoTi^ nociPAOAn m pach^t Bbin; ah^
MErO OH CAM HA CEB51 TAKYK) nOCTblOHyK) CMEPTb B0CnPHH;i;i?

0. BEj^AEM, MTO FTACn^lT EUS], TEM H Aa PA3PyiliH;i, MEPTBblX BOCKPECKJl^
A XAM tTPAOAHH^l 0BPA3 HOKASAJI. -

16. B. KAK XMCTOC BOCKPEC, KAKOK) FinOTKO, nOMEMV EFO AHOCTOJlbl HE
ySHAJlM, A TOJlbKO HO HVmcm M HE mPU BCEMy, A TOJIbKO
BEPbM ^BPJ\C<^7

0. BOCKPEC B CKHE BO}KECTBA, KAKQO HJIOTHO, TOrO HE 3HAEM M 3HATb
XAM TOrO H kICKATb XE J]J]9\ MEr051 a' Mbl ^OJl^KHbl 3HATb KAK CBOH ^UJH
CriACTbf. A MErO BEPHbM mmCP, TO H HbIHE C HWI ECTb.
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17. B. KTO BOCnPMEMHMK XPHCTOBblX mS\, HHM KTO hWIECTmK ETO HA
3EMilE?

0. TOT BOCnPHEMHl/IK XPHCTOBHX ^^EJl, KTO MUCT TEJTOM M /lEJlOM, CMUPEH

M KPOTOK, ;p5PbM msm noKOPEH, OT xy/j>!x ;^e;i yjw^EH.

18. B. KTO BOUnPl^EMHI/IK AHOCTOJIbCKHX MHHOBI-foIX /lEJl?

0. TOT BOCnPMEMHUK AnOCTOJlbCKMX M14X0BHblX JIEJ], KTO CJIOBO 50JKME

kWEET B CE5E M CTPAOAET P/W XPl^CTA.

19. B. KAK XPHCTOC B03HECC5? HA HEBECA?

0. KAK nUCAHME CBKaETEJlbCTBblET 0 B03HECEH11V1.

20. B. MTO 3HAMHT HEBO M CK/^vKA^l) PASHHUA HEBEC?

0. HEBEUA PA3JTMM/iiOTC5i TAK: HEPBOE HEBO - CMMPEHME; BTOPOE HEBO -

- PAaVMEHME; TPETbE HEBO - BOS/IEPMHME; METBEPTOE HEBO - MHJIO-

-CEP;^E; n5iT0E HEBO - BPATOJliOB;dE; LJECTOE HEBO - CBET; CEjilbHOE

HEBO - /EOBOBb. rjXE COBET^ TAM M CBET; T/JE JllOBOBb, TAM H BOr.

21. B. MTO ECTb AH, rm OH, SJTblE /jyXM fm mQVJ?
0. Aa ECTb HE SHAIOUME CBETA nom^ SblHE /^YXH B HMX JKHSyT:

22. B. nOMEMV BW HE XO/KTE B HAIUbl UEPKOBb XPlACTmHCKOrVK), B

BEJlMKOPOCCHP^CKYiO, OT MEfO OHA By^M HPOTMBHA?

0. COBECTb XAllJA HE JKEMET. BOPKECTBA H CB^TOCTM B HEP^ HE MAEM^
CflAUEHH^i HE SAKjTOMAE?^, nOTOMy MTO OHA ECTb TJlEHHAi^, HE BEMHA5!:

23. B. TAHHCTBO KPEIUEHU;', OBIUEE, HAPO/IHOE, XPMCTHAHCKOE KAK RPMEKlHETE?

0. KPEIUEHME BOmO HE nOJlE3HO JjyillE HAOJEC^; RH^ J}ym HAUJEl^ KPEUIEHUE,

KOrM KTO BOCnPt^^uTET CJIOBO BCKO^E B CEPBE5^ KPECTMMC^ OT XPMCTA
CB^TbM ;iyxoM.

2«f. B. TAMHCTBO nPHM/^EHM^i TEJTA M KPOBH XPS^CTOBOJ^ nOJJ. SmOtA XJIEBA H
BUHA, KAK OHOE PA3yMEETE lAIUA KAKyW CUny CAMM COCTABJlfiETE?

0. TAK PA3yMEEM, MTO bJlEB C nOIEHMUbl^ A BUHO U BMHOfPAQA, M HE
nO;iE3HO J3y\llE HAUJEX BAUJE HPHMACTMEP; a m nPt^MAlilAEMCP. KO CB^lTbiM

ETO TAP^HAM BO)KECTBEHHbM, JKHBOTBOPHHHM, CTPAlilHblM, BECCMEPTI^M
CTPACTb^IM XPHCTOBbM BO OCTABilEHME TPEXOB, KOTOPblE nP0X0;i5IT

CKB03b KOCTEPi M03r0B MEJIOBEMEHCKMX, AA)KE J]p PA3/1EJ1EHM?! j[iyiljH M
XiyXA PA3yfV^, T.E. HAIUE RPHMACTME OT HDCnO/iA BOfA HAUJEfO.



r
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25. B, ;KEHHTb5A SAKOHHA^J HMEET SM V BAC CKPy KTM Bbl EE OTMTAETE?

0. MW ;KE;iA!aaHM he BOCHPEIUAEM, a TOJIBKO TAK PA3yMEEM, MTO }KEHMBbli^

nEMETC5? 0 )KEHE M 0 RETPX C3G\AX, A HE XEHHBbli^ - 0 BOfE H 0

/lyyjE cnAUEHM.q:

26. B. MTO ECTb /JYIUA MEJ10BEMEHCKA51 H MEM MEJIOBEK MECTEM M MEM
5E3MECTEkl HEPE/l BOrOM?

0. XiyUIA MEJ10BEMEHCKA5' - 0BPA3 EOM, JIMK HEBECHbW; MECTEH
MEJOBEK MMCTOra, A 5E3MECTEH - rOPKOCTbJO H 5E3yr-1CTB0M

.

27. B. KAKA51 ECTb PA3HH14A MEW MHCTOTOCI /lYXA M MUCTOTOW HJIOTH?

0, \QyXOM CB51TbM MUCTb!, M0;iMMC5] ]A nOCTMMC5], TOi^ }KE KCM

CKnOH 0M144AEMC^.

28. B. KAK Bbl CB5qTb!X OTUOB OnPSEPFAETE KJIH nOMMTAETE, B KAKOM
. CMblCJlE nOKJlWETE?

0. TAK PA3yMEEM, MTO OHM Bbm ME/IOBEKM, HO OT MEJIOBEKA HMMTO
m, A BC5I CKTlA-nPEMyj^POCTb, CVTb OT BOrA.

29. B. KAKHE MOJlklTBbl EMEETE B C05PAHHH CBOEM?

0. BO-nEPBblX nCAJlOM "JKMBblE B nOMOilb BbllilHErO^ B KPOB BOfA
HEECHoro. ..") BTOPOE: "vcshim, rocnom, r^c Moi^, ew mojimmc5i

TEBE..."; TPETbEi ";iEB51Tb BPMEHCTB" M3 EBAHrEJlH5^, C nPMBABJlEHl^EM:

"nOM^HH HAC, rpCWm, EFM nPKQElUM B UAPCTBME £B0E "

1. Question, What type of people are you, what is your faith, what is

the name of your sect?

Answer. This is our testimony: we are people named Doukhobors;

our works are as follows, firstly: we are of the law of

God and the faith of Jesus. We have respect for the Tsar,

1
we fulfill the demands of righteous rulers in reverence

and in meekness, in order that our souls may be saved.

2, Q, Do you believe in God as a being?

1. authorities, Popoff.
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A. We see and believe In the one God, the Creator-of-All, to him

alone we all give obeisance.

Q. Do you believe in the incarnation of the Son of God?

A. We believe and profess, as there is one Lord God, Jesus Christ,

the Son of God, God is within man.

Q. Do you perceive the one God, the Almighty?

A. We perceive the one God, the All-Creator, to him alone we give

obeisance.

Q. In what category do you place the Holy Trinity, how do you inter-

-pret it?

A. We place the Holy Trinity in an unattainable category. In mortal

man it is interpreted as: God the Father is our power of Memory;

God the Son is our power of Reason; God the Spirit is our power

of Will. God the Trinity is one.

Q. The holy maiden Mary, from whom the Lord God was given an earthly

body, how do you regard her?

A. We regard her as holy, we strive to imitate her life. From the

2
beginning of time, to this time, she is a model of true maiden-

-hood; of her was born and is born Jesus Christ.

Q. John the Baptist, who had baptized the heathen by immersion in

water and with entreaties to repent, how do you regard [him]?

A, He, John, baptized the heathen by immersion in water and by en-

-treaties to repent, but we today are baptized by the Holy Spirit,

by the word of God, in the name of the Father and Son and Holy

Spirit.

She exemplifies, Popoff.





8. Q. The baptism of our Lord God, Jesus Christ by John, the descent

of the Holy Spirit In the form of a dove, how do you Interpret

[that]?

A. The manner of our baptism from Christ is what we consider import

-ant, but how Christ received his baptism, we need not seek

for that.

9. Q. The fast of Christ for forty days, in what manner do you inter-

-pret [that]?

A. With the aid of the spirit of God that dwelt within Him, He

showed to the people the great power that His body had dwelling

within it.

16. Q. What manner of fast do you keep for your body and for your soul?

A. Our fast for the body is cleanliness from head to foot; for our

spirit, our fast is to keep all God*s work intact.

11. Q. For what reason did Christ gather twelve apostles, and then

later, seventy?

A. Of them He made His holy church.

12. Q. What new Gospel did Jesus direct Kis apostles to preach to the

whole world?

A. Jesus himself was and is the New Gospel that is eternal and

ever alive, and he told the apostles to preach by word of mouth.

13. Q. Did Christ really perform miracles on earth, bring dead people

to life again, give sight to the blind, and make the deaf to

hear?
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A» We believe, because we ourselves were dead in sinfulness, we

were blind and deaf. He brought us to life, forgave our sins,

and gave us his conmandment so that we should sin no more and

break God's laws no more.

14. For what did the Jews come to hate Christ, why did they per-

—secute Him and cause Him to be crucified?

A* They were not simple Jewish people, but they were members of

the priesthood, the scrib-es and the pharisees, who from envy

hated Him, persecuted and still persecute Him.

15. Q, Did Christ really suffer in the flesh and was [he] crucified;

Why did Re accept for Himself such a wretched death?

A. We recognize that He had been crucified, and with this He

shattered the shadow of hell, brought the dead to life, and

gave to us an example of suffering.

16. Q. How did Christ arise, in what kind of body; why did His apostles

not recognize Him, except by His miracles, and [why did] He

appear, not to the whole world, but only to the faithful?

A. Christ arose [in the context of God's spiritual power], in what

kind of body, we at present cannot have knowledge, nor do we

deem it necessary to seek this knowledge. We must strive to know

how to save our own souls; but that he appeared to the faithful,

we believe He is always with us.

17. Q. Who is the heir of Christ's works, or who can claim to be His

imitator in earth?

A. He is an imitator of Christ's works v7ho is chaste in body and in

his actions, who is meek and humble, who is wholly given to good
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deeds and who is completely apart from evildoing.

18. Q. Who is the heir of the apostles' works [of a higher category]?

A. He is the inheritor of the apostles' voirks [of a higher category]

' who has the word of God within hinself and who suffers for the

sake of Christ. '
.

.

19. Q. How did Christ ascend into the heavens?

A. As it is witnessed in the writings [that tell] of it.

20. Q. What is the meaning of heaven and what are the different [cate-

-gories of] heavens?
3

A. The [categories of] heavens are thus: the first heaven - Meek-
4

-ness; the second heaven - Understanding; the third heaven -

— Self-Control; the fourth heaven - Benevolence; the fifth
5

heaven - Brotherhood; the sixth heaven - enlightenment; the

seventh' heaven - Love. Where there is council, there is en-

lightenment; where there is Love, there is God.

21. Q. What is hell, where is it, where do evil spirits dwell?

A. Hell is within people who have not enlightenment; evil spirits

within them.

22. Q. Why do you not go to our Christian church, to the great Russian
«

church; why is it so abhorrent to you?

A. Our conscience does not allow it. We do not consider it to have

any godliness or holiness; we do not consider it to have any

saving powers because it is a corruptible [organization] , there

is nothing eternal about it.

3. Cf. psalm 147.

4. Realization, Fopoff. -

*

5. Fraternity, Popoff. -





Q. The sacredness of baptism, of the common, christian people's

[ceremony]- how do you accept [it]?

A. Baptism with water is of no use to our soul; baptism for our

soul is when one accepts the message of God within himself;'

We are baptized through Christ with the Holy Spirit.

Q. The holy communion of the flesh and blood of Christ in the

form of bread and wine, how do you understand [it] or what

power do you see within it?

A. We understand thus: bread is made from wheat, and wine is made

from grapes and is of no use to our soul; but we have our coiran-

-union with His holy, sacred, godly, live-giving, fearful,

eternal ; offerings; the sufferings of Christ in the shedding of

sin, which go right through the bones and reasoning powers of

human beings; even to the extent of sharing his suffering of

the soul and the spirit ofpower-to-reason, in our communion with

our Lord God.

Q. Lawful marriage, does it have recognizance among you or do you

disregard it? .

A. We do not deny it for those who wish to marry, but we realize

full well that a married man concerns himself about the welfare

of his wife and his children, while an unmarried person concerns

himself more with God and the salvation of his soul.

Q. What is the soul of a human being and in what way is a person

honourable, and in what way dishonourable, in the eyes of God?
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A. The soul of a human being is the reflection of God, the heavenly

part of a person. A person is honoured by his chastity, and dis-

-honoured by his pride and unreasonableness.
6

27. Q. What difference is there between chastity of the spirit and

chastity of the body?

A. We are chaste by the power of the Holy Spirit; we pray and we

fast and with this power we are cleansed.

28. Q. What is your attitude towards saintly persons of the past, in
7

what sense do you understand them?

A. Our understanding is that they were only human beings, and from

mortal human beings nothing really emanates - all power and

wl sdom is from God

.

29. Q. What kind of prayers do you have at your meetings?

A. Firstly the psalm: "The Reborn must help the Almighty"; secondly;

"Hear our Plea, 0 Lord, When we pray to Thee"; thirdly :"rne Ten

Beatitudes" of the New Testament, with the addition thereto of
8

"Remember us. Lord, when you come into your Kingdom."

6. The term also implies physical cleanness.
7. In what category do you place them,Popoff

.

8. Cf . psalm 187, in which this phrase is used as a response.
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Psalm 6.

Variant translated by Eli Popoff . Text recorded by Bonch-Bruevich
from publication of M. Kamenev in Missions Review , Dec. 1904. Re-
-corded by Peacock from recitation of Mrs. F.T. Semonoff, Grand Forks,

July 1963.

Popoff comments: "A fundamental Doukhobor psalm containing questions
and answers on basic Doukhobor outlooks. Origin goes back to late

18th. or early 19th. century." This psalm presents a number of diff-
-icultues. Firstly, Bonch-Bruevich cites a number of variant readings
(mostly Answers) from Kamenev, here presented as translations only,
following the first text. Some, such as (28) and (35) are the result
of the deterioration common to any oral text, but variants such as

(68) seem to reflect a deliberate and unexplained divergence in the

expression of cryptic doctrine, while those such as (109) reflect a

wide individual response to a crucial identity, (109/11), indeed,
may preserve in decayed form an original response to the first naming
of the sect. The second problem arises upon comparison of the trans-
-latlon supplied by Popoff with the text from Bonch-Bruevich, Popoff *s

text being a translation of that recorded by Peacock. I have not seen
another text showing so great a divergence over so relatively short a

period of time, and am obliged to suspect that, for psalms of this type,

questions and answers may float freely. Only about one-fifth of Popoff 's

text is common to Bonch-Bruevich', and in a different sequence at that.
It is notable that this proportion is sufficient, however, to render the
two texts nominally identical. It has not been possible at this time to
pursue this problem further, unfortunately.

The great problem, though, is the character of the questions and
answers themselves. The text is distinguished by the clearly hostile pos-
-ition of the answerer. Few of the questions receive a direct answer,
but must usually go through the receipt and decoding of a set of symbols,
and occasionally (cf. 14 - 16) through what appears to be total misdir-
-ection. The psalm is, though, for these very reasons, a profound
Insight into the historical situation of the Doukhobors. The unremitting
persecutions of the 17th. and 18th. centuries did not only impose sec-
-recy of varying degrees upon worship, but also the unique encoding of
song texts into the melismatic psalm style. Concepts themselves required
secretive encoding, and both the concept and the code had to be preserved.
It is not to be wondered at, that the concepts have on occasion been
lost. Nor, considering oppression that flared in the 19th. century and
what has sometimes been at best misunderstanding in the 20th., need the
perpetuation of a cryptic style of thought and expression be found sur-
-prising or obsolescent.

The conditions that dictate the style of this psalm are expressed
clearly in the context of the 'Conversation' cited in Pinkerton (1833,
pp. 176 - 185), in which the "three of the sect called Duchobortsi,
Michael Stschireff , Anikie and Timothy Suharieff , in May 1792" had to
defend their status as persecuted sectarians against the not over-tol-
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-erant inquiry of the "rector of the Nevskoy Seminary of St. Petersburg,
Archimandrite Innokentie." Both questioner and respondent maintain
hostile stances throughout, perhaps partly because both impute equal
authority and virtue to their ovm outlooks, (see Appendix) . Although
this psalm supplied basic doctrine, it does not do so in an explicit
manner, but rather in the manner in which doctrine may be made available
to the outsider. Presumably the sectarian already knows most of the

concepts, and need only be instructed in the method for selecting and
encoding the concepts. Of course, the possession of a fixed code would
also expedite the identification of fellow-sectarians encountered among
a hostile company. It is already clear (Field notes, 25/11/70, 13/4/71)
that the function of psalm singing-style was at once to conceal the

verbal text, and to identify the singer as a Doukhobor to other Doukho-
-bors.

The psalm's language is usually apocalyptic. It might be that
such language is indeed suitable for the sort of encoding practiced
here; but, as should appear from later texts, 'it is perhaps more pro-
-bable that, in a Christian tradition, such language is appropriate to

a sect whose values and present experience are millenarian. The trad-
~ition language of Last Times is suitable to one who is able to exper-
-ience them in his Present.

The frequent references (Variant psalm, 69) to Chastity should
not pass unobserved. The term used, MUCTblPI , has direct connotations
of physical cleanliness (as which is is sometimes appropriately trans-
lated), a Doukhobor value expressed materially in the institution of
the Bathhouse, and still perhaps retaining a spiritual force pre-
-Christian in origin.

The following texts appear here: the Russian text of Bonch-Brue-
-vich; a translation thereof; translation only of the variant passages
supplied from Bonch-Bruevich; and a direct transcript of Popoff's
translation of the Semonoff recitation. This latter is only available
in an English translation; accordingly, I have merely collated it to the
reading, including only the clauses which do not appear therein. I^ere
numerals alone appear, the first is that of the psalm verse, the second
that of the corresponding verse from the previous reading, essentially
Identical with the Semonoff reading.
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1. B. MTO lU 3A MEJTOBEK? .
•

"

. *

'

0,
'5i - MEJIOBEK Bp>Kl^.

2. B. nOMEMY TbI Bp}ia^?

0. f\ K)ry MOJiocb h no^yc^i, lotl xe cunoPi omuiiakx?!.

3. B. H3 MErO TE5;i BOr C0TB0P14J1?

0. M3 TEM H BECCMEPTHO^ /jyUJH.

H, B. An^i MEro TE5P Bor coTBOPun?

0. Toro, MTOBbi ^ nosHAJi nyjb rocnoM csoEro n xo/Fiii bw bo
^PE Ero. •

5. B. mo C BAG Bpr TPEBYET?

0. CHAMAHA - C0BEPIUEHI4;i HPABEjOMMblX rUlO^QOB. KAK HAMHH, TAK H COBEPIUH

6. B. 5E3 MEro TbI K BOrW HE nP^aEUlb?

O: BE3 MMCTOi^ COBECTM.

7. B. ECTb JIM y teb;^ ^m?

0. ECTb.

8. B. MTO ECTb /lyUJA?

0. Jjym ECTb 0BPA3 EOm^, JMK HEBECHbW, nOET M TMrOJlET.

si B. MEM TbI /lyiuy CBOK) nUTAElUb?

0. /lyxfiBhfcM BUHorPAaoM.

10. B. MTO ECTb JiyXOQH^^ BMHOTPAjQ?

0. /jyxoBhfcrn BUHorPAH ECTb c;iobo bcdkhe.

ri. B. B mem TB051 j^ym uapctbyet? .
-

. 0. B npAsm, b jbobbm, b mcthhhom cjiobece.

12. B. B MEM TBOPl /jyUJA RPMCyTCTByET?

• 0. B MMCTOM, COBEPllIEHHOM .BO}KbEM PASyME.
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13. B. MEM TU nnOTb CBOfO nUTAEUIb?

0. MMCTOO COBECTbJO.

It*. B. ttCEUib m B CE5E TPEX MMCblCOB?

0. mm.

15. B. KOTOPb?X?

0. UEPBbPl mCVC ymm9\ BTOPOfI - PABB'Ai^ TPETHfl - CKO^KW.

16. B. KOTOPEf-iy TbI mCYCy BEPMlUb?

0. S\ BEP5K) mCVCV, KOTOPtlPi HA nPECtOJlE CVmT H BCE HOEOE TBOPHT.

17. B. XOmTE JIM Bbl HA C05PAHM51?

0. xojm.

18. B. C MEM Bbf XOm^E HA HUX?

0. C HEUanEMEHHOfO BPHTBOO.

19. B. A MTO ECTb HEt13PEMEHHA51 BPMTBA?

0. nA3b5K HEUSnPEMEHHbW, CJIOBO, rJlAfOJl SOM,

20. B. ECTb m y BAC UEPKOB?

0. ECTb.

21. B. rjlE BAUIA UEPKOBb nOCTPOEHA?

0. HAIUA UEPKOBb nOCTPOEHA HH B TOPAX, HM B BPEBHAX^ HH B KAMEHHblX

CTEHAX, A miUA UEPKOBb nOCTPOEHA B /IVIUAX M CEPWM MEJIOBEMEHCKMX,
BEPyrGlUMX M JKBOUMX EPO, AU\E KTO BEPHO CSWmT EMV.

22. B. MOHOrO SM B BAlUEPi UEPKBM CTEH?

0. METbfPE.

23. B. MTO ECTb HEPBA^J CTEHA?

0. REPBAP CTEHA - MJTAKEHUb!^ HAMECTHUKM XPHCTOBbl.

2'f. B. MTO ECTb BTOPA^ CTEHA?

0. BT0PA5? CTEHA - MUCTA^? /lEBA, HEBECTA }KEHMXOBA.
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25. B. MTO ECTb TPETb51 CTEHA?

0. TPETb51 CTEHA - CTAPUbl, B03BEC1V1TEJTH UAPEBbl.

26. B. MTO ECTb METEPTA;! CTEHA?

0. METBEPTA^ CTEHA - JKEHbl M MMPOHOCML{bI . OHM HCKOHH XO^HM
XPHCTA HCKA/IM.

27. B. MOHOrO m B BAUIEC^ UEPKBM BPAT?

0. TPOE.

28. B. MTO ECTb nEPBA.q H J^PyrUE BPATA?

0. nEPBblWE BPATA - BXQ}iWEHHE;i BTOPblE - HCX0}?^HHE51 TPETblE - 3AnOB^

29. B. MOHOrO Jin B BAUJEPi UEPKBM OKOH?

0. TPOE. HEPBOE OKHO - OTKPOBEHME; BTOPOE - aQOXHOBEHME^l TPETbE -

- B03j[lEP}im^E

.

30. B. MEM BAIilA UERKOB nOKPblTA? *
,

0. ByPYHAMU, BCDKbmH PABAMM.

31. B. MEM BAUIA UEPKOBb 05HTA?

0. BommA, spy^mvi c/tobahi.

32. B. MEM BAUIA UEPKOBb SAHABElliAm?

0. UESlEHfim,

33. B. MTO ECTb HEJIEHA?

0. HEJIEHA ECTb SOmE HEHHE.
'

.

3**. B. ECTb m B BAlUEPi UEPKBl^ TJVVBA?
' '

0. ECTb.

35. B. MTO ECTb TMBA?

0. rJlABA ECTb XPklCTOC, TMrOJl m'VPi,

36. B. ECTb JM B BAUJEPI XEPKBH EJlEPi?

0. ECTb.
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37. B. MTO ECTb EJlEf^?

0. EJlEf^ ECTb ;i05P0;iETEJ1b.

38. B. A B MEM EJIEPI COBJIOMETC^?

0. B K03bEM POrE.

39. B. MTO ECTb K03V£^ POr?

o. K03m por - EOM pon-

*iO. B. xomTE. m m B qEPKOSb?

0. xom^,

B. C MEM TU XOm^b B MEPKOBb?

0. C MUCTOO /jyiiioo.

'f2. B. Bi|E C MEM?

0. c cocvjm, .

*f3. B. MTO ECTb COCy^?

0. MHCTA^ finOTb H HEnOPOMKA^.

'f'f. B. MErO PAm Bbl B HEE XO/l^TE?

0. xojjyM fln.q omi4iiehhp njioTn m jihp onPABflAm;? jiym cboepi h jinp.

CmPEm9 BC^KCPl rPO/lOCTM, TOrO^ MTOSb! CnjlECTHC^ B mSBlA
M B BJTArOCTHil B BOSBEliiEHm PASYMA n03HATb TAPiHOrO BOrA-OTUA
M XPHCTA, B HEM >KE BO ECTb CVTb COKPOBHI4A M PASYM EfO COKPOBEH.

its. B. BUJE/llUM B UEPKOBb 3A MTO BOSbMElilbC.^?

0. 3A KAOWK).

hS. B, MTO ECTb KAO^^O?

0. K/W/IO ECTb ;iOBPb!E ;iEM.

'f?. B. A BHJE^llUH B UEPKOBb HA KOPO BOSSPMIUUC;!?

0. B3MPAI0 HA OnAlUHMKA 5PATA MBAHA51 P1BAH ECTb B UEMU UEPKBAX, OH M
UMTb BO BUEX MX.

hS. B. KOMy Bbl ICnAH5!AETECb?

0. KHAHPAEMCil Mb! OJUbl H CblHY H C.B^'ATCMy ^yxy, TO EGTb CB.WOtI TPOHUE.
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«»9, B. ECTb m B BAlllEPI I4EPKBM nPECTOJI?

0. ECTb.

50. B. MTO ECTb nPECTOJl? '
-

0. nPECTOJl ECTb nPMCTAHl41!E HCTUHHblX XPHCTIW.

51. B. HA MEM BAIU nPECTOJl CTOUT?

0. XA METblPEX CTAP}K^ JKMBOTHbiX.

52. B. HA KOTOPUX?

0, nEPBWPI CTAPEU ECTb ACUm^ BTOPOM - CAHOMP)- TPETl4^ - XAHfCEj^OH;

METBEPTbH^ - CMAPAr^l.

53. B. MTO HA BAUIEM HPECTOJIO ECTb?

0. ECTb HA nPECTO;iE COCbm, KPECT E EBAHPEB^E.

5*t. B. MTO EUTC COCy/l?

0. COCy^i ECTb 3AK0H B0}KMf1.

55. B. MTO ECTb KPECT?

0. KPECT ECTb CTPAOAHH^i 3A XPMCTA.

56. B. A MTO ECTb EBAHfEJl^lE?

0. EBAHrEJTME CKASAH: ^ }KE ECTb BAM E^BAHrEJME BEMHOE, BCEMY MUPY
CBETH/IHUK.

57. B. KTO y BAC nO^VlE nPECTOJTA CTO^IT?

0. CB^mEHHUK. .

58. B. MTO ECTb CBRHEHHUK?

0. CBHUEHHMK HAIU ECTb FlACTblPb nPABE/lHb!'^, nPEHO/lOBHblPi, MUCTOCEP^lEMHbSI,

HECKBEPHb!'/!, HE3J105Hb!i^, KOTOPb?;^ OTJIOMEH OT rPEUJHMKOB, MTO HE CO/IEJTAET

PblKOf^ CBOEK) 5E33AK0HH^^ HM?KE nOMblCJIl^T HA TOCnOM JiyKABOE.

59. B. MTO y CBPliJEHHl^KA B PyKAX?

0. BJlAQOCnOBEHME \A KAaMJlO.

60. B. MTO ECTb EJlArOCJlOBEHME?

0. BJlArOCJTOBEHUE ECTb yMOB HACTABJIEHME . .
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61. B. ^TO ECTb KAOWIO?

0. K/WnO ECTb BEJIHICC J\ES]A,

62. B. A MTO TAKOE B KAOWIE?
*

0. B KAOWIE )KAP H VrOJlb, W ECTI4 KEJIAHUE, VrOJILl ECTb TMrOJl EOm^.

63. B. MTO ECTb MKOHOCTAC UEPKOBhfcW?

0. COBPAHME HCTMHhfclX XPmJVm, HKOHOCTAC UEPKOBhfcK^ - OKPECT /jyXOBHblPi;

A rOCnO/lb OKPECT JIO/IEPI CBOUX COBPAn - MCTMHHblX XPMCTHAH, KOTOPblX

COBPAHHE - 5p}KbE M MUCTA?! rUTOTb HEnOPOMhl^.

6^. B. ECTb m B BAIIIEH UEPKBH MAUiA?

0. ECTb.

65. B. MTO EQTb MAUIA?

0. MAUIA ECTb nPEMy/lPOCTb COSMHH^I; CnOBO Bp}KME.

66. B. A MTO ECTb IIACXA?

0. XPHCTOC BO HAUJ ECTb HACXA, }KEPTBA MAQM^ AfHEU BOHi^.

67. B. MTO ECTb nCAJlTblPb5

0. nCAJlTblPb ECTb BE^OMOCTb HCTUHHA^;:

68. B. KOTOPONbl Tb! KPECTY BEPyE*b5! METblPEXKOHEMaMV mA BOCbMUKOHEMHOMy?

0. 51 BEPyiO KPECTb! METblPEXKOHEMHOMy . HEPBhlPI KOHEI4 ECTb BEPA5^;BT0P0P1

KOHEU - WIPW) TPETI^^ KOHEU - TPY/N; METBEPTb!^ KOHEU - RUTAHME.
BEPyiO H XAAEKKTb; TPWCb M HUTAKDCb.

69. B. KAKOrO TbI POjiy?

0. S PO^jy MSPAMJIbCKOrO, nyTEUJECTBEHHOrO.

70. B. KAKC^ TbI <t>Amnm7

0. ^ <t>fimnm tpex otpokob: ahahm^i, asaph^ h mcAnm.

71. B. OTKyM TbI npnujEji?

0. OT CEP\ BEPb! - aiHbl MAa BOKIW.

72. B. nOMEMY TbI IIIE/1?

0. no ^oporE.
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73. B. MTO ECTb /PPOfA?

0. WPOrA ECTb MPOBAHUE J^yXA CBPTOrO.

7^. B. MTO y /pporn?
'

0. UBEPTOK mCJM MEJIOBEMEHCKC^. AUE HE nOf^'CJTMiL'b, TO H HE CBEPHElUb.

75. B. MTO ECTb CBEPHYTME C ZlOPOm?

0. juKAm9 mem,

76. B. MTO BREPE/l TE551 BEJ\ET?

0. CTPAX. CJTOBO BOmE.

77. B. HA MEM /JOPOrA J1E}KMT?

0. HA XEKTIE.

78. B. HA MEM }KEKnP."OCHOBAm?

0. B nyi4E ^pcnomB^ BMUTb semsm,

79. B. nOMEMY TbI HHE 3BM]S\K?

0. BJTArOKOPEHHOfI PAQOBAHHO?^ CEPl 3EMJTH: .

80. B. C MEM K HAM nPHUJEJl?

0. C ynOBAHMEM, C }KEJTAWai.

81. B. MTO nPHHEC?

0, nOKOPEHUE, CMklPEHME. nOKOR4Jl CE5JR HPEfl £OCnO;;0M.

82. B. MErO Tb! OT HAC XEMElL-b?

0. MECThblX SECEA, W^PUX jlEH. "
.

83. B. ECTb JM y TEB.q BKU?

0. ECTb.

8^. B. MTO ECTb Sm?

0. BKa ECTb BKOEHJ/IE, BEHEU HA/1 rOJTOBOK) MOEf^, nO/iOB!-t^ /lyfE.





85. B. MTO ECTb /jyrA?

0. JX/^A - 50 XAa KAMU BOUMPI.

86. B. A MTO ECTb BEHELl?

0. BEHEU ECTb CPABA BEMK*^:

87. B. MTO TW KPBllEH VISM HET?

0. KPEIHEH.

88. B. KTO TEBQ KPECTM/1?

0. CB5!liiEHHHK.

89. B. KOTOPblPi?

0, npABE^iPi n nPEnozPBf^f^.

90. B. MEM TBI KPBHEH?

0. kpeiueh cnoBOM ^wm,

9.1. B. MTO m TbI nPABEJTh^ KRU HET?

0. msm nPEREproA npAsjiy coTBOPHTb.

92. B. A r/iE Tu npAB,ay Bsan?

0. B PO^lE nPABE^JHOM, B TiOHJ^b MCTMHI-t>fX.

93. B. HA MEM Ttl CTOHlUb?

0. HA KAMHE KOPEHHOM.

9^. B. MTO ECTb KAMEHb?

0. KAMEHb ECTb XPHCTOQ.

95. B. A MTO HA TEBE ECTht?

0. BblCTb HA MHE PYKA rpCUm^-

96. B. MEM Ttl O^i^ET?

0. CBETOM, 5!K0 PyiBOO,

97. B. MEM Tb! nPEn05^CAH?

0. CAn^HPHbM nOPCOM aOJlOTtM.
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98. B. KVM TU KOEHfo?

0. B ^pycAJii^ - rPAa.

99. B. MHOrO JIM B EPUCAnmE CTEH?

0. METblPE.

100. B. MHOrO JM B EPYCAJIMME BPAT?

0. ^AHAAEUfTTb BPAT.

101. B. m mEWK HAn^lCAhfci?

0. OT CEBEPA - TPOE BOPOT; OT lOfA - TPOE BOPOT; OT SAflAQA - TPOE
BOPOT M OT BOCTOKA - TPOE BOPOT.

102. B. MOHOrO JIH XA TEX HA BPATAX WJ]0^ CTOfT?

0. J\BAy\AJ\ECPJb AHTEJIOB.

103. B, KAm^ m mEi^A_Hfin^Awi?

0. OT CEBEPA - AHAHM5R, A3APMP H MMCAHJl; OT CPA - ABPA/V^, MCAAK M
mKQB) OT BOCTOKA - 1^03^ HO^ M jpT; OT S/^WIA - MOHCEl^, AAPOH,

10^. B. KTO HA TE BOPOTA Si^MOK nODCmj]?

0. AnOCTO/1 nABEJl.

105. B, KOWy lOTOM OTM/1?

0, AnocTOJiy riETpy.

106. B. KjioM?

0,

107. B. MT0 ECTb XBCTMAHCKA51 COyXOBOPMECKASi) BEPA?

0. KPEnOCTb ;i05PbJX JXEJ],

108. B. MTO ECTb 3AK0H EOM?

0. MHCTA5; COBECTb HEHOPOMHAJI; MEfO CEBE HE XOMy, TOTO BPATy HE
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109. B. MEMY XPMCTHAK^ COyXOBOPELI) CJimiT?

0. XPHCTMAHMH ^lYXOM BOry C/bWIT. XBAmri451 0 XPHCTE PIMCyCE;

OT ^XA 5EPET, ^XCM yiBEPMETC.T H ^XOM BO^PCTByET, OT ^XA
MEM nOJiyMAET, Cl^ MEMEM M BOOET.

110. B. HA KOrO MEM M3BPAH?

0. HA rOJlMAct)A.

1 1 I.E. MTO TbI CyETHbtP^ HHH M3BPAHHMK?

0. ^ M3BPAHHMK.

I I 2.8. nOMEMy lU M35PAHHHK?

0. H3BPAHH1/1K ^ nOTOMy, MTO HE BOttlEJl B COXMy CyETHyiO, B03HEHABKQEX
COHMy JiyKAByiO; OBblQOX BCE CETM /lyKABblE; BOCnPW^'Jl HA CEB.H BPAK
CB^TCPi, JAPin^Pl, BO}KECTBEHHyi^ OT E^a^ C?] CB^TOPi /jyiDH EfO.

II3.B. MTO ECTb CB51T0i^ BPAK?

0. Cb^TCPi BPAK ECTb mnO BESHOrO BJIABEHCTBA.

II^t.B. MTO ECTb 3AK0H?

0. MHCTA51 rinOTb H HEnOPOMHA^l.

II5.B. r/IE Bbl BOrA n03HAETE?

0. B BbrruM Bpr Bbui n syjiET.

116 B. rm Bor poi^q^'?

0. B BH^JlEEM-rPA^E, B ;iOME CHOKOf^HOM.

117. B. rm Bor bochi^ah?

0. B KAHEPHAyME.

118. B. r/iE Bor Bbiji^ KorM he bbuio m heba, m sekjie, m Jiynnoro temehh^i,
MH 3BE3^0rO yKPlUEHM;^, m COJlHEMHOrO C]A9hm?

0. TOrM BOr BbUl B tope BEPbl.

119. B. A MTO ECTb TOPA BEPbl?
m

0. KTO Bor bep:)<et, tot m ectb roPA bepbi.
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120.B. A TEREPb rm BOr OnOMUBAET?

0 B nOCJlE^lHMX CTPAHAX.

121. B. MCnOBEJ[iyK)Cb-JlH TbI BOPy HEBECHOMy HJIM HET?

0. McnoBE/iyKDCb Bory E^HOMy, pko smr rocno/ib ^ko bo bek M^uiocTb

ErO, nOXEJKE OH OCTABJI^IET BCE COrPEUJEHU^; HAUJM.

122. B. nPMM/^ElHbLl51-JTM TbI HJIM HET?

0. nPMM/WOCb ^iKO CB^JTbM EfO immA BO}KECTBEHHblM, JKMBOTBOPHiim,
CTPAUJHblM, BESCMEPTHbM XPHCTOBbM BO OCTABJIEHME TPEXOB.

123. B. BOCnPHEr'UlElIlb-/lM Tb! B CEBJ^ CB^IE TAPIhfcl?

0. BOCnPMEMnO. CB51Tb[E TAPlHbl ECTb nOSHATb TAf^HOrO HCTmHOrO BOfA-
-OTI4A H XPMCTA B HEM CyTb COKPOBW M HASyM EfO COKPOBEH.





7A.

1. Q. What sort of person are you?
.

A. I [am] a person of God*s.

2. Q. Why are you God's?

A. I pray to God and am fulfilled, purified by [His] power,

3. Q. From what did God craate you?
1

A. Prom a body and [an] undying spirit.

4. Q. For what did God create you?

A, For this, that I might know the Lord's own path and want to be

in his court. .

5. Q. What does God ask from you?

A. First - that I accomplish good deeds. What you begin, you finish.

6. Q. Without what can you not come to God?

A. Without a pure conscience.

7. Q. Do you have a spirit?
2

A. Indeed,

8. Q. What is the spirit?

A. The spirit is the image of God, a heavenly image, it sings and speaks

9. Q, Upon what does your spirit feed?

A, Upon the spiritual vine,

10.. Q. What is the spiritual vine?

A. The spiritual vine is the word of God.

11. Q. By what is your spirit rule;^?

A. By justice, by love, by truthful words.

1, clay, Popoff

.

2. lit,, [There] is [a spirit belonging to me]; and similarly throughout.





12. Q. By what is your spirit aided?

3 . _
A. By purity, [and] the accomplishment of God*s reason.

13. Q. Upon what does your flesh feed?

A. A clean conscience.

14. Q. Do you have among you three Chris ts?

A. I have. '
.

15. Q. Who [are they]?
4

A. The first Jesus - Navin; the second - Rawin

;

the third - sidyakln.

16. Q. In which of these Christs do you believe? .

A. I believe in the Christ, that sits on the throne and makes all

[things] new.

17. Q. Do you go to meeting?
«

A. Ue go. .

18. Q. With what do you go there?

A. With the unspoken razor.

19. Q. And what is the unspoken razor?

A. The unspoken language, the message, the word of God.

20. Q. Do you have a church? '
.

A. Indeed.

21. Q, Where is your church building?

A. Our church building [is] not in the mountains, nor among tree-trunks,

nor in lifeless walls, but our church building is in the spirits

and hearts of men, [in] the righteous and the lovers of Him, those

who truly serve Him.

3. With a strong connotation of physical cleanliness.
4. Rabbi? The whole answer is utterly obscure.
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22. Q. How many walls has your church?

A. Four.

23. Q. What Is the first wall?

A. The first wall - the infant, the deputy of Christ.

24. Q. What is the second wall?

A. The second wall- the pure maiden, the heavenly bride.

25. Q. What is the third wall?
5

A. The third wall - the old men, the forerunners of the king.

26. Q. What is the fourth wall?

A. The fourth wall - the women and the peacebringers. They cent
6

early to search for Christ.

27. Q. How many gates has your church?

A. Three.

28. Q. What are the first, and the other, gates?

A. The first gate - entry; the second - departure; the third -

- commandment.

29. Q. How many windows are there in your church?

A. Three. The first window - revelation; the second - inspiration;

the third - abstinence.

30. Q. How is your church roofed over?

A. By the breakers, [that are] the servants of God.

31. Q. How is your church furnished?

A. By the waves, [that are] the words of God.

32. Q, How ie your church curtained?

A. By a shroud.'

5. lit., announcers, heralds.
6. The. Easter visitors at Christ's tomb (Cf. Luke XXIV, 1-12).
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33. Q. What is the shroud?

A. The shroud is [our] singing to God.

34. Q. Is there, a head in your church?

A. Indeed.

35. Q. Who is the head?

A. The head is Christ, the word of God. -

7

36. Q. Is there chrism in your church?

A. Indeed.

37. Q. What is the chrism?

A. The chrism is good deeds

.

38. Q. And in what is the chrism bottled?

A. In the goat's horn. .

•

39. Q. What is the goat's horn?
8

A. The goat's horn - God's kin.

AO. Q. Do you go to church?

A. We go. »

Al. Q. With what do you go to church?

A. With a clean spirit.

42. Q* Again, with what?
9

A. With the vessel.

A3. Q. What is the vessel?

A. Clean flesh and chastity.

7. Holy (blessed) oil.
8. The phonetic word-play of the Russian is untranslateable, and should

be noted.
9. or, dish. '

.
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AA. Q. By what path do you go thither?

A. I go from the cleaning of the flesh and from the justification

of my spirit and from the humbling of every pride, from that,

which weaves to love and to blessedness; to reason announcing

to know in secret God the Father and Christ, to that which is

to be the treasury and the secret of his nind.

A5. Q. Being in church, about what do you think?

A. About the censer.

A6. Q. What is the censer?

A. The censer is good deeds.

A7. Q. And being in church, upon what do you gaze?

A. I look at the defender brother John; John is in seven churches,
10

ahd he is in all of them.

A8. Q. To whom do you bow?

A. We bow to the Father and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit, that

is the Holy Trinity.

A9. Q. Is there an altar in your church?

A. Indeed.

50. Q. What is the altar?

A. The altar is the shelter for righteous christians.

51. Q. Upon what does yout altar stand?

A. Upon four ancient living creatures.

10. An obscure reference to Apocalypse , I -III, in which the Apostle
John's message to seven asian churches is generally applied to
various states of church morale and behaviour.
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52. Q. Upon which?

A. The first ancient [creature] is slate; the second - sapphire ;

the third - chalcedony; the fourth - smaragdus.

53. Q. What is upon your altar?

A. Upon the altar there is a vessel, a cross, and a Gospe]-book.

54. Q. What is the vessel? '
-

A, The vessel is the law of God.

55. Q. What is the cross?

A. The cross is the suffering of Christ.

56. Q. And what is the Gospel-book?

A. The Lord declared: I am the eternal Gospel for you, the enllght-

ener of all the world.

57. Q. Who stands beside your altar?

A. The priest.

58. Q. Who is your priest?

A. Our priest is the shepherd of the faithful, of the saints , of

the pure-in'-heart, of the undefiled, of those without evil, who

differ from sinners, eunuchs; who does nothing lawless with his

hands, nor thinks about the faces of God [?I.

59. Q. What has the priest in his hands?

A. A blessing and a vessel.

60. Q. What is the blessing?

A. The blessing lsaword(?) of teaching.

61. Q. What is the vessel?

A. The vessel is a great deed.
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62. Q. What sort of thing is x^ithin the vessel?

A. Within the vessel are heat and a burning coal, the heat is

11
desire, the coal is the word of God.

63. Q. What is the church's iconostasis?

A. The gathering of true christians. The church iconostasis -

— a spiritual cross; but the Lord took the cross of his people-

— true christians, the gathering of others - God and the pure

chaste flesh,

64. Q. Is there a cup in your church?

A. Indeed.

65. Q. What is the cup?

A. The cup is the wisdom of creation; the work of God,
12

66. Q. And what is the Passover? •

A. Christ is for us a new Passover, a living sacrifice, the lamb

of God.

67. Q. What is the Psalter? ' •

13
A. The Psalter is the record of the righteous.

68. Q. Row do you believe the cross [to be]: [having] four points or

eight points?

A. I believe the cross has four points. The first end is truth;

the second end - hope; the third end - toil; the fourth end -

— nourishment. I believe and I hope; I labour and I eat,

11. A complex word-play runs through 61 and 62.
12. usually, Easter; but Passover seems the appropriate term (cf. I

Cor. V, 8).
13. that is, the list of the righteous, the living books of the apocalypse.





69. Q. What Is your kin?

•
. A. Ify kin are the Israelites, the wanderers.

70. Q. What is your family-name?

A. My family-name is the three [holy] youths: Ananias, Azarias,
14

and Misael.
*

71. Q. Whence did you come?

A. From this, I believe: - from the sea, a child of the son of God.

72. Q. How did you come?

A. By the road.

73. Q. What is the road?

A. The road is the gift of the Holy Spirit.

»

74. Q. What pertains to the road?

A. The turning is the thoughts of man. If you do not think about

It, you will not go astray.

75. Q. What is the turning from the road?

15 •

^
A. The thoughts of the cunning,

76. Q. What do you see before you[on the road]?
• 16

A. Fear. The word of God.

77. Q. Where does the road lie?

A, In the world.

78. Q. Upon what is the world based?

A. The strength of the world is in the hand of God.

79. Q. How is it for you in this world?

A. The common inhabitants are the happy of this world[?].

14. or, Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego .(Cf . Daniel I, III; esp. Ill, 16 -

15. or, of the devil.
16. or, risk; responsibility.
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80. 0. Whence are we [all] come?

A. From hope, from desire.

81. Q. What brings us?

A. Subjugation, Humility. We humble ourselves before the Lord.

82. Q. What do you wish for from us?

A. Honest speech, kind deeds.

83. Q. Do you have a prospect?

A^ Indeed.

84. Q. What is the prospect?

A. The prospect Is a vision, a crown over ray head, like an arch.

85. Q. What Is the arch?
.

*

A. The arch[?] over us [Is] the Spirit of God.

86. Q. And what Is the cvown'i

A. The crown Is eternal glory.

87. Q. Have you a baptism, or not?

A. [Yes,] a baptism.

88. Q. Who baptizes you?

A. The priest.

89. Q. Who Is?

A. Justice and reverence.

90. Q. How do you baptize? ' •

A. We baptize by the word of God*

9L 0. Do you have righteousness, or not?
17

A. I desire to do [what is] just before God.

17. or, I desire to create justice before God.





92. Q. And where did you get the truth?

A. In the family of the righteous, In the truthful people.

93. Q. Whereon do you stand?

A. Upon the cornerstone.

9A. Q. What Is the cornerstone?

A. The cornerstone Is Christ.

95. Q. And what Is upon you?

A. On me Is the hand of the Lord.

96. Q. By what are you clad?

A, By light, for a chasuble,

97. Q. By what are you girdled? *

A. By a sash of sapphire and gold.

98. Q. Whither do you go?

A. To Jerusalem-town,

99. Q. How many walls has Jerusalem?

A. Four,

100. Q. How many gates has Jerusalem?

A. Twelve gates.

101. Q. How are their names set do^ml

A. To the north - three gates; to the South - three gates; to the

West - three gates; and to the East - three gates.

102. Q. How many people stand In them, in the gates?

A. Twelve angels.

103. Q, How are their names written?
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A. To the North - Ananias, Azarias, and Misael; to the South -

Abrahan, Isaac, and Jacob; to the East - Job, Noah, and Lot;

to the Vest - Koses, Aaron, and David.

104.Q. Who put the lock in these gates?

A. The apostle Paul.

105. Q. To whom is the key given?

A. The Apostle Peter.

106.Q. Whose is the Key?

A. David's.
18

107. Q. What is the christian (doukhobor) faith?

A. The strength of good deeds.

108.0. What is the law of God?

A, A clean and chaste conscience; what I do not desire for myself,

I will not wish upon my brother.

109.0. What do christians (doukhoboris) serve?

A. Christians serve the Spirit of God. They boast of Jesus Christ;

they care for the Spirit, the Spirit strengthens [them] and the

Spirit keeps [then] awake, from the Spirit they receive a sword,

with the sword they fight.

110. Q. Against whom is the sword drawn?

A. Against Goliath.

111. Q. Who is your appointed one[?] or chosen one?

A. X am the chosen one.

18. Frequent variants (Bonch-Bruevich* note)





112. Q. Why are you a chosen one?

A. I am the chosen one because [he] who did not share in the coininunity

business, [was] the devil, he conceived a hatred for the community;

the devil opposed all this; he grasped at our holy marriage [feast],

at the sacrament, at divine [things], from the home of the Holy
19

Spirit.

113,Q. What is the holy marriage [feast]?

A. The holy marriage [feast] is the matter of eternal happiness.

114.0. What is the law?

A. Clean and chaste flesh.

115. Q. Where do you come to know God?

A. God was and will be in existence.
20

116. Q. Where did God come?

A. Into Bethlehem-town, into a quiet house.'

117. Q. Where was God brought up?

A. In Capernaum. '

118. Q. Where was God, when he was not in heaven, nor on earth, nor ift

the streams of moonlight, nor in the adorning [light] of the

stars, nor in the radiance of the sun?

A. God was then in the mountain of faith.

119. Q» And what is the mountain of faith?

A. Who trusts God, he is the mountain of faith.

120.0. And now where does God rest himself?

A. In the furthest land.

19. The entire passage is obscure.
20. or, Jesus (frequent variant).
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121. Q. Do you profess the God of heaven, or not?

A. I profess the one God, for the Lord [is] good, for his mercy
21

is eternal, according to which he takes away all our sins.

122. Q. Do you receive the eucharist, or not?

A. I receive as His holy divine sacrament, the life-giving, awesome,

never-dying Christ in the taking-away of sins.

123.Q. Do you take heart in your holy sacrament?

A. I[indeed] take heart. The holy sacrament is to know the secret

truths of God the Father and Christ, to be in their treasury,

even His innermost mind.

21. or, for ever. (cf. Psalm CXXXVI, 1).

Variant readings for the above:

5. Q. What does God ask from you?

A. First - that I might accomplish righteousness

.

25. Q. What is the third wall?

A. The third wall - the old men, the heralds of the word of God.

28. 0. What are the first, and the other, gates?

A. The first gate - entry; the second -departure; the third - West.

35. 0. Who is the head of the church?

A. The head of the church is Christ, the word of God.
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68. Q. How do you believe the cross [to be]: [having! four points or

eight points?

A. I believe the cross has four points. The first end is a Pro-

-phet; the second end - an Apostle; the third end - an Angel;

the fourth end - an Archangel. I believe and I hope.

71. Q. Whence do you come?

A. From the sea in the North, from the East his child.

93. Q. What is the [comer] stone?

A. The [corner] stone is our Christ.

98. Q. Whither do you go?

A. Into the holy city of Jerusalem. ,

109. (I).

Q. Arc you a christian (doukhobor), or not?

A. I [am] a christian (doukhobor).

(II) .

Q. Why [are] you a christian (doukhobor)?

A. We serve God through the spirit and boast of his Jesus Christ.

(III) .

Q. Show us your own christian (doukhbor) way of life.

A. We [are] chosen by the Spirit, we care about the Spirit, we

are awakened by the Spirit, we assemble for the Spirit, we are

given a sword of the Spirit's, with which sword we fight.

110. Q« Against whom is the sword struck?

A, Against the guardian.

111. Q. Why do you pray? ,

A, I pray because. .. (insert answer from 112).
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112. Q. Why are you a chosen one?

A. I am a chosen one, because, [he] who did not share in the community

business, [was] the devil, he conceived a hatred for the church;

the diabolic one opposed all this; he grasped at our holy marriage

[feast], at the sacrament, at divine [things], from the home of

the Holy Spirit. [?]

116. Q. Where did Christ come?

A. Into Bethlehem-to\<m, into a quiet home.

118. Q. Where was God, when He was not in heaven, nor on earth, nor in

the streams of moonlight, nor in the adorning [light] of the

stars or heaven, nor in the radiance of the sun?

A. God was then in the mountain- range of faith.

120.0. And where now does God abide?

A» In the farthest land.

123.0. Do you take heart in your holy sacrament?

A. I (indeed] take heart. The holy sacrament is to know the secret

truths of God the Father and Christ, in which is the wisdom, and

the innermost mind of the Spirit.

Variant text from recitation of Mrs. F. Semonoff. Translated by Eli
Popoff.

1. 1.

2. 2. ' -

3. 3. .

4. 4.
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5. 5. .

'
.

6. 6. .

*

7. Q. How can the fruits of the spirit be destroyed?

A. By too much dependence upon the grace of God without striving

to lead a life of good deeds.

8. 0. What were you taught by your fathers and mothers?

A* Our fathers and mothers taught us how to come to [truly realize]

the Lord our God, and how to interpret the [meaning of] his ways

9. 0. Whom do you consider as your first forefather on earth?

A. Abel. .

10. 0. What do you consider gave you birth?

A. Faith gave birth to us, Hope nursed us, and Love brought us to

1
• [the realization of] Christ.

2

11. 0. To what group of peoples do you belong?

A. We belong to God's people, who are ever, like pilgrims, wander-

-Ing from one place to another on the face of the earth.

12. Q. Why are you a people of a wandering, pilgrim nature?

A. We hold ourselves to be people of a x^andering, pilgrim nature

because we are always moving from a [symbolic] land of Egypt

[or land of oppression], - from a state of confusion -,- towards

attainment of the promised land, a land of enlightenment: of

truth [or, that is, a state of contentment and peaceful living.]

13. p. From what village are you?

A. Our village is the [symbolic] 'Trinity', where the Lord Himself

is ever at work.

1. cf. psalm 176. "

2. cf. clauses 69, 70 above.





14. Q. Where is the Lord at work?

A. The Lord is at work among devout people, people that have ded-

"-icated themselves to a life of truth.

15. 0. Is your testament of Faith the old testament or the new?

3
A. We are of the old testament, of the law of God and of the

Faith of Jesus.

16. Q. Whom do you try to imitate in your Faith?

A. The three Israelite youths: Ananias, Azarias, and Misael.

17. Q. Why do you refer to yourselves as Christians?

A. Because of' our realization of the teachings of Christ.

18. 109.

19. Q. What is this spiritual weapon?

A. Our spiritual weapon is the vrord of God.

20. Q, Against whom have you drawn your spiritual weapon?

A. Against [the symbolic] Goliath, the pillar of the Philistines;

against those in authority; those who live at the expense of the

toil of others; against those who as thieves and robbers with-

-hold from the people the divine truth that should be freely

available to all from the heavenly fountain.

21. 8.

22. Q. What is your soul?

A* My soul is what I myself am; my soul reflects my life's deeds.

\ \. * \ N •
. .

3, A Staroveri choice of term? Since the 'Faith of Christ' is New
Testament matter, there must be another reason for preferring the
term'Old'. Most Doukhobors consider the Old Testament to be obsol-
-ete and of dubious spiritual use.
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23, Q. What is God?

A. God is Divine Reason; God is a spirit: God is man.

.24. Q. Who has ever seen God with their physical eyes?

A. Not any one, at any place, nor at any time, has seen God

with his physical eyes. Only they see God, who love their

fellow men. In Love, God abides.

25. Q. With what do such people perceive God?

A. With their spirit; with their reason; with their feelings -

- such people perceive God.

26. Q. Where do such people perceive God?

A. At every place to which His sovereignty extends.

27. Q. Where is His sovereign land?

A. There, where His kingdom is.

28. 0. Where is His Kingdom?

A. In the souls, in the hearts of men. If we love our fellow men,

we shall be dwelling in the Kingdom of God and the Kingdom of

God will be within us. Where there is agreement, there is en-

4
-lightenment .. .Where there is Love - there is God.

29. Q. Do^ou consider yourselves slaves of God?

A. We do not consider ourselves slaves of God; we call ourselves

the servants of God, and hold ourselves to be children of God.

4. cf. clause 24 of this variant; and psalms 147, 176.
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30. 0. Why do you not hold yourselves slaves of God?

A. We do not hold ourselves as slaves of God, because our God
5

does not have slaves? we call ourselves His servants because

we serve Him of our own free will, and we consider ourselves

as His children because of our love for Him.

31. Q. How can you love God?

A. By fulfilling His work.

32. Q. What Is Hi-s work?

A. Glorification of His name with our deeds.

33. Q. How can we glorify His name with our deeds?

A. By fulfilling all truth, according to his laws.

34. Q. What Is comprised In God's law?

A. God's law Is based upon the commandments. The first commandment

is that thou shalt love the Lord, thy God, with all thy heart,

with all thy soul and with all thy mind; and the second Is like

It: thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself. On these two

commandments the whole law of God is based.

35. 108.

p, T'Jhat kind of works do you refrain from doing?

A.. We refrain from anger and violence; from the judgement of others

and the taking of oaths, and from taking part in the terrible

deeds of war. We do not keep company with those who Indulge in

foolish giddiness, dances, and other forms of devil-inspired

worldly pleasure. ...

5. See headnote, psalm 304,
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37. Q- What do you hold to be the least permissable deed for a

servant of God?

A. War and the taking of human life and all forms of hate

towards your fellow man are the least permissable deeds for

a servant of God.

38. Q. Who are they serving and vrhose slaves are they, who have- hate

for their fellow man?

A. They serve the spirit that destroys mankind, and they are

slaves of the devil,

39. Q. What is the devil?

A. The devil is the spirit of destruction living within his
6

servants, who themselves dwell in a real flaming Gehenna.

40. Q. What is the flaming Gehenna?

A, A state of living in hate and madness, a dependence on

earthly idols, all of which degrade man to [a status of]Hell.

41. Q. What is Hell?

A. Eternal death.

42. Q. What is Heaven?

A. Living as part of Eternal Life, guided by reason and Love,

43. 0. And what is Eternal Life?

A. Being at one with God in His omnipresence,

44. Q. Do you have among you a King?

A. Our King is God the Father, and our ruler is Christ the Saviour.

6. Hebrew term appearing in the Gospels (cf. Matthew XVIII, 9). The
place-name of a polluted valley used for waste disposal was adapted
to a apocalyptic symbol of eternal torment.
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45. Q. Do you recognize the power of the authorities?

A. We recognize the power of the authorities that are given of God.

46. Q. To whom is authority given from God?

A. To him is authority given from God, who is servant of all and

gives his life in service of Christ and his fellow man.

47. Q. Who does not have authority from God, is not a teacher nor

a minister?

A. He has no authority from God, is neither a teacher nor a

minister, who lives at the expense of the toil of his brothers

and who by enticement gets money from his brothers for his own

enjoyment. ,

48. Q. Do you have truth amid you?

A. We have. Truth is the realization of the will of Providence:

the recognition and knowledge of the ways of God and the ful-

-fillmentof deeds in line with God's ways.

49. 0. Whence did you get truth?

A. From the teachings of Jesus.

50. Q. How do you come to realize truth?

A. By entreaty to God and by constant recourse to His Divine teach-

-Ings. We come to realize truth through the word of God.

51. Q. Do you have a temple among you?

A. We have. Our human body is a temple of God, and our soul is a

personification of Truth.

52. 21.
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53. Q. Where Is your church to be found?

A. Our church is found there, where In freedom, and in the spirit

of God's love, people gather together, and in word and deed

enjoy brotherly, fraternal feelings mutually,

54. Q. Do you attend church, and do you take part in the placing of

candles?

A. We attend the genuine, true church, and we do place candles.

The candles that never go out are from the light of our reason,

that comes from within our own human bodies. Our constant light

before God is our Living Faith based upon a crystal-clear

untainted conscience.

55. 0. To whon do you pray?

A, To that God who is Divine Truth itself, to ti>e Spirit of Truth;

7

to Jesus Christ who was a personification of Truth.

56. Q. In what manner do you pray?

A, In Faith and in Truth, Our prayer is our whole life of good

deeds

.

57. Q. Why do you not attend services at the stone- and wood-built

tesples of the Greek-Orthodox church, and do not pray to the

wooden icons therein?

A. Because the Lord forbids us to pray and bow before them, or

[any] other objects made by human hands; so that from this

unreasonable, false practice » we ourselves would not get

traits of being wooden-natured or stone-hearted. You will

7. Or, was Truth incarnate.
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eventually become like the kind of god you worship. Our God

is the omnipresent Spirit, and prayer and bows to the Father,

the Son, and the Holy Spirit must be made in spirit and in

truth. This is why we do not join the throng indulging in

such vanity, we scorn with righteous indignation the Church

which is based upon hypocrisy, and we avoid all other forms

of entangling devices set out by the devil. It is better to

have the sight of one eye, even if you, thus, see not too

clearly, rather than, from the obscuring tactics of the church
8

preachers, to be totally blinded.

58. 56.

59. Q. What is the New Testament; how do you understand it?

A. The New Testament is really tidings of great joy, which proclaim

to us, that we can become children of God, who are not con-

-ceived through the blood, nor the flesh, nor by lust, but in

the spirit, born of God,

60. Q, Where, among you, is the New Testament kept safe?

A. The Lord has said: "And they shall have my message printed on

their hearts, and they shall proclaim it to all by the words

of their mouths .
"

"

9
61. Q. Do you have among you the practice of baptism?

A. We have. Abstinence from all wordly acts of hypocrisy and

lusts of the flesh is the baptism of a repentant nature, and

suffering for the sake of truth is a baptism by the Holy Spirit.

8. Cf. Matthew XVIII, 7-9.

9, Cf . clauses 87 - 89 above.
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62. Q. Do you have amid you a cross?

A. We have. Our cross is voluntary austerity and simplicity. The

first point of our cross is Faith; the second is Hope; the third

is toil; the fourth is nourishment. I have Faith and Hope, I

toll and am nourished,

63. Q. Why do you not sign the cross on yourself by motion of the hand?

A. The Lord forbids it, for praying by hand motion does not give
11

one salvation. Motioning the hands may be all right to chase-

away flies, but it can in no way be held as pleasing to God.

64. Q. Do you observe among you special holy days?

A. We do. When we have given food to the hungry, or clothed the

needy; when we have visited one suffering sickness or one con-

-Jlned in prison; when we have forgiven one who has done us

harm, or is our enemy; - these, then, are our special holy days.

65. Q. Do you, among you, observe Christ's holy day?

A, We do. Every day is Christ's holy day.

66. Q. Do you partake of Holy Communion?

A. We partake of Holy Communion when we profess Christ to all

people, without fear. In this way we become members in common

of the Church of Christ and of the family of God.

67. Q. Do you actually observe a commemoration of Jesus Christ?

A. We do. When with traitors, we share our meals as with brothers;

when we even wish to wash the feet, or in other ways do service,

10. Cf. clauses 55, 68 above.
11. Cf . psalms 300, 301, contra .
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as to brothers, for those who harmed us and were our enemies -

- this then is a real commemoration of Jesus Christ.

68. p. Do you have among you the practise of fasting?

A. We do. We consider that (to be] the practice of fasting,

that sets a person apart from the bonds of falsehood and

deceit. Take away from your lips all your complaints,

abstain from all evil deeds, and you will fulfill the true

fast. He fasts truly who ever fulfills God*s deed of virtue

and truth, and always keeps His divine laws.

69. Q. What is Chastity cf the soul?

A. Chastity of the soul consists of being clean in a physical sense
12

as well as being chaste in all your actions.

70. Q. Who taught you all that is herein recited?

A. Our teacher is God, our adviser is the Holy Spirit, and our

guide is the one and only Jesus Christ, our Saviour. Thy will

be done. Lord, for ever and ever.

12. Cf. clauses 6, 12, 13, 42-44, 97(?), and especially 108 and 114,
above. Physical cleanliness is here formally commended.
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Psalm 61.

Translated by D.S.C. committee. No data in Bonch-Bruevich . Published
in Doukhobors. Their Faith , 1961

This two-part psalm describes some aspects of God's nature and, antlc-
—ipating millenial rule, prays for the unity of believers and the

presence of God.

BOr ECTb J]yX CQ:^J, cm CEBE CB5!T0E MECTO; >ayiliA ErO, TEJTO - 5E3CMEPTHbiE5!

HE nOmEH, HE COTBOPEH, BEMH^'^, G^0Bb!THA5?^ OBOJIMMTCP CBETOM^ 5'KO PMSOO,

BEMHbM CBOl^ BE3CMEPTH1/IEM5^ HA UEM MEUTE nOK/]OK^EMC.° 01147 M CblHY^ CB5^T0My

^yxy.^ TBOE m, rpcnom, bw2?'meutbo bc.i ha hebecm, h ha semjim, b mop^x,
BO BCEX BE3;1HAX.TEBE EJ^HOtAV OTLiy HEBEGO'iy BblJlO VrO/lHO BOS/lMTb CHJIbHOE

MOryUlECTBO mCHmSQ CBOEKD. KOrM BY^ET OT BEMEPHEt^ 3APM 3BE3M, TOfM
9 BAG BVJjy Cm'^Tb CBOBO ICTI^H0!0 nPABOTOiO. CrOHO 51 BAC^ PAOM HPAB^^
XA MOPCKHE OCTPOBA nO Ejyi^^, HO /IBOE, nO TPOE - PA^ MMEH'/l EfO CB^TOrO.
HOJTMM M nPOUMM TE5.- E^-IHOfO rOCnOM, COTBOPlUOrO HEBO M 3EMK0^ KOfM
5lAMlUbC51 no CEPEJ[IM :^3bK, BOCnPUBMJlEUib KOPEHb OTEMECKOt^ msm, UPIAPO^
BWlllHErO, TOrM COBEPM XAC PACTOMEHHblX OT METblPEX KPb!Jl 3EmA. nVlb TBCPi

kMEHHO CBFTOi^, CTE3iO CBOfO nO CEPEj^ hlAC VnOKC^. OnOMMUb C HAMU POJiy

PO<aOB, CEPi BEK HA BY/iyL'il^ BEK HOM.^iHH HAG, rOCUOm, KOW nPHHaElL'b B

UAPCTBHE.GBOE.

1
Gbd is a holy spirit, a holy place in himself; his spirit, [is] a body -

- neveraging, not born, not created, eternal, self-existing, wrapped in

light, as[in]a robe, in his eternal immortality; in this place we bow to

2

Father, and Son, and to the Holy Spirit; for your rule. Lord, [is] in all

the heavens, and on the earth, on the sea, in all the abysses.You the one

Heavenly Father were pleased to pour out [your] mighty power with your

right hand. When the star will [rise] in the evening sky, then shall I

judge you with my true justice. I will gather you, for the sake of truth

in the isles of the sea, by ones, by twos, by threes - for the sake of

Your holy name. We pray and beseech You the one Lord, maker of heaven an
3

earth, when you show yourself among the nations and take up the staff of
1. Of. John IV, 24.

2. the first resonse and Nolenye bow of Father of All , q.v..
3. or, for nations, tongues; for staff, root.
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patriarchal life, the nature of the Highest, then bring us exiles to-

-gether from the four corners of the earth. Your path is holy truth,

your path [is] a rest in our midst. Stay with us from age to age, [in]

this age [and] in the future age remember us. Lord, when you come into

A.

your Kingdom.

4. Cf. Luke,XXIII, 42.
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Psalm 64

.

Translated by D.S.C. committee. Published In Novltsky's 1882 edition
of Doukhobors, their History and Faith (Kiev) : by Zibarov et al

.

, in

A Word of Freedom , (Purleigh Maldon, 1899); and in Doukhobors, Their
Faith , 1961. Collected in Canada by Bonch-Bruevich.

The psalm is an Intensive discussion of the Doukhobor concept of God.
False gods are discerned by the evil behaviour of their worshippers.
Every believer's body is a temple, in which dwells his soul as a tri-
-partite image of a triune God. Here the equation between the persons
of the Trinity and the human mental aspects of memory, reason, and will
Is set up.

KTO Bpr BESWi, PKO BOf HAIU? Tb! ECU, BOf mill, TBOPPPI Hy/JECA Ejyi^. KTO
ECTb Bpr? Bpr EOT ^X, BOr ECTb CnOBO, BOr ECTb MEJIOBEK. n03H/\PlTE BOfA
MCTmHOrO OT SJTblX BOrE 5^3bIMEHCKMX; TAK M HEMET HMCAHME: BOrOB MHOfO M

rocwn MHoro, a y hag ectb onm Bor-oiEu, bc^' msHb eto vi m m eto bo
CJIABE BprA OJUA Cb!H TMrO/lET: TAKOBA BO ECTb CyTb. EPETHKM, HEHPABUnbHbE
XPHCTMAHE, Om }KE MMEHEM XPHCTOBbM HAPEKAfOTU^ OT CAMOfO XPMCTA OTMy}W0TC51
OT UEPKBM XPHCTOBO^ H BEPbWX BO XP^^CTA MyMAv^T H yBMBAK)T. 3Sh\E CyTb
BOrH iRSblMEHCKME M mm BPE/lHbiE; B03BPAHEH0 HOMHTATb MX SJTblE, HACTbEA MX
3J10yMm; AXE 30 OBUbl XPMCTOBbI, XE OBPATM/IMUb BO OHM B MMP, TO M HE mEJ\
Bbl XPMCTOC UEPK^M CBOEi^ HA SEKHE. ilOBP mill rOCnQOb BOf, MMCyC XPMCTOC,
^BPbl CyTb PABbI ^rO 3EJ10. /iyii!EB0JIE3HEHHt!X Bb!X, MTMTE TOCnOM M CBPlh\X

EfO, KAK rOCnO;ib HAKA3AJ1 CJIOBOM CBOM, BCSK MEJIOBEK nPABOBEPhtl^^

MQJKET XP/MOM BMAm HAPEKTMTbUP. XE M35ECTO JTM BAM, MTO TEM BAliJM -

r. XPm JJyXA MOErO? ^yX SCmt^ }KMBET B BAC M 0}KM60TB0Pi^ET BAG; HE OCK-
-BEPH5!ETG5^ H/IOTb BAUJA; HE OTrOH.-^PlTE JW^A GB.'^TOrO OT l\ES9, - HPE/UTCmiTCP
Sm BO M3jqE- BO/KMMX nPABblX GJ10BEG. ^ TOCnO/lb HE MMEET HA HEBE TEJTA; BOf
ECTb ;]yx BESnJlOTHblfl M G03MJ1 Jiym MEJIOBEKA BE3njlOTHy}0, MEBE no/iOBHyio, .

PASyMXyiO^ BEMHyiO, GAMOBMGTHyK) OOAlUHMUy U I4BEPE>EHMEM n/lOTM; OHE XE BOPy
BbllUMBAJTA BGE BOXEGTBEHHOE M j^yXOBHOE. TEJ10 G03jWl ECM OT CEMJIM, A /lyiiJA

BO ECTU 0BPA3 EOmPl M nOHEfl JKE Mb! mEEM TPOf^CTBEHHyiO Gl-Uiy. BG51K0E

ECTECTBO ;iyillM, CMM ^Ej10SJ]9EMCP. CMfi'-CVTb: TW-WTb,- (TASyM, B0;i5=. HAMflTblO

yno/iOBJi55EMLin Bpry OTuy; riAsyMOM ynojiosMMc^: Bory - ^yxy cbfi(Md\, takoto
BO CB5iT0i^ TPOMUE TPM CyTb GMI4A, HO E/JMHyK) /jyiL'y mElOT; TPM CMJTbl /lyUJEBbfciX,

HO EQMHfcS^ BOr.

What God [is] great, as [is] our God? It is You, our God, alone [who
•

are] the creator of wonders. God is a Spirit, God is the word, God is

2

[a] man. Distinguish the true God from the evil gods of the heathen:

thus say the scriptures: gods a-plenty and lords a-plenty, but we haye

one God-Father, all life [is] His and we too [are] His in the glory of

3.
God the Father, The Son said: Such is indeed the case. The heretics.
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one God-Father, all life [is] His and we too [are] His in the glory of

3

God the Father, The Son said: Such is indeed the case. The heretics,

the untrue christians, they are called by Christ's name but from Christ

himself they are estranged, and from Christ's church, and the believers

In Christ they harass and they murder. Wicked are the gods of the pagans
4

and hurtful to the soul; it is forbidden to worship their evil images,
5

the flock of them is evil-minded; but as for Christ's sheep, had they not

turned from those in the world, then would Christ have had no church on
6

earth. Good is our Lord God, Jesus Christ, good is the springlng-up of

his servants. You that are soul-sick, honour the Lord and his saints, as

the Lord's own word bids us. Every person believing, should reckon him-

-self a temple of God. [Is it] not known among you, that your bodies [are]

7

- temples of My spirit? The spirit of God dwells in you, and creates life

In you; do not defile your flesh; do not drive the holy spirit forth from

yourselves; - [may] you receive in reward the true word of God, The Lord

has no body for himself . God is a fleshless spirit and he made the human
8

spirit fleshness, [as] himself ( ) , reasoning, eternal, the absolute

9
clothed in the economy of the flesh; for it is God's fine handiwork, all

[that is] divine and spiritual. The body is formed out of earth, but the

spirit is in the sacred image of God and through it, we have a threefold

3.. idiom
4. or, icons.
5. or, congregation.
6. lit., showing green(of plants); sprouting up
7. Of. I Corinthians, VI, 19.
8. obscure word; omitted by translators.
9. phrase omitted by translators.
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10 11

power. In every quality of the spirit, the human power is this:

Memory, reason, will. By memory we are likened to God the Father; by
12

reason we are likened to God the Son; by will - to the Holy Spirit,

thus in the holy Trinity there are three persons, but they hold one

spirit; three spiritual powers, but one God.

10. obscure.
11. for the sentence thus far, the translators read; The essence of

human force is.,..
12. "by reason. ..by will" omitted by Bonch-Bruevich.





Psal3 71.

Translation by Eli Popoff. Cited by Bonch-BruevicVi from the 1882 edit-

-ion of Novitsky's Doukhobors. Tneir Pistorv and Faith (Kiev) and by him
noted as appearing in Haxthaiiisen's Studies in the Russian Interior (1847) ,

p. 401). Recorded by Peacock in Grand Forks, July 1963.

Popoff merely notes : "Recited and sung at prayer meetings and other occ-
-asions." The psalm is apocal3'ptic in tone, and is indeed largely a dig-
-est of the later chapters of the Apocalypse. The name Brasia is obscure
the reference to Abel seems to imply that the sacrifice of a human was
inadequate to overcome the devil. It has been suggested somewhere that

the opening sentence has been sometimes taken to refer to the current lead

-er of the Doukhobors (at vnatever tune and place) insomuch as a leader s

role includes the possession of a more complete divine nature than others

KJO m F.KO BH CE^ VpAHh, HOS^v^ hpm^^^ OT /lEBH HETJlEHHOi^l BOnJTOTKnC,^ nOR
BEm, OT BOrA-CJTOBA. EOF CKA3A.n HAM - n?E?-ty/lPCCTVl MHOfO, OnOTyD PACn^tT -

- M CriACET MEJ10BEK03; BOarr^rOjIET m^.H-f - HOBbv** MO'/lCEi^ KO CflACEK-ISO MEJl-

OBEMEHCKOMy HA HmiOE 50 HAM ECTb BPE?-t;;, K BEMHO'-'iy CnA!4EHl-10, BOTbTailEHI^

rocnoM K)rA KAiiiEro^ kMcycA x?/cta: hsbectha-^ bam bo ecib bepa h ectb }ke

OHA bepa bpabaji. A m BEpye-1 lAcnosEjp-'EiA f.KO e;:^h rocnojh ectb mcyc
>g=>HCTOC, CbH BOM, BOr ECTb ^Er.C3EK, VCTAm HET^SEHEHCKmA FSWOTiET:
CShimTE HOHE UAP55, B033Pi4TE BOCTOK, r^E 50 ECTb TOPA CHOH; BW RPK^ETE

' K HEPi/ B033PHTE HA HEE; OT U~?EJj^ rOPc? C«3C^^ ^<CT0MH14K TEMET^ O&^WBAET
CKBEPHOCTb aHOB^ JlllEPEPi y^3PA:-'ShCK11X . DO BEPXY TOPbl £MOHOBOl^ CTOJTT HE5-
-ECA, nOKPb!Tb Om nOSPOnETETzTj; 0/"E5Hy CHA B R^Sy BEJiyiO; M3KPAlL'EhM OHA
3Bt3p/W[ 0rHEHhb;41; TE KE HESECA nPCBEL^/DTCS d^SC^ BOJKbEPl. B3b5^ /lET MX
BEHiWE BE BUjO SEmO^ B KOHlt^! BCEnEH-IO"l rilATOJH i^X. B03rMrOJlET TOCnO/lb:

KOfM nPHAET ksshmi^ beka Ece-u, lorjyk wm BoaMyT,iTC5i, a uapm yjrAcnyTCfi:

COBEPyTCf BCE Si3[^m bo EJVhYO SEMHO, BSblUyiO UAPP. BEJlOfO. FRE BO ECTb UAP-

-CTBO LIAP5^ BEJlOrO, JAM PB^ATC7. n='ECTOil ^ABbim HOBO'rO. B ^OME JV^Sb-WBCM

SymT CTPAX BEJl^KK?^; ^BUTC.^ fpCnonb BO TJIACE APXA-HfEJIbCKOM, B TPyBE 5p>Kb-

-Efl. OMOET C HEBECM, CfJ^EJ HA HPECian, CTAHET CVrnTb J¥)l\Eih CBOAX HO
nPAB/^E. TOrM MMXAEJI APXAHTEJI BOCTPyBMT TPVEO-O BEill'IKOK), COM'/H/IT BPAHb

CO 3MEEM ZIPEBH^M, HOTPEEMT C-'EP /IPEBHEFO mShf^ rS'lCAHl/IEM, 3ME^ _5PACH5!C?], •

- ABEJl ErO HE B03MtOrOUi^; TCr;:A >S IflWEJ] APXAHFEJl B03HECET TPyBy OTO
BCErO MEPTOrO, nOCTABUT TPysy HA B03/iyC5^.X, CBEP3>1T CATAHy C RPECTOJIA, PA3-

PyiMT nPECTOJl CATAH^H^ HOfMS-iET CJV^BA ^^bfBOJlbCKAC; B03rJlArOJ]ET rpCUOJh:
mAHh, m<Hb. SATBOPHHIA HESECA^ BOUAPilTCS nDCriO;:b B HEBECAX BO BEKH
BEK03. AMUHb.

1
Whb is it? As a likeness of John, a new Moses, from an untainted maiden

Incarnated everlastingly, from God's word. God has told us much wisdom,

[He isl crucified in the flesh - who will save the people. John speaks.

1. incorruptible, Popoff.





2

the new Moses [is] for the salvation of the human race: faith is [re-

-quired] to be saved for even, [faith] in [the Lord God*s incarnation}^

in Jesus Christ. To you is known the true faith: we Ijelieve and pro-

-ffess [the] Lord God our Jesus Christ, as there is one Lord Jesus Christ,

3

the Son of God. God is a man, he speaks through a human mouth: today

the king hears, he looks to the east, there where Mount Zion is, you

come to it, you look upon it: from the midst of the mountain runs a

spring, it washes [away] the filthiness of the sons, daughters of Israel.

On the top of Mount Zion stand the heavens, they shelter the doers of

good; they are dressed in white robes; they are adorned with fiery stars;

these are those heavens foretold to the glory of God. It will sprout
5

up, that which they prophesied through all the earth, [and] in the end

all their sayings [will grow]. The Lord speaks: when the end comes
6

for all things, the people will be stirred up, but the kings will be
7

horrified: all nations will gather together into one land, will seek out

the white king. There where the kingdom of the white king is, there

will the throne of the new David appear. In the house of David there will

be great terror; the Lord will appear, with the voice of an archangel,
8

in the voice of God. He will come down from heaven, he will sit upon

the throne, he will rise to judge his people by truth. Then Michael the

2. In both cases, Popoff renders this word "Messiah".
3. From this point, the translation is supplied by Lucy Kazakoff, as

Popoff summarizes only.
4. Cf. Book of Enoch , XXVI; Apocalypse XXII, 1-2.

5. lit., broadcast (as seed).
6. as a pool is muddied
7. lit., tongues. . •

-

8. lit., trumpet. .
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Archangel will blow the great trumpet, he will wage war against the old

serpent, he will swallow up the old serpent with the living scriptures,

the serpent Brasia, - Abel had no power over him (?). Then Michael the

Archangel will bring the trumpet up from all [that is] the devil ^s, he

will raise the trunpet firmly in the air, he will cast down Satan from

[his] throne, he will shatter Satan^s throne, the devil's glory will
9

pr-rish. The Lord will speak: Amen, Amen. The heavens will close,

the Lord will begin to rule in heaven for ever and ever. Amen.

9. Cf . Apocalpyse XXI, 7-9; also psalm 113.
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Translated by D.S.C. committee. Cited by Bonch-Bruevich from Novitsky's
Doukhobors, their History and Faith (Kiev, 1882), and published in

Doukhobors, their Belief (Canora 1961)

.

Bonch-Bruevich suggests comparison with psalm 73 (not translated here)

and with a text 'Symbols of Faith*, published in Prayers (St, Peters-
-burg, 1890). The psalm opens with an excerpt from the Ninene Creed,
then moves on to a description of Doukhobor worship as symbolic anti-
-types to ecclesiastical institutions.

BEPyW BO E/lMHOrO BOrA OJUA, BCEjaEPJKMTEJl^, TOOPUA, KOTOPblf^ XAM COTBOP-
-44J1 HEBO H 3EMJK) H CBET HAM OTKPbin, TQMY Mbl M BEPYEM, TOMhl H nOf^JTOH.'^EMLl55

.

mmAi\^ Mbl Bory HCTumoMy \a ^xy HCTMHHOMy. rsmm Mom ko rocnojiy

B03BAX. r/lACOM MOMM KO TOCnO/iy nOMOTC-T. CnOBE/iyiO BOrA HEBEUHOrO, ?:co

EJTAr rpcnojh, "^v^o bo bek MwiocTb ha hac^ no m bce corPEiiiEHME ot-
-CATBJ15'ET. a Mb! nPH4Al|AEMC.^ KO CBfTbH EFO TAPiKAM, >KHB0TB0P51H^^ CTPAlll-

-mA, BESCMEPTMbM, XPHCTOBbM BO OCTABilEHME TPEXOB MOMX. XO/IWM Mbl B

mmo UEPKOBb BO E^IUHYIO, BQ}Kb!0, CB^iiyiO, COBOPHyiO, AnOCTOJIbCKYlO, KOTOPA-^I

ECTb COBPAHME MCTMHHblX XPHCTHAH, EE >KE rOCITO/lb BOr HAIU WCyC XPklCTOC

51BJ1EHME ^XA ISTB^^TOrO. CBnUEHHMKA UEBE ^MEEM RPABE/lHOrO, nPEHO/lOBHOrO,

HE CKBEPHOrO, HE SJlOBHOrO, KOTOPbI';i OTJiyMEH OT TPEIUHMKOB. OBPASy BOJiOSEMY

nOKJTOH?EMC51. HEOUEHEHhfcW 0BPA3;BHyTPH HAG. CMPET. . MKOHE nOK/lOMEMCf!
ECTECTBEHHOC^, CyUIECTBEHHOf^; C CBOErO CyUiECTBA nOKASblBAET CblH OTUA..

MKOHOCTAC UEPKOBHbiP^, OKPECT ^XOB\^Pi, - COBPAHUE MCTMHWX XPHCTHAH.
BprOPO/JMUy WEHyEM M nOM'/ITAEM BGEX CB.9TblX yPO/lHUKOB 5.Q);<11MX. M0JimC51

MJ BOry, KAK OUEBE, TAK H O BMrOBEPHOM UAPE, MOilMMCP M RPOCHM HA
MOJMTBAX: CnACM, rOCnOjlM^ BJIArOBEPHOrO UAP5^. OH BbllUE HAG BPAK ^MEET,
- ^EBA, KOTOPA53 ECTb BEMHOE B;1A}KEHGTB0E . A m UEBE 3AK0K HMEEM: nOMblGJbl

&fV\rMX flEJl, B TOM MEB'^ yTBEPWEM. B pyKOTBOPEHHYIO UEPKOBb XO/lMTb HE
;KEJ1AEM, PyKOTBOPEMtibiM^ HAnMGAHHi^M 0BPA3AM BAllR^ HE nOKJTOH^£MC51 . HOTa^
MTO OKA TJIEHHA^, HE BEMHA51, OT ^lEJl PyK MEHOBEMEHCKHX.

I believe in one God the Father, Almighty, the Creator, who made for us

the heavens and the earth and revealed to us the light, and in his we

believe and to him [we] bow do\^. We pray to the true God and the true

Spirit. With my voice I call to the Lord. With my voice will I pray to

the Lord. I profess the heavenly God, for the Lord is good, for his mercy
1

[is] for ever with us, through it he sets aside all [our] sins. For we

1. Cf. Psalms, CXVII, 2.
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take communion by [means of] his holy secrets, life-giving, awesome,

to
deathless, Christ-like in the taking-away of sins. We gd^God's church,

to the one, living, holy, ecumenical, apostolicfchurch] , which is the

assembly of true christians, that our Lord God Jesus Christ [by] Ms

appearance gathered, [that shines out], that he enlightened, that he

adorned with the gift of the Holy Spirit. We have a righteous priest
4

for ourselves, reverent, not defiled, [not ill-tempered], who keeps away
5

from sinners. We bow to the image of God. This priceless image shines
6

within us. We bow to the image [that is] natural, material; in his own
7

being the Son bears witness to the Father. The church iconostasls,

the spiritual community, - [is] ^:he gathering of true christians. We

call on the name of the Bearer-of-God, and we respect all God*s holy

chosen ones. We pray to God, as for us, so too for the righteous king.

He has a wedlock beyond ours - the Virgin, which is eternal blessedness.

But we have a law for ourselves; planning good deeds, to which we give

ourselves over. We do not desire to go into the church made by hands.

To your hand-made, painted images we do not bow down, because in them no

9
holiness do we see, nor salvation; we do not bow, because they are per-

-Ishable, not eternal, a work from the hand of man.

2. The eucharist.
3, or, sacraments; and so translators.
4. unobscene, translators.
5. pay homage, translators. Cf. the first bow of Molenyc t

6, lit,, icon. Cf. the third bow of the Molenye ; to the image of God
In man.

7. Cf . John VI, 46 & preceding.
8, That is, the Virgin: an eccesiastical idiom of frequent appearance,
9, a bow from the waist, as distinct from the preceding bows-to-the-eartl
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*

Psalm 75.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayof f . No data in Bonch-Bruevlch.

The references to 'scribes and pharisees* and their association with
'godlessness ' or 'lawlessness' OQCur as elements in the bodies of a

number of psalms. As will appear towards the end of this collection,
some psalms originate as other texts assimilated to the functions of
psalms. It is possible that texts such as this, and other short psalms,
have been excerpted, perhaps with expansion, from earlier long texts;

it is also possible, though there is at present no evidence, for shorter
psalms to be expanded into longer texts

.

BEPyEM Mbi EBAHfEJim BEMHOMy, KOTOPblt^ COTBOPMJl BCEMM MMPy CVn, CVmT
BCEX HEMECTklBHX, M305;iHMHT KH14)KHHK0B M 0APHCEEB Mb HEHECTUBblX.

We believe the everlasting Gospel, that which creates judgement for

1
the world, to judge all godlessness, to prove the scribes and pharisees

guilty of their godlessness,

1. The temple staff and political party described in the Gospels as

maintaining opposition to ther person and teachings of Jesus, and
ultimately conspiring in His crucifixion.





Psalm 76.
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Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data in Bonch-Bruevlch.

This psalm argues that the Eucharist may be held as a spiritual rather
than material sacrament. Stress is not upon the Elements, but upon the

divine Person, and on aftereffects that are more individual than communa
In quality,

,

npmm/KBACP. m ko xphctv, xejtaem ot heto noiiym/iTb hobyk) cuny,
BMrOMTb, BEK Wllb BJVKrO, nO-XPHCTMAHCK!4.

1

We have Communion with Christ, we desire to receive from Him a new

strength, blessing, to live a good life, as Christians*

1, or, we commune, Cheveldayoff, lit,. We take the Eucharist (passive)

.
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Psalm 78.

Translated by Cheveldayoff . Text received by Bonch-Bruevich from I.M,

Tregubov, and noted In a Chertkov publication o 1899. Also in
Doukhobors, Their Faith

,

(Canora 1961)

.

Compare also with psalm 313, for a different interpretation of *home*.

Mlllenarian elements in the psalm include the expressed desire for the
realization of the divine kingdom, and the terminal emphatic catalogue
of the virtues of the eternal home therein. Also noteworthy is the
defin^^ion of the soul as the essential p.erson, and the implication
that the soul ought to know of its divine provenance.

OTEHECTBOE K^IUE HE5ECH0E - HMEJl BW ? UE5E XPHCTMAHWM XA SEMHE? OTJyM
m BCE C HAMATM5: nPMH.-XOMlUM, BCE m nOmxaMlM, BCE MN 5Q>KECTBEHH>!. HE
ECTb H5M 3BM\P. OTEMECTBO, A MH ECTb CTPAHK/;KJ^ HA 3EMJ1E. TEJTO HAUE SEKT^^-

-HOE - HE ECTb MEJDBEK, A ECTb MEJIOBEK - ^IVUiA B TEJIE, - VM HE5ECI+^^^,

BCKECTBEHhfcti^; TEJTO }KE H^UJE BOSbMETC^' B OPAX, A ^vm OEPATMTCiR B OTEMECTBO
OBOE, rm HET XH CMEPTH, HA BE/M, HA B^AbU, HI HMMA, HM TWV^, ^ >0W!^^
TAM BEMhtW /lEHb, HEnPECTAHHYfl CBET!

Our heavenly homeland - I, a Christian, would have for myself on earth;

thence we all began, we were born, we are divine [in nature]. The earth

Is not our home, we are strangers on the earth. Our earthly body is not

a person - the person is a soul within the body, a heavenly, divine con-

rscience. Our earthly body will turn into dust, but the soul vrLll return

to its eternal home, where there is no death, no misery, no guilt, no
1

hunger, no thirst, but an everlasting day, unbroken light.

1. This word may also be translated 'world* in the sense of all that is

revealed by the light.



I
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Psalm 79.

Translated by Eli Popoff. No data in Boncb-Bruevich.

Eli Popoff notes "This psalm is sung and recited at funerals," Boncb-
-Bruevich notes that it is sung when Doukhobors go to the house of one

who is carried to burial. He also adds, with regard to the final phrase,
that "a person of mine on earth" is a current Doukhobor leader, and the

remaining Doukhobors are held to be the "pillar [reaching] to heaven."
The clause beginning "In the evening..." occurs as a Doukhobor prophecy
and is often taken [Field notes, 13/4/71] to refer to recent historical
experience of the sect. For example, the ^evening' was the declaration of

pacifism and vegetarianism; the 'midnight', the inauguration of the Com-
-munal life style; and subsequent sufferings; and the dawn' will involve
both a return to Mother Russia and, on a different level of interpretat-
-ion, the universal revelation and acceptance of the Doukhobors' ideals.

C0^EMC9.,m, BPATb?, UOJX/mBA, BO EZIMHYIO UEPKOBb COBOPHVIO, AnOCTOJlbCKYlO,

COTBOPm BPATbr, PAQOCTb AHrEJlbCKyn. C BEMEPA UEPKOBb OfPA^W^C^,
K no;iyHOMM ilEPKOBb OCBEUiAJTACc, K BEJIY CBETy UEPKOBb HA Uy/l K BOfY.
flPWlETAnH AHrEJlN Bp}KbM HO TOrO flYlDV MSnAMTEJlbCKyiO.q UOm^S^ TOO JX/IHV HA
nEHME.9 nOHEOlM TOfO mV K CAM(m XPl^CTV^ K BOPy HAlllEMyr BCTPEBAET TOW
ijyujy cfiM_rocrio/ib Bpr; ibi nmm, Mor /iyiha, nspAt^TE/icKA.^ - he imByt^
nPOPOK, VMEHI/IK XPHCTOB, ECTb V MEH9\ MEJIOBEK HA SEM/IE TAKOlT" JKE, KAK ;i.

KAK CTOJIB m HEBEC.

1
We will gather ourselves, brothers, and ponder, in the common church

assembly, apostolic; we will create, brothers, an angelic rejoicing. In

2
the evening, the church was on guard for itself, at midnight it was en-

-lightened, at dawn the church x^ent to judgement before God. Angels of

God came flying for this Israelite soul, they raised this soul with song,

they carried this soul to Christ himself, to our God; the Lord God him-

-self met this soul: Go, my soul, Israelite - no false prophet! - disciple
3

of Christ, [to My serene paradise] . [there] is a person of mine on earth,

such a one as I, like a pillar [reaching] to heaven.

1. Popoff reads 0/lHHyiO for E/JMHyiO (which is possible, allowing for mis-

hearing by Bonch-Bruevich, and so translates : 'one and only....'
2. on the defensive, Popoff.
3. Popoff 's gloss."
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Psalm 83.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

'We bow to the appearance of our Lord God.' - and, that is, not to icons
nor to ecclestiastical officials per se ; but indeed, upon due occasion,
to fellovT Doukhobors or other men, inasmuch as all men are held to share
in a certain portion, however hidden, of divinity. The word 05PA3,

here translated appearance , might in this context equally be given as:
image, form, likeness, or incarnation.

BOMCTMHy Nt' ECTb XFVCTMAHE, KJIAH^EMC? BO 05PA3 TOCnOM BOfA HAlilErO,

mo/CA YP]ACXA, a>':-iy EO^KbEMy^ uo/ieb^aem CBfTa^ sakoh E_ro.

Truly we are christians, we bow to the appearance of our Lord God,

Jesus Christ, to God's Son, we keep His holy laws.





' Psalm 84.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data on Bonch-Bruevich.

(An elaboration of I Corinthians, VI, 19).

HE ECTb IM BAUJE TEJIO XPm ^IXY MOEMY? ^VX BO?KHi^ mBET B BAC VI OmB-
-OTBOPPET B BAC; UPiW K nOPiOJKy B BAC, Bb! BV/IETE MOM CbW H
41|EnH, A 51 BAliJ 0TEI4.

Is not your body a temple of viy Spirit? The Spirit of God dwells

with [-in] you and revives you; I will come to you, I will walk with

you, you shall be my sons and daughters, and I your father.
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Psalm 87.

Translated by Eli Popoff. No data In Bonch-Bruevich. Recorded by Pea-
-cock at Brilliant, June 1963, and in Kamsack, Sask, June 1964.

Popoff notes: "A psaln popularly recited, but not sung as often. It ex-
-plains fairly well the Doukhobor conception of God, and basically out

of it flows the popular Hymn The Temple of the Living; God ." Since the
time of Bonch-Bruevich, a number of minor changes have occured, some
being annotated below, but most consist merely of adjustments of dialect.
The psalm centres about two paramount Doukhobor doctrines: the experience
of suffering, and the close presence of God within the individual believ-
-er and the believing connnunity. The psalm draws (as repeated below from
Bonch-Bruevich* notes) from several scriptural passages.

npn3PM MEHP rpcnom n noMnjyn, no cy/^bBE- jtob-^mx mp. tboe, Mf^ /lEPMsy
OTPOKy TBOEMy^ CilAUl/l Chm, riABA TBOErO, COTBOPVI CO MHOiO SmAEmE BO
BmrE. P hbHE B CKOPB'X K^O>KyCP, MBO P HPm:^]] UEMAJlb 0 rPEUJHUICAX,

OCTABJVWU'.HX 3AK0H TBOf^. BUE BIWIME MEHfi nOPYrAiOT MEH?, mBAiOT fOrOQmA
CBO^M M nPOCTMPAfOT PyKY CBOH K SOm ^Vym^V - MHE XE CKA3AH0 OnPABMHME
TBOE M P 3m0 MECTO RPHlUECTBHf! TBOEfO. P. B03BEIW) BUE My/IECA TBOI/! H
rOBOPK) BCEM, mo _B HAIU HE VJ^EPmA HEBEC/^M, m HO/l-HEBECA'^^^i HMKO^f^H

XPAMAMH.?! BOr KAUJ CAM CE5E MECTO, OH HPEBblSAET CA^ B C^BE, B PASyMHOM
COTECTBE. HAMHAME BOr J105MT mJb B J\V\11AX H CEP/IUAX MEJDBEMECKHX, B
/K)/j'^iiMx u\ BEPyaifyx b HEro!^ kto mb\ bepho cny/m m kto w^ieet uepkobb
HEPyKOTBOPEHHY/O ^ MECTO CEJIEHAH CPABH EfO. TAK TJlArO/lET TOCnO/lb: Bb!

ECTb XEPKOBb BOrA JKHBOrO. P BCEJDU? B BAC H yKPEHIWUb B BAC; Eyj2y EAWM
BOrOM, A BW ByjlETE JTO/^UMM MOmA, TEM H CTOPI/IETE OT CPE^Jb' M^PA. TAK
rjiATOJiET rocnoi^b: k hemi^ctote mx heu nPMtcACATiTECb, TorM P npmv bac h
By/iy BAM OTEU, A Bbl By^QETE MOl^ CblHb! M ZliiEPH. 14TAK, HMEKIHHE OBETOBAMME
MOE, B03m)5EHH:,'E^ UPAQEW.E, OMUCTMTECP OTO BC;=KOf^ CKBEPHOM HX HEP^, 0-
-/{JXOTBEPHTECb ^XCM ICBFlhM H }KMBETE CO CSPJh:m MOmi^,

1
Take care of me. Lord, and forgive [me], according to the case of [all]

lovers of Your name; give help to Your young one, save Your son. Your
2

servant, made from me a sign of blessing. I am not found [to be] in

3
sorrow, for I accepted the sorrow of the sinners, of [those that] abandoned

1. lit., fate.
2. hand of reverence, Popoff.
3. they accepted sorrow from the Lord for me, earlier reading (?).
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Your law. All who look on me put me to scorn, they nod their heads
5

and stretch out their hands to a strange god* But Your justification

was told to me, and I know the place of Your coming. I proclaim all

Your miracles and I say to all, that our God is not confined to the
6

heavens, nor wider the heavens, in any temples; our God [is] an all-
7

-encompassing being; He Himself is throughout all that is Pis, made in

Ills]mind. Even more God loves to live in the souls and hearts of men,

in [those who] love and [those who] are loyal to Him; who serve Him

faithfully and who have a church not-made-by-hands - the place of the

home of His glory. Thus says the Lord: You are the church of the liv-

-Ing God. I shall make my home in you and I shall put strength in you;
8

I shall be your God, and you will be My people, and you will be separate
9

from the world around. Thus says the Lord: Do not be touched by their
10

uncleanness, then I will come to you and will be your Father, and you

will be }/ty sons and daughters. So, having My promise, well-beloved,
11 12

righteous ones, cleanse yourselves of all their foulness, be inspired
13 14

by the Holy Spirit, and live with My saints.

4. Cf . Psalms, XXII, 6-7.

5. deliverance, Popoff.
6. phrase does hot appear in earlier text,

7. So Popoff reads. Lit.: God himself is his own place?
8. Cf. Jeremiah, VII, 23.

9. *you* replaces * excellent ones* in earlier text. Uncleanness of World
10. foul flesh, earlier text. Popoff,
11. Isaiah LII, 11.

12. rejuvenated, Popoff.
13. ...and go spiritually with my own saints, in earlier text.
14. Cf,:(a) II Corinthians VI, 16 - 18

(b) Leviticus XXVI, 11, 12.





Psalm 88.
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Translated by D.S.C. committee. No data in Bonch-Bruevich. Published
in Doukhobors. Their Faith . (Canora 1961)

.

An assemblage of scriptural sentences summarizing aspects of God's
nature, and an affirmation of Doukhobor styles of prayer

TAKO rJV\ro;iET rOCnOj[lb:HE50 - nPECTOJl MOi^; 3EMJ1P - nOilHO>Kl/IE HOr yOAK.
KAKOPi ROM MOP), KAKOE MEUTO nOHKUlA MOEfO, BO CUP COTBOPM PYKA MOj?.

HA KOrO BO33P10: HA KPOTKOrO, HA MO-HMA/lOBOrO, TPEnEUiyillErO CJTOBEC MOMX.
EJ1M30K rOCnO/Ib COKPyiUEHHbM CEPjlU/^, CMMPEHHblX JX/XOA - CRACET. AllE KTO
BO/io mmo TBOPUT, Toro m 5or nocnymAET. bsihee hepykotbopehhoe b

I4EPKBAX HE mSET, M HH)KE OT PYK MEJIOBEMEHCKMX nPl^BMJlOT PO}^£lEHME.

nnOTCKOE KPEliJEHUE - HEUCTUHHOOE M0J1EHME; MACTOE mXMAE - BEUH PA^JOTCP,

A Mw Moni^^cp Bory E;Qi/.HOMy, coTBOPiUEMy HEBO n 3EMIK). Bor ECTI4 /jyx, Bor
ECTb C/10B0, BOr ECTb ME;10BEK51 J]pC10mO Bp™ HCTHHHOMy M ^Xy nCTUHHOMy
MOJlHTbCP M lOlAHqTbC^.

Thus says the Lord: the heavens - my throne; the earth - a stool for my

feet. Such [is] my home, such my resting place, such [as is] made by
1 2

ray own hand. Upon whom do I look? upon the meek, upon the quiet, tremb-

-llng at my words. Near is the Lord to broken hearts, the humble in

spirit - he will save. For who does the Lord's will, the same will God

hearken to. The Supreme, not in hand-built churches does he dwell, and

below they [only] receive things borne from the hand of man. Fleshly
3

baptism - [is] not true prayer; hand gestures -[by them] demons are de-

-lighted, but we pray to the one God, creator of heaven and earth. God
4

Is spirit, God is the word, God is [a] man; to the worthy true God and
5

the true spirit V7e pray and bow ourselves doT<m.

1. obscure clause.
2. Whom do I seek, trans laters.
3. ecclesiastical gestures, blessings, etc. Of, psalm 6, Variant , C63)

.

4» the incarnate God, Christ,

5f a shallow bow.
*





Psalm 91.
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Translated by Eli Popoff . No data in Bonch-Bruevich. Recorded by Pea-
-cock in Grand Forks, July 1963, and published with a recording - see
Peacock 1970, p. 23.

Popoff notes: "Fundamental Doukbobor psalm used for all occasions.* the
psalm has an exuberant quality, generally achieved by the piling-up of

enthralling concepts: one is occasionally warned by Doukhobors that this
characteristic may be expected to lead to misunderstanding of either con
-tent or syntax(Field notes, 22-23/5/71). Accordingly, in preparing the

translation it has been necessary to introduce additional full stops.
There are few other psalms that, as it were, stand back from a religious
event and comment upon it in such an introspective fashion. The virtues
of the singing of psalms include persona blessings and community bless-
-ings (e.g., 'it builds the high pillar*), as well as direct honour to

the Lord.

nEHUE nCAHMOB - JX/'<11NA HAlUm yKPAClBiME. AHrEJlOB HA nOMOlJ.b nPMSblBATb -

- OTKEHFET TbMy^ COj^EBAET CB.'^.TblKO MEJIOBEIC/ HA- YKPEnjlEHl^E VMA, SAfJlAX-

-MBAET rPEXH, nOZiOBHO ECTb NUTiOCTb CB°TK'X, nPMBABJl.^ET BEPbl^ HAJ\Em^ M
JK)50Bb^ 51K0 C0;THL1E nPOCBBJiAET^ TAKO BO/iO?^ OM'/lllAET, P.KO OrOHb OnAHf'ET,

EJIEEM yyjm.EJ, EJIEf^ ECTb NUHOCEP/lUE^ JKPEBl^ BECEJIM^, MACTb ECTb
AHfEnOB ^i3BPAHHAF, CBUPEHCTBO OTrOH;;ET, BC^iKYlO .'IPOCTb VTMLIJAET, B OFOHb
COKPyUIAET; XBAM SC?hP HEHPECTAHHO ECTb; nO/;05HO ECTb tAEJUy HEHbE
^CA^^X}B; HECHM H35PAHHr!E ECTb UEPEJi BOfOM; BCPK TPEX OTTOHMT^ COOS
JIOBBH COZlPyXAET, BC55 HPl^O/MT, BC? HCnOHIT, BC^ ROJiyMMT M BCP nOKASYET
JX/\iiy BEJl'iO) bICTA OMMilAET, [\EPmE BECEJi^TT; CTOJIH BhXOK COSIWET, MEJtO-

-BEKA nPOCBEll'AET, M'/BCTBH^^ OTBEPKAET^ BC5=K0E 3J10 YBMBAET; COBEPUiEHHbM
nOKASyET^ AHE KTO l^KEET RAM^iTb H mSOBh, TAKO^K^IE B05^3Hb; XBAM S0m9.
HE OTRACTb }KE HE Ky/IA; B nOCSlEA REPE/I BOrOM B03PA;iyETC5l; TMUJMHA VhVk

ECTb BECTHMK MMPy; nCAJMbl MO;i.^T BO fPPJXyiim, B03/lAiOT B HACTOHJIHX;
KAJOTCin 0 MUHyBlUHX, 0 BJTATMX j^EJl PAjmiCP; PA^lOCTb HEBECHOrO UAPCTH^
BCn015WT; MEPEZiyET nEHUE HCATiMOB MHOrVlX, M A}KE B3bICKyET }KE HPAB/iy
nPOTHS ^Ib'^BO/lbCKMX CKn, CBETJTOCTb HCTUHHyK) nOKA3yET, CTAPq/V^ yCHEXA^
lOHOUiflM yKPAliJEHME, yMA ECTb CTAPMUTA?! CAMOfO XPMCTA BOfA; nOMOrAailMi^,

J3/^ym^ cm VCTA, nPOPOMECia^E yCTABbl; lUtATEJlbHO" 3ABCErM MOmibCP
HAyMy; EMy XE ECTb XBAAA M MECTb, BE/l'/IMECTBO^ BJTArOBOJlEH^iE, CBETJlOCTb,
nPEMy/lPOCTb^ BJIArO;iAPEHME, CH/IEH M KPEHOK.

The singing of psalms - adornment to our souls. It brings angelo to

our help - drives away darkness, creates holiness, strength for the

mind of man, effaces sin. It is like the charity of saints; it in-

-cre^ses faith, hope, and love. As sunlight it lightens, and as water
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it cleans; though like fire it scorches, [yet] like holy oil it anoints.

the devil it shames, God it reveals, fleshly desire it quells. It is

like the [holy] oil of charity, destiny rejoicing, an honouring of

chosen angels, it drives out ferocity, it quietens all kinds of rage

and shatters wrath, it is unceasing praise to God. It is like honey -

1
-the singing of psalms! The songs of the chosen are before God, It

drives away all sin, it teaches all, it reveals all, it honours the

soul, it cleanses the sense and gladdens the heart, it builds the high
2

pillar, it enlightens man, it casts out the senses, it destroys all evil,

it reveals perfection. T'Thoever has [within himself] memory and love,

also fear and praise of God in his heart, he shall never fall away [nor

perish], but after all he shall make merry, always in prayer before God.

Serenity of mind - it is the proclamation of peace. Psalms pray for the

future, give praise for the present, repent of the past, rejoice for

good deeds, with gladness they recall the kingdom of heaven. In turns
3

by psalm-singing - the great shield of truth is thrust against devilish
4

power. The brightness of truth shows [itself] , to the old - comfort;

but to the young - beauty, perfection of the mind, Christ himself -

5
God*8 work, helping, giving to the tongue prophetic power, these very

psalms, established by the lips of prophets [of old], carefully teach

[us] always to pray. [In the singing of psalms] there is praise and

honour to God, greatness, goodwill, radiance, wisdom and thanksgiving,

power and a safe place beside the Lord.

1 ? read 'elect'
2, New feelings it brings out, Popoff.
3, The term implies antiphony.
4. reveals all, Popoff. or, appears,
5. or, the nation, the people, as a possible alternative.
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Psalm 99.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayof f . No data in Bonch-Bruevlch.

This psalm Is essentially a paraphrase of an apocalyptic passage in

Matthew, XXIV, 29,30.

BV/IET nOCJlEXlHUPi /JEHb; rMrOJIET TOCnO/lb: HSOJlbK) OT ^VXA MOEfO HA BC51KyiO

rinOTb, nPOPEKy H JOW MY/IECA ha HEBECE tope H SH/^MEHME ha SEMJIE HUSbl;

KPOBb M OrOHb - KYPEHl/iE Z^!MA; COJIHUE nPHJlOMTC.q BO TbMy, A JIVHA B

KPOBb, nPDKIQE ;i/VKE HE nPt^"lTM Bbl mO TOCnOjElHEMy nPEBEJIUKOMY M HPEC-
-B5W[EHH0My M BVm^ TOT /JEHb^ kPKE A}KE KTO HPHSOBET MMil RXnO/lMEE TOT
M CnACETC5?.

The last day will come; the Lord says: I shall pour fire from my

spirit upon all flesh, I will prophesy and do miracles in the mount-

-ain of heaven, and signs in the plains of the earth; bloodshed and
1

fire - smoking vapours; the sun will not shine, the moon[will be

covered]- in blood, even before the coming of the Lord's day, great

and most holy; and it shall be that day, that whoever calls the

Lord's name, that one will be saved.

1. This and preceding clause omitted by translator.
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Psalm 113.

Translated by Eli Popoff. No data In Bonch-Bruevich.

The psalm is in part composed of excerpts from tbe Apocalypse, IV, 6-8,

and XII, 9-11, as Bonch-Bruevich footnotes. Popoff notes: "A very old
Doukhobor psalm going back to their undated origin, its own origin
now lost. Its melody is very drax^ out and intricate and is preserv-
-ed only among older folk. It is sung at regular and commemorative
prayer services." The latter service mentioned is the Commemoration,
which takes place six weeks after burial and on death anniversaries
annually thereafter. The psalm in that context, would assert the
justification of the dead as a believer. (Recorded in Brilliant by
Peacock, July 1963).

KAET rocno;ib hobepx Boa/iyxA, OTBEPmyji ot cep/iua ceoEro; oiKpyeAET-
imm c HE5EI4H, nPOCJiAB;i5:ETC5; roPA choh. rMro;^OET rpcno^ib

PAEm CBom: hpxtpox pbium mom becb /iehb k jwatm HEnoKOPfaiK-iC5^,

nPOTMBHbl HM rjlAron^I. BOSBEUIAET: PASYM BHCTB m ha OBJll/IMEHbE, j9mo
m BbiaET. M50 CB5^T TOCnO^b 50r .,BCE^EP}KVITEnb^ VCKWA CVmr H BO
BEK ByjXET, CKOPO HE5ECA OTBOP5'TC51, AHfEJlb! BO^KbM nOHECYT nPECTOJl

CTPAUJEH HE METhlPEX )KHBOTI-blX. POCTAB^^T nPECTOJl nOCPE/lM CEKTM C
TPyBhfclM rJV\COM BEJlMKm. TOW BCE KHMm >KHB0T1-KE OTKPOiOT YCTA CBOM,
A 0/lHA KHMfA OTKPOETCr, OHE ECTb KHMfA JKH3HM, CVJl HPl^ET. TOfM
MpIXAEJI APXAHrEJl BOCTPyBET TPyBOiO BEJIMKOO, C0M'/H4T BPAHb CO SMEEM
^PEBH^M. nOBE/lMT 3ME? /IPEBHEfO >KMBbM HMCAHbEf^. CBEPrHET CATAHy C

nPECTOJlA, PASPymi nPECIO/l CATAHMHCm"^, norMBET CJV\BA J\b9B0J]A.,

jorm vsppT ETO uap^h, nPKayi KH?!3b^ M noicnoH?TC5; my sa mcrojihehme
cnoBA rocnojiHEro5i noiowy, bepeh ibi, cb^itopi MSPAi^jib, mcbpaji teb.^

£0Cn0;ib M TbI B/lAjilEElUb ^qEPJiCflBOO MOPCKOO M BOBMyiliAELib BCE BOJThfcl EfO.

1
Our Lord walks without touching thei earth, opening up his heart, a

2

wonder of heaven is revealed. Mount Zion is honoured. The Lord

speaks to "his people: [I am here] with My arms outstretched all day
3

[long] to unrepentant people, - enemies of his word. He prophesied:

reason itself will judge them, it will become unbearable for them.

1. lit., above the air-surface.
2. floating phrase.
3. to whom his teachings seemed unacceptable, Popoff.





For the holy Lord God, All-creator, was the [sole] judge from time

Immemorial and shall be forever. Soon [the secrets of] heaven will

be opened, the angels of God will carry forth the throne upon four

dreadful beasts. They shall place the throne in the earth's midst

with great sounding of trumpets. Then shall all the living booTcs

open their mouths, but one book shall be opened, which is the book of

5

life, it shall direct the judgement. Then Michael the Archangel

shall sound his great trumpet, he shall do battle with the serpent of

old. He shall defeat the serpent of old with the living scriptures.

He shall tumble Satan from the throne, he shall smash Satan's throne
6

utterly, the devil's glory shall perish. Then the kings shall behold

him, the princes shall come and bow deeply before him for fulfilling

the word of the Lord; therefore you [are] faithful, 0 holy Israel,

chosen of your Lord, and you shall have power over the sea [of mult-
7 8

-itudes], and shall gain power over all its waves.

4. gloss.
5. govern all, Popoff.
6. smite... to smithereens, Popoff.
7. gloss, following traditional interpretation of apocalyptic 'sea'

8. be in a position to influence the wherewithal, Popoff.
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Psalm 123 .

Translated in part by Eli Popoff; and by Lucy Kazakoff & Anna Gatt-
-Inger. Bonch-Bruevich cites for comparison a hymn published by

Varentson in 1880. Recorded by Peacock in Grand Forks, July 1963,

Popoff notes: ''This psalm is one of the few remaining among the Doukho-
-^bors that reflects the spirit of the Old Testament. It is seldom,
If ever, read at prayer services, but its melody is still so well
liked that it remains popular to this day even among younger groups."
The psalm indeed has a peculiarly precise and vindictive view of the

sufferings of the damned, though the origin and rationale of the
specific punishments cited is quite obscure. Popoff implies that the
psalm is used muscially rather than doctrinally; and the version he
translates - unfortunately a Russian text is not available - differs
widely from the text herewith from Bonch-Bruevich. Essentially, the
closing repetition, as a prayer, of the opening lines is dropped: the

judged come together to judgement, rather than consecutively: and the

litany of penalties is deleted. Obviously, the text as current has
come under conscious and careful revision by authority. The rhythmic
structure of what I have referred to as the 'litany of penalties' is

marked, and uncommon in most psalm texts; this attribute, combined
with "the spirit of the Old Testament" make it possible that the
psalm was adopted from some Orthodox devotion.

• .

BOCKPECHET BOr, BOSHECETC^ PVKA EfO JjP HEBA; CVJlhVl K CV/IbrM FPPJiyT}

PKO COJIHUA nPABE^lHbi?^ C BOCTOMHOi^ CTOPOi-y klOVT BEPH>'E dlAGAjaUME,

TPWWII^IE; 07 SAHAmO^ CTOPOhW KOVT TPEi^'E, PAEM 5E33AK0HHbIE

.

PEMET m A rocno/ib m rMro/iEi: B3bwiE bpatvi b oroHb - Myicy bemf-kso;

no;irn5Af^TE bc^k 3A cbom msvK. yriAnn rPEmAm ha mib-o'py cemho.
ox, BhI, OTUbl HAlllM, MATEPUl HA MTO Bb! HAC CnOPO/Kr^?f*M BM 3;iOP! MYKH
nPE/lBEMHyiO, HE BmESM. nOC;iA.n rOCnOZlb rPEUJHUKOB ha t^\Q/ BEMHyiO, HA
MYKV PASRAHHW, HhFM BV/lf. rPEmUK/^M, CyjlhFM-BJ]ACJA^A HeWOCTMBbM -

- AJh^, MECTA rjiyBOKPIE, nPOnACTM,— TO ^AA BVJ\r, MyKA BEHHAf., mibE
BEKOBEMHOE. MHhM By/l^ rPE\nmKAM, CPEBPOJI-OBUAM - HCTOMHMK/V^ - MEPBH
MM OrHEHHblE, MEPBM F/lOBMTb'E, - TO m EVJ]^. MVKA BEMKAf, }KMTbE BEKO-
-BEMHOE. MHbM ByjOT TPEIUHHKAM, mmViKAiA, HEHPABE/lHr-M yMMTEJ15^M, -

- OrOHb MM, rOPFMEE njlAM^ HEyrAWOE, - TO m EVn'^ f-iyiCA BEUHA5',

mibE BEKOBEMHOE. \AhUA SyjX"^ rPEUirt^K/V/, BJiy^lHMK/V^-nPEJTOBO^lE^^M -

REMM m }KAPKME, HPMTBOPb! }KEJ1E3WE, - TO BV^'^ MyKA BEMHAP, }KMTbE

BEKOBEMHOE. MHbM By/1'^ TPEIUHI/IK/V^, }KEHAM-B;Ty;iHMLlAM, MOWIEHUEB
ryBMTEJlbHM'OAM - 3MEM MM WlhlE, CEP^lUA EbfCACyKHiME, - TO MM ^yj\P.

MyKA BEMH^", mibE BEKOBEMHOE. . MH^M EVJX'^ fPElllWKAy., MfPyHAM, .

rUlFCyH^ - PEKM MM OrHEHHblE, rUlA^ HEWrAG't-^E, - TO m SVJXP^

MyKA BEMHAP, JKMTbE BEKOBEMHOE. MH^H Byjl'=' TPEIUHMKAM, BOPAM-
-PA3BO0^HMKAM - /JOMbl MM TOPKbKME, MOPOSbl m JTSOblE, 3yBHA;: CKPbDiWfcr,
- TO By^l^l MyKA BEMKA>P, m^bE BEKOBEMHOE. BATKDIUKA TW mUJ,
HEBECHbP UAPb, TO TBOi^ CVJ}, UPmEJ] HE ilO^H-^; Cy/IbM K Cy/l^M TPP/iyT;
51K0 C0J1H14A nPABE/lHcIE, C BOCTOMHC^ CTOPOM^I IWT BEPi-b'E, CnACAiai',ME,
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TPbPWJCmHE/ BCTPEMAET TOCnO/lb M rJV\rOJlET MM: BM [WJE, MOM
BEPI+IE, CnACAKlHME M TPbt>Wai!ME, PAf^CKME BAM /IBEPM 0TBEP3A'0TC?;

nPECBEml^ PAf^ BAM KPACYETCP; nt4!lA BAM MPWETCF. BATOUJKA TW HAUl^

HEBECHblPI UAPb TO 1B\A CV/l HPMMEJl HE JTOJKHblPI, BE BEKM BEKOB AMMHb.

God shall arise. He shall lift His arm to the sky: the judge is

1

coming to judgement. Like the sun, the righteous come irom the
2

Eastward quarter, the redeemers, the workers; from the Westward

quarter come the sinners, the slaves of lawlessness. The Lord

.speaks and says: Depart, [my] enemies, into flame - eternal torment;

perish, each one, for your deeds. The sinners fall down upon mother
3

green earth. 0, you, our fathers [and] mothers I Why did you give

birth to us? We would not have seen such angry torment. The Lord

sent the sinners to eternal torment, to diverse torments.

For some' sinners [there] will be - the merciless judges - hell,

everlasting deep pits - [there] will be eternal suffering for them,

to dwell there forever.

For some sinners - the lovers of money, the usurers - [there] will

be fiery worms, venomous worms for them - [there]will be eternal

suffering, therein ever to dwell.

For some sinners - the scribes, false teachers - [there] will be the

fire, ever-burning flames for them - [there] will be eternal suffering,

therein ever to dwell.

For some sinners - the lustful, the adulterers - [There]will be a hot

oven with iron doors for them - [there] will be eternal suffering,

1. which also is righteous inasmuch as it shines equally upon all,
2. workers of salvation, parallel to slaves of lawlessness?
3. Chthonic figure - 'Mother Nature.' CblPhW carries the sense of

*damp, green, virgin/unused, natural, fertile.





therein ever to dwell.

For some sinners - the faithless wives, the destroyers of infants -

[there] will be fierce serpents for them, sucking dry the heart -

(there) will be eternal suffering, therein ever to dwell.

For some sinners - the guilty, the cardsharps - [there] will be

ever-boiling tar in huge kettles for them - [there] will be eternal

suffering, therein ever to dwell. .

For some sinners - the thieves, the bandits - (there]will be houses
A

of bitterness, with bitter frost, gnashing teeth for them - [there]

will be eternal suffering, therein ever to dwell.

You our Father, heavenly king, your judgement was not false; judges

coming before judges; like the sun, the righteous come from the

Eastward quarter, the true [believers], the redeemers, the workers,

the Lord meets [them] and says to them: Go you, my true [believers],

redeemers and workers, the gates of paradise are open for you; the

brightest paradise is adorned for you; food is freely given to you.

5

You our Father, heavenly king, your true judgement came to pass, for

ever and ever amen.

A. very archaic phrase.
5. lit., not-false.
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Psalm 130.

Translated by Eli Popoff. No data in Bonch-Bruevich. Recorded by

Peacock in Grand Forks, July 1963.

Popoff merely notes: "This psalm is sung and recited at prayer meetings
and other occasions." It might be presumed that the appearance of a

good number of psalms and psalm-references to the Last Judgement indic-
ates a desire to establish, for millenariaa believers, a body of rel-
-iable doctrine assuring them of their redeemed status in so drastic
an event, the more so since it might (depending upon private views) be
expected at any time, or be symbolically experienced through history.

BATniUKA TbI HAUJ HEBEUhbW UAPb, nPE;QBEMhfiP1 BOr, B03BECTH Tb! KAM CBOE-
-CJIOBO B CVJXE. nPABEj[lHOM^ B KOTOPbiPi /lEHb HAC, BATTOlliKA C^mTb BV/lElilb?

MdI TOrO BPEMEHH CTAHEM WTb M TOTOBl^TbC^! . TOJlbKO CTPAUIEH HAM ECTb
AHTV10X BE CB'^TaM TBOEM HMCAHUH . OH 3EJX) mihP[ B03CTAJ1 ECTb HA PABOB
TBOHX. OH XOMET HAC OTJiyMMTb OT JK)5BH BpJKHEl^, OT BEMHOrO BECEJW.':,

or UAPCTBA HEBECHOrO. OH XOMET nOrWByTb HAC B MyKE BEMKDE. MTO
B03rOBOPHT HAllJ BATIOIUKA, HEBECHblPi UAPb: nOTEPHUTE /JPym MOM BOBm^lE;
KTO jlb.'^BOJTA nPE/lBOPET, TOT nPMHET UEBE BEHEI4 BE%^^ OT TOCnOM. MEfO

PAQkJ nonycTMJi rocno/ib jhPBOs\A BOESATb ha^ metobekamm no bceci semjim?

- otbet Mom msFwm ot rocnoM: MTOBbi npABE^ihbE v^cnoBEjh^EAm
rocnoM BorA cboefo, bicE/r^jiMCb Bbi nPABE/iHbiE u mixoA eto bo mecto
nPECBETJIOE, BO UAPCTBME HE5ECH0E. nPABEill-b'E nvm OHM WT UEBE
BOJTbUjE TOrO PA^OCTM^ MTBbI nPHH51Tb VtA BEHEI4 BEHH^Pl OT rOCnOj:iA, A
rPEiiiht'E jx/m om cyTb bo TbME xozi<^t, om ma'ot cebe ckopo?^ nornBEjin^

XE By;iET m OBPAijiEHb.S BE BEK BEKOB. HOmBA^^TE B MyKE BEMHOE 3A
CBOM mSVK.

1
Father, you our heavenly king, everlasting God, tell us plainly

Your own word regarding the righteous judgement, in which day. Father,
2

will You judge us? We will wait at the camps (?) for that time and
3

[will] make ready [for it].t Our only fear is [of] Antioch [told of]

In Your holy writings. He opened his mouth fiercely, he is [the one
A

that] rose up against your servants. He wants to cut us off from the

1. or, proclaim; make known, Popoff.
2. ? Reference to the Israelites in the (exodus) Wilderness?
3. Antiochus, a figure of the Antichrist. Of. II Maccabees, IV - XI;

and psalm 166.
4. ?? or, rose up to devour your servants??
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love of God, from eternal happiness, from the kingdom of Heaven. He

wants to plunge us into eternal torment. [To] which our Father

answers back, the heavenly king: Be patient, my beloved friends; who
5

overcomes the devil, that one will get an eternal croxm for himself

from the Lord. For what reason did the Lord allow the devil to make

war upon mankind throughout all the earth? - and answer to his loved

ones from the Lord: So that the righteous will [bear] witness of the
6

Lord their God, the righteous will gain strength from His presence

in the place ot great light, of the kingdom of heaven. The righteous

souls, they wait for that great gladness, that they should get eternal

crowns for thenselves from the Lord, but the sinful souls, they will

have to walk into darkness, they do not look for their sudden ruin,

there will be no turning for them for ever and ever. They will perish

in eternal torment for their deeds

.

5. I read nP^ET where Bonch-Bruevich prints nPHT^.ET,

6. lit., face, countenance.
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Psalm 138.

Translated by Ell Popoff, and published In his Historical Exposition... ,

Grand Forks 1964. Bonch-Bruevich notes that the psalm was recorded by

A.M. Bodlanski, but gives no other data.

*Be Devout* also appears in the Statute (Salmo 1967) of the (Independ-

-ent) Doukhobor Society of Canada and their 1961 Doukhobors, Their Faith .

Popoff attributes it to Pobirohin. It is perhaps, at least at present,
the one indispensable psalm as regards personal standards and their in-

-culcatlon. It remains strong in tradition: it is customarily delivered
to young people at their wedding, by parents, and has been so heard
(Field notes, 5/6/71). The Russian-language recitation was followed by
an English reading from the 1961 pamphlet. 'Be Devout' is a gnomic
text, consisting of some three internal divisions of advice couc?ied in
proverbial terms. The first advises regarding habitual behaviour;
the second regards mental attitudes, and . interpersonal relations
are the concern of the third. The values are somewhat puritanical,
stressing abstinence and submlssiveness . The psalm is a resource of
epigrams that have been heard in isolation on one or two occasions.

BbWb EMTOMECTHB. ynOBAfI m SOFA, EfO BCEM CEP;mEM. VCEP/IEH

BV^b KO CB-^TOPi ErO UEPKBH. BCE EfO yCTAHOBJIEHM.^ CB5^T0 nOMMTAPI M
xPAHi^. cjiE^yPi ;io5po/iete;]h^ yms^pm^ hpopokob. svjih pasymeh. bshpac^

•

HA KOHEU. OCMATPMBAn CPE^ICTBA. HE ynVCKM K MECTHhlM /lEJlAM CSWWi.
HMMErO BE3 PA3Cy}VlEHH,'' HE HAMMHAP1, M C PASCOTEHHEM HE CHEIUM; HE BVJlb

M^EH, HO nPM CJiyMAE BPEMP; HE BC^KOMY CJIYXY BEPb. HE BCE, MTO
BtWlUb, msm^ HE BI4E, MTO MO}KElUb,/lEJTAP^, HO TOKMO TO, MTO ^lOJPKHO.

MErO HE SHAEUJb, HE VTQEPm^ M HE OTPHUAPi, HAHJIAME BOnPOCN, TOfM
BVilElUb BJlArOPA3YMEH. BYjElb B03ilEP>KAH. BE3 AHKAHJ^ nUIlM HE YnOTPEB/l^^fl

.

BE3 )mm HE nEP\, ho M to MA/10, no HY^mE. BOJIEE nb-HCTBA, 9K0
AQA YBEnrAi^. OT HEB03;iEP>KAHM>l ROWETCP B0J1E3Hb, OT B0J1E3HH - CMEPTb.
B03jaEP?KAHhfc!E WlBVl 3;iPAB0, /lOJirOBEMHOE M XOPOUJO. BYjlb KPOTOK, HE
nP0ZlEP3JlMB, BOJlblUE MOJIMAJIMB, HE DKE/IM TOBOP/IUB. KOfM KTO TEBE
rOBOPUT, MOJIMH. KOrM KTO TEBE CKA3bIBAET, CmmPi, KOTO KTO TEBE
nPHKA3b!BAET - nOBYHKlI^CP; HE XBACTAPi. XE BY^lb YHPE/inPEHMMHB, TOP/J.
KG BCEM BY/lb JTACKOB, M HE KOMY HE EYJlb mCKATEJlEM. TAIOKE BY^lb M
CnPABE/UlMB, MYXOrO HE XEMP1, KOJIbMM OAME HE KPAJh . A B MEM HMEEllJb

HWIY - aiCKMBAP^ TPy/lOM. B BE^OCTM HPOUM, D^SM MQYT HPW, TAK}KE

Syjh M BMrOMPEH. MTO B 3APlMbI B3'^J1 - OT/lAi^i, OCTABilPPi nPA3;iH0CTb
/lEHMBbM. E}KEJ1H BEMElUb, MTO HAMATb, MCnblTAi^i m]EPEn CBO[^ CKHbl,

nOTOM nPO/lOiPM, he OCTAHABJIMBATiC.^. B HECMACTBH HE YHblBAn, A B CMACTbH
HE PA3CJlAB;i['1BAn. CKY/lOCTb HOMMTAPi. CMATEPH 0CTP0>KH^IE ECTb BE3;iMMmE
CJIYMAEM MACTO HEM^lAnbHblE . ) MTO TPEHEJlMBblE CHOC-T, 0 TOM MAnOjElYlUHblE

BO3;jblXAI0T, rUlAMUT H PblMlOT, BYJ^b BJTArOCIUlOHEH M MMJlOCTb. nPOC^^llEMY
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EXCEJTH mEEinb, A BE^OMY nOMOm, DKEOM MOXEUJb. OCKOPBHJl 7lH KTO
TE55? - nPOCTH EMX. OCKOPBHJl JM Tt! KOTO - HPHMMPMCb C HUM. nOXBAHbHWE
jlEPmj THEB HEnxTo;:HHb!E nPMMHHfiioT. HPOCTH corPEUJAiaiiEMy, ycTYnn
yMQ;i.90mEMy. TAIOKO Syjh K BbllUHEMy nOCJiyillAH. C PABhfcW OBXOZIMTEJIEH;

BCTPEMAKILIHX COBCTPEMAJ^, nPMBETCTByKliMX BOCnP^^BETCTBblt^ B3AMMH0.

BOnPOCmii.EMy OIBEM/ipi; HEBEW HACTABb. nEMAJlbHWX yjElUb. HMKOMy HE
SABKQyt^; !aOBPO>KEMTE;ibCTByP1 BCEM. CJWm CKOJlbKO KOMy MO/KElUb, TO M

yrom^^ bcem ;i05Pbr-i wj\9!a. hph^tejih tobp BoajnoB.nT, a HEnPHrTEJW he
Moryr BOSHEHABKaETb . roBOPM BCErM nPAB^jy, hhkow he /irn. cm^i xpahm,

TO H By/lElL'b BJlAronOJiyMEH.

Be devout. Trust in God. Love Him with all your heart. Be zealous

towards His holy church. All His commandments hold sacred and keep.

Follow [the path of] virtue, take yourself away from vices. Be

prudent: looking to the end, take care of the means. Do not lose

[any] chance for fair deeds. Do not begin anything without forethought

and do not hurry with [your] reasoning; do not be tardy, except under

need and [then] for a little time. Do not believe all you hear. Not

all, that you see, desire; not all, that you can do, attempt; not all,

that you know, tell: but only that, which you ought, VThat you do not

know, neither maintain nor deny; best of all - inquire - then you will

be wise. Keep yourself in check: do not use food without hunger,
1

without thirst do not drink, except for a little - for the stomach.

Hard drinking, shun as if [it were] hell. From lack of self-control

Is bom sickness, and from sickness, death. The temperate live health-

-ily, long, and well. Be meek, not rude; more silent than talkative.

When another speaks, keep silence. When another tells you something,

listen [carefully] ; when another gives you some order - obey and djg

1. when required, Fopoff. Cf. I Timothy, V, 23.
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not boast. Be not stubborn, quarrelsome, nor vain. To all be gentle,
2

to none be flattering. Also be fair. Do not desire anything of an-

-other's, more so do not steal; but whatever you have need of, get by

work(ing]. In poverty, ask [for help; when it is given, take it and

be thankful]. What you take on loan - return; what you promise - ful-

-fill. Be manly, willing to work; leave off from idleness and sloth.

If you wish to begin something, test your strength first, then carry on

and do not slacken. In misfortune do not lose heart, but in good fort-
3 4

-ime do not lose character. Honour poverty. Be careful to notice in

life the different cases of inconstancy, misfortune and grief. For

that which the patient endure, the small-souled sigh, weep, and sob.

Be good-hearted and gracious. Give to him who asks, if you have [any-

—thing]; help the poor, if you are able. If any offended you - forgive

him; if you offended any - make peace with him. It is praiseworthy not

to hold a grudge. Forgive the fellow-sinner: yield to one who pleads.

If you love your fellow man, then you will be loved by folk. Also be
5

obedient to superiors^ well-mannered with equals, friendly to inferiors.

Welcome those you meet; those who greet you - greet back in turn.

6
Answer the seeker, set right the know-nothing, comfort the sorrowing.

Do not envy anyone; wish well to all. Serve as many as you can, then you

will please all people by your deeds. Your friends will love you, but

enemies will not be able to come to hate [you]. Always speak the truth.

Never lie about anything. This do, then you shall do well.

2. or, just; righteous.
3. lit., weaken, morally deteriorate, Popoff.
A. thriftiness, Popoff.
5. elders, Popoff.
6. ignorant, Popoff: the v7ord conveys the sense of wilful ignorance.

/
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Psalm 139.

Translated by D.S.C. committee. Published by both Chertkov and Zibarov
Words of Freedom , ^^1, 1899: tranlated In Elkinton, The Doukhobors ,

^Philadelphia 1903). p. 188; published in Doukhobors, Their Faith , 1961.

Bonch-Bruevich notes: "This doukhobor psalm was made, when those, who
had been beaten mercilessly, were hercted sway by the cossacks to the

governor, after the Burning of Arms, 3oth. of June 1895." The psalm
is a litany recounting the sacrifices of the true believer; it is for
the most part parallel to Matthew X, 34 - 39.

TE5JR PACM, rOCnO^OM^ BOSJTOBiin BPATA TECmE. TE5.^ TOCnO/lM,

CX:TABW1 OTU/K M MAIEPb. TE5P PW, rOCnO^TM, 0CTABW1 BPATA M CECTPY.
TE55! PWi, rOCnom, OCTABKH BECb P0/l-nJ1EMEHb CBCPi, TE5P PJWi, fOCnOm,
OCTABWl BCE mJhE BHTbE. TEB'l P/Wi, fOCnOjyi, XC)^ B TECHOTE' TOHEHi^^

.

TEB^ PAm, rocno/iii, lEPum xyjiw m noHoiUEHu^. tebh paom, rpcnom, xo}Ky

AJ\Hyu]yPi M }WK;ayuii^. lEB.q pm'i, rpcnom, >KMBy bes no:<POBHiiA.

For Your sake. Lord, I loved the narrow gate.

For Your sake. Lord, I gave up father and mother.

For Your sake. Lord, I gave up brother and sister.

For Your sake. Lord, I gave up all my family-kin.

For Your eake. Lord, I gave up the things of life.

For Your sake. Lord, I walk into strait persecution.

For Your sake, Lord, I suffer abuse and reviling.

For Your sake. Lord, I walk hungry "and athirst.

For Your sake. Lord, I live without shelter.
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Translated by Eli Popoff , and published in his Historical Exmositic::,

(Grand Forks 1964). Pecorded by Bonch-Bruevich from I.M. Tregubov ia

March 1897, at a settlement in the Caucasus, as received froni the Douiho-
-bor Nikolai Zibarov. Recorded in Grand Forks, 22/5/71, by editor-

This psalm has a short, rather simple melody (for a psalm), and is videly.
known; I have heard it sung by a highly-trained group of High School sing-
-ers (Field notes, 10/1/71), as well as at Molenye and the 1971 Youth
Festival. The references to the suffering of witness, and the terrible
counsel to "run away into gloomy forests, [and there] starve to deatb..."
may well date to the late 1600 's, and the persecutions suffered (and
sometimes sought) by various raskolniki , particularly the Khlvst i and
Staroverl .

KTO BOa/KDBUn HEMATb rOCnO/^W, TOiy HA 3EMJ1E TECHK) JiOfTb H OXyJ!bHQ CTHTo,
A KTO BO3JT0BHT HEMATb AHTl/IXPKCTOBy, TOMY HA 3B-U1E nPOCTPAl« »frb,
nOXBAJlbHO CrWTb. UAPb [ACTVsnym H^KAS HAJCAStiBAET : ;iPy3b.'R Mai, EPATb-,
CECTPbl /^yXOBHblE, XAaBKlUECr TOBAPW, MTO KE By HE HMMETE 0 CBatX
J}y\llAX, HE PhlOAETE? K KOMY m HPl^BErHUTE, KOMY BH CBOO rOIXjBYZry

nPHKJ10HHTE?~EC.Tb y--HAC EJVH rOCIlO/lb, A VlhOfO HETV, A V H/X ECTb nCTB
HAEMHUKH, PASmmnA cm BJlivUy /lOJirVIE, PA30rHAflM HAIUI/IX nPABE^^tJX C5i';::ET£JlEB,

rm 3TM nPABEZtHblE CBKflETEP^ CBM/lETEbCTByrOT? TEPHHTE MO^ JlpyWl,

TEPHMTE XPHCTA PAQM. HE y?-'OMb BAM By/IET TEPHETb - ySEFAmE B TECA
TEMhfolE^ yMMPAl^TE aiEPTbiO fOWJ^Oyi, B6 BEKM HE yMPETE, 60 BEKM
SVmTE. or BOCTOKA OIHUA JIO CMWl/K TEMET, PEBET PEKA OmEhMAc.
CmW^TE, rPEUJHMKH, Bm MYM^fTbC^^ HE 0TMyMHTbC5^, fOPmi^i^ CrCHb or BAC
HE yrACMTC.9.

1 •

Whoso esteems the seal of the Lord, for him life in [this] world vill be
2

narrow and needy, but whoso esteems the seal of the antichrist, for him
2

life in [this] world will be broad and comfortable. The true King gives
3

[this] order: My friends, spiritual brothers and sisters, reliable com-

-rades, why do you not weep for your souls, nor sob? To whom vill jou

turn [for help], where will you rest your heads?—We have one Lord, and

no other, but they have hireling priests, [who] let their hair grov long.

1. or, mark; stamp; imprint.
2. A.fter the two adjectives, Popoff inserts straits, byvays, respectively.
3. message, Popoff.
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[who] scattered the truthful witnesses, where are the true witnesses

bearing [theirJ witness [now]? Endure, my friends, suffer for joy in

Qirlst. [If] It will not be possible for you to endure - run away into

the gloomy forests, [And there] starve to death, you will not die for-

-ever, you will live forever. From the eastern sun[-rise?] to the

west it flows, a river [that] roars with flame. Wait, sinners, your

pains will not be soothed, the burning flames will not pass away from you.
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Psalm 141.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayof f . Recorded by Eonch-Bruevich in-
completely from A.A. Sats in Canada, 1899, and completed from a version
obtained from the same informant in the Caucasus in 1897 by I.M. Treg-
-ubov. Published in Iskra ^ 478, July 2, 1954.

Bonch-Bruevich suggests comparison of the psalm with a prayer published
in Moscow (n.d.) in the Works of our holy father Tikhon Zadonskoi .

Certainly the style ^of^ the text is suitable to clerical devotions. The
Individual sentences/^a great degree of formal parallelism (v;hence the

arrangement of the translation) not widely characteristic of psalm texts.
Again, this text is presented as uttered by a single speaker to an implied
listener, while in most Doukhobor devotions, the soul either addresses
God, or maintains a dialogue with God. The content of the psalm is also
characteristic of the Christocentrism of Orthodox devotion, and v;ould

appear to belong to a well-developed tradition. Yet it is not to be wond-
-ered at, that the psalm should be adopted and maintained by the Doukho-
-bors, who may see in their own sufferings a share in Christ's atonement.

XPMCTOC rPEiIiHyio joyniy k ueee nPMShiBAET: nomo tw, mejiobeme, mehp ot-
-CTABn;i? nomo oi Bos'ioBUBUioro teb'^ oiBOPuncr? nomo nAKu np-ACJAn

KD BPATbl MOEMy? nOtATm, PKO TEB^ PAm, C HEBECH CHV1K0X. naAPm, *^K0

teb;! PAm, BO n/ioiM bbix. noMr;Hn^ ;:ko teb^ paoh, ot ;iebh P0jyj]C9^, -
"

ncM;^m, pko ies9 Pf^, KnAaEHMECiBOBAB . noMrm, ?ko teb^^ paim, cMMPKnc?:.
nOf^HH, 5^K0 TEB.^ PMV^, 05HM'i!AJ1. nm9m, PKO TE5P PAj^, 0BE3MECTHnC5!.
noMPAHH, 9.m 1EB9 pw, roHEmr nPEiEnPEJi. m\9HA, p.ko teb?. p^m,
ajTOCnOBUE^ nnOUJEHUE, PAI-H, OnjlEBAW^^, SAyiilEHl/!;-^, OCJIER/IEHI/E, K0Pb!3Jimn5?!3f

CTPACTM nPm.^Jl. mA7m, 9K0 1EB9. PAIJM, C BESSAKOme^ BMEHMXCMCc.
nOM.^HM, FKO TEB^ PN^, nOHOCHOO CMEPTbK) VMEP. nO^SHA, 9m TEB^l PACM,
nOrPEBEH BHX, C HEBECH QHAJXQX, MTOBhl TEB*^ HA HEBO BOSHECim'b, TbI CMMPPXCP.
MTOBbI TEBr BOS^-IECTMTb, TbI OBWJAJl. MTOBb! TEB^ HCUEJIPITb, TbI COrPEliJUJl. A
9{ rPEX TBOP^ HA UEB^ ^Z9n. TbI BmOBAT, k 9 Zk TEB? KASHO nPVii9J\, TW
/lOJPKEH^ A 9 3A TEB*^ SATiMTW;!. Tb! HA CMEPTb,5' 3A TEB?: YT-^EP. HE K CEM^
BOry MOEMV MWTOCEPZiHOf'iy nPUBJlEK/lO MEH5i^ HE MOf ° TEpHETb, MTOBb! TbI

CTPAOAn B TAKCM 3;iOno;iyMm. ha UEFO m lU JlOBOBb moo nPEHEBPErAElUb?
BMECTO JIOBBM HEHABl^.CTb B03/lAElL'b. BHECTO MEHf TPEX JTOB'/ILlibJ E^ECTO \AEH9

CTPACTfM PABOTAElL'b. 3A MTO Tb! BSblCKAH KO MHE? MEfO PAOH HE XOMEUJb

HPHPiTM Ka MHE? /lOBPA SM Tb? XOMElL'b? y MEH^ BCFKOE /JOBPO ECTb. Snm- .

EHCTBO JIM TbI XOMElUb - y MEH,'^ BC^KOE BJWEHCTBO. KPACOTbl m TV! XOMEUJb.

KTO KPACHEf^ nAME MEHf ? BJIAFOPO/ICTBA JIM TbI XOMEUb? KTO BJIATOPOAHEP^
CbHA BO>!<bErO M ^EBH? BblCOTbl JTM TH XOMEllib? KTO BHIIJE UAP^^ B HEBECM?
CJlABbfjM TbI XOMEliJb? KTO CJlABHEi^ RAME MEH"? BOfATCTBA JiM TH XOMElUb?

y MEHfl BCPKOE BOfATCTBO. nPEKy^POCTM JIM TbI HIiEUb? 9 XE ECTb nPBf/'ilPOCTb
BOJKm. /iPyXECTBA JTM HJ'ElUb? KTO Jl}0BE3HEi^^ JTlOBMTEJlbHEf^ RAME MEH^?

/Tyiuy 3A BCEx nojiomn. na-iaiiM jtm th miEiiib? kto noMo^^T kpome meh'^?

BP'AMA JTM TbI B nEM^AJTM HHE'J'b, KTO YTEUIMT KPOME MEH^? BECEJT.^ JVI TbI HHElUb?
KTO BECEJIPT KPOME MEH'^? MMPy JTM TH HJ|E[Ub? A3 ECTb MMP /^OEBH-ri.
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JKMBOTA m miEUlb? y.MEHf ICTOMmK }KMBOTA. CBEjy JM TW H'lEIJJb? A3
ECTb CBET. HCTMHY SM TbI HJlEUJb? A3 ECTb HCTHHA. nVTb SM Tb! UllEUJb?

A3 ECTb nVTb. BOm^ Tb! K HEBECl^ H'lElilb? A3 ECTb BO>K/lb BEPhfcli^.

HO MTO ySO MErO P/Wi HE XOMElUb HP^^TM KO MHE? nPMCTynMTb JIH Tbl HE
CMEPEiiib, mAy F- HEy;i05H.? nPMCTynA ECTb? npocyTb m Tbi onACAEiubo^?

Kcwy npocnum c bepo^^ otkasaji? tpexm jth teb" he wnvcmoj? r. 3A
rPElUH/lKOB yMEP. CMyinAET JTM TEB? MHO}KECTBO TPEXOB? y MEH^ BOJIEE

MMJ10CEP/1H>: ECTb. Bbl HRWMTE KO MHE BCE TPy>Wnull^E, OBPEMEHEHHdIE,

A3 ynOKOK) BAC.

Christ is calling the sinful soul to himself: Why, you [little bit
1

of a] man, did you leave Me? why did you side with the enemy? Why

did you turn away from the one who loved you?

Think, how for your sake, I came down from heaven.

Think, how for your sake, I V7as in the flesh.

Think,how for your sake,
•

I was born of a maiden.

Think, how for your sake. I was a child.

Think, how for your sake. I humbled myself.

Think, how for your sake, I became poor.

Think, how for your sake. I was disgraced.
2

Think, how for your sake. I lived in [this] earth.

Think, how for your sake. I suffered persecution.

Think, how for your sake. I accepted backbiting, shame, wounds; was

spit upon, was slapped in the face, was blinded, was reproached, took

upon myself the Passion.

Think, how for your sake. I

3
was considered lawless.

Think, how for your sake, I died infamously.

1. Dialect variant in Tregubov's text.
2. Preceding three clauses omitted by Tregubov.
3. Omitted by Tregubov.
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Think, how for your sake, I was buried.
4

I came down from heaven, to raise you up to heaven .

I humbled myself, to save you.

I became poor, to enrich you.

5

I was disgraced, to glorify you .

6

I was wounded, to heal you .

I died, to raise you from death.

You sinned, but I took your sin upon myself.

You are guilty, but I was crucified for you.

You are a debtor, but I paid your debt for you.

You were condemned to death, but I died for you.
7

Is this not what God*s mercy brought me to, I could not bear to see

you suffer such wretchedness.
8

But why do you spurn this love of Mine?

Instead of love, you return hatred.

Instead of me, you love sin.

9
Instead of [working for] me, you work for unspeakable things.

For what do you punish me?

For this reason you had to turn away from me, instead of seeking the
11

worth of my work for you, that is why you do not wish to come to me.

Why do you not want to come on the path to me?

A. Dialect variaritin Tregubov's text.
5. Tregubov reads: "I was wounded, to glorify you."
6. So in Tregubov and Iskra text, but Bonch-Bruevich has: "You sinned

against me, to wound yourself. But I took your sin upon myself."
7. my love, Tregubov. 8. all this love, Tregubov.
9. shocking, Cheveldayoff . 10. Omitted in Iskra text.

11. replaces following clause in Iskra text.
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12

Do you want goodness? All goodness is In me. • ^

13
Do you want happiness? All happiness is in me.

Do you want beauty? All beauty is in me.
14

Do you want nobility? Who is more noble than God's Son [and the Virgin]?

Do you want a high place? Who is so high as the king of heaven?

Do you want glory? Who is more glorious than I? '

15
Do you seek after wealth. In me is all wealth.

Do you seek after wisdom? I am God's wisdom.

Do you seek for friendship? Who is a more dear [and] loving [friend]

than I? I gave my life for all.

Do you seek for help? Who beside me will help you?
16 17

Do you seek for a healer in your sorrows? \n\o beside me can comfort you?

Do you seek for delight? Who can make you more joyful than I?

Do you seek for peace? I am peace of the soul.

Do you seek for life? I am the source of life.

Do you seek for the light? I am the light. Do you seek for the truth?

I am the truth. Do you seek for the way? I am the way. Do you seek a

leader to heaven? I am the true leader. Therefore why do you not come

on the way to me? Do you not have courage to come, who did I ever dis-

-tress whe drew near to me? Are you afraid to ask? Who that asked in

faith did I ever refuse? Do your sins hinder you from coming? I died

for sinners. Are you disturbed by the [great] abundance of your sins?

12". Are you seeking for, Cheveldayof f

.

13. Omitted in Iskra text.
14. Omitted in Iskra text, and by Tregubov.
15. Omitted in Iskra text.
16. physician, Cheveldayof f

.

17* Tregubov misreads MCMEJIMT for yTEUlMT, giving "wound" for "comfort".
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Jfy mercy is greater. Come to me all labourers, heavily burdened,
18.

for I will rest you.

18. Matthew XI, 28.





Psalm 143.

139.

Translation by Fli Popoff . No data In Bonch-Bruevlch. Current text

supplied by Popoff. Recorded by Peacock from recitation of child,

family performance, Grand Forks, July 1963.

Popoff notes: "A psalm for regular prayer services. It was very widely
read by all during the persecution following the refusal to serve in

the army and the burning of arms in Russia in 1895. It is still very
widely read to this day by young and old alike." The theme of the psalm
Is penitence, suffering, and ultimate reward for perseverance in faith.

The contemporary version, given here, exhibits correction of dialect
towards Standard Russian.

CTAHEM m CJ1E3H0 rUlAKATb 0 CBOUX mJ]AX HCTMHhMX. HEMET K mA fOCUOJlb

M rmrOJlET: BH PABbI MOH, PABBIHH, BMrOBEPHhiE XP^iCTMAHE, HE 3A5b!B

BorA msmE, he sabv/iet m bac rocno;ib Bor ha noc/iE/iHEE bpem'^: h^ihe

HACTAJIH BPEMEHA TOHW^IE^ CV^ZlMMblE, - HAP0;WK:5", 3^ AHTHXPUCT, nonyCTMJI

CBoyx 3;Tbix MyMHTE/iEPi no bcepi 3em;ie, no bce^^ bcejiehho:^. ne Mom
PA5AM VBEry HM B TOPAx^ m B nai|EPAx, m B M^bHMx nycTbiHAx^ mrb
hOm PABAM M3rHAHHb!M ]A BblTb H3Bl^EHHbM 3A CIIOBO BO>Kb£, 3A CBKQETEJTdCTBO
kMCyCA XPMCTA. A Bbl PABbI H PABbJHH, PA/jyt^TECb M BECEJiMTECb, MBO MHOrO,
MH0?KECTB0 HATPAItl BAUJEPI XA HEBECAX.

VTe begin to weep tearfully over our true deeds. The Lord speaks to us

and says: You My manservants, womenservants , good-and-loyal Christians,

do not forget the living God, - and the Lord God will not forget you

In the last time. Now times of persecution have come, [times] of judge-
1

-ment, - the evil antichrist was brought forth, he turned loose his

evil tormenters upon the whole world, upon the whole Universe, [there

Is] no escape for My servants, neither in the mountains, nor in the

caves, nor in the wildernesses far off; My servants live in exile and
2

are [put] to slaughter for the sake of the word of God, for the sake of

[their] witnessing of Jesus Christ. But you, menservants and women-

-servants, rejoice and make merry, for many great rewards are yours in

heaven.

1. Cf. II Thessalonians II, 4 - 12: Apocalypse XITI, 11 - 18.
2. Phrase not present in Bonch-Bruevich ' text.
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• Psalm 144.

From The Common Views of the C.C.U.B..

Translated by Eli Popoff, and published in his Historical Exposition ,

$5rand Forks 1964) . Bonch-Bruevich notes its appearance in Svobodnoi

Misli (Thoughts of Freedoa) (no.8, 1900), as well as in his own coll-
-ection Letters of the Doukhobor Leader Peter Vasilievich Verigin ,

published with the Livino; Book . The original letter containing th&
text was sent to I.E. Konkin in December 1896.

This text was the basic religious 'constitution* of the Christian
Community of Universal Brotherhood. Sent ahead as instruction by
Peter Verigin (Gospodnie.) during his imprisonment, it v/as an ideol-
-ogical rather than organizational manifesto of the communal society,
as was its successor, the 1934 Declaration of the Society of Named
Doukhobors, then U.S.C.C., which has not been superseded

M3 OgjVIX B3rj]':'/103 XPt^CTl^AHCKOM OEL'VH:! BCEMl^PHOrO 5PATCTBA.

1. 4JlEHbI OEL'im-y VBAmOT M J1-055^T BOrA, KAK HAMATIO BCEMY CyUJECTBIOiiEMy

.

2. yBA^T /pCTOIHCTBO H MECTb MEJIGBEKA, KAK B CAMOM CE5E TAK PABHO
H B UEBE nO/lOBhtlX.

3. MJIEHdI OaiM-bl CMOTPrT BCE CyL'!ECTByiai|EE JTOBOBHO H C B03XH1IEHMEM

.

B 3TCM HAnPABJ1EHl/!M CTAPAjOTC^ BOCnWIblBATb /lETEP^.

'f. no;i cjiOBOM Bor mjiehbi OBmECiBA PAsyMBOT: CKny sk)BBvi, cktk) msm,
KOTOPAP M/IA HAMAJIO BCEMy CymECTByiOJJEMy

.

5. F&1P C0CT0t4T M3 ilB^PKEHVL^; BCE CTPEMWTC^ K COBEPtHEHCTBy H MEPE3
3T0T nPOUECC CTAPAnTCf: CCEilMHl4TbC*^ CO CBOMM HAMAflOM, KAK Bb!

B03BPATkrrb C03PEBM flTOJl CEMEHM.

6. BO BCEM CML'ECTByiOLei HAillErO f-U^PA m BiWM UEPEPiOm^E CiynEHM K
COBEPUIEHCTBW, KAK HAHRt^tEP, HAMMTAETCf C K/W^, HEPEXOiW K
PACTEHMFM, nOTOM }KM30TH>M, M3 KOTOFblX CAMdM KPAilHUM mmO CMHTATb
MEJK)BEKA B CNblCJlE mzm, B O^'CJiE mCm^J^EfO C03m^A9.,

7. yHMMTOMTb, PA3PyillATb MTOBbI m BbLHO MJIEHrl OSj'MHbl CM!4TAJ0T HPE^O-
-Cy/IHTE/lbhfclM. B KA^CM OT^EJlbHa^ HPE/IMETE ECTb mSHb, A CJIE/IO-

-BATEJIbHO H BOr, B 0C05EHHOCTH }KE B HEJIOBEKE. JTHlUMTb mSHA MEJIOBEKA
HA B KAKOM CnyMAE HE nOSBOJPUEnbHO

.

Bi MJlEHb! CBJliW B CBOEM yBE>KaEHVM ^OnyCKAIOT nOJTHEJ^yiO CBOBO/iy BUEMy
CyiHECTByKX'lEMy, B TOM ^CS\E H CydiECTBOBAH/IE MEJIGBEKA. BC.^KA^^

0PrAHl^3AU^, yCTAHOBJlEmAJl HACKMEM^ CMHTAETU? HE3AK0HH0':^.





9. rJTABHA?! OCHOBA CyiHECTB0BAHM5T ME/IOBEKA C/iyJKMT 3HEPrH5i miim, PAZVM,
BElUECTBEHHOPi CJiy>KMT: B03^X, BO^/ <fPyKTW H OBOUIH. -

10. /lOnyCTAETC.9 OaiimK^5l mSHb B MEJIOBEKE^ /lERKAiLIA5!C5? HA 3AK0HE HPAB-
-CTBEHH0P1 C\AIh\, nPABKJIOM KOTOPOrO CJWmTl MEfO CE5E HE XOMV, TOfO
HE ;iojPKEH MMTb /ipyroMy.

1. The members of the Community honour and love God, as the source of

all being,

2. They respect the merit and worth of mankind, both of themselves,

and likewise of other [persons].

3. The members of the Community regard all that is, lovingly and with
1

delight. They try to inspire their growing ones with this line

[of thought],

4. By the word 'God', the members of the Community understand: The

power of love, the power of life, which is the source of all being.
2 3

5. The world is based upon going forward; all things strive for perf-

-ectlon, and through this process seek to rejoin their source, as

seeds give back ripe fruit..

4
6. In all that is in our world we see changing steps tov/ard perfect-

5
-ion, as, for example, beginning with stones, it passes on to

6

plants, then beasts, of which the very last one can count is man

- in the sense of life, in the sense of a thinking creature,

7. To do away with, to destroy, that which lives, the members of the

Community count blameworthy. In every single being there is life.

1. or, admiration.
2. or, everything which exists; Life, Popoff.
3. or, yearn.
4. or, transitional.
5. that is, the system of perfectibility,
6. or, the ultimate; the highest.
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hence [there Is] God, and above all In man. To rob the life from

a person is not, in whatever case, [to be] allowed.

8. The members of the Community in their beliefs allow utter freedom

to all that is, including the life of man. Every organization,

founded upon violence, is counted unlawful.

9. The chief base of the life of man - thought, reason serves as[that].

For material food this serves: air, water, fruits and vegetables.

10. It is held that the life of mankind is communal, upheld through

the strength of moral law, for which [this] rule serves: "Whatever

I do not want for myself, that I should not wish for others."
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Psalm 1A6. .

'

Translated by Eli Popoff. No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

Popoff notes: "A very old psalm used for regular prayer worship. It is

often recited as well as sung. This psalm is also preserved mostly
among the older folks only, although some younger [singing] groups have
also mastered it." Presumably the injunction against witchcraft con-
•-cerns peasant practices (of which traces remain); that against idolatry
refers to the uses of icons. The psalm also appears in the 1968 U.S.C.C
collection,

rMTOjiET nxno/ib bo ipyey otpoka CBOEro: sw cw^pniecb nom mom, non
KPEnKOO pyKOK) 50>KbE10, B03/K)5l/1TE J^PVf /IPVPA, 9K0 CATOrO CE5P., TO M
B03BEj[lET BAG TOCnO/Jb HA BJTArOTAX HE5ECHb!X H VXHEBUT BAG XJ1E50M HEBECI-b!M

OT PASyMA GBOErO, HAnOMT BAG BOmO )m3O0 OT HGTOMHKIKA /KOBOTA BEMHOrO,
A Bbl }KE HE B3/]bIXAMTE JIPVF HA JUPyfA, HAMTIAME nOKOP^PlTEGb. ECTb TPEX
4APOBAHb5:, TAKO m M nP0TMBJ1EHb>:; ECTb TPEX K^OJTAM HOKJlOHEHMf, TAKO-X
HEnOKOPEHME; SAHE^KEJIM Wm MOM, yHMMTOmnn rjlATOJl rOCnO/lMH?l, PA3J]PA^Vm
j]pyr ;ipyrA, noKJioHnnnob' hoxbatiam cbom?^, m^s^ yHMMTOAMT m bag rocno/ib

Bor, HE symT c B^m uapgtbm^:; nomsHETE sa gbom ;iejta.

1
The Lord speaks out through the mouth of his son: Submit [yourselves],

my people,* under the sturdy hand of God, love one another as your own

selves, and the Lord God will lift you up in the work of bearing witness

and he will place you - the Lord [god]! - to be blessed by heaven, he

will feed you with the heavenly bread of his knowledge, he will give you

living water [to drink] from the fountain of eternal life. Do not
3

trouble one another, but always be humble; it is sin to do witchcraft,
A

also, to be obstinate: it is sin to bow to idols, also, to be without

humility, VThy, my people, do you turn away from the words of the Lord?

1. lit., trumpet. Proclaims through His chosen Son, Popoff.
2. dedication, Popoff. or: affirmation; confirmation, strengthening,
3. lead astray, Popoff. bewitch,
A. lit., be contrary (?)

'
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You give trouble to one another, do you not make worship out of your
5

own [self-]praise? From you, also, will the Lord God turn away, he

will no longer reign among you; you will be lost, because of your deeds.

5. This sentence is not interrogative in Bouch-Bruevich* text.
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Psalm 147.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff . Ko data in Bonch-Bruevich,

Compare Psalm 1, clause 20, in which the final couplet is reversed.
The word CBET offers both its meanings in this context: * light' and
•life:

nEPBOE HE50 - CMMPEHME; BTOPOE - PAaVMEHUE; TPETbE - BPATOJIOBUE;

METBEPTOE - B03;iEP}KAHI/!E; H.^TOE - f^J>XEPA^^E; LIECTOE - CCBET;
C^bMOE - /lOBOBb: rW JliOBOBb TAM H DprP. fJXE COBET, T^V^ H CBET.

The first heaven - Meekness:

The second - Understanding;

The third - Brotherly Love;

The fourth - Temperance; ,

The fifth - Compassion:

The sixth - Counsel;

The seventh - Love:

Where there's Love, God is too;

Where there's Counsel, Light is too.
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Psalm 150.

Translated by Eli Popoff and Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data In Bonch-
^Bruevich. Published in U.S,C»C. collection, 1968,

Cheveldayoff notes that the psalm is used at funerals. It is, perhaps,
typical in its use of quite open dialogue between the Lord and His people,

and in the use of special apocalyptic imagery apparently peculiar to

Doukhobor tradition.

HCKOHM M m mECb 30BET- TOCnOZlb HAJ\ CBOHXt Bb! RPWHE KO MHE, MAQyUiKl^/

Ebi npwiTE KO MRS, mshiE^ - yroTOBiiEHO Bm y rocno/iA EprA K^ujEro uapctbo
HE5ECH0E. ME no;^JiEPlTE Eh] CBOBO OTLlA-M^MEPb, BECb CBOC^ PO/l-nJIEMEH, BCIO

CBOtI TJIEHHOE kMEHbE HO anOTM, nO}WlEl^TE MMHE BATHIOIl'Ky, HEBECHOfO UAP^
no ff/xy, Boa'OJMJTicb k hemv hjww, B03M0Jii>iJincb K HEMy M14J1WE: focnoml
rocno;^? t^vke/io h/v^i b tboe uapctbpie heeechoe Ba^^: bce nyiM tbom
SATPAy^^^^m, HA nyjPX CTO^IT ^BEP^^ }KEJlE3HhlE, BPATA ME/lhblE, y bopot ctomt
CTPAM CKBEPHA5:. B03rjv\roJMn K Hm rocno/ib. he yBOf^TECb, Movi HAjiymm,

HE yBOt^TECb, MC/I mrWE; A3 50PE14 BHEPE^IM BAC KPEHKO ^PP^J\y, /IBEPbi

;KEinE3HHE CJK>Ul-0, BPATA ME/lHb!E COKPyUJy, CTPAJKy CKBEPHyW PAZfOm, A BAC

YBE^ B CBOE UAPCTBO HEBECHOE M SyjXy C SmiA BO BEK B PAK) UAPCTBO^Tb;
PAPi PAPi my, smixo BorA ^kob/ieba.

From the beginning [of time] arid to this day the Lord calls his children:

Come to me, children, come to me, my dears - for you the Kingdom of heaven
1

Is prepared by me, by our Lord God. Do not be sorry [to leave] your

father [and] mother, all your kin, all your perishable fleshly goods,- take
2 3

pity on me, your Father, heavenly king in the spirit. The children call

to him, the dear ones pray to him: Lord, Lord, it is so hard for us to

enter your heavenly kingdom; all the paths to you are choked [with ob-

-stacles]. Oh the paths stand doors of steel, gates of brass, at the

4
gates stand fierce guards. The Lord speaks back to them: Do not fear, my

5
children, do not fear, my dears: for I, the mighty fighter, go in strength

L. Popoff omits the following phrase.
2. Affectionate form.
3. Spiritual Father and Heavenly King, Cheveldayof f.

4. or., vile; nasty, Cheveldayof f

.

5. lit., wrestler.
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before you. I will break down the steel doors, I whall tear down the

gates of brass, and shall scatter the fierce watchers, but you I shall

lead into my own heavenly kingdom, and will reign with you [there] for
6

ever; Lo, the heaven of heavens, the face of the God of Jacob,

6. The 1968 Grand Forks text concludes: in the Heaven of the God of
Jacob.
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"fsaln^ 156.

Translated by Eli Popoff, with Peter Legebokoff. No data in Bonch-
?-Bruevich. Recorded by Peacock at Grand Forks, July 1963.

Popoff simply notes , "Edifying psalm, used on various occasions." It

makes use of a mixture of biblical and more private imagery. At the

present time, the closing phrases (beyond the indicated point) are

not in current use, and possibly show, in Bonch-Bruevich ' text, some
corruption. I follow Popoff 's reading 'throne' for IIPECTOJl^ but in

this context it might equally be read 'altar'. Significant in this

psalm - especially as it is presently used - is the reference to

'living books', as a reinforcement of the primacy of the oral trans-
-mission of doctrine.

BATlOliiKA Tb' HAIU UAPb mPmilEB, CAM TBI HA nPECTO/lE CObKOAEIJJb; h\A

nPECTOJlE JIDTAT KHkiril HPfWE, TOJIKOBWE^ }KMBOTWE, BO BCEM MMPE.
HETy B HMX JWI /I.0 ht'HE. HA TEX KmfAX UBETT^I UBETVT, HA TEX
UBETAX JQym nOA'TCP. KTO 3TH UBETW nOPyPAET^ TOT CAM CBOM /JYIUM

noryBJi5:ET. kto xpam bopa mmro pachi^haet, - pasohhet mn batioiuka

HEBECHhW UAPb BO BCOEM BTOPOM HPl^.iiiECTBHH; Cy/lbE HPABE/lHOMy 0
CITACEHm POj^y ME/TOBEMEHCKOiy.

Our Father, king of the Israelites, you yourself created the throne.

On the throne lie books [that are] true, plain, living. Since the

making of the world, till now, there is no falsehood in them. On

these books flowers bloom, in these flowers souls are born. Whoever

breaks off these flowers, therebv plunges his soul into eternal
1 2

torment. Whoever crucifies the temple of our God - our Father the

heavenlv king will crucify him till the day of judgement; the judge
3

will deliver the righteous people into salvation.

1. End of current use.
2. Which is the body of the believer.
3. lit., give birth: the righteous are 'reborn' into salvation.
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Psalm 159.

Translated by Eli Popoff. No data in Bonch-Bruevich , Recorded by

Peacock, Grand Forks, July 1963. Published in 1968 U.S.C.C. Col]-
-ection.

Popoff notes that the psalm is "An educational psalm for youth and

adults - Recited often on all occasions, Does not have melody and

is not sung," Presumably its function has changed and its melody
has been lost since the turn of the century, when Bonch-Bruevich
noted that the psalm "is said during burial, and may be sung while
the coffin lid is fastened, the coffin lowered, and earth filled
over it." A gnomic psalm, similar in style but somewhat more rambling
than psalm 138, this certainly appears addressed to the living and
youthful; but could also be applied to the example set by honoured
dead.

MOJTO TEB.*^^ UAPb TOCnO^M^ M0P1 EO>KE, /lAH XE MHE E0;KE B HEBECHOM B

TBOEM nOJlE J10>KE; . Th\ 50 TBOPEU MOP^, K TEBE HPlABEfABA, B TBOM PVm
HEYiP. nPKAABAJOT. - ^EBA MAP^ - B TEBE BMPOMTb; nPOLOy TEB^, RPUCmf^,
HSBOJlb COXPAH'^Tb. AHrE/l MOP^ CB.STOPI, RPMCHhl!^ MOi^ XPAH-ITEJlb, - B

JI0BB14 SmhEt^ By/lEllib MHE VMHTEJIb . ME KTO BOCXOMET CAMOrO CEB^ .

nOSHATb, TOT M nyCTMTC;; PASyMOM MCKATb. M\E KTO CKOPO OTO CHA
B03CTAHET, - TOCnOM nPOCJV\BMT, JX/m H TEJIO, BCEP^ MASHA 3/lPABHE.

OTPOME BJVWE, C'M3MA/1A V^VlCr-., BO BC^KOM ;1EJ1E TOCnO/iy MOSMCP .
•

rOCnO/ib CTOHT B lOhbiX, SABCETM B /lEHE Bb'lilA, CTAPb'E vmOT HOKO^
CEBE msm. nPA3;^H0CTb ctapwx mm^ hobpewet^ a mojiow hahame
BO BPEJl nPEWQAEJ. nUTM B lOHE OJHOJlh rhyiUAflC", ha .^BCTBEHHh'i^ HAP
nPHOBiuAficP . MHoruE nmviP. ym noMpy^iiiAio, mejiobeka m bo mto obp/^iajot. •

MAflO! M3BWTKA BO BCEM CTEPErMCf', B BMfOM PA3E HPAB/M mP^'^CP} CUHV
rjiynoMy he b noMoub bopatctbop >^he he ic/rmt cebe My;iP0CTti hsppj^ctba;

OTO MHOrUX CnOBEC B rPEXAX HE yEE){V[m, BC.^KOMy CE55^ HA nOCMEX .^BMC5'.

BE3MECTHA5] CHABA BCEM CPAM COTBOPfET, TOfO BO yCTPAlUATbCP lOhbM nO-
-/lOBAET; BC5IK HE /lEP^KHTCfl TPEXOBHOt^ BETBM, B,CK)J]y By/iyT BE3 CJhm
CKQETM; A Bbl, lOHblE JIETM, OTHO/Jb HE B CMEX JlfUTE, B TOM BO HE SVmT
BAM no/1 CTAPOCTb EEJl MMETM; lOHOCTH JlfATM 3EJ10 HE HOTPEBHO^ - UOn
CTAPOCTb KA>i^OMy BVmT BPE/IHO. /lETM BJlA/lhlMWE, B KPACOTAX CEB5! HE
nPEJlbUlAflTE, HA CMEPTb Cyja, Myicy, UAPCTBME nPl/ICHOE nOf4r!lUJ151PlTE; 3J10E -

- HEMUCTOE KAmCtAV MEJlOBEKy OTbMET CMJI-JIET EfO BEIC/; ^E KTO C'HSMAJIA

J3PArO^ CBOEi^ C/lABbI HE yTPATMT^ BCW EMy TOCnO/lb C MECTbK) 3AnMTHT,
B03UMET PAaOCTb/ FJIE B HEBE MHOfO, AUiE HE ZlACT KOMy JlEHOTtl H HPMPO/I^',

TOT M MCnOJlHUTCSl CMbOOM, TOT J\EHb HA CBOBO/IE. CTAPblE M IO!-bIE BCEMy
BCE BHEMHUTE, JTOBOBb K BOry yM, CEP/lUE HPOSPHTE.
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I pray to You, my king. Lord my God - grant me, 0 God, a place to rest

in Your heaven. You are my Creator, to You I come running, into Your
1

hand I give myself over. Virgin Mary, - paradise is Your gift, always
2

(?) Your nearness [is] ray safekeeping. My holy angel, my close Guardian,

in [the way of] God's love you will [always] be ray teacher. Whoso would

begin to know himself, the same must come to seek wisdom through hard
3

work. Whoso is early renewed from within(?), the same will glorify

the Lord with soul.and body, and all his wholesome life. Blessed lad,

4
learn in youth: in every act, offer prayer to the Lord. The Lord wishes

5
the young always to be busy: when you shall be old - live in peacefulness

.

Idleness is hurtful even to the old, but for the young yet more, this will

be harmful. The young should by all means loathe drinking, they should
6

always be accustomed to a clear world (?) . Much drinking clouds the mind

and makes a person good-for-nothing. Children, beware of all excess, be

well-behaved, keep to truthfulness. Riches are of no help to foolish sons

7

to whom wisdom and common-sense never attach the'mselves. By too much talk

one will not escape sin, but will show oneself a laughing-stock to all.

[One's] scandalous reputation brings shame for all, it is proper for the

8
young to fear that. Let all be in control of themselves: the children of

sinners will everywhere be put to shame. But you, young children, by no

means tell a lie for fun, and your old age will not have misfortune. To

1. You are bountiful with blessings, Popoff.
2. everpresent, Popoff.
3. Whosoever, at an early state, awakens to the true life, Popoff.
A. Take heed of words of wisdom,' Popoff

.

5. Usefully occupied, Popoff: this is the sense of this word.
6. ?Align yourselves with the realm of natural expressiveness, Popoff.
7,. unless one enriches himself with wisdom and true enlightenment, Popoff.
8. lit,, let all be abstainers.
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9

lie during youth, to be bad without need - old age will have harm and

misfortune for all [such]. Children of the sovereign, do not fascinate

yourselves with beauty, think always of death, the judgement, the toment

and the Kingdom. Evil and dishonour keep after a person and draw away

(his] strength throughout the years of his life. Whoever in youth does
10

not lose his honour's way, him the Lord will repay with honour every-

-where. Where will you get happiness? - [only] in heaven is there nuch.

Whoso has not received [his] form from nature, that [one] will be ccnp- .

11
-leted in his reason on that day of freedom. Old and young, be most

concerned with all this, you will begin to see God's love clearly with

mind and heart.

9. (?); is extremely unworthy, Popoff,
10. fig.: dissipate his worthy honour, Popoff.
11. Whoso hath hot by nature been endowed with outward beautification,

the more so shall be filled with the real essence of beauty on the
day of his true realization, Popoff, The sense seems to be that
the physically or mentally subnormal person who strives for virtue
will receive a perfect nature on the day of judgement. Cf , the
psalm Righteous Souls . .

.

, and the O.T. Apocryphal Book of Wisdom,
III, 13-15, for comparable doctrine.
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Psalm 161.

Translated, and comparative text supplied, by Eli Popoff, No data in

Bonch-Bruevich . Recorded by Peacock, Kamsack, Sask, July 1963.

Popoff notes: "This is an old time original Doukhobor psalm which is read

even more often than it is sung. It is used for regular prayer services
as well as other occasions. It is a psalm that is quite widely preserv-.
-ed aisong the younger generations." Compare the opening lines of psalm
267, also implying an awareness of a 'pre-cultural ' , pre-sectarian life.

Hie tera Mamp earth' (ChPAP 3EHn5!) , here and generally translated 'green

earth* -'green' is an alternative reading implied by the 'damp' in an
agricultural context - recurs from time to time, and seems to refer to a

strongly identified ground-of-earthly-existence: cf. also the figure that
recurs occasionally, 'Mother Green Earth', a personification,

mm m, Bsmvi ha cupo^ semjie, HUMEro m he shajtm, he beawi, mto y hac
HA SEM/iE CnOBEMETC^. BblH HPECTOJl XPl^CTOB, OH M ClPOmCP, - nPABE^lEH

rOCnO/Ib C MEJKDBEKAMM, C SEPthTAVl, C MSBPAHHbMM, C MMPA HAPO/lOB HOBb!-

-SPAytht'ZA, mi OHH K Borbi CBOEi^ BOJiEi^ oxoToc^. JKHBOMY B^orv nOPYKy MJTH,
HA Cypa^ CEMJ1E OlESy nPOSVJW^ COBUPAJlWCb BCE BEPhWE M HPABE^lHblE BO TOO
UEPKBy COBOPHMO, BOrOMO/lbHyiO : CBET XPl^CTOC, Tbl HAU^ BATIOIUKA, CKA>KA Tbl

tim nPO fJWOJ] CBCa^, KAK ham }KMTb-nPO}Kl/!Tb HA CblPO^ 3EM;1E? HAMl/I BECb
M/p-iwojx nopyrAETcn^ EO)^m hmehbm noHOiiiAETC^. a bw, /ipyrn moh,
mBVrTE X Bbl ha CWP0(^ SEMJIE BO KPOTOCTM, BO CM^^PEHm, B mSQlA, B B_0}KbEM

COTMa^:^. HE XOZiyJb BO B>^ no Ml^PCKUM nUPAM, no STlHM C0t^l4[lAM, HE nHTb
BO BAM nC^Jiy XMEJlbHOrO^ HE rOBOPMTb BO Bm CJIOBA TEWOrO, - TO n
nOJC/MMTE CE5E UAPCTBME, SSW^mi^ PAP[, nOSAB^WET BAM OTEU M MATb; fm

BjJVt, r/iE Mdi mm, Mbi Toro he shajva, he bem^.

We lived, we dwelt on the green earth, [but] we did not know anything,

nor [did we] grasp what was taking place in our world. The throne is

Christ's he built it - the righteous lord with the people, with the true

[ones], with the elect, chosen from among the world's peoples. They came

to God of their own will and desire, to the Living God [they] gave surety

on the green earth shed [their] tears. They came together, all the true

[ones], the righteous, in the church assembly of the faithful: Christ the

light. You our Father, tell us, give us a word, how v/hall we live our
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lives In the green earth? All the world's peoples quarrel with us,

they misuse God's name, - But you, my friends, beloved, live in meek-
1

-ness and humility, in the love of God, in agreement: do not go to

worldly feasts, to wicked gatherings, nor to birthday [feasts], to
2-

christenings, nor to their funerals; do not take intoxicating drinks,
3

and do not speak dark words, and then you will receive for yourselves

the Kingdom, blessed paradise, your father and mother will envy you;
4

Where we were, where we lived, we did not know this, we did not grasp
5

lit].

1. unity, Popoff. Bonch-Bruevich' text reads: "Live.*. in love, in
agreement with God;..."

,

2. Holy Church is missing from the contemporary version but appears
in Bonch-Bruevich.

3. evil, Popoff.
4. where you were, where you lived, .. .Bonch-Bruevich.
5. understand, Popoff; the root of the word implies a material act.
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Translated by editor with Anna Gattinger. No data in Bonch-Bruevich;
published in U.S.C.C. collection. Grand Forks 1968. Recorded by Bar-

-bara Bachovzeff, The Doukhobors of British Columbia , Folkways FR 8972.

This beautiful psalm symbolizes the experience of suffering believers
as a journey, against hard odds set by the Lord, to a mystical Jeru-
-salem. The imagery recalls the Baltic exile, self-imposed, of many
of the Skoptsi and Khlvsti . The psalm gives the fullest account of
the "Pillar' motif (cf. psalm 91) so far, identifying it with that of

the Israelites in the wilderness (Exodus, XIII, 21-22; XL, 34-39), and

as the Lord's support for his faithful servants. There are three
speakers: a narrator, who simply sets the stage and records actions;
the young men, witnessing believers; and the Lord. Tribulations are
symbolized both by the vicious human and antichristian opposition of
the Antiochus-figure, and by threatening or tempestuous natural objects
and forces. The duty of the "young men' is twofold: to go ahead in the

face of opposition when told; and to wait in patience. To cross the
'dark sea', they are given the 'ship of Noah', a motif used in the New
Testament as a type of salvation through both righteousness and faith-
-ful witness (I Peter HI, 20-22.).

3AP0}imnMC.<? HSVWE lOHOlilH OT CB.^TblX 0BJTAI4EB. BOSOnHOT MJTAIJhIE . lOHOUlVI

HEPE/i rocno/ioM: rpcnom, rocnonMl HEiy y hac m poM/ hm hjiemehm^

TOJlbKO ECTb y HAC BPATbf-CETCPbl /lyXOBHr-IE^ A /JETM HAUiM HA B03PACTE, -

- rOAWI-JIETAMU HE MUCJIEHW. UPOtWT, MMQblE lOHOlL'H HO SEMJIE CO
• CJlABOlO, CO BEJIMKOO, C KPACOTOK) MEJIOBEMEHCKOPI. KPACOTA BO MEJIOBEM-

-EHCKA-q - nPO/MBAlOllMX KPOBb HA 3EMJ1E 3A HM5: TOCnO/lHE, 3A CBl-l/^ETEJlbCTBO

W^CyCA XPMCTA, 3A CJIOBO ECmiE.. . SAHJIEHUJl AHT140X-KHP3b iOHOUJEi^ BO TEMHyrO

TEMHMUy. CJ1E3H0 BOCnJTAKAJlUCb Kn/VJh'E lOriOliil^ HEPE/l TOCnO/lOM: rOCUOm,
rOCnO/lMl BbinyCTM HAC C lEMHblX TEMHMU, ham XOTEJlOCb nPOi^TM B TBOf^

EpycAJii^^-rPAa, :nDCMOTPBTb.w be/imk crro.HB •orHEHf-bf/', oh xe bosck^et ot
SEHHH kl ,a0 HE5A. KHAi^IE MOM mom{ MOP^ EPyC/^l4VrPAa A^EME^ 3A

rOPAMp! KPyJhm^ 3A JIECAMM lEMHbMM^ 3A MOP^HI MEPl-WM. MJVVI^'E M0^^

lOHOUlM, OTBOPMTE MOM BOPOTA rOCnOW Cy.nPCT!^ BOPOT AQOBblX, CJIESHO

BOCnMKAJl^Cb HTUVlblE lOHOlUM HEPE/l TOCnO/lCM: TOCn/lOM, [OCnom^. T.<^7(EJ10

HAM JBOA BOPOTA OTBOPMTb : BOPOTA TBOH SABAJlEHb! KAMHEM C/VMOPOj^IHhiM,

SACbinAhbl MOPCKm nECKOM; mA TBOH BOPOTA OTBOPMTb - HA 3EMnE CB0K3

KPOBb npOJlMTb. MWlbE MOM KDHOIUM, BN UPCPlAETE JlECbl TEMHblE, B3bliWTE
HA rOPb! KPyTblE, nPMCTyPMTE K MOPK) MEPHOMy, CTAMbTF m BM HA^EB
KDPAB/lb. ByPil-bl BETPt>! C5yiUEBAJll/iCb, MEPHO MOPE BCKOitlXAJlOC . CJ1E3H0

•

•BOcnMi^B^cb MJTAObic fOHOUiM UEPE^ Tocno/ioM: foc^om, rocno/ii/il nOMTO
nonyCTMJl ByP^I-ME BETPN ByiUEPATb, MOPCKME BOTO BOJlHOBATb^ MEPHO M.OPE

KOJblXATb^ MTO HEJlbSo HAM^ PPOt^TM B TBOt^ EPyCA/lMM-rPAQ, nOCMOTPETb

JAM BEJIMK CTOJIB OrHEHHbfk^,' OH /KE B03CM5^ET OT 3EMJ1M M ;10 HEBA?
MJlATtlE lOHOlUM^ nOCTOniE Bbl y MOPP., 050WITE norO/Jbl ;i05P0i^, /10IiaE}KE

nPKQET K BAM CJIOBO rOCnO/lHE BCEM PSblKAM HA CBMIlETEJlbCTBO^ HA OBJTMMEHME
BCEX HEMECTMBbW. MMOblE MOM lOHOlilM, HA CTO/IBE MOEM CTOMTE M CTOJIRA
MpErO HE BMTMTE.
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1 2

Young men were created in holy throngs. The young men cry out before the

Lord: Lord, lord! We have neither family, nor kin, we have only splrit-
3

-ual brothers - sisters, but our children are growing - they are ageless.

They go forth, the young men, about the world in glory, in greatness, in

the beauty of man. Beauty in man -[that is] the pouring forth of blood

upon the earth for the name of the Lord, for witnessing for Jesus Christ,

4

for the word of God. Antiochus-prince shut up the youths in glooL.y

.dungeons. The young men wept [bitter] tears before the Lord: Lord,

Lord! Free us from the dark dungeons, we wanted to go on into Your

Jerusalem-town, there to look upon the great fiery pillar, that shines

from earth even to heaven. My young men! My Jerusalem-town is far
5

away, beyond lofty mountains, beyond shadov.n^ forests, beyond dark seas.

My young men, open up my Lordly gates, [they are] opposite to the gates

of hell. The young men wept bitter tears before the Lord: Lord, Lord!

(It is] very hard to open your gates; your gates are blocked up by liv-

-ing stone, they are buried by the sands of the sea. For us to open

your gates - [is to] pour out our blood upon the earth. My young men,

you will go on through the shadov;y forests, you will go up into the

lofty mountains, you will come to the dark sea, you will embark in the
6

ship of Noah. The wild winds were uproarious, the dark sea was stirred

1. or, were born, arose.
2. obscure word-
3. lit., age-years not anyone hats counted.

^

4. Cf. psalm 130; also II Maccabees, IV-XI.
5. Cf. Book of Enoch, XVIII-XXXII.
6. The Ark, Genesis VI-IX; an image of Christ's suffering, Cf. I Peter,

III, 18-22.
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7

up. The young men wept bitter tears before the Lord: Lord, Lord!

why do you allow the wild winds to rage, the waves of the sea to billow

up, the dark sea to heave, so that it is impossible for us to come to

Your Jerusalem-town, there to look upon the great fiery pillar, that

shines out from earth even to Heaven? Young men, stay you a while by

the sea, wait a little for fair weather, till the Word of the Lord
8

comes to you for witnessing to all nations, for exposing the unright-

-eous. My young men, you stand upon My pillar though you do not see
9

My pillar!

7* As an apocalyptic image of all peoples.
8. lor, tongues, languages, fig.

9. My special thanks to Mrs. Vera Soukeroukoff of Tahgum for her comments
and help with this text.
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Psalm 172,

Translated by Eli Popoff and Mercedes Cheveldayoff ; current text supplied
by Ell Popoff. No data in Bonch-Bruevich, Recorded by Peacock in

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, July 1964,

Popoff notes: "A psalm very often read at prayer meetings by younger
people and also sometimes sung at regular prayer meetings." The psalm,
penitential in topic, imputes blame for sin to attachment to wordly goods.

TBOPEU.MOPi, TBOPEb, nOKPOBm-EJib MOfI, C03J}J\S] Tbf MEH^! HA CEC^ BEJTb?^ CBET.
KAK nPE}ty^ BCErO BOrA BOSnOSiAT,, TOrm BO mE CTPAX BOb'/fl Bbin. 0,
BCPKE TW m^i, mSYXEPWlc^Pl MO^, KAK SEJl^bPi !^ BdH, 9 BCE BOfA UPOVm, A
BOrATbM ^ CTAH, CTAn HPO BOFA 3A5b!3ATb. CTAfI HPO BOfA 3A5>'3ATb, TOfM
?KE 9 CTAJl CBOO HJlOTb VKPAlUATb, A JDyjiiV CBOK) CTAJl OTfWATb. 0, BOXE TbI

MOPi, mrocEPm^Pi mopi, o, bcme mcPi, mjiocEPj]}-b9i mops, kakoji 9 Bbui, m
KAKOf^ ^ CTAJl: rPElUHblfl^ HEB03/I£PWihfc!t^

.

Creator, vry Creator, my Guardian, You made me in this bright world.

First of all I loved God, at that time I had fear of God. 0, You my

God, my Merciful [one], when I was poor, I asked for all from God,

but when I grew rich, I grew forgetful of God. I grew forgetful of

God; wh^n then I began to adorn my flesh, I 'began to strip £naked] my
1

soul. 0, You my God, ray Merciful[one] ! 0, my God, my Merciful[one]

,

what sort [of a man] I have been, but what sort I have become: sinning,

without control.

1. the remainder of this psalm does not appear in Bonch-Bruevich* text.





Psaltn 176.

158.

Translated by Eli Popoff. No data In Bonch-Bruevich. Recorded hy
Peacock from child's recitation, Grand Forks, July 1963.

Popoff notes: "A basic children's psalm. Does not have a melody,"
The psalm is a reminder to the parent as well as a devotion for the

child. The second sentence applies a personal rationale to the three
virtues compared by St. Paul (I Cotinthians XIII), The last sentence
-for which cf, psalm 147 and notes - floats, and is proably proverbial.

MATb MOi^ AAHEHb5^^ MM MHE nyib CHACEHb^. BEPA PO^/m, mREyTsPA
BOcnuTAm, jnoBOBb K B^ory npoisBEM. jioBOSb, jam h Bor, rm
COBET im M CBET.

Mother, my birthgiver, show me the path of salvation. My faith
1 2

made [me] grow, hope brought [me]up, love brings [me] to God.

3

Where there is Love, there is God; where there is counsel, there

is light.

1, lit,, thrive; gave me my real awakening, Popoff,
2, to the realization of God, Popoff.
3, agreement ,. .enlightenment

,
Popoff; these are plausible readings.





fealm 181.

Tranlsated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

The opening sentence of the psalm is not explicit, but the three guests
may perhaps be the three angels that visited the patriarch Abraham
under the Oak at Mamre (Genesis XVIII). The early Church Fathers in-
-terpreted these as a forewhadowing of the Trinity, and Russian icon-
-graphy settled upon the image of the angels as correct for traditional
representation of the Trinity. Such guests would indeed be desireable
for the devout soul, and would well be typified by attributes such as

close the psalm.

rOCTb 3A mCPl he XOJMT, a CJIEiiyET TPM rOCTb9: nPEMY/lPOCTb,

HEBi^H^ccTb, TEPikJ^, - cnoKOP^cTBME . nPOCBaiiAET HfiM PASVM rycjyio

jyMy, ECE rPEXM haujm PAsronrET, qcba ^vcibM jketiahhym 'msvib nxnoM
BOrA.

[It is] net one guest [that] cones after me, but three guests look
1

after ne: wisdom, innocence, the third - peacefulness . Dense clouds

are cade light through understanding; all our sins are scattered,by

all our pure desires to love the Lord God.

1. preceding material omitted by translator





Psalm 182.

Translated by Eli Popoff and Mercedes Chevaldayof f . No data in Bonch
-Bruevich. Recorded by Peacock at Grand Forks, July 1963.

Bonch-Bruevich notes that the psalm is recited over the newly-born.
Popoff states: "A children's psalm that is learned by children at as

early an age as possible: usually when they are about 6 or 7 years
old." It is a simple collection of cautions to which any child of

God should be obliged, to which is added a commination against those
who beset the paths of children with traps.

COTBOPKn MEJTOBEKA-M/UTOJIETOMKA. MAJIOJIETOMEK BblPOCTAET, OH HO 5p?KbEMy

BEnEmo nocTbrnAET; rm ^mc°, mpyjcp, - oh tvm he xomT; rjiE

CKAMyr M nnPEVT, - oh TVM he CMOTPMT; B JSyXOQHVY) BECEJiy nPl^BErAET;

C HEMECTUBbirVI r/lArOJl CBOf^ HE CnyUJAET; HAHnME HEMECTMBblX OB^^MAET,
rOPE BAM, mm\A\QA, MPl^CEM, HEMECTUBblE JlMUEMEPbl; CAm Bb! KA 50}^
nyJb HE KQETE M XOT^IUEMY CAfPAWETE

.

[The Lord] created the person, little fellow. The young lad grows

up, he acts in God's will; where they fight, they kill - he does not

go there; where they jump about, they dance - he does not look in

there; he takes part in spiritual talk; he does not hold back his
1

word among the unrighteous; indeed, he exposes the unrighteous. Woe

be to you, scribes, pharisees, unrighteous hypocrites; on the path

to paradise, on God*s path, you do not go - and you block the path
2 3

for those who desire[to walk it].

1. Cf . Matthew X, 27.

2. lit, the yearners.
3. Of. Matthew XXIII, 13.
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Psalm 183.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

Bonch-Bruevich notes that the psalm Is 'recited in the last moment
before the death of a Doukhobor.' It is not so much a confession as

a confident preparation for the soul's departure. Note that two
persons - both the soul and the Lord - are addressed.

ttJHE OBPATMCf! /jyUlA MOfi JIO rOCnO/JY; OTPPCM CKBEPHOCTb OT HOP CBOMX;
M3M0PI MUCTO JTO)KE CBOE; HCTPEBM BO/lPOCTb CBOO; HCTPEBM BCE nOXOTEHME
CBOE; CriPABb nOBEJ1EHM<? SOmA) RPMCTynH K nPECTOJiy BJTAqtlMHOMy H
Bosj]/^ r/iAc CB0P1 K TBOPuy-Bory, jkehmxy cboemy. rocno;in, tbopeu
tm, l-bIHE nPUXOjOMT K0HEI4 MO^; HE nOPyBM MEH.^I, TOCnO^M, BE33AKOHHMEM
MO^M; nPE/lBAPH MEH51. fOCWm, C H3BPAHHbM CBO/MM; VPm^ MEhP., OTME,
K UEBE B rPPmiBA, BEMHO CJlABMTb TBOE, rOCnom*

Today, my soul, turn to the Lord; shake the filth from your feet;

wash yourself clean of falsehood; wipe off all your boldness; clean

off all your lust; [be] on the right [side] of God's will* come to
1

'

stand before the Master's throne and fix your eyes on the Creator-
2

-God, your bridegroom. Lord, my Creator, today my end approaches;

do not destroy me. Lord, for my wickenesses; tell me about your
3

chosen[ones3 , Lord; accept me, 0 Father, to yourself in the time to

come forever to glorify Your name. Lord.

1. altar, Cheveldayof f.

2. floating phrase; cf. psalm 244.
3. or, elect.
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Psalm 18A.

Translated by Eli Popoff. No data in Bonch-Bruevich. Recorded by

Peacock in Brilliant, July 1963. Current text supplied by Popoff.

Bonch-Bruevich notes that the psalm is recited on the date of the

Assumption of the B.V.M.. It is excerpted directly from the Gospel
of Matthew, V, 3-12, the Beatitudes, to which is addded, between each
beatitude

J
a petition. See psalm 1, clause (29). Popoff notes:

"psalm sung and recited at prayer meetings, funerals, and other
occasions." . -

ySPEB MHOrO HAPOM, BSOlilEH XPHCTOC HA rOPV; UJE^lilME C Hlf^ MMEHUKM EfO,

nPHCTynmiM k hemv. h oh, oiBESiyn ycta cbom \a r;TAro;iET k nm: BJiMEHHbi

HHUME jayXOlA, M50 MX ECTb IJAPCTBO HE5ECH0E. UmP.m M HAC rOCnO/lM,

KOrM nPKQEIiJb BO LJAPCTBUE £BOE. B/WKEHHbi RJIAMWE, M50 OHMyTEliJATC55

.

nOM5!HH M HAC TOCnO/F!^ KOW nPl/UlElHb BO LjAPCTBUE CBOE. BM^KEHI-bl KPOTKHE
HBO OHM HACJlE^yiOT 3EKnO. HOMFHM M HAU TOCnO/lM, KOfM PPKaEllib BO
UAPCTBME CBOE. 5;iA}KEHHbI AJlMyiUE M mm^mE HPAB/Jb!, M50 OHM HACWTPTC.^.

Cf^HM M HAC rpcnom, kopm npinaEiiib bo uapctbme cboe. bjiwkehhbi

MMJTOCTMBblE, MBO OHM nOPMMflBAI-fc! BV^yj . nOM.^HM M HAC TOCnO/lM, KOW
nPkWEtllb bo L^APCTBME cboe. BJTAKEHHb! MMCTblE CEP/ILIEM, MBO OHM BOfA
ySP^T. nOM°HM M HAC fOCnom, KOFM nPHaElUb bo L^^^PCIBME cboe. BJlAXEHHbl

MMPOTBOPtlbl, MBO OHM By/jyi HAPEMEHW CblHAMM BQ>KbMMM. HOM^HM M HAC
rOCnO/IM, KOrm nPMQEUJb bo J^PCTBME cboe . B/lAKEHHbi MSrHAHHblE 3A
nPAB/iy, MBO MX ECTb JOAPCTBO HEBECHOE. HOMrHM M HAC rOCHO^, KOfM
nPKQElUb BOljAPCTBME CBOE. BJlA^KEHHb! BW, KOW By/IYT HOHOCMTb BAC M
rHATb, M BC51MECKM HEHPABE/IHO SJIOC/lOBMTb 3A MEHS. PAOy^^TECb M
BECEJlMTECb, MBO BE/IMKA BAllJA HAFPAOA HA HEBECAX: TAK THAJTM M HPOPOKOB,
BblBliiMX nPDKflE BAC. -

Seeing many people, Christ went up on the mountain; His disciples

followed (?) Him and stood together with Him. And He, opening his mouth,

spake to them:

1
Blessed are the poor-in-spirit , for theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven.

Remember us. Lord, when you come to Your Kingdom.

Blessed are the mourners, for they shall be comforted. Remember us.

Lord, when you come to Your Kingdom.

1. lit., they shall thoroughly possess.
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Blessed are the gentle, for they will inherit the earth. Remember us.

Lord, when you come to Your Kingdom.

Blessed are the hungry-and thirsty-for-truth, for they shall be satis-

-fied. Remember us. Lord, when you come to Your Kingdom

Blessed are the kindly, for they will be forgiven. Remember us, Lord, '

when you come to Your Kingdom.

Blessed are the clean-in-heart , for they will see God. Remember us.

Lord, when you come to Your Kingdom.

Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called the sons of God.

Remember us, Lord, when you come to Your Kingdom.

Blessed are those exiled for the truth's sake, for theirs is the Kingdom

of Heaven. Remember us, Lord, when you come to Your Kingdom.
2

Blessed are you, when they shall revile you and drive you out, and shall

scandalously say anything untrue [about you] for My sake. Rejoice and
3

make merry, for great [is] your reward in heaven: thus they drove out

the prophets too, that were before you.

2. or, persecute.
3. Bonch-BrueVich' text ends at this point.





Psalm 187.

Translated by Eli Popoff. No data in Bonch-Bruevich. Recorded by
Peacock in Grand Forks, July 1953, Also published in U.S.C.C, coll-
-ection,1968.

Popoff notes: "A psalm for young and old alike. It is read at all
regular meetings and is generally considered a psalm of counsel."
Compare with psalm 138; but less gnomic in form. The 1968 text
differs from that of Bonch-Bruevich in a few minor details: some
obscure words disappear, and the Lord's name is replaced by 'He' in

secondary clauses. The final plea for forgiveness of the unrighteous
is unusual, as is the vocabulary and import of the opening lines,
possibly derived from an Orthodox source, with implications of attend"
-ance at Sunday church service.

nPABOCMBHblE XPMCT14AHE, nOMHHTE TBEPW, ^TO Bbl HbHE yrO/IMJlM BOry,

nOMOJTHBUJUCb; PABOTbl PABOTAP^TE, OT PABOTb! OTCTAB/^TE^ K /lOBPblM msm
nPHCTABAPiTE; XOjyiTE 8 BCmO UEPKOBb HA noyMEHb5=; MTO Bbl CEBE HA
noyMEHbM nonvmAniA, OTOiiinmE k cebe b jm) bpatojiobi^o m jWBOBb ceb5i

HAMm"E; M3CTAP1/I CEBE nOMTUTE BOCKPECEHUE XP^ICTOBO, M KOTOPOrO BOPA,
K0T0Pb!P1 nOUT M KOPMUT, HA CBET nP03BO/i:4T; BCEMU ZlOBPO/lETEJir.MH yBE-
-mEBAET; B rUTATbE HAC 0/^EBAET; BPAfOB OT HAC OTrC«i^£T, 07 TE^M
TEm^UH yKPblBAET; HAPPAbjlAET HAC rOCHO/lb, OH - TOCnO/lb, m^H
CBET, EflMH P1l/lCyC-HA3AP.'^;HVIH; KPOME EPO HET JXPVfOrO} OH M Bb'JI, M HE
mEJ] HA HAMAHA, HH KOHUA; TOJlbKO OTKPbtJl BOSK) CBOO, nOEMHEHHyiO KA
BC51K0M MECTE. BOf BE3;iE BlWiT, BE3/JE CJTh!lUl/IT HAL^I HAMEPEHH.^ H MblCJlH,

KAK Mbl 0 BOfE nVABA M FA/IABM, nOMbllilJl^EM M PA3Cy>ig[lAEM; A KbI By^lEM

3HATb M OriACATCn, Xy/lOPO HE /JEJTATb; HE HA/10 Bb! HAM B HPABOCy/^E.
BOr ECTb CnPABE^MBbli^ /jyx, BE3CMEPThfo!f^ H BESTEJlECf-fo'J^; HPM TOM
nPABOCy^MM KTO MMJIOCEP/IEH, HPABEilEH, C TOM 5^ iJOJP^ mJb BEKA /ID

/PHUA, nOMHTAi^ rpCnom, M y^BVl, KAK XOMElUb; HEnPABEZlHMKH HCTPEB-
-51ATC51, A nPABE/lHMKH BOSBECT.STCP; B03PAayK)TC«, B03BECEJlPTC5i. KOCTM
CMMPEHHblE; OTBPATM JMUP OT HEHPABE^lHblX.

1

Orthodox christians, remember well, that now you have pleased God,

[when] you were praying. Work on at your tasks, [but] leave off from

work, that you [may] keep to good deeds; go to God's church for lessons

what teaching you get, carry the same off with you to your home; train

yourselves in brotherhood and love, honour your elders, teach your fool

1. ecclesiastical term.
2, or, a sermon.
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-Ish ones. Honour Christ's Resurrection, which is of God, who feeds and

keeps (us, and] brings [us] into the world; he entreats all to good

works; he clothes us with garments j he drives [our] foes away from usj

he keeps [us] safe from gloomy. dungeons . The Lord regards us; He -

the One light, - Jesus of Nazareth; except for him - no other! He was

and is, and had neither beginning nor end, showing his will by [this]
3

appearance. In every place - He [is there]; he sees all, he hears all

our purposes and thoughts,how we think and guess about God, dream and

reason [about Him]. But we shall know and be careful, not to do evil;

we should not think about evil, lest judgement come upon us. God is

.a righteous spirit, undying and without a body: in this judgement he

is just and merciful, I want to live with him to the end of time.

Honour the Lord, and live, as you wish: [but] the unrighteous will be

destroyed utterly, while the righteous will be joyful. They will

rejoice, they will be glad in their [very] bones, the humble ones;

turn (Your] face to the righteous.

3. The word implies something imperfectly perceived.
4. The 1968 text replaces this clause x^ith:

. rgCnO/lH, he OTBPATM Jll^UO CBOE M OT HEnPABE^MKOB. This reading,
clearer than that of Bonch-Bruevich, yields:
Lord, do not turn your face away, even from the unrighteous.
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Psalm 191.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

A psalm encouraging those who lose confidence; presumably suited to

private devotional use.

B^IUMTE rOCnOM, VTBEPmTECP OT JVIUA SOFA JkWCOBJlEBA; ICKOHH nOMPHU
MyjaECA HA SB'inE, KOTOPolE B3bluyT HXnOM, HE UOCTtm^JC^^ BO BPEMEHA
JlOTblE; 80 /IHM TJWIA HAJh\ BOy^'^i nPEJlSyjX/TCP C TOCnO^lOM BO BEK.

1
Seek the Lord, get a foothold before the face of the God of Jacob,

from time untold remember the miracles on earth, [those] who seek

the Lord, they will not be ashamed in harsh times; in the days of
2

pressingC?), the children of God will dwell with the Lord for ever.

1, or, strengthen, establish, yourself,
2. (?); but, cf. the apocalyptic metaphor of the Day of Judgement as

the Lord's Winepress (Isaiah LXIII, 2-3; Apocalypse , XIV, 17-20;
XIX, 15).
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Psalm 196 ,

Translated by Ell Popoff. Recorded by Bonch-Bruevich from the slng-
-Ing of A. A. Sats. Recorded by Peacock in Grand Forks, July 1968.

current text published in 1968 U.S.C.C. collection.

An excerpt from the gospel of John, XIII, 31-35.

PEMET XFVICTOC yMEHUKAf^ CBOHM: |-fc!HE nPOCJlABJl^ETCH CbH MEJIOBEMEHCKI^

BO CJIABE OTUA CBOErO. BOf nPOCMBJl^ETC.*^ B HEM M OH nPOCMBJl^ETC;! B

BOrE - 05A nPOaiAB;i>^ETCn B MMPE. MAIJH MA/HE^ BSbiUMTE MEHF; TOBOPK)

BAH >qHBHOE. A3 £ K BAM UPmEJ] \A BH MO}KETE KQTM CO MHO^^ K OJUy MOEMY.

CEt^ ;TEHb BAM ^XA CBJITOrO, nOBE^W^TE BCE HEMOUM BAUJU. BEPYPlTE

B OTUA MOErO H HH ^Em^Pi H3 BAG HE HOrMBHET.

Christ speaks to his disciples: Now the Son of man is glorified in

the glory of His Father. God is glorified in Him and He is glorified

in God - Both glorified in the world. Little children, seek Me; I

tell you a wonderful [thing]. As I came to you, so you may come with

Me to My Father, This day I give to you the Holy Spirit, overcome all

your feebleness. Trust in My Father and not one of you will perish.





Psalm 197.

168.

Translated by Ell Popoff and Mercedes Cheveldayof f . Recorded by

Bonch-Bruevich from I .Obrosimov. Recorded by Peacock in Brilliant,
July 1964. Published in 1968 U.S.C.C. Collection.

Popoff notes: "An educational childrens* psalm, also recited sometimes

by adults; not sung." The psalm is to some degree concerned with the

nature of righteousness. The sun and the just are associated; the
righteous are an example of the Lord's truth, and by that he will
judge all the world (Cf. Matthew V, 43-48).

COJTHqE CBETUT HA BCEX nPASZIOO; TAKO:r;ZlE nO^lOBAET M MEJOBEKV BhITb XE
jPKHBOMy, cnPABE/uiMBOMY, jiomJb j]pyr jxpyvA, kak cAMoro ceb?. b

JTOBBM rcx:nojib nPEBbiBAEi. nocjiAH rocno;ib AHrE.no3 cboux bo bce
KOHUH cmrfA nPonoBEjpBATb croBO Bp?>iE. bo cser 3a wmh cam rocno/ib

rpm^T cy^Aib sektio m bcw bcejiehhytO no hpab/ie jio/iep^ npABbix i-icTmoPi

CBOEP^.
. .. _

1
The sun shines on all by -justice. Just so it becomes people to be,

not deceitful, [but] just, to love each other as our very own selves.

In love the Lord dwells. The Lord sent his angels through all ends

of the earth to preach the word of God. In their track the Lord
2 3

himself follows to judge the world and all creation by the truth of

his truthful people, his witnesses.

1. Some read,". . .upon all the just"; the sun is just, however, inas-
-much as it shines equally upon both good and bad men.

2. Tregubov offers a variant which inserts "with great anger" at this
point.

3. Tregubov's variant replaces this clause with: "Re renders to every man
according to his deeds."
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Psalm 202.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff and Eli Popoff . No data In Bonch-
-Bruevich. Recorded in Kamsack, Sask., June 1964, by Peacock. Pub-
-lished in 1968 U.S.C.C. collection.

Popoff notes: "A basic psalm for children, but. also recited by older
folks as well, for almost any occasion. It was with the Doukhobors
very nearly since their origin, and very likely was composed by either
Ilarian Pobirohin or Saveli Kapustin in the early formative years during
the latter part of the eighteenth or the beginning of the nineteenth
century." The psalm encourages the believer to persevere in spite of

trials, being, through suffering, strengthened and redeemed by the Lord.

BEHMKH /JEM TBOPUA-BOrAl SHAi^TE: HET B CBcTE JTYMU'E, HET B CBETE
BOJTbUlE, KTO BOrA 3HAET M BEJIUMAET, TOT M35PAH BHBAET. CO XPt^CTOM

nPOPOKJI BCEW M BCErM B PASrOBOPAX. AHfEiTb' CB^^TbiE nECHU BOCHEBA/IM,

XPklCTA BEJIMMAJIH; A nPABEjiJl-blE mm HA 3EMJ1E MABMA, BOfA nOSKWI M
BCEro nprnmA^M; VKOPbi m noKObi, xyjihi m noHOUJEHu;;, bom m nsniihi,

CKOPBH H B0;iE3m. 3A TO MX TOCnOjilb JTOBl^T, K CEBE nPM3biBAET, CWBAMl^
HATBEPy^ET M CbllWM HAPEKAET; BO CBOM PAM HPECBETJlblE M BO UAPCTBME
CBOE HEBECHOE nOCb'JTAET.

1
Great are the deeds of God the Creator! Know: [there is] not any^-7here

2

a. better, not anywhere a greater. Who knows God and glorifies him,
3

the same is [His] chosen. With Christ [were] the prophets ever, and
4

[they] were ever in conversation [with Him] . Holy angels sang sorigs

[of praise], glorified Christ. Righteous folk lived on earth, knew God
5 (

and accepted all: reproach and submission, reviling and slander, beating

and injury, suffering and sickness; on account of all this, the Lord

loves them, calls them to Himself, strengthens them with [His] word,

names them [His] sons, welcomes them into His paradise. Into his

bright-shining paradise, into the Kingdom of Heaven.

1. Punctuated with preceding clause in U.S.C.C. text.
2. Emanates forth a manifestation of God, Popoff.
3. or, elect.
4. Bonch-Bruevich notes

:

"People of God motif (Khlysti) .

"

5. ...all the aftermaths of this [v/itness ], Popoff.
6. or, persecution (by physical violence).





Psalm 205.

170.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayof f . No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

Another psalra in which the activities of the faithful are directly
Identified as the Lord's v7ork, and His constant presence with them

is affirmed.

B 3mMTE rOCnOM VTBEP/IHTEC?; B 3myiJE BOrA mKDQA, KOTOPbE BSbiayT^

TE yTBEPZl."TC^>i, BO BPEM*^ JF^TOE HE nOCTb'A^TC.^; BO W rMQhb!E HAChlT>iTCri

.

BCE PABbI rOCnO/lHM CTO^T BO XPAME BO::<HEM^ BO mOPE imA BOfE HAliiErO;

ncno;iH;x)T nosEJiEmE scmE} hapekaiotc^! majw^h sommv\, te h uPEsyjx/J

c rocno/ioM bo bek.

Maintain yourself under the safeguard of the Lord, under the defence
1

of the God of Jacob; whoever calls [for help], and maintains that

[defence], [the same] in harsh times vrill not be ashamed; in the days

of hunger, [he] will be filled. All the servants of the Lord stand

in the temple of God, in the courtyard of the house of our God; they

carry out the commandments of God; they are named children of God,

they will abide with the Lord for ever.

1. Clause omitted by translator; the transitive verb reouires an
object not supplied in the text.





Psalm 213.

171

Translated by Eli Popoff. No data in Bonch-Bruevich. Recorded by

Peacock in Mossleigh, Alta., June 1964.

Popoff notes: "An old time Doukhobor psalm usually sung when guests are

being welcomed with prayer." Note, though, that 'thoughts of salvation'
are cited parallel to 'guests so dear'; so it is probable that the psalm
originated in a contemplative context; cf. psalm 181. This is further
borne out by the rhythmic structure: all the psalms that possess such

a structure use it to impose a catalogue of ideas upon the singer or

reciter or hearer. During the repetition, one has mental freedom to

reflect upon the inserted topic.

rOCTM HAllM nOPOriAE, MblCJlM HAUJM CHACEHWE; HO^TE MHE, BOCHO^TE^ yiEUibTE

MEHP, - yTElllAf^TE^ A3 BO ^ BAC nPliyTEillAJl; MEJIOBEKA HA CEP/lUE HE BSb^y,
PASyMOM BAC HE OB^EKTK). TOCnO/M TbI HAlil, rOCnOW BEJlUKMf^, TBOPI MP
UEPEJX HAMH. MEM JBCPl MP OTMPWTb? COTBOPHJl TOCnO/lb HE50 H SEKHiO

MAC PAQM MEJIOBEKOB, HAllJErO PA/IM CRACEHH.-. COTBOPMJl rOCnO/l.b COjIHUE M

MECFb HAC PAjyi MEJIOBEKOB, HAUJEfO PA^l^ CnACEHt^,-. COTBOPKH rOCnO/lb /T/HW

M 2BE3m HAC PAJM MEJIOBEKOB, HAlllErO PAJjyi CnACEHH51. COTBOPKH TOCnO/Ib

CKOT M CBEPEt^ HAC PAjyi MEMEKOB^ HAUJEPO PAJ^M CdACEHUf.. COTBOPHJl

rpcnOJlb XEJlBbl M COSM HAC PAm MEJIOBEKOB^ HAUJErO PAM CnACEHt^^. COTBOPUn
rocno/ib PEm m PWBbi hac pa^ me;iobekob^ haujefo p/w cnACEHM.i.

1 2

Our guests so dear, our thoughts [of] salvation: sing to me, sing over,

comfort me - comfort, as I have comforted you; in man's heart I am not
3

found, in your reason I do not abide. You our Lord, great Lord, your

gift is before us. How may we return your gift? But you, my manser\/ants

,

4

womenservants , can you stand together, [can you] keep God's commandment?
5

The Lord created heaven and earth for we people, for our salvation.

The Lord created sun and moon for we people, for our salvation.

The Lord created full moon and stars for we people, for our salvation.

1. Your benevolent thoughts have saving grace in them, Popoff.
2. the Lord, Popoff.
3. Popoff omits the negative.
4. can you serve continually, Popoff.
5. Popoff inserts 'eventual' at this point throughout.
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The Lord created tame beasts and wild for we people, for our salvation.
6

The Lord created bread and salt for we people, for our salvation.

The Lord created streams and fish for we people, for our salvation.

6. In Popoff *s text, this clause is moved to the end of the psalm.
This may be because Popoff or his informant wish to assert the

primacy of bread and salt, the fundamental foods; but note also
that Bonch-Bruevich ' informant, of course, may have recited an
erroneous version since corrected.
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Psalm 219 .

Translated by Ell Popoff and Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data in Bonch-
-Bruevich. REcorded by Peacock in Grand Forks, July 1963. Published
in 1968 U.S.C.C. collection.

Popoff notes: "Edifying psalm, sung on various occasions." Bonch-
. -Bruevich notes: "The psalm is also recorded by Tregubov in the Cau-
-casus. It is sung after the banquet, given at the home of the dead"
after the burial procession has returned from the cemetary." Presumably
the psalm is suited, in its specific divine promise of restitution of

the imprisoned or exiled devout, to the case of the dead, and is applicable
broadly as well. The 1968 version is translated here.

nOMO;iMTEC5l KO MHE, ^ nOCJiyiil^O BAC, BSKmyiTE MEH^ M OBPHUETE MEH,q.

KOrM BSbUlHTE MEH^ M OBPHilETE MEH1 BCEM CEP^UEM BAUJl/M^ TOfM £
9\BfiOCb K BAM; BOSBPAUJy YSHUKCB BAt'/X, COBEPy BAG CO BCEX CTPAH.,

OTO BGErO rPAM, 3A MEH? MSrHAHhblX. MAJOA CME PEKY BAM, SATlOBEm
CBOM mo BAM, OnPABMHME CBOE 5B^ BAM. AillE KTO CJIOBO MOE COBSK)J\ET,

TOT BO BEK WIQ SVmT

.

1
'

Pray to me, I will hear you; ask of Me and turn to me. T^hen you ask

of Me and turn to Me with all your hearf , then I will show Myself to

you; I will bring back your [people who are] prisoners, I will gather

you from all lands, out of all towns, [who were] for My sake banished.

My children, this I say to you, I give you My commandments, I will
2

show you My justification. Who thus fulfills my word, the same will

live for ever.

1. seek, Popoff.
2. or, acquittal.
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Psalm 226.

Translated by Eli Popoff. No data in Bonch-Bruevich. Recorded by

Peacock in Kylemore, Sask., June 1964.

Popoff notes: "A psalm that appears to be one of those that was taken

out of the writings in the Bible. Much of it appears in Isaiah XLV, 11-

-18. It is not often recited, but older people have a love for its very

olden time melody and have preserved it to our time." Bonch-Bruevich

notes that it is also published in NovitSki in his Doukhobors, their

History and Faith , (Kiev 1882 ed.), and cites from Novitski: "This

psalm was sung (obscure word) at the time of the Doukhobors* praye'^-

-ful attendance at the home of the Holy Emperor Alexander I in the year
1818." The language of the text is archaic and some of the syntax
appears corrupt.

CHI4E rmrojiET rpcnojh CB^ibM sor mspamjieb . cosmn ero cotbopkh Ero>
BO ^pp^ymx orpocmte meh.^ o cwhex momx, o j^-'iEP^^x. ot pvk momx sah-

-OBE/lMl: A3 COTBOPUn CEKTIO, MEJIOBEKA HA HEPi; A3 YTBEP/KH PVKO^ CBQEPi

HE50; A3 BCEM 3BE3W CAnOBEMJl A3 B03/IBM30L11A UAP^ C nPAB/lOO BCE nVTM
ErO nPABE/lHblE, BCE C03mjlET TPAQ MOf^; OT nJlEHEHM^! Jl^EP^ MOMX B03-
-BPATMTE HE CO M3m0, A HE C MS/JAP/AMM. PEMET TOCnOXlb CA5AO0, TAK0>K;aE

rjTArojiET rocno/ib: vipymcb ErmET BKynE; mxhi^ oewectbom, b kaethoctm,
MmK BblCOKA. nPlWT TE5E M nOIOlOH'^TC'^ TE5E, 9K0 B TEBE ECTb EOF; HE
5?KIC BOr, HEBrn^^ BOr, TW \A3PAmP CRAC; UOClhWTCP H nOCPANLn^^TC.^ BCE
BEPYKIHUE ErO /lAXE W BEKA. TAKOOT TJlArOJlET TOCnO^b CBPThPl, BOf
M3PAKnEB.

1
Thus says the Lord, the holy God of the Israelites. I made, I created;

3

In the future will you question me about my sons, about ray daughters?

I commanded regarding the work of my hand; I made the earth, [and] man

[that] is in it: I set out the heavens with my own hand; I ordered all

the stars: I raise up .the king with truth, all his paths are just;

he will build all my city; he will bring back my people [that were]
3

taken captive without ransom and without a bribe. Thus says the Lord

1. them, adds Popoff.
2. Popoff reads 'for the future*, and places with previous clause.
3. Probably the sentence was associated , by the petitioning Doukhbors

In 1818, with Alexander I's previous amnesty to all claiming
Doukhobor faith, and his gift to them of the Milky Waters land.
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Sabaoth, thus speaks the Lord: the workers of Egypt together ; [they will

offer] bows in company with the rebellious, the tall men. They will

come to you and bov; themselves down to you, for God is with you; for

there Is no God [but] the unseen God, You are the salvation of Israel;

you will be ashamed and disgraced [, enemies of Israel]. Make yourselves
5

good-as-new, islands of Israel; they will not be ashamed, nor will they

be disgraced, all the faithful [ones], even for ever. Thus says the

holy Lord, the God of the Israelites.

4. of Hosts (Hebrew).

5. sons, Popoff . Also a Hebrew idiom for borderlands or districts
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Psalm 241.

Translated by D.S.C. conunittee, and published in Doukhobors, their Faith ,

1S61. Recorded by Tregubov in the Caucasus, and also published by
- Chertkov In the Word of Freedom , Purleigh, Essex, 1899.

Bonch-Bruevich notes: "The psalm was written down by Tregubov. . .at the

time of his visit to the Doukhobor exiles in the Caucasian aulie (vil-

-lages) ... .Compare this psalm with the fourth prayer of John Chrysostom,
*Lord, do not deny me*, in Prayers (St. Petersburg 1890). It seems to me
that the text of the Doukhobor psalm [is] very close to the text of the

'prayer of John Chrysostom. '.. .At our disposal is held a friend*s record
of this psalm belonging to A.A. Sats." The psalm is a plea for forgive-*

-ness and strength against weakness and sins, as confessed.

rccnom, HE mm meh;: hebechbix tboux Bjv\r. rocno/M, msbabb meh5: ot
BEMI-blX MYK. rOCnO/lM, yMCf^ MJIM nOMyiii/IEHMEM, CJIOBOM KPM /lEJTOM COrPElIiWl,

nPOCTH MEHf:. rOCnO/114, MSBABB MEHP ot BCrKOrO HEBEmm9. \A 3A5BEHbi= B

MAJTO/iyiUECTBE, OK^EHEHbM^ HEMMBCTSm. fOCUOm, MSBABb MEH? OT BCilKOrO

MCKyuJEHUP. rocno/ivi, hpocbetm moe cepxiue m bke noMPAMnno jii^kaboe noxo-
-TEHbE. rOCnO/l!/I, A3 PKO MEJIOBEK COrPEHIKn. TBI "JKE, .^KO 50r, mE/lP H
noMnnyfi MEHn, bkhex hemoiim o ny^iA wepi, rocno/ii^, no\im BMro/tATb tboio .

B noMouib MOio M npocjiABJK) mp. cb.-^toe tboe. rocnojcy^ mcycE xphcte!
3finmvi MEHP., paba TBOEro^ b KHi/iry mAmiHW n ;]apW\ mhe koheu smrm.
rocno/in som mopi, euie hmmto ke bmpo cotbophx upejx toboio. noiiim/i no
BJV^roMTw TBOEPl, nojiO/Ky b ham..a;ie bjiafoe. rocno^I c hebecm m c 3Em\A
notApm MEHf., rPEiuHoro paba CBOEro, ciymoro, hemmctofo b uapctbhh
TBOEM. AMmb. rocnomi bo nom'^m^ npocTtd mehp. rocuoml he ocTABb
MEH^'. rOCnO^OHl he BBOm MEH9 B HAriACTb. rOCnOJ2^M Ml^ MHE MhiCJTH

BJTATME, CJlESbl, RAM^Tb CMEPTHyiO BE OMJIEHME. FOCnOm, JV^ MHE nOf^lCJlt^Tb

BE MCnOBEMHME TPEXOB MOMX. TOCnO/lM^ Mi^ MHE TEPHEHbE, BEJMKO^iyiUHyK)

KPOTOCTb. rOCnO/lM, BCE/IH BO MHE-KOPBib BMmX M CTPAX TBOMX BO CEPjlUE

MOEM. rocno/inl cno/iOBn meh.^ ;ioBMTb teb.i cbep^ j]yM MOEti. ^OMbI[ii^EHHE^^,

TBOPHTb bo BCEM BOW TBOIO BO MHE^ rPELUHOM. TOCnO/lMl . TIOKPOP! MEH? OT
"mEJIOBEKA, HEKOTOPblP^ BECOBb'P^ CTPACTEi^, OT BC.^KO/i mcP HEHO/lOBHa/i BEUIH,

5;K0 TH BCE m TBOPMlUl/l, P.KO TbI VlSQOmm, PKO BJTArOCJlOBEH ECU BO BEKM
BEK06. AMHHb.

Lord, do not deny me your heavenly blessing. Lord, save me from eternal

torment. Lord, if by reasoning or thinking, by word or deed I have

sinned, forgive me. Lord, save me from whatsoever ignorance and unaware"*

-ness [is] in faintheartedness, lifelessness , unfeeling. Lord, sanre me

from whatsoever temptations [there are]. Lord, enlighten my heart that
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Is darkened by evil lusts. Lord, Inasmuch as [I am] a man, I have

sinned. But You, inasmuch as [You are] God generously forgive me,

seeing the infirmity of my spirit. Lord, help me with your blessing
1

to my aid, and I will glorify your holy name. Lord Jesus Christ!
2

Write me, your servant, down in the living book and give me a good end.

3

Lord my God, still [I have] done nothing good before you. Give help

through Your blessing, I will start with a good beginning. Fix in my
4

heart the dew of Your blessing. Amen. Lord! In [my] repentance, for-

-give me. Lord! Do not abandon me. Lord! Do not lead me into disaster.
5

Lord! Give me good thoughts , tears', to remember mortality in ( ).

Lord! Give me urges towards confession of my sins. Lord, give m.e

6 7
temperance, chastity, obedience. Lord, give me endurance, great-spirited

humility. Lord, fix in my roots goodness, and your fear in my heart.

Lord! Make me worthy to love you with all my spirit [and] thoughts, to

do in everything Your will for me, a sinner. Lord! Defend me from men,

from my devilish passions, from other unworthy things, for You create all,

8
for You do what is pleasing, for You are blessed for ever and ever. Amen.

!• Sats' version reads, "by your blessing, in my aid."
2. Motif of the heavenly record of the redeemed (Apocalypse XX, 12-15).
3. lit., have created.
4. This sentence does not appear in Sats* version.
5. obscure word; sentence omitted by translators.
6. lit., measure.
7. tolerance, translators.
8. idiomatic verb.
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Psalm 242.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff and Eli Popoff. No. data in Bonch-
-Bruevich. Recorded by Peacock from child. Brilliant, July 1963.

Popoff notes: "An educational child's psalm, also recited sometimes by

adults: not sung." A devotional psalm. The reference 'to know all...'
should probably be applied to the clauses that directly follow it: this

knowledge is the spiritual, divine understanding discussed in the cata-*

-chetical psalms, the ability to share the mind of God.

VTHEH MEH^, rOCUOm, THHIE BQJh^} VHVm TOCnO/lH, TPABH; VKPEnM
rOCnO/lM, KPEHME MAKH,^ CAMObBETHOrO. TH >KE MEH^, rOCnO/ll/l^ UPOPOjm

M tw >KE meh;', rocnom, noPAsmi, bo mhe uimA yjvwnm. j:m >ke mz, rocno/ii4,

BCE nPO BCE 3HATM M BCE PASyMETV, TBOO BOJTK) TBOPHTM CO CB.aTb'm 60 CBOMMM
BO BEK nPEBblTM.

Calm me. Lord, quieter than the waters;

Humble me. Lord, lower than the grass;

Strengthen me. Lord, stronger than a precious stone.

It is you. Lord, who gave me birth,
1

And you. Lord, who struck me;
2

You quenched the flame within me.

Make me able. Lord,

To know all, to understand all about everything;
3

To perform Your will, and to live with the righteous ^eopl^ forever.

1. Overwhelmed me with greatness, Popoff. But the sense seems to refer to

some trial or suffering.
2. of passion, adds Popoff.
3. or, saints.
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Psalm 243.

Translated by Mercedes Cneveldayof f . No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

The psalm is in three parts. It opens with a plea, for either shelter

or understanding: it goes on to rejoice in divine promises to the faith-
-ful; and it concludes with an account of persecutions closed by a plain
affirmation. Present suffering and doubt are negated by the anticip-:
-ation of coning salvations. The psalm is millenarian insofar as it

represents an element of Doukhobor faith that is frequently applied to
historical and contenporary suffering. Note rhythmic structure.

/pysq." HA^, EPAThP. BEHMK^E, KA/JEKl'lt^E TOBARW, HE nOKHHbTE HAC BH,

no l^^EHU VBOniX WRE^i, HP'/MMTE HAC ^PVr 3A npyrA, BPAT 3A 5PATA.

X0T5? CK0P5M M S0TE3W\ Vi T5}KKM,—yrOTOBAH K^M, V TOCnOM BOfA
KAUJErO, VSEB, 5EJ1EE CHEfA. yrOTOBAHO B/\M, y TOCnOM BOrA KAU'EfO,

nOPlnO, CJIAaE r,EM CTAB.^EK-*0rO; OrOTOBJlEHO M rOCnOM BOrA HAlIJErO PH^
HETJlEHhtfE, HEOUEHEHrfcC, BO BEK HEH3H0Cm?!E; yfOTOBfiEHO y rOCnOM
BprA K^L'ErO U-APCTB'/^E HEBECHOE, 3A HAUJE 3A BEJl/IKGE nPOTEPTJiEhS-^E, KA
BEMJIE MbJMEB^E. HAC mSMlT, H m^mmW 3A CDOBO BCX'isME, 3A W^? rOCH-
-OjqjHEE, 3A CBKaETETibCTBO WC)/QA XPHCTA. A m PAJiyEMC5? M BECEJli^C.T.

Our friends, great brothers, trustworthy companions, do not abandon us,

in the name of people in need. Ancept us as one friend [accepts] another,

as brother [accepts] brother. Though suffering bvA sickness are torment
1

are [very] grievous - our Lord God has readied for us bread, whiter than

snow. Our Lord God has readied for us a drink, sweeter than melted honey;

our Lord God has readied for us imperishable robes, priceless, lasting for

ever; our Lord God has readied for us the kingdom of heaven, on account of

our great suffering, [our] torment on earth. They beat us and they tor^

-tured xis on account of the word of God, on account of the name of the

Lord, on account of our witnessing for Jesus Christ. But we are glad and

we rejoice.

1. lit.. There is made ready for us, by our Lord God,,., and so throughout.





Psalm 244.

180.

Translation by Mercedes Cheveldayof f . No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

Compare with psalm 183. A penitential psalm, but more concerned with
salvation than vith self-judgement and recrimination.

rocno;in^ rpcnom, tbopeu moi^, hohe hphxow koheu moc^. he noryen KeH*^,

rocno/M, c mjihm 5E33AKomhw. co cbpahhb'mm co cbommm hphmm meh;^,

OTME, K CEBE BO TPPi^MjiMX, BEMHO SVJiy CMBHTb TBOE CB«TOE.

1
Lord, Lord, my Creator, now comes my end. Do not destroy me, Lord,

with the lawless people. With the gathered [people], with your own,

2

accept me. Father, to yourself in the time to come, I shall forever

• glorify Your holy name.

1. Floating line.

2. or, the future.
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Psalm 245.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

The syntax of this psaltn is not at all clear; it appears, near the middle
to borrow from the style and sense of some of the charm-psalms. In

content, it is an admission of frailty and a prayer for support. The
typical speaker may be faithful, yet aware of his own weakness.

HEBEObtl OTME, TH BCE CimHO MOXElUb, BCE HAM BJIAFOE nO.Wb XOMEUJb,

TOfOX) nPClliEZtllT/E TPEXM HAM HPOCTM^ OT nPEj^Bb'/MilOrO HAQEHL^P COXPAHM;
TbI yBO SHAElIib BOO CKTOiHOCTb HAUJMX KO TPEXY K BEHMKOMV; MOPEM MMPOM
3ABOJf4yEI^5;; BE^IAMM, KAnACTf.MH; HJlOTb V/IOBJISETC^ CTPACTbMM, MMP -

-nPEHECTblO, Jh^BOWBCPl XHTPOCTbK), 5iK0 HE nOBbia^llIb HAC ynACTb B

nPOOACTb OTMAJlHyL^ HAlUErO. B^SM TH nOnyCTHlL'b, HEBECHblf^ OTME, K
WTlPASTiEHm HA]}lEMy, - BY^IET BOJi:^ TB051. TOKf^O MAJlOjiiyiliECTBO HAUJE

BCE?-10rMU.EPi PYKOPi TBOEJ^ nO^lKPEnM; BCEM BJW<EHHdM HO/lBHrOM BO HEMO-
-lUAX HAUMX, OCHABJIJIET /[Ef^CTBHE. CMJIA JB09 BV/IET y HAC.

Heavenly Father, you are all-powerful, you want to give us everything

good: save us from our plain past sins, from future doxmfalls; You
1

also know all our leaning to sin, to great [sin]; by sea, by land
2

they are stirred up(?); misfortunes, disasters; the flesh is content

with goods, the world - with charms, devil's cunning, yet you do not

prompt us to fall into the abyss of our despair. If You allow, heavenly

Father, for our amendment - Your will be [done]. Also, our faintheart-

—edness, strengthen [that] by Your almighty hand; by all silly onsets

in our weakness, [our] deeds are weakened^ Your strength be with us.

1. or, inclination.
2. imclear; omitted by translator.
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Psalm 247.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data in Bonch-Bruevlch.

The psalmist complains to the LOrd, who replies that there is a powerful

party on his side. The psalm is typical in its two-part structure: a

question to the Lord and an answer from Him, the answer usually shifti'ng

the implied crisis from the present to the future, when all will be set

right

,

BM^^IKO MOX CBET rOCnjW/ nOBE/lAn Bpr nEMAHb MOO, HEMAJlb MOK) BEJTHKyiO.

HEMAnoub ^ TEBE^ rocnje;in^ Koro couuiEiub b noiouiHKH: ahfem vm APXAHrEJV\?

AJTM cm rocnoj^iu c hebec coKQEiub k ham? pemet rocno/ib h rxiAro/iET; he

yi-HBAf^, j}ym mo9, ynoQm ha pocnoM, ha uap^i HEBECHoro, ha katu Bp>Kbio,

jTPECB^'Tyio Boropo/Ti^Liy, ha bcex cb-^twx Ero.

1
Sovereign of my life. Lord, hear, God, my sorrow, my great sorrow. I

complain to you. Lord, whom do you send in aid: angels or archangels?
2

Or, Lord, yourself, do you come down from heaven to us? The Lord speaks

up and says: do not lose heart, my soul, trust in the Lord, in the

3 4

heavenly king, in the mother of God, the Most Holy Bearer-of-God, in

5

all his saints.

1. lit., tell.

2. whom do you send... to us: omitted by translator.
3. remainder omitted by translator.
4. Idiom; jlPECB.'^TA^I BOrOPO/lMUA is a standard phrase to be encountered often.
5. or, holy ones.

I
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Psalm 251.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayof f . No data in Bonch-Bruevlch.

Bonch-Bruevich notes: "This psalm is recited by Doukhobors before going to

bed." It is typical of a number of short prayers and charm-prayers, used
perhaps exclusively as private devotions.

ycjTbiiiJb^ rpcnom, MomiBy moo, cosjm rocnoj^'i, mmjioctb cboo. mojimtba

C nOCTOM, EOr C nOMOlUblO; AHfEJl OTBEP}KEHME^ PABY BOUfbEMy HA CRACEHHE.

Hear, Lord, my prayers, create. Lord, your mercy. Prayers with fasting,

1
God with help; an angel for [this] outcast, for God's servant in salvation,

1. confirmation, Cheveldayoff . but, "in this exile"???
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Psalm 252.

Translated by Eli Popoff and Mercedes Cheveldayoff . Recorded by Bonch-
-Bruevich from A.A. Sats. Recorded by Peacock in Saskatoon, Sask. , July
1964. Recorded at Grand Forka, 23/5/71, by editor.

Compare with PsJalra IIV, O.T., from which this psalm is slightly adapted.
Popoff notes: "A psalm that Doukhobors both sing and recite at regular
prayer meetings. This psalm is also sung by the Molokans, and probably
originated with them." The final comment may derive either from the
Molokans* scriptural- fundamentalism, or from the style of the psalm itse

50JKE, BO Vm TQOE, CFTACH MEH?:. BCDKE^ yOb'EM MOJlHTBy MOO. BHyiiM rJlArOJtl

yCT MOMX^ PKO ^)mmn 3BAJ]9. B03CTA11IA HA MEH-^.. KPEHKO B3WCKAlilA ^jyiliy MOO.
HE nPE/inoKn JIM BorA nPEA coboo, CEPi BO 5or HAiu na-iorAET vi MPyEi.
rocno;ib SAciynHMK /lyiun moepi oiBOPOiki bcex sjbix bpafob mo'/ix, bcex
CTyjKAJOiinx 0 /lyiuE MOEJ^. BOJiEt^ nmj]y K tebe, rpcnom} ncnosEjiyEMoi m
kMEHEM TBOMM, TOCnO^lM^ .*^K0 BJlAr, f.KO OTO BCPKOi^ HEMATPI MSDABKJl y£Jr\9\

ECU rocnoiin.

God, in Your name, save me, God, hear my prayer. You fill my mouth
i

with words, for a strange people have risen up against me, [They are]

attacking my soul strongly. They do not put God before themselves,

[yet] that God always aids us, and gives us grace. Lord, guardian of my

soul, turn away all my wicked enemies, all that hunt after my soul. I

2
wish to come along to you. Lord; we confess Your name. Lord, as blessed,

3

for from every sorrow. Lord, have you freed me.

1. Take heed of what pours forth from my lips, Popoff.
2. In Thy name I have my communion, Popoff.
3. or, *so'.
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Psalm 254.

T*-^nslated by Eli Popoff. No data in Bonch-Bruevich. Recorded by
Peacock at Brilliant, July 1963.

Popoff notes: " Sung and recited at funerals and prayer meetings." Cf.

Psalm CXLII, O.T., from which this psalm is derived. The text is diffi-
-cult; presumably the dialect is corrupt.

rjTACOM tAom Ko rocno^y bossbax, tmcom mm ko rocno/jy noMOJioc?!.

npOJibK) nPEn Hm mojiehue moe, nEMA/ib moo hpeji nm BOSBany, hepm
MCME3AET OT J]yXA MOEfO. TbI ECU nOSHA/l CTE3H MOM HA UVVA CBA, UO
HEMy xo:wm, c kpnium cepithee9?0 a-'<OTP;ix omcnm. bosfji^m he be3
3HAMEHMP, HOmBHyT OT MEm BCE SEJlCmAP) HE B3blCKAi^ jqyiuy MOO, B033-
-BAX TE5?1, rOCnOflU^ PEK; JK ECt^ ynOBAHME MOE, MACTb MOf. ECM H^ ZEMTil

JKMBblX, BOHMW MOJIEHUE MOE, 9K0 CMEPMXCP 3EJ10; M35ABb m OT rOHHii^lX,

P.KO yKPEHMlilA (TAME M51; \A3BEm H3 TE>WUbl JlVm MOO, HCnOBE/iyKX:5^ KO

kMEHU TBOEMy. MEH.T WT HPABE/IWUbl^ J\Om!Ey^ B03MCT M51.

1'. .taiSo my voice to the Lord, with my voice I pray to the Lord. I

pour out before him my prayer, I proclaim my sorrow before him, my

spirit disappears into nothing. You know my path to be on your own
1 2

way, I walked in it, with a cover ( ) watchers ( ). I

look out with no sign [of help], they all perish away from me in dis-

-tress, do not punish my soul, I pray to you. Lord, again (?): You are

my hope, my share [that] is in the land of the living, hear my prayer,
3

for I am ( );-save me from [those that] hunt after [me, for they

are] more strong than I; bring my soul out from the dungeon, I will

profess Your name. Righteousness waits for me, [goodness] is shown to me.

1. that is, the Lord's way??
2. obscure words.
3. obscure.
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^ Psalm. 256.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff , No data in Bonch Bruevich.

A collection of general petitions,

.bObfiiib, rocnom, MO-rmsy pabob cea-ix; BOSbf-v,, nxnojyi, pascs ot bpatob
MX OCKOPBJT'IO'IMX; HOCTABb^ [OCnOJ^lA, PA503 CBatX PPEJX JVIUCf-! HE
OTBPATH, nOCnonH, OT PABOB TBOUX nPE^VCTOrO Tl'llA CBOEFO. H^WE
npn3PH, rocnoji}^^ c hebech pabob cbCv'IX'^ yno3A=»*'. J-*-' ka teb^-, rocno;r.^,

M nPO/lUBAEM CnE3M HAj^ TOBOK). f-BH KA^, rCCHO;:^?, MlTOCTb CSCyO C HPE-
-CB°Tbf^ CBO'/m AHrEJlA^-IM: CEjOHK/I HAC^ £0Cn03V-B0 CBrTO^ TSOEX
UEPKBM; ynoKOi^ hwc, rocno/i^, CO CBJiibr-^i^ cBari!. i^isbab/I 'rAC,

OT MYKH EEMHO/^, HOJW H^, TOCnOj^, BEMHOrO r^BOTA CBOEFO.

Hear, Lord, the prayers of your servants; save. Lord, [your] servants

fron the enemies outraging them: raise up, Lord, your servants in

their [enemies ' ] faces. Lord, do not turn Tour face away from your

servants. Today, Lord, look down (?) from heaven upon your ser\'ants;

we trust in You, Lord, and we shed tears before you. Show us. Lord,

your mercy with your holy angels* reunite us. Lord, in Ycur holy
1

church: [give] rest to us, Lord, with your saints. Deliver us. Lord,

from torment eternal, give us, Lord, your eternal life.

1, or, holy ones.





Psalm 257.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

Psalms of this type may be used privately, in occasional devotions
during field work, or other occupation. (Field notes, 3/7/71).

nPOlliy p. y BAIlOlilKA UAP.^ HEBECHOrO nPQ'lEHlin^ HA CnACEhf/IE, IWMH
meh;:, rocnom, PAsyMETb /iejia bopa HAUiEro.

1

I ask. Father, heavenly king, for your forgiveness, for the soul's
m

salvation, teach me. Lord, to understand the works of our God.

1, Affectionate form.
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Psalm 258.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayof f . No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

A prayer apparently suited for use when bad news is expected.

KOpmnEU Tb! HAD, rocno/in, couinM ham otbet j[!PEPb^, no ctpawhopi cyjhEE,
no XPHCTOBOtl WSm, A3 ECM KOPEHb, POn ^Bb'/lOB, 3BE3;iA yTPEHH515;,

CEHmUA Ero.

1
You our bread-winner, Lord, send us a good answer, on the dreadful

2 3 4

[Day of] judgement, through christly love. For you are the root,

the kin of David, the star of the morning, its daybreak.

1. or, foster-father; idiom.
2. *Dies Irae'; ecclesiastical term.

3. ? Chris t*s love, Cheveldayof f.

4. Cf. Isaiah LUX, 3.
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Psalm 260.

Ttanslated by Ell Popoff, who also supplied current text. No data

In Bonch-Bruevich. Recorded by Peacock at Grand Forks, July 1963.

Compare with Psalm LXIV, O.T,, from which this psalm is derived,
Popoff notes : "Recited and sung at prayer meetings." The present
text Is revised from the archaic form in Bonch-Bruevich,

blCrtlUlb^v BO}K£, TMC HAUJ, KOfM MOSmCP Mb! KvTEBE OT CTPAXA BPMLErO.
npm^ jiym moo m sauimtm ee ot comm. /lyKASNx, ot HHoro j^iEnmim
HEnPAB/iy^ KOTOPbiE MSOCTPKHM .T3b!K CBOf^ KAK MEM, HAHP?™ DVK CBOri -

r il3BHTE/lbH0E OlOBO, MTOBtJ BTAflHE CTPEJl^Tb HEnOPOMHOrO. BHESAHHO
CTPEJIIW M COBEUIAJOTC^ CKPblTb UETb CBOK). OHM TOBOP^T: KTO HAC
ySPUT? /lEJTA'OT PACCJIE/IOBAHI/I^, A B PACCJl^OBAHl/I.-^X /lOXO/I^T JiP rSWBW
CEP/ILIA, M HE /lOnyCTMT MX BOr /JO nOXH'tEHM.^ HEBMHHOrO^OHM VMEP-
rlllBJlEHH EyRVT aSblKOM CBOMM. BCE BKa-H'lME HPABEjlHMKA yPASVMElOT,

MTO 3T0 /lEJX) BO>KEE, A HPABE/IHMK B03BECEWC5^ M B03PA^ETC.9 M BV^IET

• ynOBATb HA HErO, M nOXBAn5iTC5^ BCE nPABbE CEP/IUEM,

Hear, 0 God, our voice, when we pray to you, from fear of the enemy

[keep us]. Care for my soul and defend it from the crowd of [those

that] lie, from the many workers of falsehood, who sharpen their

tongues like a sword, and bend their bot^;s - biting words - so that

they may secretly shoot at the pure. Suddenly they shoot, and hold
1

counsel with a hidden snare. They say: T-Jho sees us? They make a
2'

search, and in [theirj search they reach the depths of the heart.
3

But God does not allow them to steal the innocent, they will be de-

-stroyed by their own tongues. All shall look at the righteous and

shall see, that this is the work of God, but the righteous will be

merry and rejoice, and will set their hopes on Fim, and all the upright

in heart will boast [of Him].

1, lit., made counsel with a hidden net.
2, They search out iniquities, Popoff.
3, ravish, Popoff.
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Psalm 262.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

Bonch-Bruevlch notes that this psalm is commonly sung on the festival

of the Annunciation. Cf. Psalm CXIX, O.T., sections he, lamed , and koph .

BJlATOBECTByPI, 3BAS]P, PAQOCTb BEHHK); XBAJIMTE HEBECA 50}Kb!0 CMBV; Mb!,

PABbI TBOM, BOCnOEM HEPEn K^'t. r^ PA5 JB(Pl, M BCE Cbif-fcl - PABbI TBOP^;

BOSREHAB^qE/l ECU XPAmm CVETH; 0 nYTE TBOEM, rOCnO/lkl, CKA^KE MHE;

CBET CTE3.^M - CJIOBO TBOE, fpCnOm: HAVMH MEhP. m MCTMHy TBOO; HACTABb
M HAyMM MEHP, PKO Ttl ECU EOF HAUJ H CHAC HAUJ; nO TEBE TEPnEJl BECb /lEHb;

noKW mE;:iPOTbi tbom; Mi^nocTb tbop. ot beka cyib CBEKnbHMK norm momm;

CAKOH JBO^ - CBET CTES'^M mAA, CJIOBO TBOE, TOCnO^M; KOW BHVUIET HPE-
-My/lPOCTb BO yCTA MOM, TOrM P PASYMEK) nyTM TBOX, TOCnO/lM, OT BEJlMKOrO

rpEXA oMU'iycp, mtobki he osmv^n mhok) bc^koe bessakohi-ie. TorM n he-
-nopoMEH 5y;:iy; upee^jx/t c tobo^, rocno;iM, bo bek.

. ,

1

Shout news, earth, [of] great joy; praise, heavens, God's glory; we,

your servants, sing [praise] before him. For, 1 am your servant, and

all the sons - [they too are] Your servants: I hated those who follov/ed

vanity; of Your path. Lord, tell me; light for my way - Your word,

Lord: bring me up in Your truth: set me [aright] and teach me, for You

are our God and our salvation: for You I waited *all day; I will remember

Your bounty; Your mercy is from the beginning a light for my feet; Your

law - the light for my way. Your word, Lord; when wisdom enters my

mouth, then I understand Your path. Lord, from great sins I am cleansed,

lest lawlessness [might] ever have possessed me. Then I will be pure;

I will dwell with You, Lord, for ever.

1. lit,. Ring out.





Psalm 264,

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayof f , No data in Bonch-Bruevich

BOr HAUJ^ A TBOM. Nbl nPl4^EM K TE5E, A TO HOmnWl HAC.

Our God - 0, we are Yours, We come to You, 0 have mercy on us.
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* Psalm 266. •

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

Bonch-Bruevich notes that the psalm was sung on the festival of

Michael the Archangel. The psalm has two parts: the first a pet-
-ition for the deliverance of a single speaker, the second, praise
after the deliverance of a group.

rocno/ii^ Eom mooi, cnACEmE moe^ chach meh?., rocno;iM, cnACEmB-i cbovm
BEMHdM. rOCno;iH SATBOPH OT MEH51 BPATA HEnPM5^3HEHHbI5!. r^QE 50 ECTb
3EMn;i TEMHA51 M MPAMHA51, KA \^EP\ HETbl CBETbl, H^WE m3m MEJlOBEfCy.

rocnoxin, otboph mhe bpata bemhw;;, boctomhbi;!. A3 5i qhw b h/ix co
OTPOK/m TBoi^i/1. bocxbaho tboe^ rocnoM, bofa CBOEro b hech^^x.

rOCnO/3M BOr }KHB MOC^, BCEj]EP;;a^TE;ib, MSBEJI ecu" HAC OT TEMHMUB! BEMHy^l.

noawn ecm hac b o^iECHyio hpectom cnABbi CBOEro. hcuejth;i ecu hac
c muptA CBom bo bek beky.

Lord my God, my salvation, save me. Lord, with your eternal salvation.

Lord, close off from me the gates of hatred. There the land is dark

and indistinct, on it no light shines, nor [is there] any life for man

[there]. Lord, open for me the eternal gates, in the East. For I will
1 2

come in through them with Your children. I will praise Your name. Lord,

In hymns about God himself. My living Lord God, Almighty, you delivered

us from eternal dungeons. You seated us on the right [-hand side] of

3
your throne of glory. You healed us with your presence for ever and

ever.

1. lit., between.
2. lit., boys, lads.
3. lit., face. This sentence omitted by translator.
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Psalm 267.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayof f . Rex:orded by Bonch-Bruevich froa
A.A. Sats.

Compare the opening with tha.t of psalm 161, which describes a pre-sect-
-arlan world replaced by the accomplishments, sufferings and promises,

of religious experience. This psalm specifically summarizes eschatology
that replaces ignorance. The living book motif also may be noted.

CAm Mbl HE 3HAEM, WJM HAM HE CKASVT KAK HAM HA SEMHE }KHTb-nPO}KMTb

.

CKA3AnH HAM; VMPUTE^ BO TPOBE ;iE>KMTE, TPyBHOrO TJIACA TOTE. KOfM
TPyBbI BOCTPy551T, BCE MEPTBblE BOSCTAHyi^ HA CyilE SV^yj CTOF;Tb, OTBET
mvm /lEPMTb, HE nPEMfi HAc, rocno/H'i B mE\Acm?. pvm, cAnmA hac,
rocno/in, b msoji^w KHury, msbepm hac, rocno/in, hsbpahh-hh cboi^>h.

We ourselves did not know, people do not tell us, how we should spend

our life [here] on., earth. We have [now] been told: die, lie in coffins,

wait for the call of the trumpet. When the trumpet sounds, all the dead

will rise up, they will stand on trial, to make an answer to God; do not
1

give us. Lord, into the hands of Judas, write us down. Lord, in the
2

living book, deliver us. Lord, with your chosen.

1. ?; the betrayer, Cheveldayoff,
2. or, elect.





Psalm 268.

194.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayof f . No data In Bonch-Bruevich.

Another two-part petition, the first part seeking deliverance and the

conclusion giving thanks for its accomplishment.

OPKHBH MEHP., rOCno;:!^, nPAB/iaO CBOBO, M3B/1H J^ny moo OT nEMATlM; nOTPEBU
BCEX BPAroB mi^x, BCEx cTmAjauMx 0 nviiiE k)eP\; ^ Koy k TE5E rpcuojyi

BOSlEiO, mEHEM TBO^M, HCHOBE/iyiOCb, 5^K0 BJlAf^ ^KO OTO BC^lKOi^ HEMAflU

M3TABHn MEH5! ECU.

•Revive me. Lord, with your truth, deliver my soul from sorrow;
1

swallow up all my enemies, all bitter frosts (?) of my soul; I

come to you. Lord, willingly, Your name do I confess, for [you are]
2

good, for from all sorrows have you delivered me.

1. obscure; omitted by translator.
2. omitted by translator.
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Psalm 271.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayof f . No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

A devotion characterizing a spiritual life as a response to Christ's
will, and asking for greater understanding and for purity.

BVm JKE 05PA3 C BEPHbM CJIOBOM^ JT050BHOE. BEPYi^ ffyXOA M JX^XOBHCPi

MUCTOTOO, BblCTU WCVCOBA MOJIMTBA; KUY P 3A XPV\CTm, 3A }KMBOTOPW^
XPHCTOM. nPOUJy P y.BATlOlUKM, y UAP;;: HEBECIOrO N'MJlOC'm, nPOUEHHf!,

rPEXAM CBOliM OCTAHOBJlEHl/151; HAYMH MEHP. rOCnO/lH /lEM TBOM CHATH, /JEJIA

BprA HAiuord, cbeta rocno/iH?ro, jJi^xAmn MEJiOBEMEHCKoro.

Be an example with a faithful word, a loving life. Believe with

[your] spirit and in spiritual honesty, [this] is Jesus* prayer.

I follow Christ, the life-giving Christ. I ask. Father, Heavenly

king, [for] your pity, pardon, forgiveness for my own sins; help me,
1

Lord, to know Your works, the works of our God, the light of the

2
• Lord, the life of mankind.

1. or, deeds.
2. or, breath.
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Psalm 276.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data in Bonch-Bruevlch.

The opening sentences of the psalm are unclear, yet appear to frame a

prophetic address. The central reference to pearls and pigs is con-

-flated from the Gospel of Matthew, VII, 6. The final sentence, too,

may derive from Exodus XXXV, A-29, in which the Israelites bring gifts

for the adornment of the Tabernacle; this has since been applied as a

homily on both dedication to the Lord and support of church institutions

HABKQHb!!^ ME/IOBEK B HblHMH. SAHOET ME/TOBEK K BOrV. nPO/lbET MEJIOBEK

CJiESbi: rpcnom, rocno^iM^ npocBEiM moh omm, yiUM, cep/iue; ^ >ke mhe
TOCnO/lM BCE 3HATb M PASyMETb, MAJlOE M BEJIMKOE, UO TBOEPl BEJlMKa^ BEPE.

KAK B MEJ10BEKE UBETbl UBETVT^ TAK PASLIBETA'OT JOpySb^ MOVl, CECTPb!,

BPATb5i. HE cbinbTE BMCEP HEPEXl CBmbPm, OHM Efo HE no^iBEpyi, mm
TPOHyj. rocno/in^ rocno^in, mo Ecib bmcep? he tot lom bucep^ mo
CJiOBO BpJKbE? rocno/ii^, rocnom, mto ECTb CBmbM? he tot tojih CBmbu,
MTO HEPASyMHblE Wm, KOTOPblE /JEHb M HOMb CH^IT^ OHH BOry HE CnOK/MOTC?.,

HA MCTMHhfclPi nyTb HE B03BP/WOTC51 . CAMM B nyTb-PAPi HE IWT, XOTfU|H^

nVTb SATPAJVIAIOT. BCTAHbTE Bbl CnHHHE, HPOBy/lMTECb OTO CHA BE33AK0HH0r0,
nPHHECUTE K Bpry TAHAHT C WPOfm CO BblKynOf^l.

1
A man will appear in despair. A man will begin to sing to God. A man

will shed tears: Lord, Lord, enlighten my eyes, ears, and heart; grant

now to me. Lord, to know and to understand everything, small and great,
2

according to your great faith. As among the people flowers bloom, so

my friendship opens forth, sisters, brothers. Do not put pearls before

• swine, they will not pick them up, they will only touch[them]. Lord,

Lord, what are the pearls? Are not they those pearls, which are the

words of God? Lord, Lord, what are the swine? Are not they those

swine, that are the senseless people, who sleep day and night, they have

no concern for God, they do not return to the true path. They thera-

1. Omitted by translator.
2. motif of spiritual wisdom.
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-selves do not walk on the paradise-path, [but] they block it for
3

[those who) yearn for [it]. Arise, you that sleep, awaken from your
4

lawlessness, bring to God [your] gift with costly [things], with a

ransom

.

3. or, feign sleep,

4. or, a talent.





Psalm 277.

198.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data In 3onch'Bruevich.

A detailed petition for divine aid, nurture, and inspir.i tion. The psalm
does not follow a logical development, but is formed by accreting a

series of petitions and adorations about the central theme of God's will.

B033PK UAPb BEMHOi^ CJTABbl^ CEM \l[EjaphPl CTIACMTEJlb HAllI^ M OiCAJlbC?! HAJ\

HECMACTHbMM /jyiUWl HAUJWM, H50 Mb! 3A50TAMM BCEfO CBETA OC/lEnXlEHbl;

HE MyBCTBVEM METO SACnmiBAEM: BESKOHEMHOrO, KAlUErO }KMTMP. OBb!

COJIHLIE - CnPABE/UlklBOCTb HPOCBETH HAUi PASYM^ CnyCTM CEP/lUA HAUJM, JIVM

TBOErO CmmP., KOTOPBIM M PASrOHUT temhotbi /iyiu HAUJUX. BOa/lBMrHM

CEP^WA HAm, MTOBy HEnPECTAHHO OiymnM TEBE^ OTKPOi^ TMSA HAlilM,

MTOBbI OHH CTPEKiUni/IC,^ K TBOEMy CM^lTEJlbHOMy nPECTO/iy; OTbMM MblC/lM

HEnOJIESHbW KyiliAM HAIUUM; KAK Dim, SABblBlUMa CJIOBO BO}KbE, OTrOHH HX
01 HAC CUnOlO TBOEK). BJlAfME MyBCTBA ^jyiiJAM HAIUUM PASWlUJl^lTb 0 TBOEP^

. CB51T0Pi BOJIE. HAyMkI 513bIK HAIH, MTOBbI BOSBEJlMMHTb TBOHD CmV) HPEBPATH
BCE )KEJ1AHM5; HAUJl^ BO TBOlO CB5iTyiO BOJW, MTOBb! Mbl TEBP HE nPOCHJlM 0 TOM,

MTO HEn0JlE3H0 ^VEAM HAIUI/M. rOCnO/lH, B0}KE MOC\, Mbl TEHEPb UO CBOEt^

CnABOGTkl M HEMOllM HE MO^KEM 3HATb TOrO, MTO mA HymO AH? BEMHOrO
HAUJErO CMACTb51. C03MTEJlb TbI HAliJ, ^Ei^CTByi^ HAMM, BCEMU HAUJUMM ^B^-
-;kehh^m, A D^m jbi ckjiopi cboek) he By/iEiub ham noMorATb, to Nt.i he
H3BErHEM BEMHOJ^i Mym. TOCnO/lH B0>KE HAIU, Mb! BCE MMPHO }KEJ1AEM WCTVl-
nC/Tb TOrO, MTOBbI TbI BHyTPEHHO BECEilOBAJl C HAMd4, HO HE MMEEM CEBE
TAKMX CViS], BE3 TBOEfO HACTABHl/IKA, J]yXA TBOEfO CB^iTOfO. CnACMTE/lb

. HAiu /yi^i noMO(HM cnACEHm HAuiEro, npojinji cbok) ^PArouEHnyiO kpobc, mtobh

MTb CHJlbl JOyUlAM mmm. TU cam HPEMMCTBHH yCTAMM M3PEK, MTO M3 HAC

.
KJWhPi, mSVmid^ FPEX, ECTB PAB TPEXA, A11;E CbHA 0CB05/15^T, BOMCTmny
CBOBO/iHbi syjayT. tako m mbi k tebe rpcnom npuBErAEM: heotpwm hac ot
J1H14A CBOErO, COTBOPH HAC, OBlfTEJlfMH TBOMMH, OJUy H CblHy M CB^TCMy ^yxy.

1

Behold, king of eternal glory, this wonderful Saviour of ours, and have

mercy upon our unfortunate souls, for we are blinded by all [this]

2

world's worries; we do not realize what we have coming: our lives are

without end. 0 you Sun - righteousness, enlighten our understanding,

let down into our hearts beams of Your light, that scatter the darkness

of our souls; raise higher our hearts, that they [may] unceasingly serve

1. omitted by translator.
2. or, deserve.
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You, open our eyes, that they [may] look to Your shir\^ng throne; take

away thoughts useless to our souls; like birds, forgetful of the word
3

of God, drive them away fron us by Your power. [It is] a good feeling

for our souls to ponder over Your holy will. Teach our tongues, that

they [may] glorify Your power; change all our desires into Your holy

will, so that we do not ask You for that which is useless for our souls.

Lord, my God, we by our weakness and infirmity cannot now know that,

which we need for our eternal happiness. You our Creator, work upon us,

[upon] all our movements; yet if You will not help us by Your power, then

we will not escape eternal torment. Lord, our God, we wholeheartedly want
4

to attain this, that you would speak with us inwardly, but we ourselves do

5
not have such power, without Your guide. Your holy spirit. Our Saviour,

for our help [and] salvation, spilt His precious blood, that he j^might]

gives strength to our souls. You yourself said solemnly with [your] most
6

pure mouth, that every one of us, [that] does sin, is the seirvant of sin,

7

If then the Son makes [us] free, [we] shall be free indeed. So we come to

You, Lord: do not turn us away from your face, make us Your citizens, -

8
-to Father, and Son, and Holy Spirit.

3. or, intent.
4. motif of divine inspiration as personal direction, defining an experi-

-ence highly valued by Doukhobors, and repeatedly cited by many.
5. or, teacher.
6. may refer either to the words of Christ, or to Christ as God*s means

of expression.
7. Cf . John VIII, 34,36.
8. Ecclesiastical formula. May the psalm have been derived from some

sermon?
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Psalm 281.

Translated by Eli Popoff. No data in Bonch-Bruevich. Recorded by

Peacock, Grand Forks, July 1963.

Popoff notes: "A psalm of prayer, sung on various occasions." The
psalm is derived from Psalm XX7II, O.T.. Significant elements include
petition for deliverance from oppressors, parental guidance in youth,
the Lord's path and law (or word), and praise after deliverance. All
these elements appear in psalms of Doukhobor origin; there is little in

Doukhobor psalms that is heterodox.

rocno;ib cnAcnTEnb^ mopi cbet, kopo p. yBoxfi? rocno/ib cm m3\^b mo
COBHO/IET. KOrO ?. yCTPAlilYC^?? XOTP, BO 3TDEE UWlb MOO nO^yi, - HPO-
'WBmm nocTPM^^Tc;! . nyuv^ sPAm Bosm'^r^yT bpahb ha meh^i, a 5i he
yjKACAKX:^]. XOTb M nOJlK nPOTUB MEH51 B03CTAHET - 5! HA BOfA CflOJlOKyC^l.

CKTAEWl MEHH OTEU H mib BllE B MOJIO/IEHMECTBE/ BOCnPUHPJI MEH^^ TBOPEU,

Mn MHE mSHb, MUJEJl B BJlArOjlEHCTBKM . HACTABb MEHfl, TOCnOZlM, HA nVTb
CBOPi CB:J?TbM CBOm 3AK0H0M, MTABbl HE MOr MEH5; BPAf HOKOJlEBATb. VKPEn-
-SlOCb 9. HA OHVIO bM3Hb; B UEfl }KH3HH HE HPEMf^ MEHfl, V^mm, ilO^^I

BE3BQ?i«bM, nOKPPI MEK^, TOCnO/M, /lEHHUEK) CBOEK) OT KJIEBETHUKOB JIOJI^IX.

hbHE B03HECAJO^ 30By TEB55, VQOmm, 3 nCAfmX TBOMX COrXlACHWX.
• ;jyxoM, CEP/iuEM yKPEruiocb, jxmi^m?', he KO/iEBJiocb, HA BorA cnojioJKyc^:

Lord, [you are] my Saviour, my light, whom shall I fear? The Lord
1

himself keeps my life - of whom shall I be frightened? Though [my]

enemies in [their] malice eat up my flesh - they will cover themselves

with shame; let [my] enemies raise V7ar against me - I will not be in

awe. Though a regiment rise in arms against me - I trust in God. My

father and mother taught me in youth, my Creator accepted me and gave
2

me a life of prosperity. Set me. Lord, on your path by your holy law,

3
that my enemies may not shake me. I am strengthened in the future life.

l.in awe, Popoff.
2. or, equally. Teach me. Lord, your way..,,
3, unsettle, Popoff,
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but do not deliver me In this life, Lord, to the godless crowd, keep
4

me. Lord, by your right hand, from the falsity of slanderers; I now

lift up my head in the mercy of the Lord, I offer a sacrifice to God

and call to You, Lord, in my harmonious psalms. In spirit and in

heart I am strengthened, in deeds I do not waver, I trust in God.

4. clause omitted by translator.
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Psalm 286,

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

Compare Psalm XIII, O.T., from which this psalm is derived.

jy)KOS\E, rocnom, sosy/iEiub meh^j kohlia? /k)ko;ie, rocno/M/ OTBP/w^Eiiib

JVIUO CBOE OT MEH51? /lOKOJlE, TOCnO/lM, UOWWin COBET B JX^ME KOEt^?

BOJIMT CEP/WE MOE ;iEHb M HOVb. /lOKOJlE B03HECETC51 BPAf M HA MEH51?

nPMSPM M yCJlblUIH TOCnO/lH, BO/iCE MOt^. nPOCB^TM OMU MOM, M
HMKOrM HE ycm bo CMEPIb. KOrM PEMET BPAr MOM HA MEH^R - VKPEn/UOCb

HA HErO. ClVrnW^ MEm BOSPA/IYETC.^, AUIE nOjUBtWyCb; P. m HA
MMJOCTb TBOK), rOCnO/lM, ynOBAKD; B003PAayETC51 CEP^lUE MOE 0 CnAQEHm
TBOEM n BOcnoK) rocHOjiiy, BJiAro/iE?.BiiJB^y MHE M Hoio kiMEHM Tocno/iy Bory
BbllUHEMy.

How long, Lord, will you forget me at the end? How long. Lord, will

you turn your face away from me? How long, Lord, [since] you gave

counsel to my soul? My heart aches day and night. How long will -my

enemy rise up against me? [Take] care and hear me. Lord, my God,

lighten my eyes, and I will never fall asleep in death. When my

enemy speaks against me - I will be strong against him. Those hunting
1

me [down] are pleased, if I [should] stir; yet I will trust in your

mercy. Lord; my heart rejoices in Your salvation and I will praise the

2

Lord, [who is] the giver-of-all-good-things to me and I will praise

the name of the Lord God all-highest.

1. move, Cheveldayoff.
2. Idiomatic word.
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Psalm 294.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff , No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

Bonch-Bruevich suggests comparison of this text with a prayer, "The
eyes of all are one you. Lord...." published privately in 1890. He

notes that "this prayer is said by Doukhobors before eating." The
line "you give us food in good time" matches the request, in the Lord^s
Prayer , for daily bread, and also appears in the prayer Father of All .

The blessing of bread and salt would - since these are fundamental
foods - include anything else present to be eaten,

rocmm, BJiArocnoBM, ha teb^h, otme, ynoBAEM; t>! MEiiJb HAM umy BO
BJlArO M BPEM5i, 0TBEP3AE1UE mE/lPOO pyKOl^ CBOEPi, KAnOJlH5!ElUb BCE
OTEBHOE EJTArOBOJlEHME. BJlArOCJlOBM, rOCUOm, XHEB - COJlb KyUlATb.

Lord, blessed [One], in You, Father, we trust; You give us food in

good time, you open your hand bountifully, you fill all our spirits
1 2 3

with good-will. Bless, Lord, the bread - salt for eating.

1. ...fill all our spiritual needs to satisfaction, Cheveldayoff.

2. omitted by translator.
3. lit., to eat.
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Psalm 299.

Translated by D.S.C. committee. No data in Bonch-Bruevich. Published
in Doukhobors, Their Faith , 1961.

Bonch-Bruevich notes: "This psalm is read by Doukhobors in the morning."
The speaker gives thanks for care through the night and for the morning
in the first part of the psalm, concluding with a petition for help and
direction through the day.

rOCnO/lM, BMrO/lARO TE55I OT BCErO CEP/^UA MOErO, MTO TbI MEH.^ 3J2PABO

M HEBPE/l^O B03;iBMr OT CHA MOEfO; PASOrHA/l TEMHOTy HOMHYK); OCHiin

MEH51 PAaOCTHbM CBETOM CEfO; MOJTO TEB^ yCEP/MO MOEP) BEPO'/i, nPOlUY

TEB^, PASrOHH TEMHOTY HEBE/IEHM51 MOEfO. OT CTPACTEP1 MOMX HPOCBETM
MOPI m H BOSW CBETOM TBC^M, CQPJOi^ TBOEl^ BJlArOMTbFO. O/IAPH MEH^;
rpCnO^lM^ PA5A TBOErO, MTOBb! 51 HA ^lEJlO^ OT TEB5i HA3HAMEHH0E MHE,
nocnEtu^ui 5b» c nojinoPl oxotopi mob^, bswckmbah bw m tai^hom cB^iTa-i

3AK0HE TBOEM; BCEfM nPHSblBAJl Bbl 9i. TAt^HOE CB51T0E VM9\ TBOE M SAKOH
TBO«; CnO/pBM MEH5!, rOCUOm, HA UJEPi BE3 TPEXA.

Lord, I thank You with all my heart, that You have brought me forth
1

healthy and unharmed from my sleep; you undid the darkness of the

night; You shone about me the cheery light of the day; I pray to You

in my zealous faith, I beseech you, undo the darkness of my ignorance.

From my passions enlighten my. thoughts and will by Your light. Your

holy blessing. Grant to me, Lord, Your servant, that I will hasten

about the task, set by You for me, that I [do so] with my entire will,
2

[and thai I]will demand the holy secrets of Your law; this day I will

call upon the holy secret of Your name and Your law; favour me. Lord,

in this day [to be] without sin.

1. lit. , unbent.
2. clause omitted by translators.
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' Psalm 300.

Translated by Eli Popoff. No data in Bonch-Bruevich. Recorded by

Peacock July 1963, Grand Forks, during presentation of the play
Vassili Bokov and the Icons . Published in U.S.C.C. collection, 1968.

Popoff notes: "This psalm is usually sung at the close of evening meet-
-ings." Bonch-Bruevich notes: "This psalm is said by Doukhobors before
going to sleep. The tri-partite cross formula is common in folk prayer,

and recurs in North America in such diverse places as the Folk-Medical
chapbooks Pow-wows or Long: Lost Friend (Hohmann, n.d., reprint of ed. of

1820) and the Albertus Magnus (n.d. ) , whose roots extend back beyond the

Middle Ages; and in the Anglican hymnal, in the form of the ancient
Celtic text knovm as St. Patrick's Breastplate (Hymn Book , Toronto 1971,

# 68).

AHfEn KPl XPAHMTEJlb, XPAHM MOK) JiyHlV, KPEHM MOE CEPjm, BCEnOK^IIUJlEHME;

;jAf1 )KE MHE SmihlKO, HA COH rP^mWi, TE/10 HA ynOKO^, ZlYlUy HA CnACEH^IE,

yCTA HA MO;iEHl^E E}KE HETb TBOlO nPECB^^TyrO BOrOPO/lULiy . CB5^T TOCnO/lM

rm^nypi hac; bpaf cataha otkamhmcp ot meh5^^ het tebe mm no meh9\, ha
CnACA PyKA, BOrOPO/lMUKl^ 3AM0K; -KPECT HA WE, KPECT BO MHE, KPECT

REPE^iO mot^, - rocno/ib Bor co mhopi.

My angel, guardian, keep my soul, strengthen my heart and all [my]

1 2

thoughts; give to me. Sovereign, in [my] coming sleep, a body in peace,
3

a soul in salvation, a mouth in prayer always to sing to Your Most-
4

•

-holy Bearer-of-God. Holy Lord, forgive us; the enemy Satan springs
5

upon me, but your work is before me, [your] hand [is] Salvation for

me, a. fortress for God's servant; the cross on me, the cross about me,

the cross before me - the Lord God with me.

1. power of will, Popoff.
2. Almighty, Popoff.
3. lips ever ready for prayer, Popoff. The version in current use ends

at this point

.

4. that is, the Holy Virgin.
5. lit,, swings aside against us.
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Psalm 301 .

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

Bonch-Bruevich notes: "This Doukhobor psalm is said on going to bed."
It is possibly also used at the outset of journeys; certainly sir:ilar

prayers may so be used (Field notes, 6/5/71). Going to bed and setting
out on a journey are both transitional states or events, such as may
have a doubtful outcome: one may not awaken, or may awaken to a changed
world; one may not arrive. Such circumstances are suitable for apo—
-tropaic prayer: the threat is here opposed by the propitious Baptism
of Christ, itself also a transitional event.

KOy 5i> PABA soyr6P., no nyib rocno/iHEMy, bo ]/t^9^ xphctobo, a ihi epat-
-CATAHA, 0JKMHAC9. OT MEhP., V MEH?! ECTb 050P0HA OT JEB9.. CAM rpCnOHh
Bor ^^APOfmcp., bo mopmhe kpectkhc^i. kpect he mhe m kpect bo ynE,
KPECT HEPE^O MHE, CfiM rOCUOJh BOf CO MH0P1.

I, a servant of God, am walking on the Lord's path, in the nar-e of
1 2

Christ, if you, enemy-Satan, spring out against me, for me there is

3

a defense against you. The Lord God himself was bom, in Jordan he

was baptized. The cross on me and the cross about me, the cross be-

-fore me, the Lord God himself with me.

1. enemy, Cheveldayoff.
2. lit., swerve aside.
3. The Lord, Cheveldayoff.
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Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayof f . No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

Bonch-Bruevich notes that this psalra also is said before sleep.

Compare with the almost identical prayer among the Healing Psalms,
To Bring Sleep - II . The term CMACTbSI almost means 'good luck';

CnOKOCW;^ HOMkt, nPEKPACt-RI MblCJlH, PA;:OCTHbl^ BECTM. ^ 50r CHV,

CMACTb.^^ TAflAHy^: HCHW CBQ/i JX/X BO CBiTTbl^l PVm,

1
Peaceful night, beautiful thoughts, joyful news. Give, God, sleep,

2

good fortune, ability; I give my spirit into your holy hands.

1. or, excellent.
2. (?) talent, gift? happiness, Cheveldayoff

.
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Psalm 304.

Translated by Eli Popoff and Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data In Bonch-
-Bruevich. Recorded by Peacock in Grand Forks, July 1963. Published
In U.S.C.C. collection, 1968.

Bonch-Bruevich notes that this also is a prayer before sleep. Popoff
notes: "This is one of the first psalms that is taught a Doukhobor
child. It is often learned by a child when only 2 or 3 years old.

This psalm is a classic example of how uoukhobor psalms have been,
from time to time, updated. Up to our time this psalms was read as':

*You are my God, and I am Your slave , ' etc.. In the 1950 *s, when con-
-siderable work was being done in preparation of Sunday School material,
John J, Verigin suggested that 'slave' be altered to 'faithful believer'
The Sunday School Committee accepted this recommendation and henceforth
&vas printed and taught in this manner." The authority for this change
Is clearly supplied by Psalm 6, Variant, clause (20). The current texc
is followed here.

TbI BOr MOP^, A 9 BEPyiOHMfl IBO^. TU MEH;^ HE nOKKHEL'b H 51 TE55^ HE
3A5y;iy. bo bek c TOBOPi mib syj^y.

1

You are my God, and I [am] your faithful believer. You will never

forsake me, and I will never forget you. For ever shall I live with
2

You.

1. lit., not; but verb forms are perfective, suggesting a state
already certain, not conditional.

2. This phrase does not appear in Bonch-Lruevich' text.
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Psalm 305.

Translated by editor. No data In Bonch-Bruevich.

Bonch-Bruevich notes that this is a prayer before sleep.

JTO)KMTECb CnATb OT ^VXA CB;iTOrO, REMA/lb nDCnOQH^, PYKA OT
KPEHKOrO 3mKA,

Lying down to sleep [away] from the Holy Spirit, [is] a sorrow to the

Lord, [to be away] from [his] hand, the strong fortress.
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Psalm 306.

Translated by Editor, No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

Bonch-Bruevich notes: "This psalm is always used for morning prayer."
It provides an important median text between psalm 300 and the Healing
Psalm Prayer to the Lord, \^en a Person Lies Down to Sleep . Possibly
the more material themes of this psalm reflect the more material con-
-cems of the day; just as by night, in slfeep, one's consciousness is

In a different world, so psalm 300 concerns itself with more clearly
spiritual matters.

AHfEJl KPl XPAHHTEJIb COXPAHM M nOmnVPi BO BCS^KVi^ BEHb, 80 BC5;fa^ MAC
or HAT/IOCTH, CKOPOnOCTH>KHOi^ CMEPTM^ OT CK0P5H, 50J1E3HH, 07 BW, 01
HATIACTH^ OT nAPAOlHHbl, OT BOJlbHOtl HOmfE, OT BO/l^HOrO nOTORA, OT
BbWHOrO BETPA, OT 3BEP51 JlKDTOrO, OT- Xy/JOrO PASVMA, OT XV^lOrO nOMblUlJlEHHq

rpcnom coxpahu MEm w noMn/iyp^.

Angel my guardian, keep watch over [me] and pity [me] in all the day,

In all the night, against the insolent, [against] swift-striking death,

against sorrow, illness, against misfortune, against disaster, against
1 2

foolish tales, against familiar ( ), against water in floods,

against uproarious winds, against beasts* ferocity, against ill reason-
3

-Ing, against ill-thinking, Lord watch over me and pity [me].

1. lit., a lot of nonsense: idiomatic word.
2. obscure word. ??free-running fire?
3. or, ill-dreaming.
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Psalm 307.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data in Bonch-Bruevlch.

Bonch-Bruevich notes that this too is a prayer before sleep. Compare
also with the preceding psalms 300 and 306, and notes.

AHfEJ] EOM, CTOPOX WSFbPi, CTEPEm MEH^I J\0 HOJIHOMH, A HPEMHCTA^ MATb

^ CBETA, A XPtlCTOC HEBECHblll W BEKA.

1

Angel of God, good guardian, watch over me till midnight, and most
2

pure mother till dawn, and heavenly Christ for ever. .

1. omitted by translator.
2. that is, the B.V.M.
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Psalm 311.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

Bonch-Bruevich, with Cheveldayof f, notes that the psalm is used as a

grace before eating. Bonch-Bruevich further suggests comparison with
a prayer, "We bless you, Christ our God," published anonymously in

1890. He also notes that "the phrase *the t'lakers of Mercy' was in-
-serted into their prayers by Doukhobors in 1897, by those, who, per-
-secuted and banished to the auls [villages] of the Caucasus, began to

receive 'Mercy' - contributions - from the unknown people who sym-
-pathized with them." This portion of the grace and the following
phrases have since, Cheveldayoff regretfully notes, passed out of
current use.

CMBA TEBE^ rOCnOi^M^ CMBA L^ARO HEBECHOf^. BJlArOilARO TES9. rOCUOm
XPHCTE 50>KE HAUJ, fIKO Tbl^ TOCnOj^, HAaiTH/l HAG CEMHbMtl CBOMMM 5J^A^A^'^M;

HE mm MEH5!, TOCnO/lM^ HEBECHOrO CBOErO UAPCTBH5!. CITACM rOCnOjlH 3A

XJ1E5, 3A COJlb, 3A MH/lOCTb 50Hb!0 TPiGWWIX, nUTAWX, NMHOCTb
TBOPmUMX, CTPMaWX 3A rOCnO/^ME, 3A CBKaETE51bCTB0 mCyCA XPMCTA,
3A CJIOBO mwiE. CnACH Tocno/in.

1
Glory to You, Lord, glory to the heavenly King. I thank You, Lord

2

Christ our God, for You, Lord, satisfied us by Your earthly blessings;

do not leave ma, Lord, [out] of your heavenly kingdom. Thank the

Lord, because of bread, because of salt, because of God's worker of

3
mercy, for nourishment, for the makers of mercy, for [those] suffering

for the name of the Lord, for witnesses of Jesus Christ, [and] because

of the word of the Lord. Thank the Lord.

1. Omitted by translator.
2. filled, Cheveldayof f ; but the sense is not the same.
3. or, creators.
4. This formula is custom.arily used by Doukhobors in the sense :Thank

you [in the name of the Lord]; also sometimes asrExcuse me.
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* Psalm 313.

Translated by Eli Popoff and Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data In Bonch-
-Bruevich. R(^^orded by Peacock from the recitation of children.
Grand Forks, July 1963. Published in U.S.C.C. collection, 1968.

Popoff notes: "A basic children's psalm - Our Haven of Refuge is

also recited by elders almost on all occasions of any undertaking.
It does have a melody and is sung by young and old alike." Compare
with the charm For a Safe Journey in the section of Healing Psalms.
Cheveldayof f notes that the 'blessed home' cited is the human body
itself; cf. I Corinthians VI, 19-20. Here it is seen as a common
abode for both the soul of the believer, and the spirit of Christ.

jm HAUl SS]AromTW^, ynOBAHbE 5p}KbE, nPH5E}KHJ|E XP'/.CTOBO^ HOKPOBHTEJlf.

CB^iToro npn nyiM^ mo c h/wm Bor.

Our blessed home, [is] trust in God, Christ's refuge, a holy protector
1

along the way, for with us [is] God.

1. Holy Spirit, translators.
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Psalm 316.

Translated by D.S.C. comittee. No data in Bonch-Bruevich. Published
In Doukhobors, Their Faith , 1961.

This psalm again demonstrates a two-part structure, the first part

listing divine qualities in a series of exuberant affirmations, the
latter part apprehending a deepening mystical approach to God.

KAK HE VtAfiiOT TES9. nOB'/iTb, rpCHOJ^K EOfA MOEfO? TU 50 ECU }KMBOT

TbJ BO ECU CnACEHUE f^OE BEMHOE COKPOBmE; Tb! BO ECU BOfATCTBO yOE,
CJIABA H nOXBAW lU SO ECU U^AoEmilE MOE, VnOBAhl^^E MOE; Tb! 50 ECU
MOE PAWQ^y^^E, BEMhH^ ynOKOi^. JlVMliJE JIH MHE Sl-OSlATb BElUb CYETHyK),

WM BElUb BESBECTHYrD, nPEBPAThC/'D, HJTH BEUIb nOrH5EJrDH>'}0 SlOmW,
E^H TE55? HCTi/MHOrO WaOTA KOEfO? A Tb! BO ECU yrO^BOT^ TbI 50 ECM
CriACEHUE MOE; CEfO PAG^ BC,^ H^CSy<m M05?, BCE ynOBAHME MOE, BCE
^EJTAK'IE tX)E, BCE B03;:^'XAHl^E MOE. K TE5E E/H^Ha-IY nOMrAK), TOCnOZiy,-
- BCB-I CEPJWM mAA, BCEKD J]y]llO0 BOBO, BCEM nOMbllHEH^^EM MOm. K
TE5E E/IWOMy EOyrJiyBTEHyiE BC55 BHyTPEHhi^Jl MO^l; MJIEHAMH Mj^03H

55 K TE5E Ejytm/ B03J\AOCS]. BY/iy P. BCEb B TE5E, A TW }KE BO MHE.
HE BBA, OnOSHAK) TE5?. BO HCTtW E/l>THOrO HCTUHHOfO BOfA MOEfO; EfO
7fE nocriAx i4;xycA xr^cta bo cbete tbob^ ysp/M cbet BMroMTbio tboefo
nPECB5iT0r0 ^xa.

How may they not love You, Lord my God? For You are my life; You

are my salvation [and] eternal treasure-house; You are ray riches,
1

glory, and praise; You are my ( ) » niy home; You are my gladness,

[my] eternal rest. It is better for me to love vain things, or
2

unheard-of (?) things, misunderstandings, or perishable things, false-

-hoods, not more than You my true life? But you are my life, You

are my salvation; your joy [is] all my hope, all my longing, all my
3

hunger, all my breath-of-life. On You alone I rely. Lord, - [with]

all my heart, all my spirit, all my thoughts. Into you alone will I

1. obscure word; clause omitted by translators.
2. ? unheralded ?

3. lit., air.
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4

go deeper, [with] all my inward [mind]; ( )•

I will be wholly in You, and You in me. Shall I not see (?), know

You [to be] in truth my one true God; who sent Jesus Christ; In Your
5

light we behold the light of Your blessed most holy Spirit.

4* obscure phrase; sentence omitted by translators.
5. or, life.
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Psalm 320.

Translated by Eli Popoff . No data in Bonch-Bruevich. Recorded by

Peacock, Grand Forks, July 1963, during performance of Vasslll Bokov

and the Icons .

Popoff notes: "This is an old time psalm, not too clear in its meaning,
but is interpreted by most Doukh'obors as pointing to the origin of

psalm singing itself at John the Apostle *s time and from the group
around him. It is sung at regular prayer services, has a vibrant
melody and is quite extensively preserved among all age groups."
Bonch-Bruevich despairs at two points: the syntax appears to break
down, or perhaps to be displaced, perhaps by cause of an exuberant
Influx of feeling in the text. The psalm is held together by two

motifs rather than by logic of linear development: about 'thunder*

are clustered the Judgement trumpets, the apostle John (son of Zeb-
-cdee and *son of Thunder'), and the voice of God himself. About
'beauty' stand the church service, worship in heaven, and the sal-
-vatlon and resurrection that give meaning to both. The mediating
phrase is at the centre of the psalm: "Our God spoke thunderously...
[yet] beautifully."

TpyBH rpoMHor/iACHbi^ no3rmEm kpacho. or moahha BorocjiOBA; ot
rPOMOBA aiHA. /lERCTBEHH^IKA, hWIEPCTHMKA^ VMEHUKA BOSXilOBJIEHHOrO,

AnOCTOJlA BJlAJKEHHOrO, EBAHfE/lUE EBAHrEJlbCKOE. nPHt^EMTE BO BJlAfA^

CAXBEPHOrO C?) BOCXBAnm. HQ CPEm UEPKBM nOiOllMX CTAHEM UEPKOBb
CiyUJE C?). nPOCTOTA, KPACOTA UEPKOBHA^; UEfi BOr ^P0^1H0^MCH0
BOarPEMEJl nPEKPACHO, ^KO B HAMAHE ECTb BOr CnOBO, CHAGTM UOfi WfA
roTOBO; My;:iEH paaoctm bemho, hech^ jw^iwha: cb5;t^ cb?^t^ cm oi
Hux ha hebo b35:t, CO MfEmAiA cnopocMB/iEH . oTKPbi/i' H/v^ TJiyBmy,
BCE TAS^mm Em^O, HOKASAJI CBET UEJOay Ml^IPy; BOSJKErUll^ TEPHEHME
M Bpr BprA CJIABMM M.

The trumpets speak with thunder, [they are] gold-encased and beautiful.

From[the time of] John the speaker-of-God, from [the time of] the Son
1

of Thunder. The active [preacher] , the friend [of Christ], well-beloved
2

disciple, blessed apostle. Evangelist of the gospel. V/e come, [we]

1. Mark III, 7.

2. John XIII, 23; hence the insertion in the previous phrase.
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faithful ones, /Sapphire?/ we sing praise. -In the middle of the

church we stand, singers standing in the church. Simplicity, beauty
4

of the church: Our God spoke thunderously, with the voice of thunder,

[yet] beautifully, for in the past the word of God was, salvation for

5

the family reading in [their] house; wonderful joy everlasting, sing-
6

-ing of the Sovereign; holy, holy^ he went up from them to heaven,

with the glorious angels. He opened to us the depths, all hidden

unity, He showed the pure light to the world; he rose by patience (?)

and (our] God has God*s Word with him.

3. corrupt: Bonch-Bruevich' reading. ?honey-eater? ; emitted by
Popoff. (But cf. Matthew III, 5, of John the Baptist: "and his
meat was...wild honey.").

4. Popoff: This then is the beauty, the beauty, the real church
beauty.

5. ? Cf. Exodus XII, 11-13.
6. Acts I, 9-11.
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Psalm 321.

Translated by Eli Popoff. No data in Bonch-Bruevlch. Recorded by
Peacock at Brilliant, July 1963.

Bonch-Bruevich notes : "Compare 'memories of deliverance of the Russian
Orthodox Church from the Gallic invasion: God is with us, etc.',
published in Pravers (anonymous) , 1890." Popoff notes:"This is one of

the original olden time psalms with a very olden type melody, still
used for prayer worship services. Its intricate melody can hardly
be mastered at present so it remains only among the olden age group
singers." The psalm is a collection of Old Testament reassurances
bound together with the refrain 'for God is with us'; some seem to be
patterened on the pious boasts of the earlier Psalms, but the first
and last thirds of the psalm are excerpted from the prophecy of Isaiah,
VIII, 9-lA, and IX, 1, 5-7, as Bonch-Bruevich notes.

C HAMH BOr^ PASyMEPlTE fSblUH M nOKOP5;f^TECb^ 5;K0 C HAW BOr. TMCOM
BOnMEM y.CHO rJlATOJlKIill^ CUE EmHCMV, PKO C HAMM BOr. MOrWE HOKO-
'PPPiTECb, F^KO C HAMU BOr. yCJblllJUTE nOCJIE/lHEE OT 3EMJ11, 5^K0 C HmA
Bpr. AL'IE riAKH OHH B03M0}KyT, flAKM nOBEJK^Ehfc! SV^yT, 9K0 C mAVl EOF.
mjE om cjioBo B03sy\ros]rj, /ia he nPEnsvmT y hmx, p.ko c HPm Bpr; auie

OHH COBET COBELUAiOT, M PA30PHT MX TOCnO^, PKO C HAMU BOf, m BO
CTPAXA MX HE yB0l/MC5^, HMJKE OAyimCP., PKO C HAMM BOf. rOCnO/^b HAlil

CriACET HAC, M SVJIET HAM B0533Hb, PKO C HAMM BOf, ynOBAiOUME HA HEfO,
IE CBE cnAcyrc^? Ero paam, pko c hamm Bor. cme a3 zietm mom, to m
MCT ham rocno/ib, pko c hamm Bpr. mm, xo/i^ime bo tbme, no cepe/im

CEHEP^ CMEPTHblX, ;iK0 C HAMM Bpr. BMHEXOM, CBET B03CM51ET BEJIME HA Bbl,

5!K0 C HAMM BOr; A JKMByiUME B CTOPOHE CMEPTHOPi - CBET HA HMX B03CM5^ET,
P>K0 C HAMM BOr. OTPOME no;T;Cb HAM BCEM, PKO C HAMM BOr. EMY JKE

HECTb nPE/TEJlA Ero, PKO C HA^^ BOr; ErO BO BJlACTb HA PABEX ErO, PKO C
HAMM BOr. mP EMy HAPMbAEMOE AHrEJl> PKO C HAMM BOr; BE;1MKMP^ COBET
AHrEn, ^KO C HAMM BOr; ^ym^^ COBETHMK, - 51K0 C HAMM Bpr; OTEU '

Byxiyuioro beka, - s^.ko c hami^i Bor; /hoxifm cbet/ibhmk, pko c hamm Bor.

1

God is with us, know [ye, all] peoples and be humbled, for God is with

us. We lift up [our] voices, we shout clearly [that] this is the One-

-and-only, for God is with us. Hear the last [words] on earth, for God

is with us. If again they grow strong, again they will be overcome, for

God is with us. If they speak with [many ]words , yet it will not avail

1. lit., tongues.





2

them, for God Is with us; if they hold [sinister] council, yet the

Lord will ruin them, for God is with us. We shall not be destroyed

by fear of them, for God is with us. [They that] trust in Him, all

^hat (are His] servants are saved by Him, for God is with us. The
3

people, [who were] walking in darkness, overshadowed by death[...],

for God is with us. We see, a great light shines upon you, for God
A

Is with us. He has no limits for himself, for God is with us. He

[is] in authority over all his servants, for God is with us. His

name [is] called angel, for God is with us; great angel[of] council,

for God is with us; wonderful councillor, -for God is with us; Father

for future ages, - for God is with us; a light for the people, for

God is with us.

2. so Popoff Inserts.
3. lit., under a canopy in the midst of death.
A. His wisdom has no boundaries, Popoff.
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Psalm 324.

Translated by Ell Popoff, who also supplied current text. No data in

Bonch-Bruevich. Recorded by Peacock at Brilliant, July 1963.

Popoff notes: "An original Doukhobor psalm sung at regular prayer serv-
-Ices and at other time of rejoicing. Still quite extensively sung by
old and younger age groups. This hymn is also quite extensively read

at prayer meetings." The psalm uses what is mostly apocalyptic imagery,
especially from the first few verses of Apocalypse XXI. The number
'seventy-seven* as a motif appears here. The current text offers some
dialect adjustments, and is given here.

HjHE OTKPblBAETCJl TA^^HA VI HE5ECM, nPOC/lABJinETC^ TOPA £MOH^ yKPAlilAETC?

PASHbMH SPAMI-folMH UBETAN'^^ii HA HEP1 >KE P3S]P.ETC9. TOCnO/lb BOP CABAO^. B

Cy^E COaUBAET BCE 9.3bm B HOBbI klEPyCAnL4^^ HA 5PAK. , OH >KE nPOrOTOBWl
TPySU PASHOrJTACHblE . BOCnOEM W HPE^l Hm HECHIO HOBW, B TIWAHAX JiyXO-

-XBAJlbHblX. AHfEJl rPPmT, CTMXM nOET: BOf HAUJ M35ABMT HAC M nOKJTOH^lTC.^
' B4y BCE CbHbl - BUUJHEMy, CKa^HEMy HA 05MKAX HEBECHblX, TP.'^yUiEMy HA
CEMmECfJ\A CEMM TPCKAX; B TPblBAX PA3H0rMGHbIX HPE/l Hl^ mV\TC9\ HE5ECTA
ErO^ 05J1EMEHA B BUCCOH BEJlbp;^, MMCTblP^ M CBETJlbr;^, OKPy}KEHA OTPOKOBHUAKiM

CQO\/m, rP5lQET BE CS\EJD. JKEHMXA XPHCTA. y3P;U EfO UAPM, HPE/lCTAHyT

mP3bP{ M noiuioH5iTC5^ EMy 3A ncno/iHEHUE c/TOBA £ocno;iHEro.

Today a secret is revealed from heaven, the mountain of Zion is made

glorious, [it] is adorned with hosts of flowers, pleasant to the eye;

1
on it shall appear the Lord God Sabaoth. In judgement he will gather

2

all nations into the New Jerusalem, for the marriage [feast]. He has
3

made ready different-sounding trumpets. We will sing before him a

new song, with timbrels praising the spirit (?). An angel will approach,

singing hymns; our God will deliver us and all sons [of men] will bow
4

down to him - the Most High, seated on the clouds of Heaven, drawing

1. of Hosts, Popoff, following the Hebrew.
2. lit., tongues.
3. lit., discordant.
4. horizons, Popoff.
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5
near in seventy-seven thunders; with different-sounding trumpets, his

bride will appear before him, dressed in white robes, pure and shining,

encircled by her handnaidens, she will follow the steps of the bride-
6

-groom Christ. The kings will look upon him, the princes will stand

before him and bow down to him on account of the fulfillment of the

words of the Lord.

5. as with the rumble of, Popoff inserts. Cf. Apocalypse X, 1-7.

6. Cf . Apocalypse VII, 9-17; XIV, 4-5.





Psalm 328,

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

A short prayer of adoration and petition.

TbI ECU, rOCnO/M, ynOBAHUE MOE M ?KEJ1AHME MOE, nPHBEmilE moe, hokpo-
-BUTEiib MOi^, yiEiuMTEJib f]ym moePi, p. my k tebe, rocno/in, no NMJiocTb

no TBOEC^, no XEHAHI/K) CBOEMbI, BO CJlE/1 OTPOKA CBOErO^ OnPABMHVI^
/lYUjn CBOEPI, npEMncToro, nPECBETjioro mrnp. cBOEro, nnp.

BEMHOrO C0KP0B14HA.

You, Lord, are my hope and my desire, my refuge, my protector, my

soul*s comforter. I come to You, Lord, through Your own mercy,

through my own desire, in the steps of your son, for my soul's
1 2

justification, for the sacrament, for a shining life, for the

3
eternal tvaisure-house.

1. Omitted by translator.
2. pure, calm life, Cheveldayof f

.

3. motif of identity with God's mind.
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Psalm 329.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

Bonch-Bruevich notes: "This psaltn, which is unlike any other, is

customarily learnt by the very young children."

OTME HAUJ, EOr nPE/lBEMHbJI, Cy/lb?! UPABEmJ^-

Our Father, [is] God eternal, the righteous judge.





Psalm 330.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

Another very brief devotional prayer.

Bor BoroB^ rocno/lEHb rmroji, ckheh h kperok, bcemy mmpy HAMAnbHuii,

1 2

God of Gods, the Lord's word, [is] mighty and firm, chief in all
3

the world.

1. supreme, Cheveldayoff.
2. Thy, Cheveldayoff.
3. creator of the universe, Cheveldayof f.





Psalm 334.
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Translated by D.S.C. committee. Published in "Doukhobors, their

Teachings, Organization, and Present Condition, in Old Russia
^

(LXXXVII, 1896), and in Doukhobors, Their Faith, 1961.

The psalm begins with an excerpt from O.T. Psalm CXXXIX, esp. 7-

-10, and slowly moves to conclude with Christ-centred devotions of
rather mediaeval terminology.

K KOMy no:w ot tebji, rocnoM MOEro, ot jimlia tboepo k komv vBEry?

fim BSbiay ha HEBO, TW tamo ECM; CHKHy bo A/I, ~TAM ECM. AlUE B3bMH
KPbUTbP MOH PAHO, BCEJTOCb B nOCJlE^OmE M0P51, TA^^O PYKA JB09 HE OCTABMT
MEH51 M y^PrnJ MEH^q /lECHHUA TBOP. K MOV nOfW H T^IE OBPRUY BEHblfl

}KMBOT? Am HE B TEBE - COS^TEJIE MOEM? K KOMY nOi^iiy M r^E OBPAlliy

yTElUEHME, PAaOCTb, nPt^CTAH^UE, nOKOP^ /jyiL'M MOEC^? K KOMy UO^Jiy OT
TEB5^, rOCnO/1^^^ BObE MOPi, TU BO rJTArOJlui }KMBOTA VTAL^A B CEBE? TbI ECM
MCTOMHUK JKHBOTA nOMTEJlb BCEX BJlAr TBOMX. B02)^^ K TEBE ^aiA mP.,

B03}KA?W K TEBE CEP/iUE MOE, BO^ msOTA MOEfOl yCjlWMC5? RPECB^iTOrO

TBOErO kMEHU^ nPECMAKOrO rOCnOM MOETO MUCyCA; m PAHEHA Byj^ET MM
/jyUIA M05i, M y.^SBJIEHO By^lET MOE CEP/lUE, M HMMTO KE By/JET MHE JIOBES-

-HEP^UIE BO BCEM JMTMM MOEM, flAME HPECB^^TOrO TBOEfO /lyXA. EyjX/T .

CMOKH CnOBECA TBOM TOPTAHM K)EP\ yCTAM MOM^^, HA/IE ME/jy OHPABMHM.q
TB05!; BOJKOEJIEHHdI MHE By/IYT, rOCnOjlM, RAME 3J1ATA; KA^-^.EHM^l MECTHA,
MHOrOOmE OAME MEM M COTA.

To whom shall I go from You, my Lord, from Your face, to whom shall

I run off? If I go up to heaven. You are there; if I go down to hell.

You are there. If I rose up on my wings in the morning, and settled

down by the uttermost sea, there Your hand will not abandon me and

Your right hand will not let me go. To whom shall I go and where

shall I turn for eternal life? If not to You - my Maker? To whom

shall I go off, and where shall I turn for comfort, joy, a haven,

peace for me soul? To whom shall I run off from You, Lord, my God,

You who have the words of life in you? You are the wellspring of life,

You[are the giver of all good [things]. My soul thirsts for you, my





heart thirsts for You, God of my life! We rejoice in Your most-holy

name, my most-sweet Lord Jesus; let it wound my soul, let it sting

my heart, let nothing be loved more by me in all my life, more than

Your most-holy spirit. May your words be sweet in my throat [and]

my mouth, more [sweet] than honey. Your justification; may [this]

be longed-for. Lord, more than gold; the rock of honesty, mere sweet

than honey and the honey-comb.
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Psalm 340.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

Bonch-Brueyich notes : "Compare this psalm with 'Spiritual Hymn - The
Birth of our Saviour ' (Vol. IV of P. Bezsonov's Wandering Cripples
(Beggars] , (n.d.))V The middle passages of the psalm draw from the

Gospels of Matthew, II, 11, and Luke, II, 8-14. Also Cf. text II/A/

/I in R.B. Klymasz' Ukrain ian Winter Folksong Cycle in Canada,
(Ottav7a 1970), which selects the same motifs. (The work cited and
ascribed to Bezsonov may deal with the lov/est order of Russian beg-
-gars, those neither hale nor established in a given parish area,
who had to wander, and who encouraged charity by, among other skills,
the singing of spiritual songs.)

HAPOnmCP HAllJ CnACMTEJlb^ BCEMy MMPy nPOCBEWEJlb. ROC^TE BAV, BOC-
-nc^ME) BCE mm bo beio^ TOP;^CTByf^TE, jil^kypite hpopokm npE/iyBEMHb;i,
CyUrUE C KJlf.TBa/l B PASj^EJlEHmt TP^'/JET C^TTAC B nOCnE/^'/p;^ MAC. HOi^TE

EMy, BOCnOi^TE PAIPCTHO^ CMHOCTHO; BOCHEBA^'UE, HrPAP^TEl 3BE3M
rPPJXET 01 BOCTOKA K HOBOnO^KflEHHOMy HPOPOKy. AHrEJTH COPJIACHO nOlOT

BEJi^ rmcu siosm) sbepm nooi BE/im rMCw nAcibiP.sM My^o 5;Bnnoub;

XPHCTOC. 5!CH0 HOBE/llUA^ TPM UAP51 HECJM RPE^lOPOrUE /lAPbl: JIAZIOH, CMMPHy
M 3J1AT0. MPVET BAC BOrATO 0TE14 SymiEfO BEKA, RPMIUEJI 3/IECb CRACTM
yBOrViX ME/IOBEKOB; EOF nPE>i^E BEKA BOnjlOTHnC5^ M PO/lHJiC^.

Our Saviour was bom, an enlightener for all the world. Sing to him,
1

sing praises; let all peoples be triumphant for ever, rejoice, prophets

[*you that] told [it] beforehand, truth with vov7S of separation! (?)
2

A Saviour draws near, in the last hour. Sing to him, sing praises joy-

-fully, sweetly; sing, play [instruments]! A Star comes from the East

to the new-born prophet. The angels sing harmoniously with great
3

voices of love; to beasts great voices sang, to shepherds the miracle

appeared; Clirist was clearly pointed out. Three kings brought most

costly gifts: frankincense, myrrh, and gold. The Father gives richly

1. lit., faces,
.2, lit., watch.
3. Omitted by translator; the reference is probably to the shepherds*

sheep.





to us of future ages, he came here to save God-loving people; God
4

(from] before creation became incarnate and was born.

4. lit., the first age; theological affirmation of the eternal
existence of the Son.





Psalm 341.
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Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff . Recorded by Bonch-Bruevich from
M.N. Prokopenko.

The psalra Is based upon the Gospel of Luke, II, 4-14. It is expressed
in a naively fresh and lively style.

HOBb'W ron BEM^, BO PCS]^X J1E>KMT. OX, TO OTPOME BJVWE HAM HE50 /lAX,

'My;iO, KAK BPBW BbLOO - MECTA HE BblJTO POmTb MUCTO^^ /JEBOi^ BOrOPO/lHUE,

M r/lE - B BH4>;iEEME-rPA^E - B HH31UEM j:iOME CnO/lOC^HOM; IWTE HPfKO,

yKAJKYT BAM. OX, TO MOCHO CTAPEHbKl^, 50ry MAJlEHblO^, HYTb CKAJKE

RACTyiUKAM CBOHiM. HACTyiUKU EfO HEPEJl TBOPUOM CBOMM CMMPF10TC5^, AHfEJU
nOIOT, W^PP. BblOAJOT, MPbl C05HPAK3T. CnOEM HECHb XPt^CTOBy HOBVK): By/lELUb

nOXBAHJlEH OT BEKA, By^lElUb OT CBEX nPOCMB/lEH, C MATEPblO-Z^EBOPi, CO
nPEMUCTOK), KTO HE myiiiAJlC^l, MEJIOBEKOM OCTAJICP. HA BEK.

A new year hurries [on], [He] lies in a manger. 0, this lad [is] a

1

blessing given from heaven. 0, a marvel, suddenly it was time - there

vas no room for the Purest maiden Bearer-of-God to give birth, except

there - in Bethlehem-to;m - in the lowliest of peaceful dwellings;

come at once, you'll seel 0, elderly Joseph, show the shepher<is the
2

way to the infant God. The shepherds were humble before their creator

the angels sang, the kings offered, gave gifts. Let us sing new songs

to Christ: You shall be praised for ever, you shall be glorified by
3 4

all, with the virgin-mother, with the most-pure, who was honoured by

5
[all] people for the rest of time.

1. or, when.
2. worshipped, Cheveldayoff

.

3. remainder omitted by translator,
4. lit., not despised.
5. lit., of the age. For this sentence, cf. Gospel of Luke, I, 48.
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Psalm 342.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff and Eli Popoff. No data in Bonch-
-Bruevich. Published in U.S.C.C. collection, 1968. Recorded by Pea-

-cock in Grand Forks, July 1963.

Bonch-Bruevich notes : "Compare this psalm with the hymn *0 birth of

Christ* in V. Varentsov's Collection of Russian Spiritual H^nnns , St.

Petersburg 1860." The psalm is based upon the Gospel of Matthew II,

2-3, 16-18, Popoff notes: "A very old and baf.ic Doukhobor psalm com-
-memorating the birth of Jesus Christ. It is perhaps the most widely
preserved Doukhobor psalra sung by children's and youth groups as well
as older folk. It is sung on other commemorative occasions as well as

on Christmas. It is also used at general meetings and often sung at
funerals, since it touches on the lamentable time of the mass slaying
of the infants by order of. King Herod during the first years of Christ's
life on earth." Bonch-Bruevich' text is followed here.

BblCOKO 3BE3M BOCXO/IWIA. MATb tAAPm XPklCTA CnOPO/^MM. POmS)C^ EOf,

BCEM Bprm Bor. mpojmc^. mpb, bcem uap.sm uAPb. ]apoj\ uapb bosmyui-

-ATbC51 CTAn. HEyC/lblPUn BEHUy SOJlOTbE: BCEM CEPmM, BCBA MO/IO/IEHLIAM,

BCEM BCOB/QM. A Bbl B^lOBblE HE rUTAMbTE, HE PbW^JE - BAWA MOJTO/lEHUbl y
XPHCTA nOA KPbmblUJKOM CT05IT.

High above, the star rose. Mother Mary gave birth to Christ,
1

God was bom, God of all Gods.
2

A king was brought forth, a king of all kings.

Herod the king was troubled.

[Christ] brought gifts, crowns of gold:
A

To all hearts, to all the children, to all the widows.

- But do not weep, you widows, do not wail -

- Your children live under the wing of Christ.

1. Divine, Cheveldayoff.
2. Supreme, Cheveldayoff.
3. Crowns are traditionally associated with martyrs.
4. patriarchs, Popoff reads, following the amended word CTAPLIAM^, old men.
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Psalm 3A3.

Tcanslated by Mercedes Cheveldayof f . No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

Bonch-Bruevich notes: "This psalm is sung by the Doukhobors in prayer

meeting on the festival of the Birth of Christ (Christmas Day). Compare

this psalm with the 'spiritual hymn' 'On the Day of Christ's Birth'

(in Vol. IV of Bezsonov's Wandering Cripples )." The psalm is not a

very cheerful one, and frames the massacre of the Innocents in strongly

emotional language.

B HEHb XPHCTOBA PO^m^m^ BECEJll^MCP Mb! - BMrO HAME BES/IE. XBAJiy

BOrbl HETb HAMHEM, nOJlYHOMb - 3BE3/1E. AHfEJI nACTblPP.M B03BECTMJ1 BHOBb
. HOBOPOOTHHOrO BOrO HAUJErO. LlAPb-}KE MPO/l, UAPb B033;iHnC.S - MOJIO^IEHUEB

ynOBKJl. BKHMCb, CEKJlL^Cb H PyrAJlMCb, C MATEPbMM COBOKynJl^JlMCb, y^KO

VBHC^Ubl - 3JlblE PA3B0C^HMKM. KPHMAT HEJm, HMMVI MATKM, PKO HA CMEPT-
-mi\E, 01 nPECEPI OTPblBAJll/I, PA3CEMni^ M TOHTAJIM. >KAnb-TO MHE MAHblX,

)KAJ10CTHblE MOM MATKM M BCE MOM ;:iETKM; Jli^Pyi BAPAUJKM, 5iK0 HA HOJIE CHOHKM.
MATKAM PyUM 3An0MAnM M BOJTOCbP /lEPyj, A OHE OBMMP/yOT. HEBO TMCOM
BOnMET: CEP;iEMHblE K BOry B030nH0T.

On the day of Christ's birth we rejoice everywhere, - everywhere we

are blessed. We begin to sing God's praise, at midnight - the star

[appears]. The angel heralded to the shepherds our newly-born God.

Herod-the-King, [that] king was enraged - he killed children. They

-fought, slashed and swore at the gathered mothers, like murderers -

-wicked cutthroats. Children cry, mothers weep, for to a place of

death [the children] were dragged from their mothers' breasts, [they

were] hewn in two and trampled. I sorrow - these my little ones, my

piteous sorrowing mothers, and all my children: they fall as lambs,

like sheaves on the field. Mothers wring their hands and tear their
1 2

hair, and they fall faint. Heaven rings with the uproar: from the

heart, they cry to God. *
.

1. lit
. , yells

.

2. lit,, voice or word.
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Psalm 344.

Translated by Eli Popoff . No data In Bonch-Bruevich. Recorded by
Peacock In Grand Forks, July 1963. Published in U.S.C.C. collection,
1968.

Bonch-Bruevich notes: "This Doukhobor psalm is said over dead young
twins or girls, and also in prayer meeting on the day of the festival
of the Assumption of the B.V.M.," Popoff notes :"Recited and sung at

funerals and commenorating occasions, also prayer meetings." Apparent
-ly either the psalm has been more widely applied in recent years, or

Bonch-Bruevich was incompletely informed. The psalm takes its content
from the Gospel of John, XIX, 26, and ends with a specific reference
to the doctrine of the Assumption.

mCTM ^EBA MAPHP M30 BCEX POWB BMrOMECTHA^q I PO/MHA CE5E g>!HA

mCVCA; CflMA MATM BJlArO/lATM, B POKECTBE TBOEM XFV^CTE - EOF HAllI.

BESnPECTAHHO KATb Pfc^.ElL'b, >KAJ10CTHbi^ CBCC^ TJIAC Cn>11V=<ElUb; OBb^^ CbtH

TbI BOSJUODilEHI-bJI, nPECJTAIll^ TbI N'Ovl ECTb mCVC XPHCTOC, HA KOfO
TbI MEH5], MATH nOKHOAElL'b; KOMV B W30P OT/TABAELOb; KOiy ; ClCnOffO

rO/TOBY CBOlO, KTO yTELiMT HEMA/IU MOO, RE'-Wlb MOO BETy.KYiO? mcyC HA
KPECTE nPOPEMET, mAHHA 3A Cbm HAPEMET. HAPEKAO 9. JESE, KATl/!,

tIpAHHA 3A CblHA. W BPEM5I TEBE HE nOHKHET; HE SP.OBBMBl-JCI ECTb M
BWCTb. HE PblOAi^, MOF. KATH, HE UCmHiDfPl MExiP. B MEPTBWX; P. HE TPEM
J3EHb BOCKPECHy^ HA HE5ECA BOSHECYC^!, C AHfEJ^mA BY/jy UAPCTBOBATb,
A C nPABE/lHbiMM SV,K JIHKOBATb. KOfM Tb!^ MOSa MAT^!^ BY/lElUb YCHEHHA
9. HE AHfEJlA HO TEB5: nOLlUTiO^ A CAM MATH K TEBE CO/i/iy^ CAM TBOO /lYlUY

CnOBEM'O.

Pure Maiden l-Iary blessed by all generations I She bore Jesus Himself

for her Son; the mother herself [is] blessed, in your birth, Christ -

-our God. Unceasingly you weep, mother, you lament with piteous

voice: Alas [for] you, my beloved son, you are my sweet son Jesus

Christ, wherein do you abandon me, [your] mother; to whom do you

leave me for care; on whom shall I lean ray head, who will soothe my

3
grief, my great grief? Jesus speaks from the croSs, he names John

1. Chaste, Popoff.
2. Cf. Luke I, 48.

3 . lit
. , on

.





as [her] son. I name for you, mother, John as son. He will at no

4

time abandon you, he is and shall be good. Do not weep, my mother,

nor reckon me among the dead: I will rise up on the third day, I

shall go up into heaven, I shall reign with the angels, and rejoice
5

with the righteous people. When you, ray mother, shall be ready, I

shall not send an angel to you, but I will come to you, mother, myself,
6

I shall take your soul myself.

4. lit., pot occasionally evil is he and was he
5. lit. , faces.
6. to heaven, Popoff reads.
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Psalm 3A5.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff , No data in Bonch-Bruevlch.

Bonch-Bruevich notes :"This psaln is recited in prayer meeting on

the day of the festival of the Baptism of Christ. "(Jan. 6, Epiphany
octave in the Western Church), and "Compare this psalm with the

•spiritual hymn^'By the v;aters of Jordan', in P. Bezsonov's work
Wandering Cripples (n.d.). Vol. IV." Tae psalm is based upon the

Gospel of Ilatthev;, III, 13-17, but adds some comment, culminating in

the bitter prayer of the last sentence, which may be compared with
the instruction noted in psalm 140.

K Bom^ ^ppjy^m^, rocnoiiti, np/C^:^, £yx CBfjm ha hepo HAii]E;ziiui^;

CBbME r;iAC r/lArOJlET: 3 CEPI m^b 503'5;BwnEHr£^ KPECTMTbC5? XOlilET CblH

MOM BOSTinBJlEHHbS^. FPPJVi }KE, l^DA^HE, CKOPO KPECT14TH MBr\?. KPBLIEHHEM:

KOHET SEFJiO nP0CBETl4™. PEMET ?3 WHH: HE BSV^KO, nOHE}KE

JES9\ BDfA nPEBE/iJ/IKA. KAK 503^7^ PViQ/ HA TOCnOM MOEfO? TbI

ECU COm^Vi SHAMEH^q mOfOl OT TE5? BCE IPEnSl^, HEBO M 3EKJ151^ BECb
P0;\ MEPiOBEMEHClC^ OT PO/iy AOA^A, ySiOaEBl^H^ WPE BE/lCTBUi^, OBPATMC57.

Torjao m i^p/iah-peka Bcn^iTb bos fat. ici^, cmactj^bwe cTpyi/i PEm mop^iaha,

B OHOP^ 7fE KPECT^^.Z9. BOr OT K)AHKA 3 BO/iAX l^OP/iAHCKMX, B CTPV^^.X HPEC-
-T051ii^X. mAHH, CTA37^ BOfA, KPEI^^CA. CKJTOH/Jl CBOO fSlABV RPE/ITEME

r\Of\ pyKy. m mmA tebp., ssw^, he noLur^ hag b myky; npocm teb^,
rpcnom, scEiiiE/iPoro tyt nEicno OTSbrrvi, po/iy xpi^cTHAHCKOMy b uapctbme
nPUBbfTH.

To the waters of Jordan, Lord, you came, the Holy Spirit came down

upon him, from above a voice spoke out: In this day [is] the event,

xny well-beloved son wishes to be baptized. Come forward, then, John,

quickly baptize me with your baptism: I desire to enlighten the

earth. Then John speaks: I dare not, master, for we know you [to be]
1

God almighty. Row [shall] I lay hand upon. my Lord? You have made

many signs; before you all tremble, the heavens and the earth, all

generations of men from the family of Adam, appearing in a sea of

1. Cf. I Samuel, XXIV, 7
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disaster, will turn. Then the river Jordan will run bacH^ards, the

fortunate streams of the river Jordan, in which God was baptized by

John, in the waters of Jordan, in the most-honoured streams. John,

glorifying God, baptized [Him]. [Christ] bowed his head beneath the
3

hands of the Fore-runner. We pray to you, blessed one, do not send

us into torment; we ask you, Lord, all-bountiful one, [let us] finish

(our] Hell here, [and] come with the christian family into your

kingdom.

2. be converted? obscure clause.
3. that is, John the Baptist; an ecclesiastical term.
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Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff . No data in Bonch-Bruevich.

Bonch-Bruevich notes : "Compare this psalm with the *Hymns of Repent-
-ance* in V. Varentsov's Collection of Russian Spiritual Hymns » St,

Petersburg 1860." The psalm is derived from the Gospels of Matthev/,

XXVI, 49, XXVII, 34-35, and John, XIX, 34. Note that the protest of

Mary and reply of Christ are very similar to those in psalm 344 -

- a floating element??

HEKMP^ obiJl 3S]Qmi^ l^t/M; nPEMJl XPIICTA HA PACn^TME, SJlOBHaMY. CVm^Aliy H
CTPAlUHOMy /IPEBy KynAPECHOMY HA KPECTE EfO BOSJTOmnH. PYMKM, HO}KKM

PACnRnM. PMSbl HA HEM B30/lPAf!M, nO JKEPEBbFM PASMETAHM; KOnUE B PE5P0
a^qOUlA^ C PE5PA CBi^iTAn KPOBb nOTEKOUJA. yCJhWllAnA MATH mPH5J, PEMET KO
XPMCTy C CP.E3AMH: CblH TbI MOP^ BOSJTOB/lEHHblf^ I BESBMHHVK) MYKY TEPnUlUb,

HAnPAC/H/HHyiO CMEPTb HPmiWElL'b. HE HJlAMb Td, MATH MAPm, HE nQ-^lblllinfl^

MEH5i B MEPTBb'X, 51 HA TPETK^ /lEHb BOCKPECyC^, HA HE5E14A B03HEyC5;; C

AHrEJl^MH bVJX/ UAPCTBOBATb^ C nPABE/^HyM'/l jTO/jy-'iH SMK JlHKOBATb.

ABIUM XPHCTOBO BOCKPECEHbE, TOr/lA BECb MHP y>KACHETC,^, UEPKOBHblE 3ATB0Pbl

PACTBOP51TC51 HA mOE} TOr/lA C0;iHUE-MEC5!U nOMPAMHTC^I, TOW HE50-3EMJ153

nOTyCKHEET^ TOrM BE3 rpcnO/V\ HEBEUA 3AnyCTEJ0T.

Judas was a worker of evil; he betrayed Christ to be crucified, to a

wicked destiny and to the terrible dreadful tree, they laid him on the

cross. Hands, feet, they nailed. They stripped the robe off him, they
1

gave it away by lot; a spear [being] thrust into his side, from his side

flowed holy blood. Hearing of the. Mother Mary said the Christ, in

tears. You [are] my beloved son, in innocence you undergo torment, you

accept a meaningless death. Do not you weep. Mother Mary, do not reckon

me among the dead, on the third day I will rise up, I shall go up into

heaven; I shall reign with the angels, and rejoice with the righteous
3

people: [The life] of Christ [was] rendered up on Sunday, then all the
1. lit

.
, awarded.

2. lit., faces.
3. Since the events described are those of Good Friday, textual corrupt

-ion must be assumed. Cheveldayof f reads: "Seeing the fulfillment of

Christ's resurrection...." which still does not fit the chronology.
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world was fearful, the church veil was torn in two; then the sun -

-moon grew dark, then heaven - earth grew dim, then without the Lord

the heavens became desolate.

4. or, neglected.
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Psalm 352.

Translated by Mercedes Cheveldayoff , and by Peter Legebokoff with Eli

Popoff. No data in Bonch-Bruevich. Recorded by Peacock in Grand
Forks, July 1963.

The psalm is based on the Gospel of Luke XXIV, 1-6, with some added

material. Including the obscure central phrase that defies direct
translation (a probable but not positive misreading is suggested
below). Popoff notes: "Sung at prayer meetings and especially on days

of celebration, as Easter, Birthday of Christ [Christmas], etc." The
psalm is exuberant in style.

. HEC XPHCTOC HOBblE CTAHU^; AHrE/l BOHMET^ A Aim SMKyET) B CQEJJhPl HAM
nPA3j[lHHK POJl AJDmCKV^ /IHECb TOPXECTBYET 0 HBM. BMEPA COJIHUE nOMPA-
-MHJlCX:b, HbIHE C0J1HI4E B MMPE PA3rOPAETC5i, PAOHOCTHO M COrMCHO nECKrO .

XPHCTy noiOT. bmepa becb mp b becexie Bbin^ /ihecb PAnyETcn m bece/ihtcs.

riACXA HOBAF, XPHCTOC, BOr HAUJ^ XPHCTOC BOr B03CTA/1 H yTPEHHEi^ 3APE51

CMEPTb nOnPABUn CMPOTCTBOM; ErO TE/lECIrfclPI KmSAJl, C/lOBECK^ri KmQAS]
M3UEJ1Hn CEP/lEMMblPl OPfAH. JKEHbl PAHO MHPOHOCMUbl, OHM MCKOHM XO/KHH,
XPMCTA HCKAJIH^ CBETJIOE. TE/IO BO TPOBE UEJIO 3PETM XOTWE, CBEmiC^
AHfEJI K HUM T/lAfOJIET: A3 BAM BOHHO PAHOCTb BEJIHO, CblH BO>KM^^ B03CTAJ1,

A/IAM B033B/Vn, C HPABE/lHbW JIUKAMU /IMKYET B nPECBETJlOM PAO. AHOCTO/bl

BCE MTMTE, HECf^ HAM WP; 9\BmC9\ BECb MMP, BEJ]EJ]mC9, HEC9 HAM BblTH

B HEM M mih BO BCEM MMPE HPAB/IE M CBETE.

1 2

Today Christ [is] newly risen; the angel shouts, and Adam rejoices.

On our bright holiday, the race of Adam celebrates to this day with us.

Yesterday the sun was darkened; today the sun shines brighter in the

3

vorld, joyfully and in harmony they sing a hymn to Christ. Yesterday
4

all the world was in a turmoil, today it rejoices and makes merry. The
5

new Passover, Christ, our God, Christ-God arose at dawn in the morning;

1. Christ brought a new era, Cheveldayoff.
2. See'note 10 below.
3. lit., song.
4. ? all the world debated, argued?
5. Cf. I Cokrinthians, V, 7.
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he won back victory [over ]death; the symbol of his body, the symbol of
7 8

his words, healed the heart. The women came early, they came at [day's]

9

beginning, they sought for Christ, desiring to look at the pure body

In the grave, a shining angel speaks to them: I tell you to rejoice
10

loudly, the Son of God rose up, he called forth Adam, he rejoiced with
11

the righteous folk in bright paradise. Do honour, all apostles,

peace is brought to us; peace was shovm to all, [they] rejoiced; [he]

12
brought us to be with him and to live in all the world, in truth and

light.

6. Bonch-Bruevich - followed by Cheveldayoff and Legebokoff - may
misread KMMBAJl, cymbal o for CVS^BOTl, syr.bol .

7. An obscure image; lit., perhaps ' his bodily symbol, his verbal
symbol healed the heart organ.' Legebokoff reads:"All his rejated-
-ness - temporal symbal and verbal tympan, do not corrupt, but heal
the heart." Cheveldayoff glosses the phrase: "In this case I guess
it means Christ's death was so victorious it rung throughout the
world."

8. carrying Myrrh, Legebokoff.
9. or, tend?

10. Eastern Church resurrection iconography stresses the almost forcible
awakening of the First Parents during Christ's Harrowing of Hell,

11. Floating phrase - cf. psalms 344, 349.
12. or, to live in all peace, truth, and light.
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Psalm 359.

Translated by Eli Popoff. No data In Bohch-Bruevich. Recorded by
Peacock at Mossleigh, Alta., June 1964. Recorded at Grand Forks,

23/5/71.

Popoff notes: "A very old type of psalm which seems to be neither prose
nor poetry. It probably is connected with ancient legends that remained
with the Greek Orthodox Church pertaining to the time shortly aftr
Girist's crucifixion. It is classed as a children's psalm and is

usually sung for Easter. Although most psalms have not been corrected
to us 'Hebrews' or 'Israelites' for the Russian translation of 'Jews',

yet in this psalm, the word used to refer- to them in derision is still
used: "j idi" . The origin of this word seems to be obscure, although
some older people claim it started from the fact that most of the Jews
did not accept Christ to be the Messiah, but said, "we must still wait."
In Russian 'wait' is ' jidi ' ." The psalm is remarkable for a very pre-
-cise linguistic and semantic rhythm. Each line contains three main
elements, two usually a repetition; three holy personages are named;
three events are included - the wandering of the Virgin, the erection
of the mystical church, and the disposition of the threee tombs therein.
The psalm has little resemblance in style or matter to any other in this
collection, but might profitably be compared with the English carol,
All Bells in Paradise (esp. the 19th-century version of a 15th. -Century
text as given in the Oxford Book of Carols (London 1964), /> 184); mystical
Is by no means too strong a term for these two texts. One might even
argue a further tertiary structure: christian history is overlaid by
legend, which itself is further overlaid by the erection of symbols. The
present text follox^ed here is that of Bonch-Bruevich ;

Popoff supplies a

contemporary text, which ends at the indicated point but is other^-zise

largely similar, differences being noted; some corrections are supplied.

XO/IUM^ XOmnA CBPJAP. jQEBA; MCK^TIA, HCKAHA mCVCA XPP^CTA. HA BCTPEMy
/lEBW mnOB CKOJlbKO KQET. Bbl WW, Bbl JKIW - XPHCTA PACUPJM. TO HE Mbl^

TO HE Mbl, A OTUOBW HAUJE. TYT BbIM, TYT BblM KPyTA^s TOPA; HA TOP^, HA
KPblTOf^ rOPE TPM /IPEBA CT051T; 3TM ^PEBbt nOPyBr.EHbl, M3 TEX, MS ^iPEBN

BPyCb5! TECAHbl, M3 TEX, M3 BPyqbEB UEPKOBb CTPOEHA. BO TOf^, BO UEPKBM
TPH rPOBA CT05!T, 5 HUX CB^^TblE JIDKAT. BO HEPBOM TPOBy CAM mCVC XPMCTOC,-

BO BTOPOM rPOBy - WAHH HPE/ITEMA; BO TPETbEM TPOSy CBPJAP. J^EBA, HA^
mcyCOM XPMCTOM AHrEn^l nOiOT. HAa MOAHHOM HAH HPE^ITEMEW 5!CHbIE CBEM TOP.^T.

HAa CBJITOPI mBO^ J103A PACUBEJIA. HA 10^, HA JT03E TPM HTAIOKH CKA^T. OHH
noioT CTHUiKH }KEpyBmcKHE, mE CEPA<i)HMCKME, AfinmvviP, p.KO c ywvi BOr.

She walked J she walked - the holy Maiden,

She sought, she sought for Jesus Christ.
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To meet the maiden, many Jevs did come.

You Jews, you Jews, you crucified Christ.
2

Not us, not us, but our fathers [did that].

Here was, here was, a steep ciountain;

On this, on this steeo mountain, three trees grew tall;
3

These trees were hewn down;

from these, from the trees, squared bearrts were hewn.

From these , from the beans , a church was raised,
A

In this, in the church, three tombs stood,
5

In these lay holy ones.

In the first tomb - Jesus Christ himself;
6

In the second tomb - John the Forerunner:
7

In the third tomb - the holy naiden.

Over Jesus Christ the angels sang.
8

Over John,over the Forerunner candles glowed.

9
Over the holy maiden a vine bloomed.

On that, on the vine, three [small] birds sat.

They sang a song of Jerusale-s, of the Seraphim,

Allelaia, for God is with us.

1. JKyjqOBbl /lETH^ Jewish Children, in current text.
2, forefathers, Popoff.
3, line absent from current text.
4. of, coffins.
5. In current text, this and the following line are transposed, and

appear in corresponding order in the following triad.
6, that is, John the Baptist.
8. At the head of, Popoff.
9, willow, Popoff. The verse regarding Christ follows, and the psalm ends,

in the contemporary version. Hote eucharistic allegory; coffins as altar,
on which candles are set; Christ the sacramental wine (John XV, 1-17);
about which move singing clergy.
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Psalm 361 - Variant.

The Dream of the Most-Holy Bearer-of-God

Translated by editor, with Anna Gattinger. MS loaned by Elaine Verigin:
typescript on onion-skin paper. Related, especially in the second part,

to a text in Bonch-Bruevich 'copied for me from a manuscript "prayer-
-book", belonging to the Doukhobor Gregory Reibin.'

Bonch-Bruevich says of this class of texts: "in spite of this, that all
who speak of this 'Dream of the Most-Holy Bearer-of-God' report variants
of [one] well-kno\m apocryphal legend, we nevertheless agree that it is

necessary to set dovm and publish all of them, since the Doukhobors
themselves strictly reject one variant for another and consider each of

these and independent 'Dream of the Most-Holy Bearer-of-God.' It is use-
-ful to compare with these writings those legends published in the work
of P. Bezsonov, Wandering Cripples (n.d.) , vol. IV." The present text is

yet another variant. The Dream is unusual in a number of ways. It is

currently said to be highly valued by many older Doukhobors but -for
reasons not hard to understand - to be in low repute with many younger
people. The psalm appears here in two very distinct parts. The first
is an account of the passion and resurrection in the form of a somnium .

The Virgin dreams, and is questioned by Christ. Her account is largely
conformable to that in the Gospel of Luke, XXII, 47 - XXIV, 11, with the
omission of the trials before Pilate and Herod - Pilate is mentioned only
as a government official. The angel's instruction is conflated, the
Harrowing of Hell is described in some detail, and a subsidiary dogmatic
legend is added, a dialogue between the resurrected Elijah and the Good
Thief. The dream-motif appears only in the opening frame and as an in-
-sertion between the death of Christ and the piercing of His side. The
whole has an early-apocryphal character. While no connection can be
shown, the appearance of a similar tension between a present and an
other time, and the curious prohibition on utterance, can be noted in

the apocryphal Gospel of Bartholemew, III (tr. James, 1950). The exist-
-ence of many Slavonic apocrypha is also noteworthy. The second part of
the text is utterly different: it is a long set of formulae and qualific-
-ations on the use of the preceding section as an amulet. It will defend
the bearer and reciter against personal misfortune, will protect his home,
lands, and beasts, will give him good fortune before superiors and safety
during travel. The mother in childbirth will be fortunate, as will her
child; and the dying will be sped to paradise, if only they use this
Dream constantly and in faith. These prescriptions may be compared with
those found passim in Hohman's Pow-Wows or Long Lost Friend and the
Albertus Magnus, both chapbooks circulating on this continent. It is not
very rewarding to attempt to account for the movement of a text such as

this into am.uletic use; but it may not be amiss to presume that its power-

-ful and appealing account of the passion and resurrection may have given

it a devotional popularity that the simply pious applied to mundane things
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Translation required certain paleographic techniques, as the text is in

corrupt Old Church Slavonic, and the MS itself, from long use and repair,

Is damaged and further corrupted. It should be noted that the word
speak is rendered in the first section by PEMMTb and in the second by
rOBOP^Tb. Both words occur, sonetimes intermingled, in other psalms, and
PEWHTb is archaic; but whether this can be taken to affirm a distinctly
later date for the second section of the psalm is unknown to me. The text

as given here is as accurate a copy as possible of the MS, including such
(apparent) errors as have been noted in the translation.

COH UPECQr-JCPi 50rOPO/114Ubl

rpcmjyi ERArocnoBn: •

BO mP. OTUA M CbIHA CB^TOrO ^XAl

CEPI COH nPECB.^TO BOrOPC/l^^.L^I RnAGblMHTUbl - ESWOPOJVhyi, nPViChrpi jaEBbI iwm,
KTO XOMET MUTATb mvi OiyLIATb^ /PJTKEH CBEPOCI, CO BHMBAHHB.M H VCEP/IHEM.

OnOMUBAJlA ECM riPECB5]TA5- BOrOPO/ll/IUA nPHCHA^l J\EBA mPlAP,, B KAPTE MECEUE
BO CBPTOM rPAQE mrwB^^o ^jiEi^cKm, npyimE K HEP1 rocno/ib hahi i^ncyc xpi^ctoc,

CriACHTEJlb MMPABCErO^ H PEMET K HEP^ rOCnO/lb HAllJ mCVC XPPlCTOC: 0, MATH M051

B03J105J1EHHA^;, OT BCEX P0JIQ3 BJTArOC;TOBEHHA.<3, nPECB5;TA5i nDCnOM-BJlAOHMHTC^I
BOrOPOZlMUA, nPHCHA.q /lEBA rAF/i9i. OHOMMBAJTA ECU TbI BO CB^ITOr^ rPAHE JBW/IHEME
K//lEf^CKOM H, MTO BO CHE B/uEJiA ECU? M PEMET K HEMb! nPECBPTA;^ BOrOPO/T^lUA

CO CTE3m^^51:- O, MAaO MOE BO3JT05J1EHHOE M CMQMA^IliJPlMi^ mCVC XPHCTOC.
CnAJlA P, M Bl^aEJlA ECM COH BEJIW-IH CTPA^KEH, M HEMOrV TE5E HPOrMrOJIMTb . OT
MErO yTPOBA MOS 5!3BKmCb.
M JWTOE OPymE }K;1ET B CEP/IUE MOEM. OBbPBJlFJO 0 TEBE. BA}KHd?E CTPACTM, 0,

CmffA^]4^ MAQO MOE. SVJUO Bbl TEB.^, TOCnO/lO MOEfO, VMEHHK l^M HCKAPHOTCKHP^
3A TPHaUATb CEPEBPCHHHKOB HPOMHiA APXHEPEfM mWBCmA. M HOBEilOM 1EE>P K
noHTi40 nmiATy ^irEMony. o no bejieuja apxmpem crinECTM tephobb^^ beheu HArjiAsy

JBOO CB^TyiO. H TPOCTm HO TEBE HE TOBE TB0E« CB^TOC^ BHIUA. HA JIMUO TBOE
CB5T0E nJlEBAUJE. BO yCTA TBO^ CBPTb'E >KEJlMblO H/^nOHUlA. H M.HOrO-MHOrO HA
TEB5? rocnoM MOEro nopypALiA.

M C/lEJlAli!A KPECT M3 TPEX J\PEB, lOinAPHCA, nEBfH M KE/IPA. H HA BEC51

OHJKE HA PAtAEHA TBOE CBmiE H nOBEJlEUIA HECTM EfO. M Tb!^ CbH MOJ^. B03JWBEHHbfi^,

M3HEM0r HEC51 EfO. CTQM KPECTOM RAHE HA SEMJIO OT BMEHM? F4£I0BCK0r0. M TyT

mjy^H HEKOTOPOMy ME;X)BEKy mEyy^A £EME0H, nomPS] KPECTCEPl, KOTOPI-i^ OH
nPUHPJl C MECTHO, nOHEC H HOCTABWJl EfO HA JIOBHOM MECTE fPAJi/K tlEPyCA/ll'MA HA
roPE ro/iro4'E. m TyT teb^ nxnoM moeto jtoobckhe apxhepem npv\ noHTEP^.CKCM

nunATE MfEMOHy PACn^lilA. M C TOBOHD JIQVX PA3BO/iHHK0B. O/^HH nOJiyMHJl OT TEB51

nPOLUEHHE 3A yBEPOBABlUEE K TEBF CJTOBO, M PEK: BO HCTMHHy TbI TOCnO^jy BE3BMH0
CTPAMEIL'b, HAMOCyJi^EHHbr'l HO jiJEJTAM HAUim. OM^.h'H MEH5! TOCnO/IM, KOfM HPH-
-kWElUb BO ii^PCTBHE CBOE. A /JpynOJI nOfMB 3A HE yBEPABABlUEE K TEBE CJIOBE. M
TYT TbI, CblH MOi^ B03j50BJlEKHy;^, B CHE BPEM5^ HA KPECTE yMEP. B CHE - /KE BPEM51

nPEKaOUJA OjW OT B0HH03, H B PEBPO TBOE CBPTOE KOHHEM HPOBbEliJA. OT MEfO
M3KQ01UA KPOBb H BOM, HA HCUEJIEHHE XPMCTMAH/^, HA CflACEHHE ^HIAM rPEHIHWM.
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A TO-?KE BPEM5! 3AHABEC UEPKOBHblPI PA30/1PAJ1C5: HA ABOE, OT BEPHEfO KPM H .

;K)HM3y. M BblCTb TbMA HO BCEi^ 3EMJ1E OT UJECTOrO MACA M W /JEBPTOrO.

BCE 3EM;ifl nOTP.qCMC^. C0J1HI4E nOMEPKHym). JiyHA B KPOBb nPE^lBAPKnOC^.

TOrM mmQy APXMEPEM PEKUJH CAMU nPOtAEX^AV COBOO: - "MdI HE ^APJ\]A CbIHA

BpJKbErO, A Mbl MA/^Jll^ HPOPOKA"... TOJKE BPEM5! HOMbK) HPHHOIUA EJ1ArOBPA3HbC^

MpcM<i> c mKMmoM M npucTyni/iuiA k noHTi^^CKOMy niiJiATy m nPOCMiuA yHEro,
MBbI n03B0;iH;i m QSPJb CB^ITOE TE/IO CWHA BO>KbErO HAFOE M he nOrPEBEHHOE.
nuMT ycTynun m n ;io3bojieji B35iTb tejio tboe cb51toe. ohm ch^^uja co
KPECTA> rUlAillEHl/mEK) Ml/ICTOlO 0BBHB1UI4, M PA3HbFI^ BJlOfOyXAHMFMH OKyPHlUA.

TOrM WIOBM APXMEPEM BEJIMK KAMEHb K TPOBHMUE nPMBA/lMlliA, M CTPA)Ky

nPMCTABMlUA, PI/MHP.H M My/IEMB. H TyT yiPOM PAHO RPM/IOIUA }KEHb! - MMPO-
-HOCMLIbl, KAP0A M K^PMi^^ CECTPbl JlA3APEBbI, KO TPOBy XSOEMy.'.DOr^fi^T

CB51T0E TEJIO TBOE^ M KyPMUJA /IPArOUEHHOE OT APOMAT COCVA MMPO. M TOPKO
MMKOJIH y rPOBA TBOErO CB5^TOrO. rj\E yBlWIUIA AHPEJIA M y}KACO[UACf?. rJTAC

OT HErO yCJ]b!lllAC5;. M PEMET m AHrE/l: -'^Hbl, MTO Bbl MUJMTiR^ M JIO^BOrO B

MEPTBWX nOMMUin^iETE, M HOMETAETE TJlEHHOfO? Bbl HOC^/IMTE B rAHMJlEK) M HPO-
-nOB^yflTE yMEHMKAM EfO, PKO B TPETMC^ /^EHb BOCKPEC XPMCTOC.

TOrM ATE/Tbt M *EPyMMbl SAHEJIM HA OBJTAUAX HA HEBECHfclX: "XPMCTOC BOCKPEC !"

M BCE nPOMME HO/IHPJIM PA^lOCTb HEBECHblX MMHOB M BCEfO .XPMCTMAHCKOrO POM:
"XPMCTOC BOCKPEC I" TbI /^OPOBAO }KMBOTA BEMHOfO M BEJIHO MMTlOCTb. TOW
Tbl CblH KM BO3;T}0BJlEHHbS^ HOOJEJl B nPEMCHO/pOiO AM ^EPM M BPATA }KEnE3Hb!E

omytA cnoBOM coKpyiUMiuA, cm/ 5b;;B0Ji0By PA3orHAn. cATAny cb^saji habekm.
M nOCTABMJl AHfEJTOB BO}!QdMX BE3GTX0W CO OPVmEM KPECTQM 0XP0H5^Tb.

BCEX rPElilHblX M CB^lTbfX OT BOJlb M RPOPOKOB - HPAOTUEB A/tAMA M EBy OC-
-BOBO;iMlilA. pyKOHMCAHME AflAMyBO PA3EZIPA;1. BCE nPABEZlHbP7l ^UJM Tb!

BblBEJl BOM. M BOUAPCTBME HEBECHOE C PA3B0P1HMK0M B PA^^ HOCMJl. M TAM
nPOPOK mbP. rJlATOJlET PA3B0XHMKy: -"HE Tbl JIM BMr, BEHMKl^;^ 3S\0l\EP\ M
NbTTAPb^ A B PA^^ KQEUib nPE>igiE BCEX. TOFM OTBEMAT EMy PASBOf^HMK: -

" 0, CB53.TO^ nPOPOKA Bp}KEP1, MHb^!.^ TOfO PAAE TOCnO/lb KAUJ WCyC XPMCTOC
npmon ha BOJibHyra cTPACTb, he pa^i o/ihmx nPABEXiHbix, ho paa:^ m kac
rPEUJHblX. OHbmE C HEBEC CBmiM ^XOM M BO finOTMnb? BOyTPOBy nPEC-
"B^CPi BprOPO/JEUbl, M POjLlMHE^] OTHEE PAAM HAlUErO CHACEHM^l." TOfM
SAMOMAn KHb^ HPOPOK, OTTBOPMJI PAP1 M IHEBEHEH?) BCEX RPABE/lHblX BO
UAPCTBME HEBECHOE. BHE/JOUiAM Tbl, CblH MOM BOSJtOBJlEHHbP:^ M METbIPE

;iEC5rrHEI4bl CO AHrEJlWM B03HECC5] HA HEBECA M CEPA^t-MKbl CKQ^ HA HPECTOJIE

HEBECHyW OTUA M CbIHA M CB51TOrO JXVXA. HbIHE M nPMCHA, BOBEKM BEKOB.

'

'
. Bpry HAiuEMy chaba.

M PEMET K HEPi TOCnOZlb HAtll MMCyC XPMCTOC, CTlACMTBIb MMPA BCEfO:. -

"0, KATM K)9. B03JTOB;1EHHA;1, OT BCEX PO/IOB BMrOCJ10BEHH-A;i, HPECB^TAfl

nPMCHA5?, B/lVlblMMUA BOfOPO/lMUA, nPMCHA5i ^EBA mPM^l. BO MCTMHy COH TBOi^

HE imElA, M CnPABEAHMB OCTb. BCE TBOM CB^TblE BKHElUb MHOrO 3Eyj]yTbC^..

M r/lArOm) TE5E: - AiUE KTO 3AX0MET COH TBOt^ BprOPO/MUblM l^ETb, M CTAHET
B ;PMy CBOEM mPy^AJb B MMCTOTE, to MH KAKA^I 3S]A9\ HAHACTb BPE^lMTb HE

m^T, tot me/iobek ot rpOMy, ot mojihmm, ot omft^ m mema, ot ha ho/iehmp

BPATOB^ OT HAnPACHOC^ CMBEPTM, OT CMEPTEHECHbli^ 513Bbl, M OTO BC^KOfO 3J10rO
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^yXA COXPOHEH By;iETb. TOT m C-KOTOM H CEMHblMH RJIOAAMM, H BC^KOO
BJTArOCTblO rOCnOriHBO HAno;iHEH By/lETb. M B TOM ^OME CKOT OT 3BEPJ^ M
OT 3J10rO MEJX)BEKA COXPAHEH BV/JETb. 3A COH TBOPi BOrOPOj:riUbI^ M 3A
CTPACTH MOM XPl^CTOBbl. PU\E KTO HOf^ET B nVTb, K TOMY ME/IGBEKY B HYJE
3/lOPOBbE, M JlEfKO B ^Of^ CBCPi B0CBPATMTbC51 CO CMACTHEM M nPl/I5b!TK0M. B
PA50TE M BO BCEX J\EJ]AX nO/lVMPIT CKOPOE CMACTME.

fim KTO noPlQET nPE/1 uAFx mv\ nPE^i rocnoflUHA, a cep^ coh c coboio mmetb
By;iET, to ot i^p?. no/r'A/ioBAH By;iET. OT cvm^^ nnn ot rocno/iMHA npoiuEJi

By;iET bo BCf.mX HAnPACHWX HArOBOPAX. mv\ KTO BCTynm" B 3AK0HHbr;^ BPAK^
A CEPi COH nPH CE5E V^£Jb By/^ET, TO B /JOPOfE M HA PACnyTM51X OT 3JTblf^

JllOj[lEt^ CAXPAHEH BYilET. AUIE C 3AMy}KHA51 }KEK!|HHbl POjQMT, TO }KEKl!l4^A. . .?)

CEP1 COH nPH CEBE V^^EJh, TO OTPOME PO/^HTCil JlEfKO M BE3 BCP.KMX MYK, H
MJIO/IEHHU TOT OT KEH5- BE/lMKMiM CMACTbEM HA /lEHEH By^lET.

TAK /P/PKHO m^Ot^'^ ME/lOBEKy HPH CEBE COH BOrOPO/iHUbIM MMETb. H BYjlET

KAWK) HEj^EJW MUTATb HJIH CJiyUJATb^ TO BCE TPEXM E^t! nPOliATC^. /^HE

KDTOPbS^ ME/IOBEK UP^ CMEPTM CB0EP1 CEP^ COH BOrOPO/lQUyM BOCnOiMHMT^ KOM
KOrO HAnPCCMT nPOMHTATb, A CAM C BEP0K3 nOCJlYlliAET, TO OTnYUIEHUE TPEXOB
nojiyMET. TO noiiJjiETbc;! ot meh.s AnrE/i rocno/ibHi^, n BOSbr-iET j]yiiiv efo ot
TEJIA, M nOCJlAHA By/IET CHl/M HPABE/lHblM B HE/JPm HA JIOHO ABPA/^,0B0, MCAKOBO
M Kfl^KOSA B PAi^ BEMHO. M By/IET TAM BCEJ10TUC5i BO L^PCTEH HEBECHQM BO
HEM3PEMEHHa/l PAJIPCTH. 3A COH TBOfl BOrOPO/lMLlbiM, M 3A CTPACTH MOM
XPMCTOBbl^ BO BEKH BEKOB.

K)ry HAinEMy cjiaba.

B.<t>.M.

In the name of the Father, and Son[and] Holy Spirit!

1
This [is] the dream of the Most-Holy Bearer-of-God - Mistress - Bearer-of-

-blessing, most-choice Maiden Mary. He who wishes to read or to listen,

ought to keep [it] with care in [his] heart.

She dreamed it, the Most-holy Bearer-of-God, the most-choice Maiden
2 3

Mary, in the month of March, in the holy town of Bethlehem of Judea, to

her cotdes our Lord Jesus Christ: 0, my beloved Mother, blessed by all

1. or, sleep; but dream is obviously the correct term here.
2. note, before Easter.
3. ?- the practice of Incubation - sleeping in an auspicious site where

true dreams may be expected. •
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4
generations. Most-holy Lady - Mistress Bearer-of-God, Most-choice Maiden

Mary, what did you dream In the Holy town of Bethlehem of Judea, what

did you see In the dream? And to Hlra she spoke, the Most-holy Bearer-

-of-God, with tears: 0, my beloved child, and sweetest Jesus Christ. I

5

slept and I saw In the dream great terrors, and I am not able to tell
6

you, whereby my womb Is stricken.
7 8

And a sharp sword will burn my heart. I declare to you a mighty

passion, 0, my sweetest child. It was as If, my Lord, the disciple

Judas Iscarlot, for thirty silver-pieces, sold you out to the Hlgh-

-prlest of the Jews. And [he] betrayed you to Pontlas Pilate the Gover-

-nor. And at the order of the High-priest [they] knotted a crown of

thorns about Your Holy head. And with reeeds [they] lashed you about

Your holy head. Upon Your Holy face they spat. For Your Holy mouth

they gave [you] gall to drink. And much-much against You, my Lord, did

9

they curse.

10
And they made a cross from three trees. Cypress, ( ), and

Cedar. And all this they loaded on Your Holy shoulders and got you to

carry It along. And You, my beloved Son, were wearied with carrying it

along. With that Cross you fell to the ground because of the beatings
11

of the Jews. And here another person named Simeon, he picked up the

cross, the other [man] took it with honour, he carried it along and de-

-llvered It to the execution ground of the city of Jerusalem on Mount

4. formula from the Magnificat, Luke I, 48.
5. or, I dreamt,
6. lit,, bitten, stung.
7. Cf. Luke II, 34-35.

8. lit.. Important suffering. 10, obscure word, PIEBrM.
9. lit., scold, quarrel x>7ith. 11. Should be Simon, Luke XXII, 26.
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Golgotha. And here You, my Lord, by the High-priest of the Jews, in

the presence of Pontias Pilate the Governor, were crucified. And with

You [vfere] two brigands. One received pardon from You because of [his]

coming to believe in Your word, and he said: Indeed, You, Lord, suffer

without guilt, [but] we are judged for our deeds. Remember me. Lord,

when you come into Your Kingdom. But the second perished, for he did

not come to believe in Your word. And there You, my beloved Son, I

saw in the dream, did die on the cross. In the dream - I saw there
12

came one of the soldiers, and Your Holy chest he pierced with a lance.

From that there came forth blood and water for the healing of Christians,

for the salvation of the souls of sinners. Also I saw the curtain of

13
the Church torn in two, from the very edge to the end. And there was

darkness on all the earth from the sixth x^atch even to the ninth. All

the earth was shaken. The sun grew dim. The moon [was covered] in

blood, as was foretold.

Then the Jews* High-priest himself spoke to those with him:"We
14

did not look for the Son of God, but we looked for a Prophet"... Then

I saw approach the good ruler Joseph with Nicodemus and they set off

to Pontias Pilate and begged him, to grant them leave to tatci^ the Holy
' 15.

body of the Son of God openly and bury it. Pilate yielded to them and

gave them leave to take Your Holy body. They took [it] down from the

cross, wound [it] round with a clean shroud, and enbalmed [it } with

12. lit., rib.
13. should be Temple, of course.
14. apocryphal.
15. This reading requires that the Russian become:

...BOJKbErO M HE HAfOE nOrPEBEHHOE.
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various spices. Then the Jews' High-priest leaned a great stone up

against the tomb, and set guards, Romans and Jews. And there early in
16 17

the morning came up the women - Peacebearers , Martha and Mary, the

Sisters of Lazarus, to Your tomb to anoint Your Holy body, and they
18

bought a precious vessel of myrrh for balm. And they wept bitterly at

Your Holy tomb. There they saw an Angel and they were terrified, and

they listened to his voice. And the Angel spoke to them: "Women, what

do you look for, and do you reckon the living [to be] among the dead,

and do you honour [what is] perishable? Get you to Galilee, spread

the news to His disciples, that on the third day Christ is risen."
19

Then the Angels and the Cherubim sang in throngs in the heavens:

"CHRIST IS RISEN!", and all the rest lifted up their joys, the Heaven-

-ly host and all the Christian generations : "Christ Is Risen!" You
20

granted to the living eternal and mighty mercy. Then You, my beloved

Son, shook open the entrance of hell and shattered [its] iron gates

with one word, the power of the Devil was flattened. Satan you bound
21

for ever. And you set the Angel of God to keep everpresent watch over
22

the cross with a sword. All the sinners and saints from pain - and the

prophets - eur Forefathers Adam and Eve were set free. With your beaut-
23

-iful arm you roused up Adam and Eve. All the righteous spirits you

16. Holy Saturday has been omitted.
17. Possibly a misreading for [Mary] Magdalen?
18. by reading MMPPA for MPIPO^which yields Chrism (blessed oil).

19. Obscure word; Gattlnger reads : in heavenly clouds.
20. by reading MPOBATi for/JOPOB/Ul.

21. lit., neverdeparting

.

22. Cf, the parallel angel guarding Eden, Genesis III, 24.

23. Corrupt passage. Gattinger reads :"You tore up Adam's handwriting",
or, Adam's sins. My reading requires considerable distortion of the
text, which is already imperfect. . .
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raised out of [hell]. And Into the kingdom of Heaven, with the brigand,

into paradise you sent [them]. And there the prophet Elijah will say

to the brigand :"How Is it that you are not good, [but] a most evil and

troublesome [man], but you come into paradise before all [the rest]?"

Then the brigand will answer him: "0, holy prophet of God, Elijah, for
24

the sake of this slave our Lord Jesus Christ died in great suffering,

not for the sake of only the righteous, but for slaves and we sinners.

He came from heaven through the Holy Spirit and took flesh in the womb

of the most-holy Bearer-of-God, and was born of her for the salvation

of us slaves." Then Elijah the prophet fel] silent, paradise opened
25

up, and all the righteous [passed] into the Kingdom of Heaven. Outside,

You have finished, my beloved Son, and by four dozens of angels [you

are] lifted up into heaven with the Seraphim and [you] are seated on

the heavenly throne. [In the name of the] Father and Son and Holy

Spirit. Now and always, for ever and ever.

Glory to Our God.

And to her speaks our Lord Jesus Christ, the Saviour of the whole

world: 0, my beloved Mother, blessed by all generations, Most-holy,

Most-choice Mistress - Bearer-of-God, Most —choice Maiden Mary. Indeed

Your dream does not lie, and is correct. [In] all Your Holiness [you]

26
saw much [that] will be. And I say to You: Whoever wishes to have Your

dream, Bearer-of-God, and stands in his house to keep it in purity, not

any sort of evil will be able to assault [him] , to harm him. The man
•

24. or, servant. '

25. MS damage at this point.
26. note replacement at this point of PEm4Tbty TJlArOJI^lTb , a more

modern verb

.
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will be safe from thunder, from lightning, from fire and the sword,
27

from enemies in daytime, from unjust death, from death-dealing stings,
28

and from every evil spirit. That cattle-bam and farm field and all
29

will be blessed. And in the Home the cattle will be safe froa wild

beasts and evil men. Because of your dream, Bearer-of-God, and because

of the passion of My Christ. Whoever goes out on the road will greet

that man along the way, and he will easily return to his Home, with good

fortune and prosperity. At v/ork and in all doings he will quickly re-

-ceive good fortune, .

Whoever comes before the Czar or before the Lady, yet will have

this dream with him, the same will be paid by the Czar, From judges
30

and from the Lady he will gain pardon for all vain gossip. Or whoever
31

comes upon a lawless enemy, yet will have this dream with hin, the

[same] will be safe from evil people on the road and in the season-of-
32

-bad-ro^ds. Whatever married woman gives birth, the woman that [will]

have this dream with her , the [same] will be delivered of the young

easily and without any pangs, and the infant will have great fortune

in his doings from Me.

Thus every man ought to have with him the dream of the Ssarer-of-

-God. And he [who] will every week read and listen [to the dream], the

27. or, bites. Of serpents, or of mad dogs?
28. lit., fruit; in a general sense of farm produce.
29. The charm would have been applicable especially to beeves before the

establishment of the vegetarian rule in the last decade of the I8OO5

,

but remains relevant to the cattle or herds which Doukhobors presently
maintain for dairy purposes.

30. lit.., slander.
31. by reading BPAf for 5PAK, marriage: if lawless,. to be feared, but not

in good context with the rest of the sentence.
32. MS damaged, but* reading may be as inserted.
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[same], all sins will be taken away from him. Whatever other man on

the point of his death remembers this dream of the Bearer-of-God, or

who begs to [have it?] read out, and who listens to it with faith, the
33

[same] will receive absolution from sin. The Lordly Angel will be sent

from Me and his spirit will come from his body and will be taken [by

34

the Angel] to the rest of the faithful in the bosom of Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob in the eternal paradise. And he will there be settled into

the Kingdom of Heaven In unknown joy. Because of Your dream, Bearer-

-of-God, because of the passion of >fy Christ. For ever and ever.

3S
V. Ph. M.

33. ecclesiastical term. •

34. lit., sleep.
35. These may be either a formula; or the initials of the giver of the

text, or of the recipient, or of a putative author, or other source.
Several holograph versions prepared by Anastasia Golubova and given
by her one request are still in existence, none presumably more
recent than c. 1940.





Psalm 384.

A Talk.

Translated by Eli Popoff and Mercedes Cheveldayof f . Published by
Bonch-Bruevich from the writings of Peter Vasilievich Verigin. Pub-
-lished by Eli Popoff in his PACCKAS, Grand Forks 1956, 1966, and
Historical Exposition , Grand Forks 1964

.

Associated by Bonch-Bruevich with Psalm I'AA, q .v. . Popoff notes that
the Talk is part of the content of a letter sent from prison in 1896
by Verigin to the leaders of the Major Party Doukhobors in the Cauc-
-asus. Woodcock and Avakumovic (1968, pp. 88-90) point out, as do
Bonch-Bruevich and Popoff before them, that the bulk of the Talk is

taken directly from passages from Tolstoy *s The Kingdom of God is

Within Yo^u. Verigin does not acknowledge his debt to Tolstoyan
thought and texts; this Woodcock and Avakumovic interpret in a per-
-haps incautiously negative manner, implying motives of insecurity
and vanity on Verigin 's part. Such may, of course, be the case; but
it must also be borne in mind that Doukhobor tradition already -like
most European folk traditions - practiced borrowing from established
sources without citation: this should be evident by now. To argue
that Verigin presented the Talk as his own composition or revelation
solely to suit his personal needs is to neglect several facts. Firstly,
the inclusion of citations would interrupt arJjar a familiar style of
presentation. Secondly, it would injure the rhetorical necessity:
Inspired utterance needs no citation, since it all ultimately comes
from God. Thirdly, there seems no reason to suppose that Verigin was
particularly familiar with the Western convention of giving citations,
or of the Western values attached to the practice. Furthermore, the
force of 'official' letters within the Doukhobor community (as perhaps
for many Russians) still is different from our own essentially private
experience of correspondence: a latter is a far more public, universal
document, a ding an sich to which response must be offered separately
from any response offered the writer. Of the Talk, Bonch-Bruevich notes
"When I visited the Doukhobors in Canada, they did not associate this
with the psalms, but valued it extremely as a teaching. They told me
more than once, that this Talk more than the psalm [144],.. they con-
-sidered the chief basis of their present-day world-view." The main
matter of the Talk is an affirmation of Christian freedom from m^ere

worldly legality, and of faith and pacifism under oppression. Through
the citation from Tolstoy, it has also been one of the means for bring-
-ing the Garrison Declaration (Boston, 1838) into Doukhobor conscious-
-ness. - •
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BOamOBJlEHHblPi BPATEU^ B rOCnO/^E, mcyCE XPHCTE, msm nOBEJIE/lOBATb c

TOBOK}^ WPOrO^^ BPATEUl B MEM 3AKJT0MAETC?' TBO^ BEPA? HCnOBE/iyKD 3AK0H

rocnoM MOEro mcycA xphcta m nmmm o hem he bheiuhe, a BnyiPEHHO.

KorM Mbi mBBA b bojie otua^ rocnoM BorA KAiiiEro, to m rocno/ib msET
8 HAC, OJKMBOTBOP.^.c HAC, nPOCBElilAET ;iyME3APHbM CBETOM PA3yM HAUJ. }KEjTA-

-lOIlME HCnOilHVITb BOJllO OTUA HEBECHOfO WSmj nOKOPMTb CEPilUA CBOH nOJ\
'

BJiACTb rocno;iA. rocno/ib rmromi H/^:"Bbi KynjiEHbi jEioporao uehopi, he
/lEJTAPlTECb PABAMM MEJIOBEKOB." "nOSHA^^TE HCTHHy, M HCTHHA OCBOBO/IMT

BAC." nPHH^MA^Cb 3A 3T0 BE/IMKOE REW, Mb! BROJIHE nOSV^l C03HATb^ MTO
HAUJA HCKPEHHOCTb MO/KET BblTb HO/lBEPrHyTA JKECTOKI^ MCHblTAHHfM; 3TA
BAOAMA HAlilA MO>KET HAB/lEMb HA HAC 0CK0PB;1EH1/!5i, OBKQbl, ClPAm^m, /WKE
CMEPTb. HAC Oy^imOT: HEnOHlWHME^ JlQ«Hb!E TO/lKOBAHM^l, KJIEBETA, HPOTUB
HAC /lO/PKHA nOZlH51TbCn ByPP. rOPJ\OCJ\A, 0APHCEflCTBA, MECTOBOBH^l, XECTOKME
nPABHTEJiM, BMCTM, - BCE 3T0 MOJKET COE^lMHMTbCJI, MTOBW yHI/mTO>KHTb HAC;

TAKMM OBPA30M nOCTyni4;iH C HAliJMM TOCnO/iOM BOrOM, MUCyCOM XPMCTOM, KOTOP-
-OMy Mb! CTPEM^nc5l uojxP^^^Tb no mepe cmji cbohx. ho HAC HE /lOJPKHbi nyrATb
3TM y}KACH, Mbl HE HAQEEMC/l HE HA J50/1EP1, A HA BEMOrytI|ErO rOCHOM. ECJll^

Mb! 0TKMEMC5^ OT MEJlOBEKEHCKOrO 3ACTynHMMECTBA^ MTO }KE MO}KET nOi]/lEP}KATb

HAC, KAK HE O/IHA BEPA, nOBE}iWaHA5' BCEb MMP? Mbl HE EVmA y^MBJ]5iTbC51

TEM HCnWTAHUFM, KOTOPbIM m HO/lBEPrHyfbl, A ByjlEM PAaOBATUCS TOMy, MTO
HQOCTomiMCb PA3/iEJiMTb ctpaoahm;: rocnoM hail'efo mcycA xpi^cta. bce;ie;i-

-CTBUE BCErO STOrO, m HEPE/IAEM J]ym CBOM BOrbl M BEPm TOMy, MTO CKA3AH0
MTO TOT, KTO OCTABW CB0ri, BPATbEB M CECTEP, OTUA, kUlM MATb, K/IH

/JETEPl, mA HA}KHTOE CBOE, PAQM rOCHO/lA, TOT nOJiyMUT BO CTO PA3 BOJIbUJE,

M BO UAPCTB14^ HEBECHOf^ HACHE/iyET mSHb BEMHyiO. MTAK, TBEP/IO BEPy^i,

HECMOTP^i HA BCE TO, MTO M0a(ET BOOPy}fWbCP RPOTMB HAC, B HECOMHEHHOE
TOPJKECTBO nPAB/lbl, Mb! HAQEEMCJl HA PA3yM M COBECTb MEJIOBEMECTBA, A BOJIEE

BCErO HA CMJiy E(MbKi, KDTOPOC^ /(O/PKHbl BPyMHTb CEB?1. XPMCTHAHMHy OBELUATbCP

8 nOBWUBEHUJ/l Wn^M miA 3AK0H/W Sl-OJXCKm, BCE PABHO KAK HAH5'BIUI^C51 K
X035imy PABOTHI/IK 0BEl^AnC51 Bbl BCMETCE C JBA HCnOJlH5^Tb BCE TO, MTO EMy
nPMK/VKyT EuiE M ^mAE mm. HESibSP. cjwmjb mvi^ rocnoj[iAM. xp^cthahuh
OCBOBO}KaAETCP OT ME/lOBEOECKOi^ BJTACTM TEM, MTO HPHSHAET HA/1 COBOi^ 0/IHy

BMCTb - BprA M 3AK0H, KOTOPbli^ OTKFBIT EMy TOCnO/lOM, k1l/ICyCCM_XPi?tCTCM.

OH C03HAET EfO B CmCM CEBE H HOm^^PETCP, TOJlbKO EMy. m3Hb MEJIOBE-

-MECKA5; 3AK;K)MA£TC51 B TOM, MTOBU TBOPMTb HE CBOiO BOJIO, A BOJW BOfA.

XPMCTMAHMH MO}KET BblTb nO/lBEPmyT BEMHOMy HACKni40 M MOXET BblTb JlUlIiEH

TEJIECHOJ^ CBOBOA^I, M MO>KET BblTb CBOBO/IEH OT CBOUX CTPACTEPi. mfyWA^
rPEX ECTb PAB rPEXA. XPHCTHAHm G-'iMPEH H KPOTOK, HH C KEM HE CROPUT,
HM HA KOrO HE HAHAMET, m HPOTI/IB KOTO HE ynOTPEB/lFET HACHJIM?!, A
HARPOTMB TOTO, CAM BE3nPEK0CJ10BH0 HEPEHOCMT mcmm M TEM nOBEWET 3;iO.

1
[My] beloved brother, in the Lord, Jesus Christ, I wish to talk with you

2

dear brother! In what does your faith consist? I profess the law of my

Lord Jesus Christ and I do not think of this in an outward [manner], but

1. in the sense of 'old friend\ .

2. and follow, adds Popoff. . .
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[as] Inward. When we live within the will of the Father, our Lord God,
3

then the Lord lives within us, enlivening us, he enlightens our reason

[as] with radiant light. [Anyone] wishing to carry out the will of the

Heavenly Father ought to surrender his heart under the Lord's rule.

The Lord tells us: **You are bought at a costly price, do not give your-
4

-selves as slaves to men. ""Know the truth, and the truth will set you
5

free." Starting on this great work, we should fully understand, that

our sincerity may be put to severe tests. This task of ours brings

upon us insults, injuries, suffering, even death. We [may] expect:
6

'

misunderstanding, false interpretation, slander; against us shall rise
7

up a storm of the proud, the pharisaical, the ambitious, the cruel gov-

-emors [and] rulers - all these may join together, so as to destroy

us; in that way did they deal with our Lord God, Jesus Christ, whom we

stri-ve to imitate according to the measure of our strength. But we

-ought not to fear these horrors, [for] we do not rely upon men, but
8

upon the all-mighty Lord. If we refuse the protection of men, what is

9

able to sustain us, except the one faith, conquering the whole world?

We will not wonder at these trials, which we undergo, but we will re-

-joice in them, which made us worthy to share in the suffering of our

Lord Jesus Christ. Ii consequence of all this, we entrust our souls to

God and we believe that, as has been said, that one, who leaves his home.

3. innermost Reason, Popoff: the spiritual attribute.
4. I Corinthians VII, 23.

.

5. John VIII, 32, as given by Tolstoy in The Kingdom (Bonch-Bruevich)

.

6. misrepresentation, Popoff.
7. tumult, Popoff.
8. or, defense; intercession.
9. that Faith alone, Popoff.
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10
brother and sister, father, or mother, or children, or his living,

for the Lord's sake, the same will receive again a hundredfold greater,

and will inherit eternal life in the kingdom of heaven. And so,

firmly believing (in spite of all that, which may rise up in arms
11

against us) in the unquestionable triumph of truth, we count upon the

reason and conscience of mankind, but above all upon the power of God,
12

into which we ought to deliver ourselves. For a Christian to promise

[himself] in obedience to men or human laws, is all the same as if a

servant hired himself out to [one] master [andjobliged himself at the
13

same time to perform all that, also, which quite different people
14

ordered of him. One cannot serve two lords. A Christian is freed

from the mastery of men, who recognizes the one master over him - God,

and the law, which is revealed to him by the Lord, Jesus Christ. He

15
is aware of it within himself and he obeys it alone. Life for man

consists in this, for whoever does not do his own will, but the will

of God. A Christian may undergo continual violence and may be robbed

of bodily freedom, yet he may be free from his own passions, VThoever

10. worldly goods, Popoff.
11. ultimate, Popoff.
12. From "starting on this great work. .. "above to this point, is cited

from Tolstoy's The_ Kingdom. .

.

"All this pertains to the account of
the Garrison declaration, published in 1838 in Boston. and titled:
'Basis proclamation, adopted by the members of the union, of the
foundation for union between peoples of the entire vrorld. * This
'Declaration' in its entirety [is] given in Tolstoy's aforementioned
book*;, (Bonch-Bruevich).

13. other, Popoff.
14. Cf. Matthew VI, 24.

15. From "For a Christian to promise..." to this point, is cited from
Tolstoy's The Kingdom. .. (Bonch-Bruevich)

.
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does a sin Is the servant of sin. A Christian Is humble and meek, he

does not quarrel with any, nor does he attack any, nor does he use

force against any, but contrary to this, he bears violence without
16

fighting back and thereby overcomes evil.

16. From "A Christian may undergo..." to this point. Is cited from
Tolstoy's The Kingdom. . (Bonch-Bruevich)

.

m
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In the Garden of Gethsemane,

Translated by Eli Popoff. Published in U.S.C.C. collection, 1968,

(41/2). Recorded by Peacock, Grand Forks, July 1963; by editor in

Grand Forks, 22/5/71.

Popoff notes :"This is a rhythmic kind of psalm having its ox^m special
category. It is attributed by many Doukhobors to Peter Lordly Verigin,
but it seems more likely that he came across it in some old Russian
folk verse, (which, however, does not seem to be preserved elsewhere)
and adapted it slightly to conform with Doukhobor thought. He gave it

to a group' of singers, headed by Sam A. Gritchin, to give it an approp-
-rlate melody. That year (somewhere around 1920) there was a disastrous
fire on community timber property. Several lives were lost and very
extensive material losses were suffered. The community temperament was
sad and martyr-like. The tone of feeling is clearly reflected in the
melody of this psalm. Peter Lordly Verigin loved it, and had it always
high on the priority list of the musts at all regular and special prayer
meetings. It remains as a must for every age group singing to this day.
The psalm is a dramatization of the. Passion in the Garden, from the Gos-
-pel of Mark, XIV, 26-44. To this expanded narrative is added a penit-*

-cntial devotion. The Russian text is organized in rhyming quatrains of
ABBA schema in ballad rhythm with frequent irregularities, the latter
usually cued by the irregular insertion of 'In the garden of Gethsemane.

B CA/tl rE<t)CMMAHCKOM CTOfJl OH Cjm
nPE/lCMEPTHOK) MyKOC^ TOMHMbfi^;

OTUy B,CE5JTArOMy B TOCKE HECTEPHMMOfl

K)smc9 ciPAmw^ CbiH:

»'KOrM TO B03M0>KH0,

nyCTb, OTME, MUHyET MEH;^ MAUJA CM51. .

'

OmAKO, m C5y/iETC^ BOJlr. 1605]'."

M lUEJl Oi K AnOCTOJIAM C JiyiAOt^ jpEQomoyi,
HO CKOBAHbli^ T.^Ol^ /IPEMOJ^,

AnOCTOJlbl CnAHM no/1 TEHBK) CJIHBbl.

M TUXO CKASAH OH MM: "KAK HE MOfJlM Bbl .
•

•

EjmOrO MACA nOTPy;iHTbC5i CO MHOlO?

MOJlHTECb^ nJDTb HEMOUIHA BAIilA."

M lUEJl OH MOJlMTbCJl OnilTb:

"HO EC/IM HE MO}KET MEH^l MmOBATb,
HE nUTb MTOBbl^ dJV MAUJy,

nycTb 5y;iET^ kak xomeiub, ju, otme."
M BHOBb Or^ PJl ErO ymC CMEPIEJlbHbW,

M nOT ErO nAJOAn ha SEMJK), kak KPOBb^
M WJ] OH B TOCKE BECHPE/lE/lbHOPi.





M CHOBA K AnOCTOJTAM OH nO^KOjm,
HO CnAJlH AnOCTO^Dl CHOM HEnP05y;[lHblM,

M TE >E CJIOBA OH 01147 rOBOPKH,

M rvui HA map, m ckopbeji m ihmn,
CMyiUA5^Cb B EOPEHMM TPy/lHOM.

0 Ecms p. Mor,
B CAQ rEocm^Hcia^ mmbc^ c MOJRbB/aMM,

M BHQETb C/lE/^b! OT BObECTBEHHblX HOP,

M ivryAvm ruiAKATb cj]E3m\Ai

0 ECJIHB P. Mor,
yriACTb HA xonom^Pi hecok
M 3EKJK) ;iOB3ATU Ty CB^iiyiO,

rj3^ TAK O/imOKO CTPAOAHA \niOBOBb,

rm nOT OT JIHUA ErO HAOAH KAK KPOBb,

TO MAUjy OH mjin noKOByioi

0, ECnUB B Ty HOMb KTO Hmy^,
B Ty CTPAlUHyK) HOMb MCKynJIEHb^,

CTPAMHbUy B MSHblBlliyiO ppyjh,
Bjun CJ10B0 omo yTEiuEHb^ir

HO BWJD BCE THXO BE MPAKE HOMHCM,
ATTOCTOilb! CnAJlM T^rOCTHblM CHOM,

3A5bIB, MTO rPOSHT m HEBSrOM-
A B CAa rE<t>CViAfiHCmP\ C ;iPEKO;ibEM, . c memeom,
BJlEKOMb! j^/!Ori BXOjmVi TAtlKOM

HECMEThtJE COhMbI HPOM-

In the garden of Gethsemane He stood alone.

Worn out by the torment of dying;

To the All-gracious Father with unbearable yearning

the suffering Son prayed:

"If it is possible.

Allow, Father, this cup to pass me by.
1

Just the same, grant [that] Your will comes to be I"

And He went to the apostles with a troubled spirit.

But fettered by heavy sleep.

The apostles slept under the shade of an olive [tree

1. lit., equally.
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And gently He spoke to thera:"Were you not even able

For one hour to labour with Me?*'

Pray, your flesh [is] feeble."

And He went to pray again.

"But If it may not pass from me,
r

That I must drink this cup,

Let it be as You wish. You, Father."

And He was freshly beset by deadly terror.

And His sweat fell like blood to the ground,

And He waited in infinite yearning.

And once again He went up to the apostles.

But the apostles slept, fast asleep,

And He spoke the [same] words to the Father,

And fell on His face, and sorrowed, and lamented,

Overwhelmed in the burdensome. struggle.

0, would that I might.

In the garden of Gethsemane, appear with a prayer.

And see the prints of the Divine foot,

And weep scalding tears!

0, would that I were able

To fall on the cool sand

And kiss the holy ground

Where lonely Love suffered so, •
.

Where sweat fell from His face, like blood,

Where He awaited the bitter cup!





0, would that, that night, any mortal
2

On that terrible night of atonement,
3

To the sufferer's languishing heart

Had poured out [but] one word of comfort!

But all was still in the gloom of the night,
»

The apostles slept [their] sorrowful sleep.

Unaware than disaster menaced them.

A

But to the garden of Gethsemane, with club, with sword,
5

[Those] relying upon Judas came forward in stealth,

People in countless hordes.

2. or, redemption,
3. This line appears to introduce different themes in the psalm. At

its first appearance, the psalm opens; at the second, the speaker
breaks into his devotion; at the last, the mob arrives to arrest
Christ and thereby close the scene of the psalm.

4. influenced by, Popoff.
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Questions Concerning Citizenship.

Translated by Lucy Kazakoff. Written MS text froa Mrs. A. Ozeroff,
Glade, 3/7/71.

The psalm is either independent, or an excerpt from a catachetic psalm
not recorded by Bonch-Bruevich. The inclusion of the term 'English
King* would probably date the psalm to just after Bonch-Bruevich'
time, since It. can scarecely antedate the citizenship controversy that

peaked between 1903-1905, and was to culminate in the Doukhobors' loss
of their Saskatchewan homesteads and colonies. The psalm is preserved
on a slip of copy-book paper, written on both sides in Indelible pencil.
The text on the rear of the sheet has Its own concluding formula, but
no Introducing formula; accordingly I have assuned it to be a portion
of the main text and present it accordingly.

BAHPOCbl nOjOHAHCTBA.

BOnPOC - nOMEMy BH nOAOAHCTSO he nPUhBWEIE Af-TJr^CKOMy KOPOJIO?

OTBET - HEn03B0Jl9ETb BEPO VMEHUE CITACHTEJl"^ HAL'ErO l^CyCA XP14CTA. OH
ECTb UAPb BCEX UAPEi^ M KAPOJTy^ SETr^'X M Nfcl EBO HOZlHAHhWE. OH
nPHSWBAETb BCEX JirmEPi K MMPHOK) Whm M 5PATCK0:i JT35BM. OH UOJWm
;iyij]y cboo 3A bcex hac h mbi no/tPOiVvEM no mepe cvj] cboux CTPE^yiMC^ k
TOMy }KE CB^TOMY ^E/IV H r0B0Pl4M BCE^iY XAPO^iy OIKPcTTO HACTAT.O BPEM^l

PACKOBATb nyiiJKH HA FinyrM a pm^fi vi memi/i ha CEPrry. jiymiiE BbiTb

MMPhtMM a]y}mEJ]Pm CIIACMTEJI^ PICyCA XP^CTA, H£>Zr.H, ^OA^AHi-b^^
pA3scPmKmA yEi/i^.uA kopo;i5?.

MJ rPAJWHM VaUA BCEM BCEJIEHHOM. A BAlIiA TPAT^'^J-JCTBO l/MHEPATOPOB H
KOPOJIEC^ PA3^EjmPEJb WJXE^ H SACTOBJl.'^ETb BOEBATb. 9{ nPmAOJWvy K
£PHCTMAHCKOi^ OBlumE BCEMMPHAfO 5PATCTBA.

Question Why do you not accept the citizenship of the English King?

Answer:- Belief In the teachings of our Saviour Jesus Christ does not

allow It. He Is the King of all kings and rulers of the earth and we

are his citizens. He calls together all people to peaceful living and

1
brotherly love. He offered his soul for us all and we do the same -

1. lit., we imitate.
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«- with all our strength to follow that holy deed, and tell all people

openly that the time has come to reshape cannons into ploughs and

guns and swords into sickles. It is better to be peaceful servants

of the Saviour Jesiis Christ than to be loyal bandits of the killer

King.
^

We are citizens of the almighty Father; but your citizenship of

emperors and kings separates people and forces them to fight. I

2

belong to the Christian Community of Universal Brotherhood.

2. The C.C.U.B., formulated in Russia, and the original Doukhobor
communal structure in Canada.
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Thank You« Lord.

Translated by Eli Popoff . Published in Doukhobors^ Their Faith . 1961,
and in U.S.C.C. collection, 1968. Recorded by Peacock in Grand Forks,

July, 1963. (a/1/3).

Popoff notes: "A short prayer of thankfullness usually recited after
meals. It was composed by Peter Lordly Verigin, and came into wide
use from the very first years of conmiinal living in Canada." The
Gospel of Luke, I, 53 (from the >!agnificat) reads (J.B.):"The hungry
he has filled with good things, the rich sent empty away," the first
phrase itself derived from Psaln CVII, 9. The present prayer is a

logical transformation of this verse: the faithful thank the Lord
for his good things, and, rich in His goodness, pray not to be sent
•empty away from His kingdom.

EJlArOMP^^ 1EB51 XPHCTE^ 50):<E HAH, P.KD HACtm^ ECU HAC CEMHbim CQOm^
BJIATAMH. HE mm HAC, rOCUO^I, HEBECHOrO £50ErO L^APCTBH.^.

We thank You, Christ, our God, for you have filled us with these Your

[earthly ]blessings . Do not keep from us. Lord, Your heavenly Kingdom.
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Maiden Bearer-of-God

.

Translated by Lucy Kazakoff and Anna Gattlnger. Recorded by Roman
Piontkovsky from Polly Popoff, Blaine Lake, 1970.

Plontkovsky notes: "A fascnlnating psalm which I cannot find recorded.
Clearly of Orthodox origin. ... Some terminology is obviously taken from
Orthodox [liturgy]." Indeed, in the style of ascribing titles to the

Virgin, the psalm is somewhat reminiscent of the Western Church's medi-
-aeval Stella Maris . The last c^-uarter or so of the psalm, though,
moves into the exuberant Doukhobor clustering of concepts, then into
a final doctrinal devotion to God. The psalm is characterized by a
structure of highly irregular couplets. Its Marianism is a source of
embarassment to some Doukhobors, while others state that it is to be
understood mystically, though no precise interpretation is known to me
at this tlme(Field observation, 2/4/72).

. BoropoiiMUA m^^iiA,
HE5ECHA5= UAPW^
BJTA£!h!Ml^UA nPECB^TAa,
HEnOCTbWHA.q, BJlAfA^,

ynoBAHi/iE xp^civiPmE,
BOrOM 1/I3BPAHA,

EOrOM K/\3BAHHA,

CO nPECBEmi-M POTOCTBOM CBOl^ AfiA'AA OCBOBOMnA^
EBy 07 rPEXA M35ABl/mA, BECb MHP OBHOBUTA,
CVMy BEMHYiO HCKynHJTA,

/Ib^BOJTA CB^SAHA,
BPAroB noTonTAm^ '

•

CK0PA5! nOMOUHMLlA^

B BEMX-HATTACTM^X SACTyililHUA,

BO CnE3AX-Pb!/V\HM5^X CnOCOBHMUA, .

'

.

m3K0 cobpamha;^ /iebmua,

HEWPO^mP. TPYKABHUA, '

'
.

'

MECHEPIlliEPi BCEPi TBAPM, ^POCJ^ABJ^mll^^ BClO HEBECHyiO CHJiy;

HE3AX0j!K^0E CO/WUE, ;iyME3APHA5i 3AP^,
nPECBETM5? 3BE3M,
HEyrACW-IAa CBEMA^
MSBPAHHyPI COCVn, nPECJlABHA^ MOJIEBHMUA; BCE^'l^1PHA5^, HPE/IBEMHAP UAP^'

MATb^ HAKOPiAJlFjOiiA^; JKA^Oi^, HAnomW ME^OI^ KO CnACEHl^/) HPHBO/IE MMP,
3;iPAB0 no;iOBAE,

KO HEBECHOMY UAPCTB140 CBAB/li^E,

BO r/iyXAHOE OA^iHb C?), BC^KYK) CKBEPHOCTb OB^^^IBAET, nOKPblBAJOUEE

rPEXM }KH30T0MH0Pi BO/lOPl,

pyMr.HbiMn KAnnmA, /lyxoBHOi^ pocoOl,
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HE T;1EHH0, he BJ1A}KH0, MOMb K HE5ECAM RPWOIUA; PYMKH BO}KECTBEHbIE,

MAHHA APXAHrEJlbCKAJ:, COBOPbl K CBHllEHHOMy XPAMY, m^CJBm HOXBA/IA,

UAPCTBHiR KPEnOCTb, CMHPEHME mPV,
COBTOIEHHE fPAJW,
yKPErUlEHME 'P.3b\Km, BEPA nOKO^IHM;], HAMATOK CRACEHHO, AHfEJl/V^ PAQOCTb,
AnOCTQHAM nOXBA/lA, HPOPOIWI iPPOPEMEHUE^
BCEM CB^ITbM BEHMAHME,
rPEUJHUKAM HAKA3AHME,
HECKA3AHA5? MYKA, HEnMCAHbr^^ CBET^ HEnOBEMHA TAl^HA;

HHiaO HE MO}KET CVJOhBy 50>KbfO MCHblTATb,

Vm KOHUbl BEPbl PA3blCKATb,

TOJibKo MHO Ejma^y po)mEt\my sorv.

EMy 5KE C/IABA H /^EPMBA^ MECTb H nOKJlOHEHME^ CO HPHMUCTO^ ^EBOt^ MAPMEl^I

Maiden Bearer-of-God,

Heavenly Princess,

• Sovereign mistress most holy.

Unashamed, blessed,

Hope of Christians,

By God chosen.

By God named.

With [His] most holy birth freed Adam,

Released Eve from [her] sin, renewed the whole world,
1

Redeemed the sum of [the world's] sins.

Bound the Devil, .

Trampled the enemies

;

A quick helper.

In onset-of-troubles a defender, ,

*

During tearful-laments a comforter.

To working-people a great help,
2

Lowly calm maiden. •

1. Archaic ecclesiastical term,CyM is cognate with summa ; the total
of the world's sins.

2. lit., collected, composed. •
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3

Virgin, (blameless] penitent.

Most honest of all creation that praises the Heavenly Power;

Never-setting sun, glowing dawn.

Most-bright star,

Never*-failing candle.

Chosen Vessel, most praiseworthy naker-of-prayer; for the whole world,

eternal mother of the King, [who] feeds the hungry, quenches [thirst

]

with honey, leading the world to salvation,
A

Reasonable and proper,

(She] shortens the way to heaven.

In th^ far-away waters [?], she washes away all uncleanness. she covers

sins with living waters ,
'

Rosy drops, of spiritual dew.

Without burning [of sins?], without folly, you may come to heaven; holy

hands, manna of archangels, cathedrals to the Holy Temple, making

praises, heavenly castle, humility of the world.

Preserver of cities,

5
Strengthener of nations,belief of confession [of sin], beginning of sal-

-vation, joy of angels, praise of apostles, prophecy of prophets,

Wedding of all saints,
^

Penalty of sinners,

Unspoken suffering, unspeakable light, untold secret,

3. The word implies one who does penance though innocent.
A. obscure,
5. lit., tongues.





6

No-one can know the will of God,

Nor can find out the faith.

This is given only to the one almighty God.
7

To Him be glory and power, honour and praise, with the most pure

Maiden Mary!

6. lit., fate: none can know the destiny God has determined for him.

7. lit., bov^s of salutation. Abstract or indirect preetin^s are
traditionally expressed directly hj Doukhobors by bows
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I Raise My Vo ice to the Lord.

Text supplied and translated by Ell Popoff. Recorded by Peacock
In Brilliant, July 1963.

Although psalm 254 opens with the same line, note that any resemb-
~lance ends right there; after an apppeal reminiscent of the O.T.
Psalms, this psalm moves quickly to an apocalyptic prophecy of tur-
-moil and judgement to come. The text is early, to judge by the
language.

r/iACOM Mom KO rocno;iy bo33bax: ycjibiiub, rocno/in^ rjiAC mo^^, kofm
BSblBAK) K JEBE; COKPOPI MEH> OT lUlEBETHUKOB J10}KHb!X, OlOlEBETAJlt^ MEH5!

BE3Bt^HH0 M HPEMJIH MEHf: BE3BMHH0. PAQOBAHACb TbKA H BCE BE33AKOHMKM
Xyjiy rOBOPHnH, PA3PyiL"/IJ!ACb £0PA CMOH M PACn/Jl^lCb CTEI-H MEPyCAn^MCKHE.
A rOCnO/lb B03r;TAC14Jl: SAPPAX/ nyib KLnEBETHHK/^M XIO}KHb!M^ CBEPfHy
CATAHy C nPECTOM M nOPMBHET CJTABA J^h^BOnA. . . A Bl\E nOCTPAOAH CbM
MEJX)BEMECKl^ 3A UQJX CE«. TOf/lA By^QET PAGOBATbC>': CEi^ PO/1, A KJlf.H-

-yiUME CbIHA MEJlOBEMECKOrO B03HEHABl^ET H BPATbEB CBOHX. TOW
BOCCTAHET M BOCKOJTHlUETCr; rOPA CHOH M B03:-iyTl4TC.-. TPETb.<= MACTb TOEPI
M noBEPHyTCi^ BO TbNiy, npmyT ha metio cboe nEMATb ha no/pBME 3bep5:

M 0TBEP3ET JJhr^BOJ] FTACTb CBOK) HA HMX. TOFM COi^ET Cb!H MEJTOBEMECKHi^

BO CMBE CBOEi^, -C^ZIET HA HPECTOilE CBOEM. TOW mWATb METbIPE

•CTAPUA nAoyr ha SEmo n CKpy^yi: ^ocTa^H th, rpcnojyi, nPMH^Tb c/iAsy

BEMHyK). A nOBEP}KEHHblE B OPHEHHOE MOPE BOCnJlAMyTCJl HJIAMEM BEJll^KHM.

A CTO.mHE BOKPyr nPECTOJTA nOCS]EJ]y>OT 3A rOCnO/lOM. mNWTb METbIPE

CTAPUA By^yT nETb UECm HOByK). CbH MEJlOBEMECKMri BOSbMET H3BPAHHb!X
CBOUX M nOBEZlET BO UAPCTBME HEBECHOE^ BEMHOE, KOTOPbE HE nOHECAH
xyjiy HA BprA.

I raise my voice to the Lord; Hearken, Lord, to my voice, with which

I appeal to You; hide me from the slanders of liars, [who] slandered me

[though I was] guiltless and betrayed me [though I was] innocent. They

were glad and all the lawless cursed, they said, Mount Sion is destroy-

-ed, and the walls of Jerusalem are in flames. But the Lord spoke out:

I will close off the path of the slandering liars, I will throw down
1

Satan from [his] throne and the glory of the devil will perish... But

1. floating phrase - cf. psalms 71, 113.
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still the Son of Man suffers for His ov/n kind. Then his kin will be

joyful, but (those) bowing before the Son of Man will conceive hatred
2

[for] hlin and his brothers C?). Then he will rise up and Mount Zion

will be broken and three parts of the people will be filled with Indig-

-nation and they will turn upon them, he will trample upon the man who

sealed hinself with the likeness of a wild beast and will cast him vrlth

3
them into the mouth of the devil (?). Then the Son of Man will go up

into Els glory, he will sit upon His throne. Then the twenty-four eld-

-ers will fall to the ground and say: You [are] worthy. Lord, to receive
4 5

eternal glory. But [those] cast down into the fiery seZ, v/eep greatly

with eternal tears. But [those] standing about the throne look upon the
6

Lord. The tx>:enty-four elders will sing a new song. The Son of Man
7

assembles His chosen ones and has power in the Kingdom of Heaven, eternal

which did not bear abuse against God.

2. obscure.
3. should be, mouth of Hell. Cf . Apocalypse XIX, 19.

4. Cf. Apocalypse IV.

5. obscure, and requires the reading of flO/^EPXEHhb'E for nOBEP}KEHhb'E.

6. Cf. Apocalypse V.

7. lit., is in charge of.





Translated by Eli Popoff and Mercedes Cheveldayof f , Text In Popoff

s

Historica l Exposition, 1956, 1966, and translation 1964. Published
in U.S.C.C. collection, 1968 (45/1).

Popoff ascribes this psalm to Saveli Kapustin. Major concepts pres-
-ented include an ambiguously diffuse description of divine incarn-
-ation, arguing the needs of both God, to be incarnated in Christ,
and of Christ, to dwell in present Christians. Also included is an
ideal description of the Doukhobor community, and the placement of
the Doukhobors in an apocalyptic context.

/lyxoBOPEU TOT, Koro msPAj] xp^ictoc /inr scnmiEm'.. CBOEro. bokectbo
OBITTALT HA SEMJIE BO HJIOTM, M3 KOTOPOfO Bb'PAi^ETCJl BECK0HEMHA5i MY/lPOCTb.

mcycv xPMCTy Hvmo Ebm mEib nroib n BbfTb mejiobekom, mbo ycimvi
'

MEnOBEMECKlWI TMrOJIET rOCnO^b . UEPKOBb ATlOCTOJlbCIW H TOPA CHOH
ECTb OBliimA ^yXOBOPUEB. CPEm rOPH }KMBET ^X Bp}KECTBEHHOf^ MY/lPOCTb;

CKTIA BprA B ME/TOBEKE. OBMTAU'll^ B K/IX HCTOMmK BOm mBO^A BMfO-
-BETCTByET 0 BEMHOt^ }KH3HM. HX /^OBPOXlETEJlb, XOPOHAi^ }KM3Hb BOCTOP-
-^KECTBb'ET HAj:i MHPOM mA SEMHbM UAPCTBOM, KOTOPCK/ KEHEI4 nPMBJlH^KAETCP..

TOr/lA flyXOBOPUbl CTAHyT MSBECTHb! BCEMy MEJlOBEMECTBy M XPMCTOB Qflm
BV/IET /pCTOtlHbM L^APEM. BOKPYf HEPO COBEPyTCJl BCE nO^yi, TOJlbKO ETOP^

CJV\BE By/IET nPEjlUECTBOBATb BPBM5i CKOPBM H HCHblTAH/i^. BOPbBA By/IET

ymiHAP, HO nPAB/IA OmP'^T nOSEm y> BO^BOPMTCP UAPCTBME BOBbE HA
SEMJIE.

1 2

A Doukhobor is one, whom Christ has chosen for His incarnation. Deity

dwells on earth in flesh, from which is manifest eternal wisdom. It

was necessary for Jesus Christ to have a body and to be a man, for

through the mouth of man the Lord speaks. The Apostolic Church and

Mount Zion, [this] is the Doukhobor Community. Amid the mountain
3

dwells the Divine Spirit; the wisdom and power of God among men.

4
Dwelling with them is the spring of living water [that] joyously

1. Spiritual Wrestler.
2. Spirit of God, Popoff.
3. exemplified in man, Popoff.
4. or, source. Cf. psalm 71.
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5

brings forth eternal life. Their good deeds, good life will triumph

over the world, or the world's kingdoms, whose end is coming soon.

Then the Doukhobors will be made known to all mankind and the One

Christ shall be the worthy King. Around him shall all peoples be
5

gathered. [But] their honour shall come first [to them] only [after]
6

a time of grief and trials. There shall be a horrible struggle, but

they shall gain the victory and the Kingdom of God will be established

in the earth.

5. that is, the Doukhobors*.
6. Cf. Apocalypse XIX, 19 ff.
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We "Cossacks" Sing a New Song...

Translated by Peter Legebokoff with Eli Popoff; text supplied by Popoff,
Recorded by Peacock at Grand Forks, July 1963.

Popoff mentions that the psalm is not sung(or recited customarily??)
beyond the indicated point; further, "Sung at prayer meetings and other
occasions." The psalm itself is strongly millenarian, dwelling most
upon the overthroxi? of the symbolic great whore of the Apocalypse, and
upon the Last Judgement (Cf. Apocalypse XVII ;X^/III, 1-8 ;XX, 7-15) . The
motif of the number Seventy-seven reappears here (cf. psalm 324, note).
The judgement of the 'seventy-seven faiths' is an expansion of Apo-
-calypse XX, 12, 14, its attention specifically drawn to false worship
and the glorification of human intellect (as against the spiritual
reason elsewhere described). The opening reference to 'Cossacks'
refers to the strong military choral tradition of that people. The
drunkeness of the holy prophets mentioned early in the psalm derives
from an O.T. passage (Isaiah XXVIxI, 7-13), and the penalties implied
here may include the 'seventy-seven faiths.*

SAnOEM m 'KA3AKM' HECKO HOBMO, KOTOPyK) HEBAJIH UAPIO-rOCnOJiy . VEVlPAJl'Cb

•KA3AKH* BO nOXOJ2, KaTH, BO CS]AB\±>Pl M BEJIMKl^l BABUJIOH TPAH HA TV }KEHy

CKBEPHyW, ;K)50/lEHUy. OHA }KEHA CKBEPHA,^ /TOBO/iEHUA Cm^T HA 3BEPE
MEPBJ1EHH0M, J],EPmT B PYKE CBOE^ MAUjy 3JlATy HOJlHy MEP30CTH. OHA m3\illA,

HAnOl4nA BCEX CB5iTblX HPOPOKOB^ M nOryBl^JTA BECb POn ME/lOBEMECKMi^. m
BUOMM ;KEHy nbi^Hy KPOSbfO CBJlIblX, OHA MyMUJlA HX 3A CJTOBO 5_0;i<bE, 3A
CBKQETEJlbCTBO mCVCA XPi/ICTA, OHA RPOPOKOB TBO'^^X, TOCnO/lM, H35HnA,
AniAPM TBOH MCKOnAJlA H nOCJlE/lHErO, COBEUiAETCil, HAHOMTb XOMET, ^EJlUKOrO
BOHHA, Cb!HA ^EJlOBEMECTOrO. OH XE 05EliiAETC5; HE mib, A B3f.Tb MAUjy

MEP30CTM M3 PyKH EE H BJTO>KHTb MAtliy MEP30CTt^ B yCTA EE, nOEOJXE^V HABEKM
noryBHTb xomet. lor/^; synvi 3ATB0PEHbi bopota rpcno/iHt^E ha f^A/iOE bps'-^t:

HmCTO B HUX HE EHKHET \A HUKTO HEUSbWET, A TOJlbKO BHKHET M MSblQET

MPyMEH. TOrM BHE3AnH0 CO^UlET lUyM C HEBEC, KAK /jyHOBEHUE BEJIL^KOE M
BypHOE, HEC5= THEB rOCnO/TmPl HA BOO 3EMJT0 HEMECTMByiO. B03rPB<HT AaOHA?!
rOCnO^^b BO BCE CBOH CB-\bmCPJ CEMb TPOMOB M CnPOCMT BCE CB-'.b/lEC^T CB-'.b

SEP: rm HbIHE Bbl, Khm^Am H My/iPME CAMOnOPCHUKM, TbMA. BEKA CEfO, m
HE Bpr m osyFET np&'^y/ipdcTb BAiuy? oh )ke othbmet ot bag m CMBy BAiiiy.

TorM BOcnM^^yi ji]ym rPEuiHbiE b PA3Hb!E ronocA/^ bo3moji5it(:^ hepeji rocno;:a^:

rocno/iM, rocno/iMi hpk'^m hauji^ jxym rPEiuHbiE bo c_boe j^pctbo hebechoe.
TorM OTBETUT m Afpbm rocno/ib: hbo3mo/khe OBPAiHib BAQjy TbMiy bo. cbet.
KOrM 3BAn BAG, Bbl HE liUlM j^O MHE; rjlArOJlEO BAM, Bbl HE aUlllAIM tAEh^.) -

npoPOKOB nocbimji, m ys'ASM mx. oiof^jya^ ^ BPAm b oroHb-i^yKy BEMHy^^,

nOrMBAPiTE 3A GBOH JXEJ]k. TOrM GOf^ET C HEBA OrOHbBEJIMKK^^vH HAMHET
yfE^h rpEiuHt^KOB, A nPABE/iHbiE jx^m, By;iyMM c. no'cnozioM, ohm no/K^yic^j
HA OBMKAx nPECBETjiHX. nPEHO/iOBHbiE 3AnaoT nPEjx VMA: rocnom, rpzno^A\
npAbEjxEH zyjx ibo^, Y:mm^ bo3Mct no /iejw^ hx.
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We "Cossacks"" sing a new song, which they sang [to] our Sovereign Lord.

[We] "Cossacks" went of to go on the march, to the famed and great city

1

Babylon, against the foul woman, the harlot. She, the foul woman, the

harlot, sits on a beast, a vassal dragon, she holds in her hand a gold-

-en cup full of loathesonv*. things. [While] living, she made all the

holy prophets drunken, and ruined all the race of man. We see the v;om-

-an drunken with the blood of the saints, she tortured them for [their

2

speaking] the word of God, for [their ]witnessing for Jesus Christ, she

beat Your prophets, Lord, without mercy, and dug up Your altars and

last of all, she took counsel, she wanted to bring [this] drunkeness

upon the Great Champion, the Son of Man. [But] He is sworn not to

drink, but to take the cup of loathesome things out of her hand and to

thrust the cup of loathesome things into her [own] mouth, he wants to

destroy the harlot therewith. Then will the Lord*s gates be closed for

a little time.; none will go in and none will go out, but only the one
3

Father, he will go in and go out. Then suddenly a sound will come out

of heaven, like a great wind and a storm, bringing the wrath of the Lord

4

upon all the world's sinners. The Lord Adonai will thunder out with all

His seventy-seven thunders, and he will speak to all the seventy-seven

5
faiths: tVhere are you know, scribes, and wise self-questioners, darkness

of this age, 0 but will not God seize upon your wisdom? He will take it

away from you, and your fame [also]. Then the sinful souls will cry out

1. lit.„, 'love-girl'.
2. Cf. psalm 166. The psalm is not sung beyond this point.
3. lit,, Father-Superior: ecclesiastical term.
A. Lord, Hebrew.

5. ? doubters?
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with diverse voices and will pray aloud before the Lord: Lord, Lord!

Take our sinful souls into Your Heavenly Kingdom. Then the Lord

Adonal will answer them: It is not possible to change your darkness

Into light. When I called you, you did not come to Me. I spoke to

you, you did not listen to Me; I sent prophets, you did away with them.

Go away, [you] enemies, into eternal fiery-torment, perish because of

your deeds. Then eternal fire comes out of heaven and fills the sinners

with flame, but the righteous souls, to be with the Lord, they are
6

lifted up on shining clouds. The saints sing before Him: Lord, Lord!

Your judgement is righteous. You render to each according to his deeds.

6. or, holy ones (and so previously).





Father of Ml.
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Translated by Ell Popoff. Recorded by Peacock, Grand Forks, July 1963.

and on various occasions by editor. Published in Doukhobors, Their
Faith , 1961, and U.S.C.C. collection, 1968 (a/1/2).

Popoff notes: "This is a short prayer, composed by Peter Lordly Verigin,
which is usually recited at the commencement of all prayer meetings.
Immediately after the 'Lord's Prayer'. It also is used by itself as

a short prayer before partaking of a lunch or supper. At breakfast
usually both prayers are said." Elsewhere (Field notes, 5/8/71), he

has said:"It's said that a church minister - I don't know what church -

- was criticizing Peter Verigin, and he said that no-one could write a

prayer as perfect, as complete as the Lord's Prayer. So Peter Verigin
sat do\m and wrote this and they translated it for the minister and he
didn't have anything to say." As is noted below (Ch. VIII), the prayer
appears in the centre of the Kolenye , with two additional responses.
The prayer here concludes with the ancient Easter greeting of the
Eastern church, the verbal climax of the Holy Saturday-Easter Morn
Vigil liturgy; in Molenye , this comes between the first and second
responses.

OTME BCEX^ HA TE551^ rOCnORlA, VnOBAEM. TbI MEUib HAM mW BO BJIArOE

BPEM?.} OTBEPSAElUb IIIEJIPW PVKy CBOO H MCnOJlH.^ElUb BCPKOE /lYlUEBHOE

BflArOBOJlEHHE. nOM5!HH, TOCnOm, BCEX OTOUEJimX B BEMHYIO >KH3Hb, A
HAC COXPAHU^ rpcmm, BOBCEM BMrOnO/iyMHblMM. HA CEM MECTE nOKJlOH-

~P,BAC9{ OTWY, ChlHV, H CB>lTOMy ^XY.
XPMCTOC BOCKPECl

(HA OTOBA: XPMCTOC BOCKPEC! nPHCYTCTByiOHl'lE OTBEMAIOT:)

BO HCTUHHWX XPHCTOC BOCKPECl

1 2

Father of all, in You, Lord, we trust. You give us food in good time;

You open Your bountiful hand and fill all souls with kindness.

Remember, Lord, all those [who have] gone on to eternal life,

3

and keep us safely. Lord, in all well-being.

1. have faith, Popoff.
2. the time of our requirement, Popoff.
3. so that we may continually receive, in all things, of thy blessing,

is Popoff 's rendering of this phrase.
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In this place we bow to Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.

"Christ is Risen!"

(On the words, "Christ is risen, those present respond:)
4

"In the faithful Christ is risen!"

4. "...in the hearts of his faithful followers...", Popoff. Orthodox
usage is: BO VCTVHHy XPi^CTOC BOCKPEC, the usage accorded by most
sectarians, and yields "In truth...". The Doukhobors have, how-
-ever, changed the singular accusative ending to plural preposit-
-ional(a not very granmatical procedure with this preposition),
thereby assiniildting the phrase to Doukhobor doctrine - cf. psalm
1, responses (3,16).





Our Father.
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Translated by Eli Popoff. Published in Doukhobors , Their Faith . 1961,

and in U.S.C.C. collection, 1968 (a/1/1). Recorded by Peacock, Grand
Forks, July 1963, and by editor on several occasions.

Popoff notes:" The words of the Lord!^ Prayer are slightly different
from the New Testament version. It is sung by the Doukhobors in ess-
-entially the same melody, since the time ol communal life in the Milky
Waters area of Tauridia province, when it came among them during the

leadership of Saveli Kapustin in the first decade or so (1800-1820).
Hox^ever, the wording as it is now, did undergo some slight revision
during Peter Lordly Verigin's era in Canada. It is agreed among most
Doukhobor elders today that the basis for the original melody v/as

brought to the Doukhobors by grandfather Ivan Makortoff when he re-
-turned to the Milky Waters area from his lengthy service in the army
and navy. Apparently the singing of it was used in army church services
of that day." (Is this a different man from the contemporary of Peter
Lordly Verigin - cf. Woodcock and Avakumovic(1968, pp. 80, 83, 87)- who
could not have introduced the melody as early as testified?)

OTME HAUJ, TbI ECTb HA HEBE M HA SEMJIE. M CB^ITMTCS TBOE, M nPkWET
UAPCTBME IBOE, M By/IET BOm TB05], f.KQ HA HEBE^ TAK M HA 3B^E. XJIEB

HAltl HACyUlEHblPI ji/^ HAM HA CE^ ilEHb M nPOCTM HA TPEXE HAlilM M Ntl BV/JEM

nPOHATb osmAKwyix hac. he wnvciiA hac, rocnom, Ao ncKywEHn^i; upmEm
HAC, £OCnO/lM, BO CriACEHUE^ PKO ECTb 1Q09\ CmA M BOJl^.

Our Father, You are in heaven and on earth. Let Your name be kept

holy, let Your kingdom draw near, let Your will be [done], as in
1

heaven, so on earth. Our daily bread, give [it] to us this day, and
2

forgive us our sins and we shall forgive our offenders. Do not allow

us. Lord, to be tempted, bring us. Lord, into salvation, for [such]

3
is Your power and will, .

'

1. or, vital, necessary.
2. Imperfective aspect: continual, not conditional.
3. for it is Thine power, and Thy will, ever with us, Popoff.





Righteous Souls [are] In the Hand of God.
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Text supplied and translated by Eli Popoff. Recorded by Peacock,
Brilliant, July 1963.

Popoff notes: "This psalm is one of the old original basic psalms that

are sung for regular worship services." The psalm is based directly
upon the O.T. apocryphal Book of Wisdom, III, 1-9, the traditional
Lesson for All Saints* Day; in the absence of hard data 'A is tempting
to suppose that it was sung on that festival. The psalm is an affirm-
-ation of faith in the destiny of the righteous.

nPASEjr^T. j]ym b pyuE &m>EP\, hehphkochetc^! k nm mvka, bhe ono-
-m^AtiAP. sum, B OMECAX BE3yMHb!X yMPHLilE; BMCHMC;: HM OSJIOBJIEHME, CXO/l

MX, 01 HAUJECTBl^ COKPYOJEHUP. OHH-BO CYTb B MMPE, MBO VWJ UPEA
JMUOM MEJIOBEKOB; Ali^!E MVKy nPl^yj. ynOBAHME HX B BECCMEPTHE HCnOJlHEHO

Ey/IET. MAHblE HAKA3AHH5^ BblUJA BEJIMKHE SPAfOJlEHCTB'AP. ByjElYT; PKO EOF
VCnbOVP. HX, OSBETAj^ CE5E /lOCTOflHblX; PKO anATO B TOPH^^E MCnbliy^] MX;

P.KD BC5? nnOTb }KEPTBEHHA5; HPHfTA VX} BO BPB'l?. nOCBfillEHMc BCOEFO BOC-
-OAP.ET; PKO HCKPbl HO CTEBJIPM TEKyj; OCVJIPT 513bI14H, OBOBJlWof JTO/lbm;

B0LiAPVrrC5i B HHX TOCnO/lb. HAaElOlUMEC^ HA rOCHOM PASyMEt^TE MCTmy -

- 5iK0 BEPHblE B /105BH nPEBy/iyj B nOCB5l!|EHHE B H35PAHHbIX EfO.

Righteous souls [are] in the hand of God, torment does not touch them.

1

Not seeming to be at rest, in the eyes of the foolish they are dead;

2 3
they will suffer bitterness, but they will come out of the onrushing

destruction. They are in [this] world, for they walk before the faces

of men; now they know suffering. Their hope in the everlasting will be

fulfilled. Little punishments [here] become great benefits; for God

tests them, finding out the worthy [ones] for himself; as gold in the

crucible, he tries them; as with burnt-offerings, he takes pleasure in

1. universe, Popoff.
2. lit., be charged with.
3- wrathfulness , Popoff.
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them all; In the time of consecration they themselves will shine forth;
3 4

like sparks along roots, they will flow(?); they will judge the nations,

they will have mastery over the peoples; in them God will reign, [You

that] trust in the Lord, understand the truth -for the loyal in love
5

will abide with him for ever. Mercy and blessing [are] in His righteous,
6

and consecration, in His chosen.

3. Obscure; [they] will in strength be fortified, Popoff.

4. lit., tongues.
5. benevolence, Popoff. •

6. or, elect.
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Basic Rules for Young Children.

Translated by Eli Popoff. Published in U.S.C.C. collection, 1968(44/1).
Recorded by Peacock, Grand Forks, 1963.

Popoff notes: "This was a basic set of rules for children's upbringing,
composed by Peter Lordly Verigin and strictly adhered to in the 1910
to 1920 era in community upbringing of children. It was learned by

heart by most children of that time, and by many parents also. It is

still read as a counselling psalm, although not all of its aspects are
adhered to." The psalm is noteworthy for the broad range of rules im-
-posed: from general religious injunctions through regulation of social
behaviour and recommendation of economic self-suf ficienty , down to very
specific clothing regulations. There seems no ulterior point to rule
Third, but the effect of rule Ninth would net only limit the drain of
clothing expenditure on marginal coinmunity resources, but would also,
through both uniformity and uniqueness of style, separate children more
fully and cohesively from their non-Doukhobors neighbours.

nPABKHA MAJIO/IETHVIM ^lET^M.

nEPBOE. yjPOM 05.?.3AHbI BCE ZIETH yMblBATbCq M MOJlMTbC?! BOrV; MMTATb:
"OTME HAUJ"^ "^M HAlil BJTArOMTHbi^" H JJPVnAE nCAJTMbI, M3
KOTOPblX C/NbH. HEOBXO/IUKdM m^. /lETCKOrO B03PACTA hfcWWO

CMHTATb - "ycTPoci rpcnojyi BMroE cep/iue y mAVi m nAnw."

BTOPOE. BCE /lETH WSVm nOBmMBATbC51 BAByiUKE M J\EJ]y\ll\<E , M
BbinOJIHP.Tb HX TPEB0BAHH51 C BOJlblL'Ol^ yC/iy}KnHBOCTb!0 . A HOTOM
ZlEMTb BCE, mo nPHlCWT mAA H riATlA.

TPETbE. BOSBPATMBtUMCb COMC^^, ;10/1>^Hd! CTPOrO /^EPMTbCfl OBLHEMy HPABKny:
CHmATb OByBb H PASyBUJM HAXO/lMTbCJl B BCE BPEM5?.

METBEPTOE. 5E30BPA3Hb!E UlAnOCTb, KPVlK H /^PAKA - HH B KAKOM Cny4AE HE
. ./PJPKHbl /lOnyCKATbC.q.

n53TOE. BCE <QETH ^pjPKHb! BOCnimiBATbC^ b ^/XE XPMCimHCKOPI MMPHOi^

m3m. M C B03PACT0M TEJlECHbM CTAPATbC51 PASBUBATb PA3yMEHME
OTH CBOE« B CJIOBE SOmE^, KOTOPOE HPHHEC HAM XPHCTOC B

CBOEM CB51T0M yMEHUM.

lUECTOE. BJlArOMECTMBA51 ;KK3Hb HA HEPBOiM UTiAHE jP/DKHA nP0B0/KrbC51 y
JlEJWi B TPyMX 3EMJ1E^EJ1M5' M CnPABE/UlMBOCTM. BCE HEOBXO/lW^iE

nPE/SMETbl - 0/lEW y nMlIJy, nO/iyMAIb BOBCTBEHhbHM TPy/lAMM 01
3EMJ1H, M /lEPXATbCJl PASy.'-'.HOrO nPMCnOCOB/lEHM?! KO BPEf^EHM, M
CTPoro not^mjb bojto bp^klio.

C^flbMOE. B03j[lEP:KWIE OT BC^lKOf^ AT.MHOCTH M 3ABHCTM B /IET51X /lOJI^lQHO B

B BblCUlEP^ CTEREHl^ CMMTATbC^; HEOBXO/ll^'''ibiM H BMrOPA3yMl-b!M

.
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BOCbMOE. CICPa-K)HOE O/JEFHUE, yMEPEHHA5! MHUA H3 OBOHEPI M OPyKTOB,
nPOCTOE mnvm c ^cibiM Bos/jyxaM - ha boo jki^shb y /ietepi

;pjT?i«0 OCTABATbCJl HEM3MEHHbM.

J\EBPTOE, B JIETHEE BPEM5? 0/IE}K;GA jaEBOMEK /lO/im^ COCTOJ^Tb H3 0;iHOrO

RPO/JOJlbHOrO yBOPMUKA. A 12 ilET mnbMMK ;iO;r^BH EbTTb

B ojiKPi npojipnbwi^ pyBAiuKE, Horn bochkom. toj/Oba otkfhta.

/lEC^TOE. BCE AETVi KAm^Pi /lEHb HEOTJIOM^HO /lOJimj HR^O^KTb HA COBPAWE,
RETb MOJiniBbl, n MMTATb nCAflMbl.

First. In the morning all children are bound to wash themselves and
1

to pray to God; to read "Our Father", "Our blessed hone" and

other psalms, of which the most necessary for growing children

must be reckoned - "Grant, Lord, a kind heart to llama and
2

Papa."

Second. All children must obey Grandmother and Grandfather, and carry
3

out their requests with great helpfulness. And then do all,

that Mama and Papa order.

Third, Returning home, [they] must strictly observe the cormunity

rule: to take off [their] footwear and go with shoes off in

the house at all times.

Fourth. Unruly naughtiness, screaming and fighting - these must not

in any case be allowed. .

Fifth. All children must be reared in the spirit of peaceful Christ-

-ian life. And with physical growth [they ought] to endeavor

1. that is, recite.
2. refer to title list for psalm references.
3. subservience, Popoff, or, obligingness.
A. from prayer meeting, adds Popoff.
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to develop their spiritual understanding of the word of God,

which was brought to us by Christ in his holy teachings.

Sixth. A devout life must be led by children, in the first place in
5 6

work on the land and with truthfulness. All necessary goods -

- clothes and food, [they ought] to get by their own work from

the land, and [they ought] to restrain themselves sensibly in

adaptation to the times, and bear strictly in mind the will of

God.

Seventh. Not clinging to any greediness or envy, must in the highest

degree be reckoned necessary and blessed in children.

Eighth. Simple attire, frugal food of vegetables and fruits, plain
7

dwellings with pure air - for all the life of children [these

things] must stay unchanged.

Ninth. In summer time a [little] girl's clothing must be made up of

a single full-length goxm. To the age of twelve, in summer

a boy must also be in a single full-length shirt. Feet bare.

9

Head uncovered.

Tenth. All children must, every day without fail, come to meeting,
10

sing prayer [hymns] and read psalms.

5. peaceful work, Popoff

.

6. in all matters, adds Popoff.
7. plenty of fresh air, Popoff.
8. lit., night-gotm (which the garment resembled. Note specific clothes

names in Russian text.),
9. lit., revealed. '

.

10. i.e., recite, and so Popoff.
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With Prayer I call to You, Lord.

Translated by Roman Piontkovsky, Recorded by Piontkovsky from Masha
Sukhoroff, Verigin,Sask. , July 1970.

Piontkovsky notes : "Appears to be a late psalm of the Peter Lordly
Verigin era." The psalm is more-or-less in two parts: an opening
Invocation and appeal, and a characterization of the true leader -

- who, it will be noted, must in some way share the sacrifice of
Christ. Presumably the closing anticipation of judgement is a con-
-sequence of the appearance of the true leader.

U MOJTHTBOO BS'dBm K TEBE rOCHO/lH! HOMTO BOSmAW] HA MEH?
T5I)KECTm y /MM CK0P5M MOEPi? VShBAiO jq TEBE yTEl^MTEilbl TU HACTA-
-BHUK, SifliUMTH H UOmiWi^ BEPYl-OinMX V rOCnOM- CO'l'JlM HAM PASYMEHUE,
KPEnOCTb^ nOSHATb CHJlbl MY/IPOCTM TBOE«, K0T0PA5^ JIETAET nPE}K/lE COT-
-B0PEHM5^ MMPA CEfO, MCUEJl^ET C03MHME KOTOPOE COSm^O HAILVI^^

PAaOCTH. nPHBEIHEM K TEBE^ fpCUOm, BCEM CEP/IUEM CBOm, MTOBbI

yjWMJ] OT HAC CKOPBM-MYKM CMEPTHOf^ KA3HM. yMMTEm) HAUJEfO, KOPOTLf;^

nCPKEPTBOBAH 3A TO MTO /lEJlOM nOBTOPM/l YMEHl/IE mCVCA XPHCTA M B03BECTHJ1

0 BTOPOM nPMlUECTBHC^ /IMP. HACTAET BPEM.q yUAIYATbCP. OT HAryBHblX

BEUlECTb^ KOTOPblE HPHrOTOBJinOTbCS JiJ]9. nAryBbI POM ME/IOBEMEHCKOrO.

M By/IET BOnP. ±&0P, RDCnO/IH, B nOJTHOC^ CK;1E C03MTb BJ1A}KEHCTB0 H MYP.

With prayer I call to you, Lord. Why have you laid upon me a bur-

-den of trouble in the day of my sorrow? I cry out to you, comforter!

You [my] guardian, defend and forgive them that believe in the Lord.
1

Send us understanding, strength, to know the power of your Wisdom.
2

that flies [about since] before the creation of this v7orld,and heals
3

[every] created thing that was made for our happiness. We resort to

You, Lord, with all our hearts, who took away from us the bittemess-

1. motif of spiritual understanding.
2. Cf. Genesis 1,2.
3. floating line? - cf. psalm 213.
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-torments of the penalty of death. [He Is] our teacher, who [was]

sacrlfled as one that repeated in [his] deeds the teaching of Jesus

Christ and revealed the day of the second coning. The time comes to

4

move away from damnable matter, which is made ready for the damnation

of the family of mankind. May Your will come to pass, in the fullness

of power, Lord, to create blessedness and peace.

4. perditious, Piontkovsky.
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Grant, 0 Lord, a Kind Heart.

Translated by Eli Popoff. Published in U.S.C.C. collection, 1968(33/5)

Popoff notes:"This psalm was written by Peter Lordly Verigin for
Children's Sunday School classes somewhere in the era between 1910

and 1920, and is still one of the wider learned psalms of the Sunday

School classes of today. The prayer not only instructs children in

their own and their parents' responsibilities of filial duty, but of

course reminds any parent that hears it spoken. Such duty is a Russian
tradition, and survives in the U.S.S.R. to the present : "There are
almost no old age homes, except for people whose children died before
them. People would think it a sin not to care for their old folks."
(Private communication). The same behaviour is characteristic of
contemporary Doukhobors.

ycTo(^, rpcnojxiA, bmtoe cep/iue y nAnw n MAm. ecjii/i ^e/iyiuka h BAByiiiKA

mQb\, TO HATiA n rwA ws^^ nx }KAnETb - HE OBH^.^Tb MX cjiOBAMM, yrowb
m nHUEPi M TEHJX)!^ nOCTEJlbKOl^ . A ECm /lEXiyUJAK M BAByUJKA na^EPJlH, TO
;p/]}KHbl BCnOM/HATb MX ^OBPbP^.M CJX>BA/^.M. yCTPO;^, TOCnO/lM, TAK^ MTOBbI

MJ BCE /lETM BblPOCJM CMACTJlMBbtMM^ M nOHJinU 3AK0H TBO^^, JjOCnO^M, M
J10BMJ1M BECb MMP, KOTOPb!?^ TBI, TOCnO/lM, COSMn J}J\P. HAUJEfl PA/^OCTM.

1
Grant, Lord, a kind heart to Papa and Mama. If Grandfather and Grand-

2
-mother are alive, then Papa and Mama must be kind to them; [they

must] not hurt them with words, [but] please them with food and with

warm beds. But if Grandfather and Grandmother have died, then [they]

must remember them with good words. Grant, Lord, this, so that all we
3

children may do well, and understand Your lav?. Lord, and love all the

4
world, which You, Lord, created for our enjoyment.

1. nursery names.
2. lit., be sorty for, pity.
3. lit., get good luck.
4. Of* preceding psalm and psalm 213,
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286.

Translated by Lucy Kazakoff. Recorded from Mrs. A. Ozeroff, Glade,

3/7/71.

According to Mrs. Ozeroff, the present text was taken by her from a

written version of a speech she heard given by Peter Gospodnie Verigin,

in the early 1920' s. Some time later she used the text as a psalm in

Molenye , having first memorized it. It was found acceptable and others
have since learned the text from her; so it has moved into tradition.
The psalm expresses doctrine regarding the afterlife of believers.

XPMCTOC ECTb Omi M3 CB^TOHOCHblX AHrEJlOB, KOTOPbtPl OTKPbUI WRm BEMHYiO

W3Hb. W XPICTA Wm BO^;il/IC CMEPTM, A RPM ETO nPMlilETCTMBMl^ H nX/lE^
HCTUHHO BEPyKXUHE XPHCTHAHbl HE 505iTC5^ CMEPTM. XPHCTOC OTKPblJl Jfi^HV,

MTO MEJIOBEK YKEPETb HE MO}:<ET, A MO>KET TG/lbKO HEPEP^TH M3 0/IHOrO COC-
-To^.Hn;i B jipyroE, b jiyMiDEE HJiM m xym^E . mto mejobek: hoceet, to i/i

nO}KHHT. KAnHTAHUCTbl }KE XKUHWE nPOBHTEJIH TOrO, MT05A MX CnyUJAJl'/l.

OHH yfPmmOT CMEPTbfO^ A MEHOBEK 50MTC5' nOTEP^T mSHb H CJiyiilAET MX.

A SOT Mb! ^jyXOBOPUb!, B01UE^IUI/1E B m3Hb BEMHyiO nOCPE/lCTBOM BEPbl B rOCnOM,
HE S0mC9\ CMEPTM. Mb! JBEPW BEPyEM, MTO Mbl yMEPET HMKOfM HE MO^KEM.

BOT BKOMTE, BPATb5^ M CHCTPbl, KAKOE ECTb BE/IMKOE /lEJlO, BEPA. X0T5^ Bbl

TEJIO HAUIA BbmO 030PBAH0, STMMM XHl|HMKAMM, HA MEJIKHE KyCOMKM, HO
om KOCHyTCJi hmkak he MoryT. m ;iyiuA hepexo/imt^ ecto To;ibKO cha bepo-
-BAM, b mmp roposM JiyMiuM, MEM smcb,

y rocnoM MyuinMOHbi m^^pob. ECTb takme, kotopbie bejimmmhe b he-
-CKOJlbKO TblC5iy PAS BOJlbUJE HAUJEf^ CEMJIM. CEM/IS HAliiA, MATlEHbKAP RECMMMKA
BD BCEM MMPOBOM HPOCTPAHCTBE. ECTb TOPAS/IO SUmilE MMPb!^ MEM HAlilA

3Em9\. M no 3T0My XPMCTOC rOBOPMT, "5 /lOME OTUA MOEfO OBMTEJIEPI MHOPO."
ElUH OH CKA3An CBO^M nOC/]E/IOBATE;i<=M, "jO'M 9, IW, Bbl CHAETE, M nyTb
CHAETE." MEJ10BEK Timf^ HA 3EMJ1E M BME^ B CEP/IUE CBOHM BEPy, nPOJlOPMET
nyTb no cpe/ictb/v^ eh, k toi^ bemho^i msm, o kotopo^ B03BECTnn xpmctoc.
nPM PA3;iE;iEHMyi jjyiLM c tejiom, y BEpyicuiAro mejtobeka /lyujA mh^t b mecto k
KAKOBOMy eh HAnPOBJUlJI j[iyX0BHb!i)1 MEJIOBEK, HAX0J\9W^CP. ElilH B BPEHHOM TEJIE,

sopBm n. B. rocnomi^, b mmp jiyMiuMO^, b TbicfMy pa3 jiyMUJM mem stot. rm
MET HM BQ3^\XAy\y^, HET nEMAHM, HET CJ1H3, HET M 3A50T M HMKAKOf^ BO/IESHM^

raE UAPMT BEMHA51 BECHA. XPMCTOM 03APHHHA51 M XPMCTOC nPMSHAJl BCEX
BO EjyHO. TAK M P CEPIMAC nPM3blB/iJ0 BAC BCEX BPATb^ M CECTPbl COE^MHMTC^l

C HAMM B OmO OBi^ECTBO.

RETP rocno/iHMPi
*"

1

Christ is one of the holy angels, who revealed to the people eternal

life. Before Christ, people feared death, but during his [earthly]

1. lit., opened up (as, - a book, - a door, etc.).
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life and after, truthful Christian believers did not fear death. Christ

revealed the secret that a person can not die but can only be trans-

-formed from one state to another, into a better or a worse [condition].

What a person sows, that he will reap. Capitalists are rapacious

leaders, so that people have to attend to them. They threaten them

with death; and so[,.as] a person is afraid to lose his life, therefore

he listens to them. But we Doukhobors, having entered into eternal life

by means of belief in the Lord, do not fear death. We strongly believe

that we can never die. And so you see, brothers and sisters, how great

a thing faith is. Even if our bodies were ripped into small bits by

these rapacious men, yet our souls they cannot touch. And the soul is

2

transformed, only if it believed in a better world than the one here.

The Lord has millions of worlds. There are ones that are several

thousand times greater than our earth. Our earth is a very small grain
• 3

of sand in [comparison to] the great expanse of all worlds. There are

much better worlds than our earth; and for this reason Christ says:

"In my Father's house there are many dwellings." He also told his
4

followers: "Where I go, you know; and you know the way." A person

living on this earth and having faith in his heart , by its means marks

out the road to that eternal life v/hich Christ proclaimed. At the time

of separation of the soul from the body, in the faithful person the soul

2. or. If only(?).
3. or, the Universe.
4. Cf. John XIV, 1-7, the source of both quotations.
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passes to the place to which it was directed by the spiritual person

while it was yet in the frail body,/ proclaimed P.V. Lordly,/ to the

better world, a thousand times better than this present world. There

there are no sighs, no sorrows, no tears, no troubles nor any kind of

sickness. There rules eternal spring, brightened by Christ. And

Christ calls all to join together; and so do X, right now, call all

of you, brothers and sisters, to unite with us into one coranunity.

Peter Lordly.
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A Kote on the Healing Psalms.

As has been pointed out elsewhere, there is not practical distinction

between religious and healing psalms, except that the latter are more

likely to be used magically by some, as mere prescribed gestures per-

-fonned verbally. In the various communities, though, certain opinions

are held about such psalris: as one informant told me on one occasion,

"You wouldn't want that... It's not very progressive." A non-Doukhobor

informant has said (private communication, 1971) that even in areas

where use of such texts is vridespread, publicity will quickly result in

ostracism of the inforsisnt and, incidentally in permanent estrangement

of the field;i7orker . I have not come up against such problems, but it

seems reasonable to me to maintain the anonjmity of my informants.

People identified as conriiiinicators of such texts run a double risk:

they may on the one hand be attacked by uncritical believers who fear

ridicule and the destruction of the efficacy of the texts; and on the

other hand they are exposed to the opprobrium of the uncritically en-

-lightened, those who are too quick to dismiss traditional healing as

superstition and the superstition of neighbours as a personal threat.

Kor have there lacked Anglo-Canadians who would attack such beliefs with

all the little wit at their command. It should be evident by now, though,

that, however ineffectual or abused they may at times be, traditional

healing techniques have access, at least, to methodology that in some

cases has been unfairly neglected by academic medicine. Thus for the

protection of informants sources are not identified.
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Prayer to the Lord, when a Person lies dovm to Sleep.

Translated by Lucy Kazakoff. Recorded and obtained in KS, 3/7/71.

Compare with the texts of psalms 300, 306, 307. The informant, in

recitation, included the title after the opening formula, and re-
-peated it at the conclusion of the psalm.

MOJTMTBA K rpCnOJXV, KAfM MEDOBEK SVOmCP. CHAT.

AHrEJl XPOHMTE/l COXPOHH MEH.^ HA CEK) HOM OT 3J10BA JX/XA. FOCUOm B03MH
MA51 KyUJy BO UAPCTBy CBOlO HE5ECH0E Y CBOO 05HTEJ1 K OTUY BESHAMAnbHB-iy

.

BO OTUA M cmy CB^iTOMy jsyxy. bo hm5i £ocno;v^ HAiuEro mcvcA xpmcta.

Guardian angel keep safe watch over me through the whole night, [keep

me] from evil spirits. Lord take my soul into your heavenly kingdom,
1

into your abode, to the eternal Father. In the name of the Father and

the Son [and] the Holy Spirit. In the name of our Lord Jesus Christ.

1. lit., without-beginning.
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Against Warts - I.

Translated by Lucy Kazakoff . Text recorded and obtained in MS, 3/7/71.

The bulk of this text is utterly untranslateable. In recitation, the

words are spoken with penultimate accent lowered in pitch to produce

a rolling rhythn for each word; the central intelligible p'orase, though,

is spoken with normal metre and stress, returning to the first style for

the closing words and a falling intonation of 'Amen'. A similar text

is reported by another informant, with the addition that urine is to be
poured over the wart; and that the charm is to be performed three
nights running, beginning the third night after the full moon(so the

wart will dwindle as the moon wanes, as in other charms?). This inform-
-ant stated that the charm was successful in a matter of weeks, where
conventional methods had been fruitless over a four-year period.

BEPX 5APHM14H lO;i5;PHHT14l^ JBOPPmuyi msm KMBTAP14H, VBAPH/m
tm^m KiACAPm^. vuyi umuaph^ 'haujet^ mi^taem paba bojkoba AnboioKy*

HA nPABOC^ pyKE HA MQOHM HErEHUH nyiUKABHTqH AMMH.

CIO ySJlOB HAW HA BMSATb HA lOWlOfO BOPOMBKy. KPACHOf^ UJOJlbK.

A Thousand ladies....
1 2

...we read The Servant of God Aloshka on the right hand, on the

palm. ...

•••Amen. •

3

It Is necessary to tie a hundred knots on the wart. [Use] red nylon.

1, that is, recite.
2, Title of another healing psalm.
3, Formerly red wool was used. This instruction was included below

the main text on the MS leaf.
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Against Fear - I.

Translated by Roman Piontkovsky. Recorded by Piontkovsky In Verigin,
Sask. , July 1970.

For use of this and similar psalms, see note, Help Me, Lord Jesus Christ
Yourself , below. The psalm is characteristically composed in two parts,
the first invoking divine defense against, apparently, various sources
of sudden fright or nervousness, and the second banishing the affliction
from specific parts of the body and mind to a location physically distant.
The troubles are, it will be noted, such as would occur around a farm-
-stead. Compare with opening, also, of psalm 123.

rOCnOj[|I'1 BMrOCn0314l BOCKPECHET bop, nPEBOSHf^CETC^l PYKA ETO. BATIOIUKA

UAPb HEBECHbr)^, MATyiuKA nPECB5^TA5; BproPO/ii/i!4A, MOfyiiiA^, rmrosmiM:
HEPEnOJTOXA ME/lOBEMEHCKOrO, nEPEHOXiOXAXOBAMUErO, nEPEnOJlOXA JlOlUAabErO,

OT CKOTHHOrO HEPEnOJlOXA^ OT OBEMbEfO HEPEnO/lOXA^ OT KYPHHOrO REPEnOJl-
.

-oxy, OT rycmoro nEPEnojioxy, ot TEPnE-nmoro r?) nEPEnojioxy, /ibf^BO/i,

CTPAX M HEPEnOJlOXM. 51 BAG yjlEBAK) C?), HA CyXOC^ JlEC nOCbUW). OT PABE
BC»KbEP1 C BEJlOrO TEJTA, C XE/lTblX KOCTEt^, C PETHBOfO CEP^WA, C
MEPHblX nOnEMEHUi^. Bbl nOC/iyX/^TE, CTPAXM-nEPEnOJlOXH HE MEHE, A PAQM
kMEHU rOCnO/lHE. AMMHbl AMMHb! /WHbl

Lord bless us! God will arise. His hand shall be praised. Father,

king of heaven, mother most holy Bearer-of-God, mighty one, speaking

one: [from] the tumult of men, [from] the tumult of dogs, [from] the

tumult of horses, from the tumult of cattle, from the tumult of sheep,

1
from the tumult of chickens, from the tumult of geese, from the tumult

2

of the suffering, [from] the devil, fright and tumult [deliver us?].

3

I catch you, and send [you] off to the withered woods, away from God's
4

servant N , from the white body, from the yellow bones, from the

ardent heart, from gloomy cares. [See that] you obey, [you] fears-tumults,

not for my sake, for for the sake of the Lord's name. Amen! Amen! Amen!

1. Swine, cats, and ducks do not appear,
2. patient, Piontkovsky, depending upon the reading of TEPIlEJlUHOrO

.

3. lit., arid, dried-up.
4. colour of living bone. *

.
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To Invoke Forgivenes s for a Child.

Translated by Roman Piontkovsky. Recorded by Piontkovsky in Verigin,
Sask., July 1970.

The use of this text is not known to me, though it appears to reinstate
in the world's favour any child who has wandered where he ought not.

Presumably the psalm is to be said in the place where the disobedience
was committed. Piontkovsky notes, "The child is to kneel while the
psalm is said over him."

rocno/ii/i BMrocjiOBMi bpem^ otua, cwha m CB<iTOMri ^xy. npocTi/i matb
CblPAq CEim\, TEJIOM M REDaA, J\y]l}(P\ H CEPm^^j BCE M nQ^IlilJlEHMEM -

- MVM BO MTO BOlliES], MYM BO MTO yBEJl. BPE C ? ) MATb CUPM
SEKfi^i npn cunbHbix noroMx pabe Epn>Ei^ ja/^ 3ham51.

Lord bless us I [It is] the time of the Father, the Son, and the Holy
1 2

Spirit. Forgive, Mother green earth, in body and deed, in spirit and

heart, an in all [his] thoughts, the man [who] entered into that, the

3

man [who] was enthralled with that. ( ) Mother green earth, in

the time of violent weather give a sign to God's servant N .

1. ??? Cf. psalm A2?
2. or, moist, and so Piontkovsky. 'Mother Earth*.
3. Obscure word.
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Against the Evil Eye - I .

Translation by Roman Piontkovsky, Recorded by Piontkovsky in Kamsack,
Sask., July 1970.

Piontkovsky notes: "Learned by informant from grandmother. The spell
may be spoken morning or evening...", but in the latter case,
BEMEP- is replaced by yiPA-. Since Russian does not distinguish be-
-tween dawn and dusk, I have used Tiv^ilight for both times. The ban-
-Ishment that sympathetically links affliction with waning night
darkness (as a rule; occasionally, waning daylight) floats, as will
be seen in a number of the texts to come. The text catalogues a

range of harmful eyes (or looks) and their users. From the tone of
the included "...clear eye, the glad eye..." and elsewhere, "the
.joyous eye..." it appears probable that the harm may be done innoc-
-ently as well as maliciously. It also appears from the text thfe

damage may be done over both long and short periods of time.

rocncjOM noMom^ HEBECHoro nocAjyi. ot r/iAsy^ or cEPoro^ or .BEJiorc,

ot> mmoro, or mephoto^ ot KPAcnoro, or ^CHoro, op PAaociHoro, ot
/IMXOCTHOrO, OT HEHABMCHOfO, OT BCf.KOrO 3J10rO-;iMXOrO . OTO JKEHCKOrO

nOM^ OT MMCKOrO nOJlA, ot /IEBMUOFO, ot PEB;nMbErO, OT MACOSOrO, OT
no/mAcoBoro^ MrnvTHoro^ nojiyMmyTHoro. kak bemepha;? 3AP.q ctmxaet,
TAK PABA BOJKbErO BCE CK0P5H M HEVM^M YTMX/^T. EOFV HAEEMY
CJIABAI

p^r^ help [us], establish [x-^hat is] heavenly. From the eye, from

the grey [eye], from the white [eye], from the yellow [eye], froa

the black [eye], from the red [eye], from the clear [eye], from the
1

glad [eye], from the burning [eye], from the hateful [eye], from all
2 3

[eyes], burning with evil; from [that] of the woman, from [that] of

the man, from[that]of the maiden, from [that] of the child, from [that]

of an hour, from [that of the half-hour, of the minute, of the half-

-minute. As twilight fades in the evening, so for God's servant N

may all sorrow and misfortune dwindle away. Glory to our God!

1. evil, Piontkovsky.
2. Piontkovsky: Informant paused and faltered at this point, having

to begin tv/ice over before beiing able to finish recitation.
3. lit., of femals sex, of male sex.
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For a Safe Journey.

Translated by Roman Piontkovsky. Recorded by Piontkovsky, Verigin,
Sask., July 1970.

Based on psalm 313. Compare with text from Hohman, Pow-Uov;s or Lon^

Lost Friend , a brauch chapbook still in use among Pennsylvania Dutch
(Mennonites) , derived from European sources, (n.d.; 19th. Century
translation probably printed in New Jersey but first available c.

1875 in Lancaster, Pa. p. 60):

A Benediction for All Purposes.

Jesus, I will arise; Jesus, do thou accompany me; Jesus, do

thou lock thy heart into mine, and let my body and my soul
be commended unto thee. The Lord is crucified. May God guard
my senses that evil spirits may not overcome me, in the name
of God the Father, Son and the Holy Ghost. Amen.

See also the structure of psalm 301. All these are simple prayers for
divine companionship. I have been told (Field notes, 6/5/71): "I pray
always . when I go but, when other members of our family go out. And
two times my son is in an accident, nearly killed, but I ask the God
to help and so He takes care. But lots of people, they forget about
God, even though He doesn't forget about them. But it's better if

you ask." Of this text, Piontkovsky notes: "To be read whenever leav-
-ing on a trip, especially in a car. The informant said 'It makes you
feel better to recite it when leaving the house.'"

rocno;iM BJiArocnoBul hauj BMroMTK-/yi, ynosAHbE bot^e, upmEy^miE.
Jtf'HCTOBO. nOKPOBHTEJlb CBf.TOi^. HPH nYTE EXV, C HAMU EOF,

Lord bless us! Our blessed home, [is] our hope of God, the refuge

of Christ. [Our] protector [is] the Holy Spirit. Along the road I

1
go, God is with us. - *

1. other than by foot.
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Against Fear or Crying.

Translated by Ronian Piontkovsky. Recorded by Piontkovsky in Kamsack,
Sask. , July 1970.

Piontkovsky notes: "To be said at sunrise or sunset over a sick child."
The text is the fullest development in this collection of the relation-
-ship evoked betxv-een the fading light and accompanying dwindling of the

power of illness or sorrow.

«

3AP5i SAPH'/IUA, 3APP KPACH5! ;\EBV[UA, 3AP9 3AP5] mPVl^., 3fiPP. BEM-
"EPHP.P, BOSbm CBa^ KPi^K H TOCKy^ Vi yDOJX(P[ PA5A 5p>nDEro B

ABib n nonmo, homb h na^i^OMbfo, yipo Vi bemep. kak bemeph^^. sap^i

CTHXAE, TAK PA5A BQ^hP. BCE CKCf^S'l-BOJIESHH M HEJXVm YTVXmT,

i
Twilight,- little twilight, twilight - beautiful girl, twilight Dariya,

twilight Maria, evening twilight, take crying and grief [with] you,

and sooth God's servant K by day and at noon, by night and at

midnight, in morning and in evening. As twilight fades in the even-

-Ing, so may for God*s servant N all grief-sickness and ail-

-ment die do;ra.

1. lit., dawn or dusk.
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To Bring Sleep - I.

Translated by Roman Plontkovsky. Jlecordfed by Piontkovsky in Verigin,
Sask., August 1970.

Piontkovsky suggests that th^re is a close relationship between the
prayers recorded by Bonch-Bruevich under psalms 296-306, and the heal-
-ing psalms. He suggests that the psalms have been adapted from charms
into prayers. At present, and by comparison with West European texts,

it may be more helpful to consider prayers and charms as sets of petit-
-ions fairly distinct as to style and content, but with common borders
that are diffuse rather than distinct, borders that some texts straddle
with a fine disregard for neat classificatory systems. Compare the end
of this psalm xvith psalm 307.

wmnACb PA5A sp'Am cnAib,
HE MOr ES\ SWXO^ SHATb.
ctopo;k w^PbPi,
CTEPEm MEHP. !JQ nO/lHOMV,

A nPEMt^CTA,T JXO CBETV,
A WCyC XPI/ICTOC /P BEKy.
BOry HAHJEMy chaba.

God*s servant N ^lay down to sleep.

The Evil One could not notice her.

Good guardian.

Watch over me till midnight,

And Purest [Virgin] till dawn.

And Jesus Christ for ever.

Glory to our God.
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Against Warts - II.

Translated by Ro-an Piontkovsky. Recorded by Piontkovsky in Blaine Lake
Sask. , August 1970.

The charm is distinct from the previous example, in that the moon is

associated, in a vaxing rather than waning phase, with the growth of
'clean* flesh rather than with the dwindling of the wart. In this
curative systein, then, the operative elements are the moon and its
changeability, rather than the specific direction of that change.
The charm is to be said , Piontkovsky 's informant states, "On the
third day of the new moon, on first sighting the moon, look at it

and say (The Charr-) .. .Urinate on the wart while looking- at the moon.
Repeat this on three consecutive days."

MEC?:u MOiio;:<:^,

B TE5E POr 301)010^,

MT05 y tAEyiP. BbLOH

TAKME MilCTUE ...

Young Koon,

You have a golden horn,

How clean you are.

Kay it be just as clean,
1

My ________ •

1. At this point the part of the body affected is to be named.
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Against Appendicitis.

Translated by Roman Piontkovsky. Recorded by Piontkovsky in Verigin,

Sask., July 1970.

This text introduces a number of unusual motifs: the opening formula

setting a scene in a mythic rather than actual space; monstrous beasts,
apparently benevolent, invoked to devour afflictions: the recurrence of

the number Seventy-seven; and the reference to bones and tendons. The
technique of the psalm is to transfer afflictions from the sufferer to

• the distant consuming being. Possibly the charm was used for other ills

HA rOPE, HA OKEFHE, HA Bb'COKOM BMKHrHE C?), T/M CTOUT CTOJIll'IE^ HA TOM
• CTOJMJIE TlEmi KOT^E. BVIUKE SOJlOTblE M JIAHKM SO/lOTb'E, A XBOCTMK CEPE-
-EPr^WPl. KOT }KPET-nO>iWPAET BCE nynOBUllE-MEMEPHHE. RPUXO^T K HEMY
PA5 BO)M V\ rOBOPl^T KOTHHE, MTO ThI JlEJil^lLUb, MTO TbI HE B03MElUb BCE
nynOBUJlE-MEMEPH'iE OT ErO >KE;iTb!X OMEl"^, OT BEJTblX HJlEMEf^, OT CEKHQEC^ITM

CEMH mn, OT CEMmiEC5^TM CEMH nOS\m^J\9. OT CEMKaECPTM CEMU KOZIE^, OT
CEMHQECfiTH CEMM nOJiyKOCTEPI . HE 51 TE5E TOBOPIO M HE Tl TEBE yPOBAPM),
A rOBOPlIT TEBE 3ArOBAPHBAET TEBE BABVIUKA COJIOMOHI^, KOTOPAP XPMCTA
HAPym nPHHUMADA^ B BEJIOC^ HEJIEHE O/IEBATIA. nPOPOBOPY WWf^, HPO-
-roBOpy TPKW, noroBOpy tpwia.

1
On the mountain, in the sea, on the high ( ), there stands a

2

great table, on that great table lies a great cat. [His] ears [are]

gold and [his] paws are gold, but [his] tail[is]silver. The Cat

3
grows fat - gobbles up all the navels tring-hellebore. To him comes

God*s servant N and says: Great Cat, why do you lie [there],

why do you not take all the navelstring-hellebore away from his yellow
5 6

eyes, from [his] seventy-sdven sinews, from [his] seventy seven half-

-sinews, from [his] seventy-seven bones, from [his] seventy-seven half-

-bones I do not speak to you, and X do not V7in you over, but she speaks

1. Obscure word. 2. Suffix indicates size.
3. obscure words translated literally, Appendix, Piontkovsky.
4. Symptom of jaundice - liver function associated with any internal

illness??
5. Cf. psalm 324. etc.

"

6. or, tendons; or, veins.
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7

to you, she casts a spell on you, Grandmother Soloraonida, who took

Christ into her hands, and clad [him] in white swaddling clothes.

I utter [it] thrice, I utter [it] thrice, I utter [it] thrice.

7, Connection with the Solomonic cycle of ritual magic texts is more
tempting than substantial.

5
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Against the Evi l Eye - II.

Translated by Roman Piontkovsky. Recorded by Piontkovsky ^in Verigin,
Sask, July 1970.

Piontkovsky notes that the text is "To be read at any time over the sick
person." As in the foregoing text, an animistic power is Invoked against
affliction resulting from the Evil Eye, and the affliction is banished
from specific parts of the body, this time by the additional force of an
obscure formula. In this text, trouble and its cause are named, and the

verb charming away the trouble does not occur till the psalm is nearly
ended. The motif of the ladar-stone is also obscure; the roots may relat

to ice, a 'singing'-stone, or, marginally, to loadstone.

HA MOPE, HA 0K£5!HE, HA BWCOKOM JiyKy^HE BYPyPHE, JIEfHT KAMEHb S]/W<Pb,

HA TOM KAmE MOAPEBE, DEWiT UJyKA JKEJlTOnEPAr!, C JKEJlESHbHH SVE/^J/I,

»PET-nb}iaiPAET BC>;KHE PyUW. nPECB5?TAil MATB BOrOPO/l^^UA, , BEJIMKA^i

nOMOiHH!/IUA, CBOEPI nPEMECTOf^ pyKOi^, 30J10TbMH HEPCTAMM: 01 CEPOfO TJIASA,

OT BEJlOrO rJTASA, OT MEPHOrO TMSA, 01 ^KETiTOrO fJlASA, 01 ByPOrO rjTA3A,

or KAPoro rjTA3A, OT ro/iYBoro riiASA, ot nxPMCToroc?) tjiasa. CEnaEc^iT

CEM mn, CEKaECFT gem nonvmn, CEMmcpj gem koctepi, GEf^EG5^T gem nojiy-

-KOGTEPi - COTAm^ECb, GBE/MTECb KAK B yTPEHE« BEMEPYEIKE HE PAGTblXAET,

TAK PABE ECff^Et^ BGE GKOPBM MTBKAIOT. MEGYMA MEGy, MEGyr^nO/l

MECy, MTOB rUlOTb HE Ui/Wm, MTOB KOGTb HE yTOMKHA, H Wm HE T^lHyjTH.

In the sea, in the ocean, on the high waves, lies the ladar-stone.
1

Upon that ladar-stone, there lies a yellow-finned pike, with iron

teeth, he grows fat - gobbles up every stream. Most holy mother.

Bearer-of-God, great helper, with your most pure hand, [and] golden

fingers: from the grey eye, from the white eye, from the black eye,

from the yellow eye, from the brown eye, from the hazel eye, from the

2 3
blue eye, from the unchristian eye. Seventy-seven sinews, seventy-

seven half-sinev7S , seventy-seven bones, seventy-seven half-bones.

1. or, ling(-cod).
2. C£. psalm 324, etc,
3. or, tendons; or, nerves.





— sane together, bring yourselves together, as morning passes Into

4
evening (?), so for God's servant N all sorrow fades away.

5

Chesuma Ch esu^ Chesupol Ches u, that the body may not be spared,

that the bone may not be wearied, and the sinews not be stretched.

4- obscure phrase.
5. obscure words. A corrupted invocation to Jesus??
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Against Sore Throat.

Translated by Roman Piontkovsky. Recorded by Piontkovsky in Verigin,
Sask., July 1970.

Piontkovsky notes that the psalm is "To be read three times early in

the morning and late at night, spitting, blowing and massaging the sore
throat or affected part." The psalm is said to be specific against Polio
-myelitis. Except for the mention of God's servant the petitioner, the

text seems wholly pagan, opening with the formula for mythic space,
setting a mysterious scene whose time seems accessible to any using the

charm, and -as with twilight- linking the passing of the illness to the
disappearance of the charmed toads.

NA MOPE^ HA OKEP.hE, im J]EmT BEJI MTblPb IWEH. HA IW^HE CE/IPT CEM
BAB, 3ArOBAPMB/yOT 01 CEMM MB: OT Cmi^ W lilECTH, OT IIJECTM W n?.V/i,

01 ninlH W METblPEX, OT HETblPEX /JO TPEX, OT TPEX m /IBYX, OT JO^VX

w om>^, OT omot^ pabe boklepi HET HH omo^-

1
In the sea, in the ocean, there lies the white latyr-stone.

On the stone sit seven crones, casting spells on seven toads.

From seven to six,

From six to five.

From five to four.

From four to three.

From three to two.

From two to one.

From one to God's servant N ,

[There remains] not one.

1. Cf , the previous psalm: same word, different orthography.
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Against Fear Brought by the Evil Eye.

Translated by Roman Piontkovsky. Recorded by Piontkovsky in Verigin,

Sask., July 1970,

A prayer against mental anguish strengthened by a simple magical oper-

-atlon. When the knife is used, the nominal interjection, jlPMTME-

nPHTME, will translate to "a parable, a parable" - implying that at

some stage a transmitter of the text was quite aware that the cutting
was symbolic. The child stands in the threshold to be neither in nor

out, and thus less clearly located for evil to fix upon him. Perhaps

for the same reason other psalms are used in morning or evening - times

of transition, when neither day nor night exist. Piontkovsky notes
that the psalm is "To be read [recited] three times, morning or even-

-ing." Compare the opening lines with psalm 181.

HE S] XO}Ky, HE ^ BPOK/, XOJ\E mJb PECB.'^TA;; BOrOPO/l!/1UA, CO CBOMMH
AHFESV^iA, C APXAHrEJIAMM, C nOMOU^H'/IKAMU, C SACiynHUlWH. nOMOrUTE,
3ACTyni4TE, SAUIHTMTE PA5A BO^^ETO 01 BCEX CKOPBEPI, 50JlE$HEf^,

OT CTPACTEC^ H HAnACTE^!. 01 PA5A BO/itErO HCnyr 9K0 K/V1EHb

OTB/UllC.q, A Tb!, nPHTME-nPI/lTME, 9. TEBa 3APEyfy, nOnOJlAM nEPEPE}Ky!

A Tbl, HEPEHOJIOX^ BUm 3A nOPOrl KAK yTPEH^.-^l, BEMEPH?,>1 3AP5i CTMXAE,
TAK y PABA BOJKbErO JlElCi^ HCnyr H nOPMA yjEXAE. AMl^b.

[It is] not I that walk, not I that wander; [but] the mother, the

most holy Bearer-of-God walks, with her angels, with archangels, with

helpers, with defenders. Help, intercede, secure God's servant N
^

from all sorrow, sickness, from passion and misfortune. From God's

servant N as from a stone, fear falls off, but you, Pritche'"

1 2

-pritche , I stab you, I slice you in half. And you, tumult, go be-
3

-hind the bed-curtain! As in the morning and in the evening twilight

fades, so [this] child's, God's servant N 's fear and injury

quiets do^^n. Amen.

1. "At this point a knife is passed around the child, as he stands
against a door-jamb."- iron breaking the evil contact.

2. cut your throat, Piontkovsky.
3. beyond the threshold, Piontkovsky.
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Against the Evil Eye - II.

Translated by Roman Piontkovsky. Recorded by Piontkovsky in Verigin,
Sask., July 1970.

Piontkovsky notes : "This .. .was rer.d regularly over children who had
been to town and returned with a fever (during the 1930 's)." The
closing sentences seem to declare the child restored to health, and
to link the text to divine utterance and power.

noMMjiyi^ PA5A sojKbEro OT rM3y, OT cEPoro, 01 MEPHoro, or
KPACHOrO, OT 5^CHOrO^ OT MaOCTHOrO, OT PAaOCHOrO, MEXOCTHOrO c?),
HEHABMCTXOrO. MATb TEEfl MOfJlA CnOPO^Tb, P. MOry OIXO/IiTTb, PyKA
PEWEHbE^ CnOBO rJlATOJl SOM. EOFV HAUJEMy CAABA!

Have mercy on God's servant N from the eye, from the grey

[eye], from the black [eye], from the red [eye], from the clear

[eye], from the greedy [eye], from the joyful [eye], from the in-
1

-hospitableC?) [eye], from the hateful [eye]. Mother was able to

give you birth, I am able to go out. The hand [is] the saying,

the word [is] the word of God. Glory to our God!

1. obscure word.
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Help Me, Lord Jesus Christ Yourself.

Translated by Lucy Kazakoff. Recorded and obtained in MS, 3/7/71.

Before reciting, the informant said .this one is when somebody gets

scared and [then] you have to read this...," and after: "You know, when
you get scared, our people believe that we should ask the ground - the

mother. Mother Eart_^, she should help this child, because he got
scared, and then he kneels doxm, the child, in the evening - and in the

morning - before the moon - or the sun - rises and as soon as the sun

sets - dawn and dusk - and let him [kneel], and say these lines - that's
what my grandmother did for me - and ask that the earth would give for-
-giveness, from Jesus and from God and then from her. Maybe they had
an accident someplace or anything like that - especially when they get
scared^, that's the best place - there you should read [recite] it - right
In the place where it happened. And then a person should have faith.
You must read it three times, and kneel dox^m. And you could just read
the Lord's Prayer, our people say, and just pray to God... it helps just
as good, as long as you ask God, that's the main part. Because it's not
we that .help, it's God that helps; we ask him and He gives, that's how
It works out."

noMorn nxno;iM cam v^cvc xphctoc^ cama MAiyuiKA rpi^cb/ita^' BoropOMTCfl.
BCTAMbT>i BCE CB^Tb',^ VnO^myi MOEPi. nOMOm NV^TyiUKA MATb" CKIPA5; 2BM]f\.

nPOCTM CBi^TA5^ MECTA TEJTOf^ M ^lEJTOM^ Jiymt^ H CEPiWAM BCEM nOMbflUJlEHMEM

.

A TABE MAiytilKA MATb Cb!PA<? 3EHn>1 BOnblUOi^ nOKJlOH. KAK VTPEHM;^ 3AP,S

yrHXA^ TAK HASj^OPOBHJ^.

Help me. Lord Jesus Christ Yourself, and You, Virgin Mother Bearer-

-of-God, Rise up all Saints in my defense. .Help me. Little Mother,
1

Mother green earth. Forgive me, 0 holy place, in body and soul and

in all thoughts of [my] heart. And to you. Little Mother, Mother
2

green earth, a great bow. As twilight fades at dawn, so may my

sickness.

1. lit., mother damp earth.
2, or, greeting; but presumably a literal bow, as obeisance, in meant

and is performed.
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Aga^nst Fear - II .

Translated by Roman Piontkovsky. Recorded by Piontkovsky ^in Verigln,
Sask., July 1970.

This psalm serves essentially the same purposes as the foregoing,
with a slightly different style of invocation. It opens, not with
as direct petition, but with mention of the spiritual understanding
of the beauty of the natural land; and as the Virgin was able to

mother Christ, so with the committed patient: his fear passes into

the motherly resources of the earth. The effect sought by these
psalms is to convince the hearer of a common bond of loving care
linking the divine personages, the present speaker and hearer, and
the earth itself.

rocno/TM BMrocnoBi^! rom'^hh, rpcnojyi, uAPf. ^bkoa \a boo icPGTocTb Ero.

KAK OH yKPAUJAfl HEBO' H 3EMnO, PEKM^ mPE, TOPfc^ H XOJTMbl. yPATH^
rOCnO/lM, PABE Bp}KbEP1 . MAJyiUKA nPECB>TA.- BOrOPO/li^LlA, KAK TbI

• noMorA mcycA xpmcta cnopo/iJ/iTb, vcKOPt^m, BOcnoi^Tb - tak tbi mofjia

01 PABE EOXbEi^ CTPAXM-nEPEnOrOXH B3?;Tb VI B CbiPm CB^JK)

nOCJlATb. OT PABE BOJKbEi^ nOPA^HhOO, KPa'lEHHa'^, rOn^TBEHHOPI

.

AMMHb! AMMHbl AMHHbl

Lord bless us! Remember, Lord, King David and all his gentleness.
1

How he made beautiful the heavens and the earth, rivers, seas, mount-

-alns and little hills. Tame [them]. Lord, for God's servant N .

Mother, most-holy Bearer-of-God, as you were able to bear Jesus Christ,

to feed [Him], to give [Him] drink - so may you be able \^ith God's

servant N , to take away his fright-tumult and send [it] off into
2

the green earth, [av/ay] from God's servant N , born, baptized,

prayerful. Amen! Amen! Amen!

1. By explaining their awesomeness in religious terms?? Cf. O.T.
Psalms VIII, XVIII, XIX.

2. or, damp.
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To Brln^ S l eep - II.

Translated by Roman Piontkovsky. Recorded by Piontkovsky in Verigin,
Sask., August 1970.

A variant of psalra 303, but identified by the informant as a Healing
psalm.

CnOKO£^HA5^ HOMb, •

^

nPHfJHbTl COH
PAWCTWdA BECTbr
nPEKPAci-fciE wcnn
OT OTUA EprA HAIiJErO.^ Bor CHy,

CMACTt45', TAHAHTy.
0 rocno;in'.

oimo CBOi^ pym.
Bory HAuiEMy cjtaba.

A serene night

A pleasant sleep

Joyful news

From our Father God.

Grant, God, sleep,
1

Happiness, ability,

0 Lord!

1 render my spirit into your hands.

Glory to our God!

1. or, Good fortune.





Against Witchcraft on the Way

.

Translated by Roman Plontkovsky. Recorded by Plontkovsky In Blaine
Lake, Sask., August 1970.

Plontkovsky notes that the psalm is "To be pronounced before leaving

on a trip, to serve as protection against all evil, including v;itches."

In Its opening clauses the psalm is parallel with 301, then goes on to

specify threatening individuals. There is an obscure formula, then a

banishment of curses from the body. Finally an obscure figure -

BlAnOliS^ - MAPDllM will translate to "tricksome little man" - is banished
to a distant place, and apparently bound there; cf, the banishment in
Against Fea r —'I.

YBMPAocb p, PA5 5p>^^l, , B nyTb-/}OPory . SAropcL^'ocb^ pab bo?^
, HEBOM M SEMJlEi^, ECE^^ HEBECHOri JIYHO^, CBETJ^ MECFUB-1, KPACHbM

cooHUBM. sAnaw-xb kpectgm j-yiQOJQOPP^y^A, sm^KAocb 3Arm'A APXAHrErb-
-cio/M. 01 mjiyHA-mixy^'dti, or Ko.aayHA-KOJiayHviUbi, or EPET^^KA-EPEit^ubi,

TAKJKE OT HEM^CTOrO ZIYXY. SETibBE B SEJibBE, KOPEHbE B SEMJIO, BOM B MOPE.
OTBOPi/I EPETUBWE CrOBECA^ BATKCTOBb'E B PETMSyiO CEP/lUy, rOP^iily>3 KPOSyiiiKy

B MEPHblE HEMEI-a^, y^SYTW B JIEPKME . A Bfcl^ ( !W10lL"/I-MAJ101ill^, naHETMTE B

TEM-ibfl JlEC, JAM BAM SACKjIEHb, JAM BAM SAHEMcTb^ OT PABA B.OAbErO ;

I, God*s servant N , set out on the rcod-way. I, God's servant

N , wall myself about with heaven and earth, the full moon of

heaven, the shining moon, the gorgeous sun. I shield myself with the
1

life-giving cross , I lock myself up with the lock of the archangel.
2

From old men and old women, from warlock and witch, from he-heretic
3 4

and she-heretic, and also from the Evil One. Potions into potions,
5

roots into earth, water into the sea. Turn away the words of the

1. Cf. psalm 6, response (104).
2. or, male and female ancestors; lit., grandfather and female

grandfather.
3. lit., the unclean spirit.
4. so lit., though Plontkovsky 's reading 'plants into plants' seems more

plausible in context.
5. alternative reading: OTBE/iy.





6 7 8

heretic, baptized in a burning heart, in hot blood in a black liver,

yellow [blood] in the lungs. But you, Shaloshi-maloshi

«

fly away
9

Into the dark woods, there is your crypt, there you will grow dumb,

- away from God's servant N .

6. by alternative reading BATITHCTOBNE.

7. or, ardent.
8. by alternative reading FOPPMW,
9. or, numb.
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Against Witchcraft.

Translated by Roman Plontkovsky. Recorded by Plontkovsky In Kamsack,

Sask., July 1970.

This psalm Is largely similar to the foregoing, but replaces the terminal
banishment with a sympathetic charm and a final charm against gunshot.
The presence of the latter implies a possible use against either bandits,

of opposing soldiers In war. Such a charm would probably have found use

In the mld-1800's, when some Doukhobors, though fundamentally pacifistic,
took military or alternate service. The psalm is to be said in the morn-
-ing. The cross charm is found as in psalm 301.

ycTAHY p, nomm, nc^jx/ bmtocjiob.^, y /ibepm-bopota, b oko/ibhdie m^bmE
MnEHMUbl. KPECT HA MHE, KPECT BO MHE, KPECT HEPEJIO mCP[, POCnOZlb EOF

CO MHOC^. AHrEJl-XPAHHTEJlM HECyT KPECT COSWmOdH^ . TAIOKE MEHE^ PA5A
Bp}KbErO COB/W/iyT OT HTMLIb!, OT 3QEP9\, 01 KOAaVHA, OT KOmV^W,
01 EPETHKA, OT EPETMUbl, OT KJIEBETHUKA^ OT KJlEBETHMLlb!, OT BC55KOrO

anoro jiyxA HEMt^cToro. kak he mo}ket BEPsnon bo MrojiHOE yxo npojiESTb,

TAIOKE M MHE, PA5A B0;KbEr0 , HE MOrST JIMXOPI MEJIOBEK CKyCMTb.
CTAHbC;? HECb 3A TOPOIO , HAMOMUCb HOPOX BO/lOfOl BOr HA nOMauI

. I arise [and] I pray, I go about [and] I say blessings, by the doors-
1 2

-gates, in the near and far distances. Cross on me, cross in me, cross

before me, the Lord God with me. The guardian-angel, the watchers,

carry the cross. So me, God's servant N , they keep from birds, from

beasts, from warlocks, from witches, from he-heretics, from she-heretics,
3

from he-slanderers, from she-slanderers, from every evil spirit of un-
4

-cleanness. Just as a camel may not wriggle through a needle's eye, so

5 6

evil may not harm me, God's servant N . I stand today beyond the

mountain, wet your gunpowder with water! God to [my] aid!

1. where evil traditionally lurks - cf. Genesis IV, 7.

2. by reading ^OJlP^Hqbl.

3. ? spell-casters ?

4. Cf. Matthew XIX, 24.
5. obscure word.
6. obscure word.
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Psalm for Healing ,

Translated by Lucy Kazakoff. Recorded and obtained In MS, 3/1/11,

The title is recited with the text. The informant said: "It would be
used by a person going to a war. And if you're going to read [recite]

this, you woh*t get killed, unless you don't have to kill, yourself.
Even if you fall, you won't even hurt your leg, and God is always with
you.... I was just mentioning it here to myself, not long ago." The in-
-formant's daughter asked, "Well, where did you get this one from, then?

It can't be from the Doukhobors?" "Well, it's - I heard on old father
tell it - he told it to somebody a long, long time ago. He said you'd
be saved if you read it." This text also, then must date from before
the period of intensive pacifism. Eli Popoff comments (Field notes,
25/11/70), referring to Healing psalms of. this .type: "What is meant
behind it is that if you or I are armed with this faith, then it is

with you all the time. The person that confronts you, he will not have
the thought or the [will], he x^ill not be able to draw his gun and shoot
you. This is the thing that is meant by this, it's not really meant
that, once you read the psalm, the bullet will just go aside from you..."

msm^k ^9 HCCbmEHHS/!?i.

XPMCTOC CnOCHTKJIb MOC^ HPOlUy TE55= nPOCTM M MCUEJIH MEH^l MOH BOJlESm.
TbI BPAM M BOr M0(^. TbI H CVm MO^. BEPiO TE5E M HAHElOCb HA IEEE
m3ue;ih mehp. ncuEJi'/i n y;vvi^! mA bojieshl^ ]az tejia, cep/iua h vma^ v\jW\

SMPOBbE. TbI MOPi Bp>KE^ MOJK) iWiOCTb VTEB.^, BCE nPOliUlblE TPEXM MOM HE
BCnOMMHAi^, 9. KAKJCb OTME UPEJX TOBOO HPOCTH MEHi^ M HC14EJ1M.

Christ my Saviour, I ask you to forgive me and heal me from my sick-

-ness. You are my doctor and my God. You are my strength. I believe

In you and have faith in you. Heal and cure me, take sickness from

[my] body, heart and mind, give me health. You are my God, I pray for

mercy from you, do not remember all my past sins, I confess you.

Father, forgive me and heal me.





IV. HISTORICAL AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS OF THE PSALMS.

Though the psalms are primarily religious expressions, they include and

connote historical elements. These are of two sorts: discrete events,

persons or influences deed more or less directly; and such elements

alluded to in, or traditionally asssociated with, a psalm text. These

elements are uncommon for tvro reasons. Firstly, the psalms dc not

have the function of being topical in the sense of a chronicle, though

some may be associated with historic events or with the Christian cal-

-endar, for such a function would tend to exclude them from other appl-

-Ications. In The Garden of Gethsemane , for example, is associated

with both the Passion and with a Community disaster, not through any

concord of incident but because both are instances of profound suffer-

-ing; the concord is one of affect. Secondly, the millenarian, apo-

-•calyptic tradition of Doukhobor philosophy impels a symbolic inter-

-pretation of history given form by religious doctrine. An objective

historic event gains in significance if it can be seen as a confirm-

-atlon or fulfillment of the religious model of experience. A given

psalm will outline a certain portion of that model; it is not necessary

for it to describe individual manifestations of the model. It is a

corollary of this view, that tradition is not cumbered with a record

of the psalms sung even at such crucial events as the Burning of Arms

or the embarkation from the Mother country; this witness, this exile,

313.
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are not new events in religious experience: the concepts had lain long

In tradition (cf. psalms 143, 150, 166). Thus, until more evidence is

available regarding the origins and development of Doukhobor religious

concepts, we will be able to say little regarding historical allusions

In the psalms

.

I. Historical Aspects.

1. Origins

.

Ultimately the Doukhobor psalms have their origin in the hymnody of the

Christian church, but there is no clear line between the Byzantine her-

-itage of the Orthodox church and the psalm texts and tunes as they

presently appear. Various sources have noted the religious persecution

of early Doukhobors (e.g., Elkinton, 1903, pp. 242 ff., 286 ff.;

Maloff, MS., pp. 43 - 58; Popoff, Historical Exposition , 1964, p. 8;

Woodcock & Avakumovic, 1968, pp. 30-33 & passim) ; such persecution is

-the background against which the psalms must be viewed, when their hidden

origins, private language, apocalyptic message, and obscure musical

qualitites are under consideration.

Many Doukhbobors (Field notes, 25/11/70; 13/4/71) ascribe the or-

-igin. of psalm-singing to O.T. Jev/ish usage and consider their psalms

Identical in kind with those they knov; or conceive to have been used in

Jewish worship. According to tradition, the great period of psalm-

-composition was in the 18th. and early 19th. centuries, especially under

the leader Savely Kapustin, who set up schools of psalm-singers, often

with the help of skilled singers (Popoff, MS 1968, p. 3; Woodcock & Ava-
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-kumovic, 1968, p. 45.) A few of the psalms are attributed to early

leaders: thus psala 6 is attributed to Pobirokhin (Woodcock & Avakumovic

p. 28); psalm 71, to an unidentified leader (Kapustin?), and A Doukhobor

is one whom Christ has Chosen ^ to Kapustin. Likewise other psalms (e.g..

In the Garden of Gethsemane ) begin to be attributed to a leader - in

this case Peter Gospodnie Verigin - who evidently only selected and ad-

-apted the text from a pre-existing source. Popoff implies (MS 1968,

p. 7) that no psalms were added to repertoire after the middle quarter

of the 19th. century.

Doukhobors share with other raskolniki the principle of rejection

of written scriptures (cf .Peacock, 1970, pp. 57-60; also Woodcock &

Avakumovic, 1968, pp. 25-27), ultimately derived from the doctrine of

Daniel Philipov, a seventeenth century schismatic. Philipov's own

term Living Book (^^BOTHA;! KHUfA) is applied by DouVJiobors to the entire

body of psalms. The implication of a proverb recorded by Bonch-Bruevich

(1954, Title page),

HAnHliMTE BO CEPJIUM, BOSBECTMTE BO VCTAX
Write [it] in [your] hearts, reveal [it] in [your] mouths,

is that the force of doctrine is largely carried by oral qualities and

contexts. Doukhobors will occasionallyquote (without ascription), the

Pauline text 'The letter kills, but the spirit gives life' (II Corinthians,

III, 6), as further argument that the tradition of the Living Book is too

subtle and vital to be entrusted to mere print.

Thus the psalms became a vehicle for the transmission of doctrine.





. . - - - - .

^^^^

But there were times when doctrine could not be transnitted without peril

of persecution, exile, or corporal punishment. Of these times, the

Svobodnik Peter Kolodinin of Krestova says (field notes, 12/3/71):

A man [imprisoned], do\-m in like a box [in which] he could
scarcely turn around, they handed down food from above...
He would sing, along the syllables or notes, and from
time to time put in a word, and at last the other [prison-
-er] who listened, he would cone to understand.

Several other informants (Field notes, 25/11/70, 19/1/71, 31/1/71) have

.
given opinions which can be surmarized thus : In the days of harsh relig-

-lous persecution, a need was felt for religious expression that the

authorities could not easily identify and condemn. The technique was thus

developed, of as-it-were encoding controversial doctrine and praise in

the psalm texts as they survive presently. Since the texts and melodies

were taught and learned privately, spies and informers would not have

much opportunity to decode them during the occasional public performances.

It can be seen that the knowledge of, or singing of psalms would also

serve to identify a fellow-Doukhobor to a prisoner or a visitor in a

village.

Cantometric evidence for the culture-area of Doukhobor origin cited

by Lomax (1968, pp. 19, 88-91) emphasizes the normality of "precise

enunciation. .. .precisely articulated, word-heavy song texts..." This

description certainly applies to all other Doukhobor song types. In

fact, in a strictly objective sense it is also true of the psalms, inso-

—far as consonant articulation and juncture are concerned; the psalm.s

are not alien in structure. But clearly strong social factors have con-
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-trlbuted to the development of a melodic style unique not only to the

broad culture-area, but even within Doukhobor tradition. The unlvars-

-ality of harsh persecution attested to by tradition and history is

clearly a major factor. In response to this persecution, millenarian

theology and the attendant doctrinal requirement for separation from

the Vorldly' found stronger justification. Thus an internal factor

was generated to separate the Doukhobors from their surrounding society,

a factor which incidentally might contribute to the divergence of psalm

style, as Woodcock & Avakumovic suggest (1968, p. 22). Conybeare (1921,

p. 268) says:

Their virtues were all the more odious because they attracted the
masses. .. .they. were victimized, by every priest, police agent, or
magistrate, hailed into court, knouted and sent to prison, burnt
alive or exile as state offenders. They were made to appear as
"monsters and breakers of the general peace."

It is against such a background that the psalms must be considered, in

transmission as well as in origin. To preserve and pass on the oral

texts was to preserve not only the content, but the spirit of their teach-

-ings: and so it seems to have been viewed, as Conybeare notes (1921,

p. 273):

The tenets of the sect are written in no books, but, according
to Pravoslavnyi Sobesyedik [Orthodox Conversationalist] for 1859,
pt. I, are contained in a tradition, handed dovm from father to

son, which they term the living Book enshrined in the memory and
hearts of the faithful in contrast V7ith the Bible, which is writ-
-ten in dead letters. The tradition includes psalms, consisting
of detached sentences from the Davidic psalms and from the rest of th

Bible, and from the prayers and sequences of the Orthodox church;
In a still higher proportion they are original composition. The
mass of these devotional exercises, the vox viva of the Church, is
so large that no single man can remember them all. A father usually
teaches his children all he knows between the ages of si^ and
fifteen, and this curriculum they call baptism.
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Popoff (MS 1968, pp. 3-7) discusses the activity of skilled singers in

transmitting psalms, and notes that one singer, Ivan Evseyevitch Konkin,

who was to migrate to Canada, was said to know

...the melody to every psalm, hymn, and song... and could actually
render them in any given part.... the Doukhobors sang at this time
from 150 to 200 different psalms....

Obviously proficiency in performance and transmission of the full texts

was a valued human resource.

2, The Catechetical Psalms.

It Is Important to compare the style of the Catechetical psalms with that

of a "Conversation" given in translation by Pinkerton (1833, pp. 176-185)

from what Elkinton (1903, p. 268) describes as * state papers in St. Peters-

-burg*, and appended to this dissertation on account of its rarity. The

psalms comUine esoteric doctrine with clauses of information that is app-

-arently accidental, deliberately misleading, or merely insignificant in

context; or so it appears to the outsider, and even, on occasion, to the

trained Doukhobor, as the comment of a D.S.C. publication makes plain(1961,

pp. 3-4) :
•

Many of the catechistic psalms, in our view, are not of a nature
instructive in the Doukhobor faith, and appear rather as impedi-
-ments to what is necessary; for that reason, we decided to leave
them out. For example the following: How many walls has Jerusalem?
- Four. How many gates? - Twelve gates. How are they named? Etc.

•But in the abrupt, superior tone of the psalms cited, the reader will note

a similarity of stance to that taken by the three Doukhobor prisoners in-

-terrogated by Archimandrite Innokentie. The isolation and indirection
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through which the prisoners withstand the authority or the Orthodox

churchman are techniques co-existing in the Catachetical psalms; some

of the questions are deliberately presented as from a hostile speaker

(psalm 1, 22):

Q. Why do you not go to our Christian church, to the great Russian
Church; why is It so abhorrent to you?

Other exchanges are set up, in which obsolete or laconic ansx^ers are

given, nothing being volunteered; the questioner is encouraged to go

off on wild goose chases (psalm 6, 14-20):

Q. Do you have among you three Chris ts?

A. I do.

Q. Who [are they]?
A. The first Jesus - Navin; the second - Rawin ; the third-

sidyakin .

Q. In which of these three Christs do you believe?
A. I believe in the Christ, that sits on the throne ..and makes

all [things] new.

Q. Do you go to meeting?
A. We go.

Q. With what do you go there?
A. With the unspoken razon.

Q. And what is the unspoken razor?
A. The unspoken language, the message, the word of God.

Q. Do you have a church?
A. Indeed.

Compare this diction with that of the Archimandrite (A) and the Doukhobors

(D), passim from the source cited:

A. Whom do you call your persecutors?
D. Those who threw me in prison, and bound me in fetters.
A. How dare you, in this way, speak evil of the established Govern-

-ment, founded and acting on principles of Christian piety? which
deprives none of their liberty, except such as are disturbers of
the public peace and prosperity.

D. What evil do we do? None.
A. Do you not hurt the faith by your false reasoning concerning

her holy ordinances, and by your blind zeal against God...?
D. Let knowledge remain with you! Only do not molest us, who live

in peace, pay the taxes, do harm to no one, and respect and obey
earthly governments. • .

•
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A. At least. It Is far from being disagreeable to you, I suppose,

to behold your society increased?

D. We desire good unto all men, and that all may be saved, and

come to the knowledge of the truth.

A. Leave off your studied secrecy, and evasive and dubious ansvrers.

A, Are the names of Chrysostom, Gregory the Great, and such like,

unknown to you?
D. I know them.

A. What do you think of them?
D. What do I think? - why, they were men!

A. Should not the simple command of the higher powers be suffic-
-lent to unite you with others to defend your country, your
fellow-citizens, and your faith.

A. Why do you make no answer to this?
D. There is nothing to say. I am not so loquacious as you;

neither have I need of it,

D. Argue as you will. I have spoken what was necessary, and shall
not say another word.

It Is clear that the Catechetical psalms suppose that most Doukhobors may

be subjected to a certain interaction situation, that in which the roles

are Inquisitor//Prisoner . The only secure defence against the obduracy

of Government bureaucrats and the logical legalism of Orthodox clerics

would be a simple refusal to accept Establishment language or world-view.

The refusal is expressed in silence, in the introduction of irrelevanc-

-les, in the utterance of asssociated rather than sequential responses,

and In adherar.ce to Doukhobor doctrine, an adherence as firm as that of

the Inquisitor to Official dogma. The continuity of this tradition is

affirmed by the psalm Questions concerning Citizenship , in which discuss-

-ion of the same Catechetical style is applied to the matter of loyalty

oaths; the reference to the "English King" assures that the current vers-

-ion of the psalm dates from the early part of this century. Self-right-
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-eous affirmation - opposed to the self-righteousness of the Implied

Inquisitor - is expressed in the closing sentence,

It Is better to be peaceful servants of the Saviour Jesus Christ
than to be loyal bandits of the killer King.

The same technique has also been encountered in a Field situation, dur-

-ing an Interview with a Svobodnik lady at Agassiz (Field notes, 22/10/70)

who spent some tx^enty-odd minutes telling me obliquely that no questioner

could be trusted to reproduce an interview without great bias and prejud-

-ice against Doukhobors. The cited preceding instances of abusive and

bigoted newspaper accounts gave both rationale and force to the lady's

argument; but she did not argue outside her tradition. The Catechetical

psalms, then, are not only repositories of doctrine; they also condition

a verbal defense technique against disruption of the society by verbal

and dogmatic attacks of an external Establishment.

3. Miscellaneous

.

Some data - not all minor - of an essentially historic nature are attach-

-cd to about a tenth of the texts presented here. A number are tradit-

-lonally attributed to leaders, an attribution which in recent cases can

sometimes be proven. These are as follows:

1. - Kolesnikoff.
144. - Siberian correspondence of Peter Gospodnie Verigin.
202. - Pobirokhin or Kapustin.
384, - Siberian correspondence of Peter Gospodnie Verigin.

In the Garden of Gethsemane -Peter Gospodnie Verigin (ed. ?)

.

Thank you, Lord. -Peter Gospodnie Verigin.
A Doukhobor is one. -Savely Kapustin.
Father of All -Peter Gospodnie Verigin.
Basic Rules for Youn^ Children -Peter Gospodnie Verigin.





Several psalms are associated with historic events. Psalm 14A, From

The Common Views of the CC.U.B. , and Basic Rules for Young Children , are

associated with the establishment of communal life styles in Saskatchewan

and British Columbia, respectively. The latter is further remarkable for

the range of behaviour comprehended therein, from seasonal dress to adult

economic orientation. Psalm 139 dates directly from the period of intense

persecution follox^ing the Burning of Arms , and psalm 143 is remembered as

being much in use at that period. Psalms 213 and 243, with their refer-

-ences to welcome guests, may recall the .18th. century and earlier travels

of Doukhobors from centre to centre to spread their teachings. Psalm 226

was sving by the Doukhobors "who appeared before Czar Alexander I in 1818;

Popoff recounts a legend attached to this event (MS 1968, p. 4):

It has been recorded that v;hen the Emperor Alexander First off-
-icially visited the Doukhobor colony in the Crimea in May of
1818, he attended one of their prayer meetings. The Doukhobor
singing so affected him, he reportedly had renarked to the emp-
-ress, that were it not for his feeling of responsibility to
the state, he would have preferrred to live the simple life of
the Doukhobors and worship with them in their simple but soul-
-stirring way.

Psalm 311, a grace, is noteworthy for the relatively recent addition of

a phrase, 'the makers of mercy*, for whom the Lord is thanked. This

phrase also dates from the period of persecution following the Burning

of Arms, and commemmorates the unknoxm Tartar villagers who gave supp-

-lies to the destitute Doukhobors driven in exile to other parts of the

Caucesus. In the Garden of Gethsemane, apparently introduced into trad-

-ition by Peter Gospodnie Verigin about 1920, has been associated with

a disastrous fire in which lives and property were lost: the suffering

of the coraaunity is seen as having common elements with the suffering of
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Christ. Two Healing psalms, Ai;alnst Witchcraft and Psalm for Healin^ ,

by their Included or associated virtue against Injury In battle, may be

presumed to have been In use in the mid-1800^s, when a number of Doukho-

-bors took part in some form or another of military service (nost coni-

-monly, it appears, moving supplies). The tv;o psalms Against Sore

Throat and Against the Evil Eye II have apparently both been associated

with Polio epidemics, the latter specifically in the 1930 *s. It may

also be possible that Against Appendicitis is modified from an earlier

version that antedates the lder\^tification of the complaint in question.

Among minor points, the following are notevjorthy. In psalm 1,(14),

the crucifixion is treated with unusual pro-Semitism:

Q. For what did the Jews come to hate Christ, why did they persec-
-ute Him and cause Him to be crucified?

A. They were not simple Jexv^ish people, but they were members of
the priesthood, the scribes and the pharisees, who from envy
hated Him, persecuted and still persecute Kim.

•In other words, the crucifixion x^as an aim of persons in an authorit-

-arlan role that is not necessarily a function of Jewishness. Psalm 87

Is identified as the source of a hymn in current tradition. The Tenple

of the Living God . It is possible that the reference to *hand gestures*

In psalm 88 is a remnant of the old Raskolnlk controversy aroused by

Nikon *s reform of blessing ritual (Ware 1963, p. 122).

Two textual notes should be included here, Popoff discusses one

cause of text change in his note cited with psalm 304, where a word

translated 'slave' (PAB, although 'servant' is an allowable translation)

is altered to 'faithful believer ' (BEPyHDL'Mf^) . The substitution was app-

-roved by a consultative committee on the advice of U.S.C.C. Honorary

Chairman John Verlgin, the Community's major religious spokesman.. Of
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the melody of the Lord's Prayer, Popoff also says (Field notes, 25/11/

/70; tape D-1)

:

...many of the older Doukhobors insist that it is absolutely
unique to them, that it is... our o^ra. To the best of my knowl-
-edge it is an adaptation that was brought in to the Doukhobors
only in the Milky Waters area by Grandfather Hakortoff, who had
served in the Navy, and he had learned it from the Russian Orth-
-odox chaplain that served them. Now, it did get a certain
amount of adaptation, but that's where it basically comes from.

But nearly every Doukhobor that sings it...v7ould have nothing
to do with the Orthodox church or a Navy chaplain - by all means.
No!

4. Performance.

Some accounts of psalms and their performance remain from early sources.

Pinkerton (1815, pp. 267-268) cites psalm 334 from another unidentified

source. Grellet, a Quaker missionary who travelled in S.W. Russia about

1820, comments (1864, pp. 456-457):

...she began by singing v;hat they call a psalm. ... then the old
woman, in a fluent manner, uttered what they call a prayer,
and their worship concluded; but no seriousness appeared over
them at any time.

The concluding judgement is not easy to understand. Von Kaxthausen

presents, without conment (1847, pp. 401-402), a German translation of

psalm 71. Bernard (pseud, Fitzgibbon), writing of her recent travels

In Saskatchewan for an apparently Quaker audience, gives several accounts

of psalm-singing and one of speaking, of which the following are the most

important (1899, pp. 19-20; 38):

...I heard a curious little "hum" going on close to me, and look-
-ing up I saw a mother putting her little ones to bed, and the
gentle humming was the repetition of the Psalms by the children.
Their sole education seems to consist in the teaching by word of
mouth of endless Psalms and Hymns....





Later on the musical young people of the village (Nichaelovka]
sang for us some of the Psalms and a few of their "folk-songs.'*

A row of girls sat on one side of the room and boys on the other,
while the leader, a young man of about twenty, with a deep bari-
-tone voice, occupied a central position. The music v;as very
quaint, but to those who have heard the chants of the Greek Church
It was not unfamiliar. The deeper voices of the men are used as a

sort of accompaniment; the notes, sustained and deep, are in per-
-fect harmony, while the phrasing is most curious. The harmonies
are exquisite, but the treble has a strange pathetic "protest,"
the beat falling on the most unexpected note, and at tines pro-
-ducing the effect of the pizzicato snapping of a violin string.

Rhoads, another Quaker writing in 1900, comments of a concert in the

Saskatchewan village Terpennie (1900, pp. 20-21);

There was a moment's silence, and the Kisnizoff *s quavering voice
could be heard, "feeling'' after the notes as if uncertain of the
key, but singing truer and fuller after the second bar ... .The

music was very slow and mournful in character, and was all in the
minor, many of the intervals and phrases having an alnost v/eird

effect. All the voices were nasal in quality, but though the
singing v7ould have offended uvery cdnon of musical criticism, the
combined result was far from unpleasing. In general the men and
women sung in unison, though occasionally Iwachin, who possessed
a rich baritone, dropped into harmony, and his wife, whose voice
was a pure and strong alto, frequently attempted a part.

...[Iwachin] requested me to sing for their entertainment, and
was politely sceptical when I said that nothing but considerations
of friendship and the desire for their continued good opinion
prevented my compliance.

"Strannik", writing in the Revue de Paris , gives a dubious Trench trans-

-lation of a psalm apparently obtained through correspondence with

Bonch-Bruevich (1901, pp. 875-876), with no other comment. Another Quaker,

Elkinton, who visited the Saskatchewan colonies in 1902, consents occas-

-lonal^ upon psalm-singing during his travels, though he gives no partic-

-ular details; includes a translation of psalm 139 (1903, p. 188), and

repeats Grellet's account of a Molenve(pp. 254-256), though he disagrees

with the closing stricture. No other description of any value appears to

occur in the literature.
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It Is clear that most observers approached psalm performance with

an understandable ethnocentricity . It is to be regretted, however, that

none saw fit to attempt any form of transcription, and that the most

meagre handful of texts was taken down.

The most reliable material to date is that developed by Peacock

(1970, est. pp. A - 49) from repeated field research. Peacock's musical

transcriptions are not only of great value for their detail: they are the

only transcriptions in existence to attempt to reproduce psalm harmony,

although the *Outer Voice' (yiBO/l) has generally been subsumed into the

upper line of female harmony. It is hoped that further tune texts can

be prepared before long, and regretted that none accompany this study.

II. Religious Aspects.

1. Note.

There is a certain obtuseness in talking about religious elements in what

are the major religious documents of a culture; as if making a catalogue

of leaves were to be an adequate description of the population and appear-

-ance of a great forest. Yet, so long as one loses sight of neither for-

-est nor trees, the leaves will also yield their own kind of information.

In the case of the psalms, certain motifs and stylistic elements reflect

religious concepts whose emphasis is peculiar to the Doukhobors; some of

these are considered in the discussion below.
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2. Motifs.

Below, a number of motifs are presented as characteristic of Doukhobor

psalmody. Their singularity is not uniform; some exist as definitions,

some as metaphoric images, some as explicit concepts or classes of con-

-cepts. Many are common to the religious expression of other sectarian

groups. But it is suggested that their significance is that they com-

-prise, when assembled, a cognitive realm that is more representative

of this one psalmody than of any other. They have, after all, been sel-

-ected by a process that cannot be anything but subjective, developed by

exposure to both the texts and to other Doukhobor expression. The pro-

-cedure is subject to challenge, but before it can be tested, a similar

approach to other hymno<iies is required as a control.

The process is based on a familiarity with several schools of West-

-em hymnody, from which a number of concepts have been considered and

rejected as common to both Western and Doukhobor texts, such as New

Jerusalem, Church/Temple, etc.. Those (such as Believer) that are re-

-tained are significant for the contexts that develop around them in

the Doukhobors texts. With one minor exception, the process is not in-

-tended for historical research, but as an initial inventory towards an

understanding of Doukhobor style, as it interacts with belief.

•I. Expressions of Doctrine.

Chris tology . Psalms 1/ 3, 16; 71; 74. Christ is described with
no detail as 'God. . .within man' ; 'God ... speaks v/lth a human mouth.'
*In his own being the Son bears witness to the Father.' Miraculous
or supernatural attributes and acts of Christ are pointedly not
discussed.
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2» Trinity. Psalms 1/5; 6A. 'In every quality of the spirit, the

human power Is this: Memory, reason, will. By memory we are lik-
-ened to God the Father; by reason,.. to God the Son; by will -

- to the Holy Spirit, thus in the holy Trinity there are three
persons, yet they hold one spirit; three spiritual powers, but
one God .

'

II. Definitions

.

1. Cleanliness. Psalms 1/10; 6/12,43,114; 6 Var./69. Physical
cleanliness is a sympton of spiritual purity.

2. Communion. Psalms 1/24; 6/123/ 6 Var./65-67;74; 76. The Eu-
-charist consists of sharing Christ's suffering and receiving
the strength of spiritual knowledge from Him

3* Image. Psalms 6/63; 74; 83; 146. It is a sin to bow to any but
God whose only image is Christ and man; Doukhobors do not bow to

men but to the God within man.

4. Millenarian Change. Psalms 6 Var./12; 144/5,6. The world and the

Believers in it move continually forward from chaos to perfection.

5. Miracles

.

Psalms 1/13; 191. Beleivers need not be concerned by
any miracle beyond that of redemption of sinners.

6» Origin. Psalms 6/70; 6 Var./16. The Three Holy Children(cf.
Daniel I, III, esp. 16-18 or III) are the archetypal Doukhobors.
(They defied blasjshemous tyranny, were condemned to torment, and
were miraculously preserved, to the tyrant's edification).

III. General Concepts.

1. a. Spiritual Knowledge. Psalms 1/24; 6/123; 64; 146; 181; 277;

299; 316; 384; With Prayer I Cal l. "We wholeheartedly want to

attain this, that you [Lord], would speak with us inwardly."
Also see Communion above: the Believer's mind is one with that of
God

.

b. Pre-Cultural Ignorance. Psalms 161; 267. Spiritual Knowledge
of both high and lower kinds was not always available to the
Believer.

2. Suffering. Psalms 1/15,24; 6/55; 130;139; 140; 143; 202; 205; 226;

243; 247; 252; 254; 256; 286; 343; 345; 384; In the Garden of Geth-
-mane ; With Prayer I Call . The Believers are often in a state of
Intense suffering from which they cry out to the Lord.
Psalms 140 and 143 especially, which cite intolerable sufferings,

call to mind the experiences of the Staroveri under Empress Sophia
(Crummey 1965, p. 4; Stark, 1967, pp. 220-221).
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3. Directions. Psalms e.Var./?!; 6/103; 61; 71; 123; lAO; 197; 213;

256; 266; 3A2; 352; Ma iden Bearer-of-God ; Against Witchcraft on

the Way . Blessings, Believers, the Christ-Child, the Lord in

Judgement, and the Sun and Morning-Star all appear from the Eaat.

The concepts Sun and Star occur twelve tines, half of them indep-

»-end>intly of the quarter with which their virtues are otherv/ise

clearly associated.

4. Green Earth . Psalms 161, To Invoke Forgiveness for a Child ,

Help Me, Jeans Christ Yours elf. Lit., 'Damp' or 'Virgin' earth.

Includes 'Mother '-earth. A pre-Christian entity.

5. Guests . Psalms 181; 213; 243. Guests are accociated with the
need for or arrival of divine blessing.

6. Living Books . Psalms 113; 156; 267. The Living Book(s) of
Heaven record the redeemed and are offensive weapons agains evil.

7. a. Mountain . Psalms 6/118-119; 71; 113; 324; I Raise my Voice ;

A Doukhobor is One ; (?)Against Appendicitis . Mountains may
symbolize approach, through faith, to God. Upon Mount Zion

do the heavens rest, from there judgeraent is given.

b. Apocalyptic Fountain. Psalms 71; 146; 334; Maiden Baarer-of-God .

From Mount Zion rises a mystical spring that washes away sin-

-fulness (cf. Book of Enoch, XXVI; Apocalypse XXII, 1-2).

8.

.

Path . Psalms 6/44, 72-75, 98; 150: 176; 182; 197; 226; 262; 276;

328; Maiden Bearer-of-God ; Christ Is ^e . Faith and the will of
God are a path upon which the Believer walks.

9. Pillar . Psalms 6 Var./20; 79; 91; 106; 166. A Pillar(s) is a

very holy person upon whom the Lord may rely; or, it is the
might of the Lord himself. (In one cause, a strong support
for the antichrist: the inference of support is central).

10. Seven . Psalms 1/20; 147; 324; We "Cossack^** Sln?^ a New Song ;

Against Appendicitis ; Against the Evil Eye II ; Against Sore
Throat . An arbitrary 'magic ' number, as against 3, 4, and 12,
vhich are used in one-to-one counting however sym.bolic.

11. Treasure-house . Psalms 316; (?)320; 328. The Lord is an eternal
"

treasure-house. Psalm 6/123: God's innermost mind, secret truths.

12 .Wilderness . Psalms 140; 143; 166; Against Fear II ; Apiainst Wltch-
~craft on the Way . The wilderness (usually) is a place of trial
for Believers. (Against Fear II tends to reconcile it through
the green earth concept.).
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13. Antichrist . Psalms 6/lCO; 6 Var./20; 130; 1A3; 166, Once named,

twice identified as Goliath, twice as Antiochus; archetype of

human opposition to Christ and His Believers.

3. Elements of Style. /

Two major classes of stylistic elements may be discerned, one generic,

the other syntactic. Predominant among the former is a heavy reliance

upon Apocalyptic myth; the latter is characterized by dyadic structures.

They may be edited from outside sources (e.g., Righteous Souls .. ).

I, Genre .

1. Apocalypse . Psalms 6/96-106; 71; 99; 113; 123; 144; 146; 267;

324; I Raise my Voice ; A Doukhobor is One; We "Cossacks" Vill
Sing . .

.

. Drawing upon the tradition of the N.T. Apocalypse,
these psalms allude to this sequence of future events: the
tribulation of the righteous, the coming of the Lord, victory
over Evil, and the punishment of the sinful and vindication
of the righteous; the eternal Kingdom of God.

2. Exuberant and highly metaphoric diction . Psalms 91; 320; 334;
359; Maiden Bearer-of-God . (Healing psalm.s excluded as being
generally of such character) . The psalms cited here are char-
-acterized by climactic strings of short, noun-laden clauses
of strong affect and covert semantic coherence, or by florid

diction.

3. Gnomic . Psalms 138; 159; 161; 182; 187; 241(?); 384. Psalms
all or in part composed of practical aphorisms inculcating
worldly virtues appropriate to a Believer.

II. Dyadic Structures .

1. Dualism . Semantic groups in which a pair of concepts are opposed
and contrasted, often in phrases of parallel syntactic structure.

a. Matter/Spirit . Psalms 6/3, 68; 78; 144; 313; A Doukhobor is

One ; Basic Rules for Young Children.

b. Sinner/Believer . Psalms 64; 74; 88; 123; 140; 156; 182; 252;
276; 384; Questions on Citizenship ; We "Cossasks" V/ill Sing... ;

Christ is One.
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.: * c' Suffering/Vindication . Psalms 61; 191; 219; 260; 335; 349;
Righteous Souls ; Christ is One.

d. Then /Now . Psalms 172, 352.

e. Now/Future . Psalms 143, 243.

2. Dual Address . Psalms 61; 87; 113; 130; 140; 143; 150; 161;

166; 247; 271; 276; 344; 345; In the Garden of Gethsemane ; _!

Raise my Voice ; We "Cossacks" Will Sin^- ..^ Two speakers are

present, not of equal status. Comnonly the Beleiver(s) com-

-plain of present suffering and the Lord replies, promising
early vindication.

3. Dual Syntax . Psalm 139; 166; 184; 213; 321; (?)359. A par-
-allel sequence of two-part sentences is set up, of which one

part tends to be repeated without change. The fixed part may
consist of a phrase, or of a syntactic slot within a phrase.

A technique of Hebrew psalmody (cf. Psalms, CXXXVI).

4. Summary.

As a larger body of psalms becomes available in translation, lists of

this sort may be expanded and tested more carefully, though they ought

to be based upon a survey of other Doukhobor sources and controlled by

similar analysis of other bodies of hymnody. But already a number of

elements appear that will reappear below in consideration of Doukhobor

history, religion, worship, and social structure; param.ount among these

are the Doctrinal concepts: the concepts of Spiritual Knowledge and of

Suffering; Apocalyptic mythology; and Dualistic patterns of cogniti

in which a predominance of apocalyptic concepts will again be. noted. Not

all these elements would be consciously perceived by every Doukhobor,

nor would every Doukhobor admit to them; a speaker does not hear his o\m.

dialect. For various reasons, not every Doukhobor has access to the
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whole of his tradition. But among elements such as these may be found

a resource from which every person draws according to his means, a re-

-source which surrounds him more fully than he may consciously know.

Two objections can be dealt with here. Popoff (Field notes, 25/11/

/70) complains of prior researchers* superficial interpretation of the

use of Healing psalms as "Witchcraft", and objects to the possibility of

confusing them with other psalms. It should now appear clear that, while

some Healing psalms are of a strictly magical genre, most draw upon slm-

-ilar resources as the devotional psalms, but to the specific end of

Folk Medicine: ends which are utterly opposite to those of Witchcraft.

Herbison (in Hawthorne 1955, pp. 175-176) presents a disappoint-

-ing discussion of the Living Book , saying in part:

"The Living Book" theoretically is ever growing and changing,
recent revelation and experience supposedly being as valuable
as contributions from the distant past. A few songs and legends
are, in fact, being added,... but thei main body of material was
provided by a few early leaders .. .who gave the illiterate peas-
-ants a heterogeneous mixture of Bible quotations, personal op-
-inions, and bits of piety derived from sources as varied as
Ftench literature, Oriental theosophy, and mediaeval heresy...
...All the material .., is , in the Doukhobor view, understandable
only by spiritual insight and only by a living demonstration of
the contents. "The Living Book" has been deliberately concealed
from the world at large....
...There are no "personal psalms" like the Biblical Twenty-Third.
...Much of the oral tradition is practical advice in the nature of
the Biblical Book of Proverbs, and is not so much religious as
social, advising prudence rather than piety.... the catechism is
geared to defense against questioning from outside....

It should be clear by now that the Living; Book stands convicted of being

-like every other hymnody, to a certain degree - understandable. only by

spiritual insight ancl living demonstration. It is convicted of very little

else said or implied here. The French and theospohlcal origins seem ob-
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-scure indeed. The psalms may be - as are. Indeed, all hymnodies! -

but they are not devoid of poetic craft. As texts at. least, the Living

Book has been accessible to any person who approached its bearers with

honesty and humanity. Of the 134 texts given here, fully seven are more

or less gnomic; not a majority, though certainly significant. If being

'personal* is a virtue, then psalms such as 141, 242, 172, to mention a

few, should satisfy the requirement. And if the catechetical psalms are

.'geared to defense*, it was not from any initial desire to defraud pure-

-hearted researchers or public people that they took this form, but from

the exigencies of sectarian experience in Russia, where discovery did

not mean merely exposure to bigoted journalism, but to rape, pillage,

the knout, exile, and the stake.

They beat us and they tortured us on account of the word of God...
...But we are glad and we rejoice. (Psalm 243).





V. DOUKHOBOR HISTORY - EXOTERIC AND ESOTERIC VIEWS.

I. Introduction.

The aim of this chapter is not to give a detailed account of Doukhobor

history, but to examine the character which the culture has received

when it is examined from without and from within, and thereby to appr-

-oach those subjective biases that it tends to generate in its observers

And members. A fair number of studies of Doukhobor history are already

in existence, though their quality is for the most part poor and few are

available outside a few special collections. Anyone interested in Doukho

-bor history is urged to begin study with the followings sources:

Novitsky 1832. 0 Dukhobortsakh.
Elkinton 1903. The Doukhobors
Sukhorev 194A . Dokumenti po Istorii Dukhobortsev .

Maloff 1948. Dukhobortsi. .

.

.

Hawthome 1955. The Doukhobors of B.C.
Tarasoff 1964. In Search of Brotherhood .

Popoff 1964. Historical Exposition... .

1966. Rasskazi. .

.

.

Woodcock & Avakumovic 1968. The Doukhobors .

Tarasoff 1969. Pictorial History of the Doukhobors .

(Full data are given in the Bibliography; all titles are cited by Author

In Section VI, except for those by Sukhor.ev, Maloff, and Popoff, which

may be found in Section I.)

It seems reasonable^ when beginning a discussion of historical

studies, to make some sort of historical outline available to the reader.

Herewith a skeletal chronicle, assembled from a wide number of sources,

against which discussion may be better understood:

334.
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Doukhobor ChronoloRy.

c. 1652, Beginning of Raskol .

late 1600*s 'Ninety families of 'Doukhobors' exiled to Finland* (Maloff,

MS, p. 16). Persecutions of regent Sophia against Staroveri.

c» 1715. Sectarian preaching in village of Ohochem, Kharkow district,
by a 'retired non-commissioned officer. .. [whose] manner of
life...was very much like the spirit of the Quaker teaching.'
(Maloff MS, p. 17).

1730. Sylvan Kolesnikoff forms community in village of Nikolai,
Ekaterinoslav district. Pobirokhin active in village of
Goreloe, Tambov province. (Maloff MS, p. 17).

c. 1765. Death of Kolesnikoff; Pobirokhin becomes general leader of
sect. (Maloff MS, p. 19).

c. 1775. Pobirokhin left by son-in-law Semeon Uklein, with large
group, to found sect of Molokans . (Maloff MS, p. 20).

c. 1780. Ascendancy of Savely Kapustin in Sisoeff village of Morshan-
skoff district, Tambov province.

1785, Ambrosia, bishop of Ekaterinoslav, names sect Doukhobbrs .

1790. Death of Pobirokhin in Siberian exile and probable time of
official leadership of Kapustin.

1801. Czar Alexander I permits persecuted Doukhobors - and all
who claim to be Doukhobors - to emigrate to Molochnie
Vodi£(MJlk>'^ Waters) region in Tavriz province, in Crimea.
Favourable reports to Czar by Senators Lopukhin and
Neledinskii-Meletsii.

1805. Kapustin arrives at Milky Waters.

1806. Doukhobors exempted from Military service. (Henceforth they
continued to serve in the army, but as stretcher-bearers,
waggon-drivers, etc.).

1820. Death of Kapustin, two years after official report thereof,
and accession to leadership of Vasili Kalmikoff.

1832. Death of Vasili and accession of his son Ilarion Kalmikoff.
Disorders and abuses within community.
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18A1-A8. Persecutions resumed. Doukhobors banished to Wet Hills
district of Tiflls province in Caucasus. 1841, death of
Ilarion Kalmikoff.

c. 1850. Leadership of Ilarion's son Peter Kalmikoff.

1864. Death of Peter Kalmikoff and accession of his wife
Lukeria. . "

.

1877. Russo-Turkish war. Conscription threatened; villages*

send quota of wagon teams with 2 men per wagon.

1881. Lukeria adopts Peter Verigin.

1886. Withdrawal of immunity from conscription. Death of Lukeria
and succession of Peter Verigin according to her appoint-
-ment.

1887. Zubkoff establishes Small Party which agitates to appoint
Lukeria *s brother Michael Hoobonoff as leader; through con-
~spiracy with district police. Small Party achieves exile
of V^.rigin to Shenkursk in Siberia.

1891. Verigin moved to Obdorsk in Siberia. At this time he is

writing letters of doctrinal and social direction to his
supporters, the Large Party.

1895. Great Easter - Doukhobor conscripts lay down arms. They
are punished and exiled t& Siberia.
June 29 (old style) - the Burning of Arms, performed in
centres in Tiflis, Elisavetpol, and Kars provinces.
Persecutions of peculiar bitterness in Bogdanovka, Wet
Hills region. Formation of party of Gorobyevtsi ^ who
withdrew from Large Party and took no part in any reforms.
Punitive regional exiles.

1895-97. Activity of Tolstoy, Tchertkov, Berukov, Hilkov, Bonch-
^nievich, Tregubov, Sulerjhiski and others to secure
relief for Doukhobors. Response of Maude and other members
of London and Philadelphia Yearly Meetings, Society of •

Friends. C.C.U.B.(see psalm 144) established.

1898. . Hilkov delegation selects land in Saskatchewan. Attempt
to settle Doukhobors in Cyprus fails.

1899. Jan. 20., First Doukhobor migrants arrive in Canada of a
total of some 7,427 souls. .
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Independt>nt Doukhobors begin to withdraw from community
activity. Bodnianski urges migration to California.

First Svobodnik protest: march to Yorkton, Saskatchewan.

First success of communal enterprises.

Conflict over Oath of Allegiance required under Homestead
Act results in confiscation by Federal Government of some
100,000 acres of improved land.

Pioneer groups first established in British Columbia.

B. C. Lands purchased. 1910, several hundred Doukhobors arrive
in Canada after late release from Siberian exile. Some

5,000 Doukhobors arrive in B.C. from Saskatchewan, and
develop communal villages, agriculture, and industry. Royal
Commission given W. Blakemore in 1912 ;' report , 1913.

Incorporation of C.C.U.B., Ltd.

Veterans* movement to deport Doukhobors and seize lands.

Beginning of violent acts associated with Svobodniki.

Death of Peter Gospodnie Verigin. Party formed about
Anastasia Golubova.

Peter Chistiakov Verigin arrives in Canada. Lordly
C. C.U.B. established by Anastasia Golubova in Cowley,
Alta..

Peter Chistiakov reforms religious membership of C.C.U.B.
as Society of Named Doukhobors; the 'Protocol'.

Svobodniki settle in Krestova. Stephen Sorokin arrives
In Canadd and visits Doukhobor settlements in Saskatchewan.

August 1 - Peter Chistiakov presents the 'Declaration of
the Named Doukhobors* to delegates, and it is adopted as
religious manifesto of U.S.C.C. Federal franchise withdra^^m.

Society of Independent Doukhobors denounces Leadership
principle and withdraws support from Peter Chistiakov.

Mortgages on C.C.U.B. holdings foreclosed by major creditors,.
National Trust Co. and Sun Life Assurance Co.
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1939. Peter Chistiakov Verigin dies, Peter Yastrebov Verlgin
proclaimed leader. World War II begins.

1940. National War Registration Act withdraws franthise from
citizens with CO. status. B.C. Provincial Government
promulgates Doukhobor Lands Acquisition Act, therewith
meeting balance of mortgage claims and acquiring title
as "trustee" over Doukhobor lands.

1941. John Verigin becomes secretary of U.S.C.C. Michael (Arch-

-angel) Verigin/Orekoff and John Lebldoff develop part-
-san support, especially among Svobodniki , and Michael
(Archangel) claims partial title to full spiritual
leadership

.

1942. Peter Yastrebov dies in confinement in Russia (not con-
-firmed till 1957).

1946. Michael (Archangel) Verigin establishes raillenarian

community at Hilliers, Vancouver Island, B.C., the
*New Jerusalem.

*

1947-54. Major instances of terrorism in West Kootenays.

1950. Stephen Sorokin returns to Canada and is acclaimed as

leader of Svobodniki . Doukhobor Research and Consult-
•-atlve Committees appointed.

1951. Death of Michael (Archangel) Verigin.

1952. Formation, v/ithin Svobodniki , of Christian Community and
Brotherhood of Reformed Doukhobors/Sons of Freedom.
Confidential publication of Research Committee report.

1955. Doukhobor Reseach Committee report published by University
of B.C.. U.S.C.C. expands establishment of Sunday Schools.

1956-62, Royal Commissioner Justice Lord evolves policy for return
of Doukhobor lands.

1958. Last member of Archangel community leave Hilliers.

1960. John Verigin appointed Honorary Chairman, U.S.C.C. Anna
Markova arrives from U.S.S.R.

1962. Bombings followed by arrest, trial, and conviction of mem-»

-bers of Fraternal Council of Svobodniki . Some 1200 rel-
-atives and supporters of prisoners begin march to Agassiz,
B.C., site of prison, led by Florence Storgeoff.
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1963. U.S.C.C. members complete re-acqulsition of majority of
lands. Svobodnlkl marchers winter in Hope and Vancouver,
then establish village in Agassiz near prison.

^

1966. Remaining and returned Svobodnlki begin to acquire land
title at Krestova.

1967. Independent Doukhobors form Doukhobor Society of Canada.

1968. Few prisoners at Agassiz; most villagers return to Krestova
and settle there.

1971. John Verigin proposes financial re-establishment of U.S.C.C,
Independvint and other Doukhobor Youth hold organizational
conference which moves toward the establishment of a broadly-

based Doukhobor Youth Society.

^ 1972. As outcome of Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Bi-
culturalism, Federal Government states policy of formal
support for groups of ethnic identity.
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II. Exoteric Views.

In considering the perceptions outside observers have developed in

their contacts with Doukhobors , some temporal and class distinctions will

be convenient. A distinct break in both quality and volume of reportage

exists about the time of the opening of World War I, which thus becomes

a useful boundary. Before this time, three several classes of reporters

are distinguished: Travellers; Apologists, with whom Quakers are included

(since, over a centurj' and a half, they have developed a special interest

In Doukhobors far outranking other reasons for which they have travelled

In areas of Doukhobor settlement) ; and the authors of several fiiscellan-

-eous Documents. After 1914, again three main types of reporter appear:

Journalists, which whom travellers are included; more and less profound

Scholars; and again the authors of Miscellaneous Documents. Within each

of these classes a certain degree of uniformity prevails regarding sel-

-ection of materials reported and body of a priori assumptions.

Not all documents, and few periodical items, reviewed for this study

are cited here (the latter being usually ver>' brief and of narrow pub-

-lication when longer). All materials may be found in the Bibliography,

materials from studies not specifically concerned with Doukhobors being

divided under chronological headings, and all materials accompanied by

short critical notes.

1. To 1914 .

A. The Travellers .

Chief reporters among travellers are the colporteur Pinkerton and

the German explorer and geographer von Haxthausen. Pinkerton was in the
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Milky Waters region about 1816, and gives brief notes on the existence

of both communal and private property (family lands and stock alongside

communal stock, crops, and land - 1833, p. 167). He reports in part a

conversation in which he told Doukhobors of their nieghbours ' mistrust

of what appeared to them as (pp. 168-169) "immoral habits, because in

speaking of females and children them [said]... 'My sister, our child,'

etc." He notes (p. 169) the "shyness and distrust which is quite extra-

-ordinary. . .evasive answers...", but adds "I learned. .. intrigues were on

foot to ruin them..." and cites Czar Nicholas I's Rescript later publish-

-ed, which demolished the false accusations (of harbouring deserters and

making proselytes), and the Discourse cited earlier in reference to the

style of Catachetical psalms. Von Haxthausen's work was published in

1847 in a geopolitical study of central and southern Russia; he wos pre-

-sent in the Milky Waters region in 1843. He was guided by the Mennonlte

leader Kornies, who was hostile to Doukhobors, and he apparently believed

anything detrimental stated by Kornies or by government officials, in-

-sertlng such untestable claims as(ed. 1856, p. 288):

They also have mysteries , accompanied by horrible ceremonies
and orgies, the nature of which is kept profoundly secret.

He cites (ibid., p. 297) Allen and Grellet for corroboration on Doukho-

-bor evasiveness, and reports that he visited the village and home of

Kapustin, but gives no detail beyond an excellent watercolour sketch and

accompanying map (see Ch, VII, section I). He presents one text in

German couplets (ed. 1847, p. 398), a German text of psalm 71 v;ith a

theological critique by Kornies (ibid., pp. 401-402), and two unldent-
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-ified texts, and an accoxmt of the exile from the Milky Waters region,

accompanied by government charges and orders.
^

Minor travellers whose reports are notcxjorthy are Lynch, who visited

Gorelovka in the Caucasus in 1887, and Bradley, who was in northern Sask-

-atchewan in 1903. Lynch gives one important doctrinal note(1901, p. Ill):

"...they told ne positively that they acknowledged and worshipped Christ

as God.", and an anecdotal account of the prosperous appearance and smooth

organization of the village just after the death of Lukeria Kalmikoff.

Bradley gives a hearsay report of village prosperity and nude bathing,

and a sympathetic and balanced account of the zealots' march to Yorkton.

He is much concerned by the climate of opinion, and comments with tongue

in cheeka903, p. 300):

...to hear them condemned by an average politician is quite delight-
—ful. But no doubt they will improve, as I see in the papers they
are to have schools of their own, and will achieve our standard of
life and corals, and possibly develop into successful drummers and
enterprising real estate agents.

In summary, the Travellers of this period are chiefly aware of stress

between Doukhobors and their neighbours, but rarely report those traits

on. either side vhich generate the stress. They may report the existence

of sectarian doctrine ^nd practice, but do not describe it, nor do they

concern themselves to describe living style beyond the merest statement

that it is distinctive.

B. The Apologists.

The first Quaker visitors were the missionaries Allen and Grellet,

partners from London and Philadelphia respectively, who were present in

the Milky Waters region in 1819. They only report the existence of
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sectarian belief and practice. Allen notes (1846/7, p. 61) that belief

is not uniform:". [they] hold very different principles, and... in

reality, there are three sects of them." He also mentions welfare prac-

-tices(p. 62). Grellet gives (1864, pp. 456-457) a short but useful

account of the order of Molenye, though he considered it lacking in ser-

-iousness. An important divergence occurs between the two authors on a

major doctrinal point. Thus Allen states (p. 61);

They fully believe... in the Deity of our Lord and Saviour... as

fully as any Christian whom we ever met with.

and Grellet states (p. 455-456): •

They look upon Jesus Christ in no other light than that of a

good man. They therefore have no confidence in him as a Saviour
from sin.

It appears that the two Quakers did not come to accord in their final

evaluation of Doukhobor belief, and that they approached their data with

concepts that were too rigid to account for variation and wide range in

individual expression. It is significant that later scholars have uni-

-formly cited Grellet *s account only, either ignoring or rejecting the

problem of inconsistency between tx/o similar and amicable observers.

In 1888 the populist Kravehinsky, writing as "Stepniak", considers

Doukhobors and Molokans as (1888, p. 506):"... two last links of a long

series of transformations and religious efforts of the Popular mind,..."

He cites the mystical definition of the Trinity, and other doctrine on

immortality, the soul, and legendary origins (pp. 508-526). He reports

statements indirectly, and adds much explanaroty comment from which his

own interpretation is indistinguishable.
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Chertkov produced a lengthy pamphlet in highly-coloured and emotion-

-al language in 1897, describing the Burning of Arms and the ensuing ^per-

-secutions. His work was a fairly successful attempt to arouse support,

especially in English, for relief action; while it by no means exaggerates

the sufferings and needs of the Doukhobors, it presents them as unnatural-

-ly virtuous in doctrine and community life.

A Qtjaker, May Fitz-Gibbon, writing (see Elkinton 1903, p. 329) as

"Lally Bernard", published a series of letters as an account of her trav-

-els in Saskatchewan during the First year of settlement. She gives

iwjmerous valuable anecdotal accounts of village life, usually of events

so'^e
within and around homes, and ^ "account of worship and song, as well as

an inaccurate legend on the origin of vegetarianism(1899, p. 23) heard

from another Quaker. Much of the narrative is taken up with subjective

descr:^iti.on of landscape.

Another Quaker, Rhoads, visiting the .same area some eight months

later, gives a detailed and valuable account of life in the village Terp-

-ennie. He opens with a general description of the district, and pro-

-ceeds to discuss the village, individual buildings, interiors, dress,

food, and song. Most data are objective, with occasional subjective com-

-ments. .

The major Quaker commentators of the period are Elkinton and Maude.

Elkinton supples many useful photographs and maps of the Saskatchewan

settlement, with a largely subjective account of community life. He also

gives a concise and occasionally rosy summary of Russian and Doukhobor

religious history. Maude, to V7hora Tolstoy appealed and who, with St. John
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and Elklnton was the major expediter of Doukhobor migration to Canada,

became embittered when the first conflict and difficulties arose over
t

the problems of compulsory education and the Oath of Allegiance. He had

believed and convinced others that the Doukhobors were just enough better

than they in fact were as a society, to suffer a profound disappointment;

once he realized they were imperfect, he became som^_j;hat embittered.

The resulting work, while of excellent scholarship and true historical val-

-ue, suffers noticeably from the author's opinion which now swung about to

view the Doukhobors as a little more disorganized, contumacious, and de-

-ceitful than, in truth, they were.

The last major apologist is the expatriate Russian Eva^enko, who pub-

-lished a pamphlet in 1913, coincident with the publication of the Blake-

-more Report. The pamphlet includes manifestoes and an account of one or

two atrocities which followed the zealots' march to Yorkton in 1903, and

substantially argues that the Doukhobors had been wholly victimized by the

homestead confiscation of 1907, an apparent policy of deliberate persecu-'

-tion, as Woodcock & Avakumovic comment (1968, p. 256). But Evalenko has

nothing to say of the failures - avoidable and ineluctable alike - of

Doukhobor leadership and communities in understanding and negotiation, and

thus does a disservice to those to whom he reports.

In summary, the early writers of this class provide one or two useful

items of information with direct implications for their own study assuap-

-tions. Later writers are divided between those who write for a fundanent-

-ally propagandistic end, and those whose observations contain clearly dis-

-cernable objective and subjective information; even the propagandists.
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though, often Include important documents and related materials of Dou-

-khobor origin.

C. Miscellaneous Documents.

In 1829 a German Theologian, Theophil Lenz, published a short docu-

-ment on Doukhobors, conveniently writing in bad Church Latin. He does

not cite sources, which appear to be second-hand, comments that Doukhobors

are (1829, p. 3):"... very singular and peculiar reasoners . . .confaundirig

true and false, mad and sane, [coming] from the community of Fanatics and

customs of Separatists. .. [such] are the Doukhobors." He is the first to

claim a similarity between Doukhobor and Quaker doctrine (p. 7), disting-

-ulshes them from Molokans, and concludes with a brief account of Imper-

- lal actions, present locations (Milky Waters) of Doukhobor settlement,

and their relations with neighbouring Lutherans and Molokans. In the

main, the work is a highly orthodox and occasionally indignant view of

a sectarian theology, without benefit of sectarian understanding.

A major work indeed, unfortunately very scarce, is the account of

Doukhobor doctrine prepared as a thesis by the Orthodox priest Novitskii

in 1832, and apparently available only in Russian (but see Elkinton,

1903, p. 12). Though Novitskii*s position is a priori hostile, his acc-

-ount of the development of Doukhobor doctrine and society is so detailed

and objective that it has been cited by Doukhobors themselves till recent

times (e.g., Popoff 1964, p. 5, ex Sukhorev 1944, p. 9). A second edition,

enlarged but reportedly less objective, was published in 1882.

The Natural Realist painter Vereschagin published, in 1900, an acc-

-ount of his work among Doukhobors (one of whom he married) and Molokans,
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and his book includes two paintings of Doukhobor women and of village

8ccnes(1900, pp. 5, 19, 71, 79). The portraits show costume details
^

clearly, but the village landscapes are incidental rather than compend-

-ious

.

Of the above items, Novitskii*s work is of great importance. Ver-.

-cschagin's material is slight, but indicates the viability of his int-

-crest in sectarian custom and supplies useful Folklife data.

2. After 1914.

A. The Journalists.

The reporters considered under this heading all wrote before 1940; after

that time a fair volume of material appears in newspapers and newsmagaz-

-ines, much of it pictorial and most of it sensational. It is by no means

suggested that this material is uninfluential; but it is not so much a

cause of opinion as a sympton of it, nor is it generally material into

which the author has put a major productive effort. For this reason, book

materials are here given prime place.

In 1920, in the Canadian Magazine, an amateur photographer, Edith

Watson, published eight folklife photographs of Doukhobor women working

In and around a communal village in British Columbia. The photographs

appear without comment beyond minimal captions, and include such Import-

-ant activities as hand-plastering the walls of a community house, spin-

-ning, and three photographs of cooking activities: a unique and valuable

record.

In 1921, the Englishman Graham travelled, largely on foot, through

Western Canada in the company of the poet Vachel Lindsay, and gives a
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brief report of Doukhobors settled in Saskatchewan, and reports a con-

-versation in which he gave news of Russia^, and discussed the bad har-

-vest of that year. He precedes this slender report with a remarkably

balanced minimal overview of Doukhobor history (1922, pp. 239-241), in-

-dication of a serious interest and concern for objectivity.

The churchman Smith reports briefly upon Doukhobor communal econom-

-Ics, noting that the system by then in operation had by its abnormality

in the social context aroused unthinking opposition. He suggests that

such a system might ease the isolation of rural farm life generally, but

does not suggest how the idea might be adapted for the average North-

-American citizen. He mentions a visit to Brilliant, but notes only that

schools are under construction and that the community was active and busy

(1922, pp. 73, 119-121).

The biographer MacLean gives a short and naive history of the Dou-

-khobors in Russia and Canada, and apologizes for the Methodist mission-

-ary, his subject MacDougall, who was the chief agent of the Federal

Government in securing information and guiding the officers who expelled

the Saskatchewan homesteaders from their holdings. This duty is not ment-

-tioned at all by MacLean, who could 'hardly have been unaware of it, and

It is almost with surprise that he writes(1927, pp. 238-239):

•..he was a minister of the Gospel of Christ and at the same time
•a representative of the Dominion. They were suspicious of any-
-one in this double capacity....

-a capacity, indeed, all too often occupied informally by those venal

Russian clergy the Doukhobors had long ago learnt to fear and despise.

Lydia Gruchy, a United churchwoman writing for the Board of Home
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Missions In 1928(7), discusses Doukhobor belief and interaction in the

community in a superficial manner, and seems mainly concerned to urge

the expansion of assimilation-oriented education. The pamphlet includes

a number of small but excellent uncredited Folklife photographs; they

appear to be the work of Edith Watson.

An English traveller, Teeling, presents a weirdly credulous agglom-

-eration of inaccurate and sensational observations mingled with news-

-paper stories and sober retellings of hostile legends (e.g. , 1932, p. 157,

averring that corpses have been exposed". . .on the hillside to be eaten

by coyotes." But cf. Zubek and Solberg, 1952, pp. 176-178, for a more

accurate account of the origin of this belief.). He does provide a little

accurate and valuable data about community buildings; he also inexplic-

-ably identifies Peter Chistiakov and his father Peter Gospodnie, and

gives the following self-centered account of a Svobodnik meeting (pp. 145;

159): •

After prayers at a table had been sung and chanted in my honour,
at the early hour of 9 A.M. they then nearly all quickly undress-
-ed and stark naked both men and women waited to be photographed.
This I duly did. ...

In 1940 a Provincial Policeman, Rutherford, published a semi-fict-

-ionalized account of terrorism in the house-organ Shoulder Strap. The

narrative mingles the development of courtship between a school-teacher

%jid a noble young provincial-policeman v/ith excerpts from newspaper acc-

-ounts of terrorism; it is unfortunate but perhaps unsurprising that such

pre-adolescent drivel should be offered alongside somewhat more balanced

discussions of regional police affairs.

In summary, most journalists and travellers report with special mot-
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-Ives which on occasion Interfere with the balance of their judgements.

Some -Few yield to a taste for the bizarre - which is forgiveable; but

magnifiy it beyond all proportion and mingle it with fact - which is not

forgiveable. The most useable materials are Folklife photographs.

B. The Scholars.

This division includes authors who, while attempting a veneer of

scholarly technique, generally ignore several basic principles of schol-

-arly reporting, commonly reporting hearsay as fact, offering imaginary

reconstructions as impersonal history, and rephrasing, rearranging and

otherwise modifying oral narrative beyond use or belief. Nevertheless

several such works have achieved an influence far beyond their merit and

must be considered here.

In 1920 the Frenchman Pinot published a somewhat speculative study

of contemporary religious movements in which he included a number of wild

stories about Doukhobors, for example (1920, p. 38):

At one time it was their custom to put to death all children dis-
-eased in mind or body,

Kravchinski^s ("Stepniak") work must have been accessible, in which an ex-

-planatlon for the legend is given(1888, p. 512):

...the soul enters the child. . .from about the sixth to the fifteenth
year of its life, the period during which the child is learning from
the Book of Life[sic]. The newly-born baby is only a piece of soul-
-less matter ./This .. .served as a ground for the absurd accusation
brought against these poeple by the Orthodox, of infanticide.

Professor Mavor published a fairly detailed account of his dealings

with Doukhobors in his 1923 aucoblography . He had aided the migration to

Canada, and made representations to the Federal government during the land

crisis of 1907 and the Soldiers* Settlement Board expulsion threat of 1919.
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He includes some slightly inaccurate history, cainly doctrinal, and con-

-cludes vith some careful discussion of contecporary problems, noting

that (1923, pp. 36-37) conflicts arise because of dependence upon and

interaction with a society whose values the Doukhobors rejected.

The historian Eawkes gives a detailed and objective account of his

relations with Doukhobors while he was a government official in Sask-

-atchewan. He includes some useful incidental information on village

organization, and, significantly, describes the 1907 land confiscation

as (1924, p. 727):"... a molestation, . .now those lands were looked upon

with envious eyes." Ee comments objectively upon 'fanatics* and their

actions, and gives two personal experiences of Doukhobor charity.

Gregory (Mrs. Ross) submitted at Bachelor's Thesis, a 'Sociolog-

-ical Survey', deposited in the University of British Columbia in 1925.

This study gives an account of 'Spectacular Incidents' a poorly informed

and meagre discussion of Peasant Rviligion and Doukhobor history, a few

notes on House plan and marriage customs, an unacknowledged description

of religious beliefs derived fron Evalenko and the account ascribed to

Platon, and an account of econcnic organization mostly given over to a

description of the character and policies of Peter Gospodnie Verigin.

She is able to say (1925, p. 3):

While we wish to avoid having a separate group of peole within our
midst, every effort should be made to Canadianize them....

Snesarev ('Harry Trevor') deposited an tmdescribed report with the

University of B.C.'s Dean of Apiculture in 1931. This consists of a

short history and a detailed documentary study of the financing of the
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-ization was weak and might shortly collapse. He writes with an overt

hostility that he does not explain, and which throws some doubt upon the

objectivity of his historical and social materials.

Dawson, a historian contributing to an economic history of Canada .

In 1936, includes a long and useful chapter on the economic and organ-

-Izational history of Doukhobors since their arrival in Canada. He opens

with a historical abstract from Maude, and presents extensive demographic

Information with valuable maps of the Saskatchewan homestead lands. His

reporting is detailed and thorough, and includes important comparative

production, cost, and income statistics for Saskatchewan communities with

some comparative material from British Columbia.

Wright, in 1940, published a sensational history of the Doukhobors

based upon fairly broad research and extensive field study. However, in

spite of an impressive resource, he chose to present his history in drama-

-tized from, and includes a great deal of leg^nd*with what must be -in

the absence of source citations - a great deal of his o^^ imaginings. His

opening chapter, an account of the origins of Doukhobor society, is (1940,

p. v)*a composite tale of the sect 's"beginning" based upon folklore, Icg-

-end and historical fragments.' Although he affirms (ibid) that this is

the only *fictionized' chapter, the style is uniform throughout. A great

deal of potentially valuable material has bean rendered inaccessible

through recasting in dramatic form(e.g., cf. p. 146, where an 1899 event

Is reported anecdotally, an offensive Canadian quoted as complaining of
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Doukhobor song that .this *bohunk* music sound like a bloody cow

dying. . .'Vhich no-one could conceivably have remembered among a group

^

of non-English speakers - especially as the tern 'Bohunk* seems to have

come into use only after the First World War). He reports speech in a

mysterious and patronizing dialect (e.g. , p. 341:"You education people,
.

...you civilized people, you would kill the little snake. But we know

his is nice and he knows we would not kill hin. Jesus put him here to

live with us a peaceful life."). He seeks out and emphasizes events

that are sensational with little concern for those of normal life -

-which are no less important to history.

Woodcock published a reflective travel book in 1952 in which he

gives a summary history, an account of regional geography, two acc-

-ounts of separate visits with Peter Maloff , and a visit to the Svobod-

-ntk community of Gilpin. He recounts an interview with an Anglo-

Canadian bigot in Nelson, commenting (1952, pp. 118-119):

"...what he said. . .reflects the kind of paranoid mentality,
[that is] In perpetual need of some whipping boy to blame for
everything that goes wrong in the world.... The Doukhobor is a
radical...he is an odd duck from whatever standpoint the average
Canadian looks at him, a challenge to the common man's colourless
avoidance of eccentricity - and perhaps unconsciously, a subject of
envy because he fulfills the hidden desire of so many of the normal
citizens.

In the same year the psychologists Zubek and Solberg published a his

-tory of the Doukhobc^cs, with one chapter devoted to life in Russia; this

began shortly before the Burning of Arms. Unfortunately, the authors

chose to follow the style of Wright, and to laisconstrue or improvise in-

-formation as needed. .Thus, for example, a description of a Wedding
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A guest may request that the kiss [at the giving of a cash gift] be
waived in favour of some other task. ... *

A favourite request years ago was "Show how much you love or

honour your parents." The couple would get a blanket, spread it

carefully before the parents in question, and kneeling, would
touch their foreheads to the ground.

This is actually a gross displacement of one of the ritual bows in the

private wedding service that precedes the banquet (Field notes, 5/6/71).

Indeed, the entire chapter on Customs and Beliefs ia an artificial con-

-struct, with the following methodology (p. 170):

For convenience in describing community life, let us postulate
a guest, the trite Mr. Smith - perhaps a writer gathering data for

an article.

It is not made clear why this fictitious method is more convenient - or

reliable - than plain participant observation.

A^ain that year, the Doukhobor Research Committee published an ex-

-tensive report under the able editorship of Hawthorne. This was direct-

-ed at serving several urgent needs of the Provincial government, and is

thus not a full ethnography. There is unevenness in the chapters; for

example, the methodology for the chapter on Personality Characteristics

and Psychological Problems was based on prison interviex'^s , lengthy inter-

-vlews with one mental patient, and a few weeks of several-hour visits

by (1955, p. 125): "...the author and his wife [who] travelled by car with

thetr children. . .visiting one or at most, two families a day,..." The

method is not ideal for developing a profound awareness of Doukhobor norm-

-ality. On the other hand, absolutely first-rate introductory and econ-

-omic information is supplied, and there are a few excellent photographs.
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A French-Canadian scholar produced a Master's Dissertation in 1962,

deposited in the University de Montreal, discussing Peter Gospodnie •

Verigin*s ideology as a development of ideas transmitted by Tolstoy from

Rousseau. Devoid of comparative reference to the pre-Doukhobor ideology,

the dissertation's thesis accomplished little beyond a display of intell-

-ectual elegance.

A part-time schoolteacher published a highly coloured and often big-

-oted set of reminiscences of her teaching days in the mid-1930 's in the

Castlegar area; Kazel O'Neail does not distinguish between the traits of

any Eastern European Rural society and those of the Doukhobors, finding

In them genial objects of happy ridicule and quaint manglings of English,

who may nevertheless be expected to burn down or blow up one's school at

any careless moment. The book is illustrated with occasional gross cari-

-catures - one can always tell the Doukhobors from the White Men - and

concludes (1962, p. 142-143) with a passage that leaves no doubt as to

the noble values of the author:

Ootischenia today! How the years have changed your once haggard
face. . .most- of your happiness is due, I am convince^il , to your
having accepted the Canadian way of life. Things- material things,
to be sure - have played a large part: but are we not all concerned
with the acquisition of material things -...?

In 1964 the Vancouver Sun reporter Simma Holt published an exceed-

-Ingly damaging history of Doukhobors in Canada. The book was equipped

with apparent scholarly apparatus and numerous photographs, mostly of

nude demonstrations and fires or bomb damage. The vast bulk of the arg-

-ument is concerned with the actions and trials of Svobodniki terrorists.
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but - except for just such marginal qualifications as are necessary to

avoid libel - the book repeatedly associates terrorists and fanatics ,with

all Svobodniki, and all Svobodnlki with all Doukhobors, conjuring up the

spectre of a vaste anarchic conspiracy. The book is interlarded with

ludicrous errors in scholarship - as (1964, p. 10) "the Raskolniki, foll-

•owers of Raskol" or (p. 13) "...a leading Doukhobor historian of that day,

Orest Nivitsky. . ."; the aims and equipment of the author are further plac-

-cd In doubt by the fact that anyone discussing Doukhobor history, however

briefly, must at least have these two data straight. The effect of the

book has been little short of a disaster: eight years later, it still en-

-joys wide sale; and eight years later, its impact still generates dis-

-trust of anyone engaged in field research; the Fieldworker, almost every-

-where, will be tested in the first ten minutes of interviewing by a quest-

-ion on his opinion of Holt's book, and conversation will then drift for a

while over personal injury felt from the smearing insinuations .perceived

in it. Anglo-Canadians in the area consider themselves well and truly in-

-formed if they have leafed through it, and nurture mistrust accordingly.

I have always believed that studies of human groups should be designed to

develop deeper understanding as a groundwork for co-operation; Holt seems

rather to believe that fear, misunderstanding, and hatred are suitable

relationships for groups to maintain, and does her best to foster them.

Her book is, in its way, a grim success that speaks much of the author's

personal human failure.

The religious historian Stark, who coRiraenfe repeatedly on Doukhobor

history and doctrine, includes much scarce and vital information about
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when he relies upon a mixture of journalism and arm-chair reasoning, ^s

In his comment upon Krestova (1967, p. 256), dangerously qualified:

We cannot be sure about the answer, but we can guess, and those who
know the sectarian mentality will agree that we are guessing aright
...the plates would be fuller, the beds softer, and the end would be
a sect that would be a sect no longer,...

The Krestova Svobodniki have not, however, been compi2lled to return to

Krestova, nor to live in austerity; a degree of austerity, a degree of com-

-fort have always been present. Useful though an esoteric knowledge of the

sectarian mentality may be, it is no substitute, in this case at any rate,

for direct observation.

Bockemuhl*s 1968 Masters* Dissertation, deposited in the Western

Washington State College, is a highly valuable and detailed study in Hist-

-orical Geography, carefully describing the agricultural and cultural land-

-scape of the Columbia district of the Ifcst Kodfenay since Doukhobor settle-

ment. Especially significant are his findings of depression of production

as a result of the collapse of the C.C.U.B, in 1938-19A0, by which a sig-

-nifleant economic product ceased to exist.

In 1968 George Woodcock, this time in collaboration with the politic-

-al scientist Akakumovic, published a rigourous and detailed history of the

Doukhobors. Of all available resources, this is probably the most reliable

and useful. Data are fully authenticated and a careful balance of object-

-Ivity is maintained. A small but Important collection of photographs acc-

-ompanles the text; in total, these create an accurate subjective impression

of Doukhobor experience in Canada.
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In 1970, the National Museiiin of Man musicologist Kenneth Peacock

published an important survey of Doukhobor Folksong based upon several .

summers* fieldwork in the mid-1960 *s. The work is a sample rather than

an exhaustive study, but forms an indispensible introduction to the form

and range of Doukhobor Song. It has a brief historical note, and a some-

-what longer musicological discussion. Illustrations depict typical per-

-formances and performance contexts, but the book is rendered exception-

-ally valuable by the inclusion of flexible long-play recordings of the

songs presented, a long-overdue and essential policy for the adequate

publication of Folksong collections.

In summary, the last sixty years of Doukhobor Studies scholarship

have been a period of mediocrity and unflagging ethnocentrism, blemished

by occasional true disasters, and only rarely - yet mightily - redeemed

by the efforts of honest and objective scholars. Rcipeatedly , and into

recent times, authors have found in the Doukhobors a scape-goat for their

own fears and for those of their societyj fears not always unreasonable,

but all too often blind. To enhance Canadian society, the Doukhobors have

been made to appear as bumbling peasants, wild visionaries, blood-crazed

anarchists. They have, on occasion, produced such persons from their

ranks: what society has not? But the apologists of Canadian society des-

-troy their own case whenever they take, as they frequently have, one

trait away from the Doukhobors - their individual humanity.

C. Miscellaneous Documents.

for the
In 1955 Taylor published a novel of the sort produced^pubescent fe—

-male market, citing Wright as her chief documentary resource (1955, p. 6).

.She overlays a conventional love-story upon an artificial setting betrayed
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by numerous petty faults - e.g., musical Instruments
"
prominent in com-

-munity houses, and a blacksmith shop completely isolated from commun-

f

-Ity villages (pp.33, 43).

The English writer Cornish produced an incredible pastiche in 1959

composed of vulgar caricatures in a wildly distorted setting. The Cast-

-legar area and the Columbia river are given the semi-arid geography of

the Okanagan some 150 miles west, dignified by the names 'Tarsey Tov^m' and

'Tarsey River', populated with shanty-dwelling 'Little Brothers* and be-

-sotted English emigrant ranchers, and transplanted piecemeal to Saskat-

-chewan (1959, pp. 15, 27). The heroine Olga, some eighteen years of age,

characteristically sings Ukrainian songs to herself in English to band-

-oura accompaniment (p. 17), judges the world by Dostoievsky, whom she

always contrasts with Trollope in soliloquies (passim , esp. p. 172), and

goes nude-bathing with her lover. The alcoholic actor Bussey makes him-

self a spiritual leader of the Little Brothers (apparently Svobodniki ,

though no other groups are discussed) (pp. 157-158), who accompany any

communal activity by near or total disrobing (pp. 1A7-151). Bussey

achieves this dubious status by bigamous ly marrying a 'simpleton* (p. 161)

Just a lot of Wog magic making. All there had been was some
ceremonial tasting of bread, salt, water; some singing; some
chanting; some praising of God; some disrobing. The usual
routine.

All Russian names are impossible and every Doukhobor is bf^arded "like

Tolstoy." It would be comforting to think the book a vast satire, but

it seems intended to be taken as thinly, even comically, disguised truth.

About the time of his death, the American radical pacifist Ammon

Hennacy published a collection of biographies of pacifists in which was
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Included a short and important autobiography by the Svobodnika Helen

Demoskoff, wife at one time to John LebLdoff. The biography is an acc-

-ount of Mrs. Demoskoff* ideological growth and experiences, and gives

a fairly balanced Svobodntk viewpoint. It has been framed by Hennacy

with a number of historical quotations and persona] reminiscences. Hen-

-nacy tends to gloss over some aspects of terrorism, viewing them all as

legitimate protest, a position that is not easy to take if the record is

examined carefully; but he supplies a worthwhile reminder that a signif-

-icant proportion of Svobodnik violence came about, not because of Svo-

-bodnik , or Community, or Government plots, but because both internal and

external societies generated intolerable conceptual paradoxes to which

sensitized persons located about the ideological crux responded with des-

-perate action.

In summary, no worthwhile, reflective historical fiction has been

inspired by the Doukhobors: only flimsy or gross caricatures, chalked up

by authors without the personal craft or insight to respond to their sub-

-ject matter,

III. Esoteric Views.

No conspicuous distinction is made by Doukhobors between historical and rel-

-Igious materials; history is not sc much an independent sequence as it is a

chronologic manifestation of religious experience. Few materials of his tor-





-Ic concern have been produced by Doukhobors that do not stress the rel-

-Igioiis causes and consequences of events, or that are not motivated by
»

a need for religious expression. Legends are, for the majority of the

few heard or read so far, told to express a point of belief. This should

not be construed as narrowing the realm of conceptual activity within

which Doukhobors have worked: the religious rubric includes what most

westerners segregate under the title of political action, the main int-

-erest of Western histories. One informant has gone so far as to say

(Field notes, 5/3/71):

Remember, above all, Doukhobor Religion is their Politics.

- much the same could have been said of Puritan New England: the concept

is by no means unique to the Doukhobors. For at least two reasons, much

history contains a great deal of highly personal materials. Such indiv-

-idualism may be a simple consequence of the relatively small population

that is discussed, among which personalities would be clearly limned;

it may indirectly be a consequence of the religious valuing of the indiv-

-idual per 'se . But it is just as likely to be a further expression of

the belief that the core of religion - hence, of life - cannot be trans-

mitted by anything less than the full .living experience of the believer.

Thns transcripts of letters and speeches, rather than abstract analyses,

appear to convey the fullest import of bygone interaction.

IWo major sources of Doukhobor history are distinguished: written

Documents, and oral Legends (included in text). For convenience, and be-

-cause of a fundamental distinction in scope. Documents are further sub-
and

-divided into Generaly^ Miscellaneous , and Svobodnik. Because of general
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scarcity, materials are discussed in detail.

A. Documents

.

^

1, General and Miscellaneous.

Two miscellaneous documents should be mentioned first, as major

influences in their time; although both were produced by non-Doukhobors

,

both have had their greatest use among Doukhobors.

Novitski's text abovenentioned, in editions of 1832 and 1882, has

long been a source for Doukhobor historians and administrators; recom-

-mended to thera by its general impartiality. In 1901, Bonch-Bruevich

published a collection of the major letters to date of Peter Gospodnie

Verigin; this has since becone a religious and historical source much

prized by many Doukhobors.

In 1944 Vasili Sukhorev published a collection of documents, with

accompanying comments, relating to Doukhobor history. The collection

includes a wide range of materials - mostly letters, proclamations, and

transcribed speeches - in T^ussian text. There are also a few psalms in-

-cluded - two Catechetical psalms and one or two doctrinal psalms. The

bulk of materials relate to the period between the establishment of the

C.C.U.B. in Canada and the death of Peter Chishakov Verigin.

In 1948 Peter Maloff of Thrums published a massive chronicle in Rus-

-sian, with photographs; some time later, he also prepared a fairly close

though unfinished, English translation, now in the University of B.C. lib

-rary. The work was planned to run to tico volumes; the very recent death

of the author has cut short that plan. The first volume is in four parts

a short introduction, describing the author's intent to publish, with
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letters of encouragement from friends, and a summary, brief but rich in

detail, of early Doukhobor history to the time of the Burning of Arms,
t

and supplemented with two early Eighteenth century accounts of Doukhobor

trials, opens the work. The next section is a major history of the per-

-iod between 1899-1924, and includes a personal impression in some detail

of Peter Gospodnie Verigin, a discussion mostly in the form of personal

anecdotes of early Svobodnik figures in British Columbia, and a short

chapter on Independcint Doukhobors, 'Farmali ' . The next major division is

an extremely valuable autobiography, describing the author's childhood;

his family's withdrawal from, and return to, the C.C.U.B.; his youthful

life and work in the Russian colony in northern California, where he had

contact with Molokans and major figures such as Anton Shcherbak, Ivan

Vlasov, Vasya Pozdnyakov(see Bibliography) , and others; and his return to

Canada, marriage, and movement into an active life among Doukhobors. The

book concludes with a compendious collection of correspondence with var-

-ious Doukhobor and international figures, including Chertkov, Tregubov,

Rubakin, Bonch-Bruevich, Ilya Tolstoy, Herman Frank, and Rabindranath

Tagore; much regarding the international pacifist movement, in which Mal-

-off was deeply interested. The section ends with some miscellaneous docu-

-ments relating to Doukhobor affairs between 1899 and the late 1920 's, and

a short bibliography of some importance. As a resource, the book is not

without weaknesses, mainly in the direction of subjectivity, a tendency to

allude to interesting materials never again discussed, and a strong auto-

-biographical concern where such is not of major importance to the argu-

-ment. Nevertheless such failings are characteristic of self-educated
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men, and are not easily separable from the determination, intellectual

daring, and great-spirited idiosyncracy that made the book possible.

It is to be hoped that some part of the MS translation can find its way

into print soon.

In 1961 John Stoochnoff of Penticton published a small book of

rather arbitrary organization; its basic purpose was to present to Eng-

-lish readers a fuller view of Doukhobor culture than that of the news

media. Stoochnoff 's book includes autobiography, a brief historical and

doctrinal sketch, a number of docvments and letters (including the cor-

-respondence that confirmed the death of Peter Yastrebov Verigin) , and

a few historical photographs, some unfortunately uncaptioned. The book

is an excellent illustration of the weight laid by many Doukhobors upon

the reproduction of primary sources as a prime historiographic technique

In 1964, Eli Popoff of the U.S.C.C. published an English survey of

Doukhobor history. Its three parts deal, respectively, with an account

of the early history of Doukhobors until about 1845; development in the

Caucasus region and the Burning of Arms, till about 1899; and the period

of Canadian settlement. Each section is accom.panied by a lengthy app-

-endix for illustrative purposes, including psalms and songs in trans-

-lation. Community documents, and addresses. In 1966, Popoff published

a slightly revised new edition of his Rasskaz, first produced in 1956.

The Rasskaz complements Sukhorev's work, consisting of an opening coll-

-ection of legends; and six sections of historical and doctrinal discuss-

-ion. Apparently the Kassluiz is the basis for much of the English Hist-

-orlcal Exposition . The legendary section illustrates Popoff*s effort

to add to the existing traditional genre of Suffering legends a genre of
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Social Achievement.

In 1969, Koozma Tarasoff published a massive collection of photo-

-graphs with detailed captions and several brief but detailed intro-

-ductory chapters. He had in 1964 published, in privately distributed

mimeograph, a voluminous (and valuable) historical study titled Iq

Search of Brotherhood , and anticipated revising this for print public-

-atlon; such a project was, however, forestalled by the publication of

Woodcock & Avakumovic's work, a situation that is not entirely clear.

The Pictorial History is, however, a splendid complement to either work.

The photographs are reproduced from a wide period and number of sources,

and range in quality from rare and crucial historical photographs to

simple family snapshots. This wide range, and the number of photographs,

made the whole collection an exceedingly valuable ethnographic document

perhaps unequalled on the continent, a source that no scholar should under-

-rate, since it provides a fairly detailed iconographic inventory cover-

-Ing a period of over a century. It includes historical events, archi-

-techture, crafts, costume, work patterns, meetings religious and commun-

-ity, Svobodnik demonstrations, festivals, and family portraits. It is

the only one of the items prepared by Doukhobors to have been published

outside the Doukhobor community.

2. Svobodnik.

Since the early 1940*s a large number of pamphlets, leaflets, and

broadsides have been published by both major and minor
j
Svobodnik factions,

of which a large number have been printed in English. A few of these

have been essentially doctrinal essays, as a large broadside on the signif- '
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-icance of Nudism printed about 194A; most, however, have been protest

- often In the form of lengthy letters - addressed to major public off-

-Icials. Such protests reflect internal dissent between factions, or,

more often, opposition to government policy or the advice of outsiders,

protests sometimes quite justified. The documents have become exceed-

-ingly scarce since the march of 1962, when supplies of publlcatlnns

were largely destroyed along with other materials not taken on the jour-

-ney, and it is not possible at this moment to know the full number and

range that were published. One example may serve to characterize the

general approach used.

The C.F.S.C., apparently acting on the advice of the fellow-Quaker

Emmet t Gulley, then attempting to mediate betxi^een the B.C. Government and

the Svobodniki

,

wrote a letter to the leader Stephen Sorokin in 1953 in

which opposition to Education laws was condemned and Government policy

described as "a reasonable policy of law enforcement." positions which

were contrary to the views of the members of the Christian Community arid

Brotherhood of Reformed Doukhobors, the major body of Svobodniki . The

reply consists of a Langthy review of recent demonstrations, arrest,

correspondence, and newspaper reports, punctuated by critical comment.

The violent events are seen as late demonstrations of a state of affairs

that existed v;hen the Doukhobors arrived in Canada, and an outline foll-

-ows with more excerpts from various sources, generally designed to show

the peaceable industry of the Doukhobors and the hostile intransigence of

the Canadian establishment. The letter closes with some accusations of

conspiracy by members of a minor faction of Svobodniki . other recent corr-
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-respondence, and a broad doctrinal statement regarding pacifism, and

• citing the 1838 Garrison Declaration. The pamphlet is well illustrated
«

with historic and contemporary photographs, the former of Community

agricultural and industrial enterprises, the latter of police actions

and mass arrests. History becomes, in such documents as this, a thing

seen in a very subjective fashion. For example (Members 1954, p. 3 ^6),

the reference to the land losses in Saskatchewan and British Columbia,

and the school problem:

Although full religious freedom was promised us by the Canadian
authorities, the government nevertheless, demanded an allegiance
from us to the British Empire. On the basis of our refusal, the

government of Canada commenced the persecution of Doukhobors by
land confiscation, the deliberate wrecking of their material wel-
-faiE, incarceration in prison, the segregation of children, end
even the taking of life, in sacrifice.

All this suffering the Doukhobors put up with in defence of
the principles of their faith.

Not too long ago, a remarkable incident occurred locally. The
children spied a coyote near an adjacent forest and gleefully
cried, "Mama, Mama, look, a Wolf!" But at the same time they
saw an auto approaching their settlement. Assuming it was the
police, coming to take them to New Denver [where children rem-
-oved from their families were schooled] , they about turned and
ran straight for the forest - feeling safer with an. animal of
prey. Surely you understand the moral of the incident.

The leader of a minor faction is described in rather uncharitable terras

(ibid ., p. 8):
...is an atheist, with a low moral standing, polygamous, and often
identified himself as a bolshevisk. Seldom sober, openly smoked
before our youth and encouraged them do do likewise. Always ready
for deception and criminal acts.

Burnings are not explained (ibid . ):
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In connection with the fires, the residents got accustomed to one

fact: the homes were always buring during those nights when a

police patrol of several cars drove through the settlement, some-
-what earlier. Quite often it happened that the house woulJ st^rt
burning while the police were yet on the scene, but the arsonists
were never apprehended. In such a manner, for a period of 3 - 4

months, about 90 homes were devoured by flames. The people, at a

loss to understand it all, were approaching mass hysteria. The
press, eager and willing, publicized the misfortune in glaring
headlines, conveying to the reading public, the impression of guilt,

of our group.

It will be noted that there Is nothing overt in the above paragraph to

indicate that it was not members of "our group" who, "approaching mass

hysteria," might be burning their own homes. It is not difficult for the

Anglo-canadian reader, skimming a pamphlet such as this, to pick out in-

-conslstencies and misdirection, or to recognize that more in fact took

place, or was knovm, than is reported. The pamphlet also takes the dub-

-ious stance of always laying the best possible interpretation on its own

position and the worst on that of other parties, not admitting the poss-

-Ibillty of honest confusion from time to time on both sides. But it

should also be noted that that same Anglo-canadian reader is likely him-

-self to skim over the sincere account of the anguish and catastrophic

disruption of families from whom children were forcibly seized; or the

photograph of an esteemed local civic leader being the first to gleefully

brandish an axe against a Community .Prayer Home being razed on the site

of an airport being laid out on land held in supposed "trust" by the Prov-

-Inclal government; or the reality of the greed and prejudice whereby the

Doukhobors were so easily twice dispossessed of their lands and homes.

The existence of bias on either side is no justification for its continued

existence.





In fact, the Svobodnlk docuaents are printed examples of an oral

genre - the Legend - in which historical fact is adapted to the beliefs

and worldview of the traditions-bearer. The purpose in its telling is

not to report objective history, but to convince the hearer of the reality

of the spaker's position and the validity of his views. Such accounts

are not about fact, but are about the values assigned to selected facts by

a given culture. They do not inform, but convince; they instruct vith a

message determined by the teller, not deduced by the hearer. If the hear-

-er already accepts the position, they reinforce his belief and strength-

-en the social bond bett^een himself and the teller. If the hearer is -

-as many Anglo-canadian readers nay expect to be - hostile, the dociment

may be intended to weaken his position as well as to modify his infcrm-

-ation,

B. Legends

.

Legends are told in conversation and occur occasionally in public add-

-ress, where a speaker may use them to give colour or emphasis to his mat-

-ter. Rhoads (1900, pp. 11-13) gives a transcription of an account of the

events surrounding the Burning of Arms and emigration to Canada elicited

from a Saskatchewan villager. In this context. Brock's article in the

Slavonic and E. European Quarterly (1965- '64. pp. 152-176,400-414), and

Hennacy's transcript from Helen Demoskoff should be noted; no other nater-

-ial of import is in print in reliable form.

A number of brief prophecies are attributed to Lukeria Kalmikoff;

these are usually very short statements of a cryptic nature that have had

varying interpretations in different times and places.
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For the majority of materials that follow, I am indebted again to

Roman Piontkovsky, who has graciously permitted me to cite here mater-

-lals collected by him in the summer of 1970. By request, informants

are not named. The first text refers to the period between 1801-1806,

when the Doukhobors were moved to the Milky Waters region along with

any who claimed to be Doukhobors, and accurately encapsulates opinions

that still survive deploring the admixture of unfaithful persons with

believers

.

How Discord arose among; the Doukhobors.

Tsar Alexander the First had accepted the Catholic faith - he was
the first one to do so - and demanded that all his subjects join him.

The Doukhobors refused to obey, so a priest was sent to convert them.

The priest asked: "Who was your first Doukhobor?"
They replied :"Christ was the first Doukhobor."
This confounded the priest. He had nothing more to say. "\^o

marries your couples?" "Father and mother, the third is Grace."
Again the priest v:as confounded.

"Who baptises your children?" "He who accepts the child, he also
gives the name." Again the priest was confounded.

"What do you do when one of you dies?"
The Doukhobors answered, "We pray."
"What prayers do you say?" - "Accept, Father, him who comes to

you."
'"When you carry the deceased to be buried, then what do you sing?"

"I see a multitude of people climbing the mountain. He who is going,
will approach Him." Again the priest was confounded.

"When you come to the grave, what do you sing then?" "We pray
you, Lord God; Give me. Lord, a bed in your heavenly field." Again
the priest was confounded.

"On your way home, what do you sing?" "Have mercy on us, Lord
God, look upon all." Again the priest stood silent.

"When you get hom-e", what do you sing?" "To whom shall I go from
You,Lord, and where shall I find life eternal?"

Now the priest had no-where to go, everyone had returned home and
the funeral was finished. So he ran to the Tsar with a request : "Free
the Doukhobors, give them the best land and liberate those who are in
prison. They are on the true path!"

Then the Tsar proclaimed freedom for the Doukhobors. But many had
been exiled along with robbers who had killed people, for the priests
considered them to be the same. Thus when the Doukhobors were freed,
fifty robbers joined them pretending also to be Doukhobors.
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In the evening a guard cane with a paper, saying: "The Doukhobors
shall go to the gallows tomorrow! ' The true Doukhobors did not be-
-come frightened, while the robbers - who had been sentenced to

twenty or thirty years - thought it better to be hanged than to feuf-

-fer all their life. In the corning the sane guard cane and announ-
-ced that the Doukhobors are free and nay settle where they choose,
but first they nust go to church to pray. "If you refuse to go to

church to pray, you shall return to prison!" The Doukhobors turned
about and went back into prison, while the robbers ran to church to

pray. Then the order was reversed and the Doukhobors were freed.

On the way to the free settlement the robbers disappeared one by
one and only the true Doukhobors arrived in Tauria. At that tine
their leader was Saveli Kapustin. When the Doukhobors arrived, they
reported to their leader that the martyrs had arrived. But one nan
came to the leader and said that there were robbers a—ong the new
arrivals. "Yes, I know," said the leader, "but for their service to

the Doukhobors God forgave then all their sins - provided they re-
-form. Let the fifty robbers come and I shall speak to then and tell
them where to settle." The Doukhobors went out in search of the rob-
-bers, for they had lived with them a long tine and knew then all
well. They found the robbers and brought them back. Then the lead-
-cr assigned the robbers honesteads.

At that tine the land was being cleared in Rauria. It was the
very best land, near the Milky River.

Everyone knew who these fifty robbers were - God had forgiven
them, but man had not. No one wished to siarry then and they could
find no wives. Then the robbers took to murdering their neighbours
who had young wives, tied a rope about their necks, a rock to the
other end, and threw the body in the Milky River, Those who worked
further from the river buried their victims.

At supper the robber was asked where the husband is?- "He was
with you." - "Yes, he was with me, but he left before ne. Fe had
some business to atttend to, but I do not know what happened to him."
The further, the more of the same.

Later, when the fishermen lowered their nets into the river, they
found the bodies of the Doukhobors. Because of this, the Tsar again
took away their land and settled the Doukhobors in a cold place be-
-yond the Caucasus.

There the Doukhobors again began to live, but to this day they
have not cleansed themselves of robber blood. The robbers continue
to live among the Doukhobors to the present tine, and that is why
they could not get along in the Community and why they killed their
leader. Christ v/ould not have killed, and neither would a Doukhobor.
But these are not Doukhobors, they are robbers. Eow nany of them re-
-main, only God knows, but we do not know.

The introductory passage bears a resemblance to the style of the Catechet-

-ical psalms that need not be coincidental. The answers are evidently .

first lines of psalms and hymns;' the last answer, indeed, is psalm 334, and
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the riarrator's slip from "say" to "sing" Is significant. The reference

to murders and the second exile to the Caucasus supply some credence to
«

the reports of irregularities and abuses in the period about 18A0, and

the treatment given here allows both acceptance and rationalization of

a fundamentally threatening type of fact, that of failure within the

holy community. By the end of the Legend, 'robbers* are a class of per-

-son, and not specific individuals; nor should the crucial explanation

for the disaster go unnoted: "God had forgiven them, but Man had not."

Leaders - who by definition share more of the Divine nature than

other men - may acquire miraculous attributes. The following stories

are told by two elderly B.C. Doukhobors to a friend in Saskatchewan:

There was an old Doukhobor named Zotov,who was the right-hand
man of the leader Pobirokhin at the time when the Doukhobors were
moving to the Milky Waters. This old man was arrested and sent to

prison in the Solovetsky Monastery. The Archbishop asked him: "Who

are you?" He replied, 'Ve are Doukhobors." "How do you under-
-stand God?' What is God." The old man could not answer. So he
was imprisoned in the Solovetsky Monastery, and twice or three times
a year he was asked the same question, "Till you tell us what God
Is, we shall not free you." So he spent twelve years in the cell.

When the Doukhobors had moved to the Milky Waters, and settled
down, Pobirokhin remembered the old man who was still imprisoned.
He chose two young men, gave them money, and told them: "Go to the
monastery and find out where this elder is imprisoned. Then pre-
-tend that you are drunk and one of you ask aloud, 'What is God:'
And the other answer, 'God is primordial light; unborn, uncreated'
eternal, primordial ;enveloped in his light as by a chasuble.' So
do it time and again, just as if you were drunk bums. Do not leave
there, but wait for the results."

Thus they did as they were told. At one time they were sitting
in a tavern, and there entered an old man, overgro^vTi with hair as if
he were an animal. They asked him, "Who are you?" He said, "I am
the old man Zotov. They just let me go. Twelves years I was ira-

-prisoned for not being able to answer what is God. But now I had
a vision: I heard a voice which said, 'Answer thus: God is primord-
-ial light, unborn, uncreated.' When I said this twice or three
times, they let me go,"
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So the old men told the story. Zotov arrived at the Milky
' Waters and lived there. (Cf. psalm 61.).

'

«

This was told by two old men: Sema Khaminov and Vania Bortsov.
The leader Pobirokhin could walk on water like Christ. In the Cri-
-mea, on the Milky Waters, near the Azov sea, there are great

swamps and on that sea grow dense bulrushes. There the Doukhobors
hid their fugitives; probably that is where Alexander I [II?] hid
himself. Thus Pobirokhin hid there too.

They use a boat to get there. Pobirokhin said to them: "Go
ahead in the boat, I shall follow after." "Hov; can you come after?"
"I shall catch up with you later." So they rowed away, his apostles,
and he came on foot. I asked, perhaps the water was not deep? No,

they said, it was deep. You tell fairy-tales, I said. No, that is

the truth, they replied.

Two elders, Sorokin and Androsov, were sent to speak to the Tsar.

Pobirokhin said: "You go and speak to the Tsar, and I shall be there
and speak." \Ihen they were interviewed by the Tsar and the Arch-
-bishop, Pobirokhin stood between them and gave the answers. But
the Doukhobors do not believe this, and do not speak about it.

Such accounts are not only applied to early leaders. The Provincial Ar-

-chlves of B.C. retains a translation of the "Testimony for Michael Ver-

-igln of Semon Savenkoff, 'Karmilushka* .", taken down at the New Jeru-

-salem (at Hilliers, B.C.), Christmas Day, 1949.

I was bom in the village Slavianka of the Elisavetpol district,
same county. When I was about 15 or 16 years old I passed once
along the streets of our village, it was after midnight and it
dawned[?3. Having approached the house where Michael John OREKOFF
(Verigin) was living, I noticed upon the roof of his house near the
chimney t^^o angels - man and woman, there were both surrounded by
flames and they were dressed in white clothing. As soon as I not-
-iced them, they turned towards me and alighted upon the earth. I

stopped - they approached me. I knelt. They said, "What do you see
•here?" I ans\7ered,"I saw both of you upon the roof of this house,
near the chimney, and you were dressed in white clothing all covered
by flame, and above you there has a halo[?] like a flaming pillar."
"That is right, what you have seen." "Do you know who we are?" I

answered, "Yes, I know that you are Peter Ilarion Kalmikoff and that
Is Luchechka [dim. of Lukeria]." They then said to me, "What you
have seen, all correct." "In this house a child has just been born,
and he will be named Michael." "You'll be in need of him, but do
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not tell this to anyone and keep the secret for the time being."

Other legends, both general and family. Illustrate religious doctrine^

or associated beliefs. One widespread formular relates a mnemonic im-

-age to a prophetic statement. Compare the following excerpt from psalm

79:

In the evening, the church was on guard for itself; at midnight it

was enlightened, at dawn the church went to judgement before God.

with a formula repeated by Cecil Maloff (Field..notes , 13/4/71; Tape D-1) :

The Doukhobors have many legends ... they say... the world, there's
morning, day and night, according to the bible and old traditions.
Well, we take some phrases of the bible and we put them to our own
thinking. We say that the morning was breaking away from the [Orth-

-odox] church. The noon-. . .like, we had breakfast, that was our
breakfast, to break away from the church, the false understandings.
The second, was to break away from militarism, that was our dinner...

• from militarism and also from all governments, from all laws except
to the True Law, the law of God. That was our dinner. When we
came to Canada^ in Canada we are supposed to fulfill a third com-
-mandment, and it would be the last. It would be breaking away from
ownership, especially of the land. Man should not have ox-mership,

especially of the land. And when we do break away from that, when
we finish our mission here in Canada concerning our supper - this

Is our supper - well, after that, they say, usually after supper is

rest. And we shall rest after that - when the earth will be freed
from this slavery of land-owndership

.

Referring to the concept of the Doukhobors as leaders in human spiritual

development, and legend attaches to an unidentified leader (ibid . )

;

We also have a parable that says that one of the leaders or the pro-
-phets said: "I am the point of the needle; the Doukhobors are the
needle; the whole [of] humanity is the thread. What I pierce through,
the whole needle - the Doukhobors - must come through also, after me.
.What the Doukhobors go through, the whole [of] humanity must follow
as well, as a thread." And he says, "I am the point of the needle."

Associated with these are the prophetic legends, mostly ascribed to Luker-

-la Kalmikoff. These are oracular, demanding interpretation of some sort.
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as a rule; though there may also be some that are self-fulfilling, such

as the first example below. This and the next are from Piontkovsky *s

collection, the first from several informants:

Lukeria Kalmikova prophesied that there will be three leaders

after her: the first shall be called the Lordly, the second the

Cleanser, the third the Hawk. After that the Doukhobors shall
not have any more leaders, for they will have grown up and shall

not need [a leader] any more. (Cf. Popoff, 1964, p. 15).

The Doukhobors will leave this country [Russia] riding a hazel
stallion, but the world will become caught in a cobweb. They
will go far beyond the ocean and settle on the swan river. And
all this came to pass.

The Informant identified the cobweb as the two World Wars - which the

Doukhobors escaped in their isolated Canadian settlement - and the river

as the Swan River settlement near Benito, Manitoba. Some of the motifs

In this prophecy are flexible, and the dominant function seems to be

that of relocation, as in this version from Cecil Maloff(data as above):

There is also another saying, that - well, even a hundred years
before the Doukhobors came here -...some time will come, that the
Doukhobors will leave their Mother Russia, and will get onto a

*..on to a black gelding (Well, under that, we explain that was a

kind of stieam engine), and we'll be gone across the sea at [for?]

a certain time, close to a hundred years, and then we shall cone
back to where they have a navel. . .Well, in Russia, the place where
they burnt their arms, that's supposed to be the navel of the earth.

Cecil Maloff also mentioned the image of the White Horse. Woodcock &

Avakumovic mention this (1968, p. 293) as an emblem used by Peter Chisti-

-akov for the anticipated return to Russia, and add that the"White Horse

had an appetite for dollar bills" - that the Purger demanded continually

these funds in preparation for emigration. Peter Chistiakov not infre-

-quently allowed himself to become drunken, and some uncharitable souls

equated the 'White Horse' with the brand of a Scotch whiskey (Field notes
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13/3/72). But the Image Is subject to wider application and interpret-

-ation. Thus Cecil Maloff mentions (data as above):

White Horse whiskey has been mentioned many times by [those of]

our people who don't understand the philosophy, and they make joke

out of it, but... the White Horse is the horse that we must follow
...it is a white understanding, clear, pure ways of thinking.

It*s the White Horse of reason, of true light.

When, however, John Verigin proposed a financial reorganization of the

U.S.C.C., he closed with the phrase (Field notes, 11/2/71): "Then the

horse will not eat the book.*."." Eli Popoff comments (Field notes, 5/8/71)

There was a dishonest accountant in one of the warehouses in the
1930*3, and money that should have gone into the Community went
into his pocket. Finally they realized something was wrong, so

they came andosked him for the books. "Oh," he said, pointing
where his office was near a stable, "The horse ate the books!" And
since then, that's how we've called it when there is dishonesty
or just bad management.

Such accounts diffuse between the religious and social life of the com-

-munity. Other legends are more intimately oriented. Tarry 1 Popoff, a

graduate student at the University of B.C., has commented (Field notes,

2/10/70): "Everyone had a grandfather or uncle who 'suffered in the Koot-

-enays.' From childhood every Doukhobor hears accounts of suffering,

accepted to share in Christ's suffering." While within a family situ-

-atlon such stories may have the function of buffering faith and conserv-

-ative belief - and hence social stability they are usually told the

outsider to convince him of the reality of Doukhobor experience, and thus

tend to occur while rapport is being establish; they are not required

later.

Family legends may also be in the main stream of religious belief,

such as this collected by Piontkovsky. While it is basically an account
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of the efficacy of a charm, the stress of the legend Is upon the effect-

-iveness of the Lord*s Prayer - something available to any believer;
«

and the teller's grandfather, a patriarchal fiaure, is the hero. The

struggle in the legend, however, is not physTcal, but Ideological:

grandfather does not escape, he rather demonstrates the futility of mil-

-itarism to the soldiers.

My grandfather, Stepan Kanigin, died in Canada in 1935. When he
and his family were arrested for surrendering their draft cards

[in Russia], they were arrested and sent from Alexanderpol to

Kars. They were being led through our villages. There is the

river Kura there, when they reached the river Kura, grandfather
knew how to read the Lord's Prayer. Uhen you read [recite] the

Lord's Prayer, you put a spell on a gun and it cannot shoot.
Grandfather said to the leader of the escorting soldiers, "Well,

you are leading fifty men. If they start escaping, what will you
do?" "I shall use my rifles." There were five armed soldiers.
Grandfather asked, "Can you hit that rock over there in the water?"
The soldier aimed, but the bullet just dropped from the barrel.
He tried again, again the bullet just dropped at his feet. The
Officer grabbed the gun of a soldier, the same thing happened; so

it repeated itself with all five soldiers. "Now what arc you go-
-ing to do in case of an escape?" I do not know what I can do."
**Well, let me hold the gun for a while." The officer gave him the
gun. Grandfather held the gun for a while, then returned it and
said: "Now try it again," The officer shot, and the bullet flew
to its destination. So he was telling us himself. Many others
heard the same tale. This actually happened. (cf. Prayer for
Healing , notes).

Another tale from Saskatchewan recounts the trouble of a grandfather in

a time before the rule of vegetarianism and teetotalism was established.

The incident around which the legend revolves 15 violent, yet the fault

Is forgiven in a coldly rational manner and with great tolerance: the

chief concern of the narrator is with the miraculous skill of the healer,

While the account emphasizes the medical element of healing, this is not

essential to the verity of the legend.
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This happened a long time ago, when the Doukhobors still drank. It

happened in a dukhan [Caucasian tavern] that one man quarrelled with
his neighbour, for they were both a little drunk. The can became

so angry that he wanted to cut off his neighbour's head. He ran
and got an axe, returned to the dukhan and stood outside the door
meaning to cut off the neighbour's head as soon as it showed through
the door.

When the neighbour was about to leave, he spoke to Ivan Paramon-
-ovitch Abrosimov, my grandfather. It so happened that Ivan Param-
-onovitch went out first, but in order to pass through the doorway
one had to lean over, for the door was low. So grandfather bent
down passing through the doorway. The man waiting outside thought
It was the neighbour, and dropped the axe on his neck to do the evil
deed. But suddenly he noticed that it was another man's face, and
tried to hold back. It was too late to stop, and the neck-tendons
were cut by the dropping axe.

At that time Ivan Paramonovitch lived nearby. One of those pre-
-sent sent for his son to call a man who knew how to stop bleeding
by casting a spell. When this man arrived, the blood was caking.
The man washed the wound, re-positioned the head, and said, "Ivan
Paramonovitch, if you wish that I should save you, let no one come
near you, and I shall do my work." So he began to heal Grandfather;
he gave hira nothing but broth from boiled pigeons. After a month
the tendons had grown together and grandfather lived for a long tine
after this. Grandfather did nothing to the culprit, for it was not
meant for him,

Eli Popoff recounts the skill of a Doukhobor in Russia, a self-taught

engineer, as an object-lesson emphasizing the resources and positive ach-

-ievments of Doukhobors in the past (Field notes, 24/11/70; Tape D-1) :

[Martyrdom] is not the only thing the Doukhobors should be proud of
....Among every community, wherever they settled in the South of
Russia, there always came out to be... there was even one [man]
that, without any kind of tools or anything, he brought a stream
for irrigation ti^elve miles distance, by just using... as a level,
the only thing he could use as a level, was to have two prongs that
he put into the ground and then he put a little piece of board that
had a groove in it on top, then see which way the water would run.
•Just by those little prongs he kept going, and brought the strean
for irrigation. . .those were his tools. This is the person that we
want to [remember] at the same time as the one that was martyred.

One account collected by Piontkovsky may be a jocular tale cast in legend

form: it does not mock the leader, but takes away some of the mystery that

might be attached to his nickname:
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While in exile in Siberia, a group of convicts, including Peter

Vasilievitch Verigin, were to cross a river in a boat. Peter

Verigin fell behind, and one of the inmates called: "Eh, Lordly!

Hurry up!" - for he used to speak a great deal about the Lord.

The nickname stuck. But most people don't know this.

IV. Summary

.

Reporters, both exoteric and esoteric, who use subjective standards will

discover more, and narrower, data than are really available from the peo-

-ple and culture they study. Generalizations range from Bradley's (1905,

p. 297)
: "Entertaining. . .primitive but harmless souls..." and the journal-

-1st *s account cited by Elkinton(1903, pp. 189-190):

The Doukhobors are people of the purest Russian type, large and
strong, men and women both being of magnificent physique. They
are characterized by broad, square shoulders, heavy limbs, and a

massive build generally. Their features are prominent, but re-
-fined, and bear the marks of a life that is free from vice of
any kind. The most striking characteristic of all is the bright,
kindly sparkle of their eyes, which gives a winning expression to

the whole face, and quickly wins confidence in their character.
All their habits demonstrate that they are possessed of keen minds.

to Holt's wild labels such as (1964, p. viii) : "...a society of potent-

-ial killers," (p. 10) "a society that .. .became. . .a despotism of the

narrowest sort," (p. 22) "...an unusually high percent of outlaws and

malcontents," and a host of other abuse. Romanticizing and hostility

are common to both exoteric and esoteric reporters, though in the latter

case the hostility is usually directed at other factions within the soc-

-lety of Doukhobors: any broader hostile expression whould be destructive,

and only one such expression exists, published by a disillusioned and »





vindictive ex-administrator of the C.C.U.B. (Reibin 1952) whose motives

may be suspect. The hostility of .esoteric reporters is for the most
^ .

part highly qualified, and includes approbation for one's ovm party.

Both classes of reporters, and the esoteric especially, tend to

take more o> less doctrinaire positions. The Doukhobors may appear

- poslt:^ely or negatively - as a vindication of the writer's idea of

what an ideal society should or should not be. Outside reporters will

find the society at fault for not recognizing the superiority of Vest-

-em technology or politics (cf. Copping 1911), or for supporting an

economic and administrative structure that is idiosyncratic (Wright

1940), or for refusing assimilation (Zubek & Solberg 1952; O'Neail

1962). They may also - as do most of the pre-1914 Apologists - argue

that all societies would do well to follow the Doukhobor system explic-

-Itly. Doukhobor reporters, in particular the tellers of Legends, co-

-relate history and religious doctrine - a practice which ought not to

be faulted, but which should be identified when it occurs.

Exoteric reporters alone assume a patronizing stance: they find them-

-selves able to smile benevolently down from the pinnacles of Western

culture, upon a society of quaint, harmless peasants, or of insane fanat-

-Ics. Having thus neatly labelled their subjects, they need go no further

- all that is needful is to accumulate evidence that supports the clich^;

all other evidence becomes irrelevant to the problem. It is striking that

such reporters miss the distinction, say, between Doukhobors and other

East European peasant-economy peoples; or between Doukhobors and other

sectarian communal experimenters. They see no need for broad ethnographic
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description, but need merely accumulate enough material to generate a

stereotype. And a stereotype, to be convincing, must have no Incon-
^

-sistencles. But societies are so complex, having more than enough

acceptable types of behaviour than any one member can perform, that

occasionally Inconsistent behaviour - behaviour out of stereotype -

— is to be observed. Such behaviour is the measure of the individ-

-ual's reconciliation of his changing needs as a human with the multi-

-farlous requirements of his society *s structure. It is to the soc-

-lety*s advantage to have conflicting requirements, also; then it can

not only accomodate a very wide range of individual behaviour, but it

will awlays keep some 'abnormal' members in reserve, who, when extern-

-al conditions change, may be equipped to meet those conditions with

behaviour already sanctioned, if only by mere classification. Thus,

In the third and fourth decades of Canadian domicile, a number of Do'ukho-

-bors acquired some practical education, although traditionally school-

-Ing has been considered an Impious and disintegrating force. The suc-

-cess of these individuals both within and outside the community has

made it possible for a significant number of Doukhobors to qualify their

belief by formalizing a distinction between the process of formal educ-

-atlon and the Ideologies which may be attached to that process. Of

course, there was always education in the Doukhobor communities, as in

any society: but it was by family precept and by participation in work

actlvltes. Now it has been possible to extend this concept of education

to skills and knowledge acquired formally. Making such a distinc^on does
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not require the believer to forego his often justified mistrust of the

Ideology with which schools may interlard their curriculum, but allow,s

him to make his belief more finely applicable to present circumstances

(Field notes and comment, 22/12/70; 26/1/71; 13/A/71; 12/5/71).

It would appear, then that those traits of Doukhobor culture which

are unfamiliar to Westerners are seen as threatening and thus generate

an emotional response, one of assimilation or rejection. Their differ-

-ence is a threat because societies are seen as in some ways mutually

exclusive. To the superficial or personally insecure individual, an

observer arguing to himselr by analogy from the behaviour of individuals,

all societies occupy time and space more or less similarly. If he is to

remain secure, his society must keep its niche either by assimilating a

competing society to itself, or by driving it away. By a favourable

stereotype, the competitor loses his alien quality, and may be assimll-

-ated; by an unfavourable stereotype, the competitor may be denied his

right to exist. Thus, in the latter case, it is not until Holt has com-

-pleted her long development of a negative stereotype - an abstraction

from reality - that she is able to call for what sounds like - a horridly

familiar term - a final solution to the Doukhobor problem, and to say

(1964, p. 296):

...that the civil liberties of a gang of outlaws, who know only
what they were taught, may have to be sacrificed for the civil
liberties of the majority of lax7-abiding citizens.

But there is no way to distinguish between one man's civil liberties and

anothers; and we all know only what we were taught.
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VI . DOUKHOBOR RELIGION; THE SHAPE OF BELIEF.

I. Introduction

.

The purpose of this discussion is to present, not an account of what a

typical, average Doukhobor (if such an individual exists) believes, but

a description of the elements of belief from which individuals' construct

their own systems. The expression and personal experience of Doukhobor

religion - like that of most belief - are matters which are peripheral

to language, and any attempt to verbalize them is inherently inadequate,

but those elements which Doukhobors themselves commit to linguistic ex-

-pression should be presented, as they will help to define the contin-

-uum within which personal experience moves.

In the past, some researchers have been a little too quick to as-

rslgn plausible sources of Doukhobor doctrine antedating the Raskol .

Thus Maude (1904, p. 7), Conybeare(1921, pp. 275-279), and Woodcock &

Avakumovic (1968, p. 25) suggest or declare significant resemblances

between Doukhobor belief and that of the Cathari and Bogomil heresies

of Western and South Slavic Europe, especially stressing, in the case

of Conybeare, the general rejection of church authority and sacraments,

unorthodox descriptions of the Godhead and of the human soul, communal

practices, and chiliastic eschatology. Examination of original Albi-

-gensian, Bogomil, Cathar, and Waldensian sources (Wakefield 1969) will

383.
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make clear, however, that these Western movements still maintained, In a

significant degree, the use of a precisely defined hierarchy; a formal

liturgy; sacraments (to which the Catharia even added one, the consola-

jmentum - see Wakefield, pp. 465-49A); the use of written scriptures; and

the veneration of saints. In other words, the Western heretics retained

the gross cultural system of the orthodox, but modified their content

for their own needs. The Doukhobors, along with other and preceding

raskolniki , and indeed perhaps in the steps of the Judaizers and the

Paulicians O^aude 1904, p. 7), rejected in large degree the cultural

systems of the orthodox. In fact, considering the vast rural districts

of Russia; the fewness and dispersion of influential urban centres; and

the very divergencies and heterogeneity that provoked the reforms of

Nikon: orthodox systems may well never have been completely imposed up-

-on much of the Russian peasantry.

The most reliable beginning point, one remaining (though not under

that label). in Doukhobor tradition, is the doctrine of the pious schis-

-matlc Daniel Filipov, founder of the Khlysti and Skoptsi , whose reac-

-tion to conflicting old and new liturgies was to reject both in favour

of inner, spiritual understanding. A Doukhobor hymn tells of his de-

-clsion (Peacock 1970, pp. 57-60; cf. also Popoff, 1964, pp. 4,30):

A young man was walking,
And as he walked he wept profusely,
Letting forth sorrowful sighs,
Jesus Christ Himself met him and asked:
'•why are you weeping, young man?"
"How can I help weeping?
I have lost the golden book,
I have dropped the church key into the sea."
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"Do not weep any more, young man:

I shall write out another golden book,

I shall cause the blue sea to dry up, •

And [shall] recover the church key.

And I shall put you on the road of truth."

The nature of Doukhobor chiliasm is also singular, and the term is

perhaps less aplicable than millenarianism. The distinction is not one

of kind, so much as of degree; it is usually applied to sects having two

related traits, a highly developed eschatology of apocalyptic character

and a direct mapping of this eschatology onto the present, and the recent

past and future. Chiliastic sects are composed predominantly of those

• who perceive that apocalypse as a single historic event under way right

about them; when radical changes in the world do not occur according to

pre-determined schedule, their date is either moved fonward slightly, or

the change is stated to have indeed occurred, but to be hidden to all but

a few. Against this system of belief should be set those sects for whom

Apocalyptic experience is an on-going thing; for whom, as it were, the

Apocalypse is not a single historical event but is, perhaps allegoric-

-ally, the state of all history. The latter model does not require con-

-tinual major adjustments; and it is adaptable to a high level of change

in external conditions. It is also more suitable for the construction of

a sectarian community, since any simple chiliastic community can by def-

-inition be only a very temporary affair. This is not to say that mill-

-cnarlans do not expect change, judgement, and the retribution of sinners

and vindication of believers; but they do not expect it with the consist-

-ent immediacy of the chiliasts. One of the major arguments for this





distinction Is the occurrence of chillastlc movements within Doukhobor

history; such have been present (e.g., 1902 march to Yorkton, and occ-

-asional Svobodnlk movements and declarations since), but they have

been both temporary, and the activity of a minority no more doctrinally

conservative than many who did not join them. Such chiliasm has always

been opposed by the tradition of Doukhobor rationalism, the trait which

first attracted and then maintained ties with Quaker individuals and

groups

.

II. Theology.

God is an eternal, spiritual being, the first creator and last judge of

all things; he helps the suffering who call upon him and those who seek

to come close to him, but he cannot help those who choose to turn from

him. He chooses to speak through the mouth of man to other men. This

is the doctrine of psalms 61 and 64 in particular, and of the first few

clauses of psalm 1, but it recurs continually throughout the psalms. It

Is expanded in a detailed and consistent but not inclusive form in the

pamphlet Doukhobors , Their Faith (Doukhobor Society of Canada 1961, pp.

5-6). The link between God and the Believer is the believer himself, as

psalm 6, clauses 118-119 attests:

Q. Where was God, when he was not in heaven, nor on earth, nor in
the streams of moonlight, not in the adorning [light] of the
stars, nor in the radiance of the sun?

A. God was then in the mountain of faith.





Q, And what Is the mountain of faith?

A. Who trusts God, he is the mountain of faith.
t

Also (psalm 147): "Where Love is, there God is too." The D.S.C. pam-

-phlet adds, from an incompletely identified psalm (p. 5): "God is a

spirit without form; God dwells in the souls and hearts of men." A

saying reports the immanence of God (Field notes, 31/1/71)
: "God sleeps

In stones, wanders in animals, and awakens in man - though he is not

often crowned in man." Beyond this, there is generally little need to

describe God, Psalm 6 opens, not with a description of God, but with

a list of God's requirements from the believer, God is not approached

through intellectual description, but through the believer's needs and

obligations, his moral experience. "God is Divine Reason... a spirit...

man. "(psalm 6 Var./23).

Chris tiology is diffuse and not rigidly developed. Often in the

psalms. Father and Son are addressed interchangeably or identically,

and on at least one occasion Christ is identified as an angel (Christ

Is One...) . The Quaker Allen (1846-47, p. 61) learned that:

[The Doukhobors] believe... in the Deity of our Lord and Saviour
•,.as fully as any Christians we ever met with.

Lynch (1901, p. 111) is in agreement. But Allen's companion Grellet

reports to the contrary (1864 , pp. 455-456):

They look upon Jesus Christ in no other light than that of a
good man. They therefore have no confidence in him as / a
Saviour from sin.

Doukhobor sources are not so precise in either direction. Psalm 141

certainly posesses a strongly evangelic base; against it may be set the





statement from psalm 1, clause 12:

A. Jesus himself was and is the New Gospel that is eternal and
ever alive, . . . •

•

Clause 13 of the same psalm rationalizes the gospel miracles in terms

easily applicable to the believer's existential state:

Q. Did Christ really perform miracles on earth, bring dead people
back to life again, give sight to the blind and make the deaf
to hear?

A. We believe, because we ourselves were dead in sinfulness, we
were blind and deaf. He brought us to life, forgave our sins,

and gave us his commandment so that we should sin no more and

not break God's laws anymore.

The Resurrection is defined by the alteration of the old Orthodox Easter

greeting, to which the reply becomes (cf. Father of All ) : "In the faith-

-ful Christ is resurrected," or "In the hearts of his faithful followers

• • ."(Popoff ) . Christ is also the man through whom God spoke most per-

-fectly (Field notes, 25/11/70), in whom the greatest proportion of God's

spiritual substa-nce was found. His teachings, not as they are found in

books, but as they manifest themselves within the heart, are the believ-

-er's guide in life.

The Holy Spirit is not often mentioned in intellectual terms, and

then only as part of the Trinity, though many psalms are addressed to it.

It seems to be understood as that aspect of God that acts in the world

and upon the human soul, at specified times and places; whereas the Fath-

-er is eternally immanent, and the Son is continually revealed though the

acts of believers

.

The Trinity is rarely mentioned; psalm 6, clause 48, states:
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Q. To whom do you bow?

A. We bow to the Father and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit,
that is the Holy Trinity.

The same bow occurs In the psalm Father of All , and is the first bow-

-to-earth of the Molenye . The variant reading of psalm 6, clause 55,

states the case a little different:

Q. To whom do you pray?
A. To. that God who is Divine Truth itself, to the Spirit of Truth;

to Jesus Clirist who was Truth incarnate.

Two other clauses, however, give a highly complex definition. Psalm 1,

clause 5, states:

Q. In what category do you place the Holy Trinity, how do you in-
-terpret it?

A. We place the Holy Trinity in an unattainable category. In mort-
-al man it is interpreted as: God the Father is our power of
memory; God the Son is oar power of Reason; God the Spirit is

our power of Will. God the Trinity is one.

This is further developed in psalm 64

:

The body is formed out of earth, but the spirit is in the sacred
Image of God and through it, we have a threefold power. In every
quality of the spirit, the human power is this: Memory, reason, will.
By memory we are likened to God the Father; by reason we are likened
to God the Son; by will - to the Holy Spirit, thus in the Holy
Trinity there are three persons, yet they hold one spirit; three
spiritual powers, but one God.

The same is also cited by Kravchinsky (1888, p. 508). The statement ap-

-pears to be a description of the Trinity based upon a three-part model

of the human mind, but some commentators and Doukhobors have given it a

narrowly literal interpretation too. The present consensus seems to medi-

cate between both extremes (Field notes, 23/5/71), declaring that the

divine part of man is composed of memory, reason, and will, and that Father,
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Son and Spirit can be best known through these attributes.

The position of the Blessed Virgin is obscure. Uumerous psalms

include her as a figure worthy of honour, and the healing psalns in

particular imply that she possesses quasi-divine powers and attributes.

The psalm Maiden £earer-of-God is intensely Marian. To various rat-

t-lonalistic Doukhobors the existence of this lore sometimes seems a

positive embarassment , and the psalm Maiden Bearer-of-God is excused

as being comprehensible only by the application of an abstruse symbolic

key, averred to be welnigh lost. There is, however, a tradition of

symbolic interpretation which, though it may not be of wise distrib-

-ution, is kno^m to many rationalists. It is briefly noted in the

D.S.C. pamphlet cited above (1961, pp. 10-11);

Doukhobors reason, that every woman is a mother of God; just as
every person is a human God. Every woman "from time immemorial
to the present day is a virgin; from her is born and was born
Jesus Christ', that is, that beginning of life which gives people
"meaning to life". Every woman, every virgin brings forth into
the world God's way, - its fulfillment. Woman is the medium
through which appears into the world that which is above all else
- man. That is why every woman, every "mother of God", who
"sings and proclaims" dwells "on the clouds of blessedness",
that is, in the position of sincerest and highest respect and
esteem.

In the same way, then, that each Believer is held to share the nature

- or a portion thereof - of Christ; the nature of the Virgin is an ideal

part of every female Believer,

Angelolog^*^ is not corapleit. "Christ is one of the holy angels," be-

-gins the recent psalm of the same title, probably defining angel by go-

-Ing on to say, "who revealed to the people eternal life." The vision
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of Savenkoff , in his legenedary Testiinony for Michael Verigin , depicts

angels as giving special revelation; also, perhaps, as sometimes being

the souls of departed leaders. Two angelic figures occur repeatedly in

the psalms , though, the Guardian Angel whose daily protection is sought in

prayers (e.g., psalms 300, 306, 307); and Michael the Archangel, who binds

. up Satan for good in the Apocalypse. Woodcock & Avakumovic recount (1968,

pp. 323-324) that Michael Orekoff/Verigin claimed a youthful vision of the

Atr.changel, and that in time he fostered the belief that the Archangel char-

-acterlzed his share of the Divine nature. Devils and demons are not ment-

-loned as such, though the Healing psalms do refer to anonymous evil and

unclean spirits. The cryptic figure mentioned in the Healing psalm Against

Witchcraft on the Way , "Shaloshi-maloshi ", may be either such a figure, or

, a pre-Christian spirit surviving from an earlier faith. Satan is mentioned

occasionally, but only in apotropaic fashion (cf. psalm 301), or in Apo-

-calyptic accounts (e.g., psalms 71; We "Cossacks'* Sing a New Song , etc.),

In which his overthrow by Michael or Christ is suitably celebrated.

Heaven and Hell are rarely mentioned in a strictly doctrinal sense.

Psalm 1 defines them, very briefly, respectively as attributes of the

society of believers, and as the state of life of the sinners, fnding no

other comment necessary (psalm 1, clauses 20.21):

Q. What is the meaning of heaven and what are the different [cate-
-gories] of heavens?

A, The [categories of] heavens are thus: The first heaven is -

Meekness; the second heaven - Understanding; the third heaven
- Self-Control; the fourth heaven - Benevolence; the fifth
heaven - Brotherhood; the sixth heaven - Enlightenment; the
seventh heaven - Lord. Where there is counsel, therejis en-
-lightenment ; where there is love, there is God.





Q. What Is hell, where is It, where do evil spirits dwell?

A. Hell is within people who have no enlightenment; evil spirits

dwell within them.

The seven heavens appear as a sep.jrate psalm, 147. Fsalm 6, however,

mentions a Jerusalem that is the goal of every believer (clauses 98-106),

and that resembles the Nev; Jerusalem of Apocalypse XXI. Psalm 166 de-

-scribes the struggle of believers to reach that city; yet the conclud-

-ing line implies that in their faith they may already be in it, though

they do not recognize it. It may, indeed, be the heavenly Kingdom to

which every believer is invited, and which is promised to him in all the

• apocalyptic psalms, of which 150 should be compared with 166. The arch-

-aic psalm 123 catalogues the torments of a Hell of a type familiar in

mediaeval allegory, in which bitter crimes are met by correspondingly

bitter punishments. It is not easy to distinguish between these very

rational and very affective styles of belief, and Kravchinsky 's com-

-ment (1888, p. 511), "They do not believe in either hell or paradise,"

must not be taken to exclude beliefs founded upon emotional needs. Tne

existence of the rationalistic viewpoint is, as StarKnotes (1967, pp.

156-157), an important boundary in the continuum of belief.

The Church is any assembly of worshipping believers. As an instit-

-utlon of human organization, it is despised. The Catechetical psalms

argue:

0. Where is your church building?
A. Our church building [is] not in the mountains, nor in the logs,

nor in lifeless walls, hut our church building is in the spirits
and hearts of men, [in] the righteous and the lovers of Him,
those who truly serve Him (psalm 6, clause 21).

Q. Why do you not go to our Cliristian church, to the great Russian
church; why is it so abhorrent to you?





A. Our conscience does not allow it. We do not consider it to have

any godliness or holiness; we do not consider it to have any
saving powers because it is a corruptible [organization] , theue

is nothing eternal in it (psalm 1, clause 22).

Where is your church to be found?
Our church is found there, where in freedom, and in the spirit

of God's love, people gather together, and in word and in deed
enjoy brotherly, fraternal feelings mutually, (psalm 6 Var./53).

Q. Why do you not attend services at the stone- and wood-built
temples of the Greek-Orthodox church, and do not pray to the
wooden icons therein?

A. Because the Lord forbids us to pray and bow before these, or
(any] other objects made by human hands; so that from this un-
-reasonable, false practice, we ourselves would not get traits
of being wooden-natured or stone-hearted. You will eventually
become like the kind of god you worship. Our God is the omni-
-present Spirit, and prayer and bows to the Father, the Son,

and the Spirit must be made in spirit and in truth. This is

why we do not join the throng indulging in such vanity, we
scorn with righteous indig.-tation the Church which is based upon
hypocrisy, and we avoid all other forms of entangling devices
set out by the devil. It is better to have the sight on one
eye, even if you, thus, see not too clearly, rather than, from
the obscuring tactics of the church preachers, to be totally
blinded, (psalm 6 Var., clause 56).

The church is also where the believers rejoice (cf. psalms 79, 320), and

where God speaks; it is a place of instruction for them (psalm 187, per-

-haps from an Orthodox source); it characterises the Doukhobor Community

(A Doukhobor is one...) ,

The Doukhobors, with many sectarians, avoid praminent use of the

Bible. This position is clearly inherited from the teachings of Filip-

-ov, cited above, and embodied in the argument that what is essential

Is notsubject to written types of recording. The book must be a Living

Book, "Written on the heart, revealed through the mouth" of the believ-

-cr, and indeed through his v;hole life. Cecil Maloff says (Field notes.
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13/4/71; Tape D-l)

:

When the [Bible] was written. . .after the last word, surely there
were wlse_ people after that, or even before it was written.... *

To us, if you are in contact with this world, this law Jof God,

discussed earlier in the tape] I was telling you about, you
wouldn't need the Scriptures, because the Scriptures are in you,

because they flow out of you. Everything that's in the Bible is

within you, first, before it came out in the Bible. And of course,

also. It's been translated and re-translated many timesj; a lot of

it has been lost by the men who did not understand these things.

Therefore, there's a lot of good in it, no doubt - I think it's

the best book in the world. .. [But] a book is a book. Once this

flame, this fire is kindled in you,...you are united with all

people who understand this.... It's within us, everything is

within you, it's beautiful, as long as you cultivate it and bring
it out of [yourself].

The statement is in agreement with other conversations I have had with

Doukhobors; Peter Makortoff adds that he has noticed conflicts between

Old Russian and Mormon translations of the Bible, and that this char-

-acterizes Doukhobor mistrust, not of the Bible per se , but of physical

texts (Field notes, 12/5/71). Michael Chemoff of the Doukhobor Society

of Canada, however, speaking for the Society, takes a less exclusive

position (Field notes 26/4/71, slightly abridged):

Our Society accepts the New Testament, which is our basic guid-
-ance. We are brought up in the belief that the Old Testament
is very complicated - for example, it involves wars and allows
many wives - [that therefore] the New Testament is the latest and
most understandable [revelation]. The Old Testament is a very old,
out-dated book. There are a lot of good scriptures in the Old
Testament, but it takes [phrase lost- approx. , 'a great deal of
wisdom'] to separate the good from the bad....

The psalms, and the letters and speeches of leaders, take the place of

Biblical counsel because they are seen as arising by the same divine

inspiration, but as enhanced through their utterance from the God within

the believer and his leader, through human minds and mouths rather than
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from books. Stark (1967, pp. 108-111) characterizes such estimation

of the Bible as an expression of an ideal of freedom, in which the Scrip-

-tures are characterized as authoritarian, and are more to be feared and

rejected for their association with legalistic authority than they are

to be cherished for the truth, concealed as it were by paper and ink, that

lies within them.

III. The Believer .

The soul of the believer is his essential part; psalm 6 describes its

origin and nature (clauses 3,8);

Q. From what did God create you?
A. From a body and [an] undying spirit.

Q. ^at is the spirit?
A. The spirit is the image of God, a heavenly image, it sings and

speaks.

(It is noteworthy that an essential quality of the soul is its ability to

communicate.) Eli Popoff (Field notes, 5/8/71) summarizes belief regard-

-ing the soul by stating that there is a portion - a 'spark* - of God

within every person; that it is either recognized and developed so that it

Is perceived more clearly, or it is crushed and made dumb; and that such

persons as the Doukhobor leaders, each in his time, have had a greater por-

-tion than others around them: their leadership was the natural result of

the recognition of this greater divine in-dwelling. Cecil Maloff (Field

notes, 31/1/71) says much the same. Thus the third bow of the Molenye is





not to man as such, but to the divinity within man. Conybeare comments

(1921, p. 274):

Sylvanus [sic] Kolesnikov, according to Novitsky, held that "one
believer must bow to another, on the ground that we are the first

fruits of God's creation, and among all creatures in the world
the living impress of his hand, an image of God on earth." Thus,

having no proper feast days, they reckon that day a festival when
one of the sect visits another. Such guests they welcome with
spiritual songs.

Thus, says the writer in the Obzor, they identify God and man;

for the two are indivisible.

To digest from his quotation from von Haxthausen (ibid . , pp. 277-278),

a doctrine of the "transmigration of souls" was taught by Kapustin; "he

also taught that Christ is born again in every believer; that God is in

everyone; for when the Word became flesh, it became thus for all time...

Developing from this, "The soul of Jesus...must necessarily have anim-

-ated another human body!" Thus the same soul, in turn, animated the

leaders of the Doukhobors. The degree to which this doctrine is held

In an extreme form is debateable, and von Haxthausen 's reliance upon a

hostile Mennonite guide must also be taken into account; nevertheless,

it Is apparent that a certain number of Doukhobors have held this view

for a very long time; it has been reported of the Svobodniki surround-

-Ing Stephan Sorokin, and in his pseudonymous pamphlet TPt4 M TPV\

HOMy B 3ArP0EH0P1 mSHA C'PAHTEC KHPOCOH', 1950) ("Three Days and Three

Nights in the Grave [and] Living"), Sorokin argues within the terms of

the tradition. If the soul, then, is both eternal and subject to in-

-carnation, it may also move from generation to generation of believers:

thus Kravchinsky reports (1888, pp. 511,512):
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...the individual imnortality of a man consists in the memory

which the deceased leaves behind him among his fellow men....

the soul enters the child's body from about the sixth to the ^ .

fifteenth year of its age, the period when the child is learning
froa the 'Book of Life' [Living Book]....

There is not much to support these doctrines in the content of the psalms

themselves; certainly there is no obvious statement of transmigration.

The believer is, instead, promised an eternal rest and rejoicing with

God and the angels in paradise (cf. psalm 79).

Sin is an evil state from which the believer must extricate him-

-self by recognition of his true nature, of the divinity that waits with-

-in himself to come to his aid. On his desk Cecil Maloff keeps a not-

-ice, a conventional comic card: "The most important thing about a man is

his appearance. . .and the sooner the better!" How was this a basic truth,

Cecil asked? -"It is the man, his real 'appearance* as against his

'seeming' - his body, clothes, his words. The sooner he becomes his true

self, the better." (Field notes, 13/4/71), As Stark summarizes the idea

in more abstract terms (1967, p. 125):

In view of the fundamental position which the doctrines of original
sin and vicarious satisfaction - two strongly anti-individualistic
dognas, since they assume the solidarity of all mankind in guilt
and nerity - have occupied in the Christian tradition, it is not sur-
-prising that most sects have reinterpreted rather than abandoned
then. But the most radical, and hence m.ost typical, sects have
given them up and replaced them by teachings which see both fall
and redemption in purely personal terms.

As we shall see, such is more the letter than the spirit of Doukhobor

doctrine, since the experience called Suffering is generally applied to

the individual's movement toward perfection as a member of the Community^

for it is as a member that he suffers, not in isolation.
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When the believer comes to realize the divinity hid within him-

-self - surely, by the grace and guidance of God who placed it there

(psalm 266) - then he has Spiritual Knowledge. This great trait is id-

-cntified with God himself, it is the unity of divine memory, reason,

and will. Psalm 277 says of this trait, calling it a power:

[It Is] a good feeling for our souls to ponder over Your holy
will. Teach our tongues, that they may glorify Your power;

change all our desires into Your holy will, so that we do not
ask you for that, which is useless for our souls....You our
Creator, work upon us, [upon] all our movements; yet if You
will not help us by Your power, then we will not escape eternal
torments. Lord, our God, we wholeheartedly want to attain this,
that you would speak with us inwardly, but we ourselves do not
have this power, without Your guide. Your holy spirit.

Psalm 384 explains: ,

I profess the law of my Lord Jesus Christ and I do not think of
this in an outward [manner], but [as] inward. When we live with-
-in the will of the Father, our Lord God, then the Lord lives

• within us, enlivening us, he enlightens our reason as with rad-
-lant light.

Psalm 1, clause 23 uses the term baptism to describe this awakening:

A. Baptism with water is of no use to our soul; baptism for our
SQul is when one accepts the message of God within himself;
we are baptized of Christ with the Holy Spirit.

Psalm 6, clause 123, identified the experience with the Eucharist:

Q. Do you take heart in your holy sacrament?
A. I [indeed] take heart. The holy sacrament is to know the

secret truths of God the Father and Christ, to be in their
treasury, even His innermost mind.

Compare also psalm 146: "He will feed you with the heavenly bread of His

knowledge," psalm 299: "Grant to me. Lord, Your servant, that I will.;,

demand the holy secrets of Your law; this day I will call upon the holy
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secret of Your name and Your law,..,", psalm 316:"Into you alone will

I go deeper, [with] all my inward [mind].... I will be wholly in You,

and You in me," and the psalm With Prayer I Call ; "Send us understanding,

strength, to know the power of your Wisdom, that flies [about since]

before the creation of this world, and heals [every] created thing that

was made for our happiness." This Spiritual Knowledge is the source

of the faith that has strengthened the Doukhobors through long centur-

-ies of persecution and bitterness; it is the power they have perceiv-

-ed in their leaders, and by which the leaders have guided them. It is

also the power that has, on occasion, le<l some to strange acts - to de-

-fy the power of property by buring their houses, to defy human law and

convention by taking off their clothes. For other Svobodniki , it has

been the force that inspires a hitherto unknoxvTi and quiet person to take

a position of leadership; and by it those that follow recognize the

leader and follow him. It is a power that has a double edge: both con-

-fusion and great achievement have been the results of its operation,

and sometimes it has been difficult for the most clear-sighted believers

themselves to discern which.

Spiritual Knowledge includes sharing in the truths of Christ, accord-

-ing to psalm 6, clause 123. For Doukhobors, perhaps the most profound

truth is that of Suffering. The concept of Suffering, not as a negative

intrusion upon life, but as a channel through which the believer might

approach perfection, is one of long standing in Russia; thus the Abbot

Theodosius, in the Eleventh century, thought (Ware 1963, p. 89):
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Of noble birth, he chose in childhood to wear course and patched
garments and to work in the fields with the slaves. 'Our Lord
Jesus Christ', he said, 'became poor and humbled Himself, offer-'

-Ing Himself as an example, so that we should humble ourselves in

His name. He suffered insults, was spat upon, and beaten, for our

salvation; how just it is, then, that we should suffer in order to

gain Christ.

'

With the growth of influence and long hegemony of the Orthodox church,

the actual performance of such devotion became rare. For the sectar-

-ian movements of Russia, on the other hand, intense and unreasonable

persecution became, from time to time, a rule of life. As serfs and

as peasants their lot was harsh enough; as religious schismatics, it

was occasionally to become intolerable. Cruininey (1965, p. 4) and Stark

(1967, pp. 220-221, quoted here) have given accounts of the persecution

of the Staroveri :

A decree of [Tsarevna Sophia, the Regent, in 1684] threatened
every impenitent Old Believer with the stake, and the govern-
ment was in dead earnest. [Believers might recant or be burned;
missionaries were burned out-of-hand] . Of the 20,000 suicides
estimated, only 3,800 are said to have occurred before 1684....
When whole communes refused to turn from the old ritual - which
would have meant symbolically to accept, to approve of, the new
order of things, including their o\<m. enserfment [and to damn tbem-
r-selyes by giving allegiance to an authority that by its stance had
identified itself, in their terms, as the antichrist] - troops were
sent, and it was then that the villagers would lock themselves up
in some large [building] and lay the torch to it. Better to die
voluntarily at home... than to be killed - after suffering the
excruciating * threefold' torture presecribed by Sophia - in some
distant prison yard alone [or, worse, to be forced to recant and
hence damn oneself].

Several references in the psalms appear to point to these events: the

promise of psalm 140:

Endure, my friends, suffer for joy in Christ. [If] it will not be
possible for you to endure - run away into the gloomy forests, [and
there] starve to death, you will not die forever, you will live
forever.
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The wilderness/death association appears again in psalm 143:

" [Antichrist] ., .turned loose his evil tormentors upon the whole
world, upon the whole Universe, [there is] no escape for My ser- i

-vants, neither in the mountains, nor in the caves, nor in the

wildernesses far off; My servants live in exile and are [put] to

slaughter for the sake of the word of God....

It is a matter of record that the Staroveri possessed secret hiding

places in which to retreat from their persecutors, though these were

to fail from time to time. With this should be considered the bitter

prayer that concludes psalm 345:

We pray to you, blessed one, do not send us into torment; We
ask you. Lord, all-bountiful one, [let us] finish [our] Hell
here, [and] come with the christian family into your kingdom.

This is not to say that all these references point directly to the

experience of Staroveri , or that they are so interpreted at present;

but rather that the experience of the Staroveri was an archetype of

all the experience by which the Doukhobors came to define Suffering.

The concept is most perfectly expressed by a clause in one of the

Catechetical psalms (1, clause 24):

Q. The holy communion of the flesh and the blood of Christ in
the form of bread and wine, how do you understand [it], or
what power do you see within it?

A. We understand thus: bread is made from wheat, and wine is made
from grapes and is of no use to our soul; but we have our comm-
-union with His holy, sacred, godly, life-giving, fearful, eter-
-nal sufferings; the sufferings of Christ in the shedding of sin,
which go right through the bones and reasoning powers of human
beings; even to the extent of sharing his suffering of the soul
and the spirit of power-to-reason, in our communion with our Lord
God.

It is no accident that the syntax of this response becomes fluid: it must

convey not only an intellectual message, but a deeply-felt emotion, which

the psalms occasionally express by a heaping-up of phrases. This Buffering





Is, moreover, a creative, redeeming experience; of It, psalm 1 says

(clause 15)

:

«

Q. Did Christ really suffer in the flesh and was [he] crucified;
why did He accept for Himself such a wretched death?

A. We recognize that He had been crucified, and with this He
shattered the shadow of hell, brought the dead to life, and
gave to us an example of suffering.

The experience is described in the late psalm 139; the catalogue of

sufferings offered to the Lord is resolyed by the triumphant paradox

of psalm 243: .

They beat us and they tortured £15 on account of the word of God,

on account of the name of the lord, on account of [our] witness-
-Ing for Jesus Christ. But we are glad and we rejoice.

Before the Burning of Arms, the Doukhobors who had been conscripted

laid down their weapons on Easter Day, 1895 (Woodcock and Avakumovic,

1968, pp. 97-99); their punishments were harsh in the extreme (Chertkov

1897, pp. 50-56) and continued in a penal battalion and Siberian exile

from which they were not, for the most part, released until 1910 (Field

notes, 5/8/71). Yet it is with their express experience in mind that

Doukhobors still use a proverbial saying, "The sufferers make the path

easier for those that follow." Such martyrs do so in two ways; pract-

-Ically, they are held to demonstrate to the authorities the ineffect-

-Iveness of violent coercion; symbolically, they prove to fellow-be-

-lievers that true martyrdom is within their grasp, and they attract

the attention and sympathetic activity of people of good heart in the

outside world to their general defense. It is by suffering that one

achieves, not only closer union with Christ - with God; but also sec-

-urlty, even a measure of influence, within the community: the suffer-
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-Ing believer has proved, through the most profound self-conunitment

,

the truth of his community's values and his right to a place within that

community. In such a context must Svobodnlk publications and propaganda

be considered, \-7hen a pamphlet (Perepelkln 1959) is entitled Doukhobor

Problem In Canada /.A Prototype Copy of the Hebrew People in Ep:ypt , it

Is meant in the deepest seriousness, and is to be understood in an alle-

-gorlcal sense of great consistency. In the same place, we find (p. 44):

Doukhobors are a PROTOTYPE COPY of the Hebrex^ people in Egypt;
the more they will be oppressed and persecuted, the more will the
Doukhobor confidence rise that they are a "People of God" and
that God wants them to become united and strengthened in faith.
And the more they will be hunted and the more policemen will
break into their homes, the more will be the Doukhobor "back to

the Motherland" movement grow,...
We are ready to suffer, and we have become accustomed to

suffering. We are being threatened with confinement, but that shall
shall not make us cringe, for confinement is our salvation, and
death - an attainment.

While the Svobodnikl have on occasion suffered without wrong on their

part, there have also been times when some among them - with or without

general approval - saw to it that suffering was made accessible, in over-

-generous amounts, to all. But these are not to be compared with the so-

-far unexplained cases where, without apparent provocation, people under

no apparent internal stress have destroyed their belongings or sought

arrest by disrobing in unsuitable places. It is possible to see such

acts as repentant purgations, affirmation of spiritual over material

values; but then the same, or similar persons, proclaiming themselves and

indeed generally behaving as non-violent, have destroyed the property of

others. It is significant that, having done so, the demonstrators have

on occasion awaited arrest. It seems necessary, then to conclude that in
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contemporary Canadian society, opportunities for spiritual growth

through suffering are not as clear-cut and as easily perceived as they

were In Czarist Russia. Conflict with the authorities was always pro-

-ductive of suffering; if then the authorities prove intransigently

lenient, pressure must be brought to bear upon them, in order that they

may be taught to behave in accord with the harsh expectations taught

so very welll-by the centuries of Russian persecution. And when the

authorities respond with arrest, trials, imprisonments, they are con-

-fcrming to the traditional pattern, condemn themselves as one with the

forces of antichrist, and have vindicated their victims. It is easy for

a Westerner, a comfortable and bewildered Anglo-canadian, to see the

demonstrations and crimes of Svobodniki as wholly irrational and anar-

-chic; but he rarely has the opportunity to understand the history that

made such acts conceivable. Many Doukhobors outside the ranks of the

Svobodniki found the actions wholly irrational and destructive, violent.

They had accepted, albeit with reasonable mistrust, the less threatening

Western government, Jtany others have avoided the problem, not by this

rationalization, but by relinquishing their old belief (which may in it-

-self be a form of rationalization)." With conservative zeal and undira-

-inished faith, the Svobodniki have retained their belief; but many of

them did not learn in time that the outside world was really different
.

from what it had been for more than three centuries, that it was a little

more gentle, that perhaps the Lord did not demand suffering of that sort

from his believers for a while, perhaps even that it was a time for act-

-ive teaching. The future of this doctrine is unclear; Suffering will

remain a great ideal, but perhaps it will be experienced in gentler ways.
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Leadership is a status, by definition, to be expected of only one

person in the larger community at a time, though persons with a qual-^

-ity of leadership - which is to say, a greater portion of divinity -

may co-exist in reasonable numbers. The suffering and the divine spark

of a leader are not necessarily concomitants, or even cause-and-effeet

;

but it is no matter for surprise, that a leader should suffer. Kapustin

lived in isolation for t\!o years after his supposed death (Woodcock &

Avakumovic 1968, p. 52); Peter Gospodnie Verigin was imprisoned in Sib-

-eria and suffered what many consider a martyr's death; Peter Chistia-

-kov Verigin died early "after many years fighting to save Community

from moral and spiritual disintegration" (Perepelkin 1959, p. 17); and

Peter Yastrebov Verigin died in imprisonment in Russia. Among Svobod-

jniVi (of whom some suppose Stephan Sorokin to be, in fact, Peter

Yastrebov), others have, from time to time, provided leadership for a

while on a lesser scale than that of the role of Spiritual Leader.

Thus, without necessarily abrogating any special authority to herself,

Florence Storgeoff led the group that marched from Krestova to Agassiz.

John Lebidoff and Michael Verigin have directed the activities of their

separate minor parties while claiming a leadership never accepted by a

majority. Among the Svobodnlki , the protective doctrine of misdirection

has on occasion been applied to leaders too, and to their instructions.

Thus one leader's counsel against arson was labelled an "upside-down"

Instruction for a burning campaign, because his tie was deranged when he

gave his warning (Woodcock & Avakumovic 1968, p. 351), and another who

was seen in a window lighting a lamp was said thereby to have ordered a





series of burnings (Field notes, 2/8/71). In opposition to such a style

of doctrine, Peter >!akortoff says (Field notes, 12/5/71):

Once one knows the [Doukhobor] rules, they can be applied in any

case - just as the sane rule gives the area of any plot of land.

[So the Svobodniki are in error, seeking secret signs of leader-

-ship, or secret coinriunications] , because vith the Burning of Arms

the tine of concealment was over. The leaders are now in the open

....Anyone who looks for secrecy cannot be a true Doukhobor - he

does not understand the rules!

Independent Doukhobors do not acknowledge divinely-inspired leadership

in the sense used by Cocnunity Doukhobors; while the Statute of the

Doukhobor Society of Canada uses the words of the 1934 U.S.C.C. Declar-

-ation (as it is now named) (1967, p. 10):

...we affirm, as our ancestors did, that we"Believe and Profess,
Jesus Christ, Son of God, who cgr.e in flesh and was crucified ..

He is our only Leader, Saviour, and Kope.^

Michael Chernoff adds to this (Field notes, abridged,, 26/4/71)

:

The moment we have the appearance of an individual classifying
himself as a second Jesus, some will split away ... .Leaders have
allowed themselves to be worshipped as Christ, instead of the
people centering around Christ - around God. No-one is perfect,
and temptation is very strong, when you are living in a country
where you can have everything you want. Some have been excellent
examples, but others have failed themselves....

The concept is, thus, highly flexible in expression and understanding

between different Doukhobor subsects.

IV. Existence.

Believers have not specially chosen isolation for themselves, but over

the past three-quarter-century have taaintained, to some degree, above

Implicit communal living patterns, a formally instituted organization.
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For the Community Doukhobors» this has been the C.C.U.B. and the U.S.C.C.

that survived it; for Svobodnlki it has been a number of structures,
^

sometimes loosely, sometimes tightly defined; for Independent Doukhobors

It has been, as a rule, loosely defined structures having a tendency to

slow integration. These corporate bodies have, within a Doukhobor frame

of reference, political functions (rising out of the Russian Mir(MHP)

system of village government) and economic functions ('-ighly developed

in Canada, and especially in B.C.); but they have also maintained rel-

-Igious functions as well, and continue to do so. Kapustin's instit-

-ution of the CMPOTCKM /lOM, 'Orphans ' Home', though primarily an eco-

-nomic institution for the administration of community funds, also serv-

-ed the needs of visitors, of community welfare as implied in its name,

and fostered propagation of the Living Book(Woodcock & Avakumovic 1968,

pp. 44-45). With the formation of the C.C.U.B., a religious 'Constit-

-ution*, the Common Views (psalm 144), was promulgated. This did not

set forth a rigourous organization statement, but described spiritual

development, and proclaimed mutual love and aid, pacifism, diet regul-

-ations, and the Golden Rule. Organization as such was confined to the

letters and messages of Peter Gospodnie Verigin, who was also, within

this broad religious framework, able to enjoin sexual continence during

the period between the Burning of Arms and arrival in Canada (Woodcock

& Avakumovic 1968, p. 325; Maude 1904, pp. 167-169) - no doubt anticip-

-ating the coming hardships the community was to face, which it could

better bear without the additional responsibility of little infants.

In 1928 Peter Chistiakov recommended a group of regulations, primarily
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social, to Delegates of the Society of Named Doukhobors (the prototype

U.S.C.C.); this was adopted in the form of minutes (hence the Russian

title nPOTOKOJl, 'Minutes ' , merely transliterated Protocol ), and was to

become the major organizational statement for a reformed communal body.

This vital document is presented in translation in the Appendix. In

1932, the Society issued a Declaration . When the U.S.C.C. was formed

from the membership of the Society and others in 1934, the Declaration

was re-affirmed and today remains the fundamental Community statement.

It is a lengthy argument against mundane, non-Theocratic government, and

in favour of pacifism, repudiation of participation in Government (or

elections); and asserts Christian religion, and civil disobedience when

necessary, limited only by conscience. Likewise, although in most parts

it is a very practical document, the Constitution of the Spiritual Comra-

-unity of Christ, a minor Svobodnik party of some ascendancy in the early

1950's, opens with religious definitions (1950)

:

1. "Spiritual Community of Christ" with Leadership (by a Divine
Right) to be designated by the Lord God Himself.

3. The object and purpose of the Spiritual Community of Christ is

to attain the highest blessing promised by Jesus, namely "etern-
-al life in unutterable joy." Spiritual Community of Christ
proclaims as did our Divine Teacher, that we have come into this
world, not to transgress the law of God, but to fulfill it,
which conception justifies our present and future conduct. Spir-
-itual Community of Christ cannot serve two masters.

7. Spiritual policy of the "Spiritual Community of Christ" is a re-
-affirraation of the original beliefs of our faith -./hich are de-
-tailed under sub-indications of this paragraph seven.

7(a). Canadian methods of schools and education are con-

-sidered detrimental to the cause of the Spiritual

Community of Christ and are therefore rejected.





7(b). Statistical Registration (recordings of births,

deaths and marriages) are considered as not essent-
-lal and are rejected.

7(c). Service in armed or alternative forces are cont-

-rary to the faith and so are irrevocably rejected.

7(d). Proposed citizenship of any country and subjection
to any flag is rejected.

Likewise, too, the Statute of the Doukhobor Society of Canada is rel-

-igious rather than formally organizational in form. All these docu-

-ments, with the exception of psalm 144, are included in the Appendix,

and should be examined in some detail.

It is apparent that Doukhobor organizations, of whatever scope,

and policy, have required a religious basis for their existence. Hav-

-Ing this basis, they have on occasion been the instrumentalities for

regulating custom; hence the inclusion cited above of continence for

C.C.U.B. members under appropriate circumstances of hardship; hence,

too the clauses of the Protocol dealing with community marriage and

judicial conventions. It is, also, within the organizational fram.e that

the injunctions against the use of meat and alcohol are extended. It Is

not frequently possible to reinforce one's stand as a pacifist in this

society; but every day one has the option not to sin through the eating

of meat, to take a symbolically pacifistic stance. It is not necessary

to observe the injunction for it to have the reinforcing effect: many

Doukhobors do not eat meat, but there are certainly some who eat meat

from time to time and then feel guilt. The act itself is good or bad,

depending on one's religious premises; but regardless of how the believ-

-er acts, his feelings of virtue or guilt will reinforce his awareness





of his religious society. As with the Orthodox Jewish housewife, who

sees Torah daily manifested in the milchik and flayshig compartments of

her kitchen cupboards, the products of the C.C.U.B. jam factory, the veg-

-etarian meal, the communally owned, worked, and inhabited lands have

been a constant sign of spiritual integrity; in the decline of the Comm-

-unity organization, the vegetarian meal, the Co-op stores are still the

sign. Beyond that, there is the undefined unity that impels any Doukho-

-bor gathering within the community: the common spirit of the Molenye ;

and the oblique, non-parliamentarian democracy of sobranie , in which (for

requirements of unity conditions by the needs of existence under the

Czars) argument is usually by individual statement rather than formal de-

-bate, and those in opposition do not vote negatively, but abstain. This

unity is the face that is turned towards the world.

In the world are Sinners. Not all men are Sinners, by any means,

but there is certainly a class of such people - in spiritual and physic-

-al opposition to Believers. Sinners are those who persecute believers,

as those in authority (psalm 1, clause 14) persecuted Christ before them.

Sinners, for their own ends, make war and the suffering of the innocent a

reality. The psalms speak of sinners, as a rule, in three contexts. One

is the special instance of the believer who has sinned (psalm 172): his

case is special since he may be assumed to be repenting and returning to

the Lord. The next is that of those who cause the believers to suffer,

by oppression, torment, and slaughter (e.g. , the Antichrist-figure of

psalm 166) and who set stumbling-blocks in the way of the righteous (cf

.

psalms 75, 182). From the activities of such godless persons arise the
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occasions of war - these are the unjust Impositions of antichristian

authority. Hence Peter Gospodnie Verigin is able to quote verbatim from'

the 1838 Garrison Declaration of the Society of Friends In America (psalm

384):

This task of ours brings upon us insults, injuries, suffering, even
death. We [may] expect: misunderstanding, false interpretation,
slander; against us shall rise up a storm of the proud, the phar-

-isaical, the ambitious, the cruel governors [and] rulers - all
these may join together to destroy us; in that way did they deal
with our Lord God, Jesus Christ....We will not wonder at those
trials, which we undergo, but we will rejoice in them, which made
us worthy to share the suffering of Jesus Christ.

Likewise the conclusion of Questions Concerning Citizenship ;

We are citizens of the almighty Father; but your citizenship of
emperors and kings separates people and forces them to fight.

From these concepts is derived the religious base of non-participation

in government and education, as well as the more obvious pacifist pos-

-ition. Historically, any contact with government officials in Russia

was liable to be disastrous; families with sons had, in the late 1700 *s

and early 1800 *s, the further threat of a draft system that entrapped

the conscriptee for a quarter of a century, literally; no less, save by

death or desertion. What could be accomplished , in the v;ay of self-de-

-fense, by evasion and misdirection was accomplished; the rest was re-

-sisted. When the Doukhobors arrived in Canada, their only model of

government was that of the Czars. By that model, it was not difficult

to see the use of vital statistics as a cunning means for acquiring know-

-ledge that could be used against conscriptable young men. It was easy

to see citizenship and an Oath of Allegiance as the first, the easy step





towards involvement In the system of the sinful authorities. Today,

those who reject participation in elections argue that if they voted,

and the nation were to go to war, the war would lie upon their con-

-sclences. Clearly education - which had not been available before -

might bea chancy thing; it was possible to see certain pernicious el-

-ements in the curricula that were presented in Saskatchewan and B.C.,

as the C.C.U.B. Delegation from Ootischenie and Fruktova testified

(Evalenko 1913, pp. 53-55):

The way school is taught to children of the present generation,
with boy-scouting and military drill and rifle-practice, we con-
-sider all this the most pernicious and malicious invention of

this age....Look whera we may, we find it is those very educated
men that are the strongest adversaries of the realization of the
Kingdom of God on earth and who are enslaving the plain and work-
-ing clashes of the people. The highly educated and much read
capitalists sit tight on the neck of the common people, and like
parasites keep draining their blood in the most efficient manner..
..who have a great need of arithmetic and rapid reckoning, in their
Insatiable greed for easy money and luzury....We have cast all this
aside....

The third context for Sinners in the psalms is that of judgement; ultim-

-ately they are to be condemned by the Last Judge. All the apocalyptic

psalms mention this event, but the psalm VJe "Cossacks" sins 4 new song

perhaps explains the state of the Sinners most clearly:

The Lord Adonai will thunder out with all His seventy-seven thun-
-ders, and he will speak to all the seventy-seven faiths: I-There

are you now, scribes, and wise self-questioners, darkness of this
age, 0 but will not God seize upon your wisdom? He will take it
away from you, and your fame [also]. Then the sinful souls will
cry out with diverse voices and will pray aloud before the Lord:
I/5rd, Lord! Take our sinful souls into Your Heavenly Kingdom.
Then the Lord Adonai will answer them: It is not possible to
change your darkness into light. When I called you, you did not
come to Me. I spoke to you, you did not listen to Me; I sent pro-
-phets, you did away with them. Go away , [you] enemies , into et-
-ernal fiery-torment, perish because of your deeds.
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Such an ending is not imposed upon any, all are called to repentance

(psalm 276):

Arise, you that sleep, wake from your lawlessness....

The believers, while proclaiming judgement, still call for mercy and

grace for the sinful (contemporary variant, psalm 187):

The unrighteous will be destroyed [utterly] , but the righteous
will be joyful. Lord, do not turn Your face away, even from the
unrighteous.

It is obvious that, however strong and resourceful the Sinners and their

forces may appear, they are not ultimately to triumph.

It is in their reliance upon this apocalyptic view of their situ-

-ation in the world that the Doukhobors must be considered Millenarian.

The essence of this millenarianism, as has been argued above, does not

consist in a chiliastic apprehension of the specifically imminent super-

-natural re-ordering of the world. For one thing, the rationalistic as-

-pect of Doukhobor docrtine is usually cautious of literal application

of mystical expression such as that of the Apocalypse. For another, a.

reasonably well-established tradition permits the believers to see the

Apocalypse as an on-going process in the life of the community. As long

as the suffering survive, they have a good measure of vindication; as

long as the unrighteous persist in their evil, by definition (psalm 1,

clause 21), Hell surrounds them. And the whole of life itself is in a

continual process of change, a slow process structured similarly to the

visibly rapid concept of the Judgement. Thus psalm 6 Var., clause 12,

argues:





Q, Why are you a people of a wandering, pilgrim race?

A. We hold ourselves to be people of a wandering, pilgrim nature
because we are always moving from a [symbolic] land of Egypt '

[or land of oppression], - from a state of confusion -, to-

-wards a land of enlightenment, of truth [or, that is, a state
of contentment and peaceful living]

.

The Image has often been applied literally: but it permits the believer

- as many choose - to expect progress through the constant flux of daily

life. The argument, perhaps in leading towards the clause on pacifism,

is renewed in the Fifth and Sixth clauses of psalm 144, the Common

Views . . .

:

The World is based upon going forward; all things strive for per-
-fection, and through this process seek to rejoin their source, as

seeds give back ripe fruit.

In all that is in our world we see changing steps toward perfect-
-ion, as, for example, beginning with stones, it passes on to
plants, then beasts, of which the very last one can count is man
- in the sense of life, in the sense of a thinking creature.

This is not the position of typical Chiliasts; if all sects rise through

the real insecurity of their members, one of their functions is to find

security for those members. The chiliasts who look for sudden vindic-

-atlon do not expect any natural change, especially for the better, in

the world as it has been from the time of Christ to the present. Such a

change would threaten the rigidity and relevance-to affairs of their

tenets, the rigidity that stabilizes them and relevance that gives them

meaning. The Doukhobors, by an application again of rationalism, have

made a virtue of the uncertainty of life under the Czars, and have carried

It Into the maintenance of a continuity millenarian world-view. The in-

-tensely organized communities of the first four decades of the century





were not a stop-gap till the Last-Judgement; for the religious, they

were a model to which all might ultimately come. The Chiliastic pos-
«

-Ition generates an intense and destructive tension with outside soc-

-leties. Stark argues (1967, pp. 234-235):

...the conflict of the sect with society must be solved somehow,

for it is an acute crisis that cannot be turned into a lasting
state. Millenarianism, with restriction of the future to the

few days or months ahead, is the credal experience of the under-
-lying and overpowering impatience, of this conviction that either
there is victory soon, or disappointment and defeat are inevitable.
Once it is realized that victory is unattainable - and this means
...once it is obvious that divine intervention, the fulfillment of
the apocalyptic prophecies, is not going to take place - the sect
finds itself before an inescapable dileniia: it must either with-
-draw from society or learn to live with it.... If the latter road
is chosen, the end of the road is de facto integration; but then,

by definition, we have no longer a dissenting group;...

The Doukhobors have not restricted their millenarianism to "the few

days or months ahead." So long - even as the Svobodnik document cited

earlier states - as the established stressful interactions occur be-

-tween the believers and the world, so long as the Doukhobors can not

only maintain their style of life but maintain it in or close to the

world, then so long the prophecies are fulfilled, and victory is not

"attained", but it "goes forward." It should be noted that the ideal

state is one of co-existence. Violent interactions may strengthen

faith, but while they are actually underway, the symbolic wanderers are

not yet in the "promised land." Suffering is good: but it must end in

the vindication of the believer and his conraunity , for from that the

world can best learn the law of the Lord, his Path; "the thread must fol-

-low the needle."





V. Conclusion.

The symbolic expression of religious beliefs and systems among Doukhp-

-bors is fairly restricted in form and occasion. No sacraments, in the

orthodox sense, are used. The Bread, Salt, and Water on the table at

the head of Molenye are signs, not symbols. Thus Peter Makortoff states

that they are a sign of Doukhobor belief because (Field notes, 12/5/71):

Just as bread, salt and water are the minimum physical needs for

bodily survival, so Doukhoborism is the minimum need for the soulj

that Is, the essential basis for survival. After a meeting, the bread

may be eaten, or, on past occasions of necessity, given to farm-animals;

it is not consecrated, and may be left as long as convenient in the

Molenye Pom . The water may be drunk at need - "After all, it sustains

life!" (AS was demonstrated when my wife fainted in a Molenye in Grand

Forks, 23/5/71, whereupon a concerned member brought water from the

table.). It too may be left, or (in cold weather) thrown out to fore-

-stall freezing (Field notes, 31/1/71). Eii Popoff comments (Field notes,

25/11/70; Tape D-1)

:

•..even these symbols. Bread, Salt and Water; some of the people
insist that this is so much our own. . .yet , . . .it is beyond the
Christian era in Russia. . .actually it goes way back - not that
it has been preserved in tradition - when you greet another person
with food, that means you are greeting them v/ith peace, that you
are willing to share what you have, and that's all that it's eup-
-posed to denote. The Doukhobors took it to themselves that this
would be [their] symbol, that we greet everybody with peace and in
love. .. [some] people do say, do have it that they are the symbol of
Toil and Peaceful Life, that they are a symbol of hospitality, but
yet some of them would .. .say

, well, bread is supposed to denote
Christ's body, and the water, his blood, and the salt, his teach-
-ings ... things that, to my way of thinking are alien to Doukhobor

. thought, yet, who can say - that somebody at one time thought that
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was a good way of interpreting it, and as an elder did maybe say .. .

that...with most of the people, that just doesn't go along....
•

The use of burning and nudism by Svobodnikt is obscure in origin. Pion-

-tkovsky (unpublished paper) suggests that the same activities were car-

-ried out by an early 17th. -century sect, the lurodivye , or "Fools in

Christ," but no connection has ever been traced. As Stark points out

(1967, pp. 80-81, citing Braithewaite) , nudism at one time served the

Quakers as a means of witness. In Oxford, a "Very modest, grave young

woman" of sixteen, Elizabeth Fletcher, though (ibid .

)

...contrary to her own will and inclination, went naked through
the streets as a sign against that hypocritical profession they
then made there, being Presbyterians and Independents [i.e.,

Cromwellians] , which profession she told them the Lord would
strip them of."

- a mode of expression chosen also by Leavens, Simpson, and Peares

;

"Fox approved of such denonstrations . . .
.
" This is not too different in

kind from the argument of the rare broadside Nudism and the Destruction

of the Altar of Satan published by the Spiritual Community of Christ

(Svobodnik) in 1944, which in part states:

...as long as mankind will persist in following its old habits to

be governed by external appearances it shall not ever cone out into
the clear path out of the terrible stupifying mists of the befuddled
civilized age. .. .Herein is revealed the true purpose and meaning of
Doukhobor nudism. It symbolically designates the second regeneration
of man who has died in Adam, and has become born again (resurrected)
In Christ Jesus...

Hence, let our nudism serve to all the world as a symbol of
peace and as a blazing example of how the labouring people through-
"Out the land are unjustly and unmercifully denuded (dispossessed by
by wielders of power and wealth under present Ti^/entieth Century
false conditions in life. And that in the final outcome, all peo-
-ple must repent in their error of violence and oppression; come out
of the congested cities, forsake the various false gods of civiliz-
ation and return back to the simple life of nature, in the sweat of
the brow deriving the daily bread from the bosom of moist-Mother
Earth.
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Kbte should be taken of the almost Adamite sense in which nudism is

viewed here. It has certainly been a means of non-violent aggression

at times, but it has not often been only that. While most Doukhobors

would always emphatically reject the practice of nude demonstration,

few would challenge the premises stated here - premises, indeed, that

stand without the support of nudism.

The performance of some of the more personal Tules of Doukhbor be-

-lief deserve some attention. A particular instance is the degree of

observance of the dietary rules. These forbid the consumption of meat

and alcohol. As has been pointed out, this does not mean that all be-

-llevers observe the rules strictly; but it does mean that those believ-

-ers who break the rules do not do so without a feeling of guilt, and

that in any case their belief is reinforced. It is to be noted, also,

that the rule against consumption of meat is observed much more strictly

than the rule against alcohol. Some less well-off families will even

claim(Field notes, 10/2/71) that they do not eat meat, not because they

would not, but because they cannot afford it; yet non-Doukhobor famil-

-les of similar or lower income seem to have no difficulty in obtaining

some meat in the course of the week. ' It is clear that very strong val-

-ues are attached to eating, more so than to drinking, and that certain

food habits are unconsciously held to be an essential part of Doukhobor

identity. This function of food has been fixed by two things; the tying

of the regulation to the revitalization movement at the time of the Burn-

-Ing of Arms; and by the uniqueness of Doukhobor Foodways in Canada, as

Russian peasant/Vegetarian. Food sustains both the religious and social
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community: but that is a dinstinction Doukhpbors do not draw; it is en-

-ough for them to distinguish it as a religious community.
,

It is well to remember these distinctions when we are arguing in

Western terms, however, and to remember that the Doukhobors, historic-

-ally, have never comprised a single monolithic sect, but rather a

grouping of sects and individuals in greater or less accord, served by

"a common. body of doctrine subject to a wide range of interpretation.

Doukhobor society is just that - a complex structure that has developed

or gained access to gross means of self-adjustment; allowing, however

secretly, for a very broad continuum of belief within the basic tenets.

The interaction of belief and social structure is a serious problem to

be discussed at the close of the paper. For the present, it must merely

be observed and acknowledge*!, that subdivisions are a real and to some

degree functional rather than disruptive part of the greater Doukhobor

community.

Stark characterizes sectarian thought as revolutionary and irrat-

-ional(1967, pp. 155-157 passim) :

not... turning backl^7ard, towards mediaeval conceptions, but mov-
-ing forward, tov/ards ultra-modern ideas, and this is fully in
accord with their general revolutionary animus....

These elements of rationalism. . .are significant, for they
show the linkage of the sects with the intellectual leftists in

secular society. But, on the whole, the sectarians make their
protest against the orthodox, not by rational, but, on the cont-
-rary,- by highly irrational means, for two reasons. Firstly,
sectarian thinking arises from an irrational root, a feeling of
alienation, resentment, and hate, ...and secondly, the world ag-
-ainst which the sectarians protest is, taken all in all, a bas-
-cally rational world, the world of capitalism, science, and
technology, and if it is rejected, then irrational beliefs sat-
-isfy the rejector more than rational ones ever could.... all re-
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-ligious non-conformists have experienced an irresistible fascin-

-ation by the Book of Revelations, one of the greatest mysteries

of all the world.
*

This argument for the ascription of irrationalism seems unsoundly based.

It is a matter of opinion rather than of fact, that the world - here, ob-

-viously, the world of Western culture, and not the global society - is

basically rational. Our society is certainly superficially rational,

even to some depth, it constantly struggles towards rationalism: yet rat-

-ionalism is not among its roots, but among its instrumentalities. It

Is not the sectarians alone who are responsible for their"feelings of al-

-ientation, resentment, and hate;" certainly- the sectarians reject the

world, not only its rationalism, by which it justifies its abuse of the

sectarians, but its irrationalism yet more, by which the very inequities

arose that give birth to sectarianism. Rationalism is not limited to, or

even always best served by "capitalism, science, and technology," as

these ideas find human expression or use. The Apocalypse may indeed be

one of the. "greatest mysteries of all the world," but it is not for its

mystery that it appeals to the sectarians. Rather, they have generated

systems whereby a sufficient portion of the mystery is replaced by a type

of knowledge, applicable to their present and anticipated situation.

This is not to say that sects may not move by irrational means, or to

protest that they chiefly move by rational ones. It is merely to point

out that the history of sectarianism must be considered as a set of inter-

-actions in which all sides have used rational and irrational means acc-

-ording to the occasion. Then it will not be necessary to attempt to





trace those particular traits and seek their line of origin or import-

-atlon, but only to determine the causes for the use of a given tech-
«

-nlque in a given place and time. As for the Doukhobors, we must then

conclude that both rational and irrational means have been and are op-

-erant within their community, in ways different yet still comparable

to like means in Russian and Canadian society. There is no need to

predicate irrationalism upon the Doukhobors merely because they are a

sect.
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VII. DOUKHOBOR MATERIAL CULTURE IN CANADA;

"
"

AN ' ILLUSTRATED SURVEY

.

— -- -

•

When the first Doukhobor settlers arrived on the Canadian Prairies in

1899, one religious factor and two historic factors defined the mater-

-ial style of their lives. Their heritage was that of Russian peasants;

that is, their houses, clothing, food, and major technology were those

of an East European rural-agricultural people. This heritage was lim-

-ited by the past and current requirements of exile and migration; it

can be shown that significant traits were accepted from peoples, Russian
3

and Anglo-Canadian, among whom settlement has been established. Style

of material culture was again influenced by the needs and values of the

two major periods of intensive coiranunal living during the first forty

years of Canadian settlement, 1899-1905 in Saskatchewan and 1907-1940

in British Columbia. This life-style was largely a corollary of the

religious* leadership of the two Peters, Gospodnie and Chistiakov Veri-

-gin, who through these years realized the most intensively communal

interpretation and expression of Doukhobor ideals of which adequate

records remain.

Doukhobor Folklife has never received much attention; for most

Doukhobor commentators it has been a matter of common knowledge rather

than of record. The only series of ethnographic photographs are those

few made in the early 1920 's by Edith Watson, and the broad collection
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assembled by Koozma Tarasoff. The Turn-of-the-Century apologists, like

the less sympathetic Journalists who were to follow them, usually re-
*

-corded aspects of Material Culture from a position of amused or scorn-

-ful ethnocentrism. Only in the past year (1971) has the National Mus-

-eum of Ma.n begun the acquisition of materials for part of an Ethnic

Minorites Collection; only in the past year have the initial acquisit-

-ions and buildings of a local museum been established. While the

Glenbow Foundation of Alberta has for several years now held a collect-

-lon of Doukhobor artifacts (largely acquired from one local collector)

,

these are displayed with minimal differentiation from artifacts of

other societies (e.g., Mennonite, Hutterite) . The currently viable loc-

-al craft of Spoon-carving is scai;^ely known outside the immediate area.

This survey examines five areas of material culture: Dwelling pat-

-tems, Foodways, Popular Crafts, Spoon-carving in particular, and Bur-

-lal Marker style. Most of what is significant in the areas of Dwell-

-Ing Patterns and Popular Crafts are surviving and probably non-viable

products of the intensely communal period, yet it is far too early to

dismiss the influence of either Architecture (which has acquired for

some a symbolic quality) or popular crafts, some of which, though much

adapted, are still highly viable. Spoon-carving is a traditional craft

appreciated equally by Doukhobors and non-Doukhobors , though for the

latter it appears to carry affect-associations related to those tradit-

-lonal foods to which it necessarily pertains. Certain items of trad-

-Itional repast carry strong symbolic meanings, religious and social,
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obvious and covert, that are apparently quite uniform across the various

Doukhobor subsects. Burial markers are a complex and individualistic

map of community experience of both conservatism and assiriilation.

For logistic reasons, it has not been possible to provide as ex-

-haustive a survey or as technically excellent photographs as night

make the argument more precise. Even what is here, though,nsy supply

much that has been hitherto lacking, and it is after all fot such a

purpose that it is offered.

The reader's attention is called to the Appendix, where a recent

two-part article (Harshenin 1964, 1967) on English Loanwords is dis-

-cussed extremely briefly, and its included vocabulary analyzed for

areas of cultural content; it is a suitable supplement to this chap-

-ter.





I. Dwelling Patterns; House and Village.

This discussion surveys the evolution of Doukhobor architecture from

settlement in Saskatchewan to contemporary dwelling in British Columbia.

One item of material from the early 19th. century proves illuminating,

outside which it has been impractical to attempt any serious comparison

with Russian dwelling types, with present small resources.

Two aspects of living are surveyed: the house and the village. The

integration of the two appears characteristically Russian. It is prob-

-ably a result of the needs of rural isolation as influenced by social

Imperatives Incompletely defined at this time: compare with the scatter-

-ed Breton farmhouses and cohesive villages, both of which were trans-

-planted to the New World and may be seen on the North Shore of the St.

Lawrence River in Quebec; the roadside-and-valley-oriented villages of

southern England; the isolated houses of the Irish and Scottish coasts;

and in North America, the isolated farms and villages of the Southern

Appalachians and the extremely isolated houses of the Far West. The

rectilinear orientation of Doukliobor settlements in Canada takes its

gross' conditioning from Government surveys of the land originally claim-

-ed, yet in its finer detail is an obvious accomodation between a rect-

-ilinear house type and a predominantly flat, subtly featured landscape.

With the exception of Pass Creek, all the settlement areas in mountain-

-ous British Columbia are on glacially flattened valley bottoms or river

benches; sites are chosen to which the rectilinear plan can be easiest

adapted.
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The basic construction material seems always to have been wood.

The Saskatchewan buildings were of logs, plastered within and outside

with mud; British Columbian buildings were first plastered inside with

mud, and many had a brick veneer, but upon wood frames nonetheless.

Contemporary residences are conventional wooden frame houses, often

finished with plaster stucco.

Descriptions of Russian living do not describe occupancy, but it

Is safe to assume that homes were occupied by at least a small extend-

-ed family, including the three generations and possibly a 'poor rel-

-ation'; accosr-modations could always be found for visitors. The Sask-

-atchewan homes were occupied by families extended fraternally, the

Communal Villages in B.C. by an average of 75 persons. Independent

Doukhobors, Svobodniki , and contemporary Community Doukhobors main-

-tain, within need and ability, the domicle of three generations. It

is considered a sin to wilfully fail to provide living space and food

for one's parents in their old age: thus there is at least room about

the house for Babushka and Dedushka, and in those cases where the fam-

-ily occupies a newer home while the old one remains on the property,

the old folks will occupj the latter somewhat in the manner of a Gross-

-dawddy Haus . Those old folks who have property of their own are in

many cases the makers and recipients of frequent visits to and from

their children; those who live alone and whose children neglect them are

considered unfortunate indeed.

Till perhaps the late 1920 's, r.early all furnishings were manufact-

-ured by the Doukhobors themselves; after this date some commercially

produced materials being to appear. With the collapse of the C.C.U.B.,
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nearly all materials were purchases, and at present no craftsmen pro-

-duce furnishings, with the exception of a few women who weave cloth
«

and rugs, the latter comonly of processed rag material, and those who

do lacework and plain, conventional quilting. A very few cabinetmak-

-ers may produce an occasional dresser, stool, or table for their own

use; but the frequency is insignificant.

The most striking feature of earlier dwellings is the archaic oven

With its chimney oriented centrally within the house. This not only

provided a great capacity for baked goods, but also a mediocre sort of

central heating. The custom of the old, the ill, and the very young

sleeping on the oven on cold winter nights continued through the commun-

-al occupancy of the British Columbia villages; some remember it from

the private occupancy that is not yet ended..

The treatment that follows, after an introduction through Russian

data, is divided into three chief parts:

A. Dwellings of early C.C.U.B. in Saskatchewan.

B. Dwellings of C.C.U.B. in British Columbia.

C. Dwellings in British Columbia: Recent and Contemporary.

Each of these headings, where possible, follows a pattern of roughly this

sequence:

(a) . Plan drawings

.

(b) . Individual building units.
(c) . Village or community pattern.

This sequence is not followed strictly, since the materials discussed are

themselves variable, but it is used as a rationale for the organization

of available materials.





It has been impractical to provide drawings of the buildings in

the third class: style is extremely variable for Recent buildings and

seems to have been much influenced by the size and substance of what

materials were available at what moment for what amount of money or

what opportunity. Contemporary buildings, while largely built by their

owners, follow the style of Anglo-canadian dwellings in the area, and

are largely non-descript , excellent initations of the North-Western

•contractor *built* house, with quasi-modular floor plans that are eas-

-lly jugggled to the builder's desire.

The aerial photographs were taken through the generous courtesy

of the Department of Aviation Technology, Selkirk College, who on two

occasions (the film broke, first time up) kindly ensconced the field-

-worker in a tiny aircraft and provided a student pilot to househop.

The unfortunate grainy quality of the prints must be directly attri-

-buted to two uncontrollable and diabolic influences: commerical pro-

-cessing; and serious air pollution from a local pulp mill (locally

anathematized as Smellgar) , which rendered light-meter readings del-

-usive. I am very grateful to AvTech for their cheerful aid.

The following data give rise to these conclusions: Doukhobor

house styles in Canada have been defined by two forces operating upon

traditional patterns, religious values and governmental control. The

period of transition from the former to the latter is diffused over

the twenty years between 1940 and 1960 - that is, from the collapse of

the C.C.U.B. to the initial land restoration purchases. Contemporary
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houses are not to be distinguished by style from local dwellings of

non-Doukhobors . ,

'

There has been no pressure at any time to define Doukhobor house

style, other than that of function. When the religious function of

dwellings could no longer be maintained, their primary purpose of acc-

-omnodation remained, and for that, the indigenous style (if it can be

dignified with that title) was the standard. If any Doukhobor traits

remain, the prodominant is a certain rather subjective quality of

Plainness; a plainness that for the time being is not without economic

roots, though by all means the religious roots are also there, and run

deeper. For the most part, assimilation of Doukhobors is most conspic-

-uously evidenced by their contemporary housing; an evidence that can-

—not and should not be applied too widely to other areas of Doukhobor

life.
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Introduction: Early Dwellings In Russia.

Little data is available concerning the style of early build-

-ings. Woodcock and Avakumovic assert that the buildings of the Milky

Waters settlement were imitated from those of the Mennonites there

(1968, p. 41), but the source of this information is not given.

Von Haxthausen presents, with captions but little comment, two

illustrations of the village of Terpenle [TEPnEHME^ Patience] in the

Milky Waters region of Tauridla district. These are reproduced here,

the first a photograph of p .419 (Haxthausen 1847), apparently a hand-

-coloured line cut of some sort; the second a plan of the same site

from p, 418: the annotations are translated.

The following elements should be noted in the Photograph: the appr-

-oximately rectangular relationship of the enclosure and its contents,

and the foreground buildings: the first-story balcony on the large fore-

-ground buildings; gambrel fronts in several buildings; wood construct-

-ion; placement on site; the building just outside the gate, with four

apartments, possibly analogous to Apartment section of B.C. Villages.

The building identified in von Haxthausen *s plan as a 'large house*

is probably the Slrotskle Pom or 'Orphan's Home', d community and manage-

-ment centre as well as a hostel. Compare the relationship of dominant

(a,b) and other buildings here with that of B.C. Communal Village elements;

the same enfolding design obtains, even here where most buildings are

already within an enclosure. (Rotate Fig. A/2 90® to right).
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A/1, Drawing of Village of Terpenie, Tauridia district, Russia. From
Tarasoff Collection, courtesy B.C. Provincial Archives.
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Fig. A/1, Plan of Terpenie, Village occupied by Kapustin.
Haxthausen 1847, p. A18.

After von

The establishment [ SchBst ] of Kapustin in Terpenie:
a. Kapustin's large house.
b. Kapustin's small house.
c. The three Babas [? sic].
d. The house with four compartments.
e. The Well.

Of the other houses nearby, some of them are village houses

[Borrathauser ] and barns [ Biehst^lle ] , others dwellings of the
followers and friends [ Bertrauten ] of Kapustin.





A. Saskatchewan; Early C.C.U.B. Buildings.

n.

r T-: r

A/2. Plan of Community Village in Saskatchewan. Location (if applicable)
and source not known. From Tarasoff Collection, courtesy B.C. Prov-
-Incial Archives.
To be noted here is the fundamental relationship between structures;

houses are placed side by side, gambrel-wise, and face each other
across a central street, the central buildings are not identified,
but unquestionalably include the community baths and probably a hall
for general assembly, shops for textile work etc., and a warehouse.
The smaller structures behind the houses are barns. It is possible

. that the postlike markings on the streets represent tree plantings
- see trees in like locations in (A/5).
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A/3. Village of Khristianovka , Saskatchewan: single house, c. 1910.

From Tarasoff Colection, courtesy B.C. Provincial Archives.
Note group (12) in house porch; first-story balcony (cf .A/1

,

A/25,26); central placement of chimney areguing central place-
-ment of oven(B/l); ornamental use of wood in gable arch, gate,
turned porch pillars, and shutters; garden area immediately in
front of long side of porch; barn behind house; additional
structure added by real wall of house (cf. p. 627-629); plastered
exterior and thatched roof.

These houses were occupied by fraternal families; brothers,
as one informant (Field notes, 18/2/72) states, and averaged a

population of 20 persons. If family groups were larger, a wing
might be added to the house, as appears here.

The village's name may be rendered "Christians' [place]."
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A/4. Village of Voskrlsennle , Saskatchewan (near Kamsack) . From Tarasoff
Collection, courtesy B.C. Provincial Archives.

The photograph appears to date from c. 1899-1900, judging by the
minimal wear sustained by the central road, the smallness of the trees,
and the buildings not yet completely thatched.

The photograph should be examined in conjunction with the plan,
(A/2), and the relative placement of buildings noted.

The village's name may be rendered "Resurrection".
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A/5. Village in Saskatchewan, c. 1910, From Tarasoff Collection,
courtesy B.C. Provincial Archives.

The original print bears a much-obscured caption that apparently
reads "Hristianovka", and the photograph is so identified in Tarasoff
(1969, p. 70), so it is the location of (A/3). Note the more fully-
-grown trees than those of (A/4); costume, especially of children;
family groupings, which are thoroughly mixed; the garden plots before
the houses - the plot before the nearest house on the right appears
to be producing sunflowers - and the bench placed in the shade of
the birches.
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B. British Columbia: C.C.U.B. Dwellines.

The following Illustrations are derived from a set of drawings
«

made for the Kootenay Doukhobor Historical Society in 1971 by Elmer

Verigin of Trail, B.C.; upon these the Society's present reconstruct-

-lon project is based. The drawings are taken from measurements and

cross-comparison of three villages in Glade; some key measurements have

been cross-checked with buildings in Ootischenie and Grand Forks. This

comparison determined that average difference, in measurements between

Individual units is about one inch overall; the villages are thus, for

all practical purposes, identical.

The origin of the village designs is not certain, though tradition

ascribes them to Peter Gospodnie Verigin. It is said that a village at

Brilliant was constructed from a rough set of drawings, and that other

villages were copied directly from measurements made of the first, with-

-out recourse to plans. The minor variations between individual units

Indicate that this is not improbable. English measure appears to be used.

At the height of Community activity, an average of 75 persons was

accommodated in each village complex. Each *Big House* accomwxlated eight

families in the upstairs bedrooms, and perhaps five to eight more famil-

-les lived in the 'Apartment* unit, which also provided guest accomp«<!at-

r-ion and shop and storage, space » Basements were used for storage, main-

rly of dry and preserved food. Barns yaried a good deal in form; some

were rectangular sheds, some came to have salt-box roofs, and in some

areas simple log or stave sheds were constructed. The barn shown here
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has a late style of roof. Bath houses were divided into two large

rooms - male and female - and held large cauldrons settled on a base
«

of stones. Few if any of these buildings survive intact, and nearly

all are beyond practical restoration. Roofs and interior mud plaster

are in most cases much deteriorated, and the moi;_jtar used for binding

the fieldstone foundations used on most buildings has decomposed.

Two exterior finishes were used; the earliest and some later build-

-ings were finished in unpainted rough-sawn siding. Middle period

(c. 1910-1920) buildings have a veneer of brickwork supplied from the

C.C.U.B.'s own factory in Grand Forks. Buildings from this period con-

-structed in outlying areas were built without the veneer, since

transportation any distance from a railway siding was impractical.

Interiors were generally finished with mud-and-straw plaster laid

in by hand (thereby achieving a very fine uneven texture) over thick

lathes - split poles, in some early houses. This plaster was covered

with several layers of lime whitewash, of which the last few were tint-

—ed with laundry blueing, achieving a delicate azure of great perman-

-cnce. Most houses now in use have been tefinished with light wall—

-board. Floors were of softwood, not finished though possibly oiled,

and swept regularly with twiggen brooms. Early lighting was by kero-

-sene, with no conversion to electricity before the late 1950 *s. The

kitchens were equipped with dry sinks, and three or so outhouses sup-

-plied the needs of digestion; two-holers for the use of old and young

have been noted.

Fruit trees, especially plums and cherries, and sometimes willows
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or birches were planted in the courtyard area; front porches were also

set out with a yellow variety of rose known as 'Community*; only a few

of these plants remain, none near the old buildings. Herb beds and

forcing frames v;ere commonly located on the south or \^est sides of the

villages, in the lee in this area. Other fruit trees, sometimes in-

-cludings nuts (filberts?) sometimes grew behind the main buildings,

independent of orchard settings.

Grateful thanks are offered to the U.S.C.C, which made it easy

for the fieldworker to go on private property for photographic purpos-

-es, and to the K.D.H.S., which gave permission for their drawings

(copyrighted) to be used as the basis for these illustrations, and

without which the illustrations would have lost much in accuracy and

information.
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Fig. A/2. Community Village Plan. Village first constructed in 1912,
Glade, B.C., and occupied by families of Eli Mahonin, Sara Polon-
-onikoff, Alex & Fred Soloveoff, and Koozma and Gregory Konkin.

A, B. Big House: cooking and dining, assembly; dormitories.
C, D. 'Apartment* wings: sleeping; storage; shop areas.
E 'Apartment' centre: sleeping.
F. Barn.
G. Bath House: Steam ('sauna') bathing.

After 1940, \^hen occupancy of buildings dropped, 'Apartment' rooms were
converted for cooking and dining as well as sleeping. Examination of
recently occupied buildings shows doorways cut between such rooms, as
well as addition of windows. Compare Unit 'E' with item d^, Fig. A/1;
Continuity seems highly probable and may be assumed, pending correction.





Fig. A/3, Ground and First Floor Plans, Big House.
The location of the chimney shows that this building corresponds
to Building 'A' in Fig. A/2.
Key overleaf. Double thickness indicates window.
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Fig. A/3. KEY

1. Front Porch. .
'

^

2. Entrance Hall.

3. Assembly Room: Village meetings and relaxation, including enter-

tainment of guests.

A. Kitchen: Cooking. A large table was usually placed under the v/indow.

Families took two-week shifts at cooking, laundry, and cleaning.

5. Kitchen: Dining. Note large supporting beam. Long tables with back-
less benches were placed in this area.

6. Oven.. Bricklined, plastered and insulated with mud. Chimney rose
to attic, where a brick flue linked it to central chimney (A/16-18)

.

7. Pantry area.

8. Stairway up to first floor.

9. Back Porch.

10. Dry Sink. Some were converted by the addition of commercial basins
and drains.

11. Trapdoor-Basement entry. Basement extended only as far as wall div-
-iding Dining area from Assembly room. Dry and Preserved Food.

12. Courtyard area.

13. Upstairs Hallway.

lA. Bedroom: each accomodated one nuclear family. Doors of light con-
struction(cf . A/14). In some houses, built-in closets appear, some
lit by windows from stairx^ell, etc., but no data on distribution of
these is available.

15. Stairwell from Ground Floor.

16. Chimney,

17. Porch Roof.
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18

18

18

18
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20

1"=12'

18. Bedroom.

19. Chimney

20. Porch (sheletered by roof

overhang)

.

21. Dry Food Storage.

22. Tool storage, same level as 18,

not walled off from 23.

23. Shop area: Blacksmith stores,

carpentry, harness, bootery.
Fig. A/4. Apartment Units.

A: Centre Unit - of. 'E', Fig. A/2.
B: Side Unit - of. 'C, Fig. A/2. The unit corresponding to

'D*, Fig, A/2, would be a mirror-image of B above.
UrtJivided attic space over apartments used for storage of flax,
looms, and junk.
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A/6. Old Raspberry Village. Located just E. of Pass Creek and W. of
Brilliant. The unit to the right in the photo is presently
occupied by a family.

Note additional windows in First Story Front; trees originally
planted before courtyard; location of chimney, visible through
fallen roof of unit to left in photograph.

The right-hand unit shows two attic gables. The occurence of
these lights is variable: some houses show a pair, but a minor-
-Ity can still be seen with four gables, or none. The latter
case appears true for the left-hand unit here, though the gable
structure may be fallen.

(See pp. A60-461 for local map tie-in.).
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A/7. Kanenoya [ * Stony ' ] Village - Ootischenle, above old C.C.U.B. Saw-

-mill site and located opposite Brilliant on Columbia River, c.

1920, From Tarasoff Collection, courtesy B.C. Provincial Archives,
Highv;ay 3a now runs approximately across the top of the 'Apart-

-ment* section of this village, but the unit seen on the left in
this rear-view photograph is extant and occupied. Note, in fore-
ground, bath-house; next, barn behind bath-house; lean-to sheds
for minor storage: outdoor toilet on leftj ornamental curving of

passages through ends of side and central 'Apartment' wings;
garden plantings to left of Bath-house and right of whole site;
vines trained above shed to left of right-hand passageway. The
view includes the townsite of Castlegar in the background; the
bluff to the right overlooks Robson; the river is the Columbia,
just 5^-7 of its confluence with the Kootenay.
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A/8, Village SW of Castlegar Airport, Ootischenie, Aerial view,
29/11/71. View to NW.

Note disappearance of Barn, Bath-house; remnants of orchard;
conversion of left end of central Apartment unit to modernized
structure; brick veneer on one large unit but not on other;
lack of extra windows in end walls (cf. A/6).
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A/9. Blagodatnie f 'Paradise ' or 'Abundance*], or Champion Creek, 4 miles
S of Ootischenie. North village: right?»hand unit from passage-way.

Note gable design; siding; cedar-shake shingling; turned porch
posts; doorway and window location at staircase landing; fields tone

foundation.





A/10, Blasodatnle

,

North village. Courtyard exposures of Big House
units, from passageway.

Note tree plantings; turned porch post, and ornamentally sawn
parch pic.V.ets on Apartment porch; ornamentally curved arch of
passageway; and characteristic orientation of riverbench sites
to view river. This attention to the landscape resources' of the
site Is common, and the only notable variation occurs in Brilli-
-ant, where under half the villages constructed were oriented
toxi7ards C.C.U.B. industrial sites, and the railway and access
roads. As a rule, most Community Villages look across a valley
from some eminence.





A/11. Blagodatnle , North village. Left passageway and adjoining
Apartment wings.

Note trees in courtyard area, before porch; raised porch on
Left wing (underfloor space used for storage); deterioration
showing underlying roof design; hand-laid mud plaster visible
through Apartment window; tallboy of local construction aband-
-oned in passageway (beyond restoration but in use for recon-
-struction, by the way).
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A/12. Blagodatnie , North village. Foundation of unit seen from front
as left-hand.

Note design of foundation and plates supported thereby; and
deterioration of mortar. The latter occurence has made contin-
-ued occupation or restoration of most of these buildings
Impracticable.
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ion*]; village due NE of Castlegar Airport.
Frame detr-

^ View of side wall of village being dismantled to supply materials
for K.D.H.S. Museum reconstruction. Note stud and plate design and
brace, insulating layer of paper, and spikes protruding from studs.
The latter supported the brick veneer, as mortar surrounded them -

- a fairly conventional building practice.
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A/13. Ootischenie [ 'Consolation* ] ; village due NE of Castlegar Airport.
Frame design.

View of side wall of village being dismantled to supply materials
for K.D.H.S. Museum reconstruction. Note stud and plate design and
brace, insulating layer of paper, and spikes protruding from studs.
The latter supported the brick veneer, as mortar surrounded them -

— a fairly conventional building practice.
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Interior First Floor; Room 3A/14. Ootischenie

,

dismantled village
to left from front; Doonv^ay, Hall, and Room 3 to right.

Note mud plaster work; ornamental carving of lintel-ends and
door. The plank set into the wall, visible at lower right,
allows bed to be pushed against wall without damage to fragile
plaster. This rub-board, door, and lintel are all painted an
blive-brown; plaster was uncoloured on this floor. Debris is

plaster from ceiling; most dislodged by dismantling crew, but
some fallen on account of damp.
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A/15. Blagodatrfie , North village. Big House unit, left from front.

First floor. Room 1 left. Detail of bedroom wall.

A unique room 'papered* with a fragraented floral design and
trim line painted directly on blued plaster. The floral design

is applied in green and purple, now much faded, and in proport-
-ion and spacing much resembles platok embroidery (cf . C/24,
VIII/2) . Note also texture of hand-laid plaster.
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A/16, Ootischenle , dismantled village. Russian oven.
Note wooden base with ornamental fretwork; inner brick cas-

-Ing visible at door; flat top, allowing for rising of dough,
drying, sleeping on cold nights; chimney at front. Oven is

insulated with heavy mud coating.
For cooking, the oven was loaded with wood - usually birch,

which burns hot - and heated for about two hours. The coals
were then swept out with an oven rake (cf . C/A) and goods
could be baked for some four to six hours, depending on season
and ambient temperature, by means of heat trapped in the oven's
case. Interior area c, 3* x 3' x 6'.
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A/17, potlschenie ^ dismantled village. Russian oven: chimney detail.

Note design of chimney, which passes through one bedroom, rear
wall of Room 3 left, supplying some heat; unceiled joists; flat
top and trim.





A/18. Ootischenie . dismantled village. Russian oven; Firebox detail.
Note ornamental fretwork of oven base. The steel firedoor's

lower lip is turned outword, both bracing it in place and pro-
-viding a tool to scrape ashes away from oven mouth.
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A/19. Blagodatnie , North village. Barn.
A small barn, used apparently for only two cows. The stave

construction is not uncommon in smaller buildings, and has been
seen in one house, though it is probably not characteristic. Hay
storage in upper loft of barn; the shed behind, in dilapidated
condition, appears to have served as a dairy.





A/20. Brilliant, c. 1925. C.C.U.E. establishment. Foreground, stor-
-age for lumberyard; L. to R. : railroad station, grain elevator,
Kootenay-Columbia Jam Factory, warehouse, residences for C.C.U.B.
administrative staff. View to East. Author*s collection.

In the 1920 's and 1930' s. Brilliant was the religious, indust-
-xial, and executive centre of the C.C.U.B.. Here was the famous
Jam Factory, the home of Peter Gospodnie Verigin, and major comm-
-unity warehouses and minor industrial buildings. The Verigin
residence was destroyed in the 1930's, and most of the other buil-
-dings in the 1940 's. Most of these burnings are ascribed to
Svobodniki , though on at least one occasion (see Bibliography,
Rex versus Alfred J. Cleeton ) attempts were made by vindictive
Anglo-Saxons to set fires that would be attributed to Doukhobors.
It is believed (Field notes, 2/8/71) that the Brilliant C.P.R.
station was burnt down in a similar fashion.
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A/21. Suspension Bridge, Brilliant

—

Ootischenie . View to SE.

The bridge was built in 1913 by the C.C.U.B., at a cost of

$70,000. Of this sum, the C»C,U.B. paid $50,000, the Provincial
Government $20,000, with an undertaking (never fulfilled) to be
responsible for maintenance. The bridge remained in active use
till 1966, when it was replaced by the present Highway 3a cross-
-Ing, a few hundred feet down the Kootenay River (E/24),
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Fig. A/5. Ootischenie. Detail, Canada, Castlegar sheet, 82 F/5 E.
Grid orientation N. Culture check 1959.

Comment overleaf.





Fig. A/6. Glade. Detail, Canada, Castlegar sheet, 82F/5 E. Grid
orientation N. Culture check 1959.

Note relationships between villages and landscape. Most are
oriented towards the Columbia (Ootischenie ) and Kootenay (Glade)

Rivers, though In Ootischenie the site furthest East is skewed.





slightly, 'enfolded* by the Initial slope of the mountain to

Its rear. The regular spacing between villages is partly an
extension of the rectilinear organization already noted,
scaled by the 100 acres of arable land alloted to each vill-
,-age. In Ootischenie , the irregular availability of water
caused hardships emphasized by the spacing; the reservoir
there is a Doukhobor artifact that solved this problem with
but partial success (A/5, E, centre). Irrigation projects
have. only been initiated in the past year or so.
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C. British Columbia: Recent and Contemporary Dwellings.

With the collapse of the C.C.U.B. in the early 1940 's, the life of

the Communal Villages was violently disrupted - not for the first time,

but certainly for the last time. B.C. Government 'Trusteeship ' meant,

to the vast majority of Doukhobors, that they no longer owned their

land, their homes, or their livelihood. Local enterprises such as ir-

-rigation, and the field and orchard agricultures, were effectively

annihilated. The people no longer owned their resources; and if any-

-one had taken a position of authority, he would have found no-one

willing to risk yet another massive loss. Even if such had been found,

no capital to support restoration was available, nor would loans be

forthcoming: no collateral now existed. If the B.C. Government had

forestalled the "social disaster" of mass eviction (Hawthorne 1955,

p. 56), it had done so by the creation of a social disaster of mass

impotence.

Since that event, the major influence upon living style has been

the restoration of land, beginning about 1961 and largely completed by

about 1965. In the intervening twenty years, those who were prevent-

ed from prospering as a community were encouraged - by, among other

things, official attitudes towards the assimilation process - to

prosper privately; many accumulated reasonable if not large savings.

With these many bought their land outright; others were in many cases

backed by the U.S.C.C. •

As a result, four major styles of living can be seen today.
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These are: residence In the remaining Conimunity Villages, though these

establishments are no longer occupied on a communal basis; residence
«

in fragments of Community Villages; residence in houses built about

1940; and residence in houses built within the last ten years.

Independent Doukhobors and some Svobodniki have in the past liv-

-ed in houses similar to those built by Community Doukhobors just

after 1940, to be distinguished from the houses of their Anglo-Canad-

. -ian neighbours by slightly steeper rca£-pitch, unfinished horizontal

plank siding, and small size - when distinction ls_ possible. In re-

-cent years, a few Svobodniki and most Independents have built con-

-ventional homes; houses, at least, are not sectarian.

Many contemporary houses lack a certain amount of exterior and

Interior finish. In some cases, this is a matter of unwillingness

to go into debt; in others, it is the persistence of plain values.

The usual evidence is a house complete except for one or more of

the following: exterior wall finish; one or more interior walls (us-

-ually in living room) deliberately left unfinished; floor finish.

Stucco is a favoured exterior finish, since it requires less care

than painted wood.

Nearly all houses have been built by the occupants (or , of course,

their immediate predecessors). As has been mentioned, floor plans

are highly variable, and no uniform style sharper than "Western Con-

-tractor-built" appears at present. Interiors are largely furnished

from commercial sources, and traditional furnishings beyond textiles

are rare . . .
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Bath-houses are still used. These are of a pattern common over all

of Northern Europe, and of great antiquity. Most consist of two min-
«

-Imally divided compartments: a dressing/changing area and the bath

area proper, which is equipped with a stove with an open-topped steel

jacket filled with large stones. A large water container is placed or

mounted atop the stove. A fire is built and, when the stones are hot,

water is spilt on them, producing plentiful vapour. Bathing usually

takes from 10 - 30 minutes, according to preference. Some bathers

lash themselves with the boughs of local wild nut trees, "to open the

pores," or dowse themselves with cold water after the bath for the

same purpose (Field notes, 8/8/71). This form of bathing, above oth-

-ers, appears to be considered to best fulfill the Doukhobor ideal of

Cleanliness (cf. psalms 1/10; 6/12, 43, 114), an outward sign of an in-

-ward virtue.

To this section are supplemented a selection of Children's draw-

-ings. These were requested from a local school of largely Doukhobor

population, and include data relevant to contemporary dwelling patterns.





A/22. Krestova C [Place of the]Cross*), Upper Village. Aerial photo,
29/11/71. View NNIJ.

Note buildings laid out side-by-side, and facing across main
street; compare with plan of Saskatchewan villages, A/2,4. Most
of the buildings in this area cannot antedate c. 1955, but a much
earlier - and presumably Russian - village plan has been retained.
Note snowfall and compare with other photographs of same date: the
area is considerably less hospitable than the Kootenay and Col-
-umbia valleys for farming purposes.

In the 1920 's and 1930 's, a number of Community Villages were
situated in this area, but have since been destroyed by fire.
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A/23. Glade, Ath. Village North. Aerial photo, 29/11/71. View to E.

Example of a Coiranunity Village occupied by 'one or more families
living independe-ntly . The Kootenay River is just out of sight
in the foreground. Note disappearance of outbuildings, bath-
.-house being replaced by roadvray; and appearance of small isol-
-ated home to left of village; also large garden next to road.
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A/24. Ootlschenla - village in extreme SE location. View to SE.

Example of continuing use of partially dismantled Community
Village site. One village building remains partially inhabited,
and a small separate house is also occupied.
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kfl5, Strelaeff House (Built by Goluboffs, c. 19A0) . Front View
(NE), 1/6/71. Pass Creek.

A unique house preserving a characterisic Russian feature, the
full first-story porch. The house itself is of log construction;
the porches are not added, but integral. Rear sides and v/all are
of fieldstone construction. The porch is valued for clothes-dry-
-ing in dubious weather; wind will go where rain cannot, and
clothes dry outdoors nearly year-round. Note locally-crafted
chairs and bench on ground-leyel porch, Cf, A/1,3, for upper-
-leyel porch variants.
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A/26. Strelaeff House, Pass Creek. South Side view (view to NNW)

,

1/6/71.
The first floor is the main living area; the ground floor

appears to be mainly used for storage. Approximately floor-
plan overleaf.

KEY

1. Living-room aorea , first floor.

2. Kitchen area, first floor.

3. Porches, upper and lower.

4. Storage room, ground floor,

i. not examined.
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Fig. A/7. Floor Plans, House designed and built by Goluboff family,
c. 19A0. Orientation approximately NNW. All proportions are
approximate, since drawing is based upon photographs and ocular
inspection only. Key on p. 471.
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A/27. Ozeroff family house. Glade. View c. SU.

A typical contemporary home, awaiting final completion, Note,
though, already permanent flox-zer beds. The house is of standard
frame construction on a concrete foundation".





A/28. South Village, Glade. Aerial photo, 29/11/71. View to E.

Example of old Coimnunity Village area with adjacent recent
and independent contemporary houses. Note older structures to

right of Village; nany newer structures near roadway. (The

anomalous white streaks confirm that it is Monday afternoon).
This site is next South of A/23.
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A/29. Shoreacres, B.C. Aerial photo, 29/11/71. View to ENE. Loc-
-atlon c. 1 1/2 miles N, of Glade, W. bank of Kootenay River.

This settlement is occupied by no dwellings of Community Vil-
-lage provenance, since all were destroyed over the years by
fire. The thoroughly suburban rectilinear landscape visible
here is conditioned by two factors: surveying and parcelling
were carried out by the Provincial Government, for resale to
Doukhobors; and the U.S.C.C. discourages ownership of land
blocks larger than 4 acres. The 'plan' is no longer truly
Russian in character, since distances between houses, other
houses, and the roads, are no longer similar and proportion-
-ate, though an apparent relationship remains and is no doubt
enhanced to a degree by traditional patterns. Yet houses are
no longer aligned, and a new pattern unique to rural settle-
-ment in British Columbia is generated. The same may be seen
in an almost exaggerated degree in West Grand Forks.
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A/30. Chlckenhouse, Ozeroff farm, Glade.
Note stave construction continued in this contemporary struct-

-ure. Such buildings are not seen outside Doukhobor settlements,
but are a significant minority of the small outbuildings in use.
(cf. A/19)
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A/31. Pereversoff family Bath-house, Pass Creek. 8/8/71. View to E,

Bath-house exterior. Building is c. 14' wide, 10' deep, 8*

high, of frame construction, sheathed with planks outside and
veneer inside. The walls are filled with sawdust insulation,
and the ceiling is covered with sawdust under the roof for the
same purpose. Note suspension of chimney.

/
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A/32. Pereversoff family Bath-house, Pass Creek, 8/8/71. Bath-house
stove. A converted 45-gallon drum is filled with water and heated
from below; when it is at suitable heat, water is ladled out onto
the stones forming a partial jacket at the stove's base, produc-
-ing a plentiful steam. Earlier examples are often fully jacket-
-ed with stones, and are considered superior by some users.
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A/33, Pereversoff family Bath-House, Pass Creek. 8/8/71. Benches.
These extend slightly over half the roos-width frcr: the wall

opposite the stove; the lower is abput 2\ the upper about 3*

above floor level. Here the bathers sit during the steaming
process
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A/3U, Pereversoff family Bath-house, Pass Creek. 8/8/71. Changing
area. This is separated from the benches by a shallow partition
just to right of the entrance. Bathers may rest or lie on bench
(which extends width of room) after initial steaming. Mirror is

an old artifact from a Community Village house; rugs are hand-
-woven. (With grateful thanks to Mrs. Alex Pereversoff, who

explained everything)

.
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Supplement: Children's Views of Home and CoTTmunity .

In March and April 1971, 122 children at the Tarrys Elementary
*

School (Mr. John Plotnikoff, Principal^ and the Shoreacres Elementary

School (Mrs. J. Waters, Head Teacher) co-operated to produce a coll-

-ection of drawings. They spread over five grades and seven years of

age:

II: 9/ 7-9.

III. 29/8-9.

IV: 32/9-11.

V: 2A/10-13.

VI: 28/11-13

Totals: Boys 40, Girls 57, Not Indicated 25.

Children were asked: "To draw Where You Live." If further in-

-structions were asked, no direction was to be given beyond: "It can

be anything from your own room up to the community." Four fairly

consistent classes of drawings resulted:

1. Room - a single interior view.
2. House - a floor plan; or a house exterior, dominating picture.
3. Landscape - house and site about equally emphasized.
4. Village - 3 or more buildings in relation; or map.

(2) and (3) admit of some overlap; under (3), three drawings showed

no buildings at all. No significant preferences by age appeared, ex-

-cept that more Grade VI children drew houses, more Grades II-IV child-

-ren drew landscapes. As many Grade V children drew Village settings

as in all other grades. The developmental aspects of the drawings are
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normal or better (more mature) than those of most North American child-

-ren in rural areas, but this is a fairly subjective opinion based on
«

an admittedly small and uncontrolled sample, and should only be con-

-sidered for further study, not for immediate conclusion.

Of the 20 children who drew Rooms, 4 selected a living room, 1 a

kitchen, and 15 a bedroom, no other rooms appearing. Furnishings

noted include beds; chests of drawers with mirrors; carpets, some hand-

-woven; chairs; record players; desks. One room had posters, Living-

-room drawings emphasized sofas and television sets, with a number of

small bookcases appearing. The kitchen was dominated by a sink with

dishes being washed. Ornaments included flowers, curtains, and knick-

-knacks. Only three drawings stressed pictures as such, an odd datum,

since these are not uncommon in Doukhobor homes.

To these, the other pictures add: domestic animals (cats, chickens,

dogs, cattle, horses, by frequency); flowers (potted and in ornamental

borders); many playground-sets of swings; automobiles; vegetable gard-

-ens; carports and garages, some with tractors; tricycles and bicycles;

birdhouses, barns, and outbuildings; a few television antennae, screen

doors, fields, and creeks; the Glade ferry; 5 clotheslines with washing J

and 1 each of a snowman, ball-basket, *pond for ducks*, dog-house, rail-

-road, highway, and service station.

30 of the 122 children taking part included the mountains of their

district with great skill; at least six residents of the Glade-Shoreacres

area are fully aware of the general proportions and relations of the mount-

-ainous backdrop of their home community, and reproduce it in quite
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recognizable fashion. Many also reproduce old orchard trees. with great

accuracy.

House styles shown are all rectilinear, mostly one-story. Some

'contractor* decoration, such as wrought-iron railings, chimneybox

flowerbeds, and mixed exterior finishing media, are recorded. Many

drawings include earlier houses (one labelled 'Grandmother's Rouse').

As a general rule. Boys preferred to draw in the House and Vil~

-lage classes. Girls preferred the Room and Landscape classes. These

figures seem reliable, given the distributions found; none approach a

clean split.

It is not suggested that any sweeping conclusion be draxra from

this exercise; the pictures convey much information, but it is not al-

-ways directly reliable as an iconographic source of data - witness the

treatment of pictures. If any one element appears, and should be noted,

it Is the tendency of many children to include small groups (three or

less) of buildings in their residence models, though these buildings

may not be associated directly or necessarily with 'friends'. It may

at least be argued that the children have no inhibitions against see-

-ing themselves as part of some kind- of community by mere fact of res-

-idence.

Black and white facsimiles of some representative drawings are

included here to illustrate the comments above and to give a general im-

-pression of the quality of material. The two house plans are included

as a useful supplement to contemporary house style information; though
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their proportions are not necessarily reliable, the numbers, types, and

relationships of rooms will be. The drawings are as follows:
^

a. Joe S., 11 years. House plan.

b. Freddy 2., 13 years. House plan.

c. Sammy P., 10 years. Map. Note agricultural areas.

d. Nettle C, 9 years. Bedroom interior. Note handloomed rug.

e. Violet S., 10 years. House exterior. Note window-box.

f. Bonnie S., 11 years. House exterior.

g. B. Wasilenkoff, 9 years. House exterior; Glade mountains.

h. Dennis D., 9 years. Landscape. Note old apple trees.

i. Patsy T., 9 years. Landscape. Note neighbour's house, boat-
-house by Kootenay River, barn with cultivators, old apple
trees.

j. Eilenna D., 11 years. Landscape. Identified as Glade by
road to ferry on opposite bank of Kootenay River. Note
orchard; 'Grandmother's House.'
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II. Foodways; Gardens and Cookery.

For at least the last three-quarters of a century, ideal Doukhobor
«

cookery has been vegetarian, a practice firmly established during the

revitalization period of the 1890 's, though not uncommon previously.

In Saskatchewan and British Columbia, individual villages were

made responsible for large-scale agricultural production. It is not

clear whether or not the two-family houses of the Saskatchewan vil-

-lages had their independent gardens, but certainly the communes of

British Columbia v/ere expected to maintain both the large, approxim-

-ately 100-acre tracts upon which each was situated, and kitchen gar-

-dens directly beside the buildings (cf. Bockemuhl 1968, pp. 36-39),

which mainly supplied herbs. From this land were supplied, by quota

and barter, the needs of the individual village, of the full Commun-

-ity, and the requirements of villages specialising in other types of

produce. Surpluses beyond village needs satisfied Community quotas,

supplied Community flour mills or the Brilliant Jam factory, or were

sold at local markets. While Bockemuhl mainly records Orchard, Grain,

and Potato agriculture, it is obvious that vegetables were produced on

a large scale.

In British Columbia, cooking was a community matter in the villages

and certain families took turn about preparing food. The great Russian

ovens already described were used for baking (A/16-18) ; once warmed,

they could be used for a day. Slightly smaller versions were used in

the homes in Saskatchewan, as depicted (B/1) ; one such is still said to

494.
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B/1, Baking bread in Saskatchewan in 1899. From Tarasoff Collection,
courtesy B.C. Provincial Archives.

The tool in use serves both for scraping out ashes after oven
is heated, and for managing pans of bread or other baked goods.
Note woman in doorway with ornately formed carrier for dairy
products, and mens' boots drying beside oven.
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survive in use, but this use is a matter of occasional enjoyment rather

than of daily necessity, A fire is built in the oven, burns down, and

Is Bcraped out; then pans are placed in the oven till the contents

cook. Wood stoves were used for other cooking, but canning could be

done with the big ovens. Timing is a matter of experience, though the

ovens are even in heating.

Since the collapse of the C.C.U.B. and the dispersal of people to

individual land allotments, most West Kootenay Doukhobors live on lots

of approximately 4 acres, of which usually about one half-acre is de-

-voted to a garden. These are privately maintained; the Community gard-

-ens, of course, were worked communally (B/2) . Other land may be used to

support a few cattle, goats, or fowl. The practice of using hotbeds and

forcing frames is continued from Village days, and may include the use

of indoor seed sets and of small greenhouses; the latter will produce

very creditable cucumbers by early April (Field notes, 13/4/71). Women

are generally responsible for the gardens, although men will often be

expected to help with such heavy work as the setting up of tomato frames

or the use of small machinery (Field notes, 12/7/71). Major crops are

potatoes, peas, beans, tomatoes, onions, garlic, carrots, cucumbers,

beetroot, radishes, and sunflowers. Herbs such as mint, dill, and

horseradish are grown, and wild herbs such as Lambs* Quarters and a root

resembling Ginseng are gathered or encouraged. Some people maintain

hives, but no specific bee fodder seems to be grown, and the most common,

clover, is rather associated with pasture for larger livestock.
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B/2. Women weeding field, Ootischente , c. 1925. From Tarasoff
Collection, courtesy B.C. Provincial Archives.

In spite of the ascription, it seems more likely that the
women are thinning a setting of carrots. Work like this was
done by all ages of women; one-and-a-half hours work to one-
-half or three-quarters of an hour*s rest was average.





The only distinctive tools used are wooden rakes made locally by a

very few craftsmen, and not used universally, and hand-cultivators that

differ from most factory-made examples in this area by having three

rather than five curved tines (cf. C/3). Hand-made iron rakes (ibid.)

are not uncommon, but do not seem to be produced any more.

The photograph (B/3) shows a portion of a contemporary garden in

mid-Summer, as maintained by two members of one family.

All women who keep garden can a large amount of vegetables, often

pickling beetroot and cucumbers. While orchards are not maintained,

many utilize old trees or trees used in more recent landscaping; chief

among these are apples and cherries, then plums and pears. The lat-

-ter three fruits are commonly canned. It is by no means unusual for

one woman to lay up between six and eight hundred quarts of preserves

every season; the surplus may be sold next year (or retained as secur-

-Ity against the following winter) , but much of what remains beyond the

family's immediate needs is given away to guests, relatives, friends,

and needy neighbours. Seeds are kept for next year's planting, which

is expedited by genero"us sowing and subsequent thinning. In several

areas it is a matter of mild competition to be the first to have one's

garden in, in Spring; on the few occasions when early gardens are nip-

-ped by late frosts, those who were not so impatiently industrious are

ostentatiously amused. - .

Root crops are stored in root—cellars , but at present no other

structures seem to be used specifically for produce storage. The inter-

-action of Doukhobor Vegetarianism with the Health Foods movement - an
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B/3. Ozeroff family garden, Glade. View to SW. July 1971.

Mrs. Alex Ozeroff (foreground) is speaking to her mother^
right-. The vines to her left are probably raspberries; behind
and slightly left of them, being watered, are lettuce and young
beans (with poles); the foreground bed probably consists of first-

-year garlic, which is left to winter in the ground before being
harvested the following fall. Not visible to the extreme right
of the area shown are rhubarb and a small forcing-frame.
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Interaction which may well go back to the Doukhobor visits to and set-

-tlements in California of the 1920 *s - has produced a strong emphas-

-is on the use of organic rather than chemical fertilizers, usually com-

-posts. A few individuals have learned and are spreading the practice

of straw-mulching over winter and for weed-control.

Sunflower seeds are grown and dried, and are used by a large pro-

-portion of the population as a snack; this practice is sufficiently

widespread and idiosyncratic to be used by local Anglo-canadians as a

means of identifying the composition of a departed crowd (the residue

of empty seed shells being diagnostic), and to form the key-word in the

chorus of a song of genially slanderous blaison populaire . Sunflower

Seeds ,wryly sung by young Doukhobors. It should be noted, however, that

a large proportion of Anglo-canadian children throughout their school

years assimilate the practice of eating the seeds. Young Doukhobors

themselves sometimes refer to the seeds as "Krestova Krunchies" (Field

notes, 12/5/71); the term is not widely known among Anglo-canadians,

and seems to have associations of conservatism rather than of prejudice.

Indian Hemp was used extensively in Russia as. a source of fine lin-

-en; cloth woven from it, as judged from one fine century-old piece

(Field notes, 12/7/71) is tough, supple, and has a fine glazed, almost

"mercerized" quality. The herb was apparently grown widely in the 1920 *s

and *30's; the seeds were pressed for a cooking oil, and fried for a

snack. One informant commented, "You had some of those seeds and then you

didn't feel hungry all day. "(Field notes, 31/1/71). Some older people

still prepare a herb tea from the plant, as a mild sedative.
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In spite of the doctrinal ban on alcoholic drinks, some Doukhobors

prepare a mild wine (KBAC, 'kvass * ; the name was formerly used for a

drink of vegetable - chiefly cucumber - juice) from surplus berries,

clv^rrles, plums, etc.. One highly admired local product Is made with

birch sap collected In late winter rather than with water. It should

be noted here that such products tend to have a fame almost dlsproport-

-ionate to the actual volume of production.

It seems probable that the techniques of cottage Industry were

simply expanded, rather than altered, when the Kootenay-Columbla Jam

Factory at Brilliant was in production. While the merest handful of

photographs remains to give any clue as to its operation, that reprod-

-uced here (B/4) implies that production was a small-team matter, and

traditional cooking methods would apparently have been employed.

A wide range of fairly familiar Russian foods are used by Doukho-

-bors, but several of them have special functions, and are described by

Doukhobors themselves as 'traditional food.* Earlier reporters have

. mentioned the foods, though not in any detail regarding cookery, and the

first Cookbook was, apparently, that of Verigin and Gulley(1957), prlnt-

-ed locally and still distributed by the U.S.C.C., the Practical Cook

Book.

Tarasoff (1964, pp. 108-114) notes that Peter Gospodnie Verigin

gave up the use of meat in 1893; this would have become customary for

most Doukhobors some time in the next six years; thenceforth strict

Doukhobor diet was to rely upon vegetables, grains, fruits, and dairy





B/4, Girls in Brilliant Jam Factory: posed photograph. Note cans,

cloth sieve, and additional cans on side table, c. 1928.

Author's collection.
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products
.
(cf. psalms 144/9, Basic Rules .. ./Nine) . Eggs were accepted

as a vegetarian food - as is fowl, by some strict obervers - in spite

of their animal origin, and the fact that to consume an egg is, pre-

-sumably to destroy a chick. Most informants claim that an old phrase

legitimizes this hard-to-classify food, but cannot recall it, and are

content to live with the anomaly (Field notes, 17/5/71; 5/8/71). One,

however, says (Field notes, 13/4/72):

Basically, the rule applies to food from animals [Mammals ] . My
mother says, there Is a prophecy of one of the old leaders:

"The Doukhobors would someday eat two-legged but not four-

-legged." Chickens, birds, have only two legs, but four-legged
animals we must not eat.

With the identification of a range of food as acceptable in religious

terms, the same range of food became a trait of the society possessing

the religion; thus the use of the food reinforces Doukhobor identity.

Quantitative data is not available at this time, but It seems likely

that even the most estranged individuals use some traditional foods

frequently. It has been noted elsewhere that some people use unsound

economic arguments to justify their adherence to the religious prescrlp-

-tlons; such arguments may in actuality be offered the outsider, in

order to placate him, and to petrmlt the speaker to cling to as much of

his Russian identity as he can permit the in-pressing majority society

to grant him.

In the 1920 's a fair number of Independent Doukhobors visited Cal-

-ifornia, and some lived there for a while or settled permanently, ev-

-entually becoming assimilated (Maloff MS, 352 ff., 384 ff.). Some kind

of contact has been maintained with these and other - especially Molokan-
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- assimilated Russians, and with other individuals. Hence it seems

possible that some interaction may have existed at a quite early date

between Doukhobors and the Southern Californian proponents of the Health

Food movement. Certainly Doukhobors have for many years been adherents

of the movement, usually in a more rational manner than was generally

common in the past in North America. They retain the strictures against

untested chemical additives, and in favour of absolute purity of pack-

-aged produce. Thus many families operate small flour-milling machines

for their own use, and a large mill has been established in the Grand

Forks area that produces whole-wheat and unbleached v/hite flours of

superior quality.

From such flours are breads made, which are used for meals - esp-

-ecially with Borscht - and on the table in the Molenye Dom (Gulley &

Verigin 1957 is the source of this and following recipes)

:

Khleb (XJ1E5) - Whole Wheat Bread: 5 c. whole wheat flour, 6 1/2 c.

white flour, 3 t. salt, A tbs. melted shortening, 1 pkg. yeast,
4 c. warm water, 1/2 c, warm water(or milk).

Have all ingredients at room temperature. Into small mix-
-ing bowl put 1/2 c. warm water, yeast, 2 tsp. sugar. Blend and
cover and let rise 10 minutes. Now into a large bowl put 4 c.

warm water, salt and whole wheat flour. Mix well with spoon. Add
melted shortening, yeast, and remaining flour and knead with the
hands. If dough sticks to hands, rub shortening over them and
knead till it does not stick.

Rub sides of bowl with shortening, cover and let dough rise
till double in volume. This should require about two hours in a

warm place from 75® to 80®. Then punch down and let rise once more
till double in bulk. Shape dough into loaves and put into well
greased loaf pans. Makes about four loaves. Cover and let rise
till double in bulk. Bake in 350® oven for 1 hour. Cool and
store (p. 23).
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White bread: 5 c. water, 14 c. flour, 1 heaping t. salt, 1/3 c.

melted butter (or shortening), 1 pkg yeast, 1/2 c. water, 2 t.

sugar.
Into 1/2 c. water put 2 t. sugar and 1 pkg of yeast. Set

in a warm place to rise until the cup is full. Then put 5 c.

lukewarm water in large bowl, add the salt and the raised yeast
and half of the melted butter. Add once sifted flour a little at
a time and mix by hand. Knead until it does not stick to hands.
When all the flour is used, scrape the side of the container and
butter sides. Pour the remaining butter on hands and knead down
until it is elastic and shiny. Cover dough and put in a warm
place to rise. When double in bulk, punch down, let rise again
and punch down and let rise a third time to double in size. Then
form into loaves and put into buttered loaf pans. Punch the
loaves with a fork in a few places to removed bubbles of air. Let
rise to double in size, then bake for 1 hour in 350**-A00® oven.
If the crust is not a nice brovm, increase heat last 10 minutes.
This recipe makes 4 good sized loaves. (p. 23).

Breads are characteristically fairly dense. They are associated with

traditional foods, but are agreed by most to be universal, and seem

only to take on a special quality in their significatory use in the

Molenye emblems

.

Borscht Is a vegetable-and-dairy soup, although to call it a soup

is a gross understatement. Its composition varies both seasonally,

and from cook to cook, but the following is a fundamental recipe:

Borstch - put 2 1/2 quarts of water to boil in large kettle. Add
1/2 c. canned tomatoes. When water is boiling drop in 5 or 6 med.
size potatoes peeled and cut in halves. Chop 1 large carrot, cut
flne.and add. Add 1/2 small peeled beet. Salt to taste after add-
-ding 1 small chopped onion.

While this is cooking, put into a frying pan 3 tbs. butter,
when melted add 3/4 c. onion chopped fine. Let cook a few min.,
but do not let brown. Add 3 c. canned tomatoes and let simmer with
onion and butter till a thick sauce. Set to back of stove.

Into a separate frying pan put 2-3 tbs. butter to melt. Add
2c. shredded cabbage and fry. Cook tender but do not brown.
Shred another 2 c. raw cabbage to add later to the borstch.
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When potatoes are tender," remove them to bowl. Add 2 tbs.

butter, mash well, then add 1/2 c. sweet cream and mix well and

set aside. When you remove the potatoes, also remove the beet
and discard it [this is usually but not always done] . Add 1 1/2

c. diced raw potatoes to stock. Also add 1/2 c. of the onion-

—tomato sauce and 2 tbs. butter to the borstch. When diced pot-
—atoes are tender, put the rer-ainder of the shredded cabbage in.

Bring just to the boiling point but do not let it boil. Reduce
heat or set to back of stove and add the mashed potatoes mixture
and the fried cabbage.

Now add the remainder of the onion-tomato sauce. Add 1/2 c.

fresh green peppers chopped and a few shakes of black pepper. Stir
well. Ad 1 t. fresh or dried dill.

This borstch is now ready to serve. Serve hot. If some
desire a hot pepper flavour, serve separately a small dish of hot
peppers (i.e., cayennes] and let each individual season to taste.
NOTE:- if any of the borstch is to be kept over for another day
and there is no refrigeration available, be sure to add mashed
potato mixture to borstch v/ith the raw cabbage. Then add onion-
-tomato sauce and fried cabbage and bring to boil (p. 13).

Many women prepare a week's supply and refrigerate it while not in use;

with no meat content, the soup keeps well and does not ferment, and,

under refrigeration is held by most to improve with about a week's ag-

eing. The cooking techniques are such that the onion and cabbage retain

a good deal of crispness. Seasonal variants include the use of Dandelion

and (blanched!) rhubarb leaves in the place of, or supplementing, the

cabbage. When a meal is served, borscht is the first course; bread, with

butter and (often) sliced cheese, if offered with it. Borscht is pres-

-cnt at all 'traditional banquets', as festivals, weddings , and funerals.

Its ethnicity is recognized in the proverb used when someone (not always

an outsider) judges a Russian trait by Anglo-canadian standards:

"Soup is soup, and borscht is borscht: How could they be the same?!"
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Pereghee (cf . Ukrainian *pirogies*) are stuffed yeast tarts, oval

in form, shaped around the filling to leave an irregular seam along the

top.

Pyrahi - Made from light [white] bread dough. Take raised dough
after the second rising and form all about the size of an egg for
each pyrahi. Roll thin to 4-5 in. diameter. Fill with any of the
following fillings and fold as for tarts. Fold side over end and
nearly across top. Then roll quite thin with rolling pin across
top and bake on hot stove or griddle until golden brown. Turn and
bake on the other side. Brush with melted butter. These may also
be fried in hot fat and served with melted butter or [sour] cream.

Filling for above: ^

No. l.-Boil potatoes until tender. Mash fine and add salt to taste.
Cool slightly and add 1 beaten egg. Use 1 heaping tsp. for each
pyrahi.

No. 2.-Peel beets and grate fine. Put into sauce pan with a little
butter and cook until tender, stirring so it does not burn. Add
salt and a little sugar and use.

No. 3.-Cook Italian or kidney beans until soft. Mash and add a bit
of salt and sugar. Add 1 beaten egg to each cupful and use as the
others.

No. A.-Use cottage cheese to which you have added salt and butter.

No. 5. -Boil pumpkin or squash. Season and fry as the beets.

No. 6,-Fry sauerkraut in butter and use as above.

No. 7. -Boil peas until tender. Drain and mash. Salt and butter to
season and add 1 t. sugar to each cupful. Use as above.

Use any fresh fruits such as berries, currants, peaches, apples, pears,
pears, prunes or plums, and rhubarb. Peel and slice those which
are necessary. Add only small amount of sugar, no liquid. (p. 50).

Pereghee store well and, like Borscht, are sometimes brought to sale in a

local market. They too are essential to any 'traditional banquet', with

an exception noted below. They are usually served with a variety of fill-

-^ings as above, and are to be inoistened with melted butter or sour cream.
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Lapsht or noodles are eade - usually seasonally - by a fair number

of women; some families keep small hand-operated noodle-cutting mach-

-Ines to make the work a little easier.

To make noodles - 6 eggs, 1/2 tb. salt, 1 c. boiling water, flour

to make stiff dough. Beat eggs and add salt and boiling water.
Add flour and stir till the dough is stiff as bread dough.

Make into balls, (size of orange) and roll out on bread
board or table, paper thin. Dry this circle of dough on top of

wood stove (or in very slow oven). Do not brown it. Then fold it

into a fold 1 1/2 inc. wide. Do same with rest of balls. Better
cover the folded dough with towel so it won't over-dry. Take 2

rolls, place one on top of other on a cutting board, shave off

very tliin slices from sides of end on an angle. When you have
some of it shredded, put onto a cookie sheet and into the oven.

Do not bro\m it but when it is just starting to change colour, it

is ready to remove. Cool and store in glass jars for use in reci-
-pes. Do the rest of the folds while drying ^irst shredded folds

in the oven. (p. 76).

Lapshi are boiled very soft, and are served with a liberal supply of

melted butter. At traditional banquets - at all but one of which they

appear - they are served after borscht, usually at the same time as a

salad.

Pereghee and Lapshi seem to have an -emic identity which is just

barely recognized but not explained by any of my informants: they are

functional complements in the contexts of weddings and funerals. These

events conclude with a formal meal of traditional foods; but Lapshi do

not appear at weddings, and Pereghee do not appear at funerals. A Freud-

-ian interpretation of their symbolism (Pereghee are suggestive in shape,

delicious, filled with surprises: Lapshi are wormlike in shape, pallid

in colour, bland and uniform in taste) is tempting but not seriously

tenable on the basis of present data. Love and Death may indeed be sym-

• bolized in food; but if so, the allusions go unremarked.
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In the early days In Saskatchewan, it appears that families ate by

themselves. In the communal villages of British Columbia, meals were

prepared at appropriate times by those women so delegated, and men, then

women, sat down to eat. The illustration (B/5) shows a comparable group

of Jam Factory workers.

Such meals were customary, but were, of course, to be abandoned with

the collapse of theCC.U.B. . But they continued in a different setting,

for the ritual occasions of the communities. At present, when a wedding

or funeral takes place, the' local community hall (which usually also

Serves as Molenye Pom) , and which always includes a well-appointed kitch-

-en, is used for the 'reception* of marriage guests and for the 'funeral

supper* which directly fellows a burial. In the latter case, while mourn-

-ers and guests leave the hall to attend the burial, workers place bench-

-es and trestle tables. The wedding couple*s attendants and family, or

the mourners, respectively, occupy a head table, and if the guests are

numerous enough to require more than one sitting, the invited guests, the

choir, various officials(e.g. , undertaker), and the grave-diggers are

included in the first sitting. The photograph (B/6) shov7s such a group

attending a funeral and eating in a still-occiipied village setting.

For a number of events in the annual cycle, also, the community

meal pattern is the same or similar. Thus various festivals - Child-

-ren's Festival, Declaration Day, in particular - have associated meals.

For some of these - e.g., the Youth Festival - it is customary for rel-

-atives and friends of those visiting the centre where the festival is

held to provide them with meals in their homes, and acccrwnodation if the
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B/5. Workers* meal in Brilliant Jam Factory, c. 1925?? From Tar-
-asoff Collection, courtesy B.C. Provincial Archives

.

Note bread, apples on plates, bowls with borscht. The meal
is adequate but not very large or varied, and reflects the ration-
-ing of the period.
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B/6. Funeral supper following funeral of Peter Perepelkin, Glade,
1955. From Tarasoff Colection, tourtesy B.C. Provincial Archives

.

Note guests awaiting second sitting. Since borscht bowls are
in place but unfilled, it is probable that a grace has been or
will be sung.
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event occupies more than one day. Community meals are the pattern,

though, In the height of summer. In the Columbia region these are us-

-ually held at Brilliant, on the lavm just west of the Molenye Pom .

Here participants sit in long rows, usually segregated by district of

•origin, depending upon the old communal village names, which appear on

small signs set up at the head of each row (B/7)

.

On all occasions, funerals not excepted, community meals or ban-

-quets serve as a time of relaxation from the concerns of the preceding

Sobranle, yet the solidarity of feeling continues. The community of

worshippers and the community of organization members has become the

community of eaters of traditional food. When the individual family, or

family and guests, join together in saying or hearing grace, they con-

-fer upon the meal in their home the associations of those meals in which

all have taken part. By context rather than by overt symbolism, food

comes to mediate between the needs of the believer's body and the ideals

that define his community, the society of which he is a member.
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B/7. Late lunch on the lawn west of Brilliant Community Hall, Peace
Day, 27/6/71.

A village name marker is just visible in the foreground.
Note 'traditional dress* of women, mostly choir members, and
formal arrangement in rows of picnickers.





III. Popular Crafts r Tools, Furnlshln
;
gs , Clothing and Textiles.

When the Doukhobors arrived in Canada, few had much in the way of poss-

-essions: spinning wheels, the clothes they wore, a few heirlooms: and

the crafts in which many were skilled. As the photographs of the early

Quaker visitors show - and to which the reader is directed - the wear

of the first few years was Russian costuine(e.g, , Elkinton 1903, f/pp.

32, 39, 45, 46, 47, 48, 61, 66, 67, 72, etc. ) . The delicately embroidered platki

of the women first appear in their present form in the early Saskat-

-chewan years. Before the 1930 *s, hand-woven and embroidered clothing

came under competition from commercial clothing and yard goods, but

was still used widely. As a rule, 'traditional* clothing was worn for

special events and winter protection, but women chose lighter gingham

fabrics for summer wear. Many older ladies still prefer the matching

outer blouse and mid-calf-length full skirt with underskirts added as

the weather cools. Men's clothing very early followed Western designs,

though homespun materials were usually of a quality impossible to ob-

-taln from commerlcal sources. During the 1920's, Community-spun and

woven heavy linen was used to make work clothing for both men and wom-

-en; ssny older people retain clothing of this sort for burial use.

Tools were designed from North American models as a rule, as was

most furniture. The design of Western furniture was imitated by cabin-

- et-makers who saw pieces in the homes of Anglo-canadlan friends and

supervisors and were sensitive to the status they Imputed. Thus one

may still see delicate imitations of uninspired kitchen chairs of a

514.
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sort churned out endlessly by Eastern Canadian factories (cf . C/9). No

characteristic Doukhobor furniture types, as such, exist, with the poss-
"

-Ible exception of the hanging cradle. Groups were never in one area

long enough, and were not closely enough integrated, for a dominant and

consistent tradition to arise. The most one can do is note certain

types of turned and curvilinear ornament as being 'Russian'. Painted

decoration exists, but it is rare and often damaged; Russian foliate

and floral decorations predominate. Pieces were sometimes painted in

the muddy greens and grays predominant in the Edwardian North-West, but

the dominant colour is a rich reddish-brown stain; a related colour

appears in certain Carpet types. Other colours include azure, a mustard-

-yellow, and natural stains and varnishes.

The following photographs give some idea of past and contemporary

crafts. Fev7 craftsmen persist in their trade today; a shoemaker is re-

-ported by Tarasoff (1969, p. 203), and a few people spin and weave. I

have seen the work of a blacksmith who has made drills for needle-eyes

by hand(Field notes, 30/7/71), and some carvers still do turned-work.

Most needs are supplied from commercial sources, however. It is a trad-

-itlon of Folklife scholars, at a point like this, to lament the passing

of another glorious way of life; most who do so, though, neglect the hours

of bitter toil for small rewards involved in Folk crafts. But in some

cases - of which examples may be found here - the craftsman *s product is

by any standard superior to that of the factory. It is to be hoped that

certain Doukhobor crafts, especially cabinetT-?ork and weaving, may receive
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their due acclaim before there Is nothing left to acclaim. Nearly all

the objects shoxm here have since been acquired by the National Museum

of Man; it does not yet seem possibile that that is the only place where

they might be generally appreciated.

Apologies are sadly offered for the quality of some of the photo-

-graphs, of textile goods especially, which were made and printed in

haste, under imperfect conditions, and with unsuitable apparatus; the

reasons have been explained in the Introduction.

Sequence of Photographs,

Tools

Furnishings and cabinetwork.

Crafts, Historic and Contemporary.

Textiles.

Costume: clothes and wearers.

Dry Goods. '

Woven Carpets.

No general headings are given, and discussion is carried on in photograph

captions. M in the caption indicates an item now held by the National

Museum of Man in Ottawa, and available for study there; this symbol only

appears once, in the case of multiple photographs of the same artifact.
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C/1, Handtools: Tinsnips made and initialled for his son Philip by
Ivan Hadikin, c. 1913; Hacksaw made 1930 by Ivan Hadikin.

The snips, stamped with the Russian initials <>.M.X., are of
remarkably fine workmanship. The hacksaw is heavier - especial-
-ly in the spine - and the hand-guards are longer, than in the
commercial design from which it was imitated.
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. Handtools: Joiner *s planes made c. 1913 by Ivan Hadikln.
The planes are smaller than similar tools of Western origin,

and are stained reddish-brown.
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v. V.

C/3, Smiths' Work. Rake and characteristic three-tined cultivator
by Philip Hadikin, c. 1930,
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C/A, Smiths* Work. Coarse tools: Log Pick and Oven Rake from
Zaitsoff Village, Pass Creek. Spanner and Door Tit tings

(hinges, pull-ring) from North village, Bla^odatnie« All
except Door Fittings M.

The oven rake served both to scrape ashes from the large
Russian oven (A/16-18) once it was heated, and to manipulate
dough pans in and out of the opening(B/l) . The precise use
of the Log Pick(?) is not kno;^, but it seems adapted for haul-
-ing smaller logs over short distances, being both easier to

.

use and weaker in effect than a Peavie. The hinges and pull-
-ring formerly were attached to the trapdoor leading from the
rear porch to the cellar of a Big House (cf. Fig. A/3:ll),
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C/5. Farm furnishings. Stump Vat (Pickling???) , utilitarian Kilking-
-stool, from North village, Blagodatnie . Swingle from Zaitsoff
Village, Pass Creek. M except milkingstool.

The Vat is a massive object rudely carved from a heavy log; it

was found in a chickenhouse, a provenance which need not be taken
to be indicative of use. The Swingle is a sturdy thing; presum-
~ably the initial stage of flaxbreaking was begun by cracking the
stalks over the extended end of the far leg before the blade v/as

used. The tool is familiar in North America; it is used to flake
the coarse pith away from the flax fibres prior to spinning.

The Blagodatnie site yielded another milkingstool which had
begun life as a rail-way crossing sign.
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C/6. Tool Chest. Made by Philip Hadikin, c. 1919.
Key, hinges, and handle are hand-forged. Leather straps on the

underside of the lid hold assorted hand-tools. Edges and corners
are defended by heavy steel plates, and the chest rests on runners
for easy shifting. Stained a light brovm.
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C/7. Pine cabinet with lifting top, c. 40" x 32" x 42". Data not
known. Deep olive; decoration in white, yellow, blue, green,
pink. K.D.H.S. Museum.

A heavy, low cabinet with a removable top that may be of dif-
-ferent date from the base. Tv/o upper drawers, and two shelves
in lower section. The decorations are hand-painted, following
hand-pencilled lines. Hand-carved pulls on drawers.
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C/8. Front View, Pine Table with fixed top and front doors, c. 24"

X 20" X 40" exclusive of top. Top unfinished but; smooth, body

deep reddish-bro\m stain. K.D.H.S. Museum.'
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C/9. Pine table with fixed top; angle view. K.D.H.S. Museum.
This is a piece of remarkably delicate proportions. The

pull is metal, and has possibly replaced a wooden fitting; the

latch is of light carved hardwood. The curved cutting of the

legs is a "Russian" stylistic element.
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C/10. Utility Chairs. Made by Philip Hadikin at Ootischenie , c.

1918. Dark reddish-brown stain.
Free imitations of contemporary mass-produced furniture.

Note, however, absence of design on splst (cormerical chairs
had stamped *carved decoration'), Note"Bussian" design char-
-acteristics : thick seats; numerous splines with numerous
turnings; heavily turned rungs; and accentuated curved lines
of brace and splats. The deep cutting - almost undercutting-
- of the turning, and the crisp edges of these cuts, is diag-
-nostlc of hand rather than factory manufacture. The cat is
Incidental.
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C/11. Child *s Bench, large Shelf designed to hang from two nails set
into wall, Lamp Shelf to be hung from nail. Bench and large
Shelf M; both Chinese red. Lamp Shelf deep green. All from
North village, Bla^odatnle .

The legs of the child's bench, not easily visible here, turn
inwards thus: )(. The cutting and carving of the back, rim,
and braces of the large shelf are again "Russian" style elements.
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C/12, Suspended Cradles and ceiling Hardware (rings , wooden ceiling
mouldings). All but uppermost cradle from Blagodatnie ; other
cradle from Castlegar City Dump, courtesy Mr, Roger Nygard.
Upper 'cradle plain with faded floral decoration; lower cradle
stained reddish-brown. Cradles c. 36" x 22" x 5". Base of
lower cradle, rubberized fabric. M.

These cradles were suspended by leather or web belting from
the rings shox^m here, which in turn passed through the ceiling
and upper joists. The cradle was hung about four feet or so
above the floor, near the head of the parents* bed, whence it was
easily accessible during the night. Both cradles show "Russian"
curvilinear carving; the older cradle, above, shows a much per-
-Ished painted decoration originally in yellow and what appears
to have been brown; its ends were dovetailed and reinforced with
tin, now corroded,. It has rings at each side for suspension;
the newer cradle was suspended by rope passed through drilled
holes and knotted. The fabric floor conformed to the shape of
the baby, A few people esteem the cradles as heirlooms.
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C/13. Bed made by Koozma Pereverzoff, Brilliant, c. 1920. M.

.

A. Bed disassembled: parts in relation they x^ill have when
assembled.
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C/14. Bed made by Koozma Pereverzoff.
B. Bed partly assembled. Slender transverse struts fit into slots

at end of lengthwise beams. Two bolts pass through each strut
and through head- and foot-boards, thereby clamping beams in
place. Cross-trusses, parallel to struts, are dovetailed into
beams; mattress-boards lie on trusses. Outside mattress-

. -boards are slotted and must be slid down bedposts, where,
when in place, they lock inner boards firmly.
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C/15. Bed made by Koozma Pereverzoff

.

C. Bed fully .assembled. Surface c. 40" x 75". The"Russian"
design elements again appear (cf. C/16).
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C/16. Be.d as in C/13-15; "Wedding" Chest. Both made by Koozma Pere-
-verzoff. Brilliant, c. 1920. Note typical reddish-brown stain. M.

The heavy turned knobs, tapered legs, and curving of headboard
are "Russian" style elements. The curved top of the Chest does not
appear to be typical. Chest handles (not visible at sides) and
latch are hand-forged. A tray rests under lid. Chests of this
sort were used by brides for transport and storage of their cloth-
-ing, linen, etc., when they moved to their husbands' homes.
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C/17. Carding and spinning flax: a coinnunity enterprise. Saskat-
-chevan, early 1900 *s. Photo and caption from Tarasoff Coll-
rection, courtesy..B.C. Provincial Archives.

Note: Wooden combs, some designed to fit into sockets on
wheels or spinners* benches; knitters in centre front row with
knitted stockings on display; agricultural posters, one at
least in Russian.
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C/18. Weaving on four-harness loom, Saskatchewan, c. 1905. From
Tarasoff Collection, courtesy B.C. Provincial Archives.

The weaver is sitting behind the loom, almost invisible in

haze from the window. Note pulleys from which harnessef; are
suspended, and that loom is presently Bet up with only two
harnesses. Looms of this type are still in existence, and
some are still in use. Note costume of young woman knitting
at right.
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C/19. Mrs. Anne Makortoff, Crescent Valley, 30/7/71; Weaving:
Feeding the shuttle to left.

This loora was originally power-operated, but has been ad-
-apted to manual use. It is presently set up for the weaving
of rag rugging; when set up for light woolens, it has been
worked at a rate of 15" per minute. No pedals are used:
the two reeds shift whenever the web is struck with the beater.
The loom was used for the weaving of linens and woolens during
the Community period, but is generally used for rug-weaving at
present.
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C/20. Community Bootery, Saskatchewan,, early 1900 's. From Tarasoff
Collection, Courtesy B.C. Archives.

The use of a machine stitcher reminds us that the Saskat-
-chewan colonies, under the direction of Peter Gospodnie Verigin,
wer quick to make use of numerous mechanical aids to production.
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C/21. Wool textiles. All woven by Mrs. Tina Trubitskoff , Brilliant,

c. 1925. M.
Black

Pink Blue Green
Unbleached

Black.

Bolts largely unused and kept for some years as an heirloom.

The bottom fabric is material woven for men's work-clothing;

the weft-thread has been spun twice, producing a very heavy

fabric of excellent wearing qualities.

/





C/22. Woman's clothing, made or ovmed by Grace Kooznitsoff of Brilliant.
Apron (3AHABECKM) of wool, with woven and knotted borders. Under-
-skirt with woven border - Saskatchewan, c. 1904. Two waste ends
of woven Underskirt bordering; Russia, before 1898. i^.

The apron (

'

Zanaveski') is deep blue, with floral embroidery,
a coloured band, and a lace-style knotted fringe of bright red
wool. The left and bottom underskirt borders are white, red, and
b^^ck; the inner border is multi-coloured.
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C/23. Woman's clothing, made or owned by Grace Kooznitsoff of Brilliant.
Linen Underdress (blouse and skirt); Brilliant, c'. 1930. Knitted
Cap, Gloves, Stockings, all of wool: Saskatchewan, c. 1905. M.

The underdress was a standard item of Community Village apparel;
many older people retain these for their burial. The form of the
woolen cap is characteristic. Note padding of underdress waist,
to enhance flare of hips:

"The Lord grant a woman to be fat, and beauty will come of itself!"





C/24. Man's and Woman's overclothing , courtesy Mrs. Elma Hadikin.
Woolen overskirt with lined hem; man's double-weave woolen jacket
and work pants; three kerchiefs (nJlATOK,pl.nJlATKBI) . Clothing c.

1920's, platki c. 1940's.
Mrs. Hadikin embroidered the platki ; a double-sided stitch

which, produces a correct design on both sides of the fabric is

used (platki are still produced by a few seamstresses). The man's
clothing is woven using the technique aforementioned whereby the
weft is made of double-spun thread, producing a very heavy cloth.
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C/25. Man's 'Vedding Sash", of wool; two formal towels, linen with
red qr blue bands and knotted borders. Towels by Grace Kooz-
-nitsoff, Saskatchewan, c. 1904. One towel M.

The Sash (variously named fC/LUAK or BAliLTlMK, Kooshak or Bashlik)

Is some six feet long; this example is stitched in folds, but
unfolded would be about 8" wide. Woven with naturally dyed
coarse wool thread, polychrome and wound twice about the waist,
then knotted once at the (right) side, allowing some two or more
feet of each end to hang freely. The towels were laid over rol-
-ler towels on special occasions; draped over pictures on fest-
-ivals or during the visits of esteemed guests; and used to

• cover bread for ceremonial use, especially during transport at

Weddings. An author whose citation I have mislaid mentions see-
-ing two men in Saskatchewan sharing a loaf on a long towel
stretched across their knees, but whether this is relevant, I

do not know.





C/26. Man's clothing. Heavy shirt of red and black wool by Mrs.
Tina Trubitskoff of Brilliant, c. 1920. Kyi!iAK(sash) owned
by Koozma Pereverzoff: before 1870? Linen suit, ox/ned by
Koozma Pereverzoff and probably made by Aniutka Pereverzoff,
probably c. 1925. M.

The Kooshak is some 8" wide; note knotted ends. The linen
suit is characteristic Comm.unity wear; cf . C/23 for comparable
woman's wear. The shirt is fastened with numerous buttons;
pants are designed to be used with braces.
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C/27. Fine handwoven 'Winter shawl* ((IMTOK) of dyed wool: white,
green, red, and purple wools, c. 4* square. Made by Aniutka
Pereverzoff, c. 1925. M.
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C/28. Fine handwoven winter shawls of dyed wool: detail of 'tartan*
shawl (C/27) and solid red shawl. Both by Aniutka Pereverzoff,
c. 1925. M.

Note knotted fringes on four sides of shawls, apparently woven
on frame rather than on harness loom. The quality of the mater-
-i'al and the weaving is remarkable.





C/29. Early dress: Elderly couple, early 1900 's. Author's coll-

-ection.
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C/30. Middle period: Young couple. Brilliant, 1920 *s. Author's
collection.

Note adaptation to western style of Male dress.
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C/31. Contemporary dress: BABYIUKA and child, August 1971.

Note persistence of Female traditional dress style. Cf
also IX/1,2,3.
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C/32. Crocheted linen Tablecloths, by (and courtesy of) Mrs. Elma
Hadikin.

The openwork cloth is characteristic of high-quality work
being made at the present time.
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C/33. Heirloom quilt-coverlet of Russian origin. Property of Fred
and Anne Makortoff (to whom thanks), Crescent Valley. Silk
with elaborate print and embroidery.

. This quilt is a major heirloom. It was given to Peter Gos-
-podnie Verigin by his predecessor Lukeria Kalmikoff , and was
used by him in the late 1800 's, ultimately being given to the
Makortoffs. The stain on the right end of the quilt is said to

have been left by the dubbin on his boots, when he rested be-
-fore changing at the end of a day's work. (Negative over-
-trimmed by processor.).
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C/34. Linen Bed Coverlet (PKAHO) with ornamental knotted border.
Made by Grace Kooznitsoff, Brilliant, c. 1920. M.

The border design is characteristic; some makers knitted the
designs, but others are said to have used a small shuttle, much
after the manner of lace-making.
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C/35. Bed Coverlets (PKAHA) . Reddish-brovm homespun wool with orna-
-mental polychrome knitted borders. Upper - by Aniutka Pere-
-verzoff; lower - by Tina Trubitskoff; both Brilliant, c. 1920.

M.
The Coverlet (

*

Ridno * ) was often sewn of three parallel strips
of wool; It was placed on the bed so that the ornamental edge
hung along the bedside; the other edge faced the wall(cf. A/14).
The red-brown colour is typical. One coverlet of similar pattern,
but coloured with a red/black tartan weave, has been seen.
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C/36. Quarter-section of woolen tapestry-weave carpet. 'Tartar*
design. Probably prior to 1880. 8 colours. M. 66" x 38".

This is a section of a carpet in which the belongings of Mary
Postnikoff were packed for the migration to Canada; on arrival
the carpet was apparently cut up and distributed to her family.
This and another section were still in use the year the photo-
-graph was made. Carpets of this design are woven in what is

called *Tapestry* weave, which does not permit of a closed bor-
-der between colours: if the carpet is held up, light will out^
-line the design (a minor weakness). Note knotted fringe, and
right edge repaired with underskirt border. The designs are
characteristic of Southern Russian traditions; a strong influ-
-ence was felt from the style of the Tartars among whom the
Doukhobors were exiled, 1841-1898. Probable original size,
c. 132" X 76".
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C/37. Woolen tapes try-xjeave carpet ((lAMC). 8 colours, 81" x 48".

Transitional design. Made by Grace Kooznitsoff , Saskatchewan,
c. 1900. M.

An uncommon tapes try-weave carpet of strongly geonetrical
design derived from floral elements. The transitional quality
of the carpet, in which the geometric aspect seem-S older and the
floral element more recent, is more likely due to the taste and
•Invention of the maker than to any clearly-defined seriation.
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C/38. Woolen tapestry-weave carpet (riAJTAC) . c. 56" x 85". 8 col-
-ours. Made by (with thanks to) Helen Kalmakoff of Shoreacres

,

c. 1935.
The design of this pa las is characteristic of most that may

still be seen in this area: an inner and outer sauare of deli-
-cate floral design on a deep reddish-brown ground.

The floral elements recur, with slight rearrangement, on the

kerchiefs (platki ) . They may be derived from various sources -

-one informant uses transfer-print crockery, greeting-cards,
.gift-wrap - but are re-cast according to traditional prescrip-
-tions of relative size, style of curve, and placement on ground.

The traditional element of creativity seems to consist, not in
any group of set designs, but rather in a series of strictures
that may be imposed upon any found design which the strictures
will not destroy (Field notes, 2/8/71).
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C/39. Woolen carpet (flAJTAC), Oriental ('Gordian') knotted technique.
"Tartar" design. Woven by Helen Hancheroff, Brilliant, c. 1920.

16 colours, 42" x 84". M.
A superlative example of a rare class of carpet. The technique

' is that of Oriental carpet weaving, in which individual threads
are knotted about a mesh (here, c. 40/1") and trimed. The carpet
Includes a number of Doukhobor elements - the geonetric flowers in

the three borders, and the reddish-brown central field - imposed
brilliantly upon a basically 'Persian* design, of which the cent-
-ral recurved square hooks and the two ibexes are ancient elements.
See detail, C/40, for further comment.





I
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C/40. Woolen Carpet, Oriental knotted technique. Detail of upper

end

.

The initials (fl. P.) that appear on the upper outer border of

the carpet are those of the weaver's father, Paul Hancheroff

C ITABEJl TAHMEPOB ] . The obscure figures outlined in pink in

the inner squares are at once reminiscent of the stylized flow-

-ers visible in C/37, and of the obscure decoration on a burial
•marker in the Brilliant cemetery, E/8, q .v. .

/
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Suinmary

.

Most popular crafts have not diminished or changed, but have been

thoroughly displaced by the cheapness and availability of adequate com-

-mercial goods. The values of Doukhobor communities have so recently

risen above subsistence that an awareness of values beyond those of

utilitarianism in objects of craft is only just developing, and at pre-

-sent in a narrow band limited mainly to a few items of clothing and

to spinning wheels. Those objects that do survive indicate that many

craftsmen always had more than utilitarian values; such workers are

not valued by a community on a subsistence economy if competing goods

are cheaper.





IV. Contemporary Woodcraft: The Borscht-Spoon Carver.

Gardening and cookery are certainly not devoid of a craft element, but

they have not often been classified as crafts, and have a more or less

universal quality for Doukhobors. Spinning and Weaving, as has been

noted, are practised, but in a small way only, though there are signs

that the mid-Tv;entieth century Craft Revival is making itself felt

locally in a growing interest in vjeaving. But of all contemporary

Doukhobor crafts, that of the woodworker is most characteristic; and his

most characteristic product is the borscht spoon. A few craftsmen al-

-so make cups, large salt-cellars, working miniature spinning wheels,

and folk-medical devices. Most of these are turned on small bench-

-lathes; pole-lathes and treadle-lathes were used formerly, and some

home-designed machines are in use. At least one carver makes his cups

vholly by hand.

While several younger men make spoons - one of whom is an idiosyn-

-cratic artist of highly developed skill - the occupation is tradition-

-ally that of a ^EJ]^\!lKAf a retired Gradnfather; for which reason, it has

been somewhat scorned by the young. Old fellows who could not work on

the land any longer could sit by the- oven in winter, or on the porch in

summer, and carve a spoon or three a day, thus keeping active and use-

-ful. For some, the craft has presently become a minor cottage indust-

-ry, a source of small but secure income and of status in the community.

The vast majority of spoons are produced for use by other Doukhobors,

but a small but growing market among travelling and indigenous Anglikhi
558.
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has existed for some years.

The favoured woods are cherry - usually from the old C.C.U.B. orch-

-ards - and birch; the former is preferred for the striking contrast and

colour of its grain, the latter for its hardness and whiteness. Apple,

maple, plum, and pine are also used from time to time; some carvers

steam the damp birch, a process which tends to conserve the oils and to

give the wood a golden colour like that of maple.

The carver whose work is followed here, Mr, Tom Oglow, has been a

resident of Castlegar for many years. He came with his parents from

Russia when a young boy, and has lived in Saskatchewan and Alberta. He

Is now about 89 years of age, and probably began producing spoons reg-

-ularly at least twelve years ago, perhaps earlier, when he retired from

active life. Because he carves spoons, he says, "My fingers still bend,

I still get around. Other men, they stop work, do nothing; pretty soon

nothing they can do." The following account is based on earlier inter-

-vlews, and a major interview February 7, 1972. I arranged and followed-

-through a visit with Mr. Oglow in his home, taking up most of the morn-

—Ing with observation and photography, and taping notes (Tape D-14)

.

Mr. Oglow *s workshop is a corner of his basement. Some men have

small sheds in their yards, equipped for this sort of work. The minimum

tools necessary are a hatchet for forming the billets, a hand-saw, two

chisels (spoon-gouge and scraper), and a pen-knife. Mr. Oglovj has acquir-

-ed and constructed more than these. For forming the billets, "I had a

hand-saw before... and then the boy, Dick, looked me - so hard work - and





said, we'll give you a present, and for Christmas bought me this one../,*

Indicating the band-saw he now used. For rough-forming the bowl* ex-

-terior and the handle, Mr. Oglow uses a small draw-knife. The chisels

are indispensable: he has a wide selection of slightly different sizes,

but all are of two basic kinds: an abrupt spoon-shaped gouge and a scra-

-per in form like a flattened sickle (Fig. D/1), For finishing the bowl

of the spoon, some carvers use a scrap of hand-held broken glass, dev-

-eloplng great skill In producing a perfect finish. Mr. Oglow has dev-

-eloped a power-drill accessory which shortens this process to a brief

simple sanding. The device consists of a child's rubber ball of the

solid-sponge variety, mounted on a metal shank by means of an inset dow-

-el, and covered with sand paper. In use, the ball flattens to fit the

curve of the spoon' bowl neatly, and only a few seconds are taken to

finish the bowl. The spoons were formerly made without a finish coat;

now all makers use a urethane finish, which has characteristics of long

and rugged r^ablllty. The spoons can be used constantly in any mater-

-lals below boiling temperature.

Mr. Oglow learned his craft by observation: "I see lots before. My

father made those, but then he never had that much tools, you knov?. .

.

just like this one, and like this one. .. [indicating the chisels]...,

that's all, he hasn't go no papers, sandpaper and that....Now I've got

sandpaper and machines - see, this is the one (indicating the sanding

attachment] I make myself...." But he perfected his craft through ex-

-perience, as will in part be illustrated in the photographic section.

"All things have got to be experience. Before you start and do,
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you got to be experienced. You take a look when another guy make, you

got to watch it, you know, then he puts it in your head, how you do that,

you see. You take shovelling - you take anything - you've got to have

experience properly, you know," So llr. Oglow has learned all he knows by

observation and attention; he never had any sort of formal education. Re

has come to apply this approach to his analysis of some of his technical

methods. The best example is that of the direction in which the spoon-

-bowl is cut in the billet. To form a firm bowl that will not weaken,

but grow stronger with drying and shrinkage, the grain must curve inward

rather than outward as it contracts. Also, the box-zl must first be form-

—ed wider than it is long; then it will shrink into a nearly perfect cir-

-cle. Mr. Oglow says:

"See these two marks [indicating overlapping centres of compass-
-drawn circles forming bowl on billet]. This [length] got to be
shorter than this way, see[width]. Then it makes it shorter down
here about that much [1/4 inch]. When it dries out, it gives a
perfect circle. See, I have experience, you know. It's a long
time - make wrong - and as soon as get dry, she's split length-
-ways, you see. And that way I found out - got to be made a lit-
-tle bit shorter - this way, mark it down, finish off, and when
it gets dry - makes a circle, a perfect shape. [Showing an old
spoon he keeps as an exanple of the incorrect method] See? - one
thing here - see? Crack! just this one piece of a batch, it split,
others they didn't crack, this one did get a crack. I was think-
-ing, what's wrong with that? See, I had to think for an ansx^er,

you know, and I find out what. I chisel her out wrong side. I

got to shape it out naturally, you see, [indicating the rings on
the end of a block] they set it , you see, but this one, I [had]

chiselled from this side, you see. Well, she dried up, and going
to crack - this [grain] would set over and crack. . Just like the
hand, you see, inside [cupping hand and bringing fingers together
tightly, then opening hand out, palm down, flexing fingers out and
back] - they shouldn't be turned over, you know. But naturally,
you see. Then when I find out, I had no cracks at all. People
say. Oh, they're going to crack; I says. Mine not crack! That's
the way I got answers - from good experience." (See Fig. D/2)
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Most sets of spoon-carving tools are of some age, made either by the
carvers themselves or by smiths of their acquaintance. The prime con-
-cern is that the steel be of good quality, lest it require over-fre-
-quent sharpening (Field notes, 11/2/72). Most tools are more or less
of the size shown here; those with many tools use the larger for large
ladles and the smaller for individual soupspoons, but this use depends
upon availability rather than prescriptions.

If the spoon is not to split, its bowl must open towards the centre of

the log; then shrinkage will compress it; it must also be a flattened

oval, or shrinkage will cause it to unroll, thereby splitting.
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The carving of the spoons is a pleasant occupation; It Is undem-

-andlng - once one has the requisite skill! - and It brings In a modest

income (Mr. Oglow sells most spoons for between $2.50 and $4.50, depend-

-Ing upon size and desi2n;spoons with ornate hooks, and spoons in mat-

-ched sets, come rather higher, the former averaging $10.00, and a pro-

-portloned set of three spoons in cherrywood being priced at $25.00.

Most maker *s prices are similar.). But it also satisfies the first

half of the C.C.U.B. motto retained by all Doukhobors, "Toil and peace-

-ful life." The point is not that one should be compelled to slave

endlessly; but that to be occupied is virtuous (cf. psalm 159: "Idleness

is hurtful even to the old...."). To carve spoons, beyond the more ob-

-vious rewards and needs, is to affirm faith, to strengthen the bonds

between material and spiritual life.
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D/1

A. BILLET.
1. the bowl and handle are roughly shaped from a split or sawn section
of hardwood. Thick branches and thin trunks are used.

By slightly off-setting the handle sections, two billets can be
cut from one block - an economy of materials. The sequence of cut is

as along indicated lines.
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D/2

A. BILLET.
2. from an assortment of cardboard templates, one proportionate to the

handle length is chosen and used to trace the desired design from
which the hook will be modelled. Both billets came from the same
block.

Note bowl is slightly broader than it is long; as it dries, it

will shrink into a circle and will not split.
Among the tools in the foreground may be noted an assortment of

chisels and the drawknife.





D/3

A. BILLET.

.

3. The band-saw Is used to shape the billet fur^ther; first the rear
curve of the bowl is notched, then the handle outline is cut. This
photogrpah clearly shows how the base of the bowl is nearest the bark,
affording split-resistant properties. Note the scrap block used to

rest 'the thinner handle-section and maintain a parallel cut.





I
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D/4
A. BILLET.

4. Next the front curve of the bowl is cut away. Then cuts are made on
the sides and. on the 'shoulders' of the bowl. As noted, the band-saw
Is a recent gift to Mr. Oglow from his sons; formerly, like many carv-
-ers, he used a light hand-saw for this stage of manufacture; some still
use a hatchet.





A. BILLET.
5. The completed billet is left to soak until wanted. This prevents
splitting, and ensures that the wood will remain relatively soft and
easy to work.

Note blocks awaiting the first forming process beside soaking
pan.
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B.CARVING.
1. The wet billet is clamped vertically in a small vise and the bowl is

formed with a small drawknife. Then the billet is removed and held in

the hand, and the same tool is used to form the handle.



i
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D/8
B. CARVING.
2. The billet is clarsped horizontally in the vise. An appropriately
sized spoon gouge is chosen and used to flake deep vertical cuts in the
hollow of the bowl. These begin longtitudinally from near what will be
the inner edges.
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^CARVING.

3. To discourage splitting during working, the gouged flakes are cross-
-cut, and then cut out with a lifting stroke, seen here. This stage is

carried out from the centre of the hollow to its edges. When the bowl
has been sufficiently cleared, the inner edges are formed with the same
tool.

Note birchwood set of dinner cutlery in background: these are made
on order only.

I

I

f
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D/10
B. CARVING.
4. The bowl is formed with the curved scraper; the carver uses short,
rolling strokes. Most cutting is done with the middle of the blade,
and not by its ends .

,
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D/11
B. CARVING.
5. The handle is trimmed into its final shape by means of a penknife.





D/12

C. FINISHING.
1. The scraper is again used to finish the bowl. The first strokes
lengthwise, and Mr. Oglow would rest the handle in the crook of his
elbow; the final strokes are sidev;ays, as shown here.
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D/13
C. FINISHING.
2. The interior of the bowl is power-sanded with a drill attachment of
Mr. Oglow's ox^m design. For this process, some carvers use a hand-held
piece of broken window-glass. The outside of the bowl and the handle
are sanded by hand. The spoons are dried before this process takes
place, and incipient cracks would be noticed at this time.





D/14
C. FINISHING.
3. Mr. Oglow shows a large finished ladle. The other spoon sho\^ in

the earlier stages of carving was a small individual soupspoon. The
draw-knife and assorted chisels are seen on the bench. Above, a pole
-rack holds spoons drying for sanding, varnishing, or for sale. The
smaller spoons, awaiting sanding, share the nearer shoebox with card-
-board templates for handle designs.
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D/15
C. FINISHING.
4. Finished Spoons: left to right: one unvarnished, three varnished;
birch, two cherry; apple; plain hook, ornate foliate hook, two with
horse's head hooks. These hooks are so formed that the spoons rest
firmly on a table with the hollow of the bowl upwards. The spoon on
the right is some forty years old.

Spoons are varnished - they were not, formerly - with poly-
-urethane (plastic) varnish, and withstand much hard wear. If the
varnish does wear off, it may be re-applied, though unvarnished spoons
have been seen (Field notes, 5/5/71) that have survived long use with
little deterioration beyond heavy darkening.
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D/16

The 'Family* of spoons. These were carved some six years ago by Mr.
Oglow, and represent himself and his four sons. He says:

This is the Oglow family ... .This is me [indicating large centre spoon,
of birch, with the front edge a crescent-shaped segment of cherry^'/ood] . .

.

this is that much that's left of my life... like the moon [waning], I'm
an old man - as soon as it gets white, all, I'm going to die. This [ind-

-cating birch spoon on upper left] is Oldest, my son. Bill; this [indic-
-ating cherryxi^ood spoon, lower left] is the Pete; this [cherrjrwood, low-
-cr right] is the Nick; this [birch, upper right] is the Paul. Both[ind-
-cating upper spoons] their heights are the same. This [indicating lower
spoons] is a little bit smaller - the heights, you see. Oldest one and
last one - they're the same heights! same size!-'And these are both the
same size, the spoons.





I had to think a lot - how am I going to make my family? Yes, I fig-
-ured out this! [indicating the large central spoon] This one, when
ladies came do\m to make pictures, taking him outside, it fell down,

broke down here [indicating dark segment]. Then Paul came down some
time ago, asked how that [happened]. -Dropped douTi, I said, and broke
out. And he says, \^at are you going to do with that? Oh, I says,

put him in the stove. Re says. No! You better make it another piece
of wood here, at least glue it together. Oh, I say. Okay, that I can
make it. Then I made it - it comes like a Moon.
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D/17
Spinning Wheels .

The wheel by which Mr. Oglow is standing was made by him some fifty or
sixty years ago, modelled on the wheel on the far right, which has been
in his family for some time, and which was brought from Russia by an
elderly lady. She had received it from her grandmother as a portion of
her dowry, who had received it in the same way; it dates from the late
1700*8. Note that its treadle does not extend beyond the pivot beam.
Mr. Oglow made his treadle a little longer, so it can be operated by the

heel as well as the toes: "That one [the antique wheel] was pretty heavy
to work on, that vas the first way they made them at that time. But now
I think it over when I start to make this one...my wife had to work at th

the old one, she -would say 'How tired my foot is! I.. But this one I made,
now, just this one thing [indicating longer treadle], just a little bit
longer, that's all I do... it's easy, not hard - all day, work and never
tired!" The central wheel was bought for $10.. some years ago from an
unidentified man, who made it with the wheel from a churn and steel
tubing.
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D/18
Objects by other craftsmen.

Left to right: Spoons, 1971, by Tom Biudoff, Passmore; Fred Oogloff,
Robson; and unidentified carver. Thrums, Folk Medical device, also
1971, by Peter Soukeroff of Pass Creek.

The spoons illustrate a putative design seriation. Several sources,
including Tom Oglow, identify the naturalistic horse's head design to

be the oldest knoxvn. When available, srrall beads are mounted as eyes
in his spoons by Biudoff. The second spoon is flattened- the ears in

Biudoff* spoon are carved separately- and is more stylized in form. The
third spoon shows the features rationalized into a foliate form. But it

would be erroneous to ing^lst upon this as a reliable chronological
seriation, especially as all carvers are of approximately the same age.

This does, however, indicate the gradual decomposition of a design: if a

stylized or rationalized design should become popular, then a seriation
may be initiated. •

The spool-shaped object is turned, then studded with upholstery
tacks. The user is to sit in a chair and roll the device to and away
by resting his stockinged feet on it and moving his legs to and from.
It is said that a nerve extending from heel to brain carries the mass-
-aging effect to the whole body, easing various aches and pains. I know
no user who has not found its effect soothing. The procedure is to be
followed daily for periods of not more than fifteen minutes.





V. Burial Marker Style.

For Doukhobors as for most people, the marking of graves has been a very

personal matter for which the deceased's family are primarily respons-

-ible (Field notes, 17/5/71). During the first twenty years of settlement

in British Columbia, the policies of austerity maintained by Peter Gos-

-podnie Verigin were extended to burial style. Simplicity was a value

already familiar to Doukhobors, and, indeed, many radical sectarians in

Christendom have considered marker ostentation a worldly trait. Thus an

informal attitude toward burial markers was maintained, which Peter Chist-

-iakov was to continue through the 1930's(Field notes, 5/8/71).

Many early graves were not marked at all; it was held that the body

should return - dust to dust - to the earth as soon as possible, and

that a cemetery should be a natural place (Field notes, 17/5/71). This

can be seen easily in the older section of Brilliant cemetery, which has

a natural cover like that of an old garden much overgrown. Others had

but the simplest markers: simple 'roofed* planks, heaps of stones, sin-

-gle stones at the west end of the burial. Such may still be seen at

Brilliant and Krestova.

Most markers consist of a wide variety of stones, of which many are

'composition stone', a variety of concretes, cements, and stuccos. Some

are carefully prepared artificial granites or marbles. While economy

and lack of ostentation make these markers practical, they may also be

selected for the ease with which iiviividualistic forms and inscriptions

may be chosen. So many styles of fundamentally different physical

proportions appear, that a detailed description is impractical: in gen-
582.
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-eral appearance alone, a Doukhobor cemetery is instantly distinct from

the average Western Canadian cemetery with its narrow range of convent-

-ional and commercial markers.

By the late 1940 *s, clearly institutionalized marker types. Type I

and Type II, appear. These are not costly, being prepared from perman-

-ent forms, and probably add a feeling of community solidarity to their

economy. Already, though, a few special marker types appear in small

numbers; these are prepared by (unidentified) local craftsmen, who make

them available over a period of years. In 1949, the first clearly comra

-merical marker appears, to be followed by a continual sprinkling of

bronze plaques and stones with sometimes iii__appropriate designs (such

as gothic church windows - Field notes, 6/5/71).

By 1955, the Type II marker is widely accepted. A major trait

distinguishes it from nearly all other markers: till now, the vast maj-

—ority of graves have been marked so that one must stand at the West en

of the grave - at the head of the deceased - to read the marker. Type

II markers require the reader to stand at the East end of the grave,

and
This is unsuitable for a number of families, /; a variant appears simult'

-aneously, though in a minority, and faces West once more. No inform-

-ants are able to account for the direction of Type II markers, and gen-

-crally state that they are unaware of the general direction patterns.

Of all cemeteries seen . as well as those expressly surveyed, only

two of eight were not oriented in an East-West direction. Graves at

Glade run North-South; Krestova is aligned slightly South of East-West,

but this clearly depends upon its location at the edge of a hill-summit
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The cemeteries at Ootischenie, Brilliant, Grand Forks, Pass Creek, and

Krestova are all on the banks of rivers or creeks, though Grand Forks

^ and Krestova cemeteries are at some elevation above the watercourses.

The cemeteries at Glade and Thrums are some hundreds of yards from the

river, but from all cemeteries a watercourse is clearly visible. All

are placed on land sites central to the communities they serve, isolated

from, homes by fields, and usually on some eminence from which a broad

landscape is visible.

All burials except those at Glade are oriented as nearly as poss-

-ible in aii East-West direction. Popoff suggests that this customary

orientation derives from the belief of old people that the "Christian

teaching came from the East," and adds the corroboration of a funeral

hymn of the early 1940 *s whose title translates as "Face me to my

Homeland." Also, Christian tradition asserts that the Second Coming

will be from the East (Matthew XXIV, 27); presumably the faithful dead

should be buried facing their resurrection. Burial plot size is uni-

-formly 4' x 8' for a single site, 7* x 10' for a double plot. No mult-

-Iple plots appear, though one double plot at Krestova has three mark-

-ers. •

Death of the aged and late-middle aged is considered a natural

matter, one for regret but not for great sorrow: a full life has been liv-

-ed to an anticipated conclusion. The same attitude seems to pertain to

the death of infants: the child did not have time to become an entire per-

-son, and its death is again sad, but not beyond the order of things. The
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deaths of young people - teen-agers and young married folk especially -

- though, causes a great disruption for their families and friends: the

natural order of life has been rudely interrupted (Field notes, 4/5/71).

Special attitudes cluster about such events. Thus a family legend

heard at second hand (Field notes, 22/11/70):

> \ \ and his wife, both In their early twenties, were coming
home... after a meeting one night and their car. went off the

road, they were both killed. Well, old Mr, , the father,

he was really upset even after the funeral and all. He could-
-n't sleep nights, and finally he went out to the barn very
early one morning, not on schedule, you know, and started to

milk the cow. Then he heard very quiet steps behind him and
someone said, "Dad, Dad." But he didn't turn around, he was
shocked, you know, it was 's voice. Then he said, "Dad,"
again, and Mr. turned around, it was his son standing
there. And he said to him, "Don't worry about us. Dad, we're
all right. Don't worry any more," And Mr. didn't feel
shocked or upset any more, you know, he just got up and start-
red to go indoors. Then he looked around for a minute, there
wasn't anyone there any more. And he went Inside and went
right to sleep without thinking about it at all. But when he

woke up in the morning, he was a little upset about it, because
he realized what had happened, and things like that don't happen
very often, it had never happend to him or anyone in his family

before, he's not that kind of person. And he got in touch or
told all the members of the family that had come to see him
and that they were all right. So nobody was upset any more,

^ \\\v\ told me this, he's a cousin.

The most ornately decorated burials to be seen are those of young peo-

rple, and particular care is often taken to keep them tended and to

provide markers which, while not always ostentatious, will be notice-

-able. The family's suffering is lessened when it is shared, and a

noticeable marker is part of the sharing,

Doukhobors often provide photographs of the dead at funerals, "So

one could see how they were when they were alive, that's what should be
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remembered. "(Field notes, 17/5/71). Iconographic materials likewise

with -

appear/^some burials. Shrine markers not uncommonly include photo-

-graphs, and one or two very simple stones at Krestova have glazed in-

-sets over photographs or prints. The use of patent transfer-printed

ceramic photographic plaques, a custom introduced in the U.S.A. in the

1870 's and flourishing in Western Canada only between 1890-1925 app-

-cars in Doukhobor cemeteries no earlier than 1951, and continues in

light but steady use.

Once a burial is completed, the second afternoon of the funeral

as a rule in the Columbia district, the grave may be dressed after

settling is complete, although a * Shrine* marker is usually set up be-

-fore this. These markers usually contain one or more wreathes. These

tend to consist of leaves rather than flowers, although two made out of

dried leaf-and-nut arrangements have been seen. Artificial flowers are

also used widely. The 'Shrine' markers for young children are occas-

-ionally furnished with clearly symbolic toys, among which a rattle, a

bably bottle, figures of angels and little birds,have all been seen. In

a few more permanent markers of this type, burial inscriptions appear on

sheets or planks inside the marker, 6r painted in reverse on the inner

surface of the glass front panel. Two or three permanent markers imit-

-ating 'Shrine' markers in structure have been seen (Grand Forks, Kres-

-tova) , as well as a few markers clearly designed to be long-lasting

rather than typically temporary (Krestova).

Some seven (7) sites in Brilliant, three (3) in Grand Forks and

six (6) in Krestova are enclosed. All Grand Forks and Krestova sites





are fenced with flat pickets; all Krestova sites also have character-

-istlc small front gates with carved finials. Of the Brilliant sites,

4 are picketed, 2 surrounded by steel tubing in cement posts, and 1

late(1967) site has a temporary wire ornamental border around shrubs.

A few other sites at Brilliant are marked out by shrub and flower

plantings. All the fenced sites are double, though only three at

Krestova and one at Brilliant have more than one burial marker.

A wide range of graves, both recent and older, have containers of

Bread, Salt, and Water placed at their West ends. The morning after

a burial, the direct family of the dead may come to the grave and say

certain psalms (some not identified; includes Lord's Prayer and Fath-

~er of All ). This service, a miniature Molenye , is repeated by family

and perhaps friends six weeks after the burial, at Commemoration, and

thenceforth every Easter at will, though many conservative people re-

-turn rather at the Commemoration anniversary. The Bread, Salt, and

Water are provided for these services. Formerly they were removed, but

are not now, possibly because of emotional associations. Some persons

deplore this practice, arguing that the bread is eaten and the other

vessels uposet by animals (Field notes, 5/8/71).

Other foods are left at some graves. Candles occasionally appear

at the graves of children, and eggs and oranges are left at a wide range

of graves. No explanation beyond custom is given for this practice,

though Popoff suggests it was acquired from indigenous peoples during the

Georgian exile of the second half of the 1800 's (Field notes, 5/8/71).
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Four cemeteries were examined in detail (Brilliant, Pass Creek,

Krestova, and Glade), and one examined carefully but incompletely re-

-corded (Grand Forks). A number of characteristic grave types were

noted as well as miscellaneous variations and a tally of t3rpes made.

This, with a methodological note, follows. Notes were rechecked and a

collection of representative photographs made. The photographs follow

the tallies and are annotated in detail. They emphasize both typical

markers and unusual markers showing either noteworthy extreDe variat-

-ion or analogies with other artifact elements.

Beside the decorative elements noted, only one connercial design

achieves wide distribution: a formalized flower on either side of the

lower edge of the inscription; it may be a rose or a dogwood.

Burial Markers; Approximate distribution in 5 Cemeteries.

Definitions; WOOD

:

Inscribed (xcTTitten or carved) markers: simple
planks (some varnished) or more ccrplex types
with attached mouldings.

STONE: Markers of assorted conposition (piled stones;
single stones: cement; 'composition stone*),
whether made privately, by craftsnen, or comm-
-ercially, possibly outside the area.

TYPE I: A uniform design of coopcsition stone marker made
available to U.S.C.C. members.

TYPE II: A uniform design of concrete marker made available
to U.S.C.C. members.

TYPE II RECTIFIED ; As Type II, but with inscription orient-
-ed so reader must stand at West end of grave.

SHRINE

:

A generally temporary type; wooden case, peak-roofed
and glazed, containing various materials.





OTHER: Unclassifiable markers or markers that combine
major elements of the above classes, markers with
distinctive mixed media.

CO>l>fERCIAL: Marker elements (e.g., shop-dressed stone,
special plaques, etc. - bronze or ceramic) purveyed
by commercial suppliers.

PIAQITE

:

Patent-process ceramic plaque with transfer-print
photograph of deceased affixed to marker.

Methodological Note:

Several circumstances combined to make a complete survey of the

Grand Forks cemetery impracticable: thus the grand totals given here are

exclusive of that site, though chronological data is cited.

Marker data and burial totals are not in full agreement. For ex-

-ample, some graves nay have more than one burial marker; e.g., the

temporary 'Shrine' marker may not be discarded when a permanent marker

is set up, or the grave may be covered by a Type II marker sharing a

Type I marker at the rectified position (Field notes, A/5/71). Since

many older and some modern graves are wholly unmarked, and since others

clearly must exist but are not visible under bush cover, these have as

a rule been omitted from the survey. For this reason, totals should be

considered proportionate and indicative, but not precise, for burials

In a given cemetery; they am reasonably precise for marked burials, and

any marking not clearly natural was noted. Most sites were rechecked

once after the initial tally was made, but errors may be preserved. In

larger cemeteries, the larger classes may not be perfectly accurate,

especially as burials or installation of markers may have taken place
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during days on which tally was taken, and between them and rechecking.

It Is unlikely that errors exceed one item in a major class per cemet-

-ery.

In setting up the marker classes. Type Hand Type II rectified

were made exclusive and must be added to give the total of all Type II

markers. The classes Commercial and Plaque, inasmuch as they refer to

marker elements, do not exclude the appearance of the supporting mark-

-er in another class (even when this is, as in two cases, almost invis-

-ible).

It should also be noted that Markers and Graves are not necessarily

synchronous. Some Type II markers, especially, are obviously later than

the graves they mark when inspected in the field, and some empirical de-

-duction from surrounding sites is essential. Major instances of gross

anachronism are noted.

Much data as to individual decorative variations and selection o^

inscription legends must await further fieldwork and access to sophist-

-Icated mechanical means of sorting raw data. Until this is possible,

no deeper statistical analysis is practical or holds promise of new in-

-formation.





Brilliant 4 -7/5/71.

Wood»

Stone

11

86

Type I 15

Type II 60

Type II Rectified 16

Shrine

Other

Commercial

Plaque

10

13

35

4

Total Burials

Pass Creek 10/5/71.

Wood 4

Stone 18

Type I

Type II 3

Type II Rectified 6

Shrine IQ

Other 6

Commercial 12

Plaque

Total Burials:

Earliest Date

1920

1922

1950

1954

1954

n.d.[c. 1951]

214

1955

Earliest Pate

1925

1951

1949 [Appears more recent]

1949 [ " " )

n.d.[c. 1945?]

45

The Type II markers at Pass Creek do not appear to antedate the mid-
-1950*3, although they are generally placed on eraller burial sites.
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Krestova. 12/5/71 Earliest Date.

Wood .1 n.d.

Stone 33 1925.

Type I 2 1961

Type II 5 1957

Type II Rectified 2 1965

Shrine 34 n.d.Cc. 1925]

Other 7

Commercial 2

Plaque

Total Burials: ox

2.- 29/6/71 Earliest Date.

Wood 7 1943

Stone 32 1936

Type I 2 1942

Type II 4 1967

Type II Rectified

Shrine 7 n.d.[c. 1940]

Other 5

Commercial 3

Plaque

Total Burials: 59
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Grand Forks: 5/8/71 Earliest Date

Type I [c. 20]

Type II 181 19A0

Type II Rectified 40

Shrine 69

Other 103

Plaque 26 1951

Total Burials 393

Brilliant, Pass Creek, Krestova, Glade - Grand Totals.

Earliest Dates & Places.

Wood 23 1920 Brilliant

Stone 169 1922 Brilliant

Type I 19 1950 Brilliant

Type II 72 [c. 1940 - Grand Forks]

Type II Rectified 24 1954 Brilliant

Shrine 61 G. 1925? Krestova.

Other 31

Commercial 52 c. 1952 Brilliant

Plaque 4 [1951 - Grand Forks]

Total Burials: 399
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Burial Markers - a Photographic Survey.

Note: Photographs are -presented In the following sequence:

Wood.

'
. Stone, Early.

Stone, Decorated.

Stone, 'Eulogistic*

.

Type I.

Type II.

Shrine.

Other.

Commercial & Plaque.

Verigln Tomb.

Basic data given with each inscription include: location; burial

statistics; inscription, often with name and dates omitted if obvious;

and direction of view. Inscriptions are given in English only. Where

applicable, bilingual inscriptions are noted. Materials and measure-

-ments (approximate) are given. Where suitable, undergrowth was cleared

away from some markers to make photography possible.
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E/1. Brilliant. S. Chernov, -1920. East.
Oldest burial marker noted. Cedar plank, framed with narrow
boards, c. 16" x 12", but lower edge rotted. Inscription
carved into surface. The marker appears to have survived in
a particularly dry section of sandy soil, and seens of or near
the inscribed date.
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E/2. Krestova. ? Fofanov. -1960, East.
A single large stone embedded In cement with a date in low relief.
The glazed niche contains a faded ink inscription and a newspaper
clipping of the deceased with the caption[ Old "Freedomite" Woman]
- thus the inscription is bilingual. Several other markers like
this appear at Krestova, 1 with a glazed niche, 1 with a possible
carved inscription. One very early marker was not, unfortunately,
located in a position from which it could be photographed, c. 20"

X 30". Note artificial flowers.
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E/3. Grand Forks. Peter Strukov, -1925. 'Eternal Memory. [The]

Doukhobor Peter Strukov....' South-East.
A dilapidated 'Shrine' marker stands at the East end of the en-
-dosure. This is one of the oldest markers at Grand Forks. It

is made of a cement composition, in which the inscription is

sgraffito, probably by a finger. The interior of the corner posts,
not visible here, is turned. The stone stands c. 36" x 15". The
decoration is obscure.
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E/4, Grand Forks. Alyosha Novokshonov, -1959. **Here [is] at rest
Alyosha Novokshonov, Born January 10, 1882, passed into eter-
-nityC?) 8th., 1959.' East.

A typical marker of conservative type, inscription sgraffito in

composition stone on a molded base. The inscription overcorrects
A for 0 in several cases. The decoration is obscure. Size c.
28" X 35".
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E/5. Glade. Mary Vishlov, -1937. *Peace and eternal rest, Mary
Vishlov, 1937.* North-East.
A unique composition-stone marker of South Slavic appearance.

The front section, c. 20" x 20" is of moulded composition stone
integral with the rearblock, c- 15" x 28" long, apparently
solid .

/
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E/6. Brilliant. Gabriel Cheveldaev, 1932-1953. 'Eternal blessed
memory. .

.
' East.

The temporary commercial marker is retained in a few other sites.

A unique composition stone marker with stamped inscription and
freestanding pillars supporting the arching top. c. 28" x 14"

X .6" deep.

/





E/7. Brilliant. Marion Nimanikh, 1889-1950. 'A Doukhobor [woman]

,

Marion Nimanikh [?] , born in Russia in the District [Gubernatoria l

of Kars, in the village of Teirpenie, 1889, ended her life by
God*s will Decenber 1, 1950.' East.
Unique composition-stone marker, c. 30" x 18". Painted in aluminum
paint, inscription sgraffito in a lead sheet and filled with dark

, paint, and decorated with two lead cutouts - peace doves.
(Possibly the name should be translated, Marion Ninanikin).
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E/8. Brilliant, Ivan Chemov, 1910-1953. *,..[in] eternal memory of

a hard worker.' East. Type II behind. Bilingual,
Composition stone, c. 32" x 18". The burial is remarkable for
the presence of a Type II marker immediately behind the older
stone, and lacking any kinship data. The ornament is obscure,
but reminiscent of major motifs in a rug of 'Tartar' pattern(cf . C/29).

The possibility of assimilation of such motifs should be consid-
-ered seriously, though no possibility for evaluation exists at
•present. Popoff has suggested (Field notes, 5/8/71) that several
burial practices were acquired during exile among Tartars. This
Is highly plausible.
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E/9. Brilliant. Anastasia Makarov, 1884-1957. *Here rests in peace
our sweet and companionable [? ] mother and grandmothei^ fervently
loved by all. To your eternal memory'. Composition stone. East.

c» 36" X 28". Sgraffito inscription and decoration. The doves are
the symbols of the U.S.C.C., and have been used as a pacifist em-
-blem by Doukhobors since at least the turn of the century.





E/XO... Brilliant. Phedor Makarov, 1882-1956. Inscriptions below.
East.
One of a few 'Eulogistic* markers bearing a large amount of da^a.
Composition stone with a sgraffito inscription filled with dark
paint, c. 42" x 42 " on moulded base. The inscription reads;

Here, by the will and deed of God, is peacefully resting
from. all hard labours and earthly worries our loved husband,
father, and grandfather Phedor Senenovitch Makarov. The de-
-ceased has been a great son of the Doukhobor idea, firmly be-
-lieving in the words and teaching of Christ, 'Do not kill.'
Sleep in a quiet, peaceful, restful slumber, our kind [.fellow-]

worker, head and hero of our family. May this single stone keep
-watch over your grave. But may the Lord God himself take your
kind soul into his eternal kingdom, where all the holy ones live.
Love and Eternal Memory for you.
(Thanks to Lucy Kazakoff for assistance with text).
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E/11. Grand Forks. Evdotia Ozerov, 1885-1959. East.
Standard Type I marker. This typical example is of a fine-grained
composition stone, c. 15" x 15" x 12" deep at the base and sloping
at a flat angle. The central section is stained a darker colour to

imitate the appearance of marble; one such stone appears to be mar-
-ble inset in the larger frame. The inscription is usually filled
with dark paint; here the leaves are filled with bronze paint.
Format of the inscription is always consistent, as is the U.S.C.C.
dove plus leaf spray decoration. The grave is further marked by an
.orderly heap of stones, just behind the marker. iDirectly behind

- is the marker shown in E/4. The line, BEMHA5; BAtAflTb can be
rendered *Eternal Memory*; it introduces the second response of the
Molenye.
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E/12, Grand Forks. Eli Swetlishoff, 1904-1966. 'In loving memory...
...Rest in peace / Husband and Father.' West.
Characteristic Type II marker. Cement, full size of plot, with
stucco surface on main pad. Sometimes the main pad appears
empty and is floored with chipped quartz or is planted. Kinship
inscription at foot is standard, varied as 'Wife and Mother,'
'Father and Grandfather,' etc. Memorial inscription at head is

consistent, but variants 'In loving memory .. .Ever remembered',
'In loving memory...Lay at rest' have occured at Brilliant, as
with one each of 'In loving memory .. .asleep with Jesus' and
'ever remembered. . .rest in peace.' Two infant's markers appear
with 'In loving memory .. .asleep in Jesus.' Rarely the kinship
and lower memorial inscriptions change place. Type II Rectified •

markers face West, not East as this, but are otherwise identical,
though more likely to have additional marker stones included.
The characteristic language of these markers is English.





E/13. Grand Forks. Peter Chernoff, n.d, *20th. of July (Date
faded or washed out?). East.
Typical 'Shrine* marker, not designed for permanent emplacement,
c. 20" X 12" and 5" deep. Located at West end of Type II perm-
-anent marker. Note artificial wreath, shakers for Salt and
Water, and dishes with Bread. Stones on either side steady the
marker on its plank base.
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E/14. Grand Forks. William Fofanov, 1962. East.
Unique 'Shrine* marker at Uest end of Type II carker (visible behind)
This marks the burial of an infant: note angel figurine in upper
niche. Bread and dish appear in lower niche vith dry and arti-
-ficial flowers, c. 20" x 20".
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E/15. Glade, Mary Saprikin, 1958-1970. North.*

Uncorrmon * Shrine* marker with two glazed walls and *rpof'

sheathed in aluminium. Numerous wreaths. No tJt again dish for
Bread and jar for Water. Note photograph and bilingual inscrip-
-tlon.
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E/16. Krestova. Tatlana Stoochnov, 1847 (?)-1927. Inscription faded.
East.
Unique 'Shrine* marker within gated picket enclosure. Marker c.
25" X 14". Inscription pencil on wood under glass cover, but much
faded. Note decorative ends to pickets, carved gate (yellow),

turned pillars and ornately decorated inner border on 'peak' of
marker. The flanking sides of the marker are also ornately cut.
Interior of plot planted, marker fronted with artificial flowers.
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E/17. Krestova. Ivan Voykin, 1934-1952. 'Eulogistic* inscription.
East.
One of two semi-permanent 'Shrine* markers with lengthy inscript-
-ions painted in reverse on rear of glass front, in this case in

gold paint, somewhat faded and run. Note wreath within marker,
surrounding planting of roses, dove ornament above inscription,
c. 36" X 24". The legible portion of the inscription reads:

Here is buried the flesh of [Paul?] Voykin. He was born
•December 1934, [lived just over] seventeen years and died in 1952
on a Sunday at 8 o*clock in the morning. He left his father and
mother and his only beloved brother ... .in our hearts and in the
hearts of all his relatives, those about him, and his friends, he
left a deep memory. Eternal Memory for his kindness and fellow-
-ship, in our hearts Eternal Memory....
(Thanks to Lucy Kazakoff for assistance with text).
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E/18. Krestova. Gregory Zhmaev, 1948-1956. Inscription damaged. East.
Unique permanent marker of cement bordered with ceramic glazed tile
with mirror inset, inscription sgraffito on reverse, on mirror's
reflective backing. Marker is firmly fixed in front of temporary
'Shrine' marker with wreaths enclosed, c. 18" x 18".

A large number of "Other" markers is to be found, employing a wide
range of materials down to very simple markers (e.g. , a puddle of
cement with sgraffito name) and a cryptic reflector from a street
lamp, c. 1920.
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E/19. Grand Forks. Ivan Sysoev, 1894-1967. "He lies at reste here in

this grave: a Doukhobor poet, a warrior for truth. His songs peo-
-ple everywhere cherish, of which till his death he [was] author.'
East.

A unique permanent version of the 'Shrine' narker type. Note
artificial flowers and dove figurines. Between the latter is a

photograph of Sysoev at work, writing; The same appears in a source
now mislaid. Sysoev was the author of a great number of contemp-
-orary Doukhobor hymns and is well remembered for his art (see

Hawthorne 1955, pp. 257-258 for brief notations).





. Brilliant. Peter Stoochnoff, 1883-1960. East.
Artificial granite composition stone marker, apparently (?) of
Commercial manufacture. The Dog^^ood decoration represents the
provincial flower. Several markers to this pattern are found.

The bilingual inscription is not very common; but such inscrip-
-tions appear from the very late 1930 's in only slightly less
proportions than at present, c. 16" x 28".
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E/21, Brilliant. Walter Hancheroff, 1909-1964. No other inscription.
East.
Of all commercial plaques, this pattern is overwhelmingly predomin-
-ant In adult burials. Note vessel and flowers at head of marker,
c. 10" X 20".
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E/22. Krestova. Lisa Voykin, 1965-1970, No other inscription. East.
This is the only design of Coisnercial bronze plaque used on in-
-fant's burials; the design represents a shepherdess in early
19th. century English costume with two lambs. It is placed on a
cement riser on a Type II Rectified marker with a sunken central
pad. The artificial flowers rest in slots specifically designed
for them. Note Salt. This plaque design and use appears at Pass
Creek and Brilliant also.
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E/23. Grand Forks. Fedor Gritchin, 193A-1955. 'Sleep here, little
son - You our only one. May it [be] green and deep in us, your
Eternal Memory.* East.
Unique complex site: Type II REctified marker with 'Shrine', no
contents, in place at East end and bilingual commercial stone
with affixed ceramic plaque bearing transfer-print portrait of
deceased. Also note-general disposition of new burials and elev-
-ation of cemetery above surrounding terrain.
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E/24. Site above Brilliant. Tomb of Peter Gospodnie and Peter
Chistiakov Verigin. South: Ootischenie in background, Kootenay
River below.
A central Religious site. The original tomb was damaged in an
explosion in 1926, and replaced with the present bulky concrete
capstone. During each of the three Commemoration festivals (in-

•-cluding that for Peter Yastrebov), U.S.C.C. members will pro-
•-cess in line (weather permitting) from Brilliant Molenye Pom ,

men to right and women to left as in Molenye , to the present
site and take up positions for Molenye , divided by central
flower bed in large plot. At such times a table with Bread,
Salt, and Water is placed at the South end of the bed. Members

, of the Verigin family and officials recite psalms privately at

the West end of the tomb. The whole site is carefully planted
and landscaped. Note table. Note also two plots, to right and
left of entrance gate, with white-painted stones forming letters
(nsr and nriM ], initials respectively of Peter Vasilievitch Gos-





-podnie and Peter Petrovltch Chistiakov. Not visible to the left

are a child's swing in a tree and an unusual spiral cement flower-
-bed - symbol of Mount Zion??? On a flat bluff almost directly
behind the location of the camera here, a Russian inscription is

painted. After 1966, an English translation was added:

Dedicated to Peter W. Lordly.

This blessed rocky bluff j

Casts its mournful sad look
On a grave sufferingly mournful, holy,
To convey people truth of a story:
Here flowed once in Doukhobor tears

A coffin with body of a Leader strong, mighty
With mournful prayer of spiritual wrestlers
Into the bowels of earth grievously lowered.
His spirit ,-Arise for memory everlasting
In many loving hearts.
He bequeathed to us in holy covenant
"TOIL AND PEACEFUL LIFE" with Christ.





VIII, COMMUNITY EVENTS; THE COUKSE OF TIME.

I, Introduction.

In a community defined in religious terms, the common concepts 'sacred'

and * secular' will not have the same inward application and express-

-ion as for a community defined in, say, economic or political terms.

In the real functions of such a society, 'sacred' and 'secular' are the

limits of a continuum; yet elements can be isolated, elements of usage,

that set up, not a continuum, but a dual structure. Th6n the society's

experience can be seen from the outside as 'either Sacred / or Less-

-Sacred-to-Secular.

'

Two standards appear. They are the control of ritual space, and

the event's proportion of religious song content. The crucial defin-

-Ition of ritual space occurs in the course of Molenye, Sunday morning

(though not limited to then) prayer, and will be dealt with there: the

expression of song content occurs in community festivals of all kinds.

In the course of Field work, three levels of 'secularity' have been

observed:
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. 1. U.S.C.C. Festivals. •

a. Children's Festival(6/6/71) , Peace Day (27/6/71)

.

All content religious: psalms and hymns.
b. Youth Festival (22-23/5/71)

Five sessions, of which one Included skits and *folk

songs * (HECHM)

.

2. Community Festivals,
•Talent Night ' (9/2/71) , 'Variety Concert ' (1/4/71)

.

Opened with Lord's Prayer. Mostly skits, a play,
and Folksongs, but an Elder's Choir sang two hymns.

'Talent Night ' (11/3/72) - a greater proportion of rel-
-igious music but no other facets displaced.

3. Other Community Events,
*Doukhobor Picnic and Sports Day * (29/6/71)

.

Did not open with Lord's Prayer. No religious actlv-
-Ity while present, but one event ('Plough-pulling
Contest' ) related to Doukhobor historical experience
In jocular manner).

Only two raw data supply any overt distinction In behaviour during three

various events; conversation and the freedom of movement of children are

slightly freer in the latter two events; and the consumption of snacks

(other than occasional sunflower seeds) does not take place in the form-

-•er event to any noticeable degree; presumably, "the more sacred the occ-

-asion, the more feedback must be given to the assembled community.

The general term for a community event is C05PAHME (Sobranie) , ass-

-embly. The term appears again with the specific reference of a meeting

whose context is 'Less Sacred,* In assembling Doukhobor community

events, the following pattern may be found:





Sobranle - Meeting.

SACRED SECULAR

Molenye
Leader's Festival

sobranie

Wedding and r*

Funeral.
;ception.

Fes
Coi

>

:ival

ununity Festival
Other event.

A sobranie is, in fact, secular only by contrast with the sacred event

that so closely precedes it, though 'secular* r its mood and content may

functionally be more 'sacred' than any event in the third realm. Thus

for the sobranie that followed a Coiranemoration of a leader (e.g., for

Peter Chistiakov, 11/2/71) : only psalms and hymns were sung, only private

addresses specifically dealing with the remembered leader and his ideals

were well received.

Realms I and III cover events that take place in the course of the

year. Depending on the custom in a given area and its out-lying commun-

-iLies, Molenye and sobranie occur weekly (Grand Forks, Krestova) or bi-

-weekly (Brilliant). Sunday-school is held locally on days when Molenye

does not occur, or at a different time; but it is, in effect, a Molenye

shortened to a length convenient for children. The other events take
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place over the course of the year. A Leader's Festival, or the celeb-

-rations such as Peace Day or Declaration Day, begin with a lengthened

form of Molenye in which a greater than usual n^^!^ber of psalms is aaid

and sung; subsidiary observances may also take place. Thus, if weather

permits, those present may process to the Verigin Tomb for the greater

portion of Molenye , and in any event U.S.C.C, officials or members of the

Verigin family will recite Co:nz:enoration psalms at the grave-head.

Most such Festivals are moveable feasts, tending to fall on the weekend

nearest the historic date, though movement a week forward or back is

known. Thus, in the past year, events fell as follov/s:

New Year's Nolenve 1/1/71
local Talent Night 9/2/71
Commemoration Chistiakov 11/2/71
Easter Molenye 11/4/71
Youth Festival 22-23/5/71
Children's Festival 6/6/71
Doukhobor Picnic. 20/6/71
Peace Day (Burning of Arms) 27/6/71.
Commemoration Yastrebov 3/8/71 (BUT held ;.ith:)

• Declaration Day 10/8/71
Commemoration Gosoodnie 15/11/71
Christmas Molenye 25/12/71

Regarding movement: the Cornmenoration Chistiakov fell on the same date

in 1972; in 1964 the Youth festival fell on the 15th. and 16th. of May,

this year on the 20th. and 21st.; Peace (or 'Peter's*) Day always falls

close to June 24(Feast of SS. Peter and Paul, O.S.); and the first Declar

-ation Day (named for the promulgation of the Declaration of the Society

of Named Doukhobors, now U.S.C.C.) was August 7, 1934.

Realm II covers events that take place in a chronology governed not

by the calendar, but by human affairs. There seems to be no rite-de-
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-passage of an initiatory nature; but this is not an unusual fact when

one considers that common entry to Doukhobor society is either by birth

or by marriage; no 'confirming* rite seems to exist, though such may

have been the case in the past. As with other * plain* groups - cf

.

Amish custom - a child is a member of the community by right of birth

and conformity to community behaviour. Since converts or proselytes

are not actively sought by Doukhobors, no formal inducting mechanism

exists; if a non-Doukhobor enters the social community by marriage, he

or she does not commonly enter the religious community. Being a Doukho-

-bor is not easy for one who was not born to it: at present, such a per-

-son must use an idiosyncratic dialect of Russian and must submit to

disapproval from other non-Doukhobors. The converse of the lack of for-

-mal Induction is that anyone willing to learn a modicum of correct re-

-sponses and of psalm-singing will be welcomed to Molenye and invited to

join the body of those worshipping; presumably no hindrance to a devel-

-oping degree of religious, and finally economic, participation in the

community would be offered.

Weddings are bi-partite: a strictly religious ceremony takes place

at the home of each set of parents. Usually beginning about noon. In

the late afternoon a community supper is held: the social effect of inter

-marriage (coupled, it seems, with repressed peasant customs) has, over

the last ten-or-so years, causejithe standard Wedding Supper to take on

much of the secularism of non-Doukhobor Receptions -a name that has been

assimilated- and both the youth of the chief participants and the general

spirit, of license of such events have caused a tolerance for dancing and
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use of alcohol unprecedented In other Doukhobor events.

Funerals, on the other hand, are largely traditional in nature.

Probably the only recent innovations are the use of commercial vnreaths

and of commercial coffins- a practice which already approaches reject-

-ion. They are for the most part managed by the family concerned, and

the local undertaker (an Anglo-canadian) merely provides necessary pro-

-fessional services at the family's direction, though many families

prefer to prepar their dead as a final act of family responsibility to

a member.

Few useful accounts of community events have come down to the pre-

-sent; some have been cited in the section on History and will not be

repeated here. The only refereiices to antecedents of Festivals are

fleeting, those of Bernard (pseud, Fitz-gibbon, 1899, pp. 19-20) and

Rhoads (1900, pp. 20-21). The major references to Molenye and sobran-

-ie are those of Grellet(1864, pp. A56-457, noted above ) and Elkinton

(1903, pp. 32-33, and inserted photograph):

1819. First Day, 30th. The Dukhobortzi collected at about ten
o'clock, on a spacious spot of ground out of doors; they all
stood, forming a large circle; all the men on the left "hand of
the old man and the women on his right; the children of both
sexes formed the opposite side,of the circle; they were all cleanly
dressed; an old woman was next to the old man; she began by sing-
-Ing what they call a Psalm; the other women joined in it; then
the man next the old man, taking him by the hand stepped in front
of him, each bowed very low to one another three times and then
•twice -to the women, who returned the salute; that man resuming
his place, the one next to him performed the same ceremony to the
old man, and to the women; then by turns, all the others, even the
boys, came and kissed three times the one in the circle above him,
Instead of bowing. When the men and boys had accomplished this,
the women did the same to each other; the singing continued the
whole time. It took them nearly an hour to perform this round of
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bowing and kissing; then the old woman, in a fluent manner, ,

uttered what they call a prayer, and their worship concluded;
but Ho seriousness appeared over them at any time.

These Doukhobors assembled. . .on the first day of the week to

recite their hymns and go through the Sunrise Service. Tliis is

always accompanied by the greatest seriousness of manner, and
one can but be impressed [sic] with their sincerity and love
one for another, A week later I witnessed this ceremony in their
Saskatchewan settlement and photographed the scene in front of a
granary. The men were mostly absent, working on the railroad, and
this accounts for the greater number of women in this group. Each
man bows three times, kisses each of the other men once, and then
bows to all the women, *o which they respond collectively by a bow.

The women also bow and kiss each other as the men do. Finally, all
the men and all the women bow at the same time, bringing their
foreheads to the ground in true Oriental fashion. All this is acc-
-ompanied by a united chanting of their sacred hymns, and is pre"
-ceded by the reciting of portions of the scriptures, or of some
prayer in ritualistic form.

This service kegan at four a.m. and continued until six o'clock.
The early hour was originally chosen so as to escape p-ersecution
in Russia, and they quite agreed with me in thinking that the meet-
-ing might now be held a little later in the day, as that necessity
no longer exists. They always gave opportunity for remarks by the
'Visitors, and listened most respectfully to what was said to them.

Their patriarch, Ivan Mhortov, was present at the third sunrise
service I witnessed, in which twelve men and thirty-six women took
part, and he turned round at the conclusion and explained their be-
rlief with great dignity and clearness. My interpreter said he re-
-cited some Greek Church hymns dating back to 400 A.D., and even in-
-duded the Virgin Mary in the summing up of their creed. Such is

the force of early associations I

Grellet's odd closing comment has been noted early (may it have some almost

private doctrinal application beyond its appearance?); Elkinton appears

to deliberately contradict it, Molenye today is essentially little dif-

-ferent from what it was in Elkinton 's time; clearly the bows-to-the-

-earth antedate the psalm Father of All to which they are presently att-

-ached. No sources exist for cross-checking Grellet*s account, in the

absence of a translation (or easily accessible text) of Novitski, and
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most Doukhobors do not have any traditional account of Molenye ante-

-dating the time of Peter Gospodnie Verigin, who gave it its present

form (modified somewhat by Peter Chsitiakov). The 'kiss-of-peace * of

ancient Christian tradition (Romans XVI, 16: "Greet each other with a

holy kiss.") is not put by many to earlier than the late 1920 *s, when

its use was commended by Peter Chistiakov (Field notes, 12/2/72), and

there is presently some question as to whether its use will be main-

-tained(Tskra j? 1304, 4/2/72, pp. 4-8).

Historic accounts of Weddings are also few, and mostly unreliable;

the best is that of Rhoads (1900, pp. 26-29):

...At one house [in Terpenie, Sask,] we found the .. .women ... in
a state of great domestic bustle and excitement. Enquiry found
that there was going to be a wedding that afternpon - that the
bride was expected at any moment. The woman of the house became
almost voluble as she narrated the circumstances to the inter-
-preter. It was her boy who was to be married, and he and his
father had driven, over to the village of Hierolofka, and would
return with the bride and her father. She gave us all a most cor-
-dial invitation to the marriage ceremony and the subsequent
feast, all the time sweeping away the snow from the front of the
entry with a vigour that betokened her natural excitement. We
assured her that we would certainly be present, and then left her
to continue her preparations for the reception of the bridal party.
She called us back, however, that we might look at the newly plas-
"tered and whitewashed tiny bedroom at the back of the entry, and
pointed with pride to the new sheet iron stove, the home made wooden
bed - there was no bed clothing, the bride would bring that - the
wooden pins on the x^all, the gay McCoi:_mick calendar and the other
simple domestic necessities, needed by the bridal -couple. Then we
went on....We caught a glimpse of a rapidly driven farm sleigh, and,
...we hurried up the street to the house we had recently left. We
found the whole village there on our arrival. The sleigh had been
driven into the cleanly swept court-yard, and the villagers were
ranged round it in a semi -circle between it and the house. In the
middle of the sleigh box was the great marriage chest, and on it,
facing the tailboard, were the bride and groom, both bravely appar-
-elled, the girl especially being brilliant in red, green, and pur-
-ple. On the other edge of the chest, facing the horses, were two
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other girls, both prospective brides, though their grooms were not. .

In evidence. Seated on the tailboard of the sleigh was the bride's
father, and as we came up he was in the middle of a long prayer,
beseeching heaven to bless the approaching union, to give to the
young couple the blessing of fruitfulness , to grant his daughter the
love of her husband, the affection of her husband's parents, and the
favour of the village....

When at length the father had completed his prayer he helped his
daughter down from the big chest and out of the sleigh. He kissed
her, and gave her hand to the groom, who likewise saluted the bride.
Holding each other by the hand, the pair entered the house, the
father and the rest of the wedding cortege following. At the door
they were met by the father of the groom, who welcomed them with a
brief speech, and many bows. Then the assembly, which up to the
present had been decorously silent, broke into a hubbub of chatter.
The bride was surrounded by the girls of the village, who examined
her attire, passing remarks on the embroidery and other adornments.
The elder women bustled about in the preparation of the great marr-
-iage feast. The men chatted during the interval on farm work, the
prospects for the spring, and the approaching pilgrimage of the
Rosthern merchants to the village, for the purpose of holding the

annual sales of implements, etc.. The groom seemed, as at Canadian
weddings, the least important individual in the gathering, and for a
long time I looked about for him in vain. When at length he was
pointed out to me, I was greatly surprised at his extreme youth. Els
father said he was eighteen, but he looked no more than fourteen.
His face was boyish, almost childish, and his general bearing and be-
-haviour that of an undeveloped, callow stripling. The bride, they
told me, was also eighteen. She was half a head taller than her af-
-flcanced, broad of hip and shoulder, and deep of chest. She carried
herself, too, with a quiet dignity and gentleness, that prepossessed
us greatly.

I gathered that the principals had but little to do with the arr-
-angement of marriage among the Doukhobors. The alliances are nego-
-tiated by the parents, though it is to be supposed that any exist-
ing attachements are given some consideration. But, owing to the
extreme youth at which marriages are contracted, and the mental hab-
-it existing am.ong the Doukhobor children of subordinating their
Individual judgement to that of their parents, it is but rarely that
any complications are made by prior attachements.

The day was rapidly closing in, when the villagers gathered for
the marriage song service. For an hour they would sing the psalms
and hymns, and then would partake of the great wedding feast. The
odor of vegetable soup filled the house, and the young men busied
themselves arranging the borrowed tables so as to utilize every av-
-allable inch of room. The father of the groom pressed me to remain





to the festival. They would sing, he said, for an hour, and then

partake of the wedding meal and then would come the conclusion of

the religious ceremony, when he, the father of the groom, would
beseech the Almighty's blessing on the youthful pair, after which
-the bride's relatives would drive back home. But...we had a long

way to drive ourselves ... .So , though reluctantly, we had to send

for our team. While we were waiting for them to be brought, the

good wife served us scalding tea in tumblers, and we ate more of

the black bread, being entertained, while eating, by the singers,

for the muscial portion of the service had commenced.

Presently the average ages for Doukhobor marriages are in the vicinity

of 18-20 years; Babushka is apt to chide a girl who waits longer. Res-

-idence was traditionally patrilocal; nowadays it may remain so, or

both parents (the responsibility being primarily that of the groom's

parents) provide a home for the young people - close to their own, if

possible - insofar as their means may permit.

The only account of a Funeral, and necessarily sketchy at that, is

that of Fitz-Gibbon (Pseud. Bernard, 1899, pp. 59-61):

The reverence that these people pay to the rites belonging to bur-
-ial has resemblance to those observed by the primitive Christians.
We happened to reach our stopping place for the night just as our
hostess had returned from a Doukhobor funeral at a village seven
Eilles farther one. [Neither location Identified]. The story she
had to tell us was intensely Sc.d. [Account follows of death of a
wotaan vith a seriously infected hand] ... .Then she went on to tell
ne all the details of the funeral and the last sad duties that vero
perfornied for the dead.

...She wished that some of her Anglo-^Saxon neighbours h?d been
there to see the gentle, loving reverence with which the Doukhobor-
-tsi treat their dead, irnera tl.e men had got the lumber she did not
know, but the sinple coffin appeared as if by magic, with its
stainless white lin^^^n sheet, and crir.con pillow for the poor cold
fom, "They seemed very poor," she said, "but they laid their mother
out in spotless clothing. No detail of the toilet was forgotten;
the poor discoloured hand was hidden beneath a richly embroidered
handkerchief. A service was held in the house, and then two daught-
-ers. the son and the son's wife lifted the coffin high on their
shoulders, and although the way was long, the trail rough and un-
-broken, they carried their dear one to the grave, which was neatly
prepared with.^^^S^s and leaves to hide the newly turned earth. Men
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bearing the lid of the coffin followed, and after further rec-
-Itation of Psalms at the grave they knelt in prayer. There was

a heart-rending farewell taken of the dear dead, and the lid was
at last fastened and the coffin was gently lowered into the grave."

No one left the grave until it was neatly covered with sods and
branches. Then they insisted that Mrs. B. should come back to

the village to have some refreshments. There a long table was set,
with the little they had to offer laid on a fine linen table-cloth.

It was a sad feast, she said, and after it was over they tried in

every way to express their gratitude for her sympathy and neighbor-
-ly kindness. [Mrs. B. had attended the sick woman, applying poul-
-tices, etc.] The son of the poor woman brought her a handker-
-chief that his mother had worked for him, and insisted on her tak-
-ing it as a keepsake. "They are such grateful people," she kept
on repeating. ...

Presumably the sadness of this particular funeral and the supper follow-

-ing Is in part the context of the unexpected and painful manner of death;

It has already been mentioned that deaths of infants and of the aged have

not been considered unnatural, and that mourning was and is restrained

after the actual burial takes place. The funeral meal is not exactly

joyous, but great heaviness is not appropriate either.

The following discussion gives an account of the order of the Molen-

-ye , of the style of festivals and other Sobranies , and of Weddings and

some portion of Funerals, with some photographic illustration of Molenye

and sobranie in progress. For the preceding illustration of the relat-

-ionship of different events, and for an introduction to the idea of rit-

-ual space in Molenye , I am indO'^^'^ to Tarry1 Popoff of Vancouver; for

data on Weddings, to Harry Lebedeff of Thrums, who supplemented my field

data with his own; and to Don Wicketts of Castlegar for his comments, as

a professional Undertaker, on Funerals.
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II. Order of Molenye and Sobranle.

A. The Ritual Space.

The Prayer Home Q^OJIEH,^ /lOM) usually consists of an assembly hall with a

raised stage opposite the most frequently used entrance; commonly a kit-

-chen is attached or nearby. Orientation of the building seems to dep-

-end primarily upon access, secondarily upon the aesthetic use of the

site. The building is provided with, at least, long plain benches and

a small table, the former stored along the side walls when not in use,

and the latter placed about six feet before the stage. The table should

be - and usually is - furnished with a white linen cloth, a loaf of

breac! on a plate, a shaker or cellar of salt, and a large (glass) pit-

-cher of water, the fundamental embleias of Doukhobor faith. These em-

-blems should be - but are not always - placed in a line, in the above

prder, from front edge to centre of the table(Field notes, 22/5/71).

See VIII/1).

Before Molenye begins - the usual hour is c. 11:00 A.M. on Sunday

- most of the assembly stand in that half of the hall near the entrance

door; but when the time for commencement is come, a watcher standing by

the door would see the men move to the upper two-thirds of the hall, on

his left, the women distributing themselves similarly on his right.

They stand, depending on space and numbers, in one or more lines close

together, facing across at the other group, usually at least 6-8 feet

apart. The head of the front line is the man or woman, respectively.





VIII/1. Hall before Molenye , Brilliant, 30/1/72. The Molenye Pom was
an old Community Village house: note the massive central beam
and decoratively sawn window lintel. The shelter outside the
window has been added for outjdoor meetings, and can be seen in
later photographs in this section. Note benches stacked along
the wall; and Bread, Salt, and Water on table.
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nearest the table; these persons do not stand up against the stage, but

at least 3 or 4 feet down from it, leaving a space which a visitor or

other seiiii-participant is often invited to occupy, and which should be

considered *non-sacred*

,

At the conclusion of the 'kiss-of-peace' ceremony, in some usages

the groups take a step toward each other, now being about 3-4 feet

apart. When Molenye is over, there is usually about a five-minute pause

till the beginning of sobranie ; during this period, while most of the

assembly chat, a few bring out the benches and place them in two sets of

facing rows. The table may be moved up to the stage, and people will be

seated right up against the stage. Speakers addressing the sobranie may

stand behind (or beside, if it is not moved) the table, and the two seat-

-ed groups will now be separated by scarcely 2 or so feet. See diag-

rams, Fig.VIII/1, outlining' the various relationships. In these diagrams,

dimensions are approximate, and show relationships rather than precise

measurements: these are what concern the people.*





Ritual Space.
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VlTL/l, Molenye, Brilliant. Peace Day, 111 11, Mien seen from
'free* space behind table, during recitation of opening psalms.
They face the women....
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VIII/3. Holenye , Brilliant , Peace Bay, 27/6/71. Women face men
across open space between then, seen fron 'free' space behind
table, during opening recitation of psal-s. Note traditional
wearing of embroidered kerchiefs, rUTATK/l, by women. The lady
seated in the foreground is Anna Harkova, the daughter of
Peter Chistiakov, sister of Peter Yastrebov, and mother of
John Verigin, widely known and respected for her wisdom and
spiritual qualities.





B. The Reading of Psalms.

When about half the expected assembly Is present, men and women take up

chelr set positions. Then, as later members enter, a greeting is made

by the new arrivals and a response given by those present:

CJIABMH BOr nPOCJTABEXlC^l

.

BEJTMKH^l vm £OCno;iHEBA CJIABA ^BO HO BCOE SEKHE,

- The glorious God is proclaimed.
- Great is the name of the Lord, His glory appears through all

the earth.

The greeting and response are repeated whenever a group enters, till

the reading of psalms begins; some groups arriving during the reading

wait and exchange the greeting at the close of a reading, while others

simply take up their places. When the set time for the beginning of the

Molenye has arrived, the reading of psalms commences; this is, in fact,

to recite [MUTATb - read/recite] psalm texts from memory. It is carried

on by those in the two front rows, male and female, beginning with the

man nearest the table and proceeding down as many in that row as choose

to recite. When the row has finished, the men bow and greet the women,

who respond:

cnACM rpcnom.
criACM rpcnom

'

-Thank the Lord.
-Thank the Lord. .

"

Then -those women who choose recite psalms from their front row; they con-

-clude with the same greeting and response. During this period the rest

stand and attend (VIII/2,3). Any who arrive later than this point will

at once take their places, with_put using the greeting given above.
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C. The Singing of Psalms.

As soon as possible after the response following the women's psalm-reading,

the Lord's Prayer is sing:

OTME HAOl, TW ECTb HA HEBE M H^ SEMJIE. M CB51TMTC51 TBOE, M
nPKaET UAPCTBOE TBOE M BVilET BOm TB05;, P.KO HA HEBE, TAK M HA
SEKflE. XJIEB mcyU'l^ ;iAPi HAM HA UEfl ;iEHb, M nPOCTH HAM TPEXH
HAIUM M MJ By/IET nPOliATb OBUMmUMX HAC. HE WnVCJV\ HAC, TOCnO/lM,

;P MCKyiUEH^; HPrnEM HAC, rpCHO/lH, BO CflALlEHME, 51K0 ECTb TBO^
CHJTA H BOSIP., BOry HAlUEMy CJIABA.

Our Father, You are in heaven and on earth. Let Your name be
kept holy, let Your kingdom draw near, let Your will be [done]
as in heaven, so on earth. Our daily bread, give [it] to us this
day, and forgive us our sins and we shall forgive our offenders.
Do not allow us. Lord, to be tempted, bring us. Lord, into salv-
-ation, for [such] is Your power and will. Glory to our God.

Following the Lord's Prayer, at least three psalms are sung(VIII/4,5)

.

At Brilliant, the psalms may follow one another directly; at Grand

Forks, each psalm is 'read' after it has been sung. At D.S.C. meetings,

also, the psalm is 'read' after it has been sung. This is not, it app-

-ears, a traditional procedure, but has been adopted fairly recently to

further fix the texts in the minds of those less familiar with either

the texts or their language. No responses are made between the Lord's

Prayer and the sung psalms, with the exception of the saying of VOCnOJJiA

BJlATGCnOBH [Lord, bless [us]] by the leader before singing of a psalm, and

and the gen,_jeral saying of BOry HAUJEMY C/IABA [Glory to our God] when it

has been completed; these are the conventional, fraiii_jLng openings and

closings. Short pauses occur between the singing of individual psalms,

possibly to allow time for the suggestion of a title.

During the second stave of the first psalm, those in the front rows

exchange a complex series of bows. The conventional bow of greeting is





VIII/4. Molenye indoors at Brilliant, 30/1/72. Note positions of wor-
-shippers relative to each other and emblems. One of the women
is leading off a psalm at this point. Note time, also.
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VIII/5. Molenye outdoors at Brilliant - Children's Festival, 6/6/71.
Singing of psalms. In both cases, the groups occupy the same
relative positions, regardless of setting. For the Festival,
the children occupy the front rows wholly; when they are present
and taking part on other occasions, they stand a little further
down and do not lead off psalms unless so instructed.
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known as tlOKJlOH, *Bow* are 'Greeting.' The bow exchanged during the

first psalms is known as BOJIblllblPi nOKJTOH, a 'Deep [lit.. Great] Bow.'

The second man in the front row approaches the first, takes his right

hand in his own, and both bow deeply twice, with an emphasized shake of

the hand at each bow(VIII/6,7), then a kiss, presumably a variant of

the Kiss of Peace of the ancient church, is exchanged (VIII/8,9), foll-

-owed by a third bow and hand-shake. The second man now turns and bows

across- not deeply - to the women, who bow in return. He then goes to

the third man in line and goes through the same ritual, passing to the

fourth when he has finished, while the third passes to the first and

then the fourth, and so on, following the second. If more than a few

are present and participating, the order may bei^ome more random, dep-

-ending on the freedom of movement available. When all in the men's

front row have completed the ritual (VIII/10) , they bow as a group to

the women, who respond, with the greeting and reply
,
(VIII/11)

:

ciTACM rocno/iM.

CITACM £OCnO/lM. •
.

-Thank the Lord

!

-Thank the Lord!

The women's row then passes through the same ceremony, concluding with

the bows to the other side and the greeting and reply. At Grand Forks,

each side advances a half-pace when it has completed its bows. Mean-

-while, the psalms continue to be sung in order. Formerly, the whole

assembly took part in this ritual (Grellet 1864, pp. 456-457).
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• •
•

VIII/6. Molenye, Brilliant, 30fIf12, Shaking hands, the men bow
deeply, while the rest continue to sing a psalm.

il
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VZTL/l , Molenye , Children*s Festival, Brilliant, 6/6/71. Two young
boys in the front row bow deeply and shake hands. In this case,
an adult signalled the correct nonent to begin, shortly after the
opening of the first sung psalm.
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VIII/8. Holenve, Brilliant, 30/1/72, The two men who have completed
two bows exchange the kiss of peace, mouth to mouth. They will
thea complete a third bow and hand-shake.

9





VIII/9, Molenye , Brilliant, Children*s Festival,
the two hcys exchange the kiss of peace.

6/6/71, Similarly,





VIII/10. Molenye , Brilliant, 30/1/72. The last man in line completes
his greeting of his neighbour; then all the men bow to the women,
with a greeting.
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VIII/11. Molenye , Brilliant, 30/1/72. The women respond to the men's
bow. They will then go through an identical procedure. The
plaque just visible on the wall is a recent award to the Sunday
School from the Verigin faniily and the Central office of the





D. Responses

,

When the last psalm has been sung, a man in the front row - usually eith-

-er its head, or else the man who read the first psalm - recites the

Lord's Prayer, as before. Then he recites the prayer Father of All , to

which are added two responses, which all join to say:

OTME BCEX^ HA TEB9, rOCUOm, VnOBAEM. Tbf /lAEUJb HAM RUlUy BO
BJlArOE BPEM5!; OTBEPSAElUb UlE^PyiO PyKY CBOO M MCnOJlH^ElUb BCPKOE
;iyiliEBHOE SJTArOBO/lEHME. nOM5iHH, TOCnO/lH, BCEX OTOUJE/llUMX B BEH-
-Hyio ;KH3Hb^ A HAc coxpAm^ rocno/in, bo bcem B/iArojiyaHhW.

HA CEM MECTE nOIUlOH^EMC.'^ gjuy, CblHY, H CBiRTOMY ^XY.

XPMCTOC BOCKPEC-I

BO MCTMHHblX XPHCTOC BOCKPECl

BEMHAJR rWWTb nOKOt^hfcM 50Pi4AM 3A MCTWyl

A ;KHBbM noiu/iM^ PDcno/lM^ ;i05Pno 3;i0P0Bb5:; npocTH HAC, nxno^iM/
M yKPEHM B nyT5ix IBOm.

Father of all, in You, Lord, we trust. You give us food in good
time; You open your bountiful hand and fill all souls with kind-
-ness. Remember, Lord, all those [who have gone on to eternal
life, and keep us safely. Lord, in all well-being.

In this place we bow to Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, [Bow],

Christ is risen!

In the faithful is Christ risen!

Eternal memory of the dead wrestlers for truth! [Bow],

To the living. Lord, send good health; forgive us, Lord,
and strengthen [us] in Your way, [Bow],

At the conclusion of each phrase marked [Bow] , the entire assembly makes

nOKJlOH HA SEMJIE, a 'Bow to the Earth', on their knees, brows to the ground,

then rises again; if the assembly is large and in a confined space,

those to the rear may only bow deeply (VIII/12,13),





VIII/12. Nolenye , Brilliant, 30/1/72. Bow-to-earth during responses
of the psalm Father of All . Note how both the greater general
age of participants and the confined space limits the proport-
-ion bowing fully.





VIII/13. Molenye. Children's Festival, Brilliant, 6/6/71. Bow
accompanying responses of the psalm Father of All . Note again
that the aged and infirm do not bow so fully; note also the
greater freedom of movement in open space.
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When all have risen, the men greet the women twice; the women reply

in turn after each greeting with a response:

C nPASHUMKDM.
cnACM rocno;in. taioke y bac c nPASHt^MKOM.

nOKJOH J^OH^WE nEPEflABAJTM.

cuAm rpcnom, tak?ke m haum ^omaiuhme noicnoH nEPE^^Ann.

[We greet you] with the festival [that is, this day].
Thank you[lit.. Thank the Lord], And [we greet] you also with
the festival.
The ones-at-home pass along greetings [lit., a bow].
Thank you. And also our people-at-home pass along greetings.

Sometimes the men again respond CPIACH VOCnOJJiA, Thank you. Then a hymn

Is usually sung. This may occasionally be followed - especially if the

assembly is small, and no customary sobranie is to ensue, or an event in

another district calls for their attendance - by brief spoken comments and

a short spoken closing psalm. Just as the Molenye ends, men and women

exchange a final greeting:

nPOiV^i^TEl

•

Goodbye!
A Good Hour[»Good luck!"]!

A short break follows. If there is, as rarely occurs, to be no more,

people will talk and move to the door; if a sobranie is to follow, som.e

will chat while others discuss order of speakers, feed the stove if it

Is winter, and set up the benches (VIII/14)

.

E. Sobranie.

When benches have been placed, the people sit down. The behaviour that

follows depends upon the composition of the group, current community

events, and the locale. For most groups on most occasions and in most
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VIII/14. Brilliant, 2Q/1/11. Molenye is over: some prepare for
sobranle; this day, it took the form of a rehearsal of hymns
and psalms that were favourites with those present.
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places, sobranie, while fairly formally structured, is informal in mood.

After sitting, the group will sing a hymn; then a pause will follow in

which discussion sets the mood of the meeting; the sobranie may become

a psalm practice or an informal singing of favourite hymns; to these may

be added minor items of community news, or the reading of letters from

distant parts. If a number of Trustees are present, there may be some

discussion of U.S.C.C. business. In this case, individual speakers, or

groups of speakers-to-a-point , will be separated by the singing of hymns.

There seems to be no overt cue for the shift from speaking to singing,

but presumably the completion of a major rhetorical point is the accept-

-ed signal (VIII/15).

It should be interjected here, that Doukhobor debate (which charact-

-eristically takes place in a sobranie context and with sobranie assoc-

-iations) is of a democratic form different in style from Western demo-

-cratic debate. Western debaters are accustomed to iz^ing more-or-less

extreme positions and, by accommodation and compromise, arriving at a

generally tolerable or acceptable agreement. When a vote is taken,

those in favour of the position-as-stated vote for it, the rest against.

Doukhobor debaters rise in turn and state their positions, which tend to

a somewhat conciliatory yet non-negotiable style of expression. Attacks

are usually not made on other positions, but one's own position is

affirmed without compromise. Speaking, may or may not. be to a prior

point. When a vote is taken, those in favour - more or less - with the

position-as-stated vote solidly for it, and those against the position
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1

VIII/15, Sobranie at Brilliant, 20/lfl2, People have just settled
into their places before singing commences. Note that they are
nearer the head of the room; and the men and women sit closer to

each other respectively, as well as generally closer. Doukho-
-bors prefer a closer physical distance in groups than Anglo-
-canadians generally; this tends to discomfit those who do not
recognize the fact, and they complain of ^crowding' or 'pushiness'.
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do not vote negatively, but abstain; negative voting is commonly only

offered o'n minor points of procedure. The debating style derives from

the village Mir system of government by elders. If a reason for the

difference in style between Western and Doukhobor debate is to be sought,

it may not be far from the relative security enjoyed by Western groups

of local government, and their middle-class power; status could also be

acquired by integrity in the face of majority opposition. For Russian

peasants, the integrity needed for survival against the Czar's bureau-

-cracy was that of complete solidarity, at least in appearance: the

presence of conspicuous minorities would otherwise supply a lever for

outside control of an institution already poorly defended. Hence there

was strong pressure for the development of a tradition of overt, though

not real, unanimity. Speakers still refer to such unanimity as a pos-

-Itive virtue (Field notes, 1,11/4/71).

In Sunday School, sobranie takes a more directed form. Children

are marked for attendance in a register, a practice presumably imitated

from the style of Anglo-canadian Sunday schools, and discussion is re-

-placed by a religious lesson, usually taken from Tolstoy's compilation

from the Gospels, The Teaching of Jesus (1908; used in several reprint

editions, the English edition 1961, published by the D.S.C). The les-

-son includes a series of short questions on the reading, which are supp-

-lied in the textbook and are to be answered orally by the children; and

one or two hymns are sung (Field notes, 28/2/71).

On other occasions, the sobranie takes a more extended and formal





structure. On Festivals and Cotsnemorations, speakers may have more-or-

-less prepared addresses to give (VIII/16) ; if the address is not con-

-cerned with the occasion, or is highly controversial, complaints and

even interruptions will be heard from the listeners. Prior to the occ-

-asion, various choirs will be scheduled to sing according to a set pro-

-gramme(VIII/17) . Such a sobranie may be brief or long, but its pattern

wil not vary. Thus the Commenoration Chistiakov, 11/2/72, was about

an hour and a half long; one Sunday School Choir was present, several

hymns and a psalm were sung, and at least seven speakers gave addresses.

The Youth Festival, 22,23/5/71, consisted of some four sessions aver-

-aging three hours each over a two-day period, and framing a 'Talent

Night' and a Molenye , but the content still consisted of choir perform-

-ances and addresses. The mood of Fes*:ivals is relaxed (VIII/18)

.

Depending on weather and time of year, community meals are held

in conjunction with major sobranies ; for a discussion of these, see

Chapter VII, section II, and B/6.

Essentially the sobranie has two functions: it is a major tradit-

-lon bearing event, giving ample opportunity for the transmission and

reinforcement of cultural data, whether it be song lore, rhetorical

style and function, or social dynamics of group expression, identity,

and security. It is also a social institution for communication on the

individual and family level, and for courtship and other, less intense

friendly activities. On occasion it may also become a vehicle for pol-

-itical expression and for the adoption of community policy. Thus the





VIII/16. Peace Day sobranie at Brilliant, 27/6/71. Eli Popoff
presents an address on a Festival topic. Note rough segreg-
-ation of men and women. The stage is that which may be seen
through the window of VTII/1.





VIII/17. Peace Day sobranle . Brilliant, 27/6/71. A choir of D.S.C.
elders from Salmo, B.C., perfonus a psalm and two hymns in an
older singing style.
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VIII/18. Children*s Festival sobranie. Brilliant, 6/6/71. Fomality
is not constrained; those present converse and move about freely.
Note riser, for large choir, before stage.
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1962 inarch of Svobodnikt to the coast followed a sobranle ; thus too at

the 1971 Commemoration Chistiakov, John Verigin, as Honorary Chairman

of the U.S.C.C., in the tradition of Peter Chistiakov's 1934 reorganiz-

-ation, presented a proposal for reorganizing the economic and secur-

-ities base of the U.S.C.C. (Field notes, 11/2/71).

When the programme of a sobranie, fomal or informal, is concluded,

one last hjnmn is sung. During in-sobranie singing, all may sit; but

the opening and closing hymns are usually sung standing. Most commonly

used at the ending is the hymn Our Assembly Is Now Ended (in Peacock
t

1970, pp. 105-110), dating from the 1930's and apparently composed in

Saskatchewan. Then the people depart, usually conversing as they leave

the building or site.

Note: Texts and translations of Molenye responses courtesy of Peter
Samoyloff and Lucy Kazakoff.
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• Weddings and Funerals.

A. Weddings.

The data in this discussion are based on information researched by Earry.

•Lebedeff of Thrums and on Field notes on the wedding of Jane and Walter

Konkin, 5/6/71, •
.

There are three formal stages in a Doukhobor wedding; the Engagement,

the Wedding itself, and the Wedding Supper, Observance is variable, de-

-pending upon devoutness of the respective families, usage in a given

area, and influence of Anglo-canadian culture. Ceremonies used to be a

house affair, but in Grand Forks families are encouraged to use the Com-

-munity Hall for all stages of the wedding. In the case of cross-cult-

-ural marriages, the engagement ritual is often dropped, and some Anglo-

rcanadians will not take part in a Doukhobor ceremony; otherwise, cross-

-cultural marriages usually consist of a joint ceremony drawing upon

both traditions. *

»

Mr, Lebedeff reports from interviews with older Doukhkobors

:

Before the influx of Russians into Canada, the weddings performed
in the native country were quite different in all respects to the
concept of the word marriage. ., .there was no real formality in the
conduct of the marriages

.

Sometimes, but not always, the parents decided when to marry
their children and to whom. The boy and girl had no say in the
matter. Two families, who thought their son and daughter would
•make good marriage partners, would gather at the girl's parents'
home and have a little party of their own. Close relatives were
also present. The arrangement was very simple and consisted more
or less of tea-drinking and a supper. It was typical to choose a

girl who was older than the boy, because [house-]work was always
a burden and an older person would have experience to cop? with it.
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Next day, the parents would bring their son to the girl's
home and would announce that they were married. The boy and
girl would usually oppose the parents but would have no power
to argue about their sudden union. The words of the parents
were final. Against her will, the girl would gather her be-
-longings and go with the boy to his home. There was no such
thing as divorce at that time. The couple had to live together,

and most of the time the unions worked out quite well.
Weddings of this kind were common in Russia for a substantial

period. Priests and churches v/ere not recognized by the people,
who therefore established their own customs....

With the migration of the people to Canada, the customs chang-
-ed. In the early 1900 *s, people were not married in that manner
any more. The parents would gather at the girl's home, talk,
recite or sing a hymn [psalm?], have a cup of tea, and then would
pronounce the couple husband and wife and wish them a happy life.
The girl would then take her change of clothes and move in with
her husband. The procedures of marriage were short and simple.

From this developed the style of the present. It is much more
complicated than that given above and seems much more appropriate
....It made marriage seem more real and have more definite mean-
-ing in the union of the couple.

It Is a deplorable fact that Doukhobor marriages were not recognized

by the B.C. Provincial Government till as late as 1953> though ample

precedent - e.g., Quaker marriages - had long existed; the official

attitude can only be understood as one of vicious prejudice.

The engagement and wedding ceremonies are private matters for the

young couple, their families, and perhaps a few close friends. The

wedding supper, however, is a major community affair for which more than

one sitting may be required. Occasionally an air of competition seems to

enter into the arrangements: certainly young people of light mind may be

heard to evaluate weddings on the basis of a count of dishes and guests*

heads, though such evaluations are not limited to Doukhobor weddings, in

my experience. •

'

The ritual involved in engagement and wedding varies, not in site

or oral content, but in movement in ritual space and in material emblems

/
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The movement may be that of set formulae or of relative positions of,

not men and women as in Molenye , but of the boy's and the girl's parents.

The space may be indoors or out (depending, again, on weather and time of

year, and personal taste); direction seems unimportant, and orientation

Is to the carpet upon which the young couple kneels.

1. The Engagement.

In the late morning, as a rule, the couple, their parents, and

close family and friends arrive at the girl's home. The boy's parents

greet those of the girl, who respond; they exchange the Easter greet-

-Ing; and ask and receive guest status.

cjiABA rpcnoml
cjiABA smrojw^ bofa 3A Ero MC^rocib.

XPMCTOC BOCKPEC:
BO MCTkHhfclX XPl^CTOC BOCKPECl
nPHHUm^TE HAC 3ArOCTEi^.

MHJTOCTW upocm.

Glory to the Lord!
With glory we thank God for his favour,
Christ is risen!

In the righteous is Christ risen!
Accept us as guest.
We ask your favour.

The boy*s parents bring with them a shaker of salt and loaf of bread.

Those pres2nt then form a circle; the boy's party on his left, the girl's

to her right; before the young couple is a rug. One of the girl's par-

-ty then recites a psalm that seems appropriate to then: psalm 138, Be

Devout

^

is traditionally chosen; at its end all bow. Next any member

recites the Lord's Prayer , which is again followed by a bow; and then the

psalm Father of All . At the conclusion of this, all family members pre-





-sent should bow-to-the-ground, but friends only bow shallowly, and

all bow shallowly after the appended Easter Greeting. Next, the girl's

parents approach the couple, who kneel on the carpet, bow-to-the-ground,

then rise; the boy kisses his Inlaws-to-be, the girl her parents. In

turn, the boy*s parents approach and the ceremony Is repeated. The same

procedure Is followed by the relatives of the girl and the boy, who come

forward as husband-and-wlfe or In two's and three's; then likewise with

the friends. With the kisses Is offered the greeting /lOBPbfi^ MAC[llt.,

'A Good Hour'], for good fortune and happiness.

All then take a meal - usually supper - with the girl's parents.

The betrothed couple may sit at the head of a long table, or together

near the middle, with the boy's parents next to them, the girl's parents

facing those of the boy, and relatives and friends down the other sides.

The couple sat with the boys parents "because they would be living with

them." A hymn may be sung - usually Mount ZioHt Holy Mountain - all rise

for the Lord's Prayer , and the psalm Father of All , which is now said as

a grace, bow, greet the couple with jQOBPor/i MAC^ and sit to eat. Borscht,

pereghee, and ploe , a rice pudding, are essential foods, accompanied by

jelly, salad, cookies, and pie. A short grace. Thank You^ Lord is said,

and the evening concludes as an ordinary social gathering, e.g., with

singing and conversation.

2. The Wedding. . .

The order for a wedding is essentially the same as that for an en-

-gagement, with the following additions or alterations:

The ceremony is repeated, first at the girl's home and then at the
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boy's home, where the reception supper may also take place.

Both groups of parents bring bread and salt with them. When the

girl's mother arrives at the boy's house, her loaf is sliced and put on

the table ^ perhaps symbolizing the physical separation of the girl from

her parents and her formal relinquishing of virginity through marriage.

After the couple's bows and kisses, a hymn is sung. A common choice

Is The blessing of trees in the valley ; less frequently. The giving of

precious minutes by God or I am rich in the land .

Next, the boy's parents kneel before those of the girl and form-

-ally thank them for bringing her up and for letting her become part

of their own family; the parents then kiss each other.

The girl's parents now provide a dinner which proceeds as before,

with the same prayers and foods. After this, the girl's family only pre-

-sents wedding gifts. The first is given by her parents. The couple

Icneel before them, bow-to-the-ground, then rise and kiss them; the par- .

rents wish them good fortune in their marriage. The gift is then opened

and shown to all present. Next grandparents, relatives, and friends, in

order, come forward and offer their gifts, with the same procedure. The

mood is one of gaiety, and the couple are liable to be asked to kiss each

other in various ways, or to repeat their bows-to-the-ground, as the gift

is given. Lewis (Hawthorne 1955, Appendix, pp. 277-279) reports a hilari-

-ous wedding at which

[The father of the bride] pulled a great roll of bills from his
pocket and began hurling them one by one down onto a platter
placed on the table for the purpose. He talked rapidly in Russian





making a wish on each bill he threw down relative to how the bill
should be spent. As as he threw each bill down, the bride and

; groom kissed each other on the wish that was made. There was
great gaiety over this, because the bills were thrown down so rap-

-idlyl
All around the table the wishing went, everyone hurling down

money and the bride and groom kissing to keep up with it.

After this gift-giving, hymns may be sung, then all prepare to leave

for the wedding supper. The bride takes her gifts and her belongings

with her: especially two pillows, blankets and sheets, and a clothes-

chest. It is traditional for the bride to have a quilt to bring with

her; one Informant's mother, speaking of his intended marriage to an

Anglo-Canadian girl and of his elder brother's similar marriage, plan-

-ned to make the girl a quilt: the elder brother's bride had not

brought one, and(Fleld notes, 2/10/70):

I'm not going to have two girls coming into this family without
a quilt to cover their bum with on a cold night.

On this occasion at least, the girl and the female parents should

wear traditional dress - platok ,and blouse and dress en semble .

When the group leaves for the groom's home, the couple travel with

his parents, again as the girl will be staying with that family, at least

nominally. Her parents follow, bringing bread and salt.

3. The Wedding Supper.

The wedding reception or supper is sponsored by the parents of the

groom, who are also in charge of the programme. At present most suppers

are held in local community halls; traditionally, they were held at the

groom's home - the house of the newly-weds, as it now became.

Upon arrival, the wedding party are met by a female relative (usual-
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-ly grandmother) of the groom, who, like the bride's mother, has with

her salt and bread, and others who form a welcoming group. The same

formal greeting that began the engagement ceremony is exchanged, only

now it is the bride's parents who speak first and those of the groom

that respond; when the bride's parents ask to be accepted as guests,

they are taken to speak for all the wedding guests. A hymn may be sung

at this point, A table will be provided with Bread, Salt, and Water.

The bride's gifts and belongings are taken to the couple's bedroom,

where she changes her clothes and replaces the bedclothes with her o\^,

setting the former ones aside. This is said to symbolize both her

willingness to maintain the home she has joined, and a happy married life-

- acceptance of the sexual duties of a wife.

The same ritual of bowing-to-the-ground and exchanging kisses is

performed, though now the groom's parents take part first, and the bride's

parents do not bow to their inlaws. The food and prayers are similar to

those used earlier, and the same presentation of gifts - now by the

groom's party - follows.

For acculturated families, the initial greeting outside the home or

hall is retained, but a receiving line is then formed just within the en-

-trance where the guests meet the wedding party in conventional fashion

and then pass directly to the supper, which will be interspersed with a

psalm and a few hymns performed by an invited choir. Before anyone sits

to eat, the 'Cooks' Greeting' is exchanged:
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. • CMBA rocno/iM!

CMBMM BMrO/lAPl^ BOfA 3A EfO n^JlOCTb.

SBOJlbTE KyiUATbl

Glory to the Lord!

We praise [and] thank God for His mercy.

Come to eat!

The Lord's Praver is said or sung and the psalm Father of All said, and

the meal begins, interrupted cheerfully fron tine to time either by the

choir, non-alcoholic toasts and replies to toasts, readers with real or

preposterous congratulatory letters and telegrar:3, and applause to ciake

the couple kiss. The wedding gifts nay be displayed, unopened, and will

not be opened for a day, or else during the honejnnoon. When the supper is

over and the grace Thank You, Lord , said, that is the end of traditional

observance.

A few hours later in the evening, though, less observant and young-

-er celebrants nay return for a night of dancing. At this tine - as in

Russia before the revitalization spearheaded by Peter Gospodnie Verigin

- the license is also extended to the use of alcohol.

.In the past, the supper was followed by the singing of both serious

and light songs. Sorae of the psalnsCe.g., 162) condemned or tabooed

dancing, but the rule is nowadays a matter of individual conscience and

Interpretation. -

One cross-cultural wedding was noted in which the engagement ritual

was reduced to a single bow-to-the-earth before the company, and then

parents and relatives were kissed in turn but in no formal sequence.

The pressure of acculturation has been felt more strongly in Weddings





than in any other formal Doukhobor observance, presumably because the

young people Involved have wide Anglo-canadian contacts to condition

them. The apparent disorder of this process has had a feedback effect,

and is the rationale of a survey by at least two independent groups of

Doukhobor young people who propose to arrive at a standard ceremony.

The alteration presently seems to take the form of addition rather than

replacement, and the use of the term 'Traditional* for the whole wedding,

and for the bridal party's clothing (which is often traditional only in

outline) betoken a continued interest in Doukhobor identity. Beyond this

the basic social effect and function, of the observance is nomal: the

change of family status is made public to the community, in whose eyes

the couple have now entered into the fullest adult life, and appropriate

celebration is made including an element of license that echoes the fund-

-amental sexual aspect of marriage ^ and by contrast defines the social

and religious context that rationalizes and hallows this aspect.

B. Funerals .

This discussion is based on an interview with Don Wicketts of the Castle-

-gar Funeral Home, who undertakes for the majority of Doukhobor funerals

in the immediate area (20/1/71) , attendance towards the end of a funeral

for Mr, Kichvolodeff of Pass Creek(14/2/71) , and attendance at the fun-

-eral of a friend, ... .

Doukhobor funerals have traditionally taken approximately 27 hours.

The body of the dead is prepared as soon as possible; it used to remain

one night at the family home. It is taken to the Molenye Pom on the sec-

-ond day after death for a service which begins about noon(VIII/19) . The
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VIII/19. Funeral photograph: family in the Brilliant area, probably
1920's. Author's collection - source unknown.

The family has prepared the body of their dead, dressing it in

the linen dress of Community wear, and wrapping it in a sheet or
blanket. The men have prepared a coffin: the lining is probably
of printed cloth or gift paper over cloth padding. Presumably the
photograph was taken during the period when the body is at the home
of the family, or about to be brought into the Molenve Pom , though
it may also be the moment before burial.

Some families prefer to lay out their dead; othen>?ise, the first
day after death the body is kept by the undertaker.
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service is managed and arranged by the family of the dead; they take a

major part in all that is done. One or more choirs may be present; ex-

-cept for the use of spoken psalms recited by the family at the begin-

-ning, close, and various unspecified times throughout the service, its

foro is that of a sobranie . Bread, Salt, and Water are placed on the

usual head table; behind this, on the front of the stage, the coffin is

placed. This was formerly home-built, but now is generally a standard

commercial design. A movement is spreading among conservative Community

people and Svobodniki, to return to the use of home-built coffins; the

attitude is based upon both economic and plain-community arguments. The

coffin is open, and often photographs of the dead as he or she appeared

a few years earlier stand up on the inside edge of the lid, "So people

can see how they were when alive." Ken are- dressed in a dark suit with

white shirt, women with kerchief (platok) , and usually a long dress that

reaches the ankles; elderly people, however, may be buried in their old

linen clothes of the Community Village period, if these have been stored

for that purpose. The undertaker customarily chooses to embalm the dead.

The family and friends customarily maintain a vigil during the night in

the Holenye Pom ; as with most Wake traditions, towards the end of the

vigil conversation may be light and jokes will be used: these serve the

twofold purpose of releasing emotional tension, and of affirming, in the

face of the Individual's death, the continuing life of the Community of

his family and neighbours. Community members return to the Molenye Pom

through the morning, and the service continues much the same as before
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till about noon or a little thereafter, at which point it ends with

family prayers; the family then processes outside with the coffin.

There is a break while the coffin is (temporarily) closed. Former-

-ly it was carried in a full procession to the cemetery, hut most such

processions will travel by automobile if the distance is at all far or

if the weather is foul. At the cemetery, the family gathers on the

South or East side of the grave, near the coffin, which is again opened.

The choir may be present, in which case it will sing a psalm; when that

is over, and the Lord^s Prayer and Father of All have again been said,

the coffin is covered for the last time and lowered into the grave by

a group of gravediggers who have been specifically invited for the duty;

on occasion, they may offer their own particular prayer. At this point,

the Community as such, then, has representatives who take their part in

this dismissal of the dead. The lowering of the coffin is a moment of

extreme tension, consummated when members of the family - including child-

-ren, and sometimes friends, cast a few clods into the grave by hand, the

family's last dismissal indeed. The men of the family and close friends

may also spell the gravediggers, who fill in and top the grave. Wreathes,

commonly artificial, which had been displayed behind the coffin in the

Molenye Dom « are placed upon the mound. Conversation begins and the ass-

-embly makes its way back to the hall. Throughout the observance a

greeting, UAPCTBME HE5ECH0E nOKOPlHOMy, [The Kingdom of Heaven for the

dead!] is frequently used, both formally and informally.

After, the burial, the guests and family take part in a funeral sup-

-per, The meal is essentially the same as that for a wedding, with the

crucial exception that Pereghee is replaced by Lapshi, the white noodles.





This Is usually served by the young women of the community area. The

meal Is framed by the conventional graces, and a choir, to whom with the

family, gravedlggeirs , undertaker, and specially invited guests goes the

right to eat at the first sitting, supplies a psalm and hjnnns. These may

be generally associated with funerals, and there is a wide range of them,

prominent among the former of which is psalm 79; among the latter, the

Revolutionary hymn CHUTE OPJIH 50EBblE[

'

Sleep now. Brave fighting Eagles f]

is much loved.

It is the local undertaker's policy to oblige as fully as may be the

families he serves, though he privately regrets the very public role plac-

-ed upon them by tradition. His attitude is easy to understand, defined

as it is by the style of contemporary North American funerary practice.

The operation of Doukhobor tradition appears, however, to satisfy a num-

-ber of needs that tend to be suppressed or perverted by the customs of

the Worth American majority..

For the family has a very public role indeed. Aided by friends, it

is responsible for the management of the funeral sobranie and the meal

that follows it. The senior member - usually either surviving spouse or

eldest son - must perform the duties of a master of ceremonies. Members

of the family, from eldest down to young children, lead off the singing

and recitation of various hymns and psalms. When the coffin is finally

carried out of the Molenye Pom , the young children precede it off the

stage, then line up to define both sides of a central aisle in the hall;

they may hold the wreathes as they form the line, then bear them outside.
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Members of the family, of whatever age, are active at all stages of the

service.

But the community at large is active too: funerals are sobranies >

gatherings of the community at which, in a suitable mood, it not only

may, but must, affirm its character by performing its usual functions.

Thus, for the most part, all attend to what is going on; yet chatting

with neighbours; meditating; eating sunflower seeds; leaving to give

help in the kitchen and then returning; if young and pretty, seeing and

being seen; going to offer personal comfort, even the kiss-of-peace, to

members of the bereaved family; moving in a rocking manner, 'davening*

to the music: all these activities, community message-sending and

feedback, become a functional part of the funeral sobranie . These in-

formal activities are punctuated, not so much by the formality of the

psalms, addresses, and hymns, as by the formality of the rhythmic

transitions between the formulaic events, and especially the responses,

the graces, that, by demanding the attention of the group, ackowledge

the fact that that attention may legitimately be directed elsewhere at

other moments.

It is with this essentially living process that the family, whose

current conscious experience is one of close and regrettable death, is

compelled into involvement. The sorrow that is formalized by the lengthy

obsequies is inhibited, both by its formalization and by the family's

practical involvement elsewhere, from becoming as deeply obsessive as is

sometimes encouraged in other observances. In the very act of satis-
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-factorily playing a mournful role, the family is compelled to commit

Its attention, not to the dead, but to mediation between the dead and
.

the living. The process of the sobranle is such that the community-at-

-large shares in this communication, affirming its ovm life to the fam-

-lly. The event may, no doubt, be wearisome and emotionally exhausting

to the bereaved family; but it is fundamentally a process of rigourous

healing of the Injury done them by death.

It will, of course, be pointed out that this process is not noticed,

not commented on by the people; that the jarring and discrepant incid-

-ents that occur are noticed with disfavour by most present; that the

service is not commonly considered to be the healing process (among

much else) here alleged. But it must be pointed out in response, that a

society's members are usually unaware of the profound processes of their

culture, much as most of us take little notice of our breathing, our

heartbeat.

Some six weeks after the date of death, family prayers are repeated

at the grave and another formal meal is given. This date is that at

which the soul is held to have finally taken its departure from the vicin

-ity of the body; the ceremony is called Commemoration. Another wreath

may be placed, or the former one renewed at this time. In strict observ-

-ance, this commemoration may be repeated a year later; but many families

repeat it for several or many years, and every Easter. It is strictly

suitable for psalms to be said by the grave the Easter after burial. In

the case of an untimely death, such as that of a young person, members of
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the family may visit the grave and recite psalms frequently. The

Lord's Prayer and the psalm Father cf All are said as a rule, and oth-
j

"

!

-er psalms are added by preference (Field notes, 5/8/71).
j

i

I

i

IV. Conclusion .
*

'
i

j

.Community events are necessarily highly sensitive to internal and also

to external social forces. The changes that have characterized the major 1

i

Doukhobor observances during their Canadian experience are less indicat- '

*
i

-Ive of unremitting assimilation than many local Anglo-canadians like to I

think, or than apprehensive Doukhobors may fear. .

I

The core meeting, the Molenye and its attendant sobranie , though not
{

i

attended regularly by a majority of community members, still serves many '

of the same functions it appears always to have served: the requirements

of the spirit in worship, of feed-back to the leading individuals in the

village or community area, and of the maintenance and affirmation of soc-

-ial and cultural solidarity. Elkinton's comment cited above(1902, p. 22): |

!

...the men were mostly absent, working on the railroad, and this
accounts for the greater number of women present....

Indicates that past attendance was not always total. Against it may be

cited one lady*s comment after a Sunday School service (Field notes,

28/2/71): -
•

i

The men don't come much - they don't have faith, It*s the women
that have faith, Without the women there would be nothing.

i
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Sunday Schools are, as has been noted, a scaled-down Molenye - the

psalms and hymns used are short and simple, but the ritual is unalter-

-ed. They replaced the regular attendance of children at adults*

Molenye in the 1930 *s, but did not have wide success till the mid-1950 's

This structure should not be interpreted as a fragmentation of the rel-

-Igious community, but as an inclusive device; it was developed by Peter

Chistiakov Verigin, as was the Youth Society and the U.S.C.C. itself , as

a formalization for which he concluded there was a need.

The other sobranie-type meetings, ranging from Commemorations of

past leaders, through Youth and Children's and other Festivals, to Tal-

-ent nights and similar community events, have been described above as

having the function, among others, of transmitting traditional cultural

data in a traditional manner. The meetings are all accessible to Anglo-

-canadians (or to any interested outsider^ really), but they will be

comprehensible to such a person in inverse proportion to the amount of

cross-cultural content they carry. The presence of English-language

material in, say, a Talent Night may be indicative of some degree of

assimilation: but if so, there will be significantly few non-Doukhobors

present to reinforce the assimilation. Nor will Doukhobors express any

great Inclination to become unrecognizable. The Doukhobors also take

their choirs and songs on tour to the U.S.S.R., and at the turn of the

19th. century they sang before Czar Alexander I; yet they are not less

Doukhobors because of that. A fair proportion of what is commonly des-

-crlbed as assimilated behaviour is a small distance beyond the minimum
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adaptation needed for one culture to have any Intercourse at all with

Its neighbours; to reject such intercourse is to pose a threat of a

different sort than Doukhobors have, in the past, chosen to maintain.

Even in the rite-de-passa:ge observances, change has been in the

direction of greater conmunication and by the means of addition of ele-

-ments rather than their loss. It is true that certain values, in

particular *Plain* life, have been lost; but one fact suggests that

some values of this sort draw their force from an impermanent phenom-

-enon.

It must be remembered that Doukhobor life was not always strict-

-ly plain in the past, and even that it was not uniformly plain at any

one time. The suffering and persecution, with their attendant "rigour

of doctrine and observance, that seem to have characterized the exper-

-ience of the 1700 's was followed by emigration to Molochnle Vodle and

a two-score years of peaceful prosperity, including private ownership.

The enforced exile to the Caucasus of the 1840 *s again enforced an un-

-compromising life; but the administration of Lukeria Kalmakoff nurtur-

-ed a period of increased prosperity - even wealth, for some - and rap-

-prochement with the government. The crucial event - by which the ex-

-perience of living Doukhobors is still defined - was the intense revit-

-alization of the 1890 *s, under the spiritual leadership indeed of

Peter Gospodnie Verigin; all present experience is defined by a stand-

-ard formulated when the Burning of Arms took place, however changed in

the popular mind that experience may (or may not) be. The later years

in Canada, under Peter Chistiakov Verigin, saw the uncompleted beginning





of an Institutionalizing process, by which the ideals of the past gen-

-eratlon were attached to a formal social framework already implicit

In the economic framework of the C.C.U.B.. This framework's economic

trusses and girders were found wanting - whether legitimately so or

not - in competition with the established economy, and their collapse

was a serious blow in every way to the society they had supported.

For Doukhobors, then, the problems of assimilative forces and of

• Involvement In materialism have generally been one and the same; id-

-entity has in the past always been maintained by an affirmation of

values which the surrounding society ultimately rejected. Vhen those

values were rejected, those Doukhobors that clung to them found them-

•^sclves relieved of various material benefits that were not, in the

end, strictly tied to the values. It never was, nor is it now, ess-

-entlal for a devout Doukhobor to be poor or uncomfortable: the bit-

-temess of some of those who are poor, uncomfortable, and devout

at this day is testimony to that. But if to be a Doukhobor has always.

In the end, resulted in some kind of punishment: then not to be pun-

-Ished has, to some, become equivalent to not being a Doukhobor. The

Institutions and attitudes, then, must sail between the Scylla of at-

trition and loss of Identity, and the Charybdis of failure to continue

communication with the rest of the world, to be that needle that must

draw all the thread after it. Scylla has many vicious and venemous

heads; Charybdis draws prey down to herself from all directions; but

others have sailed safely past them.

At this moment in time it is not clear \^hat future awaits the
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Doukhobor institutions. Contemporary North American culture shows it-

-self intensely hostile to serious ideological alternatives, and while

a new revitalization movement is by no means impossible, it will have

no relevance to reality, either within or beyond the immediate community,

if it cannot survive or avoid opposition in some meaningful form. The

very forces of assimilation are also those that, if accelerated, pro-

-voke some defensive reaction, whose form or outcome would not be sub-

-stantially different from that of revitalization.

At present the visible processes are those of a degree of accultur-

-ation of institutions, but this very acculturation seems prepared to

give those institutions the instrimientalities by which to maintaaln an

identity. For to do so, the institutions must be sufficiently like

those to which they are alternative to maintain communication, to be

translateable. A picket fence is an excellent and glorious and explic-

-it boundary between ny house and that of my neighbour, not because it

is opaque or impenetrable or unscaleable or unbreakable, but because we

are agreed that it is a fence. It is not certain, but it is possible,

that Doukhobor institutions are in the process of acquiring the functions

of a fence. Behind a fence, a man may grow his own garden; it is a-

-cross the fence, at the time of harvest, that he will pass his neighbour

some vegetables.





IX. NOTES ON SOCIAL STRUCTURE.

I. Introduction.

The purpose of this discussion is to present a small number of items of

data and to suggest plausible implications of those data. The process

is very like that used by one who is confronted by a small number of jig-

-saw puzzle pieces: whether individual bits happen to fit together or not,

they imply an over-all organizing design. This design, incidentally, is

one imposed by an arbitrary cutting device, something external to the or-

-iginal picture: but it is the only means by which the picture is now

held together. Also, though the design helps the puzzle-worker to organ-

-Ize the picture, the picture itself is a far different thing; its trad-

-itlon is different from that of the puzzle-worker, its design different

from that of the puzzle, its information and style different too. In the

case of piecing together elements of a culture, the puzzle-worker has one

help: the puzzle-design and the picture-design are interrelated; but

they are still different, and the patterns of one will be covert in the

other.

Some objections can be made to the approach used here, on both phil-

-osophic and material grounds; and so they should, for the method is im-

-perfect and deceptive. It is hoped, ho\/ever, that it is also truthful

681.





to some degree; in any case, objections will be suggested, and some apo-

-logy made, before conclusions are dravm.

The argument centres about two sets of relationships: those of var-

ious functional organizing structures within the large community; and

those between a diverse collection of terms applicable to individuals,

organizations, abstract ideals, and events, but tending to have a con-

-sistent dyadic distribution to which consistent values are attached

and consistent emotional responses - affect - given.

The organizational models are, unless otherwise qualified, appli-

-cable to 'Community* Doukhobors in particular - that is, to all members

of the U.S.C.C., their families, and to persons sympathetic to that org-

-anization and associated with its members - as, past members, members-

-to-be, and so on. The Affect model is held to apply broadly to *Doukho-

-bors* as defined in the Introduction (Ch. I), A review of that defin-

-Ition will be of use.

Many devout Doukhobors use the name in a highly restrictive sense;

some will argue that few *true Doukhobors* exist. Members of the sub-

-sects tend to consider themselves alone as representing the purest be-

-lief, and members of other subsects'as, at best, well-intentioned dev-

-iants. To outsiders, however, and among themselves insofar as they are

threatened under a broad definition, all Russian-canadian members or

descendants of the 1899 immigrants are Doukhobors. Thus a set of dom-

-alns somewhat like the following exists:
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The overlap between Indepencjent Doukhobors, left, and Svobodniki, right,

vith Community Doukhobors, is informal, and happens in the way of fam-

-ily relationships, business dealings, and attendance at major community

events. In all these occasions, and especially in the latter^ scope

for action that will rapidly demonstrate the ideological affiliation of

all present exists - the action may even be taken. But until it is tak-

-en, the occasion will not discriminate between individuals or subsect-

-arian groupings. Russo-Canadians are those individuals who, for one

reason or another, have sought total assimilation to the majority soc-

-iety; they are usually rejected by other Doukhobors as apostates and

non-Doukhobors , but most Anglo-canadians will classify them as Doukho-

-bors on the basis of accent, name-ending, or any slender trait; their

position in the diagram depends upon the position of the viewer. They

are not dealt with here, because they are a small minority and their

stability as a class is not proven.





II»Authority and Instrumentality.
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Within the community as a geographical entity, four outstanding instit-

-utions operate. These are the Family; Social and Religious groupings;

and Economic groupings. The latter, in the hegemony of the C.C.U.B.,

almost completely overlapped the second two groupings; today they are a

comparatively "skeletal structure shaped by but extending beyond the

U.S.C.C. Let us consider the heritage of the U.S.C.C.

The chain of traditional or constitutional prerogative in all the

institutions is essentially identical. In the family, the basic units

are parents and children. Both were expected, however, to defer to

grandparents (cf. Basic Rules . .

.

Second: All children must obey Grandaother and Grandfather,
and carry out their requests ... .And then do all, that
Mama and Papa order.).

Beyond grandparents, the Leader was patriarch, to whom all were family;

no authority existed between the Leader and the Family. The Leader

might address children directly, or ordain behaviour for the family -

-as the injunction against intercourse at the turn of the century -

but there was no different chain of instruction (or complaint back) for

families as such or for members of families as such.

In Kolenye and sobranie, the basic units were adults and children.

These took active part in proceedings, but submitted as a rule to the

example and direction of * elders*^ persons of age and, by general con-

-sensus derived from experience and interaction, an authoritative
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stance. Above the elders, the Leader gave direction; to the elders,

the members looked for explanation or elaboration of his directions,

or at least for confirmation. In more loosely organized activities,

the upper levels of instrumentality did not change, but were merely

less frequently or intensely invoked.

When Peter Chistiakov Verigin reorganized the structures of his

father's design, he tended as a rule to formalize existing informal

arrangements. Peter Gospodnie Verigin had been a dominating and pow-

-erful personality who involved himself to an intimate and minute de-

-gree in the workings of the C.C.U.B.; when he was killed, and even

(earlier when he had been absent, policy was often misdirected, for a

style had been fixed that only functioned freely when the leader was

physically, present and was seen to initiate action. When Peter Chisti-

-akov formalized an instrumental structure, he created an institution

that could - and eventually did— function without a 'Spiritual Leader'

though it called for an officer who could fill the role of leader in

either fact or name. As Peter Chistiakov defined it, and as it present-

-'ly exists, the U,S,C,C, took the following form:

C0I03 MOJIO/IDKE

(Union of Youth ,

16-30 years of age)

Leader (Honorary Chairman)

Central Executive Committee
(5, now 7).

Kbl[ 'Queen Bees '] (Trustees)

H5^[

'

Hundred '3 (were 36 villages
-now 36 communities)

.

/





The 6tatky were elected by members of the Sotnya , which was fairly auto-

-cephalous. The Matky assembled annually and elected the Central Exec-

-utlve Committee; in addition, major problems affecting community life

were dealt with by the annual meeting of the "Whole, to be solved by the

'previously discussed style of debate. A parallel structure, the Soyuz

Molodezhe or Union of Youth, was given responsibility for management of

Festivals, and for a number of activities designed to instruct members

In the institutional styles operative in the Sotnya , and in the whole

U.S.C.C. Dues of approximately $60.00 a .year are currently paid by mem-

-bers between the ages of 18 and 60; these go to the support of the loc-

-al and central organizations, and to the maintenance of the Community

Halls, cemeteries, Russian Schools, Central Office and Iskra , and so on.

The only differences between original and present forms are the role

taken by John Verigin as Chairman rather than 'Spiritual Leader'; in-

-crease of the Ceatral Committee from 5 to 7 members; the physical dis-

-persion of the Sotnya from the Communal Villages to the present region-

-al settlements; and a varying dues rate (Field notes, 5/8/71).

It will be noted that the role of the Central Committee is flex-

-blle. It normally supports and distributes the executive duties of a

Leader; but when a serious question arises, it merges back among the

Trustees from whom it was called forth. Then traditional executive

techniques are called into play; if a Leader or rather, one who will

accept such responsibility in this case, is present, he will act; if

not, the gathering will proceed to action. In effect, and for major
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policy, the Central Committee and the Trustees are Iden^^tical, opera t-

-ing separately only when the need for an executive is minimal.

If these various institutions are aligned, they present parallel

structures that can be further rationalized through Molenye/Sobranie

Institutions (cf. IX/1,2,3):

1. Family.

Lea^der

Grandparents

Parents
"^Children

2. Religious/Social.

Leader

Eldlers

Ad^ts
Nnxildren

3. Economic ,

Lea,der/Chairman

Trustees

I Youth Council

Members
'Njnion o f Youth.

\ Molenye
Gemeinscha

T \ \ Sobranie /
ft < 'Gesellschaft

The terms Gemelnschaf

t

and Gesellschaf

t

have some applicability, so

long as their relativism is borne in mind; nevertheless, they character-

-Ize the behaviour used in the areas to which they are here assigned.

The associations and interactions displayed in the Gemelnschaf

t

areas

are characteristically less overtly formalistic than those of the Ge~

-sellschaft area, for one of two reasons: the formalism, as of family.

Is a universal structure; and the formalism of worship and social inter-

-course makes some action more free by restraining action that might in-

-hibit communication. The formalism of the Gesellschaf

t

areas, by comp-

arison, supplies a rigourous strucbcre along which power and action may

be channelled. In effect, the formalisms are complementary.
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IX/1. Typical photographs in family use: A proprietary photograph
of Peter Gospodnie (Lordly) Verlgin, c. 1916. From Tarasoff
Collection, courtesy B.C. Provincial Archives.
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IX/2. Typical photographs in family use: A group of Elders (unident-
-ified). c. 1925 - 1930. Author's collection.





IX/3. Typical photographs in family use: A Family group outside a

Communal Village(unidentified, but Brilliant area), c. 1925 -

- 1930. Author's collection.
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The function of Independent Doukhobors and Svobodntki . when vlew-

—ed as organizations, is essentially similar, though the status of

Leader is reduced. The Chairman of the D.S.C. is primarily a chairman,

with no associations of spiritual leadership - indeed, such associat-

-lons are officially shunned. Authority and responsibility come to be

based mainly in the level of executive members, and local organizations

are highly auto-cephalous, a state of affairs characteristic of 18th.

and nid-19th. century Doukhobor coiamunities, when either local settle-

-ments were distant and communications bad, or leadership was weak and

unreliable. So too with a contemporary Youth organization, the Doukho-

-bor Youth ITational Executive Committee (DY>rEC) , which presently con-

—sists of two bodies, a voluntary membership and an elected executive.

Svobodniki have, even recently, displayed a varying degree of adherence

to a varying group of leaders, some of whom have aimed at the status of

full Spiritual Leader, others of whom have held such a status for a part-

^Isan group of followers. The phenomenon is not that of acephalous comm-

—tinlties, but of numerous (in time or space) bodies claiming sole auth-

-orlty, a condition under which sole authority cannot exist. This frag-

-mentation is in part caused by a hunger - not always rational, not al-

-ways wrong - for a pure and simple world in which the good and the bad,

the right and the wrong, are explicit and obvious, and a soul can be

certain his or her judgement is correct.
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. III. "Affect and Value Patterns.

The relationship between Svobodniki and other Doukhobors has always been

obscure to Anglo-canadian eyes. The common interpretative attitudes are

•uncompromising and simplistic, as should be evident from the discussion

of exoteric views (Ch. V). There is, to them, either all the difference

in the world between 'Freedomites ' and 'Orthodox' Doukhobors, or no diff-

-erence whatsoever.'

The position of Doukhobors themselves is ill defined. Members of

the three main subsects will live side-by-side, work together, attend

community events and intermarry freely; the will also denounce each

other in sometimes scurrilous terms, will hate and fear each other,

hold each other to be traitors to the Doukhobor Ideals. The parties

will, indeed appear to be in Irreconcilable opposition - but across

that opposition much communication is extended; and neither party will

commit itself to finally expel, excoirjnunicate, repudiate the existence

of the other.

Institutions, especially in small communities, serve functions or

die. One is obliged to assume that the opposition between Svobodniki

and Community Doukhobors (with whom for the time being. Independents are

lumped as being sufficiently similar in ideology), whether truly func-

-tional at present or not, has existed as a culturally valid force.

This is not to say that one party is justified at the expense of another,

or that the opposition has been universally beneficial: it is to say

that the oppposition has had a real and valid purpose.





It Is possible to set up a model that rationalizes two sets of

terms. These terms Include major Doukhobor social phenomena; major

religious concepts; traditional utterances; organizations; cultural

institutions and verbal or material artifacts. The sets are dlstrlb-

-uted on either side of an axis: this Is the concept of *Golng forward'

(psalm 6 Var./12; 144/5,6), the Ideal of Mlllenarlan Change. It Is

not argued that there Is a necessary vertical linking; but that the

relationships across the axis are sufficiently similar to justify at

least the conceptual association set up here. .
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"GOING FORWARD'-psalm 144/5
"Those who suffer make the path easier. .."(Field notes, 5/8/71)

,

BCWlb - Leader
"There Is a person on earth,
such a one as I, a pillar..."
(psalm 79) . Divine Spark
(Field notes, 13/4;5/8/71)

BOPbBA - Struggle
"Toil and...

"They beat us and tortured us

Sons of Freedom cannot be the
Slaves of Corruption."
(usee Motto)
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Wedding
(Socialized sexual) content-
-lon; initiation into adult
toilers* role in community
Gnomic psalm (138)
Pereghee

CO

o
CO

•H

U
<

Sobranie
Communication
-Debate, Dialogue, Letter

'Secular*
C.C.U.B.

(Spiritual Leader Peter
Gospodnie played a material
role and developed a mater-
-ial organization)

(Gesellschaf t)

Village
'Apartments' and shops,
storage, etc.; transients.

Songs, Hymns (some)
May be sung solo or with
supporting chorus or in
small group (Field notes,
22;23/5/71)

COOS - Union
"We will gp.ther ourselves,
brothers. . ."(psalm 79).

"This priceless image [of God]

shines within us. "(psalm 74).

CTPAMHME - Suffering
...Peaceful Life."(USCC Motto).
. . .but we are glad and we
rejoice" (psalm 243).

"The Welfare of the World is not
worth the life of a single child."
(usee Motto)

Molenye
Communion
-Prayer, Song traditon.

'Sacred*

u.s.c.e.
(Spiritual Leader Peter Chisti-
-akov inherited a material org-
-anization and played a (spir-
-itual) role of Purger

.

(Gemslnschaf t)

Funeral
Suffering resolved by Peace, Rest
Initiation into community of the
Dead
Mystic psalms(e.g . ,79)
Lapshi

Village
Living, eating, Assembly
-in Big Houses.

«

Psalms, Hymns (most)

-Leader begins but music then be-
comes fully harmonic and choral.
-Psalm 'must be sung by a choir.'
(Field notes, 26/1/71).
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The elements listed above are, or have been, very much a part of the

life
of most Doukhobors in Canada. The ideals in particular, though, are

best expressed by two diverse types of personality, one oriented toward

the concepts of individualism and of conflict with and witness against

the outer world, the other oriented toward concepts of fraternity and

of survival from and witness to the outer world.

It is suggested that Svobodniki gravitate to the left-hand side of

the model. Community and (to a less involved degree) Independe.nt

Doukhobors to the right-hand side. The emphasis is not upon divergent

values, but upon values that few individuals can comfortably or long

reconcile within their minds. Such inconsistency is not unfamiliar in

other societies, and is indeed a cultural survival technique; it is pre-

-sumed that it has had the same survival function for Doukhobors in the

past, and may - with accommodation - continue to do so. Individuals with

extreme positions - whether conservative or radical - may occupy the

left-hand role, challenging the values of the conforming majority in the

right-hand role, yet thereby affirming the values of the society as a

whole.' At crucial times, the distinction between roles may disappear:

at the Burning of Arms, all were xealous, all struggled physically against

against AntiChristian war; at the present, the behaviour of nearly all

displays a somewhat uneasy conformism in the face of the peaceful on-

-slaught of Western culture.

Although the Svobodniki frame policy in religious terms, past act-

-tions have predominantly involved material objects and institutions.

To take off clothes, to destroy buildings, is to express ideology





through material symbolism. It is the Community people, on the other

iiand, who, though conspicuously Involved in material institutions, have

continually expressed themselves in non-material ways: by maintaining

Sobranies in the face of acculturation, and by emphasizing religious

values and behaviour as central cultural attributes. The same oppos-

-itions appear, in miniature, in Sobranie . Expression is given in the

Molenye to union, concord, a continuing pattern; in sobranie , it is

given to divergent views, thrusts for a position of influential address,

an expression usually mediated and controlled by the intermittent sing-

-ing of hymns. When all have spoken, the 'struggle* concludes with the

invocation of unanimity, if only in a closing hymn.

Perepelkin argues (Doukhobor Problem in Canada... , 1959 ;esp. pp.

7-12) that the suffering of the Doukhobors is a chastening, a purgation,

imposed upon them by God for the sake of their ultimate redemption ,

.after the Type of the Hebrews in Egypt. If one is given the concept of

the indwelling Divine Spark, of Spiritual Wisdom, and if one deals clum-

-sily with one*s values and with scriptural analogy, it is a short step

to take, to a position where one is willing, as God's selfless servant,

to cause suffering to the backslider and thereby expedite the millenial

process. Such concepts have probably been the rationale for Svobodnik

violence at times. Where they, and not some other cause, are operative,

•let no otie choose, therefore, to discredit Doukhobor ideals. All soci-

-eties let slip their controls from time to time, and our own society

has often enough claimed that assorted wars, butcheries, genocides and

oppressions have been its own pure-hearted expression of the Divine Will.





The Issue- of Millenarianlsm Is relevant here. Turner (The Ritual

Process , 1969, pp. 94-112) discusses the concept of Llmlnallty, which

he defines as the class of entitles in transition from one state of

being to another, usually by means of a rlte-de-passage . Such initiates

may lose and acquire attributes during their passage, but they are dlff-

-erent from what they were and what they are to become. Turner further

suggests that Mlllenarian societies are in a state of llmlnallty. It

has been suggested before (Ch. VI) that Doukhobor Millenarianlsm, by

Its rationalistic view of change as a continuing process rather than a

unique event, has a conceptual resource against stagnation. It is fur-

-ther suggested here, using the terms Chlllasm and Millenarianlsm in

the opposed sense suggested earlier, that the zealous and purifying

attributes of chlliastlc expression prevail among the Svobodnik group

of values, while mlllenarian views prevail among the Community Doukho-

-bors

.

IV, Conclusion.

It may with justice be argued that highly selected data are cited; that

definitions are loose; that theory is inconsistent and that contradlct-

-ory data may be found.

To know about fish in a pond, much must be considered: the water,

the weeds, the invisible life that feeds the fish, much more. To grasp

the fish, to have it firm, to eat it - to incorporate it with oneself:





a net will suffice for that. Nets are formless, mostly empty, rele-

-vant to nothing, fantastic knottings of threads, tmable to distinguish

between carp and trout. A net will let the minnows through the mesh,

and the pike can tear it if he will. Weeds, water, and whirligig beet-

-les: all slip or are cast out. But nets catch fish.

An analysis like the above will not account for the behaviour of

any one typical individual, nor for the exceptional genius or maniac.

This is data got by inference, and the raw material is subject to the

Uncertainty principle. There is no technique delicate enough to test

the data without disturbing them - the pond is muddied, the school is

scattered, when the net sweeps past. The subtle manipulation of count-

-Icss hard statistics are no part of this domain, because the data, the

endless situational programming to which the Fieldworker is subject,

are as slippery and shifting, as inconsistent and subjective as ordinary

conversation, 'Every past moment defines the next, and what I knew then

is not what I know now.* By no statistical process does a

child learn language; nor does anyone learn of another culture in any

other way; to do - active and passive - is the learning. If theory at-

-tempts too great a precision, it becomes mere reportage or infinitely

complex and thereby useless. Theory is here called upon to establish

the limits within which most Doukhobors stand, so that they say be recog-

-nlzed from without.

For the theoretical statement really is, in form, a subtle net, a

matrix, an array. It contains probable limits within which Boukhobor
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observata may be effectively trapped. Its definitions are broad gen-

-erallzations of terms used by both Doukhobors and Anglo-canadlans

,

terms which are used with some consistency whatever the preconceptions

of purpose of the user. If it is - most justly! - argued that the

terms most strongly weighted here are presented as mere generalizations,

bloodless, fleshless skeletons that appear to negate the significance

of the whole body: very good. This is not an anatomization of the body,

revealing its excellence or its pathology. It is an attempt to make

the articulation more clear, to see the skeleton that assures the body

of its form.

Doukhobor Society can, then, be seen as integrated by a dyadic

grouping of values, whose mediating element is the concept of "Going

Forward." One half of the Dyad favours active, individualistic, and

tension-generating values: to these Svobodntki incline. The other

half of the Dyad favours passive, communitarian, and resolved values:

to these Community Doukhobors , and to a lesser degree the Independent

Doukhobors (more amenable to assimilation), incline. All Doukhobors

possess and express all the values to some degree, and are to be dist-

-inguished as a sect thereby. It is presumed that the opposition be-

-tween these values has, or has had, a practical social function for

survival of the sect, allowing for negative or positive adjustment to

the pressures of external societies .
•





X. CONCLUSIONS.

Detailed conclusions are presented following the discussions, in most

preceding chapters. This section will therefore limit itself to the

presentation of general summaries, to a discussion of areas for future

study, and to a few final comments.

Two main classes of psalms are presented in translation and dis-

cussion. Psalms and Healing Psalms. The context of public/private per-

-formance bears witness to the essential unity of style and function of

these two sub-genres. Historical and religious elements are examined,

and it is noted that the psalms appear to be very stable in form and in

content, but that certain historical data have taken root in certain

psalms. In cori^unction with the psalm study, an examination of exoteric

and esoteric attitudes towards the presentation of Doukhobor history,

and a survey of Doukhobor religion, are made. Exoteric histories are

found to be, as a rule, severely constrained by an ethnocentrism that
un-

is oftenAavoidable but sometimes deliberate. Doukhobor religion is

described as sharing rationalistic and millenarian traits; for the pur-

-poses of adequate discussion, a distinction is made between millenar-

-lanlsm and chiliasm, based on intrinsically different attitudes towards

the esoteric definition of the nature and time of millenarian change.
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Material culture Is examined, with the following findings: Arch-

-itecture, viewed chronologically, shows accoiiwJation between the

styles developed internally, whether for communal or relatively indep-

-enckrtt dwelling, and the styles influenced or imposed externally, by

exile (as in Russia) or dispossession and acculturation (as in Canada).

Cookery and eating customs represent a hard core of traditional symbol-

-ism, and nourish cultural identity as well as the body. Traditional

crafts have for the most part been abandoned under the twin onslaughts

of cheap commercial goods and economic need, though one craft, tradit-

-ionally associated with an essential food (borscht) and old age (for

which the external culture provides no adequate role) , has been retain-

-ed. Burial marker style exhibits sometimes conflicting traditions with

little significant acculturation: Western styles do not appear to have

been acquired to a greater degree than, say, Tartar styles. A super-

-ficial survey of English loanwords (Appendix) indicates that major ling-

-ulstic interface has involved the use of vehicles. North American foods,

and employment in the Lumber and Railroad industries. In short, the dom-

-inance of traditional or Canadian elemeiits is not consistent across the

field of Material Culture, and Canadian elements tend to be used in Russ-

-ian ways.

The structure and performance of community events is seen as having

a massive foundation in religious concepts and style. Influence of acc-

-ulturative processes is most strong in the area of Marriage, where the

entire community is assumed unconsciously to require conventional demon-
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-stration of the rlte-de-passage , but initial evidence exists that the

process may be modified by the growth of cultural self-confidence among

younger Doukhobors. *

A number of elements are integrated to infer a dyadic model of soc-

-lal values. It is suggested that certain formal relationships between

classes of concepts, affects, institutions, and lore express a basic

two-part complementary pattern by which the whole society is integrated.

The patteim tends to cluster active, mundane, individual, disjunctive

values in one domain, and passive, sacred, communal, and unifying values

in the other. The former domain is associated with struggle, the latter

with redemption. Assorted minor cultural traits may find places in this

pattern, but inconsistencies are not entirely rare, nor unexpected, over

so wide a field as an entire culture.

Compare, for example, the Matter/Spirit , Suffering/Vindication,
Now/Future, Dual Address of Believer/Lord dyads found in many
psalms; or the temporary 'shrine' markers for graves, with which
are associated the traditionally temporary signs of struggle and
transition, wreathes, memorial photographs, and Bread, Salt, and
Water for Commemoration - and the permanent stones, invoking
'Eternal Memory' of the dead and affirming their place among the
Community with God.

Numerous areas for further study may be suggested here. A more

Inclusive study of artifacts and early post-CCUB architecture should be

undertaken as soon as possible. Legends - especially Family Legends,

and .the Prophecies of Lukeria KaWkoff - should be collected and anal-

-yzed for types of social function, coincidence with formal doctrine and

belief, and stylistic elements. Children's Lore h.^s not been examined at

all, nor have family, obscene, or witchcraft traditions, of which little

is knoim at present. Comparative study, in different geographic regions.
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of stylistic variation between formal events (e.g., Molenye ) Is nec-

-essary. Above all, the corpus of Hymns should be analyzed as soon as

possible. A wide range of comparative materials - over ten years of

LP recording production by Doukhobors themselves, and of influence by

Western hymnody and popular music through media - are already avail-

-able. The study of Psalm tune texts will be much expedited by the

development of adaptable and rational devices for mechanical transc-

-ription, preferable in a mode suitable or adaptable to electronic

quantitative analysis. This will not only provide a more reliable phys-

-ical record than is presently possible outside direct recording (and

it might, incidentally, solve the question of tune origin - whether by

elaboration of a simple text, or direct in the existing melismatic

form), but should leave the fieldworker free to perform the other types

of analysis which no machine can ever undertake. The present research-

-er is hoping to approach both these problems shortly.

It is presumed that the Thesis is adequately demonstrated by the

bulk of discussion, and the comment of the Introduction (Ch, I) is re-

-peated here: the primary task of this research has been, not to prove

the Thesis, but to formulate terms and concepts, and to discover and

classify data, by means of which the proof might be approached.





Afterword.

It has long been an una cl<r«»wledged custom - not necessarily a proud one

- for those who write about the Doukhobors to address their subjects

with some sage words of advice and counsel, usually delivered In patron-

-Izlng tones of false cameraderle . These words go on at length, to ex-

-plaln to all and sundry that the best possible future for the Doukho-

-bors is to vanish. Some would like this vanishing to come about by a

total assimilation into the North American style of Western culture, that

crown of human achievment; others would like it to come about by more

genocidal means. Nearly all, however, seem to think it essential and

desirable.

This feeling I cannot share. It is easy, of course, to look down

from outside and tell this small group of people that their ideas are

Irrational, their hopes unattainable; but those who think in that manner

do not view their own culture in the same rational light. If ideals of

peace and brotherhood are irrational, they are yet more attractive and

constructive than the ideals that produced Auschwitz, or My Lai 4, or

the War Measures Act. They are even more constructive than the ideals

by which the Vancouver Sun , in defiance of the Canadian Press Style

Book (see Blbllog., PII, Tarasoff 1958), continues to the present (15/1/

/72) to use the opprobrious epithet *Douks' for *Doukhobors .

*

If Doukhobor hopes have been unattainable, it is not because Can-

-adians have shown themselves sympathetic and selfless as a whole.

Consider, for a moment, the matter of the Doukhobor lands in British

Columbia. The Community Regulation Agt of 1914 (Ch. 11, 4 Geo." 5)





states In part:

2. When any. . .persons are living. . .under communal or tribal

conditions, as distinguished from the ordinary and usual con-

-ditions of family life and residence. .. the provisions of this

act shall apply to every one of such persons....

8.(1). For the recovery of any penalty imposed upon any person
...under this act, all the goods and chattels in, upon, or about

any lands or premises. . .used by or for... the settlement or comm-

-unlty. . .shall be liable to distress and sale... as if such goods

and chattels were the goods and chattels of such person.

Though the Act, which enforces obligations under the Vital Statistics

and Health Acts, is rather cynically entitled "An Act to make provision

for the Welfare and Protection of Women and Children living under Comm-

-unal Conditions," no 'Protection' appears within the body of the Act.

Fundamentally, it has legitimacy. Its basis is the acceptable assump-

-tion that a Community has the same responsibilities as an Individual.

In 1939, however, the courts (Woodcock and Avakumovic, 1968, p. 305):

...refused protection against foreclosure under the Farmers'
Creditors Arrangement Act, on the grounds that as a limited
company the Community could not be considered a group of
farmers ....

On this basis, the Provincial Government immediately passed the

Doukhobor Lands Acquisition Act (Ch. 12, 3 Geo. 6), which in part provided

And whereas there are many families settled on the said land,
who are or may become liable to ejection:...

2. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council [i.e., Cabinet] is empow-
-ered from time to time... to enter into and upon the said lands
....and to inspect, survey, take, expropriate, hold, and acquire
the said lands or any part thereof or any interest therein, or
any mortgage or other incumbrance affecting the said lands....





• 3. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council is empowered to subdivide,

work, develop, irrigate, drain, fence, and improve any lands acqu-

-ired by him under this Act... and to sell, lease, mortgage, or dis-

-pose of the said lands or of any part thereof .. .for such consider-
-ation payable in such manner and on such terms as he may think
•proper, and to make with the occupants of the said lands or with

any other persons any arrangement or agreement in relation to the

said lands that he considers advantageous or beneficial.

5. (2). All securities issued under this Act... shall bear interest
at a rate not exceeding five per centum per annum,...

In other words, the courts found that, although a community had the re-

-sponsibilities of an individual, it did not have the rights of an indiv-

-idual. The point may be just; but it is not seen to be just, and most

Dpukhobors saw no justice in it. On the basis of the decision, the Prov-

-incial Government took ownership over C.C.U.B. lands in the province; it

paid some $296,500 for lands, buildings, and improvements on which Doukho-

-bors had paid, over the years, some $2,150,000 (Hawthorne 1955, pp. 53-

-58). Although the Act provided for the option to "subdivide, work, de-

-velop, irrigate, drain, fence, and improve" the acquired lands, and al-

-though certain promises were allegedly made, subdivision was the only

activity actually carried out. Nor were the lands made available for open

bidding at the time of expropriation, as is customary, and Doukhobors thus

had no option to re-acquire their land. In addition, most of the dealings

with the expropriated lands were not with the occupants but with "other

persons", and the "arrangements .. .advantageous or beneficial" did not re-

-dound to the advantage or benefit of the occupants, but to that of occ-

-asional commercial development - as, for example, that of the Castlegar

airport. The Provincial Government feared that foreclosure"would create
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a major problem" (Hawthorne 1955, p, 56), a "social disaster" (untraced

quotation). It is true that their policy prevented possible massive

evictions and consequent unrest; but it is also true that the policy

that resulted in the destruction of the C.C.U.B. had the effect of neg-

-ating everything for which nearly two generations of Doukhobors had

laboured. A conciliatory approach, coupled with arrangements for ex-

-tension of loan amortisement , would have had two essential virtues:

Doukhobors would have retained responsibility for the eventual success

or failure of the C.C.U.B., and in the probable event of the latter,

transition to a new style of economic life could have occurred more

smoothly. Instead, the Doukhobors lost, at once, their economic life

style; their property; and their means of production.

In retrospect, the Anglo-canadian culture does not show itself to

have acted with any fewer of the vices it likes to father upon Doukhobors,

chief among which are greed and duplicity, coupled with a certain massive

simplemindedness. It would be a profound mistake to accuse all members

of the majority culture of underhandedness , just as it would be a pro-

-found mistake to claim unblemished purity of soul for all Doukhobors;

no conglomeration of people is, except for short moments in time and

short distances in space, any better or worse than any other congloaerat-

-ion of people.

In conclusion, then, there are only two things left to say. There

is nothing in the Doukhobor heritage to give Doukhobors any more reason

for shame and regret than any other people may have; and there is nothing
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In the Anglo-canadian heritage to give Anglo-canadians any more reason

for pride and self-congratulation than any other people may have. Ways

of life are rarely good or bad in any commonly-shared sense: the achiev-

-ment or failure depends upon the human beings who enter into those ways

of life and inform them with their own spirit.

COJTHUE CBETUT HA BCEX nPAB^lOO. TAIOKE nO/l05AET MEJlOBEKy BbUb HE
/PKHBOMy, cnPABE/inHBOMy, jK)BHTb jDpyr /ipyrA kak c^Moro ueb^r.

B JI05BH £OCnO>Clb HPEBblBAET.

The sun shines on all by justice. Just so it becomes people to be,
not deceitful, [but] just, to love each other as our very own
selves. In love the Lord dwells.

Psalm 197





APPENDIX.

This appendix includes a brief linguistic note on the content of a

Loanword vocabulary; a very early transcript of an inquisition of

three Doukhobor prisoners by an Orthodox cleric; and a series of

instrumental documents significant in Doukhobor history.

The series of questions has been published twice before: in

part, by Elkinton(1903, pp. 270-279) and by Tarasoff (1964, pp.37'-

-44). It is repeated here for two reasons: it is of great import-

-ance for doctrinal and rhetorical comparison of Catechetical psalm

style, and the prior publications are excessively scarce.

The instrimiental documents are of importance for the study of

doctrine, history, and social structure. It was thought that only

materials that had been at some time realized should be included,

a rubric which excludes minor organizational documents and John

Verigin*s recent Proposal . Thus the following items are included:

Protocol of the Delegates of the Society of Named
Doukhobors, 1928.

Declaration of the U.S.C.C. - 1934, as applied
at present. The Declaration was originally
ascribed to the Society of Named Doukhobors,
but now attaches to the U.S.C.C, as the
Society's successor.

Constitution of the Spiritual Community of Christ,
1950. Transcript of a Svobodnik constitution.

Statute of the D.S.C., 1967.

As all these are available in Russian from sources in print (with the

exception of the Constitution of theU.S.C.C.) , only English texts appe.
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NORTH AMERICAN LOANI^ORDS.

Hafshenln*s two-part article English Loanwords In the Doukhobor Dialect

(1964, pp. 38-43; 1967, pp. 216-230) includes a list of some 200-odd

words of English origin. These can be distributed across five general

categories with subdivisions, producing the following rough grouping:

I. ' North American varieties of;

Plants: • 15
Animals: 5

II. North American
Clothing: 11
Food and Drink: 21
Shelter (Home, Farm, Commercial): * ,11
Entertainment & Holidays : 7

. Greetings and Ejaculations: 6
Medicine: 6

III. 20th. Century Tools, Utensils, Materials,
and Energy Sources: 33

IV. 20th. Century Vehicles: their parts, operators,
accessories, and functions.
Highway: 19
Construction and Agricultural: 9

V. North American Encounter; Industry, Law,
Measures, Abstract Instruments, etc..
Lumber Industry: 29
Railroad Industry: 25
Legal: 6
Other: . .21.

The majority of plants are trees of Lumber use. One may conclude that

major areas of linguistic interface have involved the use of farm and

road vehicles, the purchase of North American food varieties, and em-

-ployment in the Lunber and Railroad industries.





A CONVERSATION BETWEEN THE RECTOR OF THE NEVSKOY SEMINARY OF ST.

PETERSBURG, ARCHIMANDRITE IRIOKENTIE, AND THREE OF THE SECT CALLED

DUCHOBORTZI, MICHAEL STSCHIREFF, ANIKIE AND TIMOTHY SUHARIEF, IN MAY
"1792.

Source: Pinkerton 1833, pp. 176-185.

Archimandrite. By what means are you come into this state, that people

confine you as men dangerous to society?

Duchobortzl

.

By the malloaof our persecutors. .

A. What is the cause of their persecuting you?

D. Because it is said that all who will live godly in Christ Jesus
shall suffer persecution.

A. Whom do you call your persecutors?

D, Those who threw me into prison, and bound me in fetters.

A. How dare you, in this way, speak evil of the established Government,
founded and acting on principles of Christian piety? which deprives none
of their liberty, except such as are disturbers of the public peace and
prosperity.

D^. There is no higher Governor than God, who rules over the hearts of
kings and men: but God does not bind in fetters; neither does he command
those to be persecuted who will not give His glory to another, and who
live in peace, and in perfect love and mutual service to each other.

A. What does that signify, "Who will not give his glory unto another?"
- to whom?

jD. Read the Second Commandment, and you will know.

A. I perceive, then, that you mean to throw censure on those who bow
before the images of the Saviour and of His holy ones?

D_. He has placed his image in our souls. Again, it is said that those
who worship Him must worship Him in spirit and in truth,

A. From this it is evident, that you have brought yourself into your
present condition, by falling into error; by misunderstanding the nature
of piety, and entertaining opinions hurtful to the common faith and to
your country.

D. It is not true.
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A. .How, then? Do you not err, when you think that there are '.powers

that be* which exist in opposition to the will of God; whereas there is

no power but of Cod? of that Government, which is appointed to restrain
and correct the disobedient and unruly, persecutes piety; "whereas he
is the minister of God, a revenger to execute wrath upon him that doeth
evil"?

D^. What evil do we do? None.

A. Do you not hurt the faith by your false reasoning concerning her
holy ordinances, and by your blind zeal against God; like the Jews of

old, whose zeal was not according to knowledge?

D. Let knowledge remain with you! Only do not molest us, who live in

peace, pay the taxes, to harm to no one, and obey earthly governments.

A. But perhaps your paying the taxes, harming no one, and obeying
earthly governments, is only the effect of necessity, and of the weak-
-ness of your power; while your peace and love respect those only who
are of your own opinion.

jD. Construe our words as you choose.

A. At least, it is far from being disagreeable to you, I suppose, to

behold your society increasing!

D^. Wb. desire good unto all men, and that all may be saved, and come to
the knowledge of the truth.

A. Leave off your studied secrecy, and evasive a'nd dubious answers. Ex-
-plain and reveal to me your opinions candidly, like men who have noth-
-Ing in view but to discover truth.

D_. I understand you; for that same Spirit of Truth, which enlightens us
In things respecting faith and life, assists us to discern affectatinn
and deceit in every man. Nevertheless, in order to get rid of your
importunity, and with boldness to preach the true faith, I shall answer
your questions as I am able.

A. By what way - by the assistance of others, or by the use of your own
reasoning powers only, did you obtain this Spirit of Truth?

D. He is near our heart, and therefore no assistance is necessary. A
sincere desire and ardent prayers are alone requisite.





A. At least, you ground your opinions on the word of God, do you not?

D^. I do ground myself on it.
_ .

A. But the word of God teaches us, that God has committed the true

faith, and the dispensing of his ordinances, and of instruction in

piety, to certain persons, chosen and ordained for this purpose: -

"According to the grace of God given unto me," says St. Paul, "as a

wise master-builder I have laid the foundation."

D^. True; and such were our deputies who were sent hither in 1767 and

1769. But what did the spirit of persecution and of wrath do to them?

Some were taken for soldiers; others were sent into exile.

A. You doubtless intend, by these deputies, some well-meaning people
like yourself?

D. Yes.

A. But you, and people like you, though well-meaning, cannot be either
ministers or teachers of the holy faith.

D. Why not?

A, Because a Church cannot be established by individual authority;
as Is manifest from I Cor. 111,5. Secondly, because special talents
and gifts from above are requisite, to "make us able ministers of the

New Testament:"II Cor. 111,16. And, thirdly, it is absolutely necess-
-ary to this lawful and gracious calling, that we possess that ordin—
-atlon which hath remained in the holy Church from the times of the
Apostles; as it is said, "And he gave some Apostles, and some Prophets,
and some Evangelists, and some pastors and teachers, for the perfecting
of the saints, for the work of the ministry, for the edifying of the
body of Christ;"Ephes.IV,2.

D^. There Is no other calling to this office required, than that which
crieth in our hearts: neither doth our learning consist in the words
which man's wisdom teacheth, but in "demonstration of the Spirit and
of power." Are the gifts which you require such as to be able to
gabble Latin?

A. You do not understand the Holy Scriptures; and this is the source of
all your errors. The Apostle, in the words quoted by you, does not re-
-ject the talents and gifts of acquired knowledge, but contrasts the
doctrines of Jesus Christ with the wisdom of the heathen, which was in
repute at that time. And that the calling of pastors and teachers always
depended on the Church by which they were chosen, is manifest from the
very history of those pastors and teachers of the Church who are etern-
-ally glorified.





D^. What Holy Scrpitures? What Church? What do you mean by Holy Scrlp-

-tures?

A. Did not you yourself say that you founded your opinions on the

word of God? That is what I mean by the Holy Scriptures.

D. The word of God is spiritual and immaterial; it can be written on
nothing but on the heart and spirit.

A. Yet when the Saviour saith, "Search the Scriptures," and gives us

the reason of this command - "for in them ye think ye have eternal

life," - can He really understand thereby anything else than the writ-
-ten word of God? This is the treasure which He himself hath entrust-
-ed to his holy Church, as the unalterable rule of faith and life.

D. And what do you call a church?

A. An assembly of believers in Jesus Christ, governed by pastors acc-
-ording to regulations founded on the word of God, and partakers of

the ordinances of faith.

D. Not so: there is but one Pastor, Jesus Christ, who laid down his

life for the sheep: and one Church, holy, apostolic, spiritual, in-

-visible, of which it is said, "Where two or three are gathered to-

-gether in my name, there am I in the midst of them;" in which no

worship is paid to any material object; where those only are teachers
who lead virtuous lives; where the word of God is obeyed in the heart,
on which it descends like dew upon the fleece, and out of which it

flows as from a spring in the midst of the mountains; where there are
no such noisy, ostentatious, offensive, and idolatrous meetings and
vain ceremonies as with you; no drunken and insulting pastors and
teachers like yours; nor such evil dispositions and corruptions as
among you.

A. You have here mixed up many things together: let us consider them
one by one. 1st., That the Saviour Christ is the only chief Pastor
and Head of the Church, is a truth: for He hath founded it by His own
merits; under His Almighty providence it exists, is guarded and prot-
-ected; and "the gates of hell shall never prevail against it." Spir-
-itually, Christ is united to it; for, "behold! I am with you, even to
the end of the world:" and by the power of His grace He helpeth the
prayers and petitions of believers. But it does not seem good to the
wisdom and majesty of God, that all, without distinction, should be en-
-gaged in the external state and service of the church, which is so
closely united to the internal; and therefore, from the very first ages
•this has been committed unto worthy pastors and teachers, "as stewards
of the mysteries of God." 2dly, I said that the external state of the
Church is very closely united to the internal. Certainly it is so.
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Who does not know how powerfully the passions and the flesh work in us,

both to good and evil, according to the nature of the object presented

to them? We have need to recruit the efforts of our minds by such sal-

-utary aids; and to stir up the expiring flame of piety within us, by

memorials of the goodness of God, and of the example of holy men. Here

is the whole of what you so improperly style material and idolatrous
worship. So long as we are united to matter, that is, to the body, we

' can never reach that pure and inward spiritual worship of God which the

holy angels present unto Him, or such as that of the eternally-glorified
saints; and on this account, when God requires that we should worship
Him in spirit and in truth, it is to warn us against shameful hypocrisy,
or other dispositions of mind not corresponding with our external wor-
-ship. 3dly, With respect to the scandalous lives of some pastors, they
can never harm the essence of faith; for that is not the cause of their
bad conduct. And that their irregularities can never excuse those who
on this account leave the Church and despise her doctrine, is witnessed
by the Saviour Himself, in his discourse with the Pharisees: "The Scribes
and Pharisees sit in Moses* seat," saith he: "all, therefore, whatsoever
they bid you observe, that observe and do; but do ye not after their
works; for they say, and do not." Moreover, Christian humility should
have deterred you from judging so rashly concerning general corruption
and evil dispositions. But I have purposely not yet answered several of
your expressions, such as "idolatrous meetings and vain ceremonies , "that
I might first ask you what you mean by them?

jD. You may conjecture that yourself.

A, Well; do not even you shew becoming respect for the characters of
those, who have been distinguished for holiness, and after death glor-
-ified by God, as patterns of faith and virtue?*

_D, Where and whom hath God thus glorified?

A. Are the names of Chrysostom, Gregory the Great, and such like, unkno\^m
-known to you?

D . I know them

.

A. What do you think of them?

D. What do I think? - Why, they were men!

A, But holy men, whose faith and lives were agreeable to God; and on this
account they are miraculously glorified from above.

D^. Well, let us suppose so.
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.

A, Now it Is to them that the Church is Indebted for all those offices

and ceremonies, which you denominate idolatrous and vain; and the wor-
-shlp of images has been declared not to be sinful by the Council of

the Holy Fathers; - how then will you make this agree with your views?

D, T know not. I only know, that hell will be filled with priests and
deacons, and unjust judges. As for me, I will worship God as he in-

-structs me.

A. But can you, without danger, depend upon yourself? Are you not
afraid, that sometimes you may mistake your own opinions, and even
foolish imaginations, for Divine inspirations?

D. How? - To prevent this, reason is given unto us. I know what is

good, and what is bad.

A, A poor dependence! With the best reason, sometimes, good appears
to be evil, and evil to be good,

D. I will pray to God: He will send His word: - and God never deceives.

A. True, God never deceives: but you deceive yourself, assuring your-
-self of that, on His part, which never took place.

D^. God does not reject the prayers of believers.

A. Believers - true: those requests which are agreeable to the law of
faith. Divine Wisdom will not reject: but "ye ask and receive not, be-
-cause ye ask amiss." For this purpose hath He given us the Book of
his divine word, that in it we may behold His will, and that our pet-
-Itions may be directed according to it. But it is vain to expect in
the present day miraculous and immediate inspirations, without suffic-
-lent cause, particularly such as are unworthy of Him: and to pretend'
to such inspirations and revelations, is very hurtful to society, and
ought therefore to be checked.

D^. But to me they appear to be very useful, salutary, and worthy of
acceptation.

A. What? to break off from the society of your countrjrmen, though un-
-ited with you by the same laws and the same articles of faith, and
to introduce strange doctrines, and laws of your own making? - to be-
-gln to expound the doctrines of the Gospel without the aid of an en-
-lightened education, disregarding the advice of such men as are most
versed and experienced in those things ; and out of your own head to

found upon all this a separate society? Is it not also to rise up
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against your country, when you refuse to serve It where the sanctity

of an oath is required? Should not the simple command of the higher

powers be sufficient to unite you with others to defend your country,

your fellow-citizens, and your faith?

D.

A. Why do you make no answer to this?

D^. There is nothing to say. I am not so loquacious as you; neither
have I need of it.

A^, But do you not see, at least, whither your blind zeal is leading

you, and that you deserve to suffer much more than all that has yet
befallen you? - We look for your repentance and amendment.

D. 0o what you choose with us: we are happy to suffer for the faith:

this is no new thing. Did you ever hear the old story?

A. Tell me, I pray you, what story?

jD. "A certain man planted a vineyard, and set a hedge about it, and
digged a place for the winefat [sic] , and built a tower, and let it

out to hiisbandmen, and went into a far country. And at the season
he sent to the husbandmen a servant, that he might receive from the
husbandmen of the fruit of the vineyard. And they caught him, and
beat him, and sent him away empty.,..And again he sent another; and
him they killed, and many others; beating some, and killing some.
Having yet therefore one son, his well-beloved, he sent him also last
tmto them, saying. They v;ill reverence my son. But those husbandmen
said among themselves. This is the heir; come, let us kill him, and
the inheritance shall be ours. And they took him, and killed him,
and cast him out of the vineyard. What shall therefore the Lord of
the vineyard do? he will come and destroy the husbandmen, and will
give the vineyard unto others : "Mark XII, 1-9. Now I have done with you.

A, At least, ans\ver me this: How can it be reconciled, that you re-
ject the Holy Scriptures, and at the same time endeavour to support
yourself upon them?

D^. Argue as you will, I have spoken what was necessary, and shall
not say another word.
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PROTOCOL [Minutes ] 1928

.

Source: Sukhorev 1944, pp. 210-215. Translation courtesy Lucy Kazakoff.

Protocol

.

A Conference of delegates - representatives, to the nunber of 66 persons
- from members of the "Named Doukhobors" of Canada, living in the prov-
-Ince of Saskatchewan, held 27th. of June 1928 near the tovn of Kamsack
on the farm of the Doukhobor Vasili Popoff , under the chairmanship of
Michael P. Dyakoff, secretary - Ivan Z, Makhonin.

Discussion. Recc^nendations

.

1. Motion of Chairman of the executive
of the "Named Doukhobors" of the prov-
-ince vof Saskatchewan, regarding el-
-ection of officers for the conference.
2. Minutes of the present conference
read by Ivan 2. Makhonin.

3, The first Question of the minutes
the Response of the members of the
•'Named Doukhobors" to Military Con-
'-scription,*.in general permissive-
?-ness of the killing of man by man
and all other violence.

1. Resolved, to accept the reco-»

-mmendation of Vasili Hancheroff
and do the election of the exec-
-utive of the meeting. The can-
-didates for the present confer-
-ence were nominated and accept-
-ed as following: 1. Chainnan:
Michael P. Dyakov;2.Vice-chair-
-man, Anton S. Popoff ;3. Seq_je-
-tary:Ivan Z. Makhonin.
2. Minutes of the conference,
read by conference secretary
Makhonin, were accepted without
correction. [They] began to dis-
-cuss each question in its en-
r-tirety in the order as written.
The minutes of the conference
were to be attached to the pres-
«-ent minutes of the conference.
3. Taking into consideration (1)

World-view of the"Named Dotjkho-

-bors", based on the teachings of
Christ and the law of God the
Father, revealed by Him; and al-
-so (2) Resolutions from local
members of the *'Kamed Doukho-
-bors" read at the conference of
the delegates - representatives
r the conference unanimously and
ca,tegorically declares, that the
members of the "learned Doukhobors"
not only do not wish, but also
do not want, to allow violence,
and even more so, the killing
of man by man under any musti'-





A. Second question of the minutes
of the conference day: Marriage,
divorce, and their consequences.

-cation whatsoever. The Spir-
-it of Christ, to which the mem-
-bers of the "Named Doukho-
bors" give service, is the

spirit of love, of all-pardon-
-ing brotherhood of all peor
-pies, peace and toil. The
"Named Doukhobors" reaffirmed
and again declared the princi-
-ple:*The good of the whole
world is not worth the death of

a single child.' Our God is a

God of mercy, but not of sac-
-rifice. A person, even though
he calls himself a Doukhobor,
one who allows himself violence
and any kind of killing, cannot
be a member of the "Named Doukho-
'-bors" and the word 'Doukhobor'
In these people is lip-service
[lit., sound of adornment] and
hypocrisy. For no manslayer will
Inherit eternal life.

4. Marriage, in the world-view
of the members of the "Named
Doukhobors", must be eternal.
That which God has joined, no

person may separate. The basis
for those who enter marriage is

love. In the absence of the bas-
-is, there is not any marriage,
nor are the members free. Those
separating must give each other
a peaceful declaration which
gives each of them the right to

enter into a new marriage accord-
-ing to their personal preference
and wish. The questions of the
security of the children of the
marriage, and also of the material
welfare of the waiting parties -

are presented for the considerat-
-lon and decision of the honorary
elders - members of the "Named
Doukhobors", and their judgement
on these questions is final and
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5. The third question of the minutes:

the registration, in full or in part,

giving the affiliation of the members

of the"Named Doukhobors" of the pro-

-vlnce of Saskatchewan.

6. The fourth question of the minutes
Concerning Trials in general.

7. The fifth question of the minutes
of the conference day: General Educ-
-ation, and, specifically, attendance
at Canadian schools at all levels
by children of the members of the
**Named Doukhobors."

binding for both sides and must
be carried out sacredly and un-
-broken

.

5. To carry out a full registr-
-ation, In forms, through the
regional registrars, and through
the executive, a copy of the
registered family lists to be
presented to the corresponding
governing committee of the prov-
-incefwas res^olved, as was:].
To forward to the Executive no
later than July 30, 1928 [such
lists]

.

To formulate full and complete
. by-family lists of the members
of the "Named Doukhobors" liv-

- -ing in the province in Saskat-
-chewan.
6. In the case of misunderstand-
-ings, quarrels and insults,
which may arise among the members
of the "Named Doukhobors" such
are laid before the executive
for consideration and decision,
but before that, for the consid-
-eration of the delegates - rep-
-resentatives at the conference.
.[?]. Crime and acts of criminal
character may not be presented
for consideration of the above-
-named executive committee of

the "Named Doukhobors", for the
simple reasons that every member
committing a criminal offense
loses his rights and will no lon-
-ger be a nember of the "Named
Doukhobors" and is subject to

the so-called government's just-
-ice.
7. Education is to be acknowled-
-ged to be not only desireable;
but( taking into consideration
the present historical times,
when the world, guided by the
present fallacious civilization,
is heading for destruction) is
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8. The sixth question of the minutes
of the conference day: the report of

the Executive Committee of the

"Named Doukhobors" of the same be-
-lief.

9. The seventh question of the minutes
of the conference day: the report and
recommendations of Peter P. Chistiak-
-ov: to elect the one executive comm-
-ittee of the "Named Doukhobors" liv-
-Ing in the province of Saskatchewan,
regardless of the pattern and form
of their economic material life-style.

.also necessary - because upon .. ..

the foundation of knowledge
[must] the truth of the teach-

-Ing of Christ and of His spir-
-It be carried into the world:
brotherhood, peace, and Godly
love. The attendance at Can-
-adian school of children of
members of the society of the

"Named Doukhobors" must be con-

-sidered desiT;_,able and necess-
-ary; however, preaching to the

children of Imperialism and all

kinds of hatred towards people
is intolerable.
8. The Report is accepted. The'

minutes of the conference of the

25th. of May, 1928, are to be
acknowledged. The work of the

executive Committee is to be ac-
-knowledged as satisfactory, and
our thanks are to be expressed
to the members of the executive
committee.
9. The report and the recommend-
-ations of Peter P. Chistiakov
are given consent and adopted,
and on the basis 'regardless of

the pattern and form of their
economic material life-style* of

the members of the society of

"Named Doukhobors," the one exec-
-utive committee of the "Named
Doukhobors" who are living in the

the province of Saskatchewan.
The list of candidates for memb-
-ership of the executive committ-
»-ee is to be accepted. The foll-
-owing persons were unanimously
elected to membership of the ex-
-ecutive committee:
1. Goncherov, Vasili N,

2. Makhonin, Vasili Z.

3. Bonderev, Ivan G.

4. Makaev, Larion L.

5. Rebin, Ivan N.

6. Rilkov, Gregory Z. •
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10. The concluding word of the pres-
-Ident of the conference, Michael P.

Dyakov, concerning directives to the
new executive committee of the "Nam-
-ed Doukhobors" of the province of
Saskatchewan.

7. Kanlgin, Gregory N. ; and
from among these were elect-
-ed, as the praesidium , the
following three persons

:

1. President of the Committee;
Makhonin, Vasili Z.

2. Vice-President:
Makaev, Larion L.

3. Secretary:
Bonderev, Ivan G.

10. To recommend to the exec-
-utive committee to make an
immediate start on current
work and the putting-into-
-practice and fulfillment all

the recommendations of this

conference.

The Delegates-Representatives.
President of the Conference,

Michael Petrovich Dyakov.
Secretary of the Conference.

Ivan Ivanovitch Makhonin.





DECLARATION - 1934.

Source

t

Official literature of the U.S.C.C.

Declaration
of the Union of Spiritual Communities of Christ

• in Canada,

Proclaimed and accepted at the Second Convention by the authorized

delegates of the Named Doukhobors, held at Verigin, Saskatchewan,

Canada, from the 29th. of July to the 7th, of August 1934 A.D,

1. We, the Union of Spiritual Communities of Christ, have been, are,

and will be members of Christ's Chruch, confirmed by the Lord and Sav-

-iour Jesus Christ himself and assembled by His Apostles,

2. Members of the Union of Spiritual Communities of Christ essentially

are of the law of God and of the faith of Jesus. The law of God is ex-

-pounded in the Ten Commandments and the faith is professed thus: We

believe in and profess - Jesus Christ the Son of God - Who came in the

flesh and was crucified. He is our sole - Leader, Saviour and only Hope.

There Is none and could not be any other name under the heavens - through

which man ought to be saved. We have faith and hope through His name to

attain the highest blessings. There is no higher blessing than "sternal

life in unutterable joy." This is the hope and reward in Christ Jesus

and the principal aim of the Union of Spiritual Communities of Christ.

Following in the footsteps of our Divine Teacher, we. The Union of Spir-

-itual Comraunitles of Christ proclaim as did He: we have come into this

world not to transgress the law of God, but to fulfill it, and therefore

all idolatry and desecration we strongly denounce and acknowledge only
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the law and supreme authority of God. We, The Union of Spiritual Comm-

-iinltles of Christ, having acknolwedged and submitted ourselves to the

law and authority of God by this have liberated ourselves from the guard-

-lanship and power established by me, because: "we cannot serve two mas-

-ters" and members of The Union of Spiritual Communities of Christ can-

-not be slaves of men - having been redeeemed by the precious blood of

Jesus Christ. Members of The Union of Spiritual Communities of Christ

are not slaves of corruption, but are Sons of the Free Spirit of Christ

and declare: we ought to submit more to God than to man. We triumph-

-antly declare that we do not allow any force whatever by man over man

and even more so the allowance of killing of man or of men by a man or

men under no circumstances, causes or arguments whatsoever. Every in-

-dividual, group of individuals, parties or governments of men, and any-

-one whoever they may be proclaiming their struggle against war and its

non-allowance but at the same time agreeing, and allowing to kill even

one Individual for the sake of any interests whatsoever - is a lie and

a hypocrisy and nothing but a "leaven of the Pharisees/' The life of

one individual is of equal value to the lives of many individuals. The

commandment of God states: "Thou shalt not kill." Christ explains and

warns: "No murderer shall inherit Eternal Life." War - mass slaughter

Is an item compiled. Where the killing of one individual is allowed there

the allowance of mass murder is inevitably admitted - which is war.

3* The modern world - mankind, has scattered and divided itself into

countless numbers of groups - following the watch-words and programmes





of the various political parties. Every political party struggles a-

-gainst each other not for the good and benefit of the people but for

dominance over them - with all the consequences as a "diabolical incite-

-ment." Members of The Union of Spiritual Communities of Christ have

never recognized and do not recognize any political party. They have

never entered nor will they ever enter into the ranks of any political

party. They have never given nor will they ever give their votes dur-

-ing elections, thereby, are free from any responsibility before God or

man for the acts of any government established of men. Members of The

Union of Spiritual Communities of Christ essentially are above party

politics - they not only gave their votes but their bodies, blood and

souls to the One and Unreplaceable - Guardian of the hearts and souls

of men - the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, thereby we have attained

perfect freedom by egressing from the slavery of corruption into the

freedom of glory of the children of God. We emphatically declare unto

all:
KNOW THE TRUTH AND THE TRUTH SHALL SET YOU FREE.

4. Members of The Union of Spiritual Communities fo Christ accepted and

are fulfilling the command of Jesus Christ: "Render therefor unto Caesar

the things which are Caesar's (meaning the governments of men); and unto

God the i)«ings that are God's." Residing in whatever state or country in

this world, we triumphantly declare: going under the banner of "Toll and

Peaceful Life" - everything demanded of us which is not contradictory to

the law of God and to the faith of Jesus, we will accept, fulfill and exe
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-cute, not through fear but by conscientious guidance.

Note: In the earliest texts of the declaration, the ratifying body was
the Society of Naned Doukhobors. In November 1938 (Woodcock & Avakum-
-ovic 1968, p. 307) the Union of Spiritual Communities of Christ was
formed, supplanting the Society of Named Doukhobors and acquiring its

policy without change.
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CONSTITUTION - 1950.

Source; B.C. Provincial Archives. "Documents seized..." from the homes

of Michael 'Archangel' Verlgln and Joe Podovinikof f , Hilllers,

B.C. (New Jerusalem community), during police raids, 1950. The

present docioment is the instrument of the Svobodnlk group led

by John Lebldoff at that time, the Spiritual Community of Christ

Constitution.

1. "Spiritual Community of Christ" with Leadership (by a Divine Right)

to be designated by. the Lord God Himself.

2. Spiritual Community of Chtist, has been, is and will be a member of

Christ's church, confirmed by the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ himself

and assembled by His Apostles. Members of the "Spiritual Community of

Christ" essentially are of the Law of God and the Faith of Jesus.

3. The object and purpose of the Spiritual Community of Christ is to

attain the highest blessing promised by Jesus, namely "eternal life in

xmutterable joy." Spiritual Community of Christ proclaims as did our

Divine Teacher, that we have come into this world, not to transgress the

law of God, but to fulfill it, which conception justifies our present and

future conduct. Spiritual Community of Christ cannot serve two masters.

4. Location of the operation of Spiritual Community of Christ is to be

carried on wherever our Lords wills. We are His servants.

5. Due to the absence of the Divine Leadership an "Interm adminlstrat-

-ion"(not elected) insplratlonally appointed will be in charge of the af-

-fairs of the Spiritual Community of Christ, until proper leadership
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appears on the scene. "Interm Administration" is to be wholly respon-

-slble only to Divine Leadership and cannot be removed or replaced by

the people as members of the Community.

6. Interm Administration is composed of the following individuals

Chairman: John L. Lebidoff - and his wives:

Secretary: Pozdnikoff, Florence Elie - Lebidoff.

Lactin, Natasha William - Lebidoff.
Chemenkoff , Molly Alex - Lebidoff.
Pozdnikoff, Constantine Elie -Lebidoff.

7. Spiritual policy of the "Spiritual Community of Christ" is a re-aff-

• -Irmation of the original beliefs of our faith which are detailed here-

-in under sub-indications of this paragraph seven.

7(a). Canadian methods of schools and education are considered det-
-rimental to the cause of the Spiritual Community of Christ
and are therefore rejected.

7(b). Statistical registration (recordings of birth, deaths and
marriages) are considered as not essential and are rejected.

7(c); Service in armed or alternative forces are contrary to the
faith and so are irrevocably rejected.

7(d). Proposed citizenship of any country and subjection to any
flag is rejected.

8« Administrative policy of the affairs of the Spiritual Community of

Christ are likewise detailed under sub-indications of this paragraph

eight

.

8(a). Accepted members of the Spiritual Community of Christ is to,

as first step, transfer all his or her property, mo\L-able or real-
^ -estate, to the Interm Administration. It is required that he or
she sign a deed in that respect.
8(b). Should a member decide to withdraw from the community at a
later date, he oi she cannot demand any share of it.

8(c). Interm Administration as identified in paragraph six is to
have full authority in all the business affairs of the community,
and will exercise borrowing powers invested in them, as the needs
occasions of the community arises and will be the only Custodian

/
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• and user of the seal of the Spiritual Community of Christ. Audits
of accounts, annual and special meetings are to be in care of the
Interm Administration. Voting and majority rights are non-existing

• because experience has shown that too often the majority votes in

favour of adverse situtations as exemplified by all elections held
•by man in the world today. All male members between the ages of 18

and 60 must pay dues of twenty two dollars §22.00) yearly, Twelve
dollars ($12.00) for the chairman and ten dollars ($10.00) to the
treasury of the Spiritual Community of Christ. Interm Administrat-
-ion is to be compensated for its services from the funds of the
treasury. All disabled, aged, orphaned and widowed are to be ass-
-isted by the treasury. Appointments and removal of directors (if

any) compensation for their services is to be in the hands of the
Interm Administration,
8(d). Personal conduct of each member of the Spiritual Community
of Christ is to be in accordance with his or hers spiritual growth
and will follow the original trend of "to whom much is given, of
him much is expected." Petty everyday differences of members will
be settled by own jurors elected for each occasion. Violation of

any spiritual conception established by the Community will not be
tolerated. Each case of misconduct will be reviewed by a body of
12 elected for the occasion.
8(e). It is expected that crime will be non-existent, but should
there be a criminal occurence, the Interm Administration will turn
the perpetrators over to the authorities of the country. Paragraph
8-e is self explanatory - in detail it means that one cannot be a
member of the Spiritual Community of Christ and a criminal at the
same time. As near as possible, both the Interm Administration and
rank and life file members must adhere to the conduct as was pract-
-iced in the time of Lukeria Vasilivna Lakmakova,

With the advent of a Divine Right Leadership this constitution can

be changed or reconstructed at will.

Toil and Peaceful Life.
>

The welfare of the whole Universe is not worth the Sacrifice of

one child.

"Sons of Freedom cannot be Slaves of Corruption."

Spiritual Community of Christ.

Dated - January 7th, 1950 A.D.
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..Signed. Chairman (John L.Lebidoff)
Secretary (Mrs. Florence Elle

Lebldoff )

.

• • (Natasha William
Lebidoff).

(Polly Alex Lebidoff)

.

Helper for Sec. (Constantine E.

Lebidoff)

.

Note: Spellings, spacing, etc., as on original facsimile.





STATUTE - 1967,

Source : Official literature of the Doukhobor Society of Canada.

Statute
of The Doukhobor Society of Canada.

1, Foundation of Doukhobor creed, and rituals;

Considering the history and ideology of Doukhobors, the Assembly

confirm: that the ideal manifests in the aspiration to acquire supreme

blessings of brotherhood, equality and love according to the teaching

of Jesus Christ, and by the following principles:
•

(a) . Acknowledge and love God in Spirit.
(b) . Love thy nearest as you wish to be loved.
(c) . Thou Shalt Not Kill.
(d) . Do not do unto others what you do not wish done unto you.

(e) . Vegetarianism, sobriety and abstaining from use of stupifying
alcohol.

(f) . The rituals consist of simple. Christianlike customs of liturgy,
weddings, funerals, dress, greetings and hospitality.

2. Aims and Rules of Unification.

The authorized delegates from various Doukhobor groups have resolved

to establish the Doukhobor Society of Canada . The main aim of this soc-

-iety is the unification of all Doukhobors on the basis of Doukhobor

principles. The Doukhobor Society of Canada is headed by Central Execut-

-iye Committee* •

All Doukhobors desiring unity and who respect Doukhobor ideals and

principles, as expressed in this Statute,- may join and become members of

this Society. ...
The existing groups and organizations may enter as units while re-
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-talnlng their present affiliations In their organizations. In places

where there are no organized units, it is recommended that members org-

-anlze a unit, compile a membership list and elect two representatives.

Those living in isolated or remote localities, may enter as single fam-

-ilies or individuals, but it is desirable that single families and

individuals join the nearest organized units wherever practicable.

Membership lists must be forwarded to the Central Executive Comm-

-ittee .

Expenses of the Society are paid out of membership dues, which

are allocated by authorized delegates at the Assembly*

The rules of election of members of Central Executive Comnittee

and terms of office are determined by the Assembly.

All problems are res^olved by a majority vote.

Every adult member bears full moral responsibility for his per-

-sonal conduct and observance of Doukhobor principles. Society as a

whole does not accept any responsibility for such members.

3. Cultural and Educational Activity.

The Doukhobor Society of Canada considers increasing development

of cultural and educational activities which are vital and necessary.

Upon investigation and study of possibilities we will endeavor to in-

-crease education of Russian language through additional schools, pub-

-llcation of periodicals and such useful items which assist education

and culture.
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4. Spiritual Instruction.

Considering the spiritual foundation of Doukhobors, the Assembly

binds parents to be living examples to their children In spiritual en-

-lightenment and In basic Doukhobor principles. The Assembly recomm-

-ends establishment of Sunday Schools for children, where Doukhobor

history and creed shall be taught. For guidance a psalm: "Be Devout"

ia recommended. Text of the psalm is attached to this Statute.

5. Charity Within and Outside of Society:

All charity work is the responsibility of members in each locality.

It is desirable to increase charity to the utmost. Collected sums should

be forwarded to destination by local representatives or responsible per-

-sons in the locality. Reports of such activities must be sent to the

Central Executive Committee for their record,

6. On Contact with Antl-Mllitsristic Organizations.

Striving to fulfill the Commandment **Thou Shalt Not Kill" and con-

-sldering it our duty to do our utmost in preventing bloodshed - the

Assembly finds it necessary to maintain contact with other pacifistic and

antl-railitaristic groups and organizations and to increase our struggle

for disarmament and peace, according to the Doukhobor creed.

7. Admission of Persons of Various Nationalities into Society:

The Assembly welcomes encouragement of Doukhobor. idealqgy by anyone.

•However, admittance of non-Doukhobors into Society does not depend entire-

-ly upon us. The subject of acceptance depends an the sincerity of the

applicant and acknowledgement by the Government in regards to exemption
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from military service.

8. Acloiowledgement of Spiritual Leadership;

Considering the history of Doukhobors and their creed, we affirm,

as our ancestors did, that we "Believe and Profess , Jesus Christ, Son of

God, who came In flesh and was crucified. He is our only Leader, Savl-

;-our, and Hope."












